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Meeting* Sir John A* Macdonald Linear Park

Table 1* Preston To/A looney's
• Love idea of parking lots
• Barriers to access?

o Moving parkway South
o Intersection at grade to slow traffic

• Connecting to Quebec side with bridge
• Plough pathways, grooming

Table 2: Pont Champlain Bridge/ Remit
• Recreation of 2 beaches?

o Accessibility to water
• Bate Island access

o Restaurant
o Many possible uses
o Access for kayaking

• Additional path on East side of the bridge

Table 3* Kitchissipi
• Removing a lane (N.)
• Byron Linear Park Synergies
• Maple Lawn - Cultural Value

o Creates opportunities

Table 4: Deschenes
• Expansion of the width of the pathway - Augmenter largeur du sentier
• Separate pedestrians/cyclists - Separer pietons/cyclistes
• Crossing every 500m - Traverses -> 500m
• Services along corridor

o Links to surrounding areas/ civic + capital
• Partner with groups

o Clubs des ornithologues
o OFNC

• Signage & Interpretation - Signalisation & Interpretation
• Marketing

Table 5: Mud Lake
• Invaluable birding site / site d'oiseaux
• Lots of little places, many flavors
• Place - Branding
• One story, several chapters
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Table 6: Preston to/a General/General
• Connection to Dow's lake, 0-train pathway, loop
• Niagara Parks Com.

o Ideas
• Legislation to protect
• Test with temporary recreation space, relationship to the river

o Tactical urbanism
• Play structures
• Dance halls
• Canoe access

o Trail head
o William Commanda

• Community-based
o Grass roots

• Dog park (space, time) -> linked to areas where geese are a problem
o E.g. pathway patrol gardening @ Maple Lawn = Model of community engagement
o Westboro Beach

Dover Court
• Create something appealing
• Maintenance yard

o Winter

A-2021-00072-00005
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Main Key Highlights- Workshop SJAM

Champlain- Remic

Keep the green aspect - let the shoreline clear of constructions and do not construct buildings
or hard surfaces (example of the image to illustrate a fly-market at Remic);
Interest in the proper of a potential commercial/restaurant and concerns that we get the right
balance;Restaurants are welcome, but in a measured way not to the detriment of environment
and of the quiet enjoyment of the places;
Resolve conflicts between cyclists and pedestrians and other users, skaters, surf-boarders and
.... wildlife... while keeping paths for contemplative cyclists , walkers along the shore.
Need to figure the pathway problems. Many comments, ideas, suggestions and universal
acceptance that a split of users is required
Some confusion as to why we weren't addressing parkway issues as part of the plan (road
speeds, volumes, removing lanes etc...)

Kitchissippi-Westboro

The activity nodes should be located at the two LRT stations, Cleary and Dominion. This would
encourage the use of public transit to access the park. By creative hubs of activities around
these stations, the NCC can expect to have a greater usage of the lands;
Four lanes parkway is not necessary and if kept, it is contradictory to the vision of the linear
park. If the NCC wants to create a linear park, vehicles traffic should be minimize to reduce
noise, increase safety and provide more greenspace;
Reduce design and posted vehicular speed on parkway;
Add cycling lanes on parkway;
Roundabouts for traffic calming and speed reduction;
Add more safe at grade crossings;
Water access and boat launches should offer rentals of kayaks and canoes; and also offer a place
to store personally-owned kayak and canoe;
Add more opportunities for park related commercial facilities (e.g., Atlantis site);
Bundle Maple Lawn with Rochester Field for heritage theme walk and park like treatment.

A-2021-00072-00006
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Parkdale/Bayview :

Lots of discussion on parking. Some think need more to get visitors to the park, others think
there should be no additional parking
Bring all animation or commercial services as close as possible to the parkway, on the north
side, to keep as much park as possible
Do not bring retail that would replace efforts in close by communities, rather put signs to bring
the park users in communities
Water activities in this section may not be adequate due to security reasons, this is where city
firefighters do their training

Keep pathway as far away from parkway as possible to reduce noise from cars on pathway.
Today is very noisy and not park like setting

Mud Lake/Deschenes Lookout

Many people are completely unaware that an amazing natural area exists right off the Capital
Pathway at Mud Lake. How best to increase awareness without overwhelming this
environmentally sensitive area?
Numerous people commented they we will need to size amenities (pathways, parking, etc.) to
accommodate an increase in users to the linear park.
Several people asked about transit connections to the linear park.
Everyone wants a pathway exclusively for their use (high speed cyclists, recreational cyclists,
walkers, etc.)
We need to better define the west portal/ gateway by establishing a properly connected
terminus and/or punctuating it with a key facility, such as an interpretive centre.

A-2021-00072-00007
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d Canada
Sommaires des commentaires refus pour ;

RESUME DE DISCUSSION

Atelier sur le pare lineaire de la promenade de Sir-John-A.-Macdonald (SJAM)

PARTIE 1 : Que pensez-vous de I’idee d’un pare lineaire pour ce corridor vert?

Yes- currently a showcasefor cars

Name I s transformative- linear park
Oui a un pare lineaire-raconte I'histoire, raconte des histoires
Reduire I'effet de barriere provoque par la promenade

Offrir plus de services (toilettes, resto ...)
Utilisation 4 saisons-more seasonal activities

Pas vraiment un attrait touristique, le centre-ville plus attayantpour les touristes

Conflit d'utilisateur
Rehausser la signalisation
Ecological hierarchy of transportation options should apply
Good idesa much of the land under utilized
Like the idea, very natural, like the meadow
Linear also circular, lots of interesting landscape
Security modal conflict
Alreay exist as a park, need tofugure out how to improve

Open canvass that allowsfor changes / currently a transportation corridor that slow down / ecological hierarchy

of transportation options should apply / wayfinding is important / reducing barriers is key
William Commando vision

Distinct community: different access

Already a linear Park: protect current green space
Need an inventory of activities and resources and ecological assets

1
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PARTIE 2 : Parametres a considerer pour le corridor SJAM

Que pensez-vous des parametres? £tes-vous en accord ou en disaccord et pourquoi?

Planiffer cet espace comme un tout, un continuum, qui prend en consideration que ce corridor s'echelonne sur
9 km

En accord
I] En disaccord
Pourquoi

Caractere particulier a une capitate :

pour tous les residents et visiteurs

En accord
En disaccord

Pourquoi :

Offrir une diversiti d'activitis actives ou contemplatives, d'ambiance et de services

En accord
En disaccord

Pourquoi :

Un pare et des activitis offertes a I'annie

En accord

En disaccord
Pourquoi

Un acees continu et sans obstacle aux terrains du corridor et aux berges de la riviere des Outaouais

fl En accord_ En disaccord
Pourquoi :

Des ripercussions visuelles minimales sur la qualiti du paysage et sur les vues de la riviere

En accord

En disaccord
Pourquoi :

2
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PARTIE 3 : AMELIORER L'EXPERIENCE ET L'ACCES AU CORRIDOR SJAM
Bilan- L'etat actuel

Quelles sont les qualites, les caracteristiques ou les activites qui devraient etre conservees le long du corridor SJAM?

Vue (fensemble du corridor

• A quoi ressemblerait (theme/identite) le pare lineaire le long du corridor SJAM? Veuillez decrire les caracteristiques
principales deI'ensemble du pare.

• Quel genre d'amenagement aimeriez-vous voir et qui contribuerait au caractere de ce corridor?
• Decrivez ce qui serait un attrait pour vous ou pour un groupe d'amis qui ferait de ce lieu une destination.

3
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Nom de la section : Section 1Preston to Tuney's (Bayview / Parkdale)
• A conserver :

Current status :

1. area is bland
2. Hwy style interchange problem
3. Great, beautiful access to rapids, view to the Islands (birds)
Uses / Activities desirable:
4. Birding
5. Bridge
6. Walking/ biking/ running: 4 seasons pathways
7. Picnic areas
8. City of Ottawa is a partner in the animation
9. Communities are a partner also partner?????

• Uses / Activities undesirable:
1. Geese
2. Remove cloverleaf
3. No snowmobilers
4. Kayaking / boating not safe

Section 4 Design and priority setting exercise

Move the Parkway at Tuney's - slower-road diet, slowdown move road ? rethink alignment
Celebrate threshold- Preston
Playup from O'Train / Bayview
Augment access to Island
Plough pathways
Add services-

1. Convert Tuney's to provide access
2. Bayview -water/washroom/restaurants

3. Water fountain

Nom de la section : Section 2 : Remic / Champlain
• A conserver :

1. Lots of trees: label them (?)

2. Quiet, camlness

3. Naturalness

4. Visual connection to the river

5. Elevation, changes and curves : visually interesting

6. More walking path

• Desirable activities:
1. Enhance feeling about the park
2. Eliminate the road! Make it a bike lane

4
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3. Canoe/kayak entry points
4. Historical exploration of how things were including industrial post
5. Public space. Board shells and natural amphitheater
6. Fishing options
7. Accessibility spots: more transit: bus ??, shuttle back and forth
8. Way finding to nearby community
9. More waterway access
10. Ligting?
11. Restaurant: seasonal or otherwise
12. Walking trails in unusual greenspace

• Section 4: Design and priority setting exercise
1. Turn one of the traffic lanes into a bike lane. Slow traffic down
2. Bathroom
3. Usable public space. More walking trails. Programmable space, like gazebos
4. Exported all season use. Cross centre ski trails. Walking trails into snowshoe trail

• Nom de la section : Section 3 : Kitchissippi
• A conserver :

1. Point of interest : Maple Lawn Gardens (beside the keg)
Chould be integrated
New public square at Winston
New density coming

2. Wild spaces should be encouraged
3. Need to reach out to and involve people in the area don't think you can do it yourself
4. Create stages for gathering
5. Involve Aboriginal groups
6. Sailing hardbour

• Desirable activities:
1. Places for people to pause and grab a drink but no music ( ?) experiences

• Undesirable:
1. Festivals:

Too much damage: scale matters
Meditative experiences
Minimized engineered experiences

• Informal seating areas

• Non-motorized transportation
Non-motorized elements

• Western sunset and vista should drive the experiences.
• Section 4: Design and priority setting exercise

1. No comments

• Other comments:
1. Try low cost, easy to implement stuff
2. Trial periods (test things)
3. Encourage installation for kids

5
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4. Use community strengths. Dovercourt Community Centre experience/ leverage skills

• Nom de la section : Section 4 : Deschenes
• A conserver : Park area

• Section 4: Design and priority setting exercise
1. Permeable from urban area - fence portion with access. More access (safely)
2. Signage- for access to urban from park?? To park to urban attractions
3. Possibly reduce parkway traffic - or stop areas for pedestrian crossing
4. Naturalize Bay area: use as destination area- coin operated binocular
5. Active space: organize so available for sports, water recreation such as boat, kayak launch- open space for

winter sport access, groomed trails parks. Partner with Museum of Nature - history nature walls etc.- Dog
park- Adult exercise stations

• Nom de la section : Section 5 : Mud lake /Lincoln Fields
• A conserver (current status)

1. Natural shore line
2. Ability to walk / bike / ski
3. Rock sculpture
4. Facilities like Westboro Beach
5. Wildlife
6. Benches : historical
7. Sunday Bike Days
8. Yoga / drumming community generated
9. Green space
10. Limited
11. Under passes : access

• Overview of the corridor :
1. Natural : good views
2. Wild sapace : forest
3. Berms for floodie / ?
4. Nodes ?
5. Safety, or lit : night time, bird feces
6. Much better signage
7. Separate bike: commuter cyclist
8. Waypoint: km marker
9. Second beach
10. Play structures
11. Community gardens
12. Dance Hall
13. Winter use
14. XC skiing
15. City connections
16. Canoe: oak: stones

6
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• Section 5: Design and priority setting exercise

1. Cut two lanes: enhance parkway
2. Reclaim parkway land ( more parkway away from water

3. Balance natural features native forest
4. Place marks and place making(?)
5. Work directly, regularly with community and business to plan, dream, consult

• Nom de la section : Section1: Bayview / Parkdale
• A conserver :

1. Green corridor - trans Canada Trail
2. Bike path
3. Access to transit (close parkway to the Park)
4. History of the area explained
5. Make use of existing railway infrastructure
6. Lemieux Island should be part of the Park
7. Maintain areas that provide good views of the river (enhance)
8. Looking west to Quebec- there is very little evidence of development - the western shoreline of the river has a very

natural look- that should remain!!

• Overview of the corridor
1. Heritage features such as old City of Ottawa water keeper (plan operator) house should be restored
2. Century old buildings should be characterized and enhance to promote history of area.

7
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Ejcpirience :section en discussion

Usages/activites

Type d'activites/experiences
(contemplatives ou actives;

services et installations)

Souhaitables-pourquoi? Ou
(Indiquez par un

chiffre sur la carte)

Usages/activites

Type d'activites/experiences
(contemplatives ou actives;

services et installations)

Non-souhaitables-pourquoi? Oil
(Indiquez par un

chiffre sur la carte)

Acces a la riviere

1. Ou:
2. Comment :_
3. A quelle fin :

1. Oii :
2. Comment :

8
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PARTIE 4 ; EXERCICE DE CONCEPTION ET DE PRIORISATION

• lllustrez vos idees sur la carte a I'aide de dessins, de mots ou de descriptions

• Priorisez vos idees en ordre des 5 activites/caracteristiques les plus importantes dans le contexte d'un pare de la
capitale :

Autres commentaires

9
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Sir John A. Macdonald Linear Park Planning Workshop
May 27* 2014

Notes: Plenary Session

Table 1: Preston To/A Tunney's
• Great area (walking / biking / transit)
• Great place to set up services (washrooms / restaurant / park)
• Lots of wildlife and History
• Winter plowing on bike path / grooming trails forxc skiing

Comments/Questions from the group:
• Love the idea of using the parking lot during week ends
• Move the actual parkway to the south with under pass for safer crossing
• Upgrade intersection
• Opportunity to connect with Quebec - Prince of Whale Bridge

Table 2: Pont Champlain Bridge/ Remic
• Slowdown traffic lane
• Need for washrooms and other services
• More usable public space. Walking path, gazebo (places where people can do things)
• All year round activities: xc ski trails, snowshoes, walking
• More access to the water - more than just looking at water
• Need to lit the area - very isolated at night for safety

Comments/Questions from the group:
• Have you thought of reinstate the two beaches?
• Consideration of Bate Island? Enormous potential (Canada FireWorks, Restaurant...)
• Access for kayaking - make it easier
• Not easy to get to the shoreline
• Another path for people from that area

Table 3: Kitchissipi
• Predominate feature: river (meditative)
• Modify the road system

o Cars toward downtown: on one lane
o One lane at 25 km / hour
o Remove the southern corridor

• Having not only green trails but blue trails (possibility to put canoe/kayak in the water
• Historical place
• Toilet - but artistic one!
• How to bring the community into the river

o Strengthen the relationship with the community : business and the shoreline, Artist in
residence / yoga

Comments/Questions from the group
• One linear Park that come close to another linear park (Byron)
• Maple Lawn: cultural value

A-2021-00072-00021
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Table 4: Deschenes
• Main criteria: signage to identify how close the river is to the urban area
• Reduction of traffic
• Install binoculars
• Games
• Access to launching boat
• Winter access
• Parking
• Nature walks: fossils ( partnership with Museum of Nature)

Comments/Questions from the group:
• Challenge in this area: recreational path: conflict with cyclist / pedestrians to have access to the

river (?)
• Create segregated walking trails
• Access - crossing point every 500 m. May solve congestion problems
• People need services: use business / community Centre to provide services
• Best little street-conserve the need of the parkway linking the surrounding area
• Nature Canada: lots of groups are very active, it should be promoted
• Interpretation of the landscape / history

Table 5: Mud Lake
• Idea of a linear park is great but the NCC hasn't thought of all the access that use to exist? Every

neighborhood had access to the river
• Maybe cutting two lanes
• Segregated recreational path
• Restore natural area: oak
• Sense of balance: access to the water
• Create working group (community and NCC) to discuss specific area of interest
• Place near the water: node of activity
• Beautiful orchard (?)
• Signage: create node (Britannia)
• WLRT: should not create another barrier
• More than 9 km: it extend (doesn't stop at Carling)

Comments/ Questions /Comments from the group:
• Mud Lake: invaluable birding site
• Easy to get lost in the Mud Lake area
• Place branding: name them the way people know them, ex: Kitchissippi Beach is known as

Westboro Beach

Table 6: Preston To/A Tunney's
• History of this area should be explained
• Lemieux Island should be included
• Maintain NCC land on Quebec side: beautiful
• Any heritage building should be enhance
• Improve accessibility to the river - use Tuney's Pasture parking lot during weekend
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• For all area, need to do a thorough inventory
• Name: SJAM Waterfront Park
• Soccer Park

General comments:
• Green area: connect to other NCC lands and the City
• Many Canadian examples: Niagara Parks Com.
• Legislation to protect the park
• Test with temporary recreation space, relationship to the river

o Tactical urbanism
• No Play structures by the river and (?) other community features that use to be there:

o Dance hails
o Canoe access
o Canoe building (Trail head uses them)

• Community engagement
o Pathway Patrol, Garden at Rochester ( amazing community based example on how the

NCC engage the community)
o Dovercourt Community Centre
o Westboro: community driven: NCC was very supportive

• Dog park -> off leash areas where geese are a problem
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Sir John A* Macdonald Linear Park Planning Workshop
Question Period Following Plenary Session

Table 1« Preston To/A Tunney's
• Love idea of parking lots
• Barriers to access?

o Moving parkway South
o Intersection at grade to slow traffic

• Connecting to Quebec side with bridge
• Plough pathways, grooming

Table 2: Pont Champlain Bridge/ Remic
• Recreation of 2 beaches?

o Accessibility to water
• Bate Island access

o Restaurant
o Many possible uses
o Access for kayaking

• Additional path on East side of the bridge

Table 3: Kitchissipi
• Removing a lane (N.)
• Byron Linear Park Synergies
• Maple Lawn - Cultural Value

o Creates opportunities

Table 4:Deschenes
• Expansion of the width of the pathway - Augmenter largeur du sentier
• Separate pedestrians/cyclists - Separer pietons/cyclistes
• Crossing every 500m - Traverses -> 500m
• Services along corridor

o Links to surrounding areas/ civic + capital
• Partner with groups

o Clubs des ornithologues
o OFNC

• Signage & Interpretation - Signalisation 8iInterpretation
• Marketing

Table 5:Mud Lake
• Invaluable birding site / site d'oiseaux
• Lots of little places, many flavors
• Place - Branding
• One story, several chapters
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Table 6: Preston to/a General/General
• Connection to Dow's lake, 0-train pathway, loop
• Niagara Parks Com.

o Ideas
• Legislation to protect
• Test with temporary recreation space, relationship to the river

o Tactical urbanism
• Play structures
• Dance halls
• Canoe access

o Trail head
o William Commanda

• Community-based
o Grass roots

• Dog park (space, time) -> linked to areas where geese are a problem
o E.g. pathway patrol gardening @ Maple Lawn = Model of community engagement
o Westboro Beach

Dover Court
• Create something appealing
• Maintenance yard

o Winter
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Organization Name Primary Contact E-mail Confirmation

Community Associations Envoi VIA CM
Britannia Village Community Association message

Carlingwood Community Association carlingwoodcommunity@gmail.com 0
Centretown Citizens Community Association ccca@centretowncitizens.ca message

champlainpark@hotmail.ca XChamplain Park Community Association
@ottawadalhousie.ca XDalhousie Community Association

Federation of Citizens' Associations of Ottawa-Carleton info@fca-fac.ca X

Hintonburg Community Association info@hintonburg.com Maybe
?Island Park Community Association islandparkassociation@yahoo.ca

residentsiptra@yahoo.ca 0Island Park Towers Residents Association
Lincoln Heights-Parkway Community Association
McKellar Park Community Association
Westboro Beach Community Association I

Xinfo@heritjgeottawa.oM
X@mckellarpark.org

info@westborobeach.org X
XWestboro Community Association

Westboro Housing Co-op info@westborohousingcoop org message

Woodroffe North Community Association X

Interest Groups - Envoi VIA CM
0Action Velo Outaouais info@reseauveloboulot.ca

sent againinfo@abv7.orgAgence Bassins Versants des 7 - ABV des 7
MaybeCanadian Parks And Wilderness Society (CPAWS) @cpaws.org

Citizens for Safe Cycling @safecycling.ca message
boTter vocal pleineClub des ornithologues de I'Outaouais info@coo.qc.ca

0Club velo outaouais fqpleinair@gmail.com
club@veloplaisirs.qc.caClub Velo Plaisirs message

Non aimeraitConseil regional de I'environnement et du developpement
durable de I'Outaouais (CREDDO) info@creddo.ca recevoir rapport
Cycling Vision Ottawa - L'Avenir du cyclisme a Ottawa lnfo@cycling-vision.ca

@freenet.carleton.ca
message

0Ecological Development Initiative Ottawa
NonEcology Action Centre info@ecologyaction.ca

MaybeEcology Ottawa info@ecologyottawa.ca
sent invitation againinfo@enviroeducaction.orgEnviro educ-action

Gotta Go Campaign XX
greenspace@greenspace-
alliance.caGreenspace Alliance of Canada's Capital a annule

NonHeritage Ottawa
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s.19(1)

HUB Ottawa host@hubottawa.org

info@naturecanada.ca

message

Nature Canada (Canadian Nature Federation) X
Ottawa Bicycle Club message
Ottawa Blues Fest message

Non - pas d'interet mais verifieOttawa Children's Festival
Verifie sil y a interetOttawa Festivals d'Ottawa admin@ottawafestivals.ca

0Ottawa Field Naturalist
same as children'sOttawa Jazz Festival

NonOttawa Riverkeeper @ottawariverkeeper.ca
0Ottawa River Runners

NONOttawa Tourism
"Non interested in East pathway"iterested in East pathwayPathway patrol

Rent a bike X5)rentabike.ca
0Reseau Velo Boulot info@reseauveloboulot.ca

RCC.Ottawa@gmail.com
scc-info@seniorcouncil.org
info@sierraclub.ca

Peut-etreResponsible Cycling Coalition (RCC)
NonSenior Citizens Council of Ottawa-Carleton

Peut-etreSierra Club Canada
Societe d'histoire de I'Outaouais
Tourisme Outaouais message
Transport Action Canada info@transport-action.ca Maybe

XUnderground Solutions
Walk Ottawa @connect.carleton.ca message

Peut-etreWest Fest
Westboro Canoe rental?

0info.yowLAB@gmail.comyowLAB
BIA's - Envoi VIA CM
Parkdale Village BIA message
Preston Street Area B.I.A. info@prestonstreet.com

info@OTTAWACHINATOWN.ca
message

Somerset Street Chinatown BIA message
a)wellingtonwest.caWellington West BIA Peut-etre

3>WestboroVillageWestboro Village BIA Xcom

Ottawa Home Builders - Envoi VIA CM
Greater Ottawa Home Builders' Association info@gohba.ca message

Boma Ottawa @bomaottawa.org message

Groupes Autochtones - Envoi VIA CM
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Kitigan Zibi
Algonquin of Ontario

Professional Association CPPI- ORSA-CSLA-CIP - Stan L TBC by Planning

X plus one maybeOPPI Michael Boughton
Chaouki.Dakdouki@pch.gc.caCanadian Heritage Chaouki Dakdouki
Vivi.Chi@ottawa.caCity of Ottawa - Lucie Bureau Vivi Chi
john.moser (®Ottawa.caJohn Moser

Marica Clarke Marica.Clarke@ottawa.ca X
Nancy Schepers Nancy.Schepers@ottawa.ca

XNelson Edwards
Ville de Gatineau - Lucie Bureau Eric Boutet @gatineau.ca

roberge.renee@gatineau.caRenee Roberge Non
@gatineau.ca

Marie-Josee Casaubon @gatineau.ca

Musee de la guerre James Witham
University of Ottawa - @uottawa.caDepartement de geographie

Azrieli School of Architecture &Carleton University - @carleton.ca XUrbanism
Queen's University @queensu.ca Non

Jocelyne Moncion X
TBC- Jocelyne Moncion

- Jocelyne Moncion
- Jocelyne Moncion

PAC PDTUC - Greenspace Alliance

X

-PAC PDTUC -Heritage Ottawa
CULMP PAC members
Greenspace
Heritage Ottawa
Poets Pathway

Contact provided by Ms Holzman Envoi VIA CM
Unitarian House;

First Unitarian Congregation ^firstunitarianottwa.ca
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"see Undergroubnd Solution"Undergroubnd Solution

Yes - City of OttNelson Edwards Nelson.Edwards@ottawa.ca

X

"with Underground Solution"
i Underground Solution

X

X

NCC Board Members - Locals only- Send by Secretariat
Mr Mills X

XM Plamondon
J. Holzman X

XKay Stanley
Municipal Elected - Send by Anne Menard
Councillor Comite d'urbanisme -

NonOttawa
Councillor
Ottawa

Comite d'urbanisme -
Non

Councillor
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Councillor Katherine Hobbs, Kitchissippi Ward X
Councillor

Provincial Elected-Send by Anne Menard
Yasir Naqvi, MPP Ottawa-Centre
Hon. Bob Chiarelli, MPP Ottawa West Nepean
Federal Elected-Send by Anne Menard

Hon. John Baird, MP Ottawa West Nepean Minister Baird Office X
Paul Dewar, MP Ottawa-Centre

X

Non
X plus one may be

- Greenspace Alliance X
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on behalf ofFrom:
Sent: May 30, 2014 8:09 PM

Moncion, Jocelyne;Muir, Michael;
Follow-up to the Macdonald parkway consultation

To:
Subject:

Dear Jocelyne and Mike,

Thanks so very much for the fantastic consultative process re the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway revitalization Wednesday
evening. Also, great apologies that the Hintonburg Community Association didn't respond to your invitation ahead of time
but rather, that I just showed up. We missed this particular item in our email inbox and were having issues with our phone
(see below). The notice only went to our board on Wednesday afternoon so it was a scramble to make it to the meeting

but it was well worth it.

The Hintonburg Community Association does want to participate further in the process so if there are additional
consultations, please continue to reach out.

Mike - re the community garden proposal in particular, you had mentioned that we could follow-up with additional
correspondence. As a heads up, the group working on the garden initiative is planning on drafting a 2-3 page letter and
we'll have that to you in the next month or so.

Much thanks again!

HCA Board Member

From: HCA_board fmailto:hca board-bounces(5>hintonburg.com1 On Behalf Of
Sent: May-27-14 4:16 PM
To: HCA Board
Subject: [HCA_board] Fw: Invitation for tonight workshop

Was someone from the HCA interested in attending tonight?

This was forwarded to me as a friend on the NCC board wanted to know why HCA didn't reply to the invite. I hadn't seen it
was all I could say.

Maybe it isn't a priority to us, which is fine by me, but they are apparently keen to have all nearby community associations
engaged. Also, several NCC board member and the CEO of the NCC will be there, so it may actually be an opportunity to
have some impact. If this matters to us?
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Unfortunately, I cannot attend.

(As an aside this guy also told me that the NCC people had called and the HCA voicemail isn't accepting any messages
because it is full.)

Sent from my BlackBerry

From: Moncion, Jocelyne <j >

Sent: Tuesday, May 27,2014 3:43 PM

To:

Cc:

Subject: Invitation for tonight workshop

Hi

Sorry for the delay in sending you the invitation!

Jocelyne Moncion

Officer, Public and Community Relations

Agente, Relations publiques et communautaires

.moncion ncc-ccn.ca

613 239-5678 poste 5106
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Having trouble reading this email? View it
Si vous ne pouvez lire ce courriel

L
Planning Workshop for a Linear Park
Along the Sir John A. Macdonald
Parkway

Atelier de planification portant sur le
pare lineaire de la promenade de Sir-
John-A.-Macdonald

Hello Bonjour

The National Capital Commission (NCC) is
exploring the possibility of creating a linear
shoreline park on lands between Preston Street
and Carling Avenue to enhance the green space
along the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway. We
would like to invite a representative from your
organization to participate in a planning
workshop to explore this idea. The workshop will
be held on May 27.

La Commission de la capitale nationale (CCN)
examine la possibility de mettre davantage en
valeur les espaces verts longeant la promenade
de Sir-John-A.-Macdonald en creant un pare
lineaire riverain entre la rue Preston et I’avenue
Carling. Nous invitons un representant de votre
organisation a participer a cette reflexion dans le
cadre d’un atelier de travail qui se tiendra le 27
mai.

The purpose of the workshop is to consider
various ways to transform sections of the Ottawa
River shoreline corridor into a park. The aim is to
make this corridor a space that people visit more
often and that is more accessible to the public
for a variety of uses, while also ensuring
unimpeded access to the river for the
neighbouring communities.

L’objectif de cet atelier est de reflechir aux
fagons de transformer des sections de ce
corridor riverain le long de la riviere des
Outaouais en un pare. Le but est de faire de ce
corridor un endroit plus frequente et accessible
au public pour differents usages, tout en
assurant un acces sans entrave entre les
collectivites et la riviere.

This workshop is part of the development of the
Capital Urban Lands Master Plan and Parkways
Policy, and follows on public consultations that
were held in March. Participants will have an
opportunity to contribute toward the
development of this idea by helping the NCC to
define a vision and principles that will guide
further consideration of the park, as well as the
activities and uses that would be suitable for the
space, considering its importance to the Capital.

Cet atelier s’inscrit dans le cadre de I’elaboration
du Plan directeur des terrains urbains de la
capitale et de la politique sur les promenades. II
fait suite aux consultations publiques tenues en
mars dernier. Les participants auront I’occasion
de contribuer a revolution de cette idee en
aidant la CCN a definir une vision et des
principes qui guideront la poursuite de la
reflexion sur le pare lineaire et les activites et
usages qu’il serait pertinent d’y retrouver,
considerant son importance pour la capitale.

The workshop will take place as follows.
Voici les details relatifs a cet atelier :

Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014, 7 pm to 9:30 pm
Location: NCC Headquarters, 40 Elgin Street,
5th Floor, Capital Urbanism Lab/Studio

Date : Le mardi 27 mai 2014, de 19 h a 21 h 30
Endroit : Au siege social de la CCN, 40, rue
Elgin, 5e etage, au studio/labo de I’urbanisme de
la capitaleAgenda

Introduction 7 pm to 7:15 pm
Workshop 7:15 pm to 8:30 pm
Plenary 8:30 pm to 9:30 pm

Ordredu jour
Presentation De 19 h a 19 h 15
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Atelier D e 1 9 h 15 a 20 h 30
Pleniere De 20 h 30 a 21 h 30

Please confirm your attendance before May 23.
Contact Jocelyne Moncion, Public and
Community Relations Officer, at 613-239-5678,

ext. 5106, or jocelyne.moncion@ncc-ccn.ca. Veuillez confirmer votre presence avant le 23
mai en communiquant avec Jocelyne Moncion,
agente, Relations publiques et communautaires
au 613-239-5678 poste 5106, ou a
jocelyne.moncion@ncc~ccn.ca.

Kind regards

Sandra Pecek
Director, Public Affairs

Meilleures salutations,

Sandra Pecek
Directrice, Affaires publiques

Not interested anymore? Unsubscribe.
Si vous ne desirez plus recevoir cette information, annulez votre abonnement.

HCA_board mailing list
HCA board@hintonburg.com
http://maiLhintonburg.com/mailman/listinfo/hca board hintonburg.com
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Focus on the
waterfront
From LeBreton
Flats in the east to
Mud Lake to the
west

Main issues:
Parkway traffic
Access to river
Natural habitats
Shoreline erosion
Floodplain
Multi-use paths
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NCC Planning Context

A !NCC Parkways Policy
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• Stakeholders Workshop, May 2014
• Queen's University Graduate School

Students, Planning Proje
• Ottawa Western LRT Extension Project

L
• NCC Core Team and Steering Committee
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Sir John A. Macdonald Linear Park
Vision Statementi
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Pillars Supporting the Vision
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Sir John A. Macdonald Waterfront Linear Park Concept
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Next Steps

Board of Directors for Information

Supporting Studies/Analysis

Final Draft Plan

June 25-26, 2015

Summer 2015

September 2015

October 1-2, 2015

November 18-19, 2015

ACPDR

Board of Directors Approval of SJAM Linear Park Plan
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Comments Received: Sir John A. MacDonald Waterfront Linear Park Plan -May 5, 2015

This document contains every comment made by the public, as written: from the questionnairesfilled out at the consultation, online and the comments on post-it notes that were added to the 100' map.

Bird song- with little traffic and people noise.
Trail enhancements
Consulting with birders
Natural, unspoiled habitat for birds and so much
more.
Expand "valued natural habitat" area east towards
Deschenes; aquatic habitat area; pier at Deschenes
Maintain ecosystem; split between bikepath and
walkway; shift parkway
Big opportunity to give Ottawans more awareness
of Mud Lake natural resource
Protection of the biological diversity
New access points
The approach of 'for every intervention do no harm'
Do no damage plan
Enhanced access to Mud Lake
Allow dogs in Mud Lake
Emphasis on the flora and fauna- keeping the
biodiversity in Mud Lake
Viewing tower at Deschenes Rapids Lookout
Boardwalk
Boardwalk
Boardwalk
Boardwalk, Birdwatching tower.
Boardwalk.
Boardwalks
Boardwalk on the river.
The proposed boardwalk.

•Potential aquatic habitat (take care with the
shoreline changes- look into the history of the
waste dump before proceeding)

•Allow dogs in Mud Lake
•Filtration plant at Mud lake- a real eye sore
•Parallel roadways remain. I'd like to see removal of

north road
•Parking to Deschenes but not bus access
•See comment 42 on large map

•Proposed community access point via private
property on Ambleside Dr.

•Bird droppings
•No water access
•Boardwalk (expensive)
•The boardwalk sounds like a great idea but we

cannot see how one could build it to stand up to
the ice. The prevailing winds are right onto the
shoreline where it is proposed. I have consulted
with a knowledgeable person in this area and was
told that ice always wins; this is why people remove
docks in winter. No doubt money is a key
consideration and widening the paths is a much
better use of scarce dollars.

•The boardwalk that parallels the parkway seems
rather pointless. It would be extremely expensive to
build it in such a way that it is not crushed each
winter by ice and the multi-use pathway running
parallel offers as nice a view and as easy a walk. The
boardwalk would not enhance nature viewing as

•Emergency phone at South gate

•Water eco-enhancement is a great idea, needs
technical insight to be done properly

•Put park in parkway
•Given the number of condos/apartments a facility to

store kayak/canoes during winter/summer would be
very useful

•Improve access to the area (parking)
•Improve awareness of ecological significance

•2 access points- west of New Orchard: site of
McEwan's gas (to be expropriated for LRT), and
Ensure New Orchard access is known

•Avoid large, straightened paths, need to protect tree
roots and existing often wet regions that are eroding
because of foot traffic

•Deschenes: boardwalk and kayak/canoe access and
need storage (especially for those who walk, bike or
use public transport to get here)

•Provide a sandy shoreline so wading in water is
capable

•Small windmills that blend into the shoreline to
discourage bird droppings

•Remove westbound lanes for dedicated bikeway
•Keep it green
•Don't cut any trees as shrubs
•Improve bike parking at trailheads; add water

fountain at washroom; make a lay-by for pedestrian
cycling bridge to other side of river trails

•Add activities/destinations to enliven the corridor /
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most birds are far out in the bay and the ones that
prefer the shoreline will possibly be cut off by that
boardwalk.

•The Boardwalk
•Mud sightlines at commemoration (safety), narrow

paths (especially at junctions)
•Limited public transport access; limited access from

west and southeast
•Lack of public transit access
•Risk of "doing harm" by attracting too many people

without the proper background
•Not enough access by public transit
•The 4 lanes of car traffic. If it 's supposed to be a

scenic slow drive, why invite speeding, passing, and
huge amounts of commuter traffic?

•It is unclear in this diagram whether or not the
pathways will be multi-use or if pedestrians and
cyclists will have segregated lanes. I strongly believe
both would benefit from segregated paths.

•Commemoration monument

•I am less enthusiastic about the concept of snack
bars and food trucks. I'd much rather see the
natural environment kept natural. These snack bars
and food trucks normally contribute to the bulk of
the litter within a park, and I believe most users of
the linear park will pack their own 'picnic basket '.

•The highway remains a serious safety risk for access
to the waterfront. Until it is removed (or reduced to
two lanes with frequent at grade crossings), the
NCC will be completely failing to provide access to
the shoreline per it 's repeated statements. It 's clear
that there's no easy way to cross where the road
turns south, and the speeding cars are dangerous to
everyone.

linear park experience but ensure that gateways are
created to better announce/identify the parkway as
an open experience with access from the parkway to
the two major park destinations... Mud lake and
Lebreton

•Incorporate Britannia WTP lands; priority to protect
habitat

•Need food options
•Technology as part of the lake. Experience here -

learn the environment with an app developed by local
wireless projects.

•Encourage private sector nature tour companies to
bus people to Mud lake and provide interpretation

•Reduce the car lanes to 1each direction.
Reappropriate the other 2 lanes for cycling, year
round.

•Segregated cyclist and pedestrian paths rather than
multi-use pathways.

•Would it be possible to have shacks for
canoe/kayak/paddle boat rentals at the designated
areas? This arrangement could be contracted out to a
local entrepreneur rather than administered by the
NCC.

•There is no mention of trail lighting, and Mud Lake in
particular can seem unsafe around dusk. Main trail
lighting around heavily wooded areas that are not
adequately illuminated by existing streetlights might
be a consideration.

•I would like to see separate pathways for pedestrians
and cyclists.

•I would also like to see indications of actual changes
to the Parkway (highway) itself, including: slowing the
speeds,making it two-way, putting dedicated
(separated) bike lanes on the parkway, reducing the

•Boardwalk. Moving westbound traffic lane away
from walkway.

•Boardwalk is a nice idea though I worry about the
effect of ice in the spring and whether the
boardwalk would be damaged.

•Love the boardwalk and lookout towers.
•Boardwalk, towers, moving parkway further south

allowing for more greenspace, improved number of
crossings of parkway

•The boardwalk across the bay
•Towers, boardwalk
•I love the boardwalk. Great idea.
•Boardwalk on shallow shoreline for walks
•Shift roadway south to increase buffer at waterfront
•Respecting the 100 year floodplain
•Deschenes boat access
•Continuous shoreline pathway
•Small patio with variable sight directions and

distances.
•Huge variety in such a small space.
•Rehabilitate shoreline
•Any relocation of traffic that moves the cars farther

away from the waterfront would be a huge
improvement. The cars greatly impede access to the
river for pedestrians and I strongly dislike how
those who use the parkway as a commuter highway
are given priority over active transit users in the
current situation. Moving the lanes over is a great
idea.

• I enjoy the idea of the boardwalk along the river as
well as the lookout towers positioned throughout. I
also like that there will be spots for fishing; I just
hope that those fishing in outside sections
(especially those outside of the more centrally
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located sections of the parkway) will be able to do
so undisturbed.

•While I believe the linear park should be more
opened up to small commercial ventures and
attractions, I like the idea of this small section of the
path specifically be more heavily preserved because
of its significance as a natural habitat.

•Aquatic habitat enhancements
•Walking path around Mud Lake and Britannia WTP
•I particularly like the idea of the boardwalk, aquatic

habitat enhancement and formal water access point
for canoes / kayaks.

•Improved access for walking, good buffer zone,
separation of bike and walk paths, more access
from neighbouring areas.

•Bathrooms, additional pathways, boardwalks,
wayfinding (signage), respect for Ottawa's natural
landscape.

•Continuous walkway through green areas with the
inclusion of a boardwalk.

•No restaurant/food truck near the Marina.
•Love that there will be a pathway around Mud Lake.
•Like the interpretive/educational boards.
•I love the concept of towers in this area.
•We live very near the Parkway at Westboro Beach

and use it for walking, biking, snow shoeing,
kayaking all the time. It is a special place that needs
to be shared with more people.

•Having additional tunnels under the parkway is a
great idea; why this has taken so long is a mystery.

•Moving the highway back from the waterfront
•I like lookout,washrooms, paths around water plant.
•Lookout tower

•Bird towers

number of lanes (or replacing car lanes with bike
lanes), expanding Sunday bikedays to Saturdays and
eventually to summer weekdays.

•Commemoration. This is an area for nature.
•The lookout needs to be closer to the rapids at

Britannia so that there is something to look-over.
•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•The potential for moving the roadway closer to the
neighbourhood.

•Potential increase in numbers of people could have
significant impact on this Important Bird Area.
Exclusion of a significant portion of Mud Lake from
the green area of sector 1implies that it will be
unprotected - could have significant impact on this
IBA.

•4 lane highway greatly impedes access to the
shoreline, which is the goal of this project.

•Needs to be a separated non-foot-transportation
path - not a multi-use path, a proper path that
pedestrians will stay away from. They can have the
old MUP.

•Current alignment of Parkway. Needs to be
realigned as suggested in plan.

•Increased/easier access into and around Mud Lake
might end up disrupting some of the wildlife that
currently finds refuge there

•Do not like the closure of the Mud Lake pathway
entrance from Howe St. & Britannia Road - this is
well used by the community.

•No secure bike parking indicated to encourage
cyclists to leave their bike and explore on foot

•The image is awful. Unclear, confusing. What is the
big white area? How would there be a path to the
long island and a tower (would be detrimental to
bird life)? Why bother putting a tower facing
Ottawa near the plant. There is NOTHING to see
there. This is bad documentation.

•Biking on the parkway can easily be done as an
experiment with temporary separated lanes, for
example in August when most of Ottawa is on
vacation anyway.

• I would like to see very clear and consistent
reflection of Ottawa's lumber town, industrial and
pre-World War II heritage. I would like to see routes
and accompanying wayfinding clearly connecting the
Chaudiere Falls to the Rideau Falls.

•Your map is a bit insane. Include a legend and less
cartoonish lines.

•Need a washroom at mud lake or deschenes parking
area

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only
path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure
users and commuters

•I would like to see a segregated bike lane where
possible. This would make for calmer walking, running
along pathways for seniors and young children.
Perhaps included, but I may have missed it.
Opportunities for children play area (climbing
structures) as well as adequate pedestrian crossings.
The area between Dominion and New Orchard in
particular is heavily used and will continue to be.

•Possibly make better use of the parking at the water
treatment plant.

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound
lanes a two way road for automobiles and make the 2
westbound lanes a two way road for cyclists.
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• Include a foodtruck/restaurant near the marina.
•Potential for installation of kayak/canoe lockers at or

near Deschenes to reduce people having to tow
something.

• Alternatively, what about the potential for a rental
site for people to rent kayaks/canoes?

•Actual steps that allow people to get close to the
River at Deschenes Lookout.

•The current biking/walking/jogging paths along the
whole linear park are dangerous. The paths are way
too narrow for the multi use. The paths need to be
widened since there is not enough space for a 2nd
path along much of the area being discussed. They
need to be as wide as along the west of the canal
from Bank St to downtown.

•Focus on the bike paths. Enjoyment of this linear park
means better access to the park. Cycling (and other
active travel) are the preferred means of accessing
the park. Provide infrastructure to support these
modes.

•Coffee shops along the river every few miles with lots
of bike parking,great views. Should be small,fit into
natural envirorment ,no big logos on buildings. Be
better if local small family owned.

•Expand the mixed-use pathway or create separate
walking and cycling spaces.

•Some means of access to the shoreline of the yacht
club in order to view Deschenes Rapids (and that
section of Lac Deschenes) from the upper end of the
rapids. In winter, the rapids remain free of ice thus
attracting winter ducks - birders currently struggle to
find good access to view the upper rapids.

•Reduce Roadway size to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to less than 50 km/hr

•The viewing tower and pier
•Lookouts
•Observation towers. Great idea. They are very

common in the United Kingdom yet we have
nothing of the kind in Ottawa.

•The addition of a trail on east side of filtration plant
to replace muddy path between Mud Lake and
river. Addition of lookouts and tower to observe
birds. Addition of aquatic habitat and boardwalk,

ition of washrooms.
•Moving Roadway South for more river front area
•Increased Roadway Crossings
•Proposed quiet recreational use
•"Amenities" - hopefully this means washrooms and

drinking fountain / bottle filler.
• Lookout towers would be interesting along the

river like this indicates.
•Observation towers;
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic

(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Improved place-making, a destination to visit
•Expanded park space.

•Please confirm that access would not be increased
and there would be no additional parking.
Interpretation and signage ok but in wrong places.
Would like boardwalks to allow movement over
paths in spring and early summer when horribly
muddy.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•No improved cycling infrastructure. The addition of
a dedicated cycle track while moving roads would
be a tremendous asset to those that rely on this
route for safe commuting.

•There doesn't seem to be any improvements to the
cycling paths. The highway is still 4-lanes wide and
doesn't need to be. Cycling and walking need
separation. Cycling paths should be wide enough to
cycle side by side. As drivers can sit side-by-side to
enjoy the scenery. Don't spend money making
"gateways".

•I don't understand what the red circles are. In the
legend they are labelled "Community." What does
this mean?
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•Use of Berms to reduce traffic noise
•Create Beach areas ( Before Parkway there were

many beaches in this area
•Bury Richmond Road and LRT when crossing parkway

up to Carling creating a continuous recreational
40,000 sqm park area ( %50 of the Size of Trivoli
Gardens in Coopenhagen

•I don't understand the boardwalk over the river in the
lower right of the picture. Can't see how that would
work with different water levels etc. And would it be
all that interesting? Wouldn't it disrupt the "habitat
enhancement" whatever that is?

•Add streetlights to Parkway (similar to QED and CBD).
•Remove bridge at Richmond Road and replace with

oversized roundabout.
•Having trouble understanding the map/symbols, so I

will just say - adamantly - residents are so lucky to
have this readily accessible (*), natural, peaceful,
spot. What 's wrong with keeping it as it is? If you
must junk it up, keep everything low-file - nothing
above tree height, nothing "fancy" or which does not
enhance what 's already there, namely, the ability for
us humans to quietly connect with the natural world.
(PS: * My 92-year-old nature loving friend complains
that there is no accessible public transportation
available to take her to Mud Lake, which she loves.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•An absolute desecration ! Stay off entirely ! This
Parkway belongs to all Canadians.

•Bike parking
•A pedestrian/cycling footbridge between the pathway

north of Mud Lake across the Deschenes rapids to
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connect to the Voyageurs Pathway on the Quebec
side. The views would be spectacular and it would
open the Waterfront Park to tens of thousands of
Canadians on the other side of the river and would be
a huge tourist attraction. There should be a direct
connection to the Ottawa River Pathway.

•IMPORTANT!!! Protect this incredible jewel. Add
signage to every access point: no fires, no camping,
no dogs, no bicycles, no hunting, no fishing, no
watercraft, no geocaching, no removal of material, no
littering.

•Police the park, enforce the rules, increase the fines -
especially for dogs and bicycles

•Add amenities near Cassels. At very least a Go hut.
•Fix the bridge properly and extend to cover mud.
•Add boardwalks to cover other mud zones.
•Make it clear that this is a conservation area - a

nature preserve, not just another public park.
•Watch for and deal with invasive species (e.g. dog

strangling vine). Monitor water quantity and quality.
•Deal with algae.
•Protect this beautiful place and the wealth of life that

it sustains.
•Shoreline clean-up should be formalized (not just

"soring clean the capital"
•The public art loop is a great idea, if it's open art that

people can contribute to. The suggestion of shops
seems a bit far fetched

•Access points: not enough, too far for higher
pedestrian use that is desired

•Need another crossover path i.e. at Wavell in city ROW
as originally proposed

•Public art

•Access to the waterfront and park should be like

•Aquatic habitat re-enhancement is a necessity
•Beach upgrade
•Water boardwalk
•Water boardwalk
•Buffer zone (please use low growing trees to

protect view)
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk

•4 lanes of traffic
•Not enough crossover paths
•Westboro beach is a key attraction, need to make

this a "community" focal point and connection to
the park

•Examples of public art are harsh. The public art
needs to reflect the area. Perhaps reflective of the
fact this area used to be inhabited

•Above ground LRT from Dominion- 300 metres,
this should be buried. Fencing and lighting/wires =
ugly
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underpasses at Westboro beach
•No traffic lights
•Need to consider bringing development closer to the

rivers to promote and support the active uses
(significant investment) that NCC is proposing

•Cafe on water

•Cafe
•Add options for people to grab food or drinks and

locations for us to sit and meet friends.
•Add boat launch (canoe/kayak/rowing) near the

lookout at Rochester Fields. Make it usable to the local
community

•Boat lockers
•Current is slow here and perfect for personal

watercraft
•Get some canoeing and kayak centres

•Plant new trees where ash are down
•Fishing pier
•Move Cleary Stn to city property 100m west of

combine Cleary Stn with new Orchard at Woodroffe
•Pedestrian/bike path around Parc laFontaine in

Montreal (see sheet 6 for drawing)
•Consider having bicycle path switched to/or duplicated

south of the parkway
•Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway and create a

segregated bike path, and more green space.
•Segregated bike lanes. Reduce the lanes of the

highway. Surface rail. More frequent crossings (or
bury the rail and sow grass where the highway
currently runs.

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes
a two way road for automobiles and make the 2
westbound lanes a two way road for cyclists.

•Bike/walk lanes

•Board-walkover/through marshy area(s);
•Boardwalk in river
•Boardwalk
•Water boardwalk
•Love the boardwalk idea with improved aquatic

habitat enhancement.
•Boardwalk.
•Boardwalk is a nice idea though I am a little

concerned how you will improve the aquatic
habitat? Do not put in anything that slows the
water and creates a pools of water that may lead to
a breading ground for mosquitos. The pictures you
have included look like swamp...perfect for
mosquitos.

•Boardwalk and aquatic environment enhancement
•Bathrooms, boardwalk.
•Boardwalk--but foremost, it has to be sensitive to

natural aquatic and shoreline habitats
•The boardwalk, and moving the SJAM away from

the water's edge.
•Beach at end of Woodroffe
•Better connection of streets to provide

walking/biking access to river- incl. from south part
of Ottawa

•Designated paths for bikes and pedestrians
•Separation of pedestrians and cyclists
•Separate bike and pedestrian
•Separate bike/pedestrian paths
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic

(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Rochester field is nice, good entrance off of
Richmond

•Boating area for personal watercraft is a very good

•Don't like the location of Cleary Stn on NCC
property

•Access to river at grade level at Dominion
•Crossings at grade
•Parkway still a speedway

•No linkage of parkways
•Straightening of roadway will encourage high

speeds
•Active reclaimed area at Parkdale interchange (too

far from public transport. Would be better near
Bayview and Tunney's.

•Parkway is very busy; roadway is detracting;
animation area needs to be closer to transit

•Incomplete with LRT design that heaves a trench
west of Dominion - around which the Parkway
travel lanes must skirt, squandering the waterfront
space

•Not enough large connectors between parkway and
community

•That there remains 4 lanes of highway running next
to or through this park.

•I really love the concept of animating the shoreline
itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock
at the lookout to enable people to launch small
boats like canoes or kayaks.

•The moving and continuation of the westbound
driving lanes.

•Location of plaza--make Dominion station a hub
•Anything that might drive away the herons
•The highway is still here. The crossing remain

infrequent. The NCC is creating and maintaining a
serious safety risk as well as a dangerous barrier to
accessing the waterfront. If the highway is to
remain, please reduce it to two lanes. I would be
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idea
•More green near river
•Animate Rochester Park
•More park space along Westboro beach
•Access to river from Dominion St

•Access to river at Dominion/ Cleary Stns

•Festival areas
•Moving roadway to allow more space

•Enhance beach facilities area (move high speed
roadway to give area to using the river).

•Shift parkway south
•More community access; water activities around

Lemieux island; expanded embassy area along
Burnside

•Commercial area/plaza idea to attract people to
spend time; passive areas for families to enjoy;
considering 4 season use

•Potential surface crossing at Rochester Fields
gateway - can slow/stop traffic and restore park
experience of parkway

•Concentration of visitor services
•I love the concept of a lookout across from

Rochester field. The redevelopment of Rochester
field into more of a community space is a great
idea. Entrance off richmond with a garden style
gate is a lovely idea.

•Lookout pier
•Love the lookouts
•I like lookouts and all other features.
•I really enjoy the addition of public art throughout

the plan as highlighted in this section. That being
said, I would prefer to see the budget spent a few
"grand" pieces (like Cloud Gate in Chicago's
Millennium Park) rather than the disjointed mix of

okay with putting the Otrain on the surface. Transit
commuters should get the priority of views over car
drivers. The "park" is non-existent. It's a narrow
stretch of pathway. The NCC is creating dangerous
conditions that keep the people of Ottawa from the
Ottawa River. It's a negligent disregard for the
wellbeing of recreational users.

•I am concerned that the "urban redevelopment"
identified next to Rochester field is meant for
another condo. Do you intend to sell land here to
pay for development of the linear park elsewhere?
Please do not put in more condos like Lebreton
Flats. It will ruin the space.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•No restroom near the food truck location
•Art loop.
•I'm concerned about the visual impact of a

boardwalk on the enjoyment of swimmers and
canoe users. Will swimmers still be able to see to
the other side of the river while swimming? Will
canoe users be able to cross under the boardwalk
to access the rest of the river?

•Any idea of any at-grade paths across the roads is a
bad idea; the traffic moves too fast for pedestrian
traffic and with the LRT I would expect that there
will be no lights between Island Park and Carling.

•The current path on the north side at the Westboro
Beach/Tunnel is very dangerous as it is narrow and
right beside the traffic. It is only a matter of time till
someone is badly injured.

•There doesn't seem to be any improvements to the
cycling paths. The highway is still 4-lanes wide and
doesn't need to be. Cycling and walking need
separation. Cycling paths should be wide enough to

•Segregated cycling/pedestrian paths
•Separate people/bikes
•Segregate safety at Woodroffe and Parkway
•Slow down the traffic. Even with the wider buffers, the

noise will detract from the park-like feel. No one is
going to picnic there.

•Would like to see separate bike/walking paths.
•Slower traffic on Parkway so you can enjoy park
•Limit traffic speed
•FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE

LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems
with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.

•Reduce speed limit to under 50 km/hr up to Cleary
Crossing

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Reduce parkway speed limit. Too fast as it is now

•Policing of speed limits
•Walking loops through neighbourhood
•Restaurants along Westboro Beach
•Keep it green
•Narrow parkway; plaza at Rochesterfield would be a

good place for restaurant

•Integrate plan with City of Ottawa CDPs, Zibi, and
Tunney's plan & Lebreton; public transport - access at
Tunney's is key; huge potential for successful
animation areas close to neighborhood; sports
facilities/fields south side of parkway

•Pedestrian access is key; integrate with CDPSs for
commercial access; consider night time use for
animation areas/commercial more like European
square than canal Ritz

•Think about resurrecting the old beaches along the
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small works that tends to be the case here.
•Sorry for the repetitiveness, but I will reiterate how

important I think it is to remove the cars from the
waterfront (highlighted here in the "Potential
Aquatic Habitat Enhancement" section) .

•Green plaza--but this is the wrong location in
between transit stations

•Relocation of roadway away from path and
shoreline

•Relocation of the northern portion of the parkway
closer to the southern route would considerably
offer increased shoreline access and expanded
parkland. Keeping or adding a treed buffer-zone
between nearby residences and the parkway will
reduce noise for nearby residents while
contributing to the park-like atmosphere of the
southern parkway trail.

•Relocation of Parkway to make more park at
waterfront

•Improved access to the waterfront
•Integration with MapleLawn gardens
•Straightening the highway is make it faster and

bigger safety risk.
•New access to waterfront by deary station.
•Aquatic enhancement
•Food truck
•Accessible from the far side of the freeway
•Love the gateway and plaza for Rochester field.
•The idea of separating boat launching from

swimming activities at the beach itself. Observation
locations including towers.

•The current unused maintenance building on
Atlantis near Westboro Beach must be part of any
linear park development. It is right beside the City

cycle side by side. As drivers can sit side-by-side to
enjoy the scenery.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Where are the interesting places to go outside of
daytime hours if you're trying to entertain your
children or go for a peaceful walk?

•It would be nice if "animating" this area was more
along the lines of what was done along with Rideau
Canal with 8 Locks Flat -- this is a vibrant and
dynamic neighbourhood and integrating
neighbourhood-like features out to the river would
play a huge role in making the SJAM a larger part of
our everyday lives.

•Also, this is only focused on the summer/fall
seasons. Where is the winter plow paths for cross
country skiers, or a chalet with a fire where we can
go and have dinner after "skiing in", similar to
gatineau park.

•None

•You are using a lot of terms that aren't described
anywhere, so how can I comment on them? What is
a "Public Art Loop" or a "Cultural Historic Node?"
Are these large features, plaques etc? More detail
needed please.

•Again, cars rule all. Need to increase pedestrian /
recreational / cyclist / non-vehicular access to all
parts of this path.

•Lack of facilities and activities near new LRT
stations. It would be a huge missed opportunity to
build all this shiny new infrastructure and not have
it directly connected to the shiny new infrastructure
the city is building. Facilities NEAR the LRT stations

waterfront
•I really love the concept of animating the shoreline

itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock at
the lookout to enable people to launch small boats like
canoes or kayaks.

•Given its close proximity to the future LRT I hope the
urban redevelopment plan is higher density and
transit oriented.

•See above comment re: public art.
•Eliminate half the driving lanes - there will be new

transit along this corridor, and the high-speed highway
that SJAM Parkway is now will no longer be needed.
Turn the westbound lanes into a (narrower) roadway
to remove higher-speed cyclists from the MUPs. Plow
a walking and cycling pathway along the entire park all
winter.

•More neighbourhood access

•Reduce speed for cars to make it a 'parkway' not a
highway

•I would like to see very clear integration of Cleary
Station, with excellent pedestrian and cycling access. I
would like those waiting at Cleary Station and those
on trains entering and exiting to have excellent views
of Ottawa's natural landscape, not be stuck
underground.

•It 's hard to understand what all these features are -
vague photos and labels

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only
path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure
users and commuters

•Again, accessibility crossing from one side of the river
to the other will be important between Westboro and
Cleary.
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parking lot and just up from Westboro Beach. It
should be used year round. The Beach area is used
year round with swimmers, sun bathers and the
restaurant in the summer and sliders, snow shoers,
cross country skiers in the winter even though the
city parking lot is not plowed.

• In Gatineau there is a building along the NCC path
which is a great example. I believe it is a bike rental
location run by young people paying off city fines
that they cannot afford.

•Moving highway away from the water

•Improved aquatic environment.
•Crossing at Cleary
•Moving Roadway South
•I like the potential realignment of the road away

from the river. I would go even further and
eliminate half of the road - we don't need a 4-lane
divided highway going through a new park. What
kind of park features a giant highway going through

would encourage visitors to leave their cars at
home and take the train in. The current plans look
to revolve around hubs with parking lots -
antiquated thinking to say the least.

•The proposed boardwalk from Pinecrest Creek east
past the parkette to Cleary Ave. is an artificial visual
intrusion spoiling the natural landscape. This should
be removed.

•The boardwalk in the river.
•Nothing, the proposed changes, such as they are,

are terrible.

•I would really like to see a personal watercraft access
point across from Rochester field. Something like a
floating dock.

•Need to extend winter activity area to this area,
maintain xcountry ski trails along this segment.

• Need water fountain, washroom (perhaps at deary
station)

•Shoreline access would be worthwhile, for people to
see appreciate local ecology.

• Simple excercise equipment (ie. pull up bars)
scattered along waterfront would enhance active
lifestyles.

• KM markers would help to explore waterfront.
•Remove/reduce traffic on parkway. This area would be

best seen as a true park that Canadians could be proud
of.

•Widen boardwalk to add in merchant stalls
•Possible participaction type fitness loop instead.
•The linear park it should be available year round;

currently the only parking lot that is open is at Island
Park with the ones at Remic, Westboro Beach
(Kitchissippi) and Woodroffe being closed. The City
parking near Westboro Beach is also not plowed.

• Many people cross country ski in this area and the
bike paths which would be natural locations for this
activity are not available due to snow build up from
the Parkway plowing since the paths are right beside
the Parkway especially on the south side west of
Island Park and on the north side from Westboro
Beach west past Woodroffe in many places

• Alternatively, consider moving beyond current
licensing restrictions and allowing alcohol in
containers, so, like Montreal, we can bring a bottle of
wine and have dinner on the river side.

it?
•Realigned Parkway
•love the boardwark. Love to be able to cross at

Rochester field
•Relocation of the parkway to widen deepen the

linear park area;
•Water access spots for canoes and kayaks
•Expanded waterfront park space. Those three extra

cross-overs to improve access.
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•None

•Narrow Roadway to 50 ft
•Create Canal Ritz type restaurant with Restrooms over

Cleary Station
•Create Beaches instead of Boardwalk ( Beaches were

in this area prior to Parkway Implementation in 1967
•More focus on facilities near and connections to LRT

stations
•Add streetlighting to Parkway
•Lighting will be needed on the paths around clearly

station. Please respect the bike lanes during
construction and after for those of us who cycle to
work.

•Parking area so people can leave cars when going
canoeing/kayaking

•Relocating of bike paths
•Dual use paths, bike and pedestrian
•Idea for historic walk and paths west of Island Park/

north of parkway in treed area
•Heritage walk and the experience it offers
•Historic walks - animation possibilities at Remic
•Illuminate the bridge
•Bridge illumination
•Trail enhancement
•Maintaining the significant birding area
•Environmental protection
•Plantings needed- more trees to define areas
•Protected areas on shoreline and improved access

•Walking trails- increase number of trails on both
sides of Champlain Bridge

•Walking trails in forested space IF PASSIVE
(unpaved)

•Connections to the community

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy
conservation

•Illumination of bridge- too artificial
•Narrow east-west pathway under Champlain Bridge
•No pathway changes
•No active things for children
•Too many separate paths = too much loss of green

space and wayfinding issues
•Commuting bike lanes near parkway?
•Canoeing at Champlain bridge will not work: move

it to just west of Westboro beach
•Parking lot at bridge
•Nothing of interest now on Bates Island
•Parking lots: could it be moved to the south side of

the parkway; Remic parking, lot should be moved
south

•Too few community access linkages; music on Bate
island; too much traffic on Champlain bridge

•Bate island has insufficient parking/public transit

•Natural playground area- log play structures, plants
and opportunity for play in nature

•Put park in parkway
•Keep it green

•Need to deal with traffic going down Island Park Drive
across Champlain Bridge

•Formalized wildlife crossing infrastructure across
parkway

•Do not over program beach areas- there are too few
i.e. with restaurants, etc.

•Balance developed/programmed and naturalized
beaches

wsmmmm - :
: : : : : : : :

E 0)

•Restaurants

•Small food stands
•No permanent businesses, food trucks, mobile kiosks,

etc. are ideal
•Eating area
•Look to private sector consultants like Stodd from your

last presentation through the form of urban
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design/landscape design competitions
•Add floating buoys to bridge so that

canoeists/kayakers do not go over the rapids (maybe
not all the bridge, more the south side)

•White water possibilities
•More canoe, kayak centres

•Kayaking possibilities- more water craft used of any
kind (not motorized)

•Band stand
•More pathways on urban side
•Public washrooms
•Winter washrooms and/or warm-up shelters available

in ski areas

access for considerable festivals - encourages
additional traffic; traffic

•Not enough access by public transit. Lack of
perceived rest areas.

•Love the winter activity area. Make it longer: west
to Westboro, east to Bayview

•Enhanced facilities at Remic, ex: boat launch, food,
water, beach

•Move parkway south
•Maintain/enhance habitat areas; expanded cultural

area at existing iookout - needs to be organic, not
so commercial; new water activity access points

•Maintain ecosystem; trails and boardwalks; shift
parkway

•Potential shady areas. Accessibility to the mix of
meadows and forested areas and waterfront by
bicycles or for pedestrians

•Sports facilities on south side
•Separate pathways for walking and cycling. Make this

sector a year-round multi-use area.
•Non-permanent (i.e. food trucks), mobile businesses

are great alternatives to offer revenue generating
opportunities that offer the variety visitors want
without the permanent damage

•More activity along shore (cafes with waterfront
patios)

•Installation for foodtrucks near Parkdale.

•Transit on the bridge!
•Potential for joint transit infrastructure with

Gatineau
•Illuminating the bridge
•Illuminate bridge
•The idea of restaurant

•I love the year-round events and the restaurant. I
like the historical commemorations that are
scattered here and throughout the plan

•Make better roadway connection
•Fowson connections for community/biking to

pathway
•Rail Trail development as link to Gatineau and

provision of unique views east and west

•Rail bridge turned into a pathway
•Cross river on train bridge
•Landscape plan; Rochester Field Plaza; boardwalk;

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy
conservation

•The proposal to have fixed businesses in the current
green space behind Tunney's

•New access from Tunney's - terrible
•No lights on parkway or highlights of what will be

done on it in winter
•Loss of green space to surface parking
•Not enough emphasis on winter use and

maintenance/grooming for cross-country skiing and
snow shoeing

•Flow will you dissuade birds from perching on picnic
tables (i.e. Lac Phillip)

•Too few neighborhood linkages; too few trees

•Strip may be too narrow for substantial commercial
or animation areas

•No new roads/paths to provide disabled access to
park/rivers

•Add a food source
•Coffee and ice cream kiosks/shops
•Separation of pedestrian and cyclists for autos east of

Parkdale
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic

(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE
LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems
with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes

<u
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separation between commuter vs. recreational
speeds

•Good views of islands. Potential access to water
filtration site. Good visitor services.

•The added gateways for pedestrians and cyclists,
who are, let's face it, the primary users of this
space.

•Expanded embassy space along Burnside
•Cultural hub area at Bayview station--this is key

location for confluence of transit and high density
urban development

•Like to see the music venues positioned closer to
Lebreton Flats. It makes the most sense as a sports /
music entertainment hub.

•Use of Prince of Wales bridge for walkers and
cyclists to cross the river

•The "revised connection" (connection isn't the
proper word, it's an intersection) has promise. I
hope you use a good old fashion T intersection and
get rid of the clover ramps in order to open up
more space.

•Better access to the islands and to the historic
water filtration plant.

•This refers to the Parkway from Island Park West.
Many people cross country ski in this area and the
bike paths which would be natural locations for this
activity but are not available due to snow build up
from the Parkway plowing since the paths are right
beside the Parkway especially on the south side
west of Island Park and on the north side from
Westboro Beach west past Woodroffe in many
places

•Shift parkway south; more pedestrian crossings; get
rid of parkdale interchange; river crossing

a two way road for automobiles and make the 2
westbound lanes a two way road for cyclists.

•Segregated bike lanes. Reduce lanes on or, better,
remove the highway. Make the "revised connection" a
standard T intersection with beg buttons for
pedestrians and yellow dots for cyclists. Put cars at the
bottom of your priority list and focus on people. Get
rid of the clover ramps.

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only
path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure
users and commuters

•Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway, and replace
with additional segregated bike lanes (to increase the
safety on the Multi Use Path for pedestrians and
slower cyclists), and green space.

•Consider removing 2 lanes of traffic and going in one
direction during work hours

•Separated high speed cycling paths; especially with
proposed intensified uses

•Add at-grade crossings for pedestrians and cyclists.
Pedestrians and cyclists shouldn't have to go
underground. Why is the parkway designed like a
highway? Isn't it supposed to be for leisurely tourist
drives?

•The parkway road itself is too fast, too wide, and too
close to the river, make the road itself narrower (or
devote existing lanes to separated cycling tracks) and
use design to make the traffic slower.

•Widen pathway to 6m minimum
•Illumination of pathways and connections
•Consider illumination at night
•Please add lights. PLEASE. Women do not cycle here

after dark alone because it is terrifying.

•The 4 lane SJAM highway running beside or through
the park. It's loud, cars go VERY fast (far beyond the
posted limit, which is already beyond what one
should be driving if scenery, and not commuting
quickly, is the priority and focus), and its
environmental impact is terrible.

•While I like the idea of a pedestrian crossing using
the old bridge over Lemieux island in principle, I am
very concerned that using this bridge would
prohibit the extension of the Trillium Line into
Gatineau in the long term (even if there doesn't
appear to be any chance of that happening any
time soon, sadly).

•Year-round events/commercial space at Parkdale
interchange-this is an important WILD landscape
facing the rapids and islands, so keep it that way
and enhance the natural wildness (also, it's
between transit stations, not good for an events
area)

• Lighting on old rail bridge—this is a rare dark area in
the city, keep it that way

•The highway is still here. Get rid of it. If you're
keeping it, you need to provide more safe crossings
at grade.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•Do NOT recommend canoeing or kayaking in this
area due to dangerous rapids and undertows.

•The idea of flat water kayaks or canoes in the river
between Parkdale and Lemieux Island is a bad idea;
these waters are very dangerous.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Again, vagueness doesn't help - what does "Music"
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(walk/cycle) of Prince of Wales bridge
•Getting rid of the enormous parkdale car-ramp.
•Move roadway South
•Increased crossings
•Amenities (hopefully washrooms and water

fountain) on Lemieux Island is great

•Bathrooms
•Installation of washrooms and lookouts.
•Look outs

•Water access for canoeing/kayacking;
•Water sport access at Lemieux island
•Boatlaunches
•Improved access to the waterfront
•Access to the islands;
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic

(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Wetland restoration
•Wetland
•Reconstructed wetland
•Reconstructed Wetland can only be good.
•Removal of Parkdale interchange resulting in

unpaved/natural waterfront space
•Parkdale/Parkway interchange relocation to reclaim

natural area
•Parkdale intersection modification
•Improved access at Parkdale
•Green plaza connection the neighborhood (bad

location in between transit stations); enhanced
aquatic habitat

•I can't tell what the plans are specifically for the
crossing on the old Prince of Wales train bridge but
if it is a pedestrian-cycling crossing to Gatineau, that

or "Other Capital Function" mean in these cases? •Add streetlighting to parkway
•Bring development,work with city

•Consider landscaping and green programming as done
in High Line Park, NYC i.e. cantilevered park space on
either side of central pathway/future transit
connection

•Keep it green

•Wayfinding to adjacent neighbourhoods
•Connections and the communities
•Right now the plan lacks residential (as it always has)

and the only way to get people to these areas is by
planning for more parking which is NOT how the river
should be programmed

•Move parking to edge of parkway (away from river);
signage directing people to nearby commercial areas;
"un-double" the parkway; natural waterslide/wading
areas

•Make focal activity area at Westboro beach near
transit; increase winter activity usage - partner with
community associations]

•There is such an incredible opportunity for this park to
flow seamlessly into a redeveloped LeBreton Flats. I
know that LeBreton isn't related to this consultation,
but I cannot stress enough how strongly I believe you
should allow the creation of a new Ottawa Senators
arena at LeBreton. This park, Windmill's Zibi project,
and a new downtown arena district would be an
amazing mixed-used neighbourhood. I have no doubt
it would quickly become one of the defining areas of
our city. There is a huge opportunity here, please take
it.

•Work with City to improve Lemieux Island
•Work with Windmill Zibi to coordinate views and

recreational features
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would be fantastic.
•Conversion of old railroad bridge to path
•LOVE the idea that the prince of wales bridge could

actually be in use (instead of being the bridge we all
just use anyway). Amazing and a huge improvement
to the area.

•Looks awesome.

•Coordinate with Tunney's, Bayview, Scott Street, and
Lebreton developments for cohesive plan

•Integrate transit and recreational paths at Bayview

•Integrate cycling and pedestrian traffic between
parkway and urban Lebreton development

•Develop/integrate water inlet feature at Lebreton
gateway

•Perhaps officially designating part of Lemieux Island as
a dog park.

•Add a boardwalk
•Removal of the cloverleaf at Parkdale to make better

use of the greenspace.
•Water filtration plant could be used for private events,

possible restaurant location?!
•Lemieux Island is a great potential asset with its

interesting building and shoreline on the River; there
are also great views from the bridge.

•Bate Island is an under utilized asset. I remember
years ago when there was both a restaurant and a
canteen there.

•Need some areas for young children. Play area,
something very creative

•Narrow Roadway to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to below 50 km/hr
•Investigate roundabout at Parkdale - parkway

Intersection
•The train bridge should be turned into a great path,

hopefully this is part of the plan. Unsure due to the
symbol you used here.

•Remove bridges and replace Parkdale interchange
with roundabout

•Parking for canoeist/kayackers
Animation locations / Lieux d'animation
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1. Does the proposed concept include the right mix of animation (i.e. did we get it right)? / Le projet de concept prevoit-il la bonne combinaison d'animation (c.-a-d. avons-nous bien fait?)

• Did you include the concept of a canoe/museum? Interpretive trail that is, signs to depict the history and course of canoe travel along the river

• Good balance otherwise- more nature than entertainment is good

• Yes. I believe the boardwalk connects this park in a great way

• Shifting the parkway will create the calmer shoreline it should be

• Highlighting the beautiful scenery should be the focus of every action. It is animating on its own

• Yes.
• Yes.
• Yes.
• It's okay

• Yes but ensure enough crossovers to get to water

• Need more development near the water. All the most successful waterfront cities don't bring the people to the park, because they already live there

• "Passive" animation (lookouts, etc.) seems better than "artificial" (lights on bridge)

• Some concerns about over programming at the expense of naturalized areas for species diversity and wildlife protection

• Consider implementation of formal wildlife crossing infrastructure (i.e. boc culverts)

• Provide for natural beaches; not just amenity-based beaches i.e. Westboro

• Restoration of shoreline and riparian zone is top priority

• Not entirely- the only way to bring activity to the river is by bringing mixed use development closer to the water/or by proposing parking which is not a viable solution. I think the
designs are the outcome of student work and that the NCC should open discussions through a design competition to consult private sector visionaries.

• Given that there are little opportunities for activity along the river now, except cycling/walking, the proposed concepts are great -more canoeing/kayaking/rowing access!

• Floating or stationary docks

• Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community

• The view areas are correctly XXXX.Setting the new tone away from 1950's car centered commuter route to a destination will require more than speed reduction. It must include
controlling the sunset/sunrise commuter flow to one south 2 lane road and controlling the direction in the day (see sheet 7)

• Lemieux Island filtration plant originally was the site of fancy balls and galas. Start holding fundraising galas in there again.
• For most of the length concentrate on passive active transport facilities so that people can enjoy the parkway by bike, by skateboard, by rollerblades, by skis, by food. Good washrooms,

water, garbage pickup and concentrate new activities at Remic and Westboro Beach.
• Yes, however is requesting more parking spots and park benches so people can stop and stroll about.
• Too much "active" animation (restaurant, pavilions, etc.), prefer more self-directed animation - picnic, play areas, gardens, walking trails, wading area, cycling, etc.
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• Activities/animation seem appropriate but overall vision/reasoning seems lacking; need to consider appropriate parking (not necessarily more) to ensure accessibility to punctual
stops/destinations/activities and major park destinations.

• Mostly hood: too many proposed animation areas when the focus should be kept on hubs/gateways, with natural green spaces between; have gateway themes, such as "aquatic
habitat" at Deschenes boardwalk, First Nations,Music Pavillion, etc.

• Gathering centres need to be closer to transit; consider day and night use; consider 4 season use

• Yes -but: there are only so many people in Ottawa and only so many more travelling through. It's a bit of a zero-sum game, with each "destination" competing with all the others

• 80% of it was right: need more emphasis on the archeological and human history interpretation of the river and former cultural heritage sites (including Aboriginal culture).

• Yes, and it's nice that those spaces are in the areas further from the SJAM highway, so the noise and fumes of the commuter traffic is less intrusive to one's enjoyment of the park
space.

• (This reply is copied from my suggestions during the last stage of the survey)

I personally feel as though more could be down to improve the "active animation zones" of the plan. I like the idea of multiple plazas,but what will be done to encourage their use?
Current amphitheatres in public parks rarely seem to have sufficient periphery attractions to encourage anyone to play there. I think the inclusion of the restaurant is a great start but I
would encourage even more extensive commercial endeavours to ensure these plazas don't become more overbuilt unused space.

• Generally too many animation areas and features-pick a few only (one per neighbourhood) and locate them near transit hubs so they can be accessed by the community and
regionally. The use of this parkway should be by all residents of the region and tourists, not just the local neighbourhoods immediately adjacent to the parkway.

Not enough thought has been put into winter usage. How can we bring people to the river in the cold winter and provide them with activities and shelter for an enjoyable stay?

• I don't believe animation is what will draw people to the park. If amenities are limited to washrooms / water access points / improved trails for running / cycling / more formal picnic
and BBQ. areas - the natural environment will draw people to it on its own. Keep the Lebreton Flats area as the 'entertainment hub' of the park, and let nature be the main draw for the
western portion.

• I like a bit less animation but I think my taste is too minimalistic so, yes, I think it is a good mix.

• Animation isn't the right word in English. No you don't need any of them. Give us some sports fields, get rid of the barriers to access (your highway), and leave the space relatively free
form.

• I have no idea what this question means
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• It does but to animate the shoreline you need to include more personal watercraft access points. Put in fixed or floating docks to allow personal watercraft (canoes, kayaks, rowing
shells) to use the water.

• Not enough animation of people, still to much CAR traffic. This should be reduced to allow for quiet enjoyment. I don't understand how it would be possible to enjoy live music
(acoustic music) with traffic nearby.
More opportunities for active lifestyles, fitness equipment, extend XCountry skiing. For visitors, it would be fantastic to see how Canadians interface with their environment all year, in
a transit accessible environment.
More eating options would be a positive - perhaps allowing food trucks better access on weeknights, weekends. Wider mixed use pathways.

• Looks pretty ok

• There is a very good balance of the right mix of animation provided that there are funds available to implement a goodly amount!

• Since the plan is to bring more people into these areas then the paths will become even more crowded and more dangerous. My idea of wider paths then is the most important thing
that the NCC can do. The River is so beautiful on its own that with more access points at Dominion and Cleary you guys need to widen these paths. The boardwalk sounds cool but will
be too expensive. It is hard to say if you got it right since it was hard to determine what was being suggested in the very noisy room. Two of your presenters were so soft spoken that
they were very difficult to hear and they mostly answered questions.

• More picnic tables. Tables with shelters. Shelters for winter use. Bathrooms. Bike repair stations would be nice like the P'tit Train du Nord bike route has in Quebec.

• "Animation" is more than just "stuff to look at". What can we do? Where can we hang out? Will there be anything like 8 locks flat that will allow us to gather in a nice way? Meet for a
drink along the river and appreciate the beauty that Ottawa has to offer? Have a picnic? Pick up food from a local food truck?

What is the plan for summer vs. winter? This plan is not very clear.

• Yes, I think so.

• My main concern is that the Britannia Conservation Area could be adversely impacted by too much development. This is a significant part of the Lac Deschenes Important Bird Area
used by migrating songbirds.

• Outside the BCA, I have always been disappointed by the lack of restaurants and washrooms along the Sir JAM Parkway so I am happy to see some development in this way. I would
still like to see more restaurants along the river - perhaps opposite Tunney's Pasture where employee lunches could help their finances.
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• I would like to see more beaches and food outlets so that pedestrians and cyclists have more destinations and rest stops

Need more detail, but it seems like there is a lot going on here. I'm not sure if there may be too much happening, ie maybe this is too ambitious? Good parks are simple places that
work well. Green space, trails, washrooms, water access, some interpretation if necessary...

More is needed. Too much of Ottawa's waterfront is traditional parkland, with not enough entertainment. We need a few places with "life" by the water - be it via shops, restaurants,
amusement rides, or anything else that makes an afternoon by the shore FUN.

• Animation locations should be used sparingly - most people want to enjoy the natural setting along the river.

• separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• Too

• I have looked all over your web site and I don't know where these animation concepts are defined.

2. What activities are appropriate in these locations? / Quelles activites conviennent a ces lieux?
• There may be issues with noise pollution for entertainment venues on the river- which tends to magnify sound
• Physical activities, public art, active engagement with nature

• Everything except engine/motor assisted or powered

• Any and every

• Fishing, biking, walking, etc.
• Need all year round programming- snow shoe parks/ skating rinks in to winter, active/ sporting areas in the summer. Need more pedestrian connections and more people living close to

the water

• Personal watercraft access please!
• Add cross country ski during winter on maintained trails
• More canoeing, kayaking centres
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• More eateries

• More interpretation centres

• Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community

• The connection for services at Tunney's is an opportunity as well as Maple Lawn and Dominion Station and the Cleary Station. Mud Lake needs the western/south corner existing
commercial buildings (2 second hand shops and 1sports shop) to be re-envisioned as services for the visitors. Coffee shops/ cafes are appropriate here. The owner of the 3 buildings is

so opportunity to negotiate is now.
• Native interpretation; ways to engage people to be in nature NOT introducing urbanism to the park

• Wilding/naturalizing the park

• Low ropes courses/activities

• Natural areas where children can play with logs, stones

• Brick works in Toronto has lots of examples

• Non-motorized activities

• Picnic, wading into shallow water, snack trucks with food and water in picnic area.
• As few as possible,make a beautiful memorial park out of it.
• Quiet recreation, appreciating nature, physical activity

• Low impact recreational activities; 2-3 restaurants at strategic locations; viewing areas; "specialty gardens" and enhanced naturalized areas; pedestrian-only opportunities such as
boardwalks

• Increase opportunities for extended stays, i.e. open spaces, facilities; structured commercial developments are not appropriate

• Square for people to gather, eat, drink coffee, hang out; market type shops

• Don't be afraid of adding pass-through activities; large scale active transportation and vehicles (in fact, tour vehicles could open up the capital, not only on this Parkway, of course)

• Don't increase the number of cars on the Parkway. It's a parkway; a bike path right from Barrhaven to the end of Woodroffe at the water is an idea

• Mix of natural and human heritage, transportation (recreational & commuter) and recreation; think of more year-round activities

• I really love the concept of animating the shoreline itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock at the lookout to enable people to launch small boats like canoes or kayaks.

• (This repiy is copied from my suggestions during the last stage of the survey)

Please, allow patio-style beer gardens throughout the active areas. Maybe also encourage theme-park style commercial endeavours for children, similar to those seen on Toronto's
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Centre Island. These developments could actually reference Ottawa's lumber history, as the timber slides that use to exist in the area were once a huge attraction a century ago. This
could be a fun way to draw attention to that often overlooked historical element of the city's history.

A great strength of this plan is its division of the parkway into different zones for different use. Please actually allow the active zones to be hubs for entertainment rather than just (yet
another) empty plaza used exclusively by tumble weeds. There is no reason to be concerned about a little "commercialization" so long as it provides fun that would not otherwise exist
and large swaths of the parkway's natural beauty is remains in tact (which it will as can be seen in your plans for Mud Lake). Such attractions work great in NY's Central Park and
Montreal's Old Port, as well as countless other cities around the world and I believe this style of redevelopment should be adopted for the active segments of our new linear park.

• -Mainly recreational activities, interactions with the environment and the water
-Habitat restoration, enhancement and protection should be emphasized
-Cultural and historical features should be minimized-they should only address themes of how we interact with the river environment-emphasize first nations, traders and early
industrial importance of the river
-NO formal or permanent commercial establishments--make them organic, adaptable, conceptual so that the community takes ownership of them
-De-emphasize motor vehicle modes-consider reducing number of lanes

• Running, cycling, canoeing, kayaking, nature watching

• small concerts to appeal to all ages
historical interpretation
nature interpretation
small theatrical events to appeal to all ages

• food service, water activities (kayaking, boating, rowing, swimming, splashing), information about heritage (particularly lumber and industrial heritage), bathrooms, drinking water

fountains.

• Biking. Walking. Running. Walking dogs. Playing sports recreationally. Watching birds and other wildlife. Letting plants do their thing.

• To animate the shoreline you need to include more personal watercraft access points. Put in fixed or floating docks to allow personal watercraft (canoes, kayaks, rowing shells) to use
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the water.

Live music, skiing, cycling, communing with nature, canoeing, kayaking, fitness. Reduce traffic noise. Triathlons, street hockey on parkway.

Childrens activities, wildlife research, kayaking/canoing, picnics and perhaps competitions such as a lumberjack competition (in honour of the lumber industry in Ottawa) or food
related competition.

• Nature activities that include kayaking/canoeing, birding, walking/running/cycling, the ability to enjoy the waterfront by lounging and eating.

• As I said previously the current unused maintenance building on Atlantis near Westboro Beach must be part of any linear park development. It should be used year round for bikers,
kayak and canoe rentals, for sliders and cross country skies and snow shoers etc. As I said the Beach area is used year round with swimmers, sun bathers and the restaurant in the
summer and sliders, snow shoers, cross country skiers in the winter even though the city parking lot is not plowed.

• More picnic tables. Tables with shelters. Shelters for winter use. Bathrooms. Bike repair stations would be nice like the P'tit Train du Nord bike route has in Quebec.

Better BBQs! In general, more shelters, less parking lots.

• Cycling. Walking. Picnicing. Enjoying time with friends and family. Exploring the river front. Interacting with nature. Commuting (by car, bike, on foot, on rollerblades, or whatever else
suits). Stand-up paddling. Attending concerts and events. Having the ability to use this space after dusk (right now there are limited or no lights at all — which is super scary).

• Mud Lake is a conservation area and one of the most important bird habitats in our region. As an Important Bird Area (IBA) it is imperative that it remain a nature sanctuary respecting
the natural habitat.

In general, the mix looks good.

• I think the area around Lincoln fields has great potential as a recreational park with watersiides, small rides, gardens and Restaurants ( eg a smaller Trivoli Gardens in Copenhagen).
Central Ottawa has no facility of this type. Ail similar parks require a person to drive there. Not every one in Ottawa likes cycling , walking and Birdwatching.

• Cycling, walking, swimming, running, dog-walking, XC skiing, snowshoeing, birdwatching, surfing, kayaking, teaching
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NOT commuting, highway-speed driving, barriers to pedestrian access etc..

Everything should be on the table - especially close to the two new LRT stations, as well as on the land created by a redeveloped Parkdale interchange.

separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

Shoreline Improvement Areas / Zones d'amelioration des berges

1. Where could we improve shoreline conditions? / Ou pourrions-nous ameliorer I'etat des berges?

• Don't add more beaches- dumping sand on the shoreline doesn't make a beach

• Take care about changing the waterfront in unsustainable way

• The entire length of the park

• Employ expert naturalists

• All over

• Champlain-Remic trail floods in spring- needs rerouting

• Trails needs to be used year-round-need to be cleared of snow, etc.
• Involve the Conservation Authority

• Improve fishing access at strategic points using pontoons or small rock piers

• Everywhere- see previous comments. We are the capital city of Canada,we should be leading by example and proposing to do cutting edge/vision art work (see sheet 4)

• Westboro

• Remic

• Don't create more beaches along sector

• Wooded areas on either side of Westboro Beach

• Botanical gardens would be interesting

• The boardwalk is a great concept to bring people into the shoreline in a low impact way.
• Moving the roadway south as indicated is a very good strategy to improve the shoreline habitat and experience.
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• It's an important bird area so be very careful about any lights disrupting the birds migration,mating, nesting, etc. E.G. Lighting bridges could cause big problems! Do appropriate
studies!

• Just east of Mud Lake and west of Westboro

• Extend nature area shoreline east from Mud Lake

• Retain notion of a parkway corridor first, within a green corridor (linear park) that lives up to its purpose: that is to bring users to a major park destinations - to the west Mud Lake and
to the east the active and entertaining Lebreton Flats; retain green character of overall corridor and not encumber it with municipal-like infrastructure

• Champlain & Remic, west of Deschenes to Mud lake; improve all shoreline to recover natural habitat and functions

• Maintain ecosystems as they are

• Do as much restoration as possible and let the grass grow. Just go through it twice a year to pick up the garbage. Let the milkweed grow.
• You need more access (visible and physical) to "waterfront"; concentration on cleaning the river to provide more days for swimming at Westboro beach

• I cannot think of any areas besides those already noted in the plan.
• Everywhere-but especially where pathways are closest to the shore. Reclaim the shoreline as natural wild habitat area except in rare isolated locations.
• Certainly along the western portion of the corridor. The proposed boardwalk and improved aquatic area to the East of Mud Lake are excellent ideas.
• Wherever you can

• Along the entire highway you can improve conditions by getting rid of the highway. It is an unsafe barrier to access, it is loud, and it is dirty. It is the largest pollutant under your control,
get rid of it.

• Flooding under new orchard bridge every spring

• Near to Cleary station. Would be positive to have a swimming area, or place to put in a canoe. Once vehicle traffic removed/reduced, this could be a peaceful area to appreciate local
ecology.

• Between Kitchissipi lookout and Island Parkway and the Island Parkway and the PoW Bridge.
• From Westboro Beach to Mud Lake, there is limited shoreline. Often times it feels as if a cyclist or pedestrian could easily fall off the path and into the water. There is often quite a

steep drop to the water and it is very rocky.

• Not sure. It all seems pretty goose poopy.
• The stretch between Tunney's Pasture and Island Park.
• Also along the river behind parliament.
• One of the big knocks against Ottawa is that all of the shorelines are controlled by the NCC with rigid rules. Thus, there are very few riverside restaurants/pubs to bring people to the

shorelines and the whole Sir JAM Parkway is rather sterile. Outside the BCA, look for opportunities to allow private investment.

• All areas along the shoreline with close proximity to the roadway could be improved by reducing the roadway width,moving the roadway south, reducing speed limits to 40Km/hr and
using Berms to create water front noise barriers
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• Would be nice if you allowed dogs onto the shorelines at certain locations for swimming etc. I'm sure there are locations where this could happen where human swimmers wouldn't be
affected and dogs / owners could safely interact with the water and shoreline. There are some great areas between Westboro Beach and the Champlain Bridge where no humans would
be adversely affected by dogs swimming in the river.

• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

Cyclists and Pedestrians / Cyclistes et pietons

1. Where are the most conflicts, which would require the NCC to explore in more detail? / Ou y a-t-il le plus de conflits auxquels la CCN devrait s'attarder?

• Narrow paths at Champlain Bridge, Westboro Beach

• Adding connections to city streets for access to parking

• Separate the two

• Keep trails open 12 months/year

• Woodroffe

• Anywhere along the Parkway

• Need to have separate paths- too much traffic even now to walk without danger

• Multi-use pathways/cycling speeds

• It is important to have separated cyclist/pedestrian paths for safety and enjoyment. Grade separation would be best

• Plan cyclist routes based on weekday commutes, these people are using the park as a transit function as opposed to a park- here the need for separate bike lanes and pedestrian lanes!

• Use proper re-forestation and restoration to minimize the goose problem

• Connections to the river/having to pass a major arterial is difficult for most

• Too much cycling traffic conflicting with pedestrian

• Separate cycling and pedestrian paths and put segregated cycle lanes on parkway for cycle commuters- don't widen parkway

• Intense commuter cyclist activity- straight and direct; pleasure/leisurely pedestrian- meander along shoreline

• Cyclist- automobile conflict in path segments immediately adjacent to Northern roadway- dangerous

• Between most westerly point and Woodroffe Avenue : improve south path maintenance for fast bike traffic and designate the north path as walking only.
• Along the pathway between Mud Lake and Deschenes. I have experienced a lot of conflict with pedestrians. The area is a flat path and, going east, the wind is often at your back so it is

very easy to go fast on your bike there. You slow down to pass and then speed up again with no effort, and then slow down to pass, then speed up...
• A good bikepath would be appreciated by the Ottawa population.
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• Woodroffe is somewhat problematic: pedestrians don't anticipate cyclists, so perhaps wider paths, doubled paths or "footprints" on the right would help; Move benches further back
from the paths

• Most conflicts due to vehicular abuse of privilege (speed); caution should be exercised so as not to over-protect the cyclist/pedestrian and instead look at better controlling vehicular
use; enhance the parkway for its prime purpose: move people in a pleasant, non-stressful environment

• Flooded pathway at Carleton access; wherever paths are too close to the road
• Separating commuters versus recreational use everywhere
• Everywhere; the paths need to be separated everywhere
• All I can say is that people cycle too fast on the paths. Older/middle aged people can't hear the bells.
• Keep them separate; provide mix of underground and above ground links between parkway and community - especially for food services; build enough washrooms and public shelters
• High speed cycling puts pedestrians and slower cyclists in perilous situations. Use 2 lanes of the 4-lane SJAM highway for segregated bike traffic, allowing the MUPs to remain for

recreational and slower cycling speeds.
• If the SJAM is truly not meant for commuter traffic, and is meant for slow scenic drives along the riverside, then 4 high speed lanes gives very much the wrong message. Reduce lanes by

half, reduce speed by 1/3, and the people in cars will actually go slow enough to: 1- enjoy the scenery safely; 2 - be less noisy for people trying to enjoy the park; 3 - not impede
pedestrian access to the riverside and park.

• Any of the areas where the cars are closer to the shoreline. I like the realignment idea and the boardwalk as it give pedestrians more control over their space again.
• Please have segregated lanes for pedestrians and cyclists throughout the redevelopment. The pathways would become much nicer if cyclists and pedestrians did not have to worry

about crossing paths.
• If the parkway itself was slightly expanded to fit safer bike lanes, it would significantly alleviate the dangers of having cyclists and pedestrians using the same small trails along the

water. Expanding those trails to accommodate both cyclists and walkers could risk destroying the beauty you're trying to preserve.
• Basically anywhere the cyclists can move quickly, the conflict exists. It is also wherever the path is not wide enough to allow us to co-exist
• I cycle to work daily from Woodroffe Ave area to downtown. So, in the evening and weekends, I would love to walk along the river - unfortunately, this is not enjoyable. I would like to

strongly suggest that there be a separate path for bikes and pedestrians - 1path dedicated to each. I say this from experience as it is not safe otherwise. My husband and I in fact no
longer take leisurely walks along the river path on weekends nor in the evening because the path is busy and cyclists come dangerously close to us - even when we are walking single
file....which is not enjoyable. I think it would be a real value added by creating a separate path as the redesign will bring more people to the area.

• As a female, I would appreciate if the walk and bike areas be open and visible so that we feel safer. For example, myself and a number of other female cyclists get nervous cycling along
the path just west of the Champlain bridge, where there is a wooded area.

• Thank you for your consideration.
• Cyclist and pedestrian conflict is an infrastructure and design issue. In particular, travel modes of dramatically different speeds should ALWAYS be separated. This means separate paths

for pedestrians, for recreational cyclists, and for high-speed "commuter" or "sports" cyclists.
• I would like to see separate recreational walking and cycling paths along the waterfront, and I would like to see lanes taken from the actual parkway road itself for the high-speed

commuter cyclists.
• Along the entire highway. It is a dangerous barrier to access that needs to be resolved. I suggest getting rid of it. If you don't want to do that, then reduce it to two lanes, reduce the

speed limit (and design it for a reduced speed limit), put in at grade crossings (signalized or stopsigns where cars always have to stop). This is a huge conflict and you can solve it if you
really want to.
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• Everywhere there are cyclists
• On the path near Island Park
• Underpasses would be the most prone to conflicts, so clear lines,mirrors needed. Wider mixed use pathways, plowed through winter would be valuable. Generally, cyclists and

pedestrians share paths exceedingly well with very few incidents.
• The entire length that has the Sir John A Macdonald Freeway prevents access for pedestrians and cyclists. The removal or repurposing of SJAM Freeway would provide much better

access and use.
• The northern path between Westboro and Mud Lake is narrow and close the edge of the River. As a pedestrian, I've had to ieap out of the way, or waik on the grass to avoid being run

over by cyclists.
• Along the whole path; it is too narrow!
• FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.
• Everywhere.
• Over the bridge by Westboro beach is a key problem spot. But the entire cyclepath needs to be fixed.
• Wider paths in some areas
• Along the pathway near Island Park, Westboro Beach, Tunney's Pasture, War Museum, Behind Parliament, and in the interchange en-route to portage. A dedicated cycling path would

be ideal, or a shared arrangement. Right now bikes are simpiy "borrowing" pedestrian spaces. Make a third "pedestrian" or other cycling lane!
• Also a huge conflict when trying to access the path from the National Gallery -- super steep hill full of skateboarders and cyclists as well as pedestrians, and many lanes of

bikes/peds/tourists to get across in order to access the hill.
• Signage would be key, as well as improved lighting.
• My main concern is the potential impacts of additional use of the BCA on the wildlife (i.e. birds). In additon, some cyclists are currently riding through the BCA despite signage. All paths

through BCA and the proposed boardwalks need to be designed to discourage cyclists.
• Woodroffe entrance to parkway which creates a dangerous Crossing for cyclists
• There is no way to cross Island Park on the South cycle path
• In heavy pedestrian areas ( Tunnies pasture, Remic Rapids, Woodroff North, future parkway crossings ) there needs to be separate pedestrian ( Walkers, dog walkers, roller blades,

Electric wheel chairs and cycle paths .
• Cycle paths need to have clear pathway visibilty and speed reduction signs at blind corners ( eg wider open spaces next to the path ). I have had 3 collisions on NCC paths in the past 30

years, all were caused by poor visiblity and lack of adequate caution signs ( eg reduce speed for pedestrians, blind corner etc)
• The whole MUP system needs a revamp. See Kelly Egan's Ottawa Citizen column,he nailed it.
• There ideally would be a path for pedestrians, and another wider path for people traveling faster than a walking pace on wheels etc. If there is money for a giant 4-lane divided highway

surely you can provide some decent access for non-polluting, quiet, responsible recreational riders as well as commuters. Less people clogging up the roads in the park the better. Less
conflicts between pedestrians the better. The solution is simple.

• The Parkway itself is the biggest conflict to the proposed park as it is a natural barrier and encourages drivers to pass by everything instead of actively engaging in it. While parking and
roads are of course necessary, this needs to be foot friendly. Replacing intersections and interchanges will help to slow down traffic, as would some of the proposed realignments.
Crosswalks should be installed at regular intervals that are wide and safe feeling (like the redesigned crosswalks between the canal and the Ottawa Convention Centre on CBD).
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• Currently the bike paths on the south side of the parkway in the Mckeilar park sector are very bumpy. I hope they will be improved. Also, can there be snow removal to allow for winter
cycling?

• The bike path is heavily used by cyclists - this should be plowed in winter to promote more cycling. Where possible, clearly define pedestrian paths should diverge from the bike path to
improve access and reduce conflicts.

• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)
• With vehicles, at entrances to parking lots and where roads cross

• Get kids (and some adults) on bikes off Mud Lake paths. Get geocachers out of Mud Lake - they are not using it as a destination; they are using the paths as a raceway to get to caches.
Very disruptive, no respect for environment.

Priority Projects / Projets prioritaires

1. Please indicate the top three proposed projects you would like to see implemented in the short term. / Veuillez indiquer les trois projets que vous voudriez voir realiser a court terme.

Bike path wider and segregate, winter use ideas
Enhanced natural areas

i.
i i.

Water/aquatic habitat restoration
Public art (whether fixed sculptures, seasonal exhibitions or public open-source projects

i .
n .

Boardwalk
Bathrooms
Slow down traffic

n .
m.

Buffer zone
Boardwalk
Pavillion

n .
in.

Railway ped/bike/transit bridgei .
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Mud Lake presentation- flora and fauna
Separation bike/walking trails

i.
ii.

Rail Trail- precedent with High Line, NYC- cantilever 'green roomsVpaths/presentation of future transit
Relocation of Parkdale interchange/parking away from river
Connections to Hinton burg/Westboro and wayfinding

II.
in.

Mud Lake and Deschenes boardwalksi .

Improved fishing access
Restoration and reforestation to discourage geese
Improve canoe and kayak access

II.
in.

Like to see more design development for the entire riverfront through design competition
Like to see improved connections
Like to see active uses that are supported by mixed use development

II.
in.

Personal watercraft access: docks for canoeists/rowers/kayakers
Rochester Field redone into community park
Lookouts/boardwalk in Kitchissippi

i i.
m.

Water boardwalks
Canoe, kayak centre
More restaurants/ year round

n.
in.
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improve the landscaping, especially where ash trees removed
Access corridors could be constructed now

i.
i i.

Boardwalk
Moving the roadway south (removing 2 lanes even better)II.

Build boat lockers at boat access points and in every neighbourhood so people can store their kayaks, canoes, SUPs. It will reduce the vehicles needed to bring them to the river.i.

Move northern road closer to southern portion in all areas
Lookouts at Deschenes rapids

i.
II.

Year-round paths, plowed, along river
Freeze-proof water fountains

i .
n.

Boardwalk
Water access
Snack bars

n.
in.

Cross river on train bridge
Reduce lanes west of Dominion. Take the opportunity of removing the busses from parkway to go down to 2 lanes and a wide bike path dedicated route.

i.
II.

Plant trees

Sees no need for activity areas or ballparks, etc.
Keep the area in its original pristine beauty

II .
in.
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Sheltered picnic areas, public BBQs
Hints to get pedestrians to stay right/ doubled paths
MUP Right of way priority over parking lot access

i i .
m.

Providing a destination for the parkway to the west of Mud lake
Addressing the Parkdale "interchange”
Completing the Mud lake trail on City land

it.
in.

Increase linkages to neighborhoods, create hubs at transit stations
Shoreline restoration, re-vegetation/landscape
Aquatic habitat/boardwalk area

n.
in.

Boardwalk
Plaza at Parkdale
Trails (Boardwalks at Champlain/Remic)

i i.
in.

Rochester Field gateway
Mud Lake gateway education centre
Removal of Parkdale interchange

II.
in.

Add more trees/ replace ones that have been taken down
Birds- don't reduce the shrubs as they are a habitat for birds; Shrubs may look messy but they are important, plant some berry-picking shrubs
The boardwalk is an excellent idea (including habitat restoration)

ii.
in.

Enhance experiences (swimming) and services at Westboro beachi.
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Mud Lake "experience"
Separate walking and cycling paths

n .
in.

Online Answers:

Priority 1 Priority 2
Water
Access

Priority 3

Amenities 20% 20% Amenities
Winter
Sport
Water
Access
Food Truck

16.7%

Kayak
Winter
Sport
Restaruant

16% Canoe 12% 16.7%

Beach
Food Truck
Wayfinding
Music
Wintersport
Amenities
Picnic

16% 8% 16.7%
12.5%12% 8%

8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

Top 3 Proposed Projects: Sectors
Mud Lake-

Deschenes
Kitchissippi-
Westboro

Champlain-

Remic
Bayview-

Parkdale
Priority

37.5% 33.3% 8.3% 20.8%1
Priority

20.8% 54.2% 0% 25%2
Priority
3 30.4% 30.4% 26.1% 13%
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Please provide any additional thoughts or suggestions, and drop this form off in the box provided.
Information about the proposed concept, along with the questionnaire, will be available May 6 to May 25 on the NCC website.

Veuillez donner Fautres idees ou suggestions et deposer ce questionnaire dans la boTte prevue a cette fin. Linformatlon relative au projet de concept de meme que le questionnaire
seront affiches sur le site Web de la CCN du 6 au 25 mai.

I like the thought that we will also include the other side of the water in the park plan- more canoe routes and natural connections
Thanks for the opportunity to discuss this
Shoreline cleanup needs to be reassessed. Persistent garbage (glass, condoms, plastic) is too much for neighbourhood volunteers to take care of
I very much like this format. I also greatly appreciate the NCC actively seeking feedback from citizens such as myself. This is my first workshop at the lab. Thank you for having me!
I think there is opportunity to build memorials/commemorations for notable Canadians immediately adjacent to the parkway to compliment the view while driving towards Parliament
It may not be in the NCCs mandate to build housing, but it is in the mandate to make good use of the land. Sell if possible some land, and buy others. Focus on destination areas and less on others (see
sheet 3 for drawing)
Segregated bike/pedestrian pathway
Divided bike and pedestrian paths great idea
Restoration and reforestation will do much to discourage the geese from fouling area
Improve fishing access through construction of fishing pontoons and platforms, maybe small piers, bridges, etc.
Please see comments throughout. Happy to discuss further (Participant's name and contact info provided) (see sheet 4)
Overall a better solution than previous ones. Still not convinced that Carling Ave wouldn't be a better alignment. There would be more XXXX on Carling. Disappointed that the first 300 metres of the LRT
aren't underground. Can't understand why Cleary Stn can't be relocated 100 metres west, (see sheet 5)
No traffic lights or stops for pedestrians crossing to the waterfront
If Kitchissippi is to be an active area washroom and pop-up cafes are essential and would add a lot of amenities
Remove or restore the Westboro maintenance yard
Project looks interesting
Botanical gardens
Public art
Music/plays/cultural events
Well-lit pathways
Bike/pedestrian infrastructure
Setting the tone of the linear park between Brittania and Island Park to be river centred instead of the current car centered experience is your/our biggest challenge. A divided highway is unnecessary at
this point as the LRT should offer predominant access to the park. Removing the north lanes completely and lowering the south lanes only with sunrise/sunset directional traffic can be the solution to
commuter needs but set the tone with more neighbourhood to linear park access points and reduce the speed on weekdays. Let car commuters experience a meditative commute to appreciate the
river and allow the neighbourhoods to cross the road.
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Champlain-Remic area- the illustration of the XXXX (second illustration from right) would not respect nature- materials don't, scale of building doesn't, commercial focus/big, heavy metal commercial
structure in illustration not at all appropriate
Don't make parking lots bigger anywhere along the park/clear snow off parkway cycle path- keep it open all year
Bayview-Parkdale - no kayaks, canoes, SUPs here; road and cycle path too close together; cross country skiing groomed trails; make use of railway bridge for cycles and eventually public transit; the
structure in the illustrations on the maps are too heavy, industrial, big structures- they need to be a scale, texture that respects and fits into nature
Focus on naturalizing and wilding the park not on a manicured park- think 50 years into the future, what will the forests look like
The increased use of SJAM for motorized commuters has led to noticeably dangerous driving along the roads. Are traffic calming measures being considered? The norm on a drive is often in excess of
SOkm/hr on a winding road. If the road is straightened without calming measures, average speed will undoubtedly increase to more dangerous levels.
Hello, great plan! Major concern 1: the proposed community connection from the middle of Ambleside Dr. to the linear park takes advantage of a PRIVATE PATHWAY owned by two condominium
corporations. The pathway abuts approximately 20 townhomes and poses a major threat to privacy for those owners. Major concern 2: the demographic along Ambleside Dr is largely senior/retired.
There is much senior pedestrian traffic. Increased vehicular traffic will pose a danger to the placid setting. Major concern 3: there is limited parking all along Ambleside, and any increase in vehicular
traffic on Ambleside Dr would lead to parking attempts on the private properties of buildings on that street.. Participant left contact info on sheet 9.
Between western gateway and Woodroffe, have only the southern roadway for 2 way traffic and remove the north paved road for recreational area. This portion of road is not busy enough to warrant 4
lanes. This concept can be used in certain portions of the parkway and is not necessary for all the parkway to be only a 2 way traffic thoroughfare.
Groomed skate skiing path along bikeway in winter; soccer pitch at end of Churchill; additional water fountain (the one at Island Park is wonderful); I think long term when the LRT takes the busses off
the parkway west of Dominion is the prime time to reduce the number of lanes. As I was coming here tonight I passed about a kilometer of backed-up cars waiting to turn left onto Island Park bridge. So
effectively East of Dominion the parkway is already reduced to one lane and one parking lane. Reducing the lanes on parkway will also slow down the speeds. The high speed from Carling to the backup
at Island Park actually encourages the commuters to use the parkway even though it is a failing intersection.

Narrow all lanes of the parkway to slow traffic; plan to eventually eliminate half of the parkway - like a permanent "Sunday Bikeday"- have it closed outside of rush hour; add gates to permit easier
closing of portions of parkways to motor vehicles; build paths well enough to plow the "fast" path in winter and leave the slow path for winter sports; natural "playground" with rope course, elevated
boardwalk, swing, slide, suitable for adults and kids; garbage management, avoid vehicles on MUPs, also avoid garbage cans next to benches; MUP should have right of way over parking lots; add
maintained gardens and "commemoration" sites; public BBQ pits; free public binocular posts at lookouts; consider parking demande at popular spots to manage parking demand; diving platform at
beach/boardwalk; consider an "intersection" where pedestrians and cycling paths cross; parkway trolley- weekend service to move people along the parkway; bike share- partner with VeloGo to
provide stations along the MUP
The forma for this workshop made it very difficult to hear the presenters and focus on what they were saying. The room is too small and too open to have so many stations going on at once. Kitchissipi-
Westboro was the only one easily understandable. Traffic and public transit are the major issues; we need more pedestrian access.
Need to somehow address the end-to-end processional value of a linear park. Otherwise, you have just a string of little, incoherent park space; leave the roadway named Macdonald and shift the Park
to something more meaningful to visitors - call it "Ottawa River Way Park" (look at world cloud for inspiration of naming); this facility doesn't really have acoustics (and public speaker) to handle these
many simultaneous break-out groups

Please don't reduce the tree cover, we need all of them. Several people remarked they wanted to bring in more restaurants and commercial establishments - don't do this! Move the parkway away
from the river. Don't need more lighting under the Champlain bridge - just enough to be safe. Food trucks on Bate island and instead of infrastructure is a good idea. If the parkway could be linked for
cycling with other parts of the city, there would be a huge opportunity to host an international event.
Don't depend solely on NCC budget to achieve these enhancements. Lots of opportunities for PPP with businesses and community associations and organizations
Clear the paths of snow in the winter. There is still a lot of people who use this park in the winter and it becomes dangerous, when paths become impassable.

Create a cross country ski path in winter.
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• Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway, and reappropriate the space for segregated cycling, and additional green space.
• Other ideas would include:

• Patio beer gardens along the length of the pathway

• Commercial attractions (such as amusement parks, petting zoos for kids, etc.) located in the same vicinity of restaurants, plazas, and amphitheatres to allow for the creation of a central entertainment
zone within the linear park

• Segregated bike paths

• Landscaping-create comprehensive and cohesive natural landscaping plan that emphasizes native species (ELIMINATE FESCUE) and year round vegetation

• Environment-Return the shoreline to a natural wild habitat and protect the aquatic and shoreline habitats from human interference

• Integration-coordinate planning with City of Ottawa and community organisations so that the linear park is an integral part of the community and region

• Community and regional access-more linkages to adjacent local streets (every couple of blocks) and emphasis on transit hub access at key stations

• Community ownership-enable local and regional community groups to lead development and activities so the space is adaptable and valued (NCC cannot dictate)

• City-run or contracted canoe / kayak rental area near water access point.
• Separate walk and bike paths.
• Amenity is top priority assuming amenity means bathroom and drinking water fountain.
• Access, all sectors, remove the highway or reduce its lanes and speeds.
• Safetly, all sectors, remove the highway or reduce its lanes and speeds.
• Segregated bike lanes, MUP are full at peak periods provide separate bike lanes for safety's sake.
• Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure users and commuters

• Beach near Cleary station

• The boardwalk project does not show in this drop down list...but it would be my preferred project in the long run.
• I have given my ideas in the first part of your document. It is good to talk about these things. If you have another session it needs a more appropriate location with separate meeting areas.
• I can't believe walking and cycling weren't in your list of priority items above. YET PARKING IS. This makes my blood boil. GET OVER THE CAR CULTURE. Active transportation is at the CORE of this linear

park. FOCUS ON THAT.
• Lighting. Let's use this space after dark! It doesn't have to be lit up by a football field, but it would be nice if I felt less like I was potentially going to die/get mugged/etc on my way home from work in

the fall / spring.

• Add more picnic tables, fewer benches.
• Add more cycling infrastructure that intersects well with foot traffic. This is the SAFEST route for accessing much of the city (especially those of us who commute 20+km to work each way.
• Don't be shy about allowing some cafes along the river way. Coffee culture is huge in Ottawa.
• My top priorities for Mud lake- Dechenes are:

• Improve Woodroffe parkway Intersection

• Crossings at Cleary and Near Mud Lake

• Reduce speed limit of parkway to under 50 km/hr
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• Narrow Roadway and Move it South

• Improve South Cycle path, it is currently unridable

• I think you really need to thing about winter activities. It seems a lot of the project is focussed on warm-weather activities, but I think a focus on winter would bring in more people to enjoy the area and
experience the area in a new way. Maybe some groomed XC ski trails? Winter access to Mud Lake? Plowing a cycle path for winter riders? Winterlude events in the park?

• Consider reducing cars by eliminating lanes to traffic and slowing speeds.
• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• I have already mentioned the idea of a pedestrian/cycling footbridge across the Deschenes rapids. This would open up stunning views of the river, open up the shoreline and historic sites on both sides
of the river to people in Aylmer, Kanata, and Nepean who would otherwise have to cycle or walk all the way to the Champlain Bridge (if they were willing to risk their lives crossing it).

• I think some thought should be given to ways to slow down car traffic on the Parkway. Perhaps it should have more curves or even stop signs. A lower speed limit would be great.
• Currently, there are several places that cars cross over the pedestrian/cycling pathway (e.g River St. to Bell/Lemieux Island, Westboro Beach) and the stop signs are configured to stop the cyclists, giving

preference to the cars. There must be a hundred cyclists that cross this roadway for every car that crosses. The cars should have the stop signs and the pathway should be raised slightly and painted
green like they do for the complete streets projects.

• I want more time to fill out this questionnaire about the rest of the parkway. But first, I want better graphics and I want some text to explain what you want to do. I want the people who actually
use/enjoy/appreciate Mud Lake to be asked for their input.
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•Boardwalk
•Rehabilitate shoreline
•Boardwalk, towers,moving parkway further

south allowing for more greenspace, improved
number of crossings of parkway

•Expand “valued natural habitat" area east
towards Deschenes; aquatic habitat area; pier at
Deschenes

•Maintain ecosystem; split between bikepath and
walkway; shift parkway

•Big opportunity to give Ottawans more
awareness of Mud Lake natural resource

•Protection of the biological diversity
•Boardwalks in the river; maintaining area as one

of extreme importance biologically
•Do no harm! Boardwalk and additional

connections.
•The NCC is in an enviable position to have this

river area to to work with. What I like most is the
overall plan. However, to be a success, the NCC
needs to focus on priority areas such as those
currently used the most - NCC staff must know
best of all what those areas are. Once those areas
are a "success" (however may it be defined)
move on to developing other areas. (This was
written across all of the sectors in the person's
survey)

•It appears that the entire waterfront will remain a
"public space" accessible for the residents and
visitors; this is the most important aspect of the
conceptual site plan

•Bird droppings
•No water access
•Boardwalk (expensive)
•Mud sightlines at commemoration (safety),

narrow paths (especially at junctions)
•Limited public transport access; limited

access from west and southeast
•Lack of public transit access
•Risk of "doing harm" by attracting too many

people without the proper background
•Not enough access by public transit

•Not enough points of interest; needs to have
a focus on encouraging visitors i.e.
interpretive centre

•Not sure about the light-rail location; why
locate the light rail/public transit in the area
where there is no major population centers?
It will invite the future expensive
development models and will prevent the
"park" from being a public, democratic and a
spacious venue for all to enjoy.

•Provide a sandy shoreline so wading in water is capable
•Small windmills that blend into the shoreline to discourage

bird droppings
•Remove westbound lanes for dedicated bikeway
•Keep it green

•Improve bike parking at trailheads; add water fountain at
washroom; make a lay-by for pedestrian cycling bridge to
other side of river trails

•Add activities/destinations to enliven the corridor / linear
park experience but ensure that gateways are created to
better announce/identify the parkway as an open
experience with access from the parkway to the two
major park destinations... Mud lake and Lebreton

•Incorporate Britannia WTP lands; priority to protect
habitat

•Need food options
•Technology as part of the lake. Experience here - learn the

environment with an app developed by local wireless
projects.

•Don't cut any trees as shrubs
•Encourage private sector nature tour companies to bus

people to Mud lake and provide interpretation
•Add it on the "next exit" signs on paths
•Re-locate north of corridorway of parkway closer to south

corridorway to make more space for park and bike +
pedestrian paths

•I do like it but I think way more critera best be taken into
account even at this stage

•Keep Mud Lake natural; washrooms maybe; restaurants
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•Protection as natural area; very good to conserve,
protect and restore native plants for wildlife

•Protect the environment
•Love the boardwalk!

•Make naturalization of mowed grassed turf a priority in all
areas of parkway; do this in each of the the sectors along
river corridor

•Reinforce the network of open-space
•Need shaded areas along the trail; need separate

bike/pedestrian paths/ more trails out of hood areas

•Enhance beach facilities area (move high speed
roadway to give area to using the river).

•Shift parkway south
•More community access; water activities around

Lemieux island; expanded embassy area along
Burnside

•Commercial area/plaza idea to attract people to
spend time; passive areas for families to enjoy;
considering 4 season use

•Potential surface crossing at Rochester Fields
gateway - can slow/stop traffic and restore park
experience of parkway

•Concentration of visitor services
•Improved pedestrian access lookout and

potential relocation of parkway
•Moving parkway lanes closer together and

further from river, allowing twinning of pathway
•Heritage; boardwalk; access points; use of

Rochester for festival
•It appears that the entire waterfront will remain a

"public space" accessible for the residents and
visitors; this is the most important aspect of the
conceptual site plan activities; separation of

•Straightening of roadway will encourage
high speeds

•Active reclaimed area at Parkdale
interchange (too far from public transport.
Would be better near Bayview and Tunney's.

•Parkway is very busy; roadway is detracting;
animation area needs to be closer to transit

•Incomplete with LRT design that heaves a
trench west of Dominion - around which the
Parkway travel lanes must skirt, squandering
the waterfront space

•Not enough large connectors between
parkway and community

•Try to maintain division of lanes in winding
configuration ; reduce car traffic - slow it
down

•Appropriate activities at event areas

•Keep it green

•Narrow parkway; plaza at Rochesterfield would be a good
place for restaurant

•Integrate plan with City of Ottawa CDPs, Zibi, and Tunney's
plan & Lebreton; public transport - access at Tunney's is
key; huge potential for successful animation areas close to
neighborhood; sports facilities/fields south side of parkway

•Pedestrian access is key; integrate with CDPSs for
commercial access; consider night time use for animation
areas/commercial more like European square than canal

5. 2 RitzQ. O
*8 “ •Think about resurrecting the old beaches along the

waterfront
•Consider having bicycle path switched to/or duplicated

south of the parkway
•Make the shoreline more inviting- removes rocks and

debris
•Since it is west of where Quebec commuters generally

travel, reduce to one car lane and 1cycle lane in each
direction

•Most scenic area, beautiful pathway
•More group seating; paths for wheelchair/seniors;

additional crossings
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cycling/walking
•Relocation of W,B. traffic lanes between Clearly &

Woodroffe; improved way finding into
neighbouring communities & commercial areas

•Make maintenance of natural habitats a priority
in each sector

•Make Westboro beach a community hub.

•Close Woodroffe W.B. off ramp; move commuter bike path
to south side of parkway.

•Landscaping and agricultural components are first-class
curated by Canada council

•Make sure this is tied into the Dominion transit station
•Need shaded areas along the trail; need separate

bike/pedestrian paths/ more trails out of hood areas

•Enhanced facilities at Remic, ex: boat launch,
food, water, beach

•Move parkway south
•Maintain/enhance habitat areas; expanded

cultural area at existing lookout - needs to be
organic, no so commercial; new water activity
access points

•Maintain ecosystem; trails and boardwalks; shift
parkway

•Potential shady areas. Accessibility to the mix of
meadows and forested areas and waterfront by
bicycles or for pedestrians

•Possible illumination of bridge. Improved
pedestrian access.

•Moving parkway lanes closer together and
further from river, allowing twinning of pathway

•Conservation area; natural paths; continue water
sports at Champlain

•It appears that the entire waterfront will remain a
"public space" accessible for the residents and
visitors; this is the most important aspect of the
conceptual site plan

•improved way finding into neighbouring

•Parking lots: could it be moved to the south
side of the parkway; Remic parking, lot
should be moved south

•Too few community access linkages; music
on Bate island; too much traffic on
Champlain bridge

•Bate island has insufficient parking/public
transit access for considerable festivals -
encourages additional traffic; traffic

•Not enough access by public transit. Lack of
perceived rest areas.

•Looks pretty good
•Restaurant near the waterfront results in

littering and can invite invasive can invite
invasive rodents to join the festivities

•Parkways repairs
•Please keep this a passive activity area, do

NOT make it an active area

•Keep it green

•Winter washrooms and/or warm-up shelters available in
ski areas

•Sports facilities on south side
•Separate pathways for walking and cycling. Make this

sector a year-round multi-use area.
•A repetition of Bayview. Interesting but needs more input.
•Separate cycling and pedestrian; restaurant

•A wildlife interpretation centre staffed by naturalists and
volunteers would be better; on pathways, make different
lanes for bikes, pedestrians, and skate boarders

•Fix the flooded pathways
•Need shaded areas along the trail; need separate

bike/pedestrian paths/ more trails out of hood areas
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communities & commercial areas
•Environment protection; walking trails;

•Cross river on train bridge
•Shift parkway south; more pedestrian crossings;

get rid of parkdale interchange; river crossing
(walk/cycle) of Prince of Wales bridge

•Green plaza connection the neighborhood (bad
location in between transit stations); enhanced
aquatic habitat

•Landscape plan; Rochester Field Plaza;
boardwalk; separation between commuter vs.
recreational speeds

•Removal of Parkdale interchange resulting in
unpaved/natural waterfront space

•Good views of islands. Potential access to water
filtration site. Good visitor services.

•Bridge for non-motorized crossing is a great idea
(and transit)

•Possibility of rail bridge becoming a
bike/pedestrian trail. Increased access at
Parkdale; revised connection at Parkdale.

•Moving parkway lanes closer together and
further from river, allowing twinning of pathway

•Buffers; Retention of views
•It appears that the entire waterfront will remain a

•Too few neighborhood linkages; too few
trees

•Strip may be too narrow for substantial
commercial or animation areas

•No new roads/paths to provide disabled
access to park/rivers

•Idea of boating around lazy bay area =
dangerous undercurrents in the water; not
safe!

•Do not spend a lot of money on eliminating
the Bayview/Parkdale interchange. Use this
money for developing other features. Do not
spend the money on moving the parkway
until other priority areas are a "success".
Lots of areas should be developed first.
Focus on area near Champlain bridge that
already has parking/access, etc.

•Keep it green

•Move parking to edge of parkway (away from river);
signage directing people to nearby commercial areas; "un-
double" the parkway; natural waterslide/wading areas

•Make focal activity area at Westboro beach near transit;
increase winter activity usage-partner with community
associations]

•Consider removing 2 lanes of traffic and going in one
direction during work hours

•Consider illumination at night
•Make this section accessible year round now and not just

in the summer
•On access lanes into parking lots, make autos stop where

they cross a pathway; reinforced by a speed bump/speed
table. Allow the cyclists to ride through

•Good ideas, taking into account lighting and scenic
variables

•Not sure about this area (who it serves, how to access what
activities)

•Turn the abandoned railway bridge into a walkway to/from
Gatineau. This has been a success in Fredericton.

•Way finding into Westboro, Wellington West, Preston and
Lebreton
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"public space" accessible for the residents and
visitors; this is the most important aspect of the
conceptual site plan

•Improved pedestrian and cycling access to the
park; traffic circle @ Parkdale; relocation of W.B.
parkway south as much as possible

•I like the idea of removing the traffic loop/on-
ramp

•Access to water

•All along parkway, make separate dedicated bike lanes;
signage all along river park showing Ottawa-Outaouais
watershed and its geographical history

•Need shaded areas along the trail; need separate
bike/pedestrian paths/ more trails out of hood areas

Animation locations / Lieux d'animation

1. Does the proposed concept include the right mix of animation (i.e. did we get it right)? / Le projet de concept prevoit-il la bonne combinaison d'animation (c.-a-d. avons-nous bien fait?)

• For most of the length concentrate on passive active transport facilities so that people can enjoy the parkway by bike, by skateboard, by rollerblades, by skis, by food. Good washrooms,
water, garbage pickup and concentrate new activities at Remic and Westboro Beach.

• Yes, however is requesting more parking spots and park benches so people can stop and stroll about.

• Too much "active" animation (restaurant, pavilions, etc.), prefer more self-directed animation - picnic, play areas, gardens, walking trails, wading area, cycling, etc.

• Activities/animation seem appropriate but overall vision/reasoning seems lacking; need to consider appropriate parking (not necessarily more) to ensure accessibility to punctual
stops/destinations/activities and major park destinations.

Mostly good: too many proposed animation areas when the focus should be kept on hubs/gateways, with natural green spaces between; have gateway themes, such as "aquatic
habitat" at Deschenes boardwalk, First Nations,Music Pavillion, etc.

• Gathering centres need to be closer to transit; consider day and night use; consider 4 season use

• Yes -but: there are only so many people in Ottawa and only so many more travelling through. It's a bit of a zero-sum game, with each "destination" competing with all the others
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• Re-build the beach at the end of Woodroffe. Bring back the beaches.

• 80% of it was right: need more emphasis on the archeological and human history interpretation of the river and former cultural heritage sites (including Aboriginal culture).

Benches

• Yes.

• I think there is a lot of animation in each section but maybe more thought can be put on the themes for each area

• I think you need to consider the aging population: more seating/comfortable groups and more short circular paths for walkers and wheelchairs; think about slow public transit with lots
of stops

• No-needs a focus to develop priority areas

• Emulate the type of facilities like Vincent Massey Park, Brittania Park or Lac Philippe Beach.

• Small interpretation centre with public washrooms is a good idea.

• I would limit the amount of active locations -maybe place these at your "capital" hubs

2. What activities are appropriate in these locations? / Quelles activites conviennent a ces lieux?

• Picnic, wading into shallow water, snack trucks with food and water in picnic area.

• As few as possible, make a beautiful memorial park out of it.

• Quiet recreation, appreciating nature, physical activity
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• Low impact recreational activities; 2-3 restaurants at strategic locations; viewing areas; "specialty gardens" and enhanced naturalized areas; pedestrian-only opportunities such as
boardwalks

Increase opportunities for extended stays, i.e. open spaces, facilities; structured commercial developments are not appropriate

• Square for people to gather, eat, drink coffee, hang out; market type shops

• Don't be afraid of adding pass-through activities; large scale active transportation and vehicles (in fact, tour vehicles could open up the capital, not only on this Parkway, of course)

• Don't increase the number of cars on the Parkway. It's a parkway; a bike path right from Barrhaven to the end of Woodroffe at the water is an idea

• Mix of natural and human heritage, transportation (recreational & commuter) and recreation; think of more year-round activities

• Some "natural history" interpretation as well as history/cultural matters (if maintained) would be useful/interesting

• Cross-country skiing based at Westboro - with warm-up indoor space and maybe winter-time snack bar & equipment rental associated

• A mixed used in these locations is very viable, strategically placing different activities according to topography, sound, water, public transit, etc. constraints which should be taken into
consideration

• Think about winter activities: skating on the river, cross country skiing, walking (i.e. clear some paths); for dog owners: fenced areas, some water access

Green space for informal activities especially with young children. Picnic and BBQ. facilities and tables.

• Interpretation at Mud Lake

• You need to include more for kids; e.g. play structures (could even be natural play structures)
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Shoreline Improvement Areas / Zones d'amelioration des berges

1. Where could we improve shoreline conditions? / Ou pourrions-nous ameliorer I'etat des berges?

• Just east of Mud Lake and west of Westboro

• Extend nature area shoreline east from Mud Lake

• Retain notion of a parkway corridor first, within a green corridor (linear park) that lives up to its purpose: that is to bring users to a major park destinations - to the west Mud Lake and
to the east the active and entertaining Lebreton Flats; retain green character of overall corridor and not encumber it with municipal-like infrastructure

• Champlain & Remic, west of Deschenes to Mud lake; improve all shoreline to recover natural habitat and functions

• Maintain ecosystems as they are.

• Do as much restoration as possible and let the grass grow. Just go through it twice a year to pick up the garbage. Let the milkweed grow.

• You need more access (visible and physical) to "waterfront"; concentration on cleaning the river to provide more days for swo„omg at Westboro beach

• Remic rapids lookout area

• Shoreline conditions should be improved at Mud Lake due to the sensitive nature of the ecological area; transit and biking paths.

• Between Lemieux and Champlain

• Get rid/minimize the goose droppings all over the place. Bate Island is an embarrassment and a health hazard for the people who are determined/desperate enough to use it for family
gatherings/picnics. This will not be an easy "sell".

• Provide more walking facilities away from bike paths next to shoreline.

• Proposed concept is well balanced
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Cyclists and Pedestrians / Cyclistes et pietons

1. Where are the most conflicts, which would require the NCC to explore in more detail? / Ou y a-t-il le plus de conflits auxquels la CCN devrait s'attarder?

• Between most westerly point and Woodroffe Avenue : improve south path maintenance for fast bike traffic and designate the north path as walking only.

Along the pathway between Mud Lake and Deschenes. I have experienced a lot of conflict with pedestrians. The area is a flat path and, going east, the wind is often at your back so it is
very easy to go fast on your bike there. You slow down to pass and then speed up again with no effort, and then siow down to pass, then speed up...

#

A good bike path would be appreciated by the Ottawa population.®

Woodroffe is somewhat problematic: pedestrians don't anticipate cyclists, so perhaps wider paths, doubled paths or "footprints" on the right would help; Move benches further back
from the paths

#

Most conflicts due to vehicular abuse of privilege (speed); caution should be exercised so as not to over-protect the cyclist/pedestrian and instead look at better controlling vehicular
use; enhance the parkway for its prime purpose: move people in a pleasant, non-stressful environment

Flooded pathway at Carleton access; wherever paths are too close to the road®

Separating commuters versus recreational use everywhere

Everywhere; the paths need to be separated everywhere®

All I can say is that people cycle too fast on the paths. Older/middle aged people can't hear the bells.

Keep them separate; provide mix of underground and above ground links between parkway and community - especially for food services; build enough washrooms and public shelters®

Which category do rollerbladers fall under? Maybe a speed limit will be needed.®

Need to widen and/or segregate pathways.®
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• Choke point at Westboro Beach -MUP is squeezed between railing and road. Sight lines at Island Park underpass + in forest just to the west of it.

• I think the idea of Mud Lake with a water purification plant beside an ecological area seems very contrasting which does not make it attractive. Find a way of funding the site of Mud
lake by way of publicity or finding ways of making it more attractive

• Kitchissipi: clearly to Dominion -South side

• Commuter cyclists on recreation pathway; dogs; proximity of recreational pathway next to parkway

• Separate bike and pedestrians paths; speed limit enforced

• Present cyclist/pedestrian access is well balanced and offers opportunities to observe

• Everywhere; you need to separate bike and pedestrian traffic; you need to move paths out of flood zones

Priority Projects / Projets prioritaires

1. Please indicate the top three proposed projects you would like to see implemented in the short term. / Veuillez indiquer les trois projets que vous voudriez voir realiser a court terme.
Boardwalki .
Water access
Snack bars

n

Cross river on train bridge
Reduce lanes west of Dominion. Take the opportunity of removing the busses from parkway to go down to 2 lanes and a wide bike path dedicated route.

i.
i i.

Plant trees
Sees no need for activity areas or ballparks, etc.
Keep the area in its original pristine beauty

II.
in.

Sheltered picnic areas, public BBQsi.
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Hints to get pedestrians to stay right/ doubled paths
MUP Right of way priority over parking lot access

i i

in.

Providing a destination for the parkway to the west of Mud lake
Addressing the Parkdale "interchange"
Completing the Mud lake trail on City land

II.
in.

Increase linkages to neighborhoods, create hubs at transit stations
Shoreline restoration, re-vegetation/landscape
Aquatic habitat/boardwalk area

n.
in.

Boardwalk
Plaza at Parkdale
Trails (Boardwalks at Champlain/Remic)

II.
in.

Rochester Field gateway
Mud Lake gateway education centre
Removal of Parkdale interchange

II .
in .

Add more trees/ replace ones that have been taken down
Birds- don't reduce the shrubs as they are a habitat for birds;Shrubs may look messy but they are important, plant some berry-picking shrubs
The boardwalk is an excellent idea (including habitat restoration)

II.
in.

Enhance experiences (swimming) and services at Westboro beach
Mud Lake "experience"
Separate walking and cycling paths

n.
in.
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Bayview bridge
More washrooms
Better winter access

ii.
m.

Provide winter access to whole linear park area
n .

in .

Create more parallel pathways, (separate slow and fast users)
Traffic light crossing of SJAMP at Rochesterfield.n .

in.

Bayview
Champlain
Kitchissipi Westboro
Last should be Mud lake !

II .
in .
IV.

Separate cyclists and pedestrians
More seating, garbage and drinking fountainsII.

HI.

Relocation of W.B. parkway to increase greenspace
Traffic circle at Parkdale to increase greenspace and reduce speeds
Way finding

II .
in.
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Separate bikes and pedestrians
Fix flooded areas
Washroom/rest stops

n.
in.

I like the boardwalk
Small interpretation centre
Public restrooms; hydration station
Perhaps if the light rail is successful, reduce the parkway to 1lane and introduce a limited parking in some areas of the parkway; and after rush hour and on weekends

I I.
in.
IV.

Westboro beach -> upgrade facilities
Really like the idea of a boardwalk
Need more water fountains (for drinking), many linking to the community

n.
in.

Please provide any additional thoughts or suggestions, and drop this form off in the box provided.
Information about the proposed concept, along with the questionnaire, will be available May 6 to

Veuillez donner d'autres idees ou suggestions et deposer ce questionnaire dans la boTte prevue a cette fin. [/information relative au projet de concept de meme que le questionnaire
seront affiches sur le site Web de la CCN du 6 au 25 mai.

® Between western gateway and Woodroffe, have only the southern roadway for 2 way traffic and remove the north paved road for recreational area. This portion of road is not busy enough to warrant 4
lanes. This concept can be used in certain portions of the parkway and is not necessary for all the parkway to be only a 2 way traffic thoroughfare.
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• Groomed skate skiing path along bikeway in winter; soccer pitch at end of Churchill; additional water fountain (the one at Island Park is wonderful); I think long term when the LRT takes the busses off
the parkway west of Dominion is the prime time to reduce the number of lanes. As I was coming here tonight I passed about a kilometer of backed-up cars waiting to turn left onto Island Park Bridge. So
effectively East of Dominion the parkway is already reduced to one lane and one parking lane. Reducing the lanes on parkway will also slow down the speeds. The high speed from Carling to the backup
at Island Park actually encourages the commuters to use the parkway even though it is a failing intersection.

Narrow all lanes of the parkway to slow traffic; plan to eventually eliminate half of the parkway - like a permanent "Sunday Bikeday"- have it closed outside of rush hour; add gates to permit easier
closing of portions of parkways to motor vehicles; build paths well enough to plow the "fast" path in winter and leave the slow path for winter sports; natural "playground" with rope course, elevated
boardwalk, swing, slide, suitable for adults and kids; garbage management, avoid vehicles on MUPs, also avoid garbage cans next to benches; MUP should have right of way over parking lots; add
maintained gardens and "commemoration" sites; public BBQ pits; free public binocular posts at lookouts; consider parking demand at popular spots to manage parking demand; diving platform at
beach/boardwalk; consider an "intersection" where pedestrians and cycling paths cross; parkway trolley - weekend service to move people along the parkway; bike share - partner with VeloGo to
provide stations along the MUP

• The forma for this workshop made it very difficult to hear the presenters and focus on what they were saying. The room is too small and too open to have so many stations going on at once. Kitchissipi-
Westboro was the only one easily understandable. Traffic and public transit are the major issues; we need more pedestrian access.

• Need to somehow address the end-to-end processional value of a linear park. Otherwise, you have just a string of little, incoherent park space; leave the roadway named Macdonald and shift the Park
to something more meaningful to visitors- call it "Ottawa River Way Park" (look at world cloud for inspiration of naming); this facility doesn't really have acoustics (and public speaker ) to handle these
many simultaneous break-out groups

• Please don't reduce the tree cover, we need all of them. Several people remarked they wanted to bring in more restaurants and commercial establishments- don't do this! Move the parkway away
from the river. Don't need more lighting under the Champlain bridge - just enough to be safe. Food trucks on Bate island and instead of infrastructure is a good idea. If the parkway could be linked for
cycling with other parts of the city, there would be a huge opportunity to host an international event.

• Don't depend solely on NCC budget to achieve these enhancements. Lots of opportunities for PPP with businesses and community associations and organizations

in most of the plans is the lighting being considered? I think it is a very important aspect to take into consideration; the noise produced by the transitway is something that should be considered. A
sound barrier element could be implemented (natural or combination of man-made and natural); parking or no parking or what other rules are taken into accounts to solve this problem if there is going
to be an integration of the local inhabitants and the city as a whole (local/overall city context).; each area could have its own theme according to site conditions - would make it more attractive and
interesting; ideas for parking: placing lots away from the park, integrating separated (strategically placed) scenic parking but without overpowering the green areas.

• Slow the traffic; reduce the 2 lanes; make other lanes into bicycle/ski and special events lanes; think of access for those without cars; consider aging population re: paths (seating); think of winter
activities (skating, skiing, snowshoeing); washrooms and drinking fountains
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• Having such a large river front is a blessing and a curse. It is an enormous opportunity. Having seen many world class capital cities that have extensive riverfronts, I have not seen one that has been a
"success" in this kind of project. All that I have seen have a mixed use concept of residential and some light commercial. No city has such a stress of "natural" riverfront. From a risk management
perspective; this makes the project/program unique and very risky as no one has done it before/ therefore, the NCC must develop the currently "used" areas first and if this is a success (however that
will be measured) move on to the areas. Maybe the beach areas, Bate Island once it is cleaned up, and the Champlain Bridge area. Look at what has been done in Fredericton NB, particularly turning the
abandoned railway bridge into a bike/walkway.

• Consider measures to reduce vehicle commuter traffic on parkway, (i.e. close to Woodroffe access); engage neighboring BIA's to provide commercial amenities to users of linear park (i.e. improve way
finding) and increase access points

• Maintain open spaces for bicycling, relaxation and general enjoyment for all. This is the vision of Ottawa and attracts the visitors from all over the world: Queen spaces along the Ottawa River and
around Canal: it will be great if one of the public beaches can have a public swimming pool with a roof which can be open during the summer - would be beneficial for families (a cottage country in the
city - like Central Park NYC); develop additional focal points - linked by trails; provide public washrooms; provide specific area for winter activities (cross-country and a "Snow palace" for families; don't
increase parking space, provide underground parking spaces accessible for barrier-free users

• You should really focus on your gateways and make these your activity hub. Make sure they are accessible and integrated with public transit and good pathway connecting this will slow down bike and
other traffic as they enter the park area; you need to do something big at your "Capital connection/gateways"; consider eliminating one of the parkway directing - consider a three lane solution with
morning/evening traffic flow patterns; the NCC really needs to do a better job at partnering with communities, organizations, NGOs tio provide activities and services but also to promote respect for the
space by the community. I like the idea of Champlain bridge illumination.
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•Potential aquatic habitat (take care with the
shoreline changes- look into the history of the
waste dump before proceeding)

•Allow dogs in Mud Lake
•Filtration plant at Mud lake- a real eye sore
•Parallel roadways remain. I'd like to see

removal of north road
•Parking to Deschenes but not bus access
•See comment 42 on large map
•Proposed community access point via private

property on Ambleside Dr.
•Bird droppings
•No water access
•Boardwalk (expensive)
•Mud sightlines at commemoration (safety),

narrow paths (especially at junctions)
•Limited public transport access; limited access

from west and southeast
•Lack of public transit access
•Risk of "doing harm" by attracting too many

people without the proper background
•Not enough access by public transit
•The 4 lanes of car traffic. If it's supposed to be a

scenic slow drive,why invite speeding, passing,
and huge amounts of commuter traffic?

•It is unclear in this diagram whether or not the
pathways will be multi-use or if pedestrians
and cyclists will have segregated lanes. I
strongly believe both would benefit from
segregated paths.

•Bird towers

•Trail enhancements
•Consulting with birders
•New access points
•The approach of 'for every intervention do no

harm'
•The viewing tower and pier
•Enhanced access to Mud Lake
•Allow dogs in Mud Lake
•Emphasis on the flora and fauna- keeping the

biodiversity in Mud Lake
•Viewing tower at Deschenes Rapids Lookout
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Do no damage plan
•Shift roadway south to increase buffer at

waterfront
•Respecting the 100 year floodplain
•Deschenes boat access
•Boardwalk on shallow shoreline for walks
•Lookouts
•Continuous shoreline pathway
•Natural, unspoiled habitat for birds and so

much more.
•Small patio with variable sight directions and

distances.
•Huge variety in such a small space.
•Bird song- with little traffic and people noise.
•Boardwalk
•Rehabilitate shoreline

•Emergency phone at South gate

•Water eco-enhancement is a great idea, needs technical
insight to be done properly

•Put park in parkway
•Given the number of condos/apartments a facility to store

kayak/canoes during winter/summer would be very useful
•Improve access to the area (parking)
•Improve awareness of ecological significance
•2 access points- west of New Orchard: site of McEwan's gas

(to be expropriated for LRT), and Ensure New Orchard access
is known

•Avoid large, straightened paths, need to protect tree roots
and existing often wet regions that are eroding because of
foot traffic

•Deschenes: boardwalk and kayak/canoe access and need
storage (especially for those who walk, bike or use public
transport to get here)

•Provide a sandy shoreline so wading in water is capable
•Small windmills that blend into the shoreline to discourage

bird droppings
•Remove westbound lanes for dedicated bikeway
•Keep it green

•Improve bike parking at trailheads; add water fountain at
washroom; make a lay-by for pedestrian cycling bridge to
other side of river trails

•Add activities/destinations to enliven the corridor / linear
park experience but ensure that gateways are created to
better announce/identify the parkway as an open experience
with access from the parkway to the two major park
destinations... Mud lake and Lebreton
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•Boardwalk, towers, moving parkway further
south allowing for more greenspace, improved
number of crossings of parkway

•Expand "valued natural habitat" area east
towards Deschenes; aquatic habitat area; pier
at Deschenes

•Maintain ecosystem; split between bikepath
and walkway; shift parkway

•Big opportunity to give Ottawans more
awareness of Mud Lake natural resource

•Protection of the biological diversity
•The boardwalk across the bay
•Towers, boardwalk
•I love the boardwalk. Great idea.
•Any relocation of traffic that moves the cars

farther away from the waterfront would be a
huge improvement. The cars greatly impede
access to the river for pedestrians and I
strongly dislike how those who use the parkway
as a commuter highway are given priority over
active transit users in the current situation.
Moving the lanes over is a great idea.

• I enjoy the idea of the boardwalk along the
river as well as the lookout towers positioned
throughout. I also like that there will be spots
for fishing; I just hope that those fishing in
outside sections (especially those outside of the
more centrally located sections of the parkway)
will be able to do so undisturbed.

•While I believe the linear park should be more
opened up to small commercial ventures and
attractions, I like the idea of this small section
of the path specifically be more heavily
preserved because of its significance as a

•Incorporate Britannia WTP lands; priority to protect habitat
•Need food options
•Technology as part of the lake. Experience here - learn the

environment with an app developed by local wireless
projects.

•Don't cut any trees as shrubs
•Encourage private sector nature tour companies to bus

people to Mud lake and provide interpretation
•Reduce the car lanes to 1each direction. Reappropriate the

other 2 lanes for cycling, year round.
•Segregated cyclist and pedestrian paths rather than multi-

use pathways.
•Would it be possible to have shacks for canoe/kayak/paddle

boat rentals at the designated areas? This arrangement could
be contracted out to a local entrepreneur rather than
administered by the NCC.

•There is no mention of trail lighting, and Mud Lake in
particular can seem unsafe around dusk. Main trail lighting
around heavily wooded areas that are not adequately
illuminated by existing streetlights might be a consideration.

•I would like to see separate pathways for pedestrians and
cyclists.

•I would also like to see indications of actual changes to the
Parkway (highway) itself, including: slowing the speeds,
making it two-way, putting dedicated (separated) bike lanes
on the parkway, reducing the number of lanes (or replacing
car lanes with bike lanes), expanding Sunday bikedays to
Saturdays and eventually to summer weekdays.

•Commemoration monument

•I am less enthusiastic about the concept of
snack bars and food trucks. I'd much rather see
the natural environment kept natural. These
snack bars and food trucks normally contribute
to the bulk of the litter within a park, and I
believe most users of the linear park will pack
their own 'picnic basket '.

•The highway remains a serious safety risk for
access to the waterfront. Until it is removed (or
reduced to two lanes with frequent at grade
crossings), the NCC will be completely failing to
provide access to the shoreline per it 's
repeated statements. It 's clear that there's no
easy way to cross where the road turns south,
and the speeding cars are dangerous to
everyone.

•Commemoration. This is an area for nature.
•The lookout needs to be closer to the rapids at

Britannia so that there is something to look-
over.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway
•The potential for moving the roadway closer to

the neighbourhood.
•The boardwalk sounds like a great idea but we

cannot see how one could build it to stand up
to the ice. The prevailing winds are right onto
the shoreline where it is proposed. I have
consulted with a knowledgeable person in this
area and was told that ice always wins; this is
why people remove docks in winter. No doubt
money is a key consideration and widening the
paths is a much better use of scarce dollars.

•There doesn't seem to be any improvements to

•Biking on the parkway can easily be done as an experiment
with temporary separated lanes, for example in August when
most of Ottawa is on vacation anyway.

• I would like to see very clear and consistent reflection of
Ottawa's lumber town, industrial and pre-World War II
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natural habitat.
•Aquatic habitat enhancements
•Walking path around Mud Lake and Britannia

WTP
•Lookout tower

•I particularly like the idea of the boardwalk,
aquatic habitat enhancement and formal water
access point for canoes / kayaks.

•Improved access for walking, good buffer zone,
separation of bike and walk paths, more access
from neighbouring areas.

•Bathrooms, additional pathways, boardwalks,

wayfinding (signage), respect for Ottawa's
natural landscape.

•Boardwalk, Birdwatching tower.
•Boardwalk.
•Boardwalk. Moving westbound traffic lane

away from walkway.
•Boardwalk is a nice idea though I worry about

the effect of ice in the spring and whether the
boardwalk would be damaged.

•Continuous walkway through green areas with
the inclusion of a boardwalk.

•No restaurant/food truck near the Marina.
•Love the boardwalk and lookout towers.
•Love that there will be a pathway around Mud

Lake.
•Like the interpretive/educational boards.
•I love the concept of towers in this area.
•We live very near the Parkway at Westboro

Beach and use it for walking, biking, snow
shoeing, kayaking all the time. It is a special
place that needs to be shared with more
people.

the cycling paths. The highway is still 4-lanes
wide and doesn't need to be. Cycling and
walking need separation. Cycling paths should
be wide enough to cycle side by side. As drivers
can sit side-by-side to enjoy the scenery. Don't
spend money making "gateways".

•No improved cycling infrastructure. The
addition of a dedicated cycle track while
moving roads would be a tremendous asset to
those that rely on this route for safe
commuting.

•The boardwalk that parallels the parkway
seems rather pointless. It would be extremely
expensive to build it in such a way that it is not
crushed each winter by ice and the multi-use
pathway running parallel offers as nice a view
and as easy a walk. The boardwalk would not
enhance nature viewing as most birds are far
out in the bay and the ones that prefer the
shoreline will possibly be cut off by that
boardwalk.

•Potential increase in numbers of people could
have significant impact on this Important Bird
Area. Exclusion of a significant portion of Mud
Lake from the green area of sector 1implies
that it will be unprotected - could have
significant impact on this IBA.

•I don't understand what the red circles are. In
the legend they are labelled "Community."
What does this mean?

•4 lane highway greatly impedes access to the
shoreline, which is the goal of this project.

•Needs to be a separated non-foot-
transportation path - not a multi-use path, a

heritage. I would like to see routes and accompanying
wayfinding clearly connecting the Chaudiere Falls to the
Rideau Falls.

•Your map is a bit insane. Include a legend and less cartoonish
lines.

•Need a washroom at mud lake or deschenes parking area
•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green

commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only path to
avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure users and
commuters

•I would like to see a segregated bike lane where possible.
This would make for calmer walking, running along pathways
for seniors and young children. Perhaps included, but I may
have missed it. Opportunities for children play area (climbing
structures) as well as adequate pedestrian crossings. The
area between Dominion and New Orchard in particular is
heavily used and will continue to be.

•Possibly make better use of the parking at the water
treatment plant.

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes a two
way road for automobiles and make the 2 westbound lanes a
two way road for cyclists.

• Include a foodtruck/restaurant near the marina.
•Potential for installation of kayak/canoe lockers at or near

Deschenes to reduce people having to tow something.
• Alternatively, what about the potential for a rental site for

people to rent kayaks/canoes?
•Actual steps that allow people to get close to the River at

Deschenes Lookout.
•The current biking/walking/jogging paths along the whole

linear park are dangerous. The paths are way too narrow for
the multi use. The paths need to be widened since there is
not enough space for a 2nd path along much of the area
being discussed. They need to be as wide as along the west
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proper path that pedestrians will stay away
from. They can have the old MUP.

•Current alignment of Parkway. Needs to be
realigned as suggested in plan.

•Increased/easier access into and around Mud
Lake might end up disrupting some of the
wildlife that currently finds refuge there

•Do not like the closure of the Mud Lake
pathway entrance from Howe St. & Britannia
Road - this is well used by the community.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast
traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•No secure bike parking indicated to encourage
cyclists to leave their bike and explore on foot

•The Boardwalk
•The image is awful. Unclear, confusing. What is

the big white area? How would there be a path
to the long island and a tower (would be
detrimental to bird life)? Why bother putting a
tower facing Ottawa near the plant. There is
NOTHING to see there. This is bad
documentation.

of the canal from Bank St to downtown.
•Focus on the bike paths. Enjoyment of this linear park means

better access to the park. Cycling (and other active travel)
are the preferred means of accessing the park. Provide
infrastructure to support these modes.

•Coffee shops along the river every few miles with lots of bike
parking,great views. Should be small,fit into natural
envirorment ,no big logos on buildings. Be better if local
small family owned.

•Expand the mixed-use pathway or create separate walking
and cycling spaces.

•Some means of access to the shoreline of the yacht club in
order to view Deschenes Rapids (and that section of Lac
Deschenes) from the upper end of the rapids. In winter, the
rapids remain free of ice thus attracting winter ducks -

birders currently struggle to find good access to view the
upper rapids.

•Reduce Roadway size to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to less than 50 km/hr
•Use of Berms to reduce traffic noise
•Create Beach areas ( Before Parkway there were many

beaches in this area
•Bury Richmond Road and LRT when crossing parkway up to

Carling creating a continuous recreational 40,000 sqm park
area ( %5Q of the Size of Trivoli Gardens in Coopenhagen

•I don't understand the boardwalk over the river in the lower
right of the picture. Can't see how that would work with
different water levels etc. And would it be all that
interesting? Wouldn't it disrupt the "habitat enhancement"
whatever that is?

•Add streetlights to Parkway (similar to QED and CBD).
•Remove bridge at Richmond Road and replace with oversized

roundabout.
•Having trouble understanding the map/symbols, so I will just

•Having additional tunnels under the parkway is
a great idea; why this has taken so long is a
mystery.

•Moving the highway back from the waterfront
•I like lookout,washrooms, paths around water

plant.
•The proposed boardwalk.
•Observation towers. Great idea. They are very

common in the United Kingdom yet we have
nothing of the kind in Ottawa.

•The addition of a trail on east side of filtration
plant to replace muddy path between Mud
Lake and river. Addition of lookouts and tower
to observe birds. Addition of aquatic habitat
and boardwalk, ition of washrooms.

•Moving Roadway South for more riverfront
area

•Increased Roadway Crossings

•Proposed quiet recreational use
•"Amenities" - hopefully this means washrooms

and drinking fountain / bottle filler.
• Lookout towers would be interesting along the

river like this indicates.
•Boardwalk on the river.
•Observation towers;
•boardwalks
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Improved place-making, a destination to visit
•Expanded park space.
•Please confirm that access would not be

increased and there would be no additional
A-2021-00072-00110
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parking. Interpretation and signage ok but in
wrong places. Would like boardwalks to allow
movement over paths in spring and early
summer when horribly muddy.

say - adamantly - residents are so lucky to have this readily
accessible ( *), natural, peaceful, spot. What 's wrong with
keeping it as it is? If you must junk it up, keep everything
low-file - nothing above tree height, nothing "fancy" or which
does not enhance what 's already there, namely, the ability
for us humans to quietly connect with the natural world. (PS:
* My 92-year-old nature loving friend complains that there is
no accessible public transportation available to take her to
Mud Lake, which she loves.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and
slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

•An absolute desecration I Stay off entirely ! This Parkway
belongs to all Canadians.

•Bike parking
•A pedestrian/cycling footbridge between the pathway north

of Mud Lake across the Deschenes rapids to connect to the
Voyageurs Pathway on the Quebec side. The views would be
spectacular and it would open the Waterfront Park to tens of
thousands of Canadians on the other side of the river and
would be a huge tourist attraction. There should be a direct
connection to the Ottawa River Pathway.

•IMPORTANT! !! Protect this incredible jewel. Add signage to
every access point: no fires, no camping, no dogs, no
bicycles, no hunting, no fishing, no watercraft, no
geocaching, no removal of material, no littering.

•Police the park, enforce the rules, increase the fines -

especially for dogs and bicycles
•Add amenities near Cassels. At very least a Go hut.
•Fix the bridge properly and extend to cover mud.
•Add boardwalks to cover other mud zones.
•Make it clear that this is a conservation area - a nature

preserve, not just another public park.
•Watch for and deal with invasive species (e.g. dog strangling

vine). Monitor water quantity and quality.
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•Deal with algae.
•Protect this beautiful place and the wealth of life that it

sustains.

•Aquatic habitat re-enhancement is a necessity

•Separation of pedestrians and cyclists
•Beach upgrade
•Water boardwalk
•Water boardwalk
•Buffer zone (please use low growing trees to

protect view)
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Beach at end of Woodroffe
•Better connection of streets to provide

walking/biking access to river- incl. from south
part of Ottawa

•Relocation of Parkway to make more park at
waterfront

•Designated paths for bikes and pedestrians
•Rochester field is nice, good entrance off of

Richmond
•Boating area for personal watercraft is a very

good idea

•4 lanes of traffic
•Not enough crossover paths
•Westboro beach is a key attraction, need to

make this a "community" focal point and
connection to the park

•Examples of public art are harsh. The public art
needs to reflect the area. Perhaps reflective of
the fact this area used to be inhabited

•Above ground LRT from Dominion - 300
metres, this should be buried. Fencing and
lighting/wires = ugly

•Don't like the location of Cleary Stn on NCC
property

•Access to river at grade level at Dominion
•Crossings at grade
•Parkway still a speedway

•No linkage of parkways
•Straightening of roadway will encourage high

speeds
•Active reclaimed area at Parkdale interchange

(too far from public transport. Would be better
near Bayview and Tunney's.

•Parkway is very busy; roadway is detracting;

•Shoreline clean-up should be formalized (not just "soring
clean the capital"

•The public art loop is a great idea, if it's open art that people
can contribute to. The suggestion of shops seems a bit far
fetched

•Access points: not enough, too far for higher pedestrian use
that is desired

•Boat lockers
•Bike/walk lanes
•Segregate safety at Woodroffe and Parkway
•Slower traffic on Parkway so you can enjoy park
•Need another crossover path i.e. at Wavell in city ROW as

originally proposed
•Cafe on water

•Public art

•Segregated cycling/pedestrian paths
•Access to the waterfront and park should be like underpasses

at Westboro beach
•No traffic lights
•Separate people/bikes
•Need to consider bringing development closer to the rivers to

promote and support the active uses (significant investment)
that NCC is proposing
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animation area needs to be closer to transit
•Incomplete with LRT design that heaves a

trench west of Dominion - around which the
Parkway travel lanes must skirt, squandering
the waterfront space

•Not enough large connectors between parkway
and community

•That there remains 4 lanes of highway running
next to or through this park.

•I really love the concept of animating the
shoreline itself. A good way to do that would
be to add a dock at the lookout to enable
people to launch small boats like canoes or
kayaks.

•The moving and continuation of the westbound
driving lanes.

•Location of plaza--make Dominion station a
hub

•Anything that might drive away the herons
•The highway is still here. The crossing remain

infrequent. The NCC is creating and
maintaining a serious safety risk as well as a
dangerous barrier to accessing the waterfront.
If the highway is to remain, please reduce it to
two lanes. I would be okay with putting the
Otrain on the surface. Transit commuters
should get the priority of views over car
drivers. The "park" is non-existent. It 's a narrow
stretch of pathway. The NCC is creating
dangerous conditions that keep the people of
Ottawa from the Ottawa River. It 's a negligent
disregard for the wellbeing of recreational
users.

•I am concerned that the "urban

•Add boat launch (canoe/kayak/rowing) near the lookout at
Rochester Fields. Make it usable to the local community

•Current is slow here and perfect for personal watercraft
•Limit traffic speed
•Plant new trees where ash are down
•Get some canoeing and kayak centres

•Fishing pier
•Move Cleary Stn to city property 100m west of combine

Cleary Stn with new Orchard at Woodroffe
•Pedestrian/bike path around Parc laFontaine in Montreal (see

sheet 6 for drawing)
•Reduce parkway speed limit. Too fast as it is now

•Policing of speed limits
•Walking loops through neighbourhood
•Restaurants along Westboro Beach
•Keep it green
•Narrow parkway; plaza at Rochesterfield would be a good

place for restaurant

•Integrate plan with City of Ottawa CDPs, Zibi, and Tunney's
plan & Lebreton; public transport - access at Tunney's is key;
huge potential for successful animation areas close to
neighborhood; sports facilities/fields south side of parkway

•Pedestrian access is key; integrate with CDPSs for commercial
access; consider night time use for animation
areas/commercial more like European square than canal Ritz

•Think about resurrecting the old beaches along the waterfront
•Consider having bicycle path switched to/or duplicated south

of the parkway
•Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway and create a segregated

bike path, and more green space.
•I really love the concept of animating the shoreline itself. A

good way to do that would be to add a dock at the lookout to
enable people to launch small boats like canoes or kayaks.

•Given its close proximity to the future LRT I hope the urban

•Water boardwalk
•More green near river
•Animate Rochester Park
•More park space along Westboro beach
•Access to river from Dominion St

•Separate bike and pedestrian
•Access to river at Dominion/ Cleary Stns

•Separate bike/pedestrian paths
•Festival areas
•Moving roadway to allow more space

•Enhance beach facilities area (move high speed
roadway to give area to using the river).

•Shift parkway south
•More community access; water activities

around Lemieux island; expanded embassy area
along Burnside

•Commercial area/plaza idea to attract people
to spend time; passive areas for families to
enjoy; considering 4 season use

•Potential surface crossing at Rochester Fields
gateway - can slow/stop traffic and restore
park experience of parkway

•Concentration of visitor services
•The boardwalk, and moving the SJAM away

from the water's edge.
•I love the concept of a lookout across from

Rochester field. The redevelopment of
Rochester field into more of a community space
is a great idea. Entrance off richmond with a
garden style gate is a lovely idea.

•I really enjoy the addition of public art
throughout the plan as highlighted in this
section. That being said, I would prefer to see
the budget spent a few "grand" pieces (like
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Cloud Gate in Chicago's Millennium Park) rather
than the disjointed mix of small works that
tends to be the case here.

•Sorry for the repetitiveness, but I will reiterate
how important I think it is to remove the cars
from the waterfront (highlighted here in the
"Potential Aquatic Habitat Enhancement"
section) .

•Green plaza--but this is the wrong location in
between transit stations

•Boardwalk--but foremost, it has to be sensitive
to natural aquatic and shoreline habitats

•Lookout pier
•Relocation of roadway away from path and

shoreline
•Relocation of the northern portion of the

parkway closer to the southern route would
considerably offer increased shoreline access
and expanded parkland. Keeping or adding a
treed buffer-zone between nearby residences
and the parkway will reduce noise for nearby
residents while contributing to the park-like
atmosphere of the southern parkway trail.

•Improved access to the waterfront
•Integration with MapleLawn gardens
•Boardwalk and aquatic environment

enhancement
•Bathrooms, boardwalk.
•Straightening the highway is make it faster and

bigger safety risk.
•Boardwalk is a nice idea though I am a little

concerned how you will improve the aquatic
habitat? Do not put in anything that slows the
water and creates a pools of water that may

redevelopment" identified next to Rochester
field is meant for another condo. Do you intend
to sell land here to pay for development of the
linear park elsewhere? Please do not put in
more condos like Lebreton Flats. It will ruin the
space.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•No restroom near the food truck location
•Art loop.
•I'm concerned about the visual impact of a

boardwalk on the enjoyment of swimmers and
canoe users. Will swimmers still be able to see
to the other side of the river while swimming?
Will canoe users be able to cross under the
boardwalk to access the rest of the river?

•Any idea of any at-grade paths across the roads
is a bad idea; the traffic moves too fast for
pedestrian traffic and with the LRT I would
expect that there will be no lights between
Island Park and Carling.

• The current path on the north side at the
Westboro Beach/Tunnel is very dangerous as it
is narrow and right beside the traffic. It is only a
matter of time till someone is badly injured.

•There doesn't seem to be any improvements to
the cycling paths. The highway is still 4-lanes
wide and doesn't need to be. Cycling and
walking need separation. Cycling paths should
be wide enough to cycle side by side. As drivers
can sit side-by-side to enjoy the scenery.

•Where are the interesting places to go outside
of daytime hours if you're trying to entertain
your children or go for a peaceful walk?

•It would be nice if "animating" this area was

redevelopment plan is higher density and transit oriented.
•See above comment re: public art.
•Eliminate half the driving lanes - there will be new transit

along this corridor, and the high-speed highway that SJAM
Parkway is now will no longer be needed. Turn the
westbound lanes into a (narrower) roadway to remove
higher-speed cyclists from the MUPs. Plow a walking and
cycling pathway along the entire park all winter.

•More neighbourhood access

•Reduce speed for cars to make it a 'parkway' not a highway
•I would like to see very clear integration of Cleary Station,

with excellent pedestrian and cycling access. I would like
those waiting at Cleary Station and those on trains entering
and exiting to have excellent views of Ottawa's natural
landscape, not be stuck underground.

•Segregated bike lanes. Reduce the lanes of the highway.
Surface rail. More frequent crossings (or bury the rail and sow
grass where the highway currently runs.

•It 's hard to understand what all these features are - vague
photos and labels

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only path to
avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure users and
commuters

•Again, accessibility crossing from one side of the river to the
other will be important between Westboro and Cleary.

•I would really like to see a personal watercraft access point
across from Rochester field. Something like a floating dock.

•Need to extend winter activity area to this area,maintain
xcountry ski trails along this segment.

• Need water fountain,washroom (perhaps at deary station)
•Shoreline access would be worthwhile, for people to see

appreciate local ecology.
• Simple excercise equipment (ie. pull up bars) scattered along
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lead to a breading ground for mosquitos. The
pictures you have included look like
swamp...perfect for mosquitos.

•New access to waterfront by deary station.
•Boardwalk.
•Aquatic enhancement
•Love the lookouts
•Food truck
•Accessible from the far side of the freeway
•Boardwalk
•Love the boardwalk idea with improved aquatic

habitat enhancement.
•Love the gateway and plaza for Rochester field.
•The idea of separating boat launching from

swimming activities at the beach itself.
Observation locations including towers.

•The current unused maintenance building on
Atlantis near Westboro Beach must be part of
any linear park development. It is right beside
the City parking lot and just up from Westboro
Beach. It should be used year round. The Beach
area is used year round with swimmers, sun
bathers and the restaurant in the summer and
sliders, snow shoers, cross country skiers in the
winter even though the city parking lot is not
plowed.

• In Gatineau there is a building along the NCC
path which is a great example. I believe it is a
bike rental location run by young people paying
off city fines that they cannot afford.

•Moving highway away from the water

•I like lookouts and all other features.
•Improved aquatic environment.
•Crossing at Cleary

more along the lines of what was done along
with Rideau Canal with 8 Locks Flat — this is a
vibrant and dynamic neighbourhood and
integrating neighbourhood-like features out to
the river would play a huge role in making the
SJAM a larger part of our everyday lives.

•Also, this is only focused on the summer/fall
seasons. Where is the winter plow paths for
cross country skiers, or a chalet with a fire
where we can go and have dinner after "skiing
in", similar to gatineau park.

•None

•You are using a lot of terms that aren't
described anywhere, so how can I comment on
them? What is a "Public Art Loop" or a
"Cultural Historic Node?" Are these large
features, plaques etc? More detail needed
please.

•Again, cars rule all. Need to increase pedestrian
/ recreational / cyclist / non-vehicular access to
all parts of this path.

•Lack of facilities and activities near new LRT
stations. It would be a huge missed opportunity
to build all this shiny new infrastructure and
not have it directly connected to the shiny new
infrastructure the city is building. Facilities
NEAR the LRT stations would encourage visitors
to leave their cars at home and take the train
in. The current plans look to revolve around
hubs with parking lots - antiquated thinking to
say the least.

•The proposed boardwalk from Pinecrest Creek
east past the parkette to Cleary Ave. is an
artificial visual intrusion spoiling the natural

waterfront would enhance active lifestyles.
• KM markers would help to explore waterfront.
•Remove/reduce traffic on parkway. This area would be best

seen as a true park that Canadians could be proud of.
•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes a two

way road for automobiles and make the 2 westbound lanes a
two way road for cyclists.

•Widen boardwalk to add in merchant stalls
•Would like to see separate bike/walking paths.
•Possible participaction type fitness loop instead.
•The linear park it should be available year round; currently

the only parking lot that is open is at Island Park with the ones
at Remic, Westboro Beach (Kitchissippi) and Woodroffe being
closed. The City parking near Westboro Beach is also not
plowed.

• Many people cross country ski in this area and the bike paths
which would be natural locations for this activity are not
available due to snow build up from the Parkway plowing
since the paths are right beside the Parkway especially on the
south side west of Island Park and on the north side from
Westboro Beach west past Woodroffe in many places

•FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE LANES
OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems with this park.
Everything else is icing on the cake.

•Add options for people to grab food or drinks and locations
for us to sit and meet friends.

• Alternatively, consider moving beyond current licensing
restrictions and allowing alcohol in containers, so, like
Montreal, we can bring a bottle of wine and have dinner on
the river side.

•None

•Narrow Roadway to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to under 50 km/hr up to Cleary Crossing
•Create Canal Ritz type restaurant with Restrooms over Cleary
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landscape. This should be removed.
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•The boardwalk in the river.
•Nothing, the proposed changes, such as they

are, are terrible.

Station
•Create Beaches instead of Boardwalk ( Beaches were in this

area prior to Parkway Implementation in 1967

•More focus on facilities near and connections to LRT stations
•Add streetlighting to Parkway
•Lighting will be needed on the paths around clearly station.

Please respect the bike lanes during construction and after for
those of us who cycle to work.

•Parking area so people can leave cars when going
canoeing/kayaking

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and
slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Cafe
•Slow down the traffic. Even with the wider buffers, the noise

will detract from the park-like feel. No one is going to picnic
there.

•Moving Roadway South
•I like the potential realignment of the road

away from the river. I would go even further
and eliminate half of the road - we don't need a
4-lane divided highway going through a new
park. What kind of park features a giant
highway going through it?

•Realigned Parkway
•Boardwalk in river
•love the boardwark. Love to be able to cross at

Rochester field
•Board-walkover/through marshy area(s);
•Relocation of the parkway to widen deepen the

linear park area;
•Water access spots for canoes and kayaks
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Expanded waterfront park space. Those three
extra cross-overs to improve access.

• Trail enhancement
•Maintaining the significant birding area

•Relocating of bike paths
•Dual use paths, bike and pedestrian
•Heritage walk and the experience it offers
•Bridge illumination
•Environmental protection
•Protected areas on shoreline and improved

access
•Walking trails- increase number of trails on

both sides of Champlain Bridge
•Plantings needed- more trees to define areas

•Walking trails in forested space IF PASSIVE
(unpaved)

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy
conservation

•Narrow east-west pathway under Champlain
Bridge

•No pathway changes
•No active things for children
•Illumination of bridge- too artificial
•Too many separate paths = too much loss of

green space and wayfinding issues
•Commuting bike lanes near parkway?
•Canoeing at Champlain bridge will not work:

move it to just west of Westboro beach
•Parking lot at bridge
•Nothing of interest now on Bates Island

•Natural playground area- log play structures, plants and
opportunity for play in nature

•No permanent businesses, food trucks, mobile kiosks, etc. are
ideal

•Put park in parkway
•Need to deal with traffic going down Island Park Drive across

Champlain Bridge
•Kayaking possibilities- more water craft used of any kind (not

motorized)
•Formalized wildlife crossing infrastructure across parkway
•Do not over program beach areas- there are too few i.e. with

restaurants, etc.
•Balance developed/programmed and naturalized beaches
•Restaurants
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•Connections to the community

•Love the winter activity area. Make it longer:
west to Westboro, east to Bayview

•Historic walks - animation possibilities at Remic
•Illuminate the bridge
•Idea for historic walk and paths west of Island

Park/ north of parkway in treed area
•Enhanced facilities at Remic, ex: boat launch,

food, water, beach
•Move parkway south
•Maintain/enhance habitat areas; expanded

cultural area at existing lookout - needs to be
organic, no so commercial; new water activity
access points

•Maintain ecosystem; trails and boardwalks;
shift parkway

•Potential shady areas. Accessibility to the mix
of meadows and forested areas and waterfront
by bicycles or for pedestrians

•Parking lots: could it be moved to the south
side of the parkway; Remic parking, lot should
be moved south

•Too few community access linkages; music on
Bate island; too much traffic on Champlain
bridge

•Bate island has insufficient parking/public
transit access for considerable festivals -
encourages additional traffic; traffic

•Not enough access by public transit. Lack of
perceived rest areas.

•Small food stands
•Look to private sector consultants like Stodd from your last

presentation through the form of urban design/landscape
design competitions

•Add floating buoys to bridge so that canoeists/kayakers do
not go over the rapids (maybe not all the bridge,more the
south side)

•White water possibilities
•More canoe, kayak centres

•Eating area

•Public washrooms
•Band stand
•More pathways on urban side
•Keep it green

•Winter washrooms and/or warm-up shelters available in ski
areas

•Sports facilities on south side
•Separate pathways for walking and cycling. Make this sector a

year-round multi-use area.
•Transit on the bridge!
•Reconstructed wetland
•Potential for joint transit infrastructure with

Gatineau
•Illuminating the bridge
•Parkdale intersection modification
•The idea of restaurant

•Make better roadway connection
•Fowson connections for community/biking to

pathway
•Illuminate bridge
•Rail Trail development as link to Gatineau and

provision of unique views east and west

•Parkdale/Parkway interchange relocation to

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy
conservation

•The proposal to have fixed businesses in the
current green space behind Tunney's

•New access from Tunney's - terrible
•No lights on parkway or highlights of what will

be done on it in winter

•Loss of green space to surface parking
•Not enough emphasis on winter use and

maintenance/grooming for cross-country skiing
and snow shoeing

•How will you dissuade birds from perching on
picnic tables (i.e. Lac Phillip)

•Too few neighborhood linkages; too few trees

•Non-permanent (i.e. food trucks),mobile businesses are great
alternatives to offer revenue generating opportunities that
offer the variety visitors want without the permanent damage

•Separation of pedestrian and cyclists for autos east of
Parkdale

•Widen pathway to 6m minimum
•Bring development, work with city
•Consider landscaping and green programming as done in High

Line Park, NYC i.e. cantilevered park space on either side of
central pathway/future transit connection

•Wayfinding to adjacent neighbourhoods
•Illumination of pathways and connections
•Separated high speed cycling paths; especially with proposed

intensified uses
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reclaim natural area
•Rail bridge turned into a pathway
•Cross river on train bridge
•Shift parkway south; more pedestrian

crossings; get rid of parkdale interchange; river
crossing (walk/cycle) of Prince of Wales bridge

•Green plaza connection the neighborhood (bad
location in between transit stations); enhanced
aquatic habitat

•Landscape plan; Rochester Field Plaza;
boardwalk; separation between commuter vs.
recreational speeds

•Removal of Parkdale interchange resulting in
unpaved/natural waterfront space

•Good views of islands. Potential access to water
filtration site. Good visitor services.

•The added gateways for pedestrians and
cyclists, who are, let 's face it, the primary users
of this space.

•I love the year-round events and the
restaurant. I like the historical
commemorations that are scattered here and
throughout the plan.

•Water sport access at Lemieux island
•Expanded embassy space along Burnside
•Cultural hub area at Bayview station--this is key

location for confluence of transit and high
density urban development

•Like to see the music venues positioned closer
to Lebreton Flats. It makes the most sense as a
sports / music entertainment hub.

•Use of Prince of Wales bridge for walkers and
cyclists to cross the river

•Improved access to the waterfront

•Coffee and ice cream kiosks/shops
•Connections and the communities
•Right now the plan lacks residential (as it always has) and the

only way to get people to these areas is by planning for more
parking which is NOT how the river should be programmed

•Keep it green

•Move parking to edge of parkway (away from river); signage
directing people to nearby commercial areas; "un-double" the
parkway; natural waterslide/wading areas

•Make focal activity area at Westboro beach near transit;
increase winter activity usage -partner with community
associations]

•Consider removing 2 lanes of traffic and going in one direction
during work hours

•Consider illumination at night
•Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway, and replace with

additional segregated bike lanes (to increase the safety on the
Multi Use Path for pedestrians and slower cyclists), and green
space.

•There is such an incredible opportunity for this park to flow
seamlessly into a redeveloped LeBreton Flats. I know that
LeBreton isn't related to this consultation, but I cannot stress
enough how strongly I believe you should allow the creation
of a new Ottawa Senators arena at LeBreton. This park,
Windmill's Zibi project, and a new downtown arena district
would be an amazing mixed-used neighbourhood. I have no
doubt it would quickly become one of the defining areas of
our city. There is a huge opportunity here, please take it.

•Work with City to improve Lemieux Island
•Work with Windmill Zibi to coordinate views and recreational

features
•Coordinate with Tunney's, Bayview,Scott Street, and

Lebreton developments for cohesive plan
•Integrate transit and recreational paths at Bayview

•Strip may be too narrow for substantial
commercial or animation areas

•No new roads/paths to provide disabled access
to park/rivers

•The 4 lane SJAM highway running beside or
through the park. It's loud,cars go VERY fast
(far beyond the posted limit, which is already
beyond what one should be driving if scenery,
and not commuting quickly, is the priority and
focus), and its environmental impact is terrible.

•While I like the idea of a pedestrian crossing
using the old bridge over Lemieux island in
principle, I am very concerned that using this
bridge would prohibit the extension of the
Trillium Line into Gatineau in the longterm
(even if there doesn't appear to be any chance
of that happening any time soon, sadly).

•Year-round events/commercial space at
Parkdale interchange--this is an important
WILD landscape facing the rapids and islands,
so keep it that way and enhance the natural
wildness (also, it's between transit stations,not
good for an events area)

• Lighting on old rail bridge—this is a rare dark
area in the city, keep it that way

•The highway is still here. Get rid of it. If you're
keeping it, you need to provide more safe
crossings at grade.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•Do NOT recommend canoeing or kayaking in
this area due to dangerous rapids and
undertows.

•The idea of flat water kayaks or canoes in the
river between Parkdale and Lemieux Island is a
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bad idea; these waters are very dangerous.
•Again, vagueness doesn't help - what does

"Music" or "Other Capital Function" mean in
these cases?

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast
traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Improved access at Parkdale
•Wetland restoration
•Bathrooms.
•The "revised connection" (connection isn't the

proper word, it's an intersection) has promise. I
hope you use a good old fashion T intersection
and get rid of the clover ramps in order to open
up more space.

•Wetland
•Boatlaunches
•Better access to the islands and to the historic

water filtration plant.
•Installation of washrooms and lookouts.
•This refers to the Parkway from Island Park

West. Many people cross country ski in this
area and the bike paths which would be natural
locations for this activity but are not available
due to snow build up from the Parkway plowing
since the paths are right beside the Parkway
especially on the south side west of Island Park
and on the north side from Westboro Beach
west past Woodroffe in many places

•Getting rid of the enormous parkdale car-ramp.
•Looks awesome.
•LOVE the idea that the prince of wales bridge

could actually be in use (instead of being the
bridge we all just use anyway). Amazing and a
huge improvement to the area.

•Conversion of old railroad bridge to path
•Move roadway South
•Increased crossings
•Amenities (hopefully washrooms and water

fountain) on Lemieux Island is great

•Reconstructed Wetland can only be good.

•Integrate cycling and pedestrian traffic between parkway and
urban Lebreton development

•Develop/integrate water inlet feature at Lebreton gateway

•Perhaps officially designating part of Lemieux Island as a dog
park.

•The parkway road itself is too fast, too wide, and too close to
the river, make the road itself narrower (or devote existing
lanes to separated cycling tracks) and use design to make the
traffic slower.

•Add at-grade crossings for pedestrians and cyclists.
Pedestrians and cyclists shouldn't have to go underground.
Why is the parkway designed like a highway? Isn't it supposed
to be for leisurely tourist drives?

•Segregated bike lanes. Reduce lanes on or, better, remove
the highway. Make the "revised connection" a standard T
intersection with beg buttons for pedestrians and yellow dots
for cyclists. Put cars at the bottom of your priority list and
focus on people. Get rid of the clover ramps.

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only path to
avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure users and
commuters

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes a two
way road for automobiles and make the 2 westbound lanes a
two way road for cyclists.

•Add a food source
•Add a boardwalk
•Removal of the cloverleaf at Parkdale to make better use of

the greenspace.
•Water filtration plant could be used for private events,

possible restaurant location?!
•Installation for foodtrucks near Parkdale.
•Lemieux Island is a great potential asset with its interesting

building and shoreline on the River; there are also great views
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from the bridge.

•Bate Island is an under utilized asset. I remember years ago
when there was both a restaurant and a canteen there.

•FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE LANES
OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems with this park.
Everything else is icing on the cake.

•Need some areas for young children. Play area, something
very creative

•Please add lights. PLEASE. Women do not cycle here after
dark alone because it is terrifying.

•Narrow Roadway to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to below 50 km/hr
•Investigate roundabout at Parkdale - parkway Intersection
•The train bridge should be turned into a great path, hopefully

this is part of the plan. Unsure due to the symbol you used
here.

•Remove bridges and replace Parkdale interchange with
roundabout

•Add streetlighting to parkway
•More activity along shore (cafes with waterfront patios)
•Parking for canoeist/kayackers
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and

slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Look outs;
•Water access for canoeing/kayacking;
•Access to the islands;
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•I can't tell what the plans are specifically for the
crossing on the old Prince of Wales train bridge
but if it is a pedestrian-cycling crossing to
Gatineau, that would be fantastic.

Animation locations / Lieux d'animation

1. Does the proposed concept include the right mix of animation (i.e. did we get it right)? / Le projet de concept prevoit-il la bonne combinaison d'animation (c.-a-d. avons-nous bien fait?)

• Did you include the concept of a canoe/museum? Interpretive trail that is, signs to depict the history and course of canoe travel along the river

• Good balance otherwise- more nature than entertainment is good

• Yes. I believe the boardwalk connects this park in a great way

• Shifting the parkway will create the calmer shoreline it should be

• Highlighting the beautiful scenery should be the focus of every action. It is animating on its own

• Yes.
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Yes.
Yes.
It's okay
Yes but ensure enough crossovers to get to water

Need more development near the water. All the most successful waterfront cities don't bring the people to the park, because they already live there
"Passive" animation (lookouts, etc.) seems better than "artificial" (lights on bridge)
Some concerns about over programming at the expense of naturalized areas for species diversity and wildlife protection
Consider implementation of formal wildlife crossing infrastructure (i.e. boc culverts)
Provide for natural beaches; not just amenity-based beaches i.e. Westboro
Restoration of shoreline and riparian zone is top priority
Not entirely- the only way to bring activity to the river is by bringing mixed use development closer to the water/or by proposing parking which is not a viable solution. I think the
designs are the outcome of student work and that the NCC should open discussions through a design competition to consult private sector visionaries.
Given that there are little opportunities for activity along the river now, except cycling/walking, the proposed concepts are great -more canoeing/kayaking/rowing access!
Floating or stationary docks
Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant,outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community
The view areas are correctly XXXX. Setting the new tone away from 1950's car centered commuter route to a destination will require more than speed reduction. It must include
controlling the sunset/sunrise commuter flow to one south 2 lane road and controlling the direction in the day (see sheet 7)
Lemieux Island filtration plant originally was the site of fancy balls and galas. Start holding fundraising galas in there again.
For most of the length concentrate on passive active transport facilities so that people can enjoy the parkway by bike, by skateboard, by rollerblades, by skis, by food. Good washrooms,
water, garbage pickup and concentrate new activities at Remic and Westboro Beach.
Yes, however is requesting more parking spots and park benches so people can stop and stroll about.
Too much "active" animation (restaurant, pavilions, etc.), prefer more self-directed animation - picnic, play areas, gardens, walking trails, wading area, cycling, etc.
Activities/animation seem appropriate but overall vision/reasoning seems lacking; need to consider appropriate parking (not necessarily more) to ensure accessibility to punctual
stops/destinations/activities and major park destinations.
Mostly hood: too many proposed animation areas when the focus should be kept on hubs/gateways, with natural green spaces between; have gateway themes, such as "aquatic
habitat" at Deschenes boardwalk, First Nations,Music Paviliion, etc.
Gathering centres need to be closer to transit; consider day and night use; consider 4 season use
Yes - but: there are only so many people in Ottawa and only so many more travelling through. It's a bit of a zero-sum game, with each "destination" competing with all the others
80% of it was right: need more emphasis on the archeological and human history interpretation of the river and former cultural heritage sites (including Aboriginal culture).
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• Yes, and it 's nice that those spaces are in the areas further from the SJAM highway, so the noise and fumes of the commuter traffic is less intrusive to one's enjoyment of the park
space.

(This reply is copied from my suggestions during the last stage of the survey)

I personally feel as though more could be down to improve the "active animation zones" of the plan. I like the idea of multiple plazas, but what will be done to encourage their use?
Current amphitheatres in public parks rarely seem to have sufficient periphery attractions to encourage anyone to play there. I think the inclusion of the restaurant is a great start but I
would encourage even more extensive commercial endeavours to ensure these plazas don't become more overbuilt unused space.

• Generally too many animation areas and features-pick a few only (one per neighbourhood) and locate them near transit hubs so they can be accessed by the community and
regionally. The use of this parkway should be by all residents of the region and tourists, not just the local neighbourhoods immediately adjacent to the parkway.

Not enough thought has been put into winter usage. How can we bring people to the river in the cold winter and provide them with activities and shelter for an enjoyable stay?

• I don't believe animation is what will draw people to the park. If amenities are limited to washrooms / water access points / improved trails for running / cycling / more formal picnic
and BBQ. areas - the natural environment will draw people to it on its own. Keep the Lebreton Flats area as the 'entertainment hub' of the park, and let nature be the main draw for the
western portion.

• I like a bit less animation but I think my taste is too minimalistic so, yes, I think it is a good mix.

• Animation isn't the right word in English. No you don't need any of them. Give us some sports fields, get rid of the barriers to access (your highway), and leave the space relatively free
form.

• I have no idea what this question means

It does but to animate the shoreline you need to include more personal watercraft access points. Put in fixed or floating docks to allow personal watercraft (canoes, kayaks, rowing
shells) to use the water.

• Not enough animation of people, still to much CAR traffic. This should be reduced to allow for quiet enjoyment. I don't understand how it would be possible to enjoy live music
(acoustic music) with traffic nearby.
More opportunities for active lifestyles, fitness equipment, extend XCountry skiing. For visitors, it would be fantastic to see how Canadians interface with their environment all year, in
a transit accessible environment.
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More eating options would be a positive - perhaps allowing food trucks better access on weeknights, weekends. Wider mixed use pathways.

Looks pretty ok

There is a very good balance of the right mix of animation provided that there are funds available to implement a goodly amount!

Since the plan is to bring more people into these areas then the paths will become even more crowded and more dangerous. My idea of wider paths then is the most important thing
that the NCC can do. The River is so beautiful on its own that with more access points at Dominion and Cleary you guys need to widen these paths. The boardwalk sounds cool but will
be too expensive. It is hard to say if you got it right since it was hard to determine what was being suggested in the very noisy room. Two of your presenters were so soft spoken that
they were very difficult to hear and they mostly answered questions.

More picnic tables. Tables with shelters. Shelters for winter use. Bathrooms. Bike repair stations would be nice like the P'tit Train du Nord bike route has in Quebec.

"Animation" is more than just "stuff to look at". What can we do? Where can we hang out? Will there be anything like 8 locks flat that will allow us to gather in a nice way? Meet for a
drink along the river and appreciate the beauty that Ottawa has to offer? Have a picnic? Pick up food from a local food truck?

What is the plan for summer vs. winter? This plan is not very clear.

Yes, I think so.

My main concern is that the Britannia Conservation Area could be adversely impacted by too much development. This is a significant part of the Lac Deschenes Important Bird Area
used by migrating songbirds.
Outside the BCA, I have always been disappointed by the lack of restaurants and washrooms along the Sir JAM Parkway so I am happy to see some development in this way. I would
still like to see more restaurants along the river - perhaps opposite Tunney's Pasture where employee lunches could help their finances.

would like to see more beaches and food outlets so that pedestrians and cyclists have more destinations and rest stops

Need more detail, but it seems iike there is a lot going on here. I'm not sure if there may be too much happening, ie maybe this is too ambitious? Good parks are simple places that
work well. Green space, trails, washrooms, water access, some interpretation if necessary...

More is needed. Too much of Ottawa's waterfront is traditional parkland, with not enough entertainment. We need a few places with "life" by the water - be it via shops, restaurants,
amusement rides, or anything else that makes an afternoon by the shore FUN.
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• Animation locations should be used sparingly - most people want to enjoy the natural setting along the river.

separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

Too

• I have looked all over your web site and I don't know where these animation concepts are defined.

2. What activities are appropriate in these locations? / Quelles activites conviennent a ces lieux?

• There may be issues with noise pollution for entertainment venues on the river- which tends to magnify sound

• Physical activities, public art, active engagement with nature

• Everything except engine/motor assisted or powered

• Any and every

• Fishing, biking, walking, etc.
• Need all year round programming- snow shoe parks/ skating rinks in to winter, active/ sporting areas in the summer. Need more pedestrian connections and more people living close to

the water

• Personal watercraft access please!

• Add cross country ski during winter on maintained trails

• More canoeing, kayaking centres

• More eateries

• More interpretation centres

• Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community

• The connection for services at Tunney's is an opportunity as well as Maple Lawn and Dominion Station and the Cleary Station. Mud Lake needs the western/south corner existing
commercial buildings (2 second hand shops and 1sports shop) to be re-envisioned as services for the visitors. Coffee shops/ cafes are appropriate here. The owner of the 3 buildings is

so opportunity to negotiate is now.

• Native interpretation; ways to engage people to be in nature NOT introducing urbanism to the park
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• Wilding/naturalizing the park

• Low ropes courses/activities

• Natural areas where children can play with logs, stones

• Brick works in Toronto has lots of examples

• Non-motorized activities

• Picnic, wading into shallow water, snack trucks with food and water in picnic area.
• As few as possible, make a beautiful memorial park out of it.
• Quiet recreation, appreciating nature, physical activity

• Low impact recreational activities; 2-3 restaurants at strategic locations; viewing areas; "specialty gardens" and enhanced naturalized areas; pedestrian-only opportunities such as
boardwalks

• Increase opportunities for extended stays, i.e. open spaces, facilities; structured commercial developments are not appropriate

• Square for people to gather, eat, drink coffee, hang out; market type shops

• Don't be afraid of adding pass-through activities; large scale active transportation and vehicles (in fact, tour vehicles could open up the capital, not only on this Parkway, of course)

• Don't increase the number of cars on the Parkway. It's a parkway; a bike path right from Barrhaven to the end of Woodroffe at the water is an idea

• Mix of natural and human heritage, transportation (recreational & commuter) and recreation; think of more year-round activities

• I really love the concept of animating the shoreline itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock at the lookout to enable people to launch small boats like canoes or kayaks.

• (This reply is copied from my suggestions during the last stage of the survey)

Please, allow patio-style beer gardens throughout the active areas. Maybe also encourage theme-park style commercial endeavours for children, similar to those seen on Toronto's
Centre Island. These developments could actually reference Ottawa's lumber history, as the timber slides that use to exist in the area were once a huge attraction a century ago. This
could be a fun way to draw attention to that often overlooked historical element of the city's history.

A great strength of this plan is its division of the parkway into different zones for different use. Please actually allow the active zones to be hubs for entertainment rather than just (yet
another) empty plaza used exclusively by tumble weeds. There is no reason to be concerned about a little "commercialization" so long as it provides fun that would not otherwise exist
and large swaths of the parkway's natural beauty is remains in tact (which it will as can be seen in your plans for Mud Lake). Such attractions work great in NY's Central Park and
Montreal's Old Port, as well as countless other cities around the world and I believe this style of redevelopment should be adopted for the active segments of our new linear park.
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• -Mainly recreational activities, interactions with the environment and the water
-Habitat restoration, enhancement and protection should be emphasized
-Cultural and historical features should be minimized-they should only address themes of how we interact with the river environment-emphasize first nations, traders and early
industrial importance of the river
-NO formal or permanent commercial estabiishments-make them organic, adaptable, conceptual so that the community takes ownership of them
-De-emphasize motor vehicle modes-consider reducing number of lanes

• Running, cycling, canoeing, kayaking, nature watching

• small concerts to appeal to all ages
historical interpretation
nature interpretation
small theatrical events to appeal to all ages

• food service, water activities (kayaking, boating, rowing, swimming, splashing), information about heritage (particularly lumber and industrial heritage), bathrooms, drinking water

fountains.

• Biking. Walking. Running. Walking dogs. Playing sports recreationally. Watching birds and other wildlife. Letting plants do their thing.

• To animate the shoreline you need to include more personal watercraft access points. Put in fixed or floating docks to allow personal watercraft (canoes, kayaks, rowing shells) to use
the water.

• Live music, skiing, cycling, communing with nature, canoeing, kayaking, fitness. Reduce traffic noise. Triathlons, street hockey on parkway.

• Childrens activities, wildlife research, kayaking/canoing, picnics and perhaps competitions such as a lumberjack competition (in honour of the lumber industry in Ottawa) or food
related competition.

• Nature activities that include kayaking/canoeing, birding, walking/running/cycling, the ability to enjoy the waterfront by lounging and eating.

• As I said previously the current unused maintenance building on Atlantis near Westboro Beach must be part of any linear park development. It should be used year round for bikers,
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kayak and canoe rentals, for sliders and cross country skies and snow shoers etc. As I said the Beach area is used year round with swimmers, sun bathers and the restaurant in the
summer and sliders, snow shoers, cross country skiers in the winter even though the city parking lot is not plowed.

• More picnic tables. Tables with shelters. Shelters for winter use. Bathrooms. Bike repair stations would be nice like the P'tit Train du Nord bike route has in Quebec.

Better BBQs! In general, more shelters, less parking lots.

• Cycling. Walking. Picnicing. Enjoying time with friends and family. Exploring the river front. Interacting with nature. Commuting (by car, bike, on foot, on rollerblades, or whatever else
suits). Stand-up paddling. Attending concerts and events. Having the ability to use this space after dusk (right now there are limited or no lights at all — which is super scary).

• Mud Lake is a conservation area and one of the most important bird habitats in our region. As an Important Bird Area (IBA) it is imperative that it remain a nature sanctuary respecting
the natural habitat.

• In general, the mix looks good.

• I think the area around Lincoln fields has great potential as a recreational park with waterslides, small rides, gardens and Restaurants ( eg a smaller Trivoli Gardens in Copenhagen).
Central Ottawa has no facility of this type. All similar parks require a person to drive there. Not every one in Ottawa likes cycling , walking and Birdwatching.

• Cycling, walking, swimming, running, dog-walking, XC skiing, snowshoeing, birdwatching, surfing, kayaking, teaching

NOT commuting, highway-speed driving, barriers to pedestrian access etc..

• Everything should be on the table - especially close to the two new LRT stations, as well as on the land created by a redeveloped Parkdale interchange.

• separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

Shoreline Improvement Areas / Zones d'amelioration des berges
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1. Where could we improve shoreline conditions? / Ou pourrions-nous ameliorer I'etat des berges?

• Don't add more beaches- dumping sand on the shoreline doesn't make a beach

• Take care about changing the waterfront in unsustainable way

• The entire length of the park

• Employ expert naturalists

• All over

• Champlain-Remic trail floods in spring- needs rerouting

• Trails needs to be used year-round - need to be cleared of snow, etc.
• Involve the Conservation Authority

• Improve fishing access at strategic points using pontoons or small rock piers

• Everywhere- see previous comments. We are the capital city of Canada, we should be leading by example and proposing to do cutting edge/vision art work (see sheet 4)

• Westboro

• Remic

• Don't create more beaches along sector

• Wooded areas on either side of Westboro Beach

• Botanical gardens would be interesting

• The boardwalk is a great concept to bring people into the shoreline in a low impact way.
• Moving the roadway south as indicated is a very good strategy to improve the shoreline habitat and experience.
• It's an important bird area so be very careful about any lights disrupting the birds migration, mating, nesting, etc. E.G. Lighting bridges could cause big problems! Do appropriate

studies!

• Just east of Mud Lake and west of Westboro

• Extend nature area shoreline east from Mud Lake

• Retain notion of a parkway corridor first, within a green corridor (linear park) that lives up to its purpose: that is to bring users to a major park destinations- to the west Mud Lake and
to the east the active and entertaining Lebreton Fiats; retain green character of overall corridor and not encumber it with municipal-like infrastructure

• Champlain & Remic, west of Deschenes to Mud lake; improve all shoreline to recover natural habitat and functions

• Maintain ecosystems as they are

• Do as much restoration as possible and let the grass grow. Just go through it twice a year to pick up the garbage. Let the milkweed grow.
• You need more access (visible and physical) to "waterfront"; concentration on cleaning the river to provide more days for swo„omg at Westboro beach

• I cannot think of any areas besides those already noted in the plan.
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Everywhere--but especially where pathways are closest to the shore. Reclaim the shoreline as natural wild habitat area except in rare isolated locations.
Certainly along the western portion of the corridor. The proposed boardwalk and improved aquatic area to the East of Mud Lake are excellent ideas.
Wherever you can
Along the entire highway you can improve conditions by getting rid of the highway. It is an unsafe barrier to access, it is loud, and it is dirty. It is the largest pollutant under your control,
get rid of it.
Flooding under new orchard bridge every spring
Near to Cleary station. Would be positive to have a swimming area, or place to put in a canoe. Once vehicle traffic removed/reduced, this could be a peaceful area to appreciate local
ecology.
Between Kitchissipi lookout and Island Parkway and the Island Parkway and the PoW Bridge.
From Westboro Beach to Mud Lake, there is limited shoreline. Often times it feels as if a cyclist or pedestrian could easily fall off the path and into the water. There is often quite a
steep drop to the water and it is very rocky.
Not sure. It all seems pretty goose poopy.
The stretch between Tunney's Pasture and Island Park.
Also along the river behind parliament.
One of the big knocks against Ottawa is that all of the shorelines are controlled by the NCC with rigid rules. Thus, there are very few riverside restaurants/pubs to bring people to the
shorelines and the whole Sir JAM Parkway is rather sterile. Outside the BCA, look for opportunities to allow private investment.
All areas along the shoreline with close proximity to the roadway could be improved by reducing the roadway width, moving the roadway south, reducing speed limits to 40Km/hr and
using Berms to create water front noise barriers
Would be nice if you allowed dogs onto the shorelines at certain locations for swimming etc. I'm sure there are locations where this could happen where human swimmers wouldn't be
affected and dogs / owners could safely interact with the water and shoreline. There are some great areas between Westboro Beach and the Champlain Bridge where no humans would
be adversely affected by dogs swimming in the river.
Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

Cyclists and Pedestrians / Cyclistes et pietons

1. Where are the most conflicts, which would require the NCC to explore in more detail? / Ou y a-t-il le plus de conflits auxquels la CCN devrait s'attarder?

• Narrow paths at Champlain Bridge, Westboro Beach

• Adding connections to city streets for access to parking
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Separate the two

Keep trails open 12 months/year
Woodroffe
Anywhere along the Parkway
Need to have separate paths- too much traffic even now to walk without danger
Multi-use pathways/cycling speeds
It is important to have separated cyciist/pedestrian paths for safety and enjoyment. Grade separation would be best
Plan cyclist routes based on weekday commutes, these people are using the park as a transit function as opposed to a park- here the need for separate bike lanes and pedestrian lanes!
Use proper re-forestation and restoration to minimize the goose problem
Connections to the river/having to pass a major arterial is difficult for most

Too much cycling traffic conflicting with pedestrian
Separate cycling and pedestrian paths and put segregated cycle lanes on parkway for cycle commuters- don't widen parkway
Intense commuter cyclist activity- straight and direct; pleasure/leisurely pedestrian- meander along shoreline
Cyclist- automobile conflict in path segments immediately adjacent to Northern roadway- dangerous
Between most westerly point and Woodroffe Avenue : improve south path maintenance for fast bike traffic and designate the north path as walking only.
Along the pathway between Mud Lake and Deschenes. I have experienced a lot of conflict with pedestrians. The area is a flat path and, going east, the wind is often at your back so it is
very easy to go fast on your bike there. You slow down to pass and then speed up again with no effort, and then slow down to pass, then speed up...
A good bikepath would be appreciated by the Ottawa population.
Woodroffe is somewhat problematic: pedestrians don't anticipate cyclists, so perhaps wider paths, doubled paths or "footprints" on the right would help; Move benches further back
from the paths
Most conflicts due to vehicular abuse of privilege (speed); caution should be exercised so as not to over-protect the cyclist/pedestrian and instead look at better controlling vehicular
use; enhance the parkway for its prime purpose: move people in a pleasant, non-stressful environment
Flooded pathway at Carleton access; wherever paths are too close to the road
Separating commuters versus recreational use everywhere
Everywhere; the paths need to be separated everywhere
All I can say is that people cycle too fast on the paths. Older/middle aged people can't hear the bells.
Keep them separate; provide mix of underground and above ground links between parkway and community - especially for food services; build enough washrooms and public shelters
High speed cycling puts pedestrians and slower cyclists in perilous situations. Use 2 lanes of the 4-lane SJAM highway for segregated bike traffic, allowing the MUPs to remain for
recreational and slower cycling speeds.
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• If the SJAM is truly not meant for commuter traffic, and is meant for slow scenic drives along the riverside, then 4 high speed lanes gives very much the wrong message. Reduce lanes by
half, reduce speed by 1/3, and the people in cars will actually go slow enough to: 1- enjoy the scenery safely; 2 - be less noisy for people trying to enjoy the park; 3 - not impede
pedestrian access to the riverside and park.

• Any of the areas where the cars are closer to the shoreline. I like the realignment idea and the boardwalk as it give pedestrians more control over their space again.
• Please have segregated lanes for pedestrians and cyclists throughout the redevelopment. The pathways would become much nicer if cyclists and pedestrians did not have to worry

about crossing paths.
• If the parkway itself was slightly expanded to fit safer bike lanes, it would significantly alleviate the dangers of having cyclists and pedestrians using the same small trails along the

water. Expanding those trails to accommodate both cyclists and walkers could risk destroying the beauty you're trying to preserve.
• Basically anywhere the cyclists can move quickly, the conflict exists. It is also wherever the path is not wide enough to allow us to co-exist
• I cycle to work daily from Woodroffe Ave area to downtown. So, in the evening and weekends, I would love to walk along the river - unfortunately, this is not enjoyable. I would like to

strongly suggest that there be a separate path for bikes and pedestrians - 1path dedicated to each. I say this from experience as it is not safe otherwise. My husband and I in fact no
longer take leisurely walks along the river path on weekends nor in the evening because the path is busy and cyclists come dangerously close to us - even when we are walking single
file....which is not enjoyable. I think it would be a real value added by creating a separate path as the redesign will bring more people to the area.

• As a female, I would appreciate if the walk and bike areas be open and visible so that we feel safer. For example, myself and a number of other female cyclists get nervous cycling along
the path just west of the Champlain bridge, where there is a wooded area.

• Thank you for your consideration.
• Cyclist and pedestrian conflict is an infrastructure and design issue. In particular, travel modes of dramatically different speeds should ALWAYS be separated. This means separate paths

for pedestrians, for recreational cyclists, and for high-speed "commuter" or "sports" cyclists.
• I would like to see separate recreational walking and cycling paths along the waterfront, and I would like to see lanes taken from the actual parkway road itself for the high-speed

commuter cyclists.
• Along the entire highway. It is a dangerous barrier to access that needs to be resolved. I suggest getting rid of it. If you don't want to do that, then reduce it to two lanes, reduce the

speed limit (and design it for a reduced speed limit), put in at grade crossings (signalized or stopsigns where cars always have to stop). This is a huge conflict and you can solve it if you
really want to.

• Everywhere there are cyclists
• On the path near Island Park
• Underpasses would be the most prone to conflicts, so clear lines, mirrors needed. Wider mixed use pathways, plowed through winter would be valuable. Generally, cyclists and

pedestrians share paths exceedingly well with very few incidents.
• The entire length that has the Sir John A Macdonald Freeway prevents access for pedestrians and cyclists. The removal or repurposing of SJAM Freeway would provide much better

access and use.
• The northern path between Westboro and Mud Lake is narrow and close the edge of the River. As a pedestrian, I've had to leap out of the way, or walk on the grass to avoid being run

over by cyclists.
• Along the whole path; it is too narrow!
• FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.
• Everywhere.
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• Over the bridge by Westboro beach is a key problem spot. But the entire cyclepath needs to be fixed.
• Wider paths in some areas
• Along the pathway near Island Park, Westboro Beach,Tunney's Pasture, War Museum, Behind Parliament, and in the interchange en-route to portage. A dedicated cycling path would

be ideal, or a shared arrangement. Right now bikes are simply "borrowing" pedestrian spaces. Make a third "pedestrian" or other cycling lane!
• Also a huge conflict when trying to access the path from the National Gallery -- super steep hill full of skateboarders and cyclists as well as pedestrians, and many lanes of

bikes/peds/tourists to get across in order to access the hill.
• Signage would be key, as weil as improved lighting.
• My main concern is the potential impacts of additional use of the BCA on the wildlife (i.e. birds). In additon, some cyclists are currently riding through the BCA despite signage. All paths

through BCA and the proposed boardwalks need to be designed to discourage cyclists.
• Woodroffe entrance to parkway which creates a dangerous Crossing for cyclists
• There is no way to cross Island Park on the South cycle path
• In heavy pedestrian areas ( Tunnies pasture, Remic Rapids, Woodroff North, future parkway crossings ) there needs to be separate pedestrian ( Walkers, dog walkers, roller blades,

Electric wheel chairs and cycle paths .
• Cycle paths need to have clear pathway visibilty and speed reduction signs at blind corners ( eg wider open spaces next to the path ). I have had 3 collisions on NCC paths in the past 30

years, all were caused by poor visiblity and lack of adequate caution signs ( eg reduce speed for pedestrians,blind corner etc)
• The whole MUP system needs a revamp. See Kelly Egan's Ottawa Citizen column,he nailed it.
• There ideally would be a path for pedestrians, and another wider path for people traveling faster than a walking pace on wheels etc. If there is money for a giant 4-lane divided highway

surely you can provide some decent access for non-polluting, quiet, responsible recreational riders as well as commuters. Less people clogging up the roads in the park the better. Less
conflicts between pedestrians the better. The solution is simple.

• The Parkway itself is the biggest conflict to the proposed park as it is a natural barrier and encourages drivers to pass by everything instead of actively engaging in it. While parking and
roads are of course necessary, this needs to be foot friendly. Replacing intersections and interchanges will help to slow down traffic, as would some of the proposed realignments.
Crosswalks should be installed at regular intervals that are wide and safe feeling (like the redesigned crosswalks between the canal and the Ottawa Convention Centre on CBD).

• Currently the bike paths on the south side of the parkway in the Mckellar park sector are very bumpy. I hope they will be improved. Also, can there be snow removal to allow for winter
cycling?

• The bike path is heavily used by cyclists - this should be plowed in winter to promote more cycling. Where possible, clearly define pedestrian paths should diverge from the bike path to
improve access and reduce conflicts.

• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• With vehicles, at entrances to parking lots and where roads cross
• Get kids (and some adults) on bikes off Mud Lake paths. Get geocachers out of Mud Lake - they are not using it as a destination; they are using the paths as a raceway to get to caches.

Very disruptive, no respect for environment.

Priority Projects / Projets prioritaires
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Comments Received: Sir John A. MacDonald Waterfront Linear Park Plan- May 5, 2015

1. Please indicate the top three proposed projects you would like to see implemented in the short term. / Veuillez indiquer les trois projets que vous voudriez voir realiser a court terme.

Bike path wider and segregate; winter use ideas
Enhanced natural areas

i.
ii.

Water/aquatic habitat restoration
Public art (whether fixed sculptures; seasonal exhibitions or public open-source projects

i.
n.

Boardwalk
Bathrooms
Slow down traffic

n.
in.

Buffer zone
Boardwalk
Pavillion

II .
in.

Railway ped/bike/transit bridgei.

Mud Lake presentation- flora and fauna
Separation bike/walking trails

i.
II.

Rail Trail- precedent with High Line, NYC- cantilever 'green roomsVpaths/presentation of future transit
Relocation of Parkdale interchange/parking away from river
Connections to Hinton burg/Westboro and wayfinding

II .
in.

Mud Lake and Deschenes boardwalksi .
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Improved fishing access
Restoration and reforestation to discourage geese
Improve canoe and kayak access

ii.
m.

Like to see more design development for the entire riverfront through design competition
Like to see improved connections
Like to see active uses that are supported by mixed use development

n.
in .

Personal watercraft access: docks for canoeists/rowers/kayakers
Rochester Field redone into community park
Lookouts/boardwalk in Kitchissippi

n .

in.

Water boardwalks
Canoe, kayak centre

More restaurants/ year round
n .

in.

Improve the landscaping, especially where ash trees removed
Access corridors could be constructed now

i.
II.

Boardwalk
Moving the roadway south (removing 2 lanes even better)

i.
II.

Build boat lockers at boat access points and in every neighbourhood so people can store their kayaks, canoes, SUPs. It will reduce the vehicles needed to bring them to the river.i .
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Move northern road closer to southern portion in all areas
Lookouts at Deschenes rapids

i.
n.

Year-round paths, plowed, along river
Freeze-proof water fountains

i.
ii.

Boardwalk
Water access
Snack bars

i i.
in.

Cross river on train bridge
Reduce lanes west of Dominion. Take the opportunity of removing the busses from parkway to go down to 2 lanes and a wide bike path dedicated route.

i.
n.

Plant trees
Sees no need for activity areas or ballparks, etc.
Keep the area in its original pristine beauty

n.
in.

Sheltered picnic areas, public BBQs
Hints to get pedestrians to stay right/ doubled paths
MUP Right of way priority over parking lot access

II .
in.

Providing a destination for the parkway to the west of Mud lake
Addressing the Parkdale "interchange"
Completing the Mud lake trail on City land

i i.
in.

Increase linkages to neighborhoods, create hubs at transit stations
Shoreline restoration, re-vegetation/landscape

i.
n.
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Aquatic habitat/boardwalk areain.

Boardwalk
Plaza at Parkdale
Trails (Boardwalks at Champlain/Remic)

II.
m.

Rochester Field gateway
Mud Lake gateway education centre
Removal of Parkdale interchange

II.
in.

Add more trees/ replace ones that have been taken down
Birds- don't reduce the shrubs as they are a habitat for birds; Shrubs may look messy but they are important, plant some berry-picking shrubs
The boardwalk is an excellent idea (including habitat restoration)

II.
in.

Enhance experiences (swimming) and services at Westboro beach
Mud Lake "experience"
Separate walking and cycling paths

II.
in.

Online Answers:

Priority 1 Priority 2
Water
Access

Priority 3

Amenities 20% 20% Amenities
Winter
Sport
Water
Access
Food Truck

16.7%

Kayak
Winter
Sport
Restaruant

16% 12% 16.7%Canoe

Beach
Food Truck

16% 8% 16.7%
12.5%12% 8%
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Wayfinding
Music
Wintersport
Amenities
Picnic

8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

Top 3 Proposed Projects: Sectors
Champlain-

Mud Lake-Deschenes Kitchissippi-Westboro Remic
Bayview-

Parkdale
Priority

37.5% 33.3% 8.3% 20.8%1
Priority

20.8% 54.2% 0% 25%2
Priority

30.4% 30.4% 26.1% 13%3

Please provide any additional thoughts or suggestions, and drop this form off in the box provided.
Information about the proposed concept, along with the questionnaire, will be available May 6 to May 25 on the NCC website.

Veuillez donner d'autres idees ou suggestions et deposer ce questionnaire dans la boTte prevue a cette fin. L'information relative au projet de concept de meme que le questionnaire
seront affiches sur le site Web de la CCN du 6 au 25 mai.

I like the thought that we will also include the other side of the water in the park plan- more canoe routes and natural connections
Thanks for the opportunity to discuss this
Shoreline cleanup needs to be reassessed. Persistent garbage (glass, condoms, plastic) is too much for neighbourhood volunteers to take care of
I very much like this format. I also greatly appreciate the NCC actively seeking feedback from citizens such as myself. This is my first workshop at the lab. Thank you for having me!
I think there is opportunity to build memorials/commemorations for notable Canadians immediately adjacent to the parkway to compliment the view while driving towards Parliament
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• It may not be in the NCC's mandate to build housing, but it is in the mandate to make good use of the land. Sell if possible some land, and buy others. Focus on destination areas and less on others (see
sheet 3 for drawing)

• Segregated bike/pedestrian pathway
• Divided bike and pedestrian paths great idea
• Restoration and reforestation will do much to discourage the geese from fouling area
• Improve fishing access through construction of fishing pontoons and platforms, maybe small piers, bridges, etc.
• Please see comments throughout. Happy to discuss further (Participant's name and contact info provided) (see sheet 4)
• Overall a better solution than previous ones. Still not convinced that Carling Ave wouldn't be a better alignment. There would be more XXXX on Carling. Disappointed that the first 300 metres of the LRT

aren't underground. Can't understand why Cleary Stn can't be relocated 100 metres west, (see sheet 5)
• No traffic lights or stops for pedestrians crossing to the waterfront
• If Kitchissippi is to be an active area washroom and pop-up cafes are essential and would add a lot of amenities
• Remove or restore the Westboro maintenance yard
• Project looks interesting
• Botanical gardens
• Public art

• Music/plays/cultural events

• Well-lit pathways
• Bike/pedestrian infrastructure
• Setting the tone of the linear park between Brittania and Island Park to be river centred instead of the current car centered experience is your/our biggest challenge. A divided highway is unnecessary at

this point as the LRT should offer predominant access to the park. Removing the north lanes completely and lowering the south lanes only with sunrise/sunset directional traffic can be the solution to
commuter needs but set the tone with more neighbourhood to linear park access points and reduce the speed on weekdays. Let car commuters experience a meditative commute to appreciate the
river and allow the neighbourhoods to cross the road.

• Champlain-Remic area- the illustration of the XXXX (second illustration from right) would not respect nature- materials don't, scale of building doesn't, commercial focus/big, heavy metal commercial
structure in illustration not at all appropriate

• Don't make parking lots bigger anywhere along the park/clear snow off parkway cycle path- keep it open all year
• Bayview-Parkdale - no kayaks, canoes, SUPs here; road and cycle path too close together; cross country skiing groomed trails; make use of railway bridge for cycles and eventually public transit; the

structure in the illustrations on the maps are too heavy, industrial, big structures- they need to be a scale, texture that respects and fits into nature

• Focus on naturalizing and wilding the park not on a manicured park- think 50 years into the future, what will the forests look like
• The increased use of SJAM for motorized commuters has led to noticeably dangerous driving along the roads. Are traffic calming measures being considered? The norm on a drive is often in excess of

80km/hr on a winding road. If the road is straightened without calming measures, average speed will undoubtedly increase to more dangerous levels.
• Hello, great plan! Major concern 1: the proposed community connection from the middle of Ambleside Dr. to the linear park takes advantage of a PRIVATE PATHWAY owned by two condominium

corporations. The pathway abuts approximately 20 townhomes and poses a major threat to privacy for those owners. Major concern 2: the demographic along Ambleside Dr is largely senior/retired.
There is much senior pedestrian traffic. Increased vehicular traffic will pose a danger to the placid setting. Major concern 3: there is limited parking all along Ambleside, and any increase in vehicular
traffic on Ambleside Dr would lead to parking attempts on the private properties of buildings on that street.. Participant left contact info on sheet 9.

• Between western gateway and Woodroffe, have only the southern roadway for 2 way traffic and remove the north paved road for recreational area. This portion of road is not busy enough to warrant 4
lanes. This concept can be used in certain portions of the parkway and is not necessary for all the parkway to be only a 2 way traffic thoroughfare.
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• Groomed skate skiing path along bikeway in winter; soccer pitch at end of Churchill; additional water fountain (the one at Island Park is wonderful); I think long term when the LRT takes the busses off
the parkway west of Dominion is the prime time to reduce the number of lanes. As I was coming here tonight I passed about a kilometer of backed-up cars waiting to turn left onto Island Park bridge. So
effectively East of Dominion the parkway is already reduced to one lane and one parking lane. Reducing the lanes on parkway will also slow down the speeds. The high speed from Carling to the backup
at Island Park actually encourages the commuters to use the parkway even though it is a failing intersection.

• Narrow all lanes of the parkway to slow traffic; plan to eventually eliminate half of the parkway - like a permanent "Sunday Bikeday" - have it closed outside of rush hour; add gates to permit easier
closing of portions of parkways to motor vehicles; build paths well enough to plow the "fast" path in winter and leave the slow path for winter sports; natural "playground" with rope course, elevated
boardwalk, swing, slide, suitable for adults and kids; garbage management, avoid vehicles on MUPs, also avoid garbage cans next to benches; MUP should have right of way over parking lots; add
maintained gardens and "commemoration" sites; public BBQ pits; free public binocular posts at lookouts; consider parking demande at popular spots to manage parking demand; diving platform at

beach/boardwalk; consider an "intersection" where pedestrians and cycling paths cross; parkway trolley - weekend service to move people along the parkway; bike share - partner with VeloGo to
provide stations along the MUP

• The forma for this workshop made it very difficult to hear the presenters and focus on what they were saying. The room is too small and too open to have so many stations going on at once. Kitchissipi-
Westboro was the only one easily understandable. Traffic and public transit are the major issues; we need more pedestrian access.

• Need to somehow address the end-to-end processional value of a linear park. Otherwise, you have just a string of little, incoherent park space; leave the roadway named Macdonald and shift the Park
to something more meaningful to visitors- call it "Ottawa River Way Park" (look at world cloud for inspiration of naming); this facility doesn't really have acoustics (and public speaker ) to handle these
many simultaneous break-out groups

• Please don't reduce the tree cover, we need all of them. Several people remarked they wanted to bring in more restaurants and commercial establishments- don't do this! Move the parkway away
from the river. Don't need more lighting under the Champlain bridge- just enough to be safe. Food trucks on Bate island and instead of infrastructure is a good idea. If the parkway could be linked for
cycling with other parts of the city, there would be a huge opportunity to host an international event.

® Don't depend solely on NCC budget to achieve these enhancements. Lots of opportunities for PPP with businesses and community associations and organizations

• Clear the paths of snow in the winter. There is still a lot of people who use this park in the winter and it becomes dangerous, when paths become impassable.

• Create a cross country ski path in winter.

• Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway, and reappropriate the space for segregated cycling, and additional green space.
• Other ideas would include:

• Patio beer gardens along the length of the pathway

• Commercial attractions (such as amusement parks, petting zoos for kids, etc.) located in the same vicinity of restaurants, plazas, and amphitheatres to allow for the creation of a central entertainment
zone within the linear park

• Segregated bike paths

• Landscaping-create comprehensive and cohesive natural landscaping plan that emphasizes native species (ELIMINATE FESCUE) and year round vegetation

• Environment-Return the shoreline to a natural wild habitat and protect the aquatic and shoreline habitats from human interference

• Integration-coordinate planning with City of Ottawa and community organisations so that the linear park is an integral part of the community and region

• Community and regional access-more linkages to adjacent local streets (every couple of blocks) and emphasis on transit hub access at key stations
• Community ownership-enable local and regional community groups to lead development and activities so the space is adaptable and valued (NCC cannot dictate)
• City-run or contracted canoe / kayak rental area near water access point.
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• Separate walk and bike paths.
• Amenity is top priority assuming amenity means bathroom and drinking water fountain.
• Access, all sectors, remove the highway or reduce its lanes and speeds.
• Safetly, all sectors, remove the highway or reduce its lanes and speeds.
• Segregated bike lanes, MUP are full at peak periods provide separate bike lanes for safety!s sake.
® Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure users and commuters

• Beach near Cleary station

• The boardwalk project does not show in this drop down list...but it would be my preferred project in the long run.
• I have given my ideas in the first part of your document. It is good to talk about these things. If you have another session it needs a more appropriate location with separate meeting areas.
• I can't believe walking and cycling weren't in your list of priority items above. YET PARKING IS. This makes my blood boil. GET OVER THE CAR CULTURE. Active transportation is at the CORE of this linear

park. FOCUS ON THAT.
• Lighting. Let 's use this space after dark! It doesn't have to be lit up by a football field, but it would be nice if I felt less like I was potentially going to die/get mugged/etc on my way home from work in

the fall / spring.
• Add more picnic tables, fewer benches.
• Add more cycling infrastructure that intersects well with foot traffic. This is the SAFEST route for accessing much of the city (especially those of us who commute 20+km to work each way.

• Don't be shy about allowing some cafes along the river way. Coffee culture is huge in Ottawa.
• My top priorities for Mud lake- Dechenes are:

• Improve Woodroffe parkway Intersection

• Crossings at Cleary and Near Mud Lake

• Reduce speed limit of parkway to under 50 km/hr

• Narrow Roadway and Move it South

• Improve South Cycle path, it is currently unridable

• I think you really need to thing about winter activities. It seems a lot of the project is focussed on warm-weather activities, but I think a focus on winter would bring in more people to enjoy the area and
experience the area in a new way. Maybe some groomed XC ski trails? Winter access to Mud Lake? Plowing a cycle path for winter riders? Winterlude events in the park?

• Consider reducing cars by eliminating lanes to traffic and slowing speeds.

• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• I have already mentioned the idea of a pedestrian/cycling footbridge across the Deschenes rapids. This would open up stunning views of the river, open up the shoreline and historic sites on both sides
of the river to people in Aylmer, Kanata, and Nepean who would otherwise have to cycle or walk all the way to the Champlain Bridge (if they were willing to risk their lives crossing it).

• I think some thought should be given to ways to slow down car traffic on the Parkway. Perhaps it should have more curves or even stop signs. A lower speed limit would be great.
• Currently, there are several places that cars cross over the pedestrian/cycling pathway (e.g River St. to Bell/Lemieux Island, Westboro Beach) and the stop signs are configured to stop the cyclists, giving

preference to the cars. There must be a hundred cyclists that cross this roadway for every car that crosses. The cars should have the stop signs and the pathway should be raised slightly and painted
green like they do for the complete streets projects.
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• I want more time to fill out this questionnaire about the rest of the parkway. But first, I want better graphics and I want some text to explain what you want to do. I want the people who actually
use/enjoy/appreciate Mud Lake to be asked for their input.
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•Facility to store canoe/kayaks/SUPs
•Improve awareness of ecological significance, put park

back in parkway,water eco-enhancement, keep it green

•Improve access to the area (parking,pathways,
connections and gateways)

•Provide a sandy shoreline so wading in water is
capable

•Small windmills that blend into the shoreline to
discourage bird droppings

•Remove westbound lanes for dedicated bikeway
•Add water fountain at washroom; make a lay-by for

pedestrian cycling bridge to other side of river trails
•Add activities/destinations to enliven the corridor /

linear park experience
•Incorporate Britannia WTP lands; priority to protect

habitat
•Need food options
•Reduce number of driving lanes; make segregated

bike lanes
•Technology as part of the lake. Experience here -

learn the environment with an app developed by local
wireless projects.

« Encourage private sector nature tour companies to
bus people to Mud lake and provide interpretation

•Boardwalk and towers (mentioned over 12 times)
•The approach of 'for every intervention do no harm"
•Enhancing access
•Birding, bird song (minimal traffic noise), consulting

with birders
•Protecting biodiversity, habitats and ecosystems;

increasing awareness

•Lack of public transit access (mentioned 3 times)

Other comments:
•Potential aquatic habitat (take care with the shoreline

changes- look into the history of the waste dump before
proceeding)

•Allow dogs in Mud Lake
•Filtration plant at Mud lake- a real eye sore
•More visitors might negatively impact integrity of natural

areas (IBA, Mud Lake)
•Parking to Deschenes but not bus access
•There are no improvements to cycling paths
•Proposed community access point via private property on

Ambleside Dr.
•No water access
•Risk of "doing harm" by attracting too many people

without the proper background
•Mud sightlines at commemoration (safety), narrow

paths (especially at junctions)
•The boardwalk (expensive, unnecessary pressure on

aquatic habitat)
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•Water boardwalk (mentioned 17 times)
•Separation of pedestrians and cyclists
•Relocation of Parkway to make more park at

waterfront
•Access to river from Dominion Stn
•Beach upgrade
•Buffer zone (please use low growing trees to protect

view);more green near river

•Not enough crossover paths, no linkage of parkways
•Access to river at grade level at Dominion, crossings at grade
•Parkway still a speedway; straightening it will increase speed;

very dangerous to cross

•Reduce parkway speed limit. Too fast as it is now
(mentioned 9 times)

•Get some canoeing and kayak centres, boat lockers, non-

motorized boat launch
•Segregated cycling/pedestrian paths (mentioned 9 times)
•Access points; not enough, too far for pedestrians now,

underpasses, cross over paths (mentioned 3 times)
•Public art- good idea
•Resurrect old beachs along waterfront
•Integrate plan with City of Ottawa CDPs, Zibi, and

Tunney's plan & Lebreton
•Remove 2 lanes of car traffic
•Year-round access and activities

iii
Other comments:

•Westboro beach is a key attraction, need to make this a
"community" focal point and connection to the park

•Examples of public art are harsh. The public art needs to
reflect the area. Perhaps reflective of the fact this area used
to be inhabited

•Above ground LRT from Dominion- 300 metres, this should
be buried. Fencing and lighting/wires = ugly

o. o
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•Bridge illumination
•Historic/heritage walks
•Plantings needed- more trees to define areas
•Environmental protection, more tree planting,

protect shoreline, maintain significant birding area,
unpaved walking paths

•Enhanced facilities at Remic, ex: boat launch,
food, water, beach

•Year-round access

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy conservation,
too artificial

•Pathways: narrow spots (under Champlain Bridge), no
changes, too many separate paths yields loss of green space
and way finding issues

•Music on Bate Island- insufficient parking/public transit
access for festivals; encourages additional traffic

•Eating area, restaurants, small food stands, non-permanent
food kiosks/trucks

•Non-motorized watercraft possibilities (kayak, canoe);
centres, safety buoys from rapids, easier access

•Put park in parkway; natural playground area- log play
structures, plants and opportunity for play in nature

•Balance developed/programmed and naturalized beaches,
not over programmed

•Separate pathways for walking and cycling; add bike
repair station

•Make this sector a year-round multi-use area.

um
o. E
E ®
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•Connections: transit on bridge, join transit
infrastructure with Gatineau, roadway and biking,
connection with communities

•Parkdale intersection modification
•Rail bridge turned into a pathway
•Rail Trail development as link to Gatineau and

provision of unique views east and west

•Illuminating the bridge
•Water access for canoe/kayak; access to islands

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy conservation
•No lights on parkway or highlights of what will be done on it

in winter
•Not enough emphasis on winter use and

maintenance/grooming for cross-country skiing and snow
shoeing

•The proposal to have fixed businesses in the current green
space behind Tunney's

•New access from Tunney's - terrible
•Loss of green space to surface parking
•No new roads/paths to provide disabled access to

park/rivers

•Way finding to adjacent neighbourhoods
•Illumination of pathways and connections
•Non-permanent (i.e. food trucks), mobile businesses, coffee

and ice cream kiosks
•Separation of high-speed cyclists and pedestrians
•Bring development, work with city; bring residential closer,

live near the park
•Connections and the communities
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1. Does the proposed concept include the right mix of animation (i.e. did we get it right)? / Le projet de concept prevoit-il la bonne combinaison d'animation (c.-a-d. avons-nous bien fait?)

• Highlighting the beautiful scenery should be the focus of every action- more nature and lookouts than entertainment (protect species diversity and wildlife)

• Yes. (mentioned 8 times)

• Too many proposed animation areas when the focus should be kept on hubs/gateways, with natural green spaces between; have gateway themes, such as "aquatic habitat" at

Deschenes boardwalk, First Nations, Music Pavillion, etc.
• Too much "active" animation (restaurant, pavilions, etc.), prefer more self-directed animation - picnic, play areas, gardens, walking trails, wading area, cycling, etc.
• Did you include the concept of a canoe/museum? Interpretive trail that is, signs to depict the history and course of canoe travel along the river

• Need more development near the water. All the most successful waterfront cities don't bring the people to the park, because they already live there

• The only way to bring activity to the river is by bringing mixed use development closer to the water/or by proposing parking which is not a viable solution. I think the designs are the
outcome of student work and that the NCC should open discussions through a design competition to consult private sector visionaries.

• More animation won't draw people in. Washrroms, water access points, improved trails, formal picnic and BBQ. area, and the natural environment will.

Other comments:

• Consider implementation of formal wildlife crossing infrastructure (i.e. boc culverts)

• Restoration of shoreline and riparian zone is top priority

• Given that there are little opportunities for activity along the river now, except cycling/walking, the proposed concepts are great -more canoeing/kayaking/rowing access!

• Provide for natural beaches; not just amenity-based beaches i.e. Westboro

• Floating or stationary docks

• Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community

• Setting the new tone away from 1950's car centered commuter route to a destination will require more than speed reduction. It must include controlling the sunset/sunrise commuter
flow to one south 2 lane road and controlling the direction in the day

• Lemieux Island filtration plant originally was the site of fancy balls and galas. Start holding fundraising galas in there again.

2. What activities are appropriate in these locations? / Quelles activites conviennent a ces lieux?

• Non-motorized activities with year-round access: Fishing, biking, walking, low ropes courses, snow shoeing, cross country skiing, kayaking, canoeing

• Natural areas where children can play with logs, stones

• More interpretation centres; Native interpretation; ways to engage people to be in nature NOT introducing urbanism to the park
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Comments Received: Sir John A. MacDonald Waterfront Linear Park Plan -May 5, 2015

Other comments:

• Physical activities, public art, active engagement with nature

• More eateries; snack trucks with food and water in picnic area; beer garden

• Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community

• The connection for services at Tunney's is an opportunity as well as Maple Lawn and Dominion Station and the Cleary Station. Mud Lake needs the western/south corner existing
commercial buildings (2 second hand shops and 1sports shop) to be re-envisioned as services for the visitors. Coffee shops/ cafes are appropriate here. The owner of the 3 buildings is

so opportunity to negotiate is now.
• Wilding/naturalizing the park

Shoreline Improvement Areas / Zones d'amelioration des berges

1. Where could we improve shoreline conditions? / Ou pourrions-nous ameliorer I'etat des berges?

• Take care about changing the waterfront in a sustainable way

• The entire length of the park (mentioned 3 times)

• Employ expert naturalists

• Involve the Conservation Authority

• Trails needs to be used year-round - need to be cleared of snow, etc.
• Improve fishing access at strategic points using pontoons or small rock piers

• Between Tunney's Pasture and Island Park

• Westboro; wooded areas on either side of Westboro Beach

• Remic

• Champlain-Remic trail floods in spring- needs rerouting

• Champiain & Remic, west of Deschenes to Mud lake; improve all shoreline to recover natural habitat and functions

• Just east of Mud Lake and west of Westboro

• Botanical gardens would be interesting

• Don't add more beaches- dumping sand on the shoreline doesn't make a beach

• The boardwalk is a great concept to bring people into the shoreline in a low impact way.
• Moving the roadway south as indicated is a very good strategy to improve the shoreline habitat and experience. A-2021-00072-00145
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Comments Received: Sir John A. MacDonald Waterfront Linear Park Plan -May 5, 2015

• It's an important bird area so be very careful about any lights disrupting the birds migration,mating, nesting, etc. E.G. Lighting bridges could cause big problems! Do appropriate
studies!

• Maintain ecosystems as they are; do as much restoration as possible and let the grass grow. Just go through it twice a year to pick up the garbage. Let the milkweed grow.

Cyclists and Pedestrians / Cyclistes et pietons

1. Where are the most conflicts, which would require the NCC to explore in more detail? / Ou y a-t-il le plus de conflits auxquels la CCN devrait s'attarder?

• Separate cycling and pedestrian paths and put segregated cycle lanes on parkway for cycle commuters (mentioned 17 times)

• Narrow paths (ex. Champlain Bridge, Westboro Beach; Woodroffe)

Other comments:
Adding connections to city streets for access to parking
Connections to the river/having to pass a major arterial is difficult for most

Anywhere along the Parkway
Use proper re-forestation and restoration to minimize the goose problem
Provide mix of underground and above ground links between parkway and community - especially for food services; build enough washrooms and public shelters
Most conflicts due to vehicle speed (too fast)
Reduce Parkway to 2 lanes- allow commuter/sport cyclists traveling at higher speeds to travel without conflicting with recreational users

Priority Projects / Projets prioritaires

1. Please indicate the top three proposed projects you would like to see implemented in the short term. / Veuillez indiquer ies trois projets que vous voudriez voir realiser a court terme.
Top 4: (not including online answers since theformat was different-see below for online results)
Boardwalk; lookouts; habitat resoration
Improve connections, access corridors
Enhance natural areas; improve the landscaping, especially where ash trees removed; buffer zone
Improve canoe and kayak access; centre

i i.
MI.

IV.

Online Answers:
A-2021-00072-00146
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Comments Received: Sir John A. MacDonald Waterfront Linear Park Plan -May 5, 2015

Priority 1 Priority 2
Water
Access

Priority 3

Amenities 20% 20% Amenities
Winter
Sport
Water
Access
Food Truck

16.7%

Kayak
Winter
Sport
Restaruant

16% 12% 16.7%Canoe

Beach
Food Truck
Wayfinding
Music
Wintersport
Amenities
Picnic

16% 8% 16.7%
12.5%12% 8%

8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

Top 3 Proposed Projects: Sectors
Champlain-

Mud Lake-Deschenes Kitchissippi-Westboro Remic
Bayview-

Parkdale
Priority

37.5% 33.3% 8.3% 20.8%1
Priority
2 20.8% 54.2% 0% 25%
Priority
3 30.4% 30.4% 26.1% 13%

Please provide any additional thoughts or suggestions,and drop this form off in the box provided.
Information about the proposed concept, along with the questionnaire, will be available May 6 to May 25 on the NCC website.

Veuillez donner d'autres idees ou suggestions et deposer ce questionnaire dans la boTte prevue a cette fin. L'information relative au projet de concept de meme que le questionnaire
seront affiches sur le site Web de la CCN du 6 au 25 mai.

• Clear pathways of snow in winter
A-2021-00072-00147
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• Create a cross country path in winter
• Remove 2 lanes of SJAM Parkway- use them instead for commuter cyclists; use 2 lanes as a cyclist-only area during peak hours (then re-open them to cars during the off-peak hours)
• Segregated bike/pedestrian pathway
• Protect natural environment and wildlife habitat; naturalize the park- not manicured
• Community and regional access; linkages; there are no traffic lights or stops for pedestrians crossing to the waterfront
• Washrooms; water fountains; amenities
• Lighting; use the space after dark without it being/feeling unsafe
• Bike/pedestrian infrastructure
• Park should be river-centered and not car-centred; focus on active travel rather than cars and parking
• Concern that straightening the Parkway will increase car speeds even more; current average speed of Parkway an existing concern; Parkway often reffered to as "highway" and "speedway"
• Connections with other side of the water is a good idea (Rail Trail, kayak/canoe access)

A-2021-00072-00148
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Comments from May 5 Public Consultation (SJAM): Post-It Note comments on map

Comment #
1 What happened to separation pathways for pedestrians and cyclists?
2 What happened to 2, not 4 lanes of traffic?
3 Like the mention of so many WC's, why not bioremidiate or with septic fields not san sewer
4 Plant vies on the round building that is right on waterfront at overlook
5 Leave viewing windows into storm sewers so people see treatment at the outlet to rain gardens
6 Needs protected turtle resting beaches, fenced to keep people and dogs off it

(no number 7)
8 Bring Pinecrest Creek to daylight
9 Need a connection from Preston to waterfront to replace the current one being blocked by LRT

10 Paths that have right of way over access roads to parking lots; e.g.. At Kitchissippi,make the road a "yield" and elevate the path crossing
11 More "rain gardens" and storm basins on South side of parkway, include little ponds like at 5th Avenue
12 The interprovincial gateway viewpoint on the parkway at POW bridge should be also for transit users by preserving a view line from Bayview Stn
13 Put a round about at Parkdale to slow expressway speeds
14 At Kitchissippi overlook move the parkway south 100m to make a bigger shoreline
15 Relocate western parkway to increase green space at river
16 Open up the LRT tunnel on the north side so people who use transit get out of the dark and into the view
17 Need another path to cross over between Cleary and Rochester Field
18 Mix of trees in buffer zone and include other low growing plants around it
19 Grand Park entrance?

7

20 Bring mixed use development close to the water. People, people, people
21 Focus on wide pocket areas, narrow in others (see drawing on sticky note)
22 Parkway/slide/ -> please delete the no right turn/no left turn. Make Lemieux Island more accessible

(no number 23)
24 Open all parking lots 4 seasons. People will come with strollers,wheelchairs, kayaks/canoes, skis, bicycles, etc. Try it! Experiment.
25 Move SJAMP away from river at Carleton Ave underpasses - shoreline floods in spring, covering path
26 Add another bicycle lane adjacent to the road but separated by 6-loft for safety all along the parkway.

(no number 27)

23

27
28 Dog park
29 It would be helpful to show connections from park into existing (or proposed) city bike network
30 Community garden would enhance the Tunney's Area
31 Improve access to rec path between Dominion and Cleary

A-2021-00072-00149
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32 Reduce to two lanes west of Woodroffe for dedicated bikeway
33 Rake pathway to eliminate flooding problems
34 Bike lanes on parkway for faster cyclists, narrower lanes for cars appropriate to speed limit
35 Put in areas where kids can play with nature - water, logs, stones
36 Close two North lanes from Woodruff (or Island Park) West
37 Nature and historic interpretation programs, signs, sites
38 Put in groomed cross country ski trails along the park beside river
39 Two speed bike lanes- commuter and recreational
40 Close westbound exit at Woodroffe
41 Provide an area for 'winter activities' including the family activities and trails for snowshoe and cross-country trail
42 Draft connection: trespasses onto private pathway: approx. 20 backyards (link to Ambleside Dr)
42 Draft connection: limited parking; many senior pedestrians live on Ambleside Dr
44 Small interpretation XXXX public restrooms, parking underground
45 Remove chain-link fence along buffer zone and repair swampy area beside it
46 Suggest waterfront cafe
47 Reduce speed limit on parkway
48 MUPs should have right of way where parking lot access lanes intersect. Make cars stop. Use a speed table
49 Signage along river pathways showing Ottawa river watershed and geo-history. Do this from Mud Lake to Remic Rapids/Elberton Flats
50 Parkdale traffic circle is a great idea
51 Rochester field potential community garden/allotments location
52 Install lights for crossing Woodroffe or Parkway, southern path
53 Reduce speed;eventually reduce to 2 lanes, use other lanes for cycling, events, skiing
54 What about frequent stop public transit for non-car owners
55 Access from residential areas- increased parking problems
56 Focus on naturalizing and wilding park,not all a manicured park
57 Please don't build a boardwalk to nowhere. Focus funding on building PARKS for people. Build on existing energy
58 Plow path in winter for winter cycling
59 Protect the overall corridor as a cultural landscape as well as the unique alignment of the parkway, one of the best examples of parkway design in N-A.
60 4-slip roads at IPD/Champlain Bridge make safe for pedestrians. Replace pedestrian stop sign with pedestrian controlled x-ing
61 Parking away from green areas. Parking (scenic) integrated to green areas but not overpowering (see sticky for picture)
62 Along northern edge of Tunney's pull parkway south to align with new development. Significant park
63 Make road 2 lanes for cars and segregated commuter cycle lanes
64 Washrooms should be eco- and not attached to waters sewage system
65 Boat lockers to store non-motorized boats and boat launches in every neighbourhood

A-2021-00072-00150
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66 Linear Park is too big, diluted. Just build 2-3 real parks with play structures, reasons to go
67 Focus on the future so we will have a forest along the river
68 Love the idea for areas for music!
69 Illustrations of structures too big and industrial for natural area
70 Ensure mass scale,materials, design, texture of structures and buildings respects nature and doesn't overwhelm it
71 It's an important bird area so ensure this is priority (e.g. about lights, etc. so don't disrupt migration, nesting, raising young
72 Like small craft access in these islands if it is safe
73 Move Parkdale ramp! South
74 Tell the story of the building of the Parkway expropriation and construction in 1950's
75 Aerial tramway/gondola across Deschenes Rapids
76 Need recreation at Lincoln Field to bring suburban sports here
77 Celebrate heritage of Richmond Road and Maple Lawn old estates at Rochester Field

Other Comments
Illustrations of examples of parks are too manicured and not natural enough
Sunrise/sunset directional traffic or one roadway only between Lincoln Fields and Island Park
Use south pathway for fast bikes and prohibit them from north path
Remember the recreational cyclists need views and access to the water. Don't lump them in with high speed commuter cyclists
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•Potential aquatic habitat (take care with the shoreline
changes- look into the history of the waste dump
before proceeding)

•Allow dogs in Mud Lake
•Filtration plant at Mud lake- a real eye sore
•Parallel roadways remain. I'd like to see removal of

north road
•Parking to Deschenes but not bus access
•See comment 42 on large map
•Proposed community access point via private property

on Ambleside Dr.
•Bird droppings
•No water access
•Boardwalk (expensive)
•Mud sightlines at commemoration (safety), narrow

paths (especially at junctions)
•Limited public transport access; limited access from

west and southeast
•Lack of public transit access
•Risk of "doing harm" by attracting too many people

without the proper background
•Not enough access by public transit
•The 4 lanes of car traffic. If it's supposed to be a scenic

slow drive,why invite speeding, passing, and huge
amounts of commuter traffic?

•It is unclear in this diagram whether or not the
pathways will be multi-use or if pedestrians and
cyclists will have segregated lanes. I strongly believe
both would benefit from segregated paths.

•Commemoration monument

•Bird towers

•Trail enhancements
•Consulting with birders
•New access points
•The approach of 'for every intervention do no

harm'
•The viewing tower and pier
•Enhanced access to Mud Lake
•Allow dogs in Mud Lake
•Emphasis on the flora and fauna- keeping the

biodiversity in Mud Lake
•Viewing tower at Deschenes Rapids Lookout
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Do no damage plan
•Shift roadway south to increase buffer at

waterfront
•Respecting the 100 year floodplain
•Deschenes boat access
•Boardwalk on shallow shoreline for walks
•Lookouts
•Continuous shoreline pathway
•Natural, unspoiled habitat for birds and so

much more.
•Small patio with variable sight directions and

distances.
•Huge variety in such a small space.
•Bird song- with little traffic and people noise.
•Boardwalk
•Rehabilitate shoreline

•Emergency phone at South gate

•Water eco-enhancement is a great idea, needs
technical insight to be done properly

•Put park in parkway
•Given the number of condos/apartments a facility to

store kayak/canoes during winter/summer would be
very useful

•Improve access to the area (parking)
•Improve awareness of ecological significance
•2 access points- west of New Orchard: site of

McEwan's gas (to be expropriated for LRT), and
Ensure New Orchard access is known

•Avoid large, straightened paths, need to protect tree
roots and existing often wet regions that are eroding
because of foot traffic

•Deschenes: boardwalk and kayak/canoe access and
need storage (especially for those who walk, bike or
use public transport to get here)

•Provide a sandy shoreline so wading in water is
capable

•Small windmills that blend into the shoreline to
discourage bird droppings

•Remove westbound lanes for dedicated bikeway
•Keep it green
•Improve bike parking at trailheads; add water

fountain at washroom; make a lay-by for pedestrian
cycling bridge to other side of river trails

•Add activities/destinations to enliven the corridor /
iinear park experience but ensure that gateways are
created to better announce/identify the parkway as
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Comments Received: Sir John A. MacDonald Waterfront Linear Park Plan -May 5, 2015

an open experience with access from the parkway to
the two major park destinations... Mud lake and
Lebreton

•Incorporate Britannia WTP lands; priority to protect
habitat

•Need food options
•Technology as part of the lake. Experience here -

learn the environment with an app developed by local
wireless projects.

•Don't cut any trees as shrubs
•Encourage private sector nature tour companies to

bus people to Mud lake and provide interpretation
•Reduce the car lanes to 1each direction.

Reappropriate the other 2 lanes for cycling, year
round.

•Segregated cyclist and pedestrian paths rather than
multi-use pathways.

•Would it be possible to have shacks for
canoe/kayak/paddle boat rentals at the designated
areas? This arrangement could be contracted out to a
local entrepreneur rather than administered by the
NCC.

•There is no mention of trail lighting, and Mud Lake in
particular can seem unsafe around dusk. Main trail
lighting around heavily wooded areas that are not
adequately illuminated by existing streetlights might
be a consideration.

•I would like to see separate pathways for pedestrians
and cyclists.

•I would also like to see indications of actual changes
to the Parkway (highway) itself, including: slowing the
speeds, making it two-way, putting dedicated
(separated) bike lanes on the parkway, reducing the
number of lanes (or replacing car lanes with bike

•Boardwalk, towers, moving parkway further
south allowing for more greenspace, improved
number of crossings of parkway

•Expand "valued natural habitat" area east
towards Deschenes; aquatic habitat area; pier
at Deschenes

•Maintain ecosystem; split between bikepath
and walkway; shift parkway

•Big opportunity to give Ottawans more
awareness of Mud Lake natural resource

•Protection of the biological diversity
•The boardwalk across the bay
•Towers, boardwalk
•I love the boardwalk. Great idea.
•Any relocation of traffic that moves the cars

farther away from the waterfront would be a
huge improvement. The cars greatly impede
access to the river for pedestrians and I
strongly dislike how those who use the parkway
as a commuter highway are given priority over
active transit users in the current situation.
Moving the lanes over is a great idea.

• I enjoy the idea of the boardwalk along the
river as well as the lookout towers positioned
throughout. I also like that there will be spots
for fishing; I just hope that those fishing in
outside sections (especially those outside of the
more centrally located sections of the parkway)
will be able to do so undisturbed.

•While I believe the linear park should be more
opened up to small commercial ventures and
attractions, I like the idea of this small section
of the path specifically be more heavily
preserved because of its significance as a

•I am less enthusiastic about the concept of snack bars
and food trucks. I'd much rather see the natural
environment kept natural. These snack bars and food
trucks normally contribute to the bulk of the litter
within a park, and I believe most users of the linear
park will pack their own 'picnic basket'.

•The highway remains a serious safety risk for access to
the waterfront. Until it is removed (or reduced to two
lanes with frequent at grade crossings), the NCC will
be completely failing to provide access to the
shoreline per it 's repeated statements. It 's clear that
there's no easy way to cross where the road turns
south, and the speeding cars are dangerous to
everyone.

•Commemoration. This is an area for nature.
•The lookout needs to be closer to the rapids at

Britannia so that there is something to look-over.
•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•The potential for moving the roadway closer to the
neighbourhood.

•The boardwalk sounds like a great idea but we cannot
see how one could build it to stand up to the ice. The
prevailing winds are right onto the shoreline where it
is proposed. I have consulted with a knowledgeable
person in this area and was told that ice always wins;
this is why people remove docks in winter. No doubt
money is a key consideration and widening the paths
is a much better use of scarce dollars.

•There doesn't seem to be any improvements to the
cycling paths. The highway is still 4-lanes wide and
doesn't need to be. Cycling and walking need
separation. Cycling paths should be wide enough to
cycle side by side. As drivers can sit side-by-side to
enjoy the scenery. Don't spend money making
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natural habitat.
•Aquatic habitat enhancements
•Walking path around Mud Lake and Britannia

WTP
•Lookout tower

•I particularly like the idea of the boardwalk,
aquatic habitat enhancement and formal water
access point for canoes / kayaks.

•Improved access for walking, good buffer zone,
separation of bike and walk paths, more access
from neighbouring areas.

•Bathrooms, additional pathways, boardwalks,

wayfinding (signage), respect for Ottawa's
natural landscape.

•Boardwalk, Birdwatching tower.
•Boardwalk.
•Boardwalk. Moving westbound traffic lane

away from walkway.
•Boardwalk is a nice idea though I worry about

the effect of ice in the spring and whether the
boardwalk would be damaged.

•Continuous walkway through green areas with
the inclusion of a boardwalk.

•No restaurant/food truck near the Marina.
•Love the boardwalk and lookout towers.
•Love that there will be a pathway around Mud

Lake.
•Like the interpretive/educational boards.
•I love the concept of towers in this area.
•We live very near the Parkway at Westboro

Beach and use it for walking, biking, snow
shoeing, kayaking all the time. It is a special
place that needs to be shared with more
people.

"gateways".
•No improved cycling infrastructure. The addition of a

dedicated cycle track while moving roads would be a
tremendous asset to those that rely on this route for
safe commuting.

•The boardwalk that parallels the parkway seems
rather pointless. It would be extremely expensive to
build it in such a way that it is not crushed each winter
by ice and the multi-use pathway running parallel
offers as nice a view and as easy a walk. The
boardwalk would not enhance nature viewing as most
birds are far out in the bay and the ones that prefer
the shoreline will possibly be cut off by that
boardwalk.

•Potential increase in numbers of people could have
significant impact on this Important Bird Area.
Exclusion of a significant portion of Mud Lake from the
green area of sector 1implies that it will be
unprotected - could have significant impact on this
IBA.

•I don't understand what the red circles are. In the
legend they are labelled "Community." What does this
mean?

•4 lane highway greatly impedes access to the
shoreline, which is the goal of this project.

•Needs to be a separated non-foot-transportation path
- not a multi-use path, a proper path that pedestrians
will stay away from. They can have the old MUP.

•Current alignment of Parkway. Needs to be realigned
as suggested in plan.

•Increased/easier access into and around Mud Lake
might end up disrupting some of the wildlife that
currently finds refuge there

•Do not like the closure of the Mud Lake pathway

lanes), expanding Sunday bikedays to Saturdays and
eventually to summer weekdays.

•Biking on the parkway can easily be done as an
experiment with temporary separated lanes, for
example in August when most of Ottawa is on
vacation anyway.

• I would like to see very clear and consistent
reflection of Ottawa's lumber town, industrial and
pre-World War II heritage. I would like to see routes
and accompanying wayfinding clearly connecting the
Chaudiere Falls to the Rideau Falls.

•Your map is a bit insane. Include a legend and less
cartoonish lines.

•Need a washroom at mud lake or deschenes parking
area

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only
path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure
users and commuters

•I would like to see a segregated bike lane where
possible. This would make for calmer walking, running
along pathways for seniors and young children.
Perhaps included, but I may have missed it.
Opportunities for children play area (climbing
structures) as well as adequate pedestrian crossings.
The area between Dominion and New Orchard in
particular is heavily used and will continue to be.

•Possibly make better use of the parking at the water
treatment plant.

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound
lanes a two way road for automobiles and make the 2
westbound lanes a two way road for cyclists.

• Include a foodtruck/restaurant near the marina.
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entrance from Howe St. & Britannia Road - this is well
used by the community.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•No secure bike parking indicated to encourage cyclists
to leave their bike and explore on foot

•The Boardwalk
•The image is awful. Unclear, confusing. What is the big

white area? How would there be a path to the long
island and a tower (would be detrimental to bird life)?
Why bother putting a tower facing Ottawa near the
plant. There is NOTHING to see there. This is bad
documentation.

•Potential for installation of kayak/canoe lockers at or
near Deschenes to reduce people having to tow
something.

• Alternatively, what about the potential for a rental
site for people to rent kayaks/canoes?

•Actual steps that allow people to get close to the
River at Deschenes Lookout.

•The current biking/walking/jogging paths along the
whole linear park are dangerous. The paths are way
too narrow for the multi use. The paths need to be
widened since there is not enough space for a 2nd
path along much of the area being discussed. They
need to be as wide as along the west of the canal
from Bank St to downtown.

•Focus on the bike paths. Enjoyment of this linear park
means better access to the park. Cycling (and other
active travel) are the preferred means of accessing
the park. Provide infrastructure to support these
modes.

•Coffee shops along the river every few miles with lots
of bike parking,great views. Should be small,fit into
natural envirorment ,no big logos on buildings. Be
better if local small family owned.

•Expand the mixed-use pathway or create separate
walking and cycling spaces.

•Some means of access to the shoreline of the yacht
club in order to view Deschenes Rapids (and that
section of Lac Deschenes) from the upper end of the
rapids. In winter, the rapids remain free of ice thus
attracting winter ducks - birders currently struggle to
find good access to view the upper rapids.

•Reduce Roadway size to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to less than 50 km/hr
•Use of Berms to reduce traffic noise

•Having additional tunnels under the parkway is
a great idea; why this has taken so long is a
mystery.

•Moving the highway back from the waterfront
•I like lookout,washrooms, paths around water

plant.
•The proposed boardwalk.
•Observation towers. Great idea. They are very

common in the United Kingdom yet we have
nothing of the kind in Ottawa.

•The addition of a trail on east side of filtration
plant to replace muddy path between Mud
Lake and river. Addition of lookouts and tower
to observe birds. Addition of aquatic habitat
and boardwalk, ition of washrooms.

•Moving Roadway South for more riverfront
area

•Increased Roadway Crossings

•Proposed quiet recreational use
•"Amenities" - hopefully this means washrooms

and drinking fountain / bottle filler.
• Lookout towers would be interesting along the

river like this indicates.
•Boardwalk on the river.
•Observation towers;
•boardwalks
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Improved place-making, a destination to visit
•Expanded park space.
•Please confirm that access would not be

increased and there would be no additional
A-2021-00072-00155
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parking. Interpretation and signage ok but in
wrong places. Would like boardwalks to allow
movement over paths in spring and early
summer when horribly muddy.

•Create Beach areas ( Before Parkway there were
many beaches in this area

•Bury Richmond Road and LRT when crossing parkway
up to Carling creating a continuous recreational
40,000 sqm park area ( %50 of the Size of Trivoli
Gardens in Coopenhagen

•I don't understand the boardwalk over the river in the
lower right of the picture. Can't see how that would
work with different water levels etc. And would it be
all that interesting? Wouldn't it disrupt the "habitat
enhancement" whatever that is?

•Add streetlights to Parkway (similar to Q.ED and CBD).
•Remove bridge at Richmond Road and replace with

oversized roundabout.
•Having trouble understanding the map/symbols, so I

will just say - adamantly - residents are so lucky to
have this readily accessible (*), natural, peaceful,
spot. What's wrong with keeping it as it is? If you
must junk it up, keep everything low-file - nothing
above tree height, nothing "fancy" or which does not
enhance what's already there, namely, the ability for
us humans to quietly connect with the natural world.
(PS: * My 92-year-old nature loving friend complains
that there is no accessible public transportation
available to take her to Mud Lake, which she loves.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•An absolute desecration I Stay off entirely I This
Parkway belongs to all Canadians.

•Bike parking
•A pedestrian/cycling footbridge between the pathway

north of Mud Lake across the Deschenes rapids to
connect to the Voyageurs Pathway on the Quebec
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side. The views would be spectacular and it would
open the Waterfront Park to tens of thousands of
Canadians on the other side of the river and would be
a huge tourist attraction. There should be a direct
connection to the Ottawa River Pathway.

•IMPORTANT!!! Protect this incredible jewel. Add
signage to every access point: no fires, no camping,
no dogs, no bicycles, no hunting, no fishing, no
watercraft, no geocaching, no removal of material, no
littering.

•Police the park, enforce the rules, increase the fines -
especially for dogs and bicycles

•Add amenities near Cassels. At very least a Go hut.
•Fix the bridge properly and extend to cover mud.
•Add boardwalks to cover other mud zones.
•Make it clear that this is a conservation area - a

nature preserve, not just another public park.
•Watch for and deal with invasive species (e.g. dog

strangling vine). Monitor water quantity and quality.
•Deal with algae.
•Protect this beautiful place and the wealth of life that

it sustains.
•Shoreline clean-up should be formalized (not just

"soring clean the capital"
•The public art loop is a great idea, if it's open art that

people can contribute to. The suggestion of shops
seems a bit far fetched

•Access points: not enough, too far for higher
pedestrian use that is desired

•Boat lockers
•Bike/walk lanes
•Segregate safety at Woodroffe and Parkway
•Slower traffic on Parkway so you can enjoy park
•Need another crossover path i.e. at Wavell in city ROW

•Aquatic habitat re-enhancement is a necessity
•Separation of pedestrians and cyclists
•Beach upgrade
•Water boardwalk
•Water boardwalk
•Buffer zone (please use low growing trees to

protect view)
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk
•Boardwalk

•4 lanes of traffic
•Not enough crossover paths
•Westboro beach is a key attraction, need to make this

a "community" focal point and connection to the park
•Examples of public art are harsh. The public art needs

to reflect the area. Perhaps reflective of the fact this
area used to be inhabited

•Above ground LRT from Dominion - 300 metres, this
should be buried. Fencing and lighting/wires = ugly

•Don't like the location of Cleary Stn on NCC property

•Access to river at grade level at Dominion
•Crossings at grade
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as originally proposed
•Cafe on water

•Public art

•Segregated cycling/pedestrian paths
•Access to the waterfront and park should be like

underpasses at Westboro beach
•No traffic lights
•Separate people/bikes
•Need to consider bringing development closer to the

rivers to promote and support the active uses
(significant investment) that NCC is proposing

•Add boat launch (canoe/kayak/rowing) near the
lookout at Rochester Fields. Make it usable to the local
community

•Current is slow here and perfect for personal
watercraft

•Limit traffic speed
•Plant new trees where ash are down
•Get some canoeing and kayak centres

•Fishing pier
•Move Cleary Stn to city property 100m west of

combine Cleary Stn with new Orchard at Woodroffe
•Pedestrian/bike path around Parc laFontaine in

Montreal (see sheet 6 for drawing)
•Reduce parkway speed limit. Too fast as it is now
•Policing of speed limits
•Walking loops through neighbourhood
•Restaurants along Westboro Beach
•Keep it green
•Narrow parkway; plaza at Rochesterfield would be a

good place for restaurant

•Integrate plan with City of Ottawa CDPs, Zibi, and
Tunney's plan & Lebreton; public transport - access at
Tunney's is key; huge potential for successful

•Beach at end of Woodroffe
•Better connection of streets to provide

walking/biking access to river- incl. from south
part of Ottawa

•Relocation of Parkway to make more park at
waterfront

•Designated paths for bikes and pedestrians
•Rochester field is nice, good entrance off of

Richmond
•Boating area for personal watercraft is a very

good idea
•Water boardwalk
•More green near river
•Animate Rochester Park
•More park space along Westboro beach
•Access to river from Dominion St
•Separate bike and pedestrian
•Access to river at Dominion/ Cleary Stns
•Separate bike/pedestrian paths
•Festival areas
•Moving roadway to allow more space

•Enhance beach facilities area (move high speed
roadway to give area to using the river).

•Shift parkway south
•More community access; water activities

around Lemieux island; expanded embassy area
along Burnside

•Commercial area/plaza idea to attract people
to spend time; passive areas for families to
enjoy; considering 4 season use

•Potential surface crossing at Rochester Fields
gateway - can slow/stop traffic and restore
park experience of parkway

•Concentration of visitor services

•Parkway still a speedway

•No linkage of parkways
•Straightening of roadway will encourage high speeds
•Active reclaimed area at Parkdale interchange (too far

from public transport. Would be better near Bayview
and Tunney's.

•Parkway is very busy; roadway is detracting; animation
area needs to be closer to transit

•Incomplete with LRT design that heaves a trench west
of Dominion - around which the Parkway travel lanes
must skirt, squandering the waterfront space

•Not enough large connectors between parkway and
community

•That there remains 4 lanes of highway running next to
or through this park.

•I really love the concept of animating the shoreline
itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock at
the lookout to enable people to launch small boats like
canoes or kayaks.

•The moving and continuation of the westbound driving
lanes.

•Location of plaza--make Dominion station a hub
•Anything that might drive away the herons
•The highway is still here. The crossing remain

infrequent. The NCC is creating and maintaining a
serious safety risk as well as a dangerous barrier to
accessing the waterfront. If the highway is to remain,
please reduce it to two lanes. I would be okay with
putting the Otrain on the surface. Transit commuters
should get the priority of views over car drivers. The
"park" is non-existent. It's a narrow stretch of
pathway. The NCC is creating dangerous conditions
that keep the people of Ottawa from the Ottawa River.
It 's a negligent disregard for the wellbeing of
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recreational users.
•I am concerned that the "urban redevelopment"

identified next to Rochester field is meant for another
condo. Do you intend to sell land here to pay for
development of the linear park elsewhere? Please do
not put in more condos like Lebreton Flats. It will ruin
the space.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway

•No restroom near the food truck location
•Art loop.
•I'm concerned about the visual impact of a boardwalk

on the enjoyment of swimmers and canoe users. Will
swimmers still be able to see to the other side of the
river while swimming? Will canoe users be able to
cross under the boardwalk to access the rest of the
river?

•Any idea of any at-grade paths across the roads is a
bad idea; the traffic moves too fast for pedestrian
traffic and with the LRT I would expect that there will
be no lights between Island Park and Carling.

• The current path on the north side at the Westboro
Beach/Tunnel is very dangerous as it is narrow and
right beside the traffic. It is only a matter of time till
someone is badly injured.

•There doesn't seem to be any improvements to the
cycling paths. The highway is still 4-lanes wide and
doesn't need to be. Cycling and walking need
separation. Cycling paths should be wide enough to
cycle side by side. As drivers can sit side-by-side to
enjoy the scenery.

•Where are the interesting places to go outside of
daytime hours if you're trying to entertain your
children or go for a peaceful walk?

•It would be nice if "animating" this area was more

animation areas close to neighborhood; sports
facilities/fields south side of parkway

•Pedestrian access is key; integrate with CDPSs for
commercial access; consider night time use for
animation areas/commercial more like European
square than canal Ritz

•Think about resurrecting the old beaches along the
waterfront

•Consider having bicycle path switched to/or duplicated
south of the parkway

•Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway and create a
segregated bike path, and more green space.

•I really love the concept of animating the shoreline
itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock at
the lookout to enable people to launch small boats like
canoes or kayaks.

•Given its close proximity to the future LRT I hope the
urban redevelopment plan is higher density and
transit oriented.

•See above comment re: public art.
•Eliminate half the driving lanes - there will be new

transit along this corridor, and the high-speed highway
that SJAM Parkway is now will no longer be needed.
Turn the westbound lanes into a (narrower) roadway
to remove higher-speed cyclists from the MUPs. Plow
a walking and cycling pathway along the entire park all
winter.

•More neighbourhood access
•Reduce speed for cars to make it a 'parkway' not a

highway
•I would like to see very clear integration of Cleary

Station,with excellent pedestrian and cycling access. I
would like those waiting at Cleary Station and those
on trains entering and exiting to have excellent views

•The boardwalk, and moving the SJAM away
from the water's edge.

•I love the concept of a lookout across from
Rochester field. The redevelopment of
Rochester field into more of a community space
is a great idea. Entrance off richmond with a
garden style gate is a lovely idea.

•I really enjoy the addition of public art
throughout the plan as highlighted in this
section. That being said, I would prefer to see
the budget spent a few "grand" pieces (like
Cloud Gate in Chicago's Millennium Park) rather
than the disjointed mix of small works that
tends to be the case here.

•Sorry for the repetitiveness, but I will reiterate
how important I think it is to remove the cars
from the waterfront (highlighted here in the
"Potential Aquatic Habitat Enhancement"
section) .

•Green plaza-but this is the wrong location in
between transit stations

•Boardwalk--but foremost, it has to be sensitive
to natural aquatic and shoreline habitats

•Lookout pier
•Relocation of roadway away from path and

shoreline
•Relocation of the northern portion of the

parkway closer to the southern route would
considerably offer increased shoreline access
and expanded parkland. Keeping or adding a
treed buffer-zone between nearby residences
and the parkway will reduce noise for nearby
residents while contributing to the park-like
atmosphere of the southern parkway trail.
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along the lines of what was done along with Rideau
Canal with 8 Locks Flat — this is a vibrant and dynamic
neighbourhood and integrating neighbourhood-like
features out to the river would play a huge role in
making the SJAM a larger part of our everyday lives.

•Also, this is only focused on the summer/fall seasons.
Where is the winter plow paths for cross country
skiers, or a chalet with a fire where we can go and
have dinner after "skiing in", similar to gatineau park.

•None

•You are using a lot of terms that aren't described
anywhere, so how can I comment on them? What is a
"Public Art Loop" or a "Cultural Historic Node?" Are
these large features, plaques etc? More detail needed
please.

•Again, cars rule all. Need to increase pedestrian /
recreational / cyclist / non-vehicular access to all parts
of this path.

•Lack of facilities and activities near new LRT stations. It
would be a huge missed opportunity to build all this
shiny new infrastructure and not have it directly
connected to the shiny new infrastructure the city is
building. Facilities NEAR the LRT stations would
encourage visitors to leave their cars at home and take
the train in. The current plans look to revolve around
hubs with parking lots - antiquated thinking to say the
least.

•The proposed boardwalk from Pinecrest Creek east
past the parkette to Cleary Ave. is an artificial visual
intrusion spoiling the natural landscape. This should be
removed.

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

of Ottawa's natural landscape, not be stuck
underground.

•Segregated bike lanes. Reduce the lanes of the
highway. Surface rail. More frequent crossings (or
bury the rail and sow grass where the highway
currently runs.

•It 's hard to understand what all these features are -

vague photos and labels
•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green

commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only
path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure
users and commuters

•Again, accessibility crossing from one side of the river
to the other will be important between Westboro and
Cleary.

•I would really like to see a personal watercraft access
point across from Rochester field. Something like a
floating dock.

•Need to extend winter activity area to this area,
maintain xcountry ski trails along this segment.

• Need water fountain,washroom (perhaps at deary
station)

•Shoreline access would be worthwhile, for people to
see appreciate local ecology.

• Simple excercise equipment (ie. pull up bars)
scattered along waterfront would enhance active
lifestyles.

• KM markers would help to explore waterfront.
•Remove/reduce traffic on parkway. This area would be

best seen as a true park that Canadians could be proud

•Improved access to the waterfront
•Integration with MapleLawn gardens
•Boardwalk and aquatic environment

enhancement
•Bathrooms, boardwalk.
•Straightening the highway is make it faster and

bigger safety risk.
•Boardwalk is a nice idea though I am a little

concerned how you will improve the aquatic
habitat? Do not put in anything that slows the
water and creates a pools of water that may
lead to a breading ground for mosquitos. The
pictures you have included look like
swamp...perfect for mosquitos.

•New access to waterfront by deary station.
•Boardwalk.
•Aquatic enhancement
•Love the lookouts
•Food truck
•Accessible from the far side of the freeway
•Boardwalk
•Love the boardwalk idea with improved aquatic

habitat enhancement.
•Love the gateway and plaza for Rochester field.
•The idea of separating boat launching from

swimming activities at the beach itself.
Observation locations including towers.

•The current unused maintenance building on
Atlantis near Westboro Beach must be part of
any linear park development. It is right beside
the City parking lot and just up from Westboro
Beach. It should be used year round. The Beach
area is used year round with swimmers, sun
bathers and the restaurant in the summer and

of.
•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes

a two way road for automobiles and make the 2
westbound lanes a two way road for cyclists.
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sliders, snow shoers, cross country skiers in the
winter even though the city parking lot is not
plowed.

• In Gatineau there is a building along the NCC
path which is a great example. I believe it is a
bike rental location run by young people paying
off city fines that they cannot afford.

•Moving highway away from the water

•I like lookouts and all other features.
•Improved aquatic environment.
•Crossing at Cleary
•Moving Roadway South
•I like the potential realignment of the road

away from the river. I would go even further
and eliminate half of the road - we don't need a
4-lane divided highway going through a new
park. What kind of park features a giant
highway going through it?

•Realigned Parkway
•Boardwalk in river
•love the boardwark. Love to be able to cross at

Rochester field
•Board-walkover/through marshy area(s);
•Relocation of the parkway to widen deepen the

linear park area;
•Water access spots for canoes and kayaks
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•Expanded waterfront park space. Those three
extra cross-overs to improve access.

•The boardwalk in the river.
•Nothing, the proposed changes, such as they are, are

terrible.

•Widen boardwalk to add in merchant stalls
•Would like to see separate bike/walking paths.
•Possible participaction type fitness loop instead.
•The linear park it should be available year round;

currently the only parking lot that is open is at Island
Park with the ones at Remic,Westboro Beach
(Kitchissippi) and Woodroffe being closed. The City
parking near Westboro Beach is also not plowed.

• Many people cross country ski in this area and the
bike paths which would be natural locations for this
activity are not available due to snow build up from
the Parkway plowing since the paths are right beside
the Parkway especially on the south side west of
Island Park and on the north side from Westboro
Beach west past Woodroffe in many places

•FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE
LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems
with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.

•Add options for people to grab food or drinks and
locations for us to sit and meet friends.

• Alternatively, consider moving beyond current
licensing restrictions and allowing alcohol in
containers, so, like Montreal, we can bring a bottle of
wine and have dinner on the river side.

•None

•Narrow Roadway to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to under 50 km/hr up to Cleary

Crossing

•Create Canal Ritz type restaurant with Restrooms over
Cleary Station

•Create Beaches instead of Boardwalk ( Beaches were
in this area prior to Parkway Implementation in 1967

•More focus on facilities near and connections to LRT
stations
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•Add streetlighting to Parkway
•Lighting will be needed on the paths around clearly

station. Please respect the bike lanes during
construction and after for those of us who cycle to
work.

•Parking area so people can leave cars when going
canoeing/kayaking

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

•Cafe
•Slow down the traffic. Even with the wider buffers, the

noise will detract from the park-like feel. No one is
going to picnic there.

• Trail enhancement
•Maintaining the significant birding area

•Relocating of bike paths
•Dual use paths, bike and pedestrian
•Heritage walk and the experience it offers
•Bridge illumination
•Environmental protection
•Protected areas on shoreline and improved

access
•Walking trails- increase number of trails on

both sides of Champlain Bridge
•Plantings needed- more trees to define areas
•Walking trails in forested space IF PASSIVE

(unpaved)
•Connections to the community
•Love the winter activity area. Make it longer:

west to Westboro, east to Bayview

•Historic walks - animation possibilities at Remic
•Illuminate the bridge

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy
conservation

•Narrow east-west pathway under Champlain Bridge
•No pathway changes
•No active things for children
•Illumination of bridge- too artificial
•Too many separate paths = too much loss of green

space and wayfinding issues
•Commuting bike lanes near parkway?
•Canoeing at Champlain bridge will not work: move it to

just west of Westboro beach
•Parking lot at bridge
•Nothing of interest now on Bates Island
•Parking lots: could it be moved to the south side of the

parkway; Remic parking, lot should be moved south
•Too few community access linkages; music on Bate

island; too much traffic on Champlain bridge
•Bate island has insufficient parking/public transit

access for considerable festivals - encourages
additional traffic; traffic

•Natural playground area- log play structures, plants
and opportunity for play in nature

•No permanent businesses, food trucks,mobile kiosks,
etc. are ideal

•Put park in parkway
•Need to deal with traffic going down Island Park Drive

across Champlain Bridge
•Kayaking possibilities- more water craft used of any

kind (not motorized)
•Formalized wildlife crossing infrastructure across

parkway
•Do not over program beach areas- there are too few

i.e. with restaurants, etc.
•Balance developed/programmed and naturalized

beaches
•Restaurants

•Small food stands
•Look to private sector consultants like Stodd from your

last presentation through the form of urban
design/landscape design competitions
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•Idea for historic walk and paths west of Island
Park/ north of parkway in treed area

•Enhanced facilities at Remic, ex: boat launch,
food, water, beach

•Move parkway south
•Maintain/enhance habitat areas; expanded

cultural area at existing lookout - needs to be
organic, no so commercial; new water activity
access points

•Maintain ecosystem; trails and boardwalks;
shift parkway

•Potential shady areas. Accessibility to the mix
of meadows and forested areas and waterfront
by bicycles or for pedestrians

•Not enough access by public transit. Lack of perceived
rest areas.

•Add floating buoys to bridge so that
canoeists/kayakers do not go over the rapids (maybe
not all the bridge,more the south side)

•White water possibilities
•More canoe, kayak centres

•Eating area
•Public washrooms
•Band stand
•More pathways on urban side
•Keep it green

•Winter washrooms and/or warm-up shelters available
in ski areas

•Sports facilities on south side
•Separate pathways for walking and cycling. Make this

sector a year-round multi-use area.
•Transit on the bridge!
•Reconstructed wetland
•Potential for joint transit infrastructure with

Gatineau
•Illuminating the bridge
•Parkdale intersection modification
•The idea of restaurant

•Make better roadway connection
•Fowson connections for community/biking to

pathway
•Illuminate bridge
•Rail Trail development as link to Gatineau and

provision of unique views east and west

•Parkdale/Parkway interchange relocation to
reclaim natural area

•Rail bridge turned into a pathway
•Cross river on train bridge
•Shift parkway south; more pedestrian

•Illumination- not good for night birds or energy
conservation

•The proposal to have fixed businesses in the current
green space behind Tunney's

•New access from Tunney's - terrible
•No lights on parkway or highlights of what will be done

on it in winter
•Loss of green space to surface parking
•Not enough emphasis on winter use and

maintenance/grooming for cross-country skiing and
snow shoeing

•How will you dissuade birds from perching on picnic
tables (i.e. Lac Phillip)

•Too few neighborhood linkages; too few trees

•Strip may be too narrow for substantial commercial or
animation areas

•No new roads/paths to provide disabled access to
park/rivers

•Non-permanent (i.e. food trucks),mobile businesses
are great alternatives to offer revenue generating
opportunities that offer the variety visitors want
without the permanent damage

•Separation of pedestrian and cyclists for autos east of
Parkdale

•Widen pathway to 6m minimum
•Bring development, work with city
•Consider landscaping and green programming as done

in High Line Park, NYC i.e. cantilevered park space on
either side of central pathway/future transit
connection

•Wayfinding to adjacent neighbourhoods
•Illumination of pathways and connections

•Separated high speed cycling paths; especially with
proposed intensified uses

•Coffee and ice cream kiosks/shops
•Connections and the communities
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crossings; get rid of parkdale interchange; river
crossing (walk/cycle) of Prince of Wales bridge

•Green plaza connection the neighborhood (bad
location in between transit stations); enhanced
aquatic habitat

•Landscape plan; Rochester Field Plaza;
boardwalk; separation between commuter vs.
recreational speeds

•Removal of Parkdale interchange resulting in
unpaved/natural waterfront space

•Good views of islands. Potential access to water
filtration site. Good visitor services.

•The added gateways for pedestrians and
cyclists, who are, let's face it, the primary users
of this space.

•I love the year-round events and the
restaurant. I like the historical
commemorations that are scattered here and
throughout the plan.

•Water sport access at Lemieux island
•Expanded embassy space along Burnside
•Cultural hub area at Bayview station--this is key

location for confluence of transit and high
density urban development

•Like to see the music venues positioned closer
to Lebreton Flats. It makes the most sense as a
sports / music entertainment hub.

•Use of Prince of Wales bridge for walkers and
cyclists to cross the river

•Improved access to the waterfront
•Improved access at Parkdale
•Wetland restoration
•Bathrooms.
•The "revised connection" (connection isn't the

•Right now the plan lacks residential (as it always has)
and the only way to get people to these areas is by
planning for more parking which is NOT how the river
should be programmed

•Keep it green
•Move parking to edge of parkway (away from river);

signage directing people to nearby commercial areas;
"un-double" the parkway; natural waterslide/wading
areas

•Make focal activity area at Westboro beach near
transit; increase winter activity usage - partner with
community associations]

•Consider removing 2 lanes of traffic and going in one
direction during work hours

•Consider illumination at night
•Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway, and replace

with additional segregated bike lanes (to increase the
safety on the Multi Use Path for pedestrians and
slower cyclists), and green space.

•There is such an incredible opportunity for this park to
flow seamlessly into a redeveloped LeBreton Flats. I
know that LeBreton isn't related to this consultation,
but I cannot stress enough how strongly I believe you
should allow the creation of a new Ottawa Senators
arena at LeBreton. This park, Windmill's Zibi project,
and a new downtown arena district would be an
amazing mixed-used neighbourhood. I have no doubt
it would quickly become one of the defining areas of
our city. There is a huge opportunity here, please take

•The 4 lane SJAM highway running beside or through
the park. It 's loud, cars go VERY fast (far beyond the
posted limit, which is already beyond what one should
be driving if scenery, and not commuting quickly, is
the priority and focus), and its environmental impact is
terrible.

•While I like the idea of a pedestrian crossing using the
old bridge over Lemieux island in principle, I am very
concerned that using this bridge would prohibit the
extension of the Trillium Line into Gatineau in the long
term (even if there doesn't appear to be any chance of
that happening any time soon, sadly).

•Year-round events/commercial space at Parkdale
interchange--this is an important WILD landscape
facing the rapids and islands, so keep it that way and
enhance the natural wildness (also, it's between
transit stations,not good for an events area)

• Lighting on old rail bridge—this is a rare dark area in
the city, keep it that way

•The highway is still here. Get rid of it. If you're keeping
it, you need to provide more safe crossings at grade.

•Sir John A Macdonald Freeway
•Do NOT recommend canoeing or kayaking in this area

due to dangerous rapids and undertows.
•The idea of flat water kayaks or canoes in the river

between Parkdale and Lemieux Island is a bad idea;
these waters are very dangerous.

•Again, vagueness doesn't help - what does "Music" or
"Other Capital Function" mean in these cases?

•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic
(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

it.
•Work with City to improve Lemieux Island
•Work with Windmill Zibi to coordinate views and

recreational features
•Coordinate with Tunney's, Bayview,Scott Street, and
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proper word, it's an intersection) has promise. I
hope you use a good old fashion T intersection
and get rid of the clover ramps in order to open
up more space.

•Wetland
•Boatlaunches
•Better access to the islands and to the historic

water filtration plant.
•Installation of washrooms and lookouts.
•This refers to the Parkway from Island Park

West. Many people cross country ski in this
area and the bike paths which would be natural
locations for this activity but are not available
due to snow build up from the Parkway plowing
since the paths are right beside the Parkway
especially on the south side west of Island Park
and on the north side from Westboro Beach
west past Woodroffe in many places

•Getting rid of the enormous parkdale car-ramp.
•Looks awesome.
•LOVE the idea that the prince of wales bridge

could actually be in use (instead of being the
bridge we all just use anyway). Amazing and a
huge improvement to the area.

•Conversion of old railroad bridge to path
•Move roadway South
•Increased crossings
•Amenities (hopefully washrooms and water

fountain) on Lemieux Island is great

•Reconstructed Wetland can only be good.
•Look outs;
•Water access for canoeing/kayacking;
•Access to the islands;
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast

Lebreton developments for cohesive plan
•Integrate transit and recreational paths at Bayview
•Integrate cycling and pedestrian traffic between

parkway and urban Lebreton development
•Develop/integrate water inlet feature at Lebreton

gateway

•Perhaps officially designating part of Lemieux Island as
a dog park.

•The parkway road itself is too fast, too wide, and too
close to the river, make the road itself narrower (or
devote existing lanes to separated cycling tracks) and
use design to make the traffic slower.

•Add at-grade crossings for pedestrians and cyclists.
Pedestrians and cyclists shouldn't have to go
underground. Why is the parkway designed like a
highway? Isn't it supposed to be for leisurely tourist
drives?

•Segregated bike lanes. Reduce lanes on or,better,
remove the highway. Make the "revised connection" a
standard T intersection with beg buttons for
pedestrians and yellow dots for cyclists. Put cars at the
bottom of your priority list and focus on people. Get
rid of the clover ramps.

•Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green
commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only
path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure
users and commuters

•Remove SJAM Freeway or make the 2 eastbound lanes
a two way road for automobiles and make the 2
westbound lanes a two way road for cyclists.

•Add a food source
•Add a boardwalk
•Removal of the cloverleaf at Parkdale to make better

use of the greenspace.
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traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower
bikers, folks with disabilities)

•I can't tell what the plans are specifically for the
crossing on the old Prince of Wales train bridge
but if it is a pedestrian-cycling crossing to
Gatineau, that would be fantastic.

•Water filtration plant could be used for private events,
possible restaurant location?!

•Installation for foodtrucks near Parkdale.
•Lemieux Island is a great potential asset with its

interesting building and shoreline on the River; there
are also great views from the bridge.

•Bate Island is an under utilized asset. I remember
years ago when there was both a restaurant and a
canteen there.

•FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE
LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems
with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.

•Need some areas for young children. Play area,
something very creative

•Please add lights. PLEASE. Women do not cycle here
after dark alone because it is terrifying.

•Narrow Roadway to 50 ft
•Reduce speed limit to below 50 km/hr
•Investigate roundabout at Parkdale - parkway

Intersection
•The train bridge should be turned into a great path,

hopefully this is part of the plan. Unsure due to the
symbol you used here.

•Remove bridges and replace Parkdale interchange
with roundabout

•Add streetlighting to parkway
•More activity along shore (cafes with waterfront

patios)
•Parking for canoeist/kayackers
•Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic

(bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks
with disabilities)

Animation locations / Lieux d'animation
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1. Does the proposed concept include the right mix of animation (i.e. did we get it right)? / Le projet de concept prevoit-il la bonne combinaison d'animation (c.-a-d. avons-nous bien fait?)

• Did you include the concept of a canoe/museum? Interpretive trail that is, signs to depict the history and course of canoe travel along the river

• Good balance otherwise- more nature than entertainment is good

• Yes. I believe the boardwalk connects this park in a great way

• Shifting the parkway will create the calmer shoreline it should be

• Highlighting the beautiful scenery should be the focus of every action. It is animating on its own

• Yes.
• Yes.
• Yes.
• It's okay

• Yes but ensure enough crossovers to get to water

• Need more development near the water. All the most successful waterfront cities don't bring the people to the park, because they already live there

• "Passive" animation (lookouts, etc.) seems better than "artificial" (lights on bridge)

• Some concerns about over programming at the expense of naturalized areas for species diversity and wildlife protection

• Consider implementation of formal wildlife crossing infrastructure (i.e. boc culverts)

• Provide for natural beaches; not just amenity-based beaches i.e. Westboro

• Restoration of shoreline and riparian zone is top priority

• Not entirely- the only way to bring activity to the river is by bringing mixed use development closer to the water/or by proposing parking which is not a viable solution. I think the
designs are the outcome of student work and that the NCC should open discussions through a design competition to consult private sector visionaries.

• Given that there are little opportunities for activity along the river now, except cycling/walking, the proposed concepts are great -more canoeing/kayaking/rowing access!

• Floating or stationary docks

• Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community

• The view areas are correctly XXXX.Setting the new tone away from 1950's car centered commuter route to a destination will require more than speed reduction. It must include
controlling the sunset/sunrise commuter flow to one south 2 lane road and controlling the direction in the day (see sheet 7)

• Lemieux Island filtration plant originally was the site of fancy balls and galas. Start holding fundraising galas in there again.
• For most of the length concentrate on passive active transport facilities so that people can enjoy the parkway by bike, by skateboard, by rollerblades, by skis, by food. Good washrooms,

water, garbage pickup and concentrate new activities at Remic and Westboro Beach.
• Yes, however is requesting more parking spots and park benches so people can stop and stroll about.
• Too much "active" animation (restaurant, pavilions, etc.), prefer more self-directed animation - picnic, play areas, gardens, walking trails, wading area, cycling, etc.
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• Activities/animation seem appropriate but overall vision/reasoning seems lacking; need to consider appropriate parking (not necessarily more) to ensure accessibility to punctual
stops/destinations/activities and major park destinations.

• Mostly hood: too many proposed animation areas when the focus should be kept on hubs/gateways, with natural green spaces between; have gateway themes, such as "aquatic
habitat" at Deschenes boardwalk, First Nations,Music Pavillion, etc.

• Gathering centres need to be closer to transit; consider day and night use; consider 4 season use

• Yes -but: there are only so many people in Ottawa and only so many more travelling through. It's a bit of a zero-sum game, with each "destination" competing with all the others

• 80% of it was right: need more emphasis on the archeological and human history interpretation of the river and former cultural heritage sites (including Aboriginal culture).

• Yes, and it's nice that those spaces are in the areas further from the SJAM highway, so the noise and fumes of the commuter traffic is less intrusive to one's enjoyment of the park
space.

• (This reply is copied from my suggestions during the last stage of the survey)

I personally feel as though more could be down to improve the "active animation zones" of the plan. I like the idea of multiple plazas,but what will be done to encourage their use?
Current amphitheatres in public parks rarely seem to have sufficient periphery attractions to encourage anyone to play there. I think the inclusion of the restaurant is a great start but I
would encourage even more extensive commercial endeavours to ensure these plazas don't become more overbuilt unused space.

• Generally too many animation areas and features-pick a few only (one per neighbourhood) and locate them near transit hubs so they can be accessed by the community and
regionally. The use of this parkway should be by all residents of the region and tourists, not just the local neighbourhoods immediately adjacent to the parkway.

Not enough thought has been put into winter usage. How can we bring people to the river in the cold winter and provide them with activities and shelter for an enjoyable stay?

• I don't believe animation is what will draw people to the park. If amenities are limited to washrooms / water access points / improved trails for running / cycling / more formal picnic
and BBQ. areas - the natural environment will draw people to it on its own. Keep the Lebreton Flats area as the 'entertainment hub' of the park, and let nature be the main draw for the
western portion.

• I like a bit less animation but I think my taste is too minimalistic so, yes, I think it is a good mix.

• Animation isn't the right word in English. No you don't need any of them. Give us some sports fields, get rid of the barriers to access (your highway), and leave the space relatively free
form.

• I have no idea what this question means
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• It does but to animate the shoreline you need to include more personal watercraft access points. Put in fixed or floating docks to allow personal watercraft (canoes, kayaks, rowing
shells) to use the water.

• Not enough animation of people, still to much CAR traffic. This should be reduced to allow for quiet enjoyment. I don't understand how it would be possible to enjoy live music
(acoustic music) with traffic nearby.
More opportunities for active lifestyles, fitness equipment, extend XCountry skiing. For visitors, it would be fantastic to see how Canadians interface with their environment all year, in
a transit accessible environment.
More eating options would be a positive - perhaps allowing food trucks better access on weeknights, weekends. Wider mixed use pathways.

• Looks pretty ok

• There is a very good balance of the right mix of animation provided that there are funds available to implement a goodly amount!

• Since the plan is to bring more people into these areas then the paths will become even more crowded and more dangerous. My idea of wider paths then is the most important thing
that the NCC can do. The River is so beautiful on its own that with more access points at Dominion and Cleary you guys need to widen these paths. The boardwalk sounds cool but will
be too expensive. It is hard to say if you got it right since it was hard to determine what was being suggested in the very noisy room. Two of your presenters were so soft spoken that
they were very difficult to hear and they mostly answered questions.

• More picnic tables. Tables with shelters. Shelters for winter use. Bathrooms. Bike repair stations would be nice like the P'tit Train du Nord bike route has in Quebec.

• "Animation" is more than just "stuff to look at". What can we do? Where can we hang out? Will there be anything like 8 locks flat that will allow us to gather in a nice way? Meet for a
drink along the river and appreciate the beauty that Ottawa has to offer? Have a picnic? Pick up food from a local food truck?

What is the plan for summer vs. winter? This plan is not very clear.

• Yes, I think so.

• My main concern is that the Britannia Conservation Area could be adversely impacted by too much development. This is a significant part of the Lac Deschenes Important Bird Area
used by migrating songbirds.

• Outside the BCA, I have always been disappointed by the lack of restaurants and washrooms along the Sir JAM Parkway so I am happy to see some development in this way. I would
still like to see more restaurants along the river - perhaps opposite Tunney's Pasture where employee lunches could help their finances.
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• I would like to see more beaches and food outlets so that pedestrians and cyclists have more destinations and rest stops

Need more detail, but it seems like there is a lot going on here. I'm not sure if there may be too much happening, ie maybe this is too ambitious? Good parks are simple places that
work well. Green space, trails, washrooms, water access, some interpretation if necessary...

More is needed. Too much of Ottawa's waterfront is traditional parkland, with not enough entertainment. We need a few places with "life" by the water - be it via shops, restaurants,
amusement rides, or anything else that makes an afternoon by the shore FUN.

• Animation locations should be used sparingly - most people want to enjoy the natural setting along the river.

• separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• Too

• I have looked all over your web site and I don't know where these animation concepts are defined.
• I would limit the amount of active locations,maybe place these at your "Capital Hubs"
• Small interpretation centre with public restrooms

• Formulate the type of facilities like Vincent Massey park, Britannia Park or Lac Philippe Beach
• Re-build the beach at the end of Woodroffe (bring back the beaches), incertitude pour le mot "animation" note

• Benches
• I think there is a lot of animation in each area but maybe more thought can be put on the themes for each area
• Good mix - 1 think you need to consider the aging population: more seating/comfortable groups, more short circular paths for walkers and wheelchairs. Think about slow public transit

with lots of stops

• NO- needs a focus to develop priority areas and leave the rest "on the shelf"

2. What activities are appropriate in these locations? / Quelles activites conviennent a ces lieux?

• There may be issues with noise pollution for entertainment venues on the river- which tends to magnify sound

• Physical activities, public art, active engagement with nature

• Everything except engine/motor assisted or powered
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Any and every
Fishing, biking, walking, etc.
Need all year round programming- snow shoe parks/ skating rinks in to winter, active/ sporting areas in the summer. Need more pedestrian connections and more people living close to

the water

Personal watercraft access please!
Add cross country ski during winter on maintained trails
More canoeing, kayaking centres

More eateries
More interpretation centres

Rochester Field should be a focal point with a multi-purpose building (meeting rooms, restaurant, outdoor patios) for concerts. Major meeting spot for the community
The connection for services at Tunney's is an opportunity as well as Maple Lawn and Dominion Station and the Cleary Station. Mud Lake needs the western/south corner existing
commercial buildings (2 second hand shops and1sports shop) to be re-envisioned as services for the visitors. Coffee shops/ cafes are appropriate here. The owner of the 3 buildings is

so opportunity to negotiate is now.
Native interpretation; ways to engage people to be in nature NOT introducing urbanism to the park
Wilding/naturalizing the park
Low ropes courses/activities
Natural areas where children can play with logs, stones

Brick works in Toronto has lots of examples
Non-motorized activities
Picnic, wading into shallow water, snack trucks with food and water in picnic area.
As few as possible, make a beautiful memorial park out of it.
Quiet recreation, appreciating nature, physical activity
Low impact recreational activities; 2-3 restaurants at strategic locations; viewing areas; "specialty gardens" and enhanced naturalized areas; pedestrian-only opportunities such as
boardwalks
Increase opportunities for extended stays, i.e. open spaces, facilities; structured commercial developments are not appropriate
Square for people to gather, eat, drink coffee, hang out; market type shops
Don't be afraid of adding pass-through activities; large scale active transportation and vehicles (in fact, tour vehicles could open up the capital, not only on this Parkway, of course)
Don't increase the number of cars on the Parkway. It's a parkway; a bike path right from Barrhaven to the end of Woodroffe at the water is an idea
Mix of natural and human heritage, transportation (recreational & commuter) and recreation; think of more year-round activities
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• I really love the concept of animating the shoreline itself. A good way to do that would be to add a dock at the lookout to enable people to launch small boats like canoes or kayaks.

(This reply is copied from my suggestions during the last stage of the survey)

Please, allow patio-style beer gardens throughout the active areas. Maybe also encourage theme-park style commercial endeavours for children, similar to those seen on Toronto's
Centre island. These developments could actually reference Ottawa's lumber history, as the timber slides that use to exist in the area were once a huge attraction a century ago. This
could be a fun way to draw attention to that often overlooked historical element of the city's history.

A great strength of this plan is its division of the parkway into different zones for different use. Please actually allow the active zones to be hubs for entertainment rather than just (yet
another) empty plaza used exclusively by tumble weeds. There is no reason to be concerned about a little "commercialization" so long as it provides fun that would not otherwise exist
and large swaths of the parkway's natural beauty is remains in tact (which it will as can be seen in your plans for Mud Lake). Such attractions work great in NY's Central Park and
Montreal's Old Port, as well as countless other cities around the world and I believe this style of redevelopment should be adopted for the active segments of our new linear park.

• -Mainly recreational activities, interactions with the environment and the water
-Habitat restoration, enhancement and protection should be emphasized
-Cultural and historical features should be minimized--they should only address themes of how we interact with the river environment-emphasize first nations, traders and early
industrial importance of the river
-NO formal or permanent commercial establishments-make them organic, adaptable, conceptual so that the community takes ownership of them
-De-emphasize motor vehicle modes-consider reducing number of lanes

• Running, cycling, canoeing, kayaking, nature watching

small concerts to appeal to all ages
historical interpretation
nature interpretation
small theatrical events to appeal to all ages

• food service, water activities (kayaking, boating, rowing, swimming, splashing), information about heritage (particularly lumber and industrial heritage), bathrooms, drinking water
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fountains.

Biking. Walking. Running. Walking dogs. Playing sports recreationally. Watching birds and other wildlife. Letting plants do their thing.

To animate the shoreline you need to include more personal watercraft access points. Put in fixed or floating docks to allow personal watercraft (canoes, kayaks, rowing shells) to use
the water.

• Live music, skiing, cycling, communing with nature, canoeing, kayaking, fitness. Reduce traffic noise. Triathlons, street hockey on parkway.

• Childrens activities, wildlife research, kayaking/canoing, picnics and perhaps competitions such as a lumberjack competition (in honour of the lumber industry in Ottawa) or food
related competition.

• Nature activities that include kayaking/canoeing, birding, walking/running/cycling, the ability to enjoy the waterfront by lounging and eating.

• As I said previously the current unused maintenance building on Atlantis near Westboro Beach must be part of any linear park development. It should be used year round for bikers,
kayak and canoe rentals, for sliders and cross country skies and snow shoers etc. As I said the Beach area is used year round with swimmers, sun bathers and the restaurant in the
summer and sliders, snow shoers, cross country skiers in the winter even though the city parking lot is not plowed.

• More picnic tables. Tables with shelters. Shelters for winter use. Bathrooms. Bike repair stations would be nice like the P'tit Train du Nord bike route has in Quebec.

Better BBQs! In general, more shelters, less parking lots.

Cycling. Walking. Picnicing. Enjoying time with friends and family. Exploring the river front. Interacting with nature. Commuting (by car, bike, on foot, on rollerblades, or whatever else
suits). Stand-up paddling. Attending concerts and events. Having the ability to use this space after dusk (right now there are limited or no lights at all — which is super scary).

• Mud Lake is a conservation area and one of the most important bird habitats in our region. As an Important Bird Area (IBA) it is imperative that it remain a nature sanctuary respecting
the natural habitat.

• In general, the mix looks good.
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• I think the area around Lincoln fields has great potential as a recreational park with waterslides, small rides, gardens and Restaurants ( eg a smaller Trivoli Gardens in Copenhagen).
Central Ottawa has no facility of this type. All similar parks require a person to drive there. Not every one in Ottawa likes cycling, walking and Birdwatching.

• Cycling, walking, swimming, running, dog-walking, XC skiing, snowshoeing, birdwatching, surfing, kayaking, teaching

NOT commuting, highway-speed driving, barriers to pedestrian access etc..

• Everything should be on the table - especially close to the two new LRT stations, as well as on the land created by a redeveloped Parkdale interchange.

• separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• You need to include more for kids. For example, play structures (these could even be natural play structures)

• Green space for informal activities, especially with young children. Picnic + BBQ facilities and tables

• Some "natural history" interpretation as well as history/cultural matters (if maintained) would be useful/interesting.
• A mixed use of these locations is very viable strategically placing different activities according to topography, sound, water, public transit, etc, constraints which should be taken into

consideration

• Think about winter activities (skating on the river cross country skiing, walking. Re-clear some paths. What about dog owners? Fenced areas, -water access

Shoreline Improvement Areas / Zones d'amelioration des berges

1. Where could we improve shoreline conditions? / Ou pourrions-nous ameliorer I'etat des berges?
• Don't add more beaches- dumping sand on the shoreline doesn't make a beach
• Take care about changing the waterfront in unsustainable way

• The entire length of the park

• Employ expert naturalists

• All over

• Champlain-Remic trail floods in spring- needs rerouting

• Trails needs to be used year-round - need to be cleared of snow, etc.
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Involve the Conservation Authority
Improve fishing access at strategic points using pontoons or small rock piers
Everywhere- see previous comments. We are the capital city of Canada, we should be leading by example and proposing to do cutting edge/vision art work (see sheet 4)
Westboro
Remic
Don't create more beaches along sector

Wooded areas on either side of Westboro Beach
Botanical gardens would be interesting
The boardwalk is a great concept to bring people into the shoreline in a low impact way.
Moving the roadway south as indicated is a very good strategy to improve the shoreline habitat and experience.
It's an important bird area so be very careful about any lights disrupting the birds migration, mating, nesting, etc. E.G. Lighting bridges could cause big problems! Do appropriate
studies!
Just east of Mud Lake and west of Westboro
Extend nature area shoreline east from Mud Lake
Retain notion of a parkway corridor first, within a green corridor (linear park) that lives up to its purpose: that is to bring users to a major park destinations - to the west Mud Lake and
to the east the active and entertaining Lebreton Flats; retain green character of overall corridor and not encumber it with municipal-like infrastructure
Champlain & Remic, west of Deschenes to Mud lake; improve all shoreline to recover natural habitat and functions
Maintain ecosystems as they are
Do as much restoration as possible and let the grass grow. Just go through it twice a year to pick up the garbage. Let the milkweed grow.
You need more access (visible and physical) to "waterfront"; concentration on cleaning the river to provide more days for swo„omg at Westboro beach
I cannot think of any areas besides those already noted in the plan.
Everywhere-but especially where pathways are closest to the shore. Reclaim the shoreline as natural wild habitat area except in rare isolated locations.
Certainly along the western portion of the corridor. The proposed boardwalk and improved aquatic area to the East of Mud Lake are excellent ideas.
Wherever you can
Along the entire highway you can improve conditions by getting rid of the highway. It is an unsafe barrier to access, it is loud, and it is dirty. It is the largest pollutant under your control,
get rid of it.
Flooding under new orchard bridge every spring
Near to Cleary station. Would be positive to have a swimming area, or place to put in a canoe. Once vehicle traffic removed/reduced, this could be a peaceful area to appreciate local
ecology.
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• Between Kitchissipi lookout and Island Parkway and the Island Parkway and the PoW Bridge.
• From Westboro Beach to Mud Lake, there is limited shoreline. Often times it feels as if a cyclist or pedestrian could easily fall off the path and into the water. There is often quite a

steep drop to the water and it is very rocky.
• Not sure. It all seems pretty goose poopy.
• The stretch between Tunney's Pasture and Island Park.
• Also along the river behind parliament.
• One of the big knocks against Ottawa is that all of the shorelines are controlled by the NCC with rigid rules. Thus, there are very few riverside restaurants/pubs to bring people to the

shorelines and the whole Sir JAM Parkway is rather sterile. Outside the BCA, look for opportunities to allow private investment.
• All areas along the shoreline with close proximity to the roadway could be improved by reducing the roadway width,moving the roadway south, reducing speed limits to 40Km/hr and

using Berms to create water front noise barriers

• Would be nice if you allowed dogs onto the shorelines at certain locations for swimming etc. I'm sure there are locations where this could happen where human swimmers wouldn't be
affected and dogs / owners could safely interact with the water and shoreline. There are some great areas between Westboro Beach and the Champlain Bridge where no humans would
be adversely affected by dogs swimming in the river.

• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• Proposed concept is well balanced

• Provide more walking facilities away form bike paths next to shoreline

• Shoreline conditions should be improved at Mud Lake due to the sensitive nature of the ecological area, transit and biking paths

• Between Lemieux and Champlain

• Get rid/minimize the goose shit all over the place. Bates Island is an embarrassment and a health hazard for the people who are detrmined/desperate enough to use it for family
gatherings/picnics. This will NOT be an easy sell.

Cyclists and Pedestrians / Cyclistes et pietons

1. Where are the most conflicts, which would require the NCC to explore in more detail? / Ou y a-t-il le plus de conflits auxquels la CCN devrait s'attarder?

• Narrow paths at Champlain Bridge, Westboro Beach

• Adding connections to city streets for access to parking

• Separate the two

• Keep trails open 12 months/year
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Woodroffe
Anywhere along the Parkway
Need to have separate paths- too much traffic even now to walk without danger
Multi-use pathways/cycling speeds
It is important to have separated cyclist/pedestrian paths for safety and enjoyment. Grade separation would be best
Plan cyclist routes based on weekday commutes, these people are using the park as a transit function as opposed to a park- here the need for separate bike lanes and pedestrian lanes!
Use proper re-forestation and restoration to minimize the goose problem
Connections to the river/having to pass a major arterial is difficult for most

Too much cycling traffic conflicting with pedestrian
Separate cycling and pedestrian paths and put segregated cycle lanes on parkway for cycle commuters- don't widen parkway
Intense commuter cyclist activity- straight and direct; pieasure/leisurely pedestrian- meander along shoreline
Cyclist- automobile conflict in path segments immediately adjacent to Northern roadway- dangerous
Between most westerly point and Woodroffe Avenue : improve south path maintenance for fast bike traffic and designate the north path as walking only.
Along the pathway between Mud Lake and Deschenes. I have experienced a lot of conflict with pedestrians. The area is a flat path and, going east, the wind is often at your back so it is
very easy to go fast on your bike there. You slow down to pass and then speed up again with no effort, and then slow down to pass, then speed up...
A good bikepath would be appreciated by the Ottawa population.
Woodroffe is somewhat problematic: pedestrians don't anticipate cyclists, so perhaps wider paths, doubled paths or "footprints" on the right would help; Move benches further back
from the paths
Most conflicts due to vehicular abuse of privilege (speed); caution should be exercised so as not to over-protect the cyclist/pedestrian and instead look at better controlling vehicular
use; enhance the parkway for its prime purpose: move people in a pleasant, non-stressful environment
Flooded pathway at Carleton access; wherever paths are too close to the road
Separating commuters versus recreational use everywhere
Everywhere; the paths need to be separated everywhere
All I can say is that people cycle too fast on the paths. Older/middle aged people can't hear the bells.
Keep them separate; provide mix of underground and above ground links between parkway and community - especially for food services; build enough washrooms and public shelters
High speed cycling puts pedestrians and slower cyclists in perilous situations. Use 2 lanes of the 4-lane SJAM highway for segregated bike traffic, allowing the MUPs to remain for
recreational and slower cycling speeds.
If the SJAM is truly not meant for commuter traffic, and is meant for slow scenic drives along the riverside, then 4 high speed lanes gives very much the wrong message. Reduce lanes by
half, reduce speed by 1/3, and the people in cars will actually go slow enough to: 1- enjoy the scenery safely; 2 - be less noisy for people trying to enjoy the park; 3 - not impede
pedestrian access to the riverside and park.
Any of the areas where the cars are closer to the shoreline. I like the realignment idea and the boardwalk as it give pedestrians more control over their space again.
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• Please have segregated lanes for pedestrians and cyclists throughout the redevelopment. The pathways would become much nicer if cyclists and pedestrians did not have to worry
about crossing paths.

• If the parkway itself was slightly expanded to fit safer bike lanes, it would significantly alleviate the dangers of having cyclists and pedestrians using the same small trails along the
water. Expanding those trails to accommodate both cyclists and walkers could risk destroying the beauty you're trying to preserve.

• Basically anywhere the cyclists can move quickly, the conflict exists. It is also wherever the path is not wide enough to allow us to co-exist
• I cycle to work daily from Woodroffe Ave area to downtown. So, in the evening and weekends, I would love to walk along the river - unfortunately, this is not enjoyable. I would like to

strongly suggest that there be a separate path for bikes and pedestrians - 1path dedicated to each. I say this from experience as it is not safe otherwise. My husband and I in fact no
longer take leisurely walks along the river path on weekends nor in the evening because the path is busy and cyclists come dangerously close to us - even when we are walking single
file....which is not enjoyable. I think it would be a real value added by creating a separate path as the redesign wili bring more people to the area.

• As a female, I would appreciate if the walk and bike areas be open and visible so that we feel safer. For example, myself and a number of other female cyclists get nervous cycling along
the path just west of the Champlain bridge, where there is a wooded area.

• Thank you for your consideration.
• Cyclist and pedestrian conflict is an infrastructure and design issue. In particular, travel modes of dramatically different speeds should ALWAYS be separated. This means separate paths

for pedestrians, for recreational cyclists, and for high-speed "commuter" or "sports" cyclists.
• I would like to see separate recreational walking and cycling paths along the waterfront, and I would like to see lanes taken from the actual parkway road itself for the high-speed

commuter cyclists.
• Along the entire highway. It is a dangerous barrier to access that needs to be resolved. I suggest getting rid of it. If you don't want to do that, then reduce it to two lanes, reduce the

speed limit (and design it for a reduced speed limit), put in at grade crossings (signalized or stopsigns where cars always have to stop). This is a huge conflict and you can solve it if you
really want to.

• Everywhere there are cyclists
• On the path near Island Park
• Underpasses would be the most prone to conflicts, so clear lines, mirrors needed. Wider mixed use pathways, plowed through winter would be valuable. Generally, cyclists and

pedestrians share paths exceedingly well with very few incidents.
• The entire length that has the Sir John A Macdonald Freeway prevents access for pedestrians and cyclists. The removal or repurposing of SJAM Freeway would provide much better

access and use.
• The northern path between Westboro and Mud Lake is narrow and close the edge of the River. As a pedestrian, I've had to leap out of the way, or walk on the grass to avoid being run

over by cyclists.
• Along the whole path; it is too narrow!
• FIX THE CYCLING LANES. SEPARATE MODES. REDUCE LANES OF HIGHWAY. These are the priority problems with this park. Everything else is icing on the cake.
• Everywhere.
• Over the bridge by Westboro beach is a key problem spot. But the entire cyclepath needs to be fixed.
• Wider paths in some areas
• Along the pathway near Island Park, Westboro Beach,Tunney's Pasture, War Museum, Behind Parliament, and in the interchange en-route to portage. A dedicated cycling path would

be ideal, or a shared arrangement. Right now bikes are simply "borrowing" pedestrian spaces. Make a third "pedestrian" or other cycling lane!
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Also a huge conflict when trying to access the path from the National Gallery -- super steep hill full of skateboarders and cyclists as well as pedestrians, and many lanes of
bikes/peds/tourists to get across in order to access the hill.
Signage would be key, as well as improved lighting.
My main concern is the potential impacts of additional use of the BCA on the wildlife (i.e. birds). In additon, some cyclists are currently riding through the BCA despite signage. All paths
through BCA and the proposed boardwalks need to be designed to discourage cyclists.
Woodroffe entrance to parkway which creates a dangerous Crossing for cyclists
There is no way to cross Island Park on the South cycle path
In heavy pedestrian areas ( Tunnies pasture, Remic Rapids, Woodroff North, future parkway crossings ) there needs to be separate pedestrian ( Walkers, dog walkers, roller blades,
Electric wheel chairs and cycle paths .
Cycle paths need to have clear pathway visibilty and speed reduction signs at blind corners ( eg wider open spaces next to the path ). I have had 3 collisions on NCC paths in the past 30
years, all were caused by poor visiblity and lack of adequate caution signs ( eg reduce speed for pedestrians, blind corner etc)
The whole MUP system needs a revamp. See Kelly Egan's Ottawa Citizen column, he nailed it.
There ideally would be a path for pedestrians, and another wider path for people traveling faster than a walking pace on wheels etc. If there is money for a giant 4-lane divided highway
surely you can provide some decent access for non-polluting, quiet, responsible recreational riders as well as commuters. Less people clogging up the roads in the park the better. Less
conflicts between pedestrians the better. The solution is simple.
The Parkway itself is the biggest conflict to the proposed park as it is a natural barrier and encourages drivers to pass by everything instead of actively engaging in it. While parking and
roads are of course necessary, this needs to be foot friendly. Replacing intersections and interchanges will help to slow down traffic, as would some of the proposed realignments.
Crosswalks should be installed at regular intervals that are wide and safe feeling (like the redesigned crosswalks between the canal and the Ottawa Convention Centre on CBD).
Currently the bike paths on the south side of the parkway in the Mckellar park sector are very bumpy. I hope they will be improved. Also, can there be snow removal to allow for winter
cycling?
The bike path is heavily used by cyclists - this should be plowed in winter to promote more cycling. Where possible, clearly define pedestrian paths should diverge from the bike path to
improve access and reduce conflicts.
Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)
With vehicles, at entrances to parking lots and where roads cross
Get kids (and some adults) on bikes off Mud Lake paths. Get geocachers out of Mud Lake - they are not using it as a destination; they are using the paths as a raceway to get to caches.
Very disruptive, no respect for environment.
Everywhere. You need to separate bike and pedestrian traffic. You need to move paths out of flood zones
Present cyclists/pedestrian access is well balanced and offers opportunities to observe
Comuter cyclists on recreation pathway, dogs, proximity of rec pathway next to parkway
Which category are roilerbladers? Maybe a speed limit (720 km/h!) will be needed.
I think the idea in Mud Lake with a water purification plant beside an ecological area seems very contrasting, which does not make it attractive. Find a way of finding the site at Mud
Lake by using publicity or finding ways if making it more attractive
Kitchissippi-Cleary to Dominion-south side
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Priority Projects / Projets prioritaires

1. Please indicate the top three proposed projects you would like to see implemented in the short term. / Veuillez indiquer les trois projets que vous voudriez voir realiser a court terme.

Bike path wider and segregate,winter use ideas
Enhanced natural areas

i.
ii.

Water/aquatic habitat restoration
Public art (whether fixed sculptures, seasonal exhibitions or public open-source projects

i.
n.

Boardwalk
Bathrooms
Slow down traffic

II.
in.

Buffer zone
Boardwalk
Pavillion

n.
in.

Railway ped/bike/transit bridgei.

Mud Lake presentation- flora and fauna
Separation bike/walking trails

i.
II.

Rail Trail- precedent with High Line, NYC- cantilever 'green roomsVpaths/presentation of future transit
Relocation of Parkdale interchange/parking away from river
Connections to Hinton burg/Westboro and wayfinding

n.
in.
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Mud Lake and Deschenes boardwalksi.

Improved fishing access
Restoration and reforestation to discourage geese
Improve canoe and kayak access

i i.
Ml.

Like to see more design development for the entire riverfront through design competition
Like to see improved connections
Like to see active uses that are supported by mixed use development

n .
in.

Personal watercraft access: docks for canoeists/rowers/kayakers
Rochester Field redone into community park
Lookouts/boardwalk in Kitchissippi

n .
in .

Water boardwalks
Canoe, kayak centre

More restaurants/ year round
n.

in.

Improve the landscaping, especially where ash trees removed
Access corridors could be constructed now

i.
II.

Boardwalk
Moving the roadway south (removing 2 lanes even better)

i.
II.
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Build boat lockers at boat access points and in every neighbourhood so people can store their kayaks, canoes, SUPs. It will reduce the vehicles needed to bring them to the river.i.

Move northern road closer to southern portion in all areas
Lookouts at Deschenes rapids

i.
ii.

Year-round paths, plowed, along river
Freeze-proof water fountains

i.
II .

Boardwalk
Water access
Snack bars

II.
in.

Cross river on train bridge
Reduce lanes west of Dominion. Take the opportunity of removing the busses from parkway to go down to 2 lanes and a wide bike path dedicated route.

i.
II.

Plant trees
Sees no need for activity areas or ballparks, etc.
Keep the area in its original pristine beauty

n.
in.

Sheltered picnic areas, public BBQs
Hints to get pedestrians to stay right/ doubled paths
MUP Right of way priority over parking lot access

II.
IN .

Providing a destination for the parkway to the west of Mud lake
Addressing the Parkdale "interchange"
Completing the Mud lake trail on City land

n.
in.
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Increase linkages to neighborhoods, create hubs at transit stations
Shoreline restoration, re-vegetation/landscape
Aquatic habitat/boardwalk area

ii.
m.

Boardwalk
Plaza at Parkdale
Trails (Boardwalks at Champlain/Remic)

n.
in .

Rochester Field gateway
Mud Lake gateway education centre
Removal of Parkdale interchange

n .

in.

Add more trees/ replace ones that have been taken down
Birds- don't reduce the shrubs as they are a habitat for birds; Shrubs may look messy but they are important, plant some berry-picking shrubs
The boardwalk is an excellent idea (including habitat restoration)

II .
in .

Enhance experiences (swimming) and services at Westboro beach
Mud Lake "experience"
Separate walking and cycling paths

II.
HI.

i) Westboro beach-upgrade facilities
Really like the idea of a boardwalk
Need more water fountains (for drinking) and more links to the community (your red arrows)

ii)
iii)

i ) I like the boardwalk
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Small interpretation centre
Public restrooms/hydration stations
Perhaps if the light mill is successful reduce the parway to one lane and introduce a limited parking in some areas of the parkway. And after the rush hours and on weekends

in)
iv)

i) Relocation of Westboro Beach parkway to increase green space
Traffic circle at Parkdale to increase green space and reduce speeds
Wayfinding

N)
iii)

i) Trees-replace the trees that have been taken down. Add more
Birds-Don't reduce the shrubs-they are habitats for birds ! Shrubs may look messy but they are important. Plant some berry-producing shrubs.
The boardwalk is an excellent idea (including habitat restoration)

ii)
iii)

0 Bayview bridge
More washrooms
Better winter access

ii)
iii)

i ) Bayview
Champlain
Kitchissippi/Westboro.
Last should be Mud Lake

ii)
iii)
iv)

i) Separate cyclists and pedestrians
More seating, garbage and drinking fountainsii)

Online Answers:
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Priority 1 Priority 2
Water
Access

Priority 3

Amenities 20% 20% Amenities
Winter
Sport
Water
Access
Food Truck

16.7%

Kayak
Winter
Sport
Restaruant

16% 12% 16.7%Canoe

Beach
Food Truck
Wayfinding
Music
Wintersport
Amenities
Picnic

16% 8% 16.7%
12.5%12% 8%

8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

Top 3 Proposed Projects: Sectors
Champlain-

Mud Lake-Deschenes Kitchissippi-Westboro Remic
Bayview-

Parkdale
Priority
1 37.5% 33.3% 8.3% 20.8%
Priority
2 20.8% 54.2% 0% 25%
Priority

30.4% 30.4% 26.1% 13%3

Please provide any additional thoughts or suggestions, and drop this form off in the box provided.
Information about the proposed concept, along with the questionnaire, will be available May 6 to May 25 on the NCC website.
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Veuillez dormer d'autres idees ou suggestions et deposer ce questionnaire dans la boite prevue a cette fin. information relative au projet de concept de meme que le questionnaire
seront affiches sur le site Web de la CCN du 6 au 25 mai.

• I like the thought that we will also include the other side of the water in the park plan- more canoe routes and natural connections
• Thanks for the opportunity to discuss this
• Shoreline cleanup needs to be reassessed. Persistent garbage (glass, condoms, plastic) is too much for neighbourhood volunteers to take care of
• I very much like this format. I also greatly appreciate the NCC actively seeking feedback from citizens such as myself. This is my first workshop at the lab. Thank you for having me!
• I think there is opportunity to build memorials/commemorations for notable Canadians immediately adjacent to the parkway to compliment the view while driving towards Parliament
• It may not be in the NCC's mandate to build housing, but it is in the mandate to make good use of the land. Sell if possible some land, and buy others. Focus on destination areas and less on others (see

sheet 3 for drawing)
• Segregated bike/pedestrian pathway
• Divided bike and pedestrian paths great idea
• Restoration and reforestation will do much to discourage the geese from fouling area
• Improve fishing access through construction of fishing pontoons and platforms, maybe small piers, bridges, etc.
• Please see comments throughout. Happy to discuss further (Participant's name and contact info provided) (see sheet 4)
• Overall a better solution than previous ones. Still not convinced that Carling Ave wouldn't be a better alignment. There would be more XXXX on Carling. Disappointed that the first 300 metres of the LRT

aren't underground. Can't understand why Cleary Stn can't be relocated 100 metres west, (see sheet 5)
• No traffic lights or stops for pedestrians crossing to the waterfront
• If Kitchissippi is to be an active area washroom and pop-up cafes are essential and would add a lot of amenities
• Remove or restore the Westboro maintenance yard
• Project looks interesting
• Botanical gardens
• Public art

• Music/plays/cultural events

• Well-lit pathways
• Bike/pedestrian infrastructure
• Setting the tone of the linear park between Brittania and Island Park to be river centred instead of the current car centered experience is your/our biggest challenge. A divided highway is unnecessary at

this point as the LRT should offer predominant access to the park. Removing the north lanes completely and lowering the south lanes only with sunrise/sunset directional traffic can be the solution to
commuter needs but set the tone with more neighbourhood to linear park access points and reduce the speed on weekdays. Let car commuters experience a meditative commute to appreciate the
river and allow the neighbourhoods to cross the road.

• Champlain-Remic area- the illustration of the XXXX (second illustration from right) would not respect nature- materials don't, scale of building doesn't, commercial focus/big, heavy metal commercial
structure in illustration not at all appropriate

• Don't make parking lots bigger anywhere along the park/clear snow off parkway cycle path- keep it open all year
• Bayview-Parkdale- no kayaks, canoes, SUPs here; road and cycle path too close together; cross country skiing groomed trails; make use of railway bridge for cycles and eventually public transit; the

structure in the illustrations on the maps are too heavy, industrial, big structures- they need to be a scale, texture that respects and fits into nature
• Focus on naturalizing and wilding the park not on a manicured park- think 50 years into the future, what will the forests look like
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• The increased use of SJAM for motorized commuters has led to noticeably dangerous driving along the roads. Are traffic calming measures being considered? The norm on a drive is often in excess of
80km/hr on a winding road. If the road is straightened without calming measures, average speed will undoubtedly increase to more dangerous levels.

• Hello, great plan! Major concern 1: the proposed community connection from the middle of Ambleside Dr. to the linear park takes advantage of a PRIVATE PATHWAY owned by two condominium
corporations. The pathway abuts approximately 20 townhomes and poses a major threat to privacy for those owners. Major concern 2: the demographic along Ambleside Dr is largely senior/retired.
There is much senior pedestrian traffic. Increased vehicular traffic will pose a danger to the placid setting. Major concern 3: there is limited parking all along Ambleside, and any increase in vehicular
traffic on Ambleside Dr would lead to parking attempts on the private properties of buildings on that street.. Participant left contact info on sheet 9.

• Between western gateway and Woodroffe, have only the southern roadway for 2 way traffic and remove the north paved road for recreational area. This portion of road is not busy enough to warrant 4
lanes. This concept can be used in certain portions of the parkway and is not necessary for all the parkway to be only a 2 way traffic thoroughfare.

• Groomed skate skiing path along bikeway in winter; soccer pitch at end of Churchill; additional water fountain (the one at Island Park is wonderful); I think long term when the LRT takes the busses off
the parkway west of Dominion is the prime time to reduce the number of lanes. As I was coming here tonight I passed about a kilometer of backed-up cars waiting to turn left onto Island Park bridge. So
effectively East of Dominion the parkway is already reduced to one lane and one parking lane. Reducing the lanes on parkway will also slow down the speeds. The high speed from Carling to the backup
at Island Park actually encourages the commuters to use the parkway even though it is a failing intersection.

• Narrow all lanes of the parkway to slow traffic; plan to eventually eliminate half of the parkway - like a permanent "Sunday Bikeday"- have it closed outside of rush hour; add gates to permit easier
closing of portions of parkways to motor vehicles; build paths well enough to plow the "fast" path in winter and leave the slow path for winter sports; natural "playground" with rope course, elevated
boardwalk, swing, slide, suitable for adults and kids; garbage management, avoid vehicles on MUPs, also avoid garbage cans next to benches; MUP should have right of way over parking lots; add
maintained gardens and "commemoration" sites; public BBQ pits; free public binocular posts at lookouts; consider parking demande at popular spots to manage parking demand; diving platform at
beach/boardwalk; consider an "intersection" where pedestrians and cycling paths cross; parkway trolley - weekend service to move people along the parkway; bike share - partner with VeloGo to
provide stations along the MUP

• The forma for this workshop made it very difficult to hear the presenters and focus on what they were saying. The room is too small and too open to have so many stations going on at once. Kitchissipi-
Westboro was the only one easily understandable. Traffic and public transit are the major issues; we need more pedestrian access.

• Need to somehow address the end-to-end processional value of a linear park. Otherwise, you have just a string of little, incoherent park space; leave the roadway named Macdonald and shift the Park
to something more meaningful to visitors - call it "Ottawa River Way Park" (look at world cloud for inspiration of naming); this facility doesn't really have acoustics (and public speaker) to handle these
many simultaneous break-out groups

• Please don't reduce the tree cover, we need all of them. Several people remarked they wanted to bring in more restaurants and commercial establishments - don't do this! Move the parkway away
from the river. Don't need more lighting under the Champlain bridge — just enough to be safe. Food trucks on Bate island and instead of infrastructure is a good idea. If the parkway could be linked for
cycling with other parts of the city, there would be a huge opportunity to host an international event.

• Don't depend solely on NCC budget to achieve these enhancements. Lots of opportunities for PPP with businesses and community associations and organizations

• Clear the paths of snow in the winter. There is still a lot of people who use this park in the winter and it becomes dangerous,when paths become impassable.

• Create a cross country ski path in winter.
• Remove 2 lanes of the SJAM highway, and reappropriate the space for segregated cycling, and additional green space.
• Other ideas would include:

• Patio beer gardens along the length of the pathway

• Commercial attractions (such as amusement parks, petting zoos for kids, etc.) located in the same vicinity of restaurants, plazas, and amphitheatres to allow for the creation of a central entertainment
zone within the linear park
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Segregated bike paths
Landscaping-create comprehensive and cohesive natural landscaping plan that emphasizes native species (ELIMINATE FESCUE) and year round vegetation
Environment-Return the shoreline to a natural wild habitat and protect the aquatic and shoreline habitats from human interference
Integration-coordinate planning with City of Ottawa and community organisations so that the linear park is an integral part of the community and region
Community and regional access-more linkages to adjacent local streets (every couple of blocks) and emphasis on transit hub access at key stations
Community ownership-enable local and regional community groups to lead development and activities so the space is adaptable and valued (NCC cannot dictate)
City-run or contracted canoe / kayak rental area near water access point.
Separate walk and bike paths.
Amenity is top priority assuming amenity means bathroom and drinking water fountain.
Access, all sectors, remove the highway or reduce its lanes and speeds.
Safetly, all sectors, remove the highway or reduce its lanes and speeds.
Segregated bike lanes, MUP are full at peak periods provide separate bike lanes for safety’s sake.
Maintain or enhance use of this corridor for green commuting, particularly cyclists - add a cycling only path to avoid on-path conflicts between pleasure users and commuters

Beach near Cleary station
The boardwalk project does not show in this drop down list...but it would be my preferred project in the long run.
I have given my ideas in the first part of your document. It is good to talk about these things. If you have another session it needs a more appropriate location with separate meeting areas.
I can't believe walking and cycling weren't in your list of priority items above. YET PARKING IS. This makes my blood boil. GET OVER THE CAR CULTURE. Active transportation is at the CORE of this linear
park. FOCUS ON THAT.
Lighting. Let 's use this space after dark! It doesn't have to be lit up by a football field, but it would be nice if I felt less like I was potentially going to die/get mugged/etc on my way home from work in
the fall / spring.
Add more picnic tables, fewer benches.
Add more cycling infrastructure that intersects well with foot traffic. This is the SAFEST route for accessing much of the city (especially those of us who commute 20+km to work each way.
Don't be shy about allowing some cafes along the river way. Coffee culture is huge in Ottawa.
My top priorities for Mud lake- Dechenes are:

Improve Woodroffe parkway Intersection
Crossings at Cleary and Near Mud Lake
Reduce speed limit of parkway to under 50 km/hr
Narrow Roadway and Move it South
Improve South Cycle path, it is currently unridable
I think you really need to thing about winter activities. It seems a lot of the project is focussed on warm-weather activities, but I think a focus on winter would bring in more people to enjoy the area and
experience the area in a new way. Maybe some groomed XC ski trails? Winter access to Mud Lake? Plowing a cycle path for winter riders? Winterlude events in the park?
Consider reducing cars by eliminating lanes to traffic and slowing speeds.
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• Separate paths or multi-lane paths for fast traffic (bikes) and slow traffic (walkers, slower bikers, folks with disabilities)

• I have already mentioned the idea of a pedestrian/cycling footbridge across the Deschenes rapids. This would open up stunning views of the river, open up the shoreline and historic sites on both sides
of the river to people in Aylmer, Kanata, and Nepean who would otherwise have to cycle or walk all the way to the Champlain Bridge (if they were willing to risk their lives crossing it).

• I think some thought should be given to ways to slow down car traffic on the Parkway. Perhaps it should have more curves or even stop signs. A lower speed limit would be great.
• Currently, there are several places that cars cross over the pedestrian/cycling pathway (e.g River St. to Bell/Lemieux Island, Westboro Beach) and the stop signs are configured to stop the cyclists,giving

preference to the cars. There must be a hundred cyclists that cross this roadway for every car that crosses. The cars should have the stop signs and the pathway should be raised slightly and painted
green like they do for the complete streets projects.

• I want more time to fill out this questionnaire about the rest of the parkway. But first, I want better graphics and I want some text to explain what you want to do. I want the people who actually
use/enjoy/appreciate Mud Lake to be asked for their input.

• You should really focus on your gateways and make these your activity hub. Make sure they are accessible and integrate with public transit and good pathway connecting. This will slow down bike and
other traffic as they enter the park area.

• You need to do something bid at your "Capital connection/gateways"

• Consider eliminating one of the parkway directions (consider a three lane solution with morning/evening traffic flow patterns

• The NCC really needs to do a better job at partnering with community organizations NGOS enterprises and government to provide activities and services but also the promote respect for the space by
the community.

• I like the idea of the Champlain bridge illumination

• Well developed connections to neighborhoods

• Maintain "open spaces for bicycling, relaxation and generate enjoyment for all. This is the vision of Ottawa which the visions form all over the world: green spaces along the Ottawa river and around
canal

• It will be great if one of the public beaches can have a public swimming pool with a roof which can be open during the summer, it will be beneficial for families (a cottage country in the city, like a
central park NYC), develop additional focal points linked by trails. Public washrooms, provide specific area for winter activities: cross country and snow Palace for families. Don't increase parking space.
Provide underground parking spaces accessible for barrier-free users.

• Consider measures to reduce vehicle commuter traffic in parkway. (*close Woodroffe access)

• Engage neighboring BIAs to provide commercial amenities to users of linear park (to improve wayfinding and increase access points)

• Please don't reduce the tree cover. We need all the trees. Several people remarked that they want restaurants and commercial-No way! We have enough of that now.

• It would be great to have the parkway moved back from the river. Great idea.
• We don't need more lighting under the Champlain bridge. Just enough lighting to be safe. No more than that.
• A food truck on Bate Island would be good. In fact, food trucks INSTEAD of infrastructures is a better idea.
• If the parkway could be linked far cycling with other parts of the city, there would be a huge opportunity to host an international event.
• In most of the plan is the lighting being considered? I think it is a very important aspect to take into consideration.
• The noise produced by the transit way is something that should be considered. A "sound brones" element could be implemented (natural or combination of man-make or natural)
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Parking* voir le dessin sur sa feuille de commentaires* or us Parking or what other ideas are taken into account to settle this problem is there is going to be an integration of the local inhabitants and
the city as a whole (local/overall city context)
What theme is being considered to design these areas? One idea could be that each area could have its own theme according to the site conditions. It would make it more attractive and interesting.
Slow the traffic
Reduce to two lanes
Make other lanes into bicycle/ski and special event lanes
Think of access for those without cars
Consider aging population: paths, seating
Think of winter activities: skating, skiing, snow shoeing
Washrooms, drinking fountains
Having such a large river front is a blessing and a curse. It is an enormous opportunity. Having seen many world class capital cities that have extensive river fronts, I have not seen one that has been a
"success" in this kind of project. All that I have seen have a mixed use concept of residential and some loght commercials. No city has such a stretch of "natural" riverfront. From a risk management

perspective (one does not want to spend millions of dollars on a white elephant that no one uses), this makes the project/program unique and very risky as no one has done it before. Therefore, the
NCC must develop the currently "used areas"* first and if this is a success (however that will be measured) move to other areas. *maybe the beach areas, Bate Island once it is cleaned up, and the
Champlain bridge area.
Look at what has been done in Fredericton NB, particularly turning the abandoned railway bridge into a bike/walkway.

#

#
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Focus on the
waterfront
From LeBreton Flats
in the east to Mud
Lake to the west

Main issues:
Access to river
Natural habitats
Shoreline conditions
Floodplain
Multi-use paths
Parkway traffic
Heritage story
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• Stakeholders Workshop, May 2014
• Queen's University Graduate School

Students, Planning Proje
• Ottawa Western LRT Extension Project

L
• NCC Core Team and Steering Committee
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Sir John A. Macdonald Linear Park
Vision Statementi
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Pillars Supporting the Vision
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Magnify the legacy of River as historic spiritual meeting place.
Front entrance to the Capital.
Compelling heritage, recreational, leisure and environmental
resources to be enjoyed by all Canadians
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Sir John A. Macdonald Waterfront Linear Park Concept
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Next Steps

Board of Directors for Information

Supporting Studies/Analysis

Final Draft Plan

June 25-26, 2015

Summer 2015

Fall 2015

October 1-2, 2015

Early 2016

ACPDR

Board of Directors Approval of SJAM Linear Park Plan
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Hello Nelson,

Arto Keklikian and I are pleased to invite you and your colleagues at the City to get an update on our
project and to discuss the draft concept plan for the Sir John A. Macdonald (SJAM) Riverfront Linear Park
as well as demonstration plans for Rochester Field, Westboro Beach/Atlantis and Deschenes. As part of
the Western LRT 100 Days Agreement, the NCC and the City agreed to relocate approximately a1km
section of the parkway, realigning it slightly to the south and over the LRT tunnel. Taking account this
realignement, we are also looking at getting your comments on a possible lane reduction in the long
term.

You will recall that we met with you and some of your colleagues last May 2015 at which time we
presented the preliminary draft concept and ideas for the SJAM Park. The NCC draft concept has
evolved with the benefit of your initial input, through the 2014 stakeholder workshop, through public
consultations, and the ongoing direction and support of the NCC staff and executive management.

Your input and comments are important and will help us identify any issues and concerns that we should
take into account as the project progresses.

The following alternative meeting dates are proposed for this last round of consultation-

• Tuesday March 21, 9h30- llhOO Room 306

• Wednesday March 22, 25, 9h00-llh00 Room 205
Commented [LSI]: Tocheck date with our room availability
May be location should be inthe urban lab or diningroom but either
way,we need a computer and a screen

Would you be able to coordinate with your colleagues a day that would be convenient as a group. I
from RVCA can also be part of this invitation as you

offered to do last May 2016. M.nit .i ( l.nkc. D.III.I ( idlings. Rubin BennoH. Ann Robin*.on m. jy want l
participate to this meeting but please feel free to share this invitation to others that may have an
interest.

thinkthat it would be great if

Please do not hesitate to contact either Arto Keklikian or me if have any questions.

Best regards,

Sylvie

Berlinguette-Saumure, Lucille < @ottawaxa>;Gleason,Connie
g)ottawaxa>;Rampersad,Curtis <Curtis.Rampersad#ottawaxa>;O'Connor,Susan
@ottawa.ca>;

Kennery,Ryan <Ryan.Kennery@ottawaxa>;Swail, Chris <Chris.Swail@ottawaxa>;Smit,John
<John.Smit(S>ottawaxa>; Landry, Paul <PauI.Landryd)ottawaxa>;MacPherson, Amy
<Amy.MacPherson@ottawaxa>;Finlay,Bruce <Bruce.Finlay@ottawaxa>;Clarke,Marica
<Marica.Clarke(S>0ttawa.ca>;Rogers,Christopher <Christopher.Rogers#ottawaxa>;Collings,Dana
<Dana.Collings{S)ottawaxa>;Stow,Nick <Nick.Stow@ottawaxa>;Conway,Darlene

g>rvcaxa<Darlene.Conway@ottawa.ca>;
<Robyn.Guest#ottawaxa>;Curry,Court <Court.Curry#ottawaxa>;Bennett, Robin
<Robin.Bennett@ottawaxa>;Robinson, Anne <Anne.Robinson@ottawaxa>;Turner,Jocelyne
<jocelyne.turner@ottawaxa>;Gillcash,Christopher

@rvcaxa';Guest,Robyn

Commented [LS2]:These are the people invited by Nelson last
May2016
We would should Ottawa Riverkeeper@ottawaxa>;Lalonde,Sylvie
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<sylvie.lalonde@ncc-ccn.ca>;Chi, Vivi <Vivi.Chi@ottawa.ca>; Keklikian, Arto <arto.keklikian@ncc-

ccn.ca>;Dare, Patrick
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Sir John A. Macdonald
Riverfront Linear Park Draft Concept

Agency ConsultationMarch 21, 2016

This is a team effort of different disciplines of staff - j'aimerais profiter de I'occasion
pour remercier mes collegues, Arto,

We had 2 public consultations so far (May 2014 - Issues and Opportunities and May
2015 - preliminary concept).
We are now getting ready for the 3rd and last consultation.

l
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Task Force have worked on the linear concept
100 Day Agreement -

Key Conditions by the NCC Board (June 2013)

Unimpeded continuous access to the corridor lands and the shorelines of the
Ottawa River,

• Minimal visual impact of the (LRT) project on the corridor landscape quality and
its experience by users.

City and NCC Committees - ongoing to ensure the conditions
are met - challenging issues (Working Groups -Martin -lead)

The intent is to present the SJAM concept for the entire area
(long term range) as well as the demonstration plans for 2
animation areas located within the WLRT corridor section
(Rochester Field and Westboro Beach/Atlantis)

2
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Next Monday: Agency Consultation for their input (Public Works, City of Ottawa,Ottawa
Riverkeeper, RVCA,Transit Committee)

The public consulation will be in a roaming format with stations

Story Board-17 panels

3
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Developing the concept was based on the conditions of the site -

•Conservation Areas - valued natural habitat - dark green
•Other natural areas - based on City and NCC analysis
•Significant erosion along the corridor - shown in red
•Floodplain lOOyears provided by RVCA
• Invasive species (Buckthorn, etc.)
•Significant loss of forestation (Ash)
•Yellow - habitat de papillons
•Views and the existing connections shown in black arrows

4
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Public input, background review and site specific analyses have been
central to the development of the park and the demonstration plans.

The most popular comments from the previous consultations:
- Segregation of pathways (overused pathways, not safe, informal paths)
- 2 lane and reduce speed
- More safe crossings
- They voted as the most popular projects: Deschenes Boardwalk, the

Rochester Field Animation Area, the Westboro Animation area

5
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Guiding Principles
SJAM Linear Park as a signature Capital riverfront destination via various uses, events,
amenities for all ages and abilities that attract people throughout the day and at all
times of the year.
Environment-focused approach that protects and enhances ecological integrity,
including Mud Lake Conservation Area.

Support healthy living and active lifestyle, including education, interpretation,
recreation, food choices, events, and active mobility.

Enhance existing and create new facilities, activity areas, and natural spaces along the
river shore while ensuring a unified concept forthe Linear Park.
Ensure public safety and careful integration of site amenities, lighting, wayfinding,
crossings and signage to ensure visual and physical access to the river for all users.

6
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First there are 3 main components for this concept: Protected Area, Animation Areas
and the connections.

The Protected Areas: are mainly the valued natural habitats shown in dark green, as
well as the Aquatic Habitat Enhancement in light blue.

The Animation Areas are shown in 2 colors: orange being the Active Node (High
Intensity - restaurant, plaza) and the purple being the Passive Nodes (Low Intensity
- ski, trails, yoga).

Connections consist of:
• Green corridor that ties the animation areas,
• the interprovincial crossings,
• the various existing and proposed community connections,
• trails,
• gateways shown in red circle for the community and red star for the capital

gateway
parkway

7
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As a result at the last consultation in May 2015, clarification was needed
for the definition of the active and passive nodes in the concept.

This meant defining the level of animation - it could have been 3 levels or
10 - and there are many ways to do but we tried the 5 level table with NCC
staff and senior management.

we did an in-house workshop to identify acceptable levels of animation
activity also helped the team in establishing the level of animation in the
process. - SHORELINE (BERGE & SJAM)

We wanted to know « how much is too much » basing ourself on the site
capacity, the environment and the surrounding land use.

No Level 5 in SJAM

8
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7 nodes of animation were categorized based on the level of animation table
(short and long term)

Timeline with the 100 Day Solution Agreement - Focus on 2.4
km from Westboro to Woodroffe

3 Demonstration Plans-Deschenes Boardwalk as well as detailed concepts
for Westboro Beach/Atlantis and Rochester Field
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This panel offers the potential ideas to do short, medium and long term.

You will notice the short term projects are mostly on Rochester Field and
Westboro (within the 2.4 km)

Lane reduction and the on-water boardwalk are presented long term

But as you can see, those projects reflects the need of segregation of the
pathways that are becoming overuse and some dangerous - it is
rebalancing the mobility modes towards more cycling and less cars.
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• One of the bold concept is at Deschenes - long term
• on the River boardwalk structure parallel to the shore and linking the corridor

pathways east

• Offers a spectacular built attractions of the linear park... "touching the water".

• Water is shallow, boardwalk could designed to be universally accessible
• Now given the costs, this width would allow for pedestrian and people walking

beside their bicycle
• The boardwalk's pathway will also need to be supplemented by overlooks that

would allow people to rest, enjoy the views along the boardwalk without blocking
the way.

* has received tremendous attention at our past public consultations sessions

• The total length of the boardwalk - to cover approximately 1.7 km of shoreline

• would be partially located in the river, and may include features such as a pier and
lookout for viewing purposes.

ll
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• Approx. 25 hectares
(38%) more riverside
green space

* More opportunities
to fully segregate
pedestrian and
cycling paths

“ *i/ f

J • Pedestrian paved
pathway along river
shoreline and stone
dust path on urban
edge (1.5 m)
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Park Concept aims to retain curvilinear alignment of Parkway

(Quality of Experience is key)

Two Concepts Considered --

4 LANE OPTION

reduced gain of park space -38% to 27% - compared to 100 Day
Agreement

Partial segregation of pathways (pedestrian and cycling)
Straightened alignment -- potentially higher traffic speeds
LRT tunnel underneath south lanes of parkway.

NCC sharing Linear Park Concept ideas and fundamentals with the City
on LRT functional design process.

12
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parkway— • Allows minimal, side
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Park Concept aims to ensure greater curvilinear alignment of Parkway

(Quality of Experience is key)

Parkway Concept Considered --

2 LANE OPTION
Increased park space - 74 % compared to 100 Day Agreement.
More complete and safer segregation of pedestrian and cycling uses.
More traditional curvilinear parkway discourages higher speeds.
Some side by side segregation of pedestrian and cycling uses
Allows for on-parkway shoulder lane commuter cycling.
Safer public access to river.
Slightly more parking on river side.
More opportunities for reforestation and vegetative buffering.

NCC sharing Linear Park Concept ideas and fundamentals with the City on
LRT functional design process.

13
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TWO PARKWAY AND PATHWAYS CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

Public support for lane reduction, less traffic, lower speeds.
City of Ottawa examination of Parkway lane reduction concludes
SJAM/Woodroffe intersection would be problematic.
Reconfiguration and traffic diversion feasibility study for NCC --

280 to 550 vph in peak direction on east portion
40 vph in peak direction on west portion
Extent of diversion influenced by residual capacity in network.
Lane reduction on west portion does not significantly iaffect
/eve/ of potential traffic diversion.

Public survey in March to gauge views on parkway reconfiguration.

o
o
o
o
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3 concept options are presented for Rochester Field - (show Richmond
Road, Dominion Station and Cleary Station)

This area cover the 2.4 km corridor within which the LRT will be coming in
from Dominion Station and go under the park at the identified East Portal
Radius = 400 metres from stations

Connecting people to the river
Putting a strong emphasis on the North-South axis
Offering a contrast from urban to nature in different locations

15
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Similarto Rochester Field,4 conceptual demonstration plans will be presented to the public
for their input (green and urban type)

Two Concept Options- Urban (2 and 4 lanes) and Soft (2 and 4 lanes)
• Improve river views
• Enhance public recreational amenities
• Atlantis site - conservation centre

The team is looking at WB and Atlantis as one functional unit
EMC indicated that they wanted the Atlantis site to be a Conservation Centre on all
options (for Conservations Officers, public programs, partnerships-Ottawa
Riverkeeper, with some public uses)

Scenario 1- Urban- with a major multi-use building at the beach

17
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Scenario 2 - soft - we are proposing new facility, landscaping, access to
the water, greater recreational opportunities improvements but most of
all segregated pathways :

Shaded areas, event lawn, beach facility, natural amphitheater, UA

2 lane vs 4 lanes: in both scenarios, the NCC pathway is very tight over the
underpass on the river side,
- if a 2 lane options is retained, we will be able to accommodate a safer
pathway link, have a greater offset, more parking and of course more
parking

18
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NEXT STEPS
h i

K* "I 2016
April 2016
May 2016
Summer 2016
Fall 2016

. v.i.v.wvijr

Opinion Survey on SJAM Parkway

ACPDR

r%

Finalize Linear Park Concept

Approval by Board of Directors

tl

*H

• Preliminary timeline -

Consultation March 23rd

• Agency Consultation next week on March 21

• Review input received during consultation

• ACPDR in May

19
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Executive Report

C0MPLETED RESPO NSESTOTAL RESPONSES COMPLETION RATE COMPLETION TIME

2018 804 20:15

[Ql] Linear Park Concept | Satisfaction
AgreeVariable Neutral Disagree

The concept provides a
safer environment for
cyclists and pedestrians.

591 234177
rota ': 1002

59 ,0% 17.7% 23, 4%

The concept adequately
protects ecosystems and
shorelines, and promotes
aquatic habitat
enhancements.

488 327 184
Total; 999

48.8% 32 , 7% 18.4%

The concept improves
public access to the river.

593 189 214
Total; 996

59, 551 19,0% 2,1, 5%

The concept offers a good
balance of animated areas 477
and serene park
environments.

284 221
lota/; 982

49, 6% 29, 9% 22, 5%.

The on-water boardwalk
at Deschenes will add to
the experiential quality of 62, 7%

the park.

620 194 175
Total; 989

19, 6% 17, 7%

The parkway is more
important as a scenic
route than a commuter
route.

448 103 454
Tola/; 1005

44, 6% 10,2% 45,2%

[Ql] Linear Park Concept | Comments or Suggestions
A-2021-00072-00236 1 of 252
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Variable Count

The concept provides a
safer environment for
cyclists and pedestrians.

293 responses

The concept adequately
protects ecosystems and
shorelines, and promotes
aquatic habitat
enhancements.

213 responses

The concept improves
public access to the river. 233 responses

The concept offers a good
balance of animated areas
and serene park
environments.

196 responses

The on-water boardwalk
at Deschenes will add to
the experiential quality of
the park.

204 responses

The parkway is more
important as a scenic
route than a commuter
route.

405 responses

[Q2] Other suggestions for the overall concept?

Fiesporise Count

464 responses

[Q3]
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Varla ble Neutral DisagreeAgree

326 164155Scenario 1 Total: 645
24.0% 50.5% 25.4%

139 340 163Scenario 2 Total : 642
21, 7% 52.0% 25.4a/

u

150 284 206Scenario 3 Total : 640
22.4% 44.4% 22.2%

[Q3]

Variable Count

Scenario 1 152 responses

Scenario 2 128 responses

Scenario 3 167 responses

[Q4]

Variable Neutral DisagreeAgree

270 128 274Scenario 1A - 4 lanes Tote/; 672
40,2% 19%i% 40.2%

248 87 332Scenario IB - 2 lanes Total : 667
27,2% 12,0% 40,2%

253 125 281Scenario 2A - 4 lanes Total: 659
22.4% 19.0% 42.6%

217 330111Scenario 2B - 2 lanes Total : 658
22,0% 12.9% 50.2%

[Q4]

Variable Count

Scenario 1A - 4 lanes 129 responses

Scenario IB - 2 lanes 151 responses

Scenario 2A - 4 lanes 110 responses

Scenario 2B - 2 lanes 146 responses
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[Q5 ]

Variable Neutral DisagreeAgree

328 76 253Scenario 1- 4 lanes Total: 657
49.9% 11 ,6% 38.5%

316 49 316Scenario 2 - 2 lanes Total : 681
46.4% 7.2% 46.4%

[Q5 ]

Variable Count

Scenario 1- 4 lanes 125 responses

Scenario 2 - 2 lanes 194 responses

[Q6] Other suggestions
Response Count

251 responses

Separate pathways is a good idea. Do not remove a lane of the parkway, there is enough room to twin the
pathway on the other side of it (closer to Westboro)

a 4- lane wide MUP would be ideal, cyclist tend to think they are racing the Tour de France and pass by
slower moving walkers dangerously close and at high speeds

Imagine it was your own personal cottage. Turn around and face away from the water. What do you see?
Make it as natural as possible.

A wonderful idea/concept that needs to be implemented as soon as possible.

More connections will help reduce the number of people trying to dash across the parkway.

Your PDF is hard to read and is not "web optimised" despite its title. If the concept is reducing driving lanes
and increasing active transportation space as the legend suggest, then I'm all for it.

There are already paths on both sides of the parkway (north and south) for pedestrians and cyclists.

There is plenty of room for pedestrians and cyclists on the paths. Parking is not needed. It will only cause
more congestion for the island park bridge and buses. People parking on the roads is not safer for any
pedestrian or cyclist.

On road cycling lanes are dangerous ! Keep the four lane divided road and segregated bike lanes.
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scenario 1provides no improvement to safety, scenario 2 provides improvement because pedestrians and
cyclists are separated.

Cyclists and pedestrians are already sufficiently segregated

Separate lanes for cyclists and pedestrians will be very much welcomed by the users of those paths.

I think that you don't need to go to 2 lanes to have a safer concept. Just fix the existing bike paths and make
them better.

For pedestrians, possibly, but not for cyclists .

the result of the concept is that more people will travel or visit the area, difficult to tell from the design how
well pedestrians and cyclists will interact, being an avid cyclist using this area regularly, it can become a high
traffic area where slow moving pedestrians {blocking the lanes and not paying attention) can be a hazard to
cyclists {vice versa) even moving at the posted limit, will there be wider lanes ... or a pedestrian path, {you
do mention separating the paths in future questions)

Cyclist can use the 4 bike path lanes that are currently in place.

There is already a bike path along that segment of road that is barely used by cyclists and runners. Having
wider bike lanes won't add to the cyclist traffic but will add to slower car traffic woes.

How do you plan to keep the cyclists off the pedestrian paths and visa versa? And you have two kinds of
cyclists : the serious racers/commuters who go very fast and the slower, casual cyclists, perhaps families
with kids. I've lived next to the parkway for thirty years and because of the speeding cyclists, electric bikes
and Canada Geese excrement everywhere, I don't ever bother with the asphalt paths any more. It's a shame.

Not in my opinion. As a citizen who drives, uses public transit and cycles across Ottawa, I have observed
that no matter what cycling infrastructure is built aside from on the road itself, cyclists will still use the road.
There is also plenty of cycling infrastructure on the current parkway in the way of mixed-use pathways.

build two lanes plus bike lane in each direction, have the walking/jogging/rollerblading path off to the side

This should be done without affecting the 4 lanes of traffic. The current proposed plan does nothing for that
at the pathway is still multi-use.

I'm 40 years old and I have been driving and cycling the parkway since I was 16 years old and there is no
safety issue for pedestrians or cyclists. 4 lane divided is safer to cross than 2 lane both directions. It's also
safer to let faster traffic pass slower vehicles and allows traffic to get around a disabled vehicle. Back off
NCC and stop tearing up infrastructure that was well thought out and well designed. Why don't you do
something useful and extend the parkway to the 417?

Limiting car traffic from carling to island park drive to 2 lanes would clog up the parkway at rush hours
especially from 2:30 to 5:30 PM. There are few other ways for workers to cross into quebec in the late
afternoon where there are currently lineups of over 1km. Also no additional bathrooms for all those walkers
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and bikers. Where are they supposed to relieve themselves? Bushes, as they do now?

Four lanes of traffic needed for cars.

While I like the idea in general, I would strongly urge against restricting vehicular traffic to two lanes; you'd
be much better off widening the current eastbound lanes to three, with the centre lane alternating between
eastbound in the morning/westbound in the evening. Otherwise, vehicles waiting to turn left at Woodroffe will
create tie-ups all the way back to Island Park Drive and beyond. The smartest thing to do there would be to
put shortduration traffic lights at that intersection, with an advanced green for motorists wanting to turn left
onto Woodroffe, otherwise you'll be creating massive traffic jams.

It already provides that environment because it is separated from the road with pathways. I have enjoyed
them as a pedestrian and a commuter from West to Downtown.

Move the parkway elsewhere. Remove all 4 lanes of traffic. Make the area into a completely car free area.
Make sure the bike lanes ate segregated from the lanes for pedestrians. The walkways for pedestrians
should be completely off limits to cyclists

Dumb

However, the concept needs to be extended. If I work downtown, I need to be able to get safely to the very
end of the parkway.

Keep it a 4 lanes

Possibly. There will still be those who insist they have to ride their bike on the roadway. Way too many of
them to convince this is a good thing.

We find it very disconcerting currently to walk or cycle on some of the pathways that are close to the road
with speeding traffic- it's like a park directly adjacent to the Queens way - sounds of nature and the river are
drowned out by the traffic noise.

If cyclists are sharing the path with pedestrians then it is unsafe for pedestrians

this is a very dumb idea

There needs to be more space for bicycles and walking paths, removing one road to facilitate this is a great

idea.

Love this concept.

bravo

currently nervous when walking along some of the pathways which are quite close to the speeding traffic

Not really required with the existing bike paths.

Priority needs to be made on getting to the reduced (2 lane parkway) soon as opposed to later. Either way,
6 of 252A-2021-00072-00241
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more space for pedestrians / cyclists is needed

If changing the Parkway to 2 lanes won't stop irresponsible cyclists.

There is already plenty of space between traffic and cyclists/pedestrians including a divided road with
greenspace in between.

The remaining 2- lane road looks kind of wide, it should be as narrow as possible.

Cyclists should be on the bike paths. I never bike on the road

Reducing the number of lanes on the Sir John A, Macdonald from 4 to 2 makes absolutely no sense in a city
that is growing at the pace that Ottawa is . This parkway is major east-west artery for commuting and
reducing the number of lanes will only increase traffic on Carling, Richmond and the 417. The only people
who stand to benefit are the residents of westboro.

Retaking the waterfront is not a new wave in urban planning. It is a fully-established urban renewal success
story in many cities around the world. People flock to these "new" parks and areas and use them in their
daily commutes. Hence, safety is important and should be assured traffic- wise, with differential lanes for
pedestrians, bikes, and automobiles/public transit and with many access points and priority for the
"weakest" ie pedestrians and cyclists.

No. Cyclists and pedestrians already have a path. It's not well maintained, or plowed in the winter. How will
adding another path help?

Though cars are going to have to pass through the cyclists at some point.

Separation of pedestrian and cycle traffic is key

Ottawa has too strong a focus n making everything safer for pedestrians and cyclists. As a cyclist and driver
myself it is frustrating to see drivers losing space for driving and parking to make room for cyclists . That's
just in areas that are already tight so something has to give each way. The parkway is not tight now so why
must we reduce driving lanes? Downtown bike lanes reduced driving and parking space for the few who
actually use it all year round. At the cost of all other drivers. The bike lanes sit idle more or less during harsh
winter conditions. The roadways are also slow due to the same conditions but it is also compounded by any
loss of space.

Pathway (river side) is busy enough that it requires a full separation between pedestrian and cycling
pathways.

For the city in the long-run, part of the Parkway should be dedicated to light-rail expansion. Cyclists and
pedestrians already have a pathway to use.

A more reasoned balance should include investments made in cycling lane on Scott and adjacent pathway. A

decision needs to be made where the city wants to concentrate commuter cyclists - not everywhere.

There is already a cyclist lane that is segregated from the road.
A-2021-00072-00242 7 of 252
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The connection points are very important. For example, reinstate the connection on Churchill North to the
bike path. It was a mistake to remove it. Please put it back.

Segregated pedestrian and cycle paths make sense. Combining cycle lanes with traffic lanes doesn't make
sense.

CRAZY

We already have a linear park" along this route, and it's working great. Don't mess with what's already
working well. Pedestrians and cyclists are already well separated from the cars.

With the current 4 lane configuration there are already bicycle and pedestrian paths on the north and south
sides of the parkway. Presently, cyclists do not pay anything towards infrastructure costs and should not be
given preferential treatment. Motorists pay through licencing and gas taxes for their part of infrastructure.

The idea of commuter lanes devoted to bicycles will improve access and safety for pedestrians and cyclists.

With the reduction of two lanes of car traffic and the addition of segregated bike facilities yes.

One of the most ridiculous ideas you've come up with in the recent past andyou've had some doozies.
Unless and until there are better roads bringing people into downtown Ottawa this option should be
abandoned.

I think there will be issue with passing, I think there is currently enough safety - as they can use the given
bike lanes which are far from the road

It makes it safer, but why not just make another path...one for walkers one for cyclists?

Traffic coming from west towards downtown during rush hours are going to be more congested than they
are right now. Keep four lanes add more RCMPto slow speeders down.

now pedestrians on the multi use path are in peril

definitely to reduce speeders - as those driving at 80-90 kms makes driving on the parkway really scary

There is already a bike path along the parkway

Great way to promote healthier and low-cost commuting options on foot, cycle, and new transit!

cyclists should not be on the roadway - the NCC 's existing legislation (as far as I 'm aware) actually forbids
cyclists and drivers to ride abreast.

The concept of moving to a 2- lane system so that you can create a bike lane as part of the 2- lanes is so, so,

so ridiculous, that I have to wonder in what Trumptastic world

Splitting cycling traffic so those going fast are away from everyone else is a great idea.

s- ^ i ^ 4-U-.4- A 1 f U n
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number of lanes of traffic will have a significant impact on pedestrian or cyclist safety.

Perhaps two separate paths (maybe a 3rd for geese)

-good to separate commuter and recreational users

the frequent north/south connections to the adjacent neighbourhoods is welcomed, the separate
cycling/pedestrian paths are warranted.

We need to focus on alternative transportation. Biking, walking, mass-transit.

Nothing is fundamentally wrong now.

-speed on shared path should be enforced
-provide barrier for bike lanes adjacent to road

yes, segregating paths for specific pedestrian and cycling route is necessary. Don't put cyclists with
motorists though, its not safe.

Especially with the restriction to two lanes from Carling to Island Park Dr.

BUT DO NOT put bikes with traffic along parkway

agree if the two- lane parkway option is chosen.

Separation of leisurely walking and fitness/commuting-oriented cycling as much as possible will help (two
MUPs )

Not many pedestrians use the parkway, mostly cyclists & people roller blading.

No stats to suggest that.

Segregating bikes and pedestrians is a must
Two lanes would be better than four for cars

Fully support two lane parkway, if possible.
-Walker safety is paramount
-Need short-term measures to increase walker safety from cyclists - like increased signage, fines,

monitoring. Long-term - at minimum- have different lanes for bikes and walkers. SEPARATION.

Nighttime lighting must also be considered.

Grade separations from parkway must be a priority.

il y deja une piste cyclable securitaire

NOT CONVINCING

If i f NNDC FA f\ A/n lanoc and if h iUnc nnf conronaforl f;ar i l i f ioc nn fho marl
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I've hiked many times along this route, and the bike paths are far from the road and it is very safe as it is.

It's fairly obvious that the NCC 's preferred option is elimination of two lanes of traffic between Carling and
Island park. That bias is exemplified by the wording of this question. The concept does NOT provide a safer
environment for cyclists, as you have them sharing a road with vehicles, despite the fact that a multi-use
pathway is included in the concept. What foolishness.

The ideas presented allude to increased emphasis on cycling and walking etc., but there is no proof of
increased safety.

Why is it always about the cyclists?
They should have a separate path to ride on closer to the houses and not be anywhere near the water

It already provides that environment because it is separated from the road with pathways. I have enjoyed
them as a pedestrian and a commuter from West to Downtown.

cannot ride or walk to work so it doesn't help me.

A significant amount of my tax dollars is already spent on bike paths, I don't think we need to spend more for
cyclists

There 's already a walking / cycling path next to the road. Expand that path if needed.

Reducing traffic lanes will not reduce traffic, and only serve to create more angry drivers and increase
commute times

Do not steel my money you disgusting creatures. We (the people that play your salaries) have already paid
for this road so keep you hands off of it. I am the tax payer not you, so I tell you what to do - not the other
way around.

There are already segregated bike paths on both sides of the Parkway.

Crossing 4 lanes of fast moving traffic is not conducive to accessing and using the waterfront.

There are cyclist paths already.

More pedestrian or cyclists will be run down by frustrated drivers trying to get around other cars, this
happens regularly in Aylmer where most of our main roads (we have Two) are single lanes. This year, two
pedestrians were hit on the same day and ONE OF THEM DIED on Blvd. Lucerne.

The current bike path at waters edge is sufficient

The pathways along the river seem adequate to me. Making it safer would be to have monitors to stop the
speeding bikers and make sure people walk on the right sides of the path.

Agree, however how many cyclists and pedestrians are currently using the bike path that runs parallel to the
f 4 4.1 I £ i L.: ! ... i 4-i ,i. i . . ~ : 4 . 1 .. £
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the road? What about a three lane bike path (2 for bikes and 1for pedestrians) like in California? Planting
more trees would be helpful too.

I believe the current parkway is as safe an environment for cyclists and pedestrians as it would be if
converted.

There is a bike path that runs along the Parkway.

Changing the parkway to 2 lanes is a wonderful idea

More people in at the ncc with nothing to do I see there is no question about the thousands of cars in
bumper to bumber traffic emitting toxic exhaust for all the joggers and cyclists and the fish to inhale. You
should run this by Trudeau

Having cyclists on the road like in the second concept will decrease safety.

With the path right now on each side that is at least 10 feet from the road, it is already safe for pedestrians
and cyclists

Cyclists already have separate paths on either side of the parkway that are 10- 20 feet away from roadway.

I like the Idea that this is being planned as a park with a road through it rather than a parkway with a park
beside it as it now is. Concept allows for a better experience and appreciation of the Ottawa River; a better
approach to the parliament buildings from the west.

there is already a fully segregated cycle path

I do not agree with the plans that reduce the parkway from 4 lanes to 2 lanes.

There are already 2 bike paths - one on each side of the road. This would add a third. It is much more
dangerous for people as in the event of an accident, the doubled amount of traffic on the single lane (it
would have to take twice as much traffic) would prevent emergency vehicles from reaching the injured.
People will be more likely to die due to these delays.

Leave the lanes as- is... Buses travel slower than cars. If you want less traffic and idling, reducing the number
of lanes makes no sense ! !

Segregation of pedestrians and cyclists is GREAT.
Not clear though from presentation who has right of way at intersections between pathway and lanes to
parking lots. Cars (not path users) should have to stop.

On aborde la question de separer les cyclistes (en grand nombre) et les pietons. Par centre, une voie
reservee aux cyclistes sur la promenade ne les protege pas du tout.

There is already a safe environment for cyclists and pedestrians

Favour the 4 lane parkway proposal. The 2 lane would create unnecesssary traffic congestion.
A-2021-00072-00246 11 of 252
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I like the separation.

Time is long overdue to remove de facto highways from our shared waterways and shorelines, I strongly
support the removal of commuter lanes in favour of greater pedestrian, cycling and recreational
infrastructure along the Ottawa River shoreline west of Parliament Hill and east of Britainnia Beach,

Which concept?

Cyclists and pedestrian environment would be improved with lower traffic noise( berms, lower speed
limits,narrow roadway)

The NCC should convert the parkway to a 2- lane roadway to allow for more segregated pathways for
different users.

There is already a bike path for pedestrians to use. it's far from the road and its safe.

This I am very glad to see. Right now the commuter cyclists are bullies. They appear to believe the pathways
belong only to them and other users need to get out of their way.

What a lame question. If I got rid of every car on the road of course it would make it safer. Hell if I simply got

rid of people it would be safer.

as long as its scenario ONE

does it?

unless you can enforce segregation of pedestrians and cyclists nothing changes. The group cyclists tend to
become reckless speeding along.

Fully segregated multi use paths and commuter lanes would deal with vehicle-cyclist conflict, cyclist-
pedestrian conflict AND cyclist-vehicle conflict. Trying to cross from the south on foot to get to the actually
interesting part by the river is ,,, currently not very pleasant or convenient and only encourages dangerous
pedestrian behaviors, like jay walking.

By putting bikes right up on the Parkway is not safe. Keep them on their own bike paths on the side of the
River (which they already have). If cars and cyclists need to watch out for each other, so do cyclists and
pedetrians ... Clean up and maintain what we already have...

Definitely like to see separation of cyclists from pedestrians.

SJAM Winter Trail is a must as well; all the way to Britannia!

We either have a commuter highway along the river or a linear park. At the moment we have a commuter
highway for 9000 lucky people out of a population of 800,000, The proposals do not appear to change this .

That is the goal The NCC has to make it real
12 of 252A-2021-00072-00247
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passing, they pass to close (cm's !), they race along way to fast.

Competition among multiple uses of the current paved pathways is an issue (as you're aware). Adding a
dedicated bike shoulder painted onto the road bikeway should be an option.

To promote four season use, pathways should be maintained year-round.

Commuting and racing-type cyclists are NOT looking at the view. They are looking at the pavement. They
should be in a lane for fast cycling along side the existing parkway. Yes, their inconsiderate and unsafe
behaviour is a problem on walking paths but it is obvious that they are not there to enjoy nature. These
cylists just want to go as fast as possible.

There 's no way to tell from this PDF

Yes ! Separating cyclists from pedestrians should set a precedent for other NCC trails in the future. Include
skaters with cyclists.

Agree that the concept can and should provide a safer environment for both cyclists and pedestrians, but
space is available and should be used to provide separate and distinct twin- lane pathways for both so the
current mix of off-road traffic is dealt with on more than one path.

Not really, as you've utterly failed to actually segregate pedestrians, cyclists and motorists .

I don't believe there is currently a problem for cyclists or pedestrians

The devil is in the details, but the concept is good, and anything that separates bicycles from pedestrians is
a win, and urgently needed.

As a pedestrian, commuter cyclist and family cyclist who lives near the river, I have rarely encountered real
safety issues.

Yes, in that it provides more safe access points to the river, and in the 2- lane scenario, more options for
cyclists and pedestrians. Although I see some improvements over the current situation in the 4- lane
scenario, they are few.

L'environnement est deja TRES securitaire pour les cyclistes et pietons.

Not for road cyclists

The current configuration is already safe for cyclists and pedestrians, although it gets crowded at times.

Concept of reducing car lanes to be commended as is separate walking and biking

Separating cyclists and pedestrians will help with pedestrian safety, but I really do not feel this is a major
concern as things stand today.

I am in favour of reducing all the existing four lanes of traffic down to to one - giving more space for cyclists
and nedestrians
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So close, and yet so far away.

If you really want to provide a safer environment for cyclists, pedestrians and motorists (who, despite your
best efforts, are still going to use the parkway as you're intent on keeping a road way in it), here 's what you
do:

1.) Drop the concept of a MUP from all plans... they 're dangerous and a half solution.
2.) Create a pedestrian only pathway, on both sides of the parkway. Provide these paths with the best sight
lines, benches and easy access to the various "venues " along the linear parkway.
3.) Create a 4 lane cycling only pathway. Two lanes in either direction, to facilitate passing without impeding
oncoming cyclists. Place this cycling path away from the road AND the pedestrian paths as well as provide
ample and obvious signage indicating the bike only nature of the path way. In addition, this pathway doesn't
need the sight lines of the river that the pedestrian pathway has, since cyclists should really be focused on
where they're cycling, similar to motorists. If the NCC is hell bent on reducing the lanes, then do so for the
ENTIRE length of the parkway, and replace the one set of lanes with this new bike only path. That would allow
the total segregation I've mentioned AND allow the use of traffic lights already in place at Island park and by
the museum, while at the same time dramatically indicating the segregated nature to pedestrians.

I believe the main issue for cyclists is "getting to and from" the pathway, in this sense it appears that there is
proposed planning to improve access. (Though it's difficult to tell from viewing the panels alone but I believe
the red arrows mean improved access). The two hot spots for me are Tunneys and Island Park as it is VERY
difficult to know how / where to gain safe access to the river pathways (we end up walking 30 minutes to get

to the bottom of Carleton at Pontiac where there is a safe tunnel to the path).

separate lanes for pedestrians and cyclists as there is a lot of people traffic and cyclists trying to get

to/from work/school etc ...

We have a very short summer and a very long winter. We need the 4 lanes roads to travel for west to
downtown etc . There are not too many pedestrians and cyclist, in winter. It will cost too much.

Separate bicycles and pedestrians

Seems to be moving this way

Could do so, if pathways expanded; certainly not safer for cyclists if on marked lane on Parkway.

Insufficient information is provided - very unclear

Prefer to have a bike path separate from pedestrians. Not sure you need the cyclist commuter lane, too.

As developments take place, the use will change, so montering will be needed.

Provided segragated pathways are introduced
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energy, recycling grey waters and use of green roofs.We would need to insure that increase public does
not adverserly impact wildlife. Crossway would have to be built in a way that ensures this.

No donut shops to refuel during biking

Segregated cyclist and pedestrian routes need to be a part of any future development plans for the river.

Agree for the 2 lane section but shouls really have cyclists only lanes with no walkers on them and vice
versa as already planned for.

Moving to a 2- lane configuration and putting bike lanes on the shoulders of car lanes is a backward step for
cyclist safety.

The problem is that "die-hard" cyclists don't use pathways where there are slower moving bikers and
pedestrians. They will use the road ! If the road is down to 1lane this is a recipe for disaster (especially
when there are no shoulders of the road).

I believe that the original intent of this strip of land was not to be a commuter highway, but rather a park that
could be enjoyed by all. But commuter highway it has become, and I think a return to a focus on parkland is a
great idea.

Segregation between cyclists and pedestrians is a good idea.

This would be true if the Parkway is reduced to two lanes but having four lanes would undermine this
objective.

Cyclists should be accommodated on the road. This can be done with or without the concept.

Only introduces traffic lights to cross the parkway. These are not safe for pedestrians with the number of
cars that habitually keep going through amber and even red lights.

Depends whichscenario you end up choosing

Having separate walking and cycling paths is ideal. But there should be 2 cycling lanes per direction. Some
bicyclists are faster than others especially the ones going to and from work and will need to pass other
bicyclists.

Separation of bikes and pedestrians is a great idea. Few cars in general also a plus

Scenario 2, with the separate pedestrian, casual biker, and 2- lane Parkway with commuter bike lanes, is the
safest option.

important design element of pathway system; there seems to be ongoing low-level tension between
walkers and bikers due to collision hazard.

Widen, repair and repave the southern pathway would relieve congestion on the river side pathway.
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not clear enough from material provided

The plan is focussed on summer activities. Based on the short but successful trial of a groomed ski trail this
winter, I would encourage the ncc to formalize a ski trail.

Two lane proposal is a massive improvement!

I've hiked and walked on the river parkway from Remic Rapids to Any Haydon Park-nver heard of or seen an
accident.

I like the proposals that allow commuter cyclists thier own lanes on the road (separate from the multi-use kid
cyclists and roller bladers)

Two lane concept with cycle lanes will result in serious accidents and likely deaths, especially during
inclement weather or vehicle breakdowns. Have you considered the impact on neighbour hoods and streets
which will have the overflow and bottleneck of reduced lanes?

pedestrians don't like cyclists but often don't respect cycling pathways. The more segregated, the better

Excellent concept

I LOVE the proposal to reduce the Ottawa River Parkway to two lanes and create lanes for commuting by
bike. The Parkway is only ever really busy from west to east in the morning, and east to west in the
afternoon. Once the LRT is opened drivers can either commute by rail or find another route. The two- lane
concept will greatly improve public enjoyment of the shoreline because it will be narrower, less visually
obtrusive, quieter, and give the

Especially by decreasing the car traffic to 2 lanes and thus allowing larger segregation of cyclists and
walker/runners.

is the current environment UNSAFE for cyclists and pedestrians?

Want to be safe? Keep bikes off the road.

I am having trouble seeing the legend on my online concept map, and it would not let me print it. I cannot
quite tell what the change is for bicyclists .

The cyclists and pedestrians are safe enough right now. The existing bike path is pretty far from vehicles.

There 's already a beautiful cycling path that's used by pedestrians and cyclists and is far enough from the
road as to be quite safe.

There is already a beautiful cycling path that is used by pedestrians and cyclists and is far enough from the
road as to be quite safe.

Cyclists and pedestrians already have dedicated paths on both side of the parkway. Why do they need
more? (and I use it in both of these capacities)
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As a commuter cyclist, I highly endorse the 2- lane parkway and the separated pedestrian/cyclist Multi-Use
Path,

A concept of widening the existing mixed use path yields the same results without the negative impact of
eliminating half the capacity of the parkway.

Cyclists and pedestrians already have a safe environment there.

A floating boardwalk is not conducive to our weather conditions. It will erode and move with ice freeze and
thaw

they all ready of paths, and having a cyclist only path will not prevent pedestrians from walking there.

Aren't there already some beautiful cycling paths along the parkway? Do we really need to add bike lanes
for commuters?

Pedestrians and cyclists already have a safe environment. In many cases, pathways are several metres
removed from the roadway.

Traffic will be significantly higher.

how many people walk or bike that requires car lane reductions, one can sit at the parkway and will see cars
from quebec and Ottawa stuck on traffic during rush hours

There are 9300 vehicles using this road every day - going to work. Are there 9300 cyclists daily, rushing to
work??

I like the idea of separate walking and cycling paths.

Having segregated pathways is always a better option.

one of the busiest commuter bike
route in the city, if not the busiest

If reduction to 2 lanes is part of final decision, Agree

The current bike/pedestrian paths are safe. The concept is no more/less safer than what currently exists.

am a cyclist, like the idea of a separate bike path or ped path,

both senerios have,that,
although 2 lane plan is better for cyclists and peds
4 lane certainly satisfactory,
in fact with the 4 lane plan there is enough space
to separate the bike path from the ped path,at Wesboro Beach, path could go by the beach, most would be
doing than anyway,
and the bike path could follow where the MUR does now.
for the MUP over the overpass, could place a barrier between
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Cyclists need their own segregated space. The existing "MUP" has too much conflict and is not comfortable
for pedestrians or cyclists.

Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.

Perhaps...

Scenario 2: Two-lane parkway provides by far the safer environment for cyclists and pedestrians.

As the use of the pathways by both cyclists and pedestrians has increased, and as they move at dramatically
different speeds, I strongly support adding additional segregation between cyclists and pedestrians, in
addition to providing more space for both uses.

There are hundreds of miles of bike path throught the city of Ottawa for this exact purpose cyclist and
pedestrians

Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.

Overall, I would agree with the concept,..but have concerns where there might be infrastructure that is
secluded. Provides opportunity for those accessing for inappropriate activities.

I would highly encourage the reduction of the care traffic through lane reductions - good idea. People need
to adjust...our culture is generally too vehicle centric .

I feel you can and should maintain the present 2 lanes of car traffic in each direction too.

One problem not addressed is segregating fast bicycle traffic from people out riding bikes with children. The
current 20km/h speed limit is too slow in my opinion, but I wish people who want to go 40km/h were
elsewhere.

There exist a walking/cycling path that goes from Lebreton to Britannia,

This path is used by walkers and cyclists now.

Le Promenade Sir John A MacDonald est deja I'un des axes routiers les mieux penses de la ville. Tout
detruire afin de dessiner un parcours sinueux est une tout simplement I'une des idees les plus ridicules que
la CCN a propose dernierement.

No safety for pedestrians. Try crossing it. It's a barrier to the river

I was not aware that this was an issue.

Do not reduce the number of lanes of the road
Do not increase foot traffic
Keep the sites more rustic and less tourist
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The neighbourhood is already to cycle friendly. Do not forget that this is a major corridor for traffic. Cyclists
should stick to the bike path. That is why is is called a bike path.

Boardwalk displays shared pedestrian and cycling. Pedestrian and cycling must be separate. The two lane
versus stating cycling and pedestrian must be side by side is not true. I live there. There is plenty of room.

Not sure how you overcome the opposition to the narrowing the Parkway but a good idea

Very important - also think about how to separate cyclist and pedestrians

I would hope it does this. I believe the current pathways provide a pretty safe environment for cyclists and
pedestrians. Given the increase in the number of cyclists efforts should be made to separate cycling and
pedestrian traffic . This already exists in certain parts of the patways.

A better option would be to slightly widen the 4 lanes and remove the curbs allowing a smooth transition to
the grass so cyclists can ride safely onto the grass in a near collision situation, (like in Gatineau park) If
reducing speed is a key objective, decreasing the speed limit to 40 km/h at non-rush hour and to 50 km/h at
rush hour would be much more effective, and would leave the option to dedicate an entire lane to cycling at
non-peak hours.

Keep cycle lanes separate from the roadway. Combined cycle/pedestrian lanes is the best.

The NCC, together with the mayor of Ottawa, MUST work to make Ottawa a far more appealing city to cycle
and walk around.

Putting cyclists on shoulder lanes with vehicular traffic is a retrograde step in terms of safety.

Cycling and pedestrian safety needs to be significantly improved. This concept is beginning to make those
improvements.

Separate paths for cyclists and pedestrians. Shared paths do not work and are a danger to pedestrians

But also creates more car congestion.

Need some separation between speeding bikes and walkers.

Range of scenarios makes it difficult to assess. I strongly support reducing road to two lanes of traffic (down
from 4), and providing a safer environment for cyclists and pedestrians.

Would th commuter bike lanes be segregated from car traffic, or would the lanes be painted only? Unclear
from the concepts.

I am a long term user of the bike path as a cyclist, pedestrian and cross-country skier. I almost always have
felt safe. Occasionally speeding commuter cyclists who don't acknowledge that pedestrians exist, are a
problem, both for pedestrians and for we cyclists who do acknowledge pedestrians. Dedicated bike lanes
beside the parkway would solve this problem.
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Cyclists and pedestrians should be separated but as I cyclist I want to be
clear view of the river not obstructed by traffic .

on the north side of traffic ! With a

Providing more separation between cyclists and pedestrians will be very helpful in improving the enjoyability
of the parkway for both users. People who are walking often have children with them who wander from side
to side or they stop to take pictures, etc. There is nothing wrong with this but it makes it very difficult for
cyclists who are naturally moving faster and want to pass.

The key to making this work will be to ensure that both paths are equally well maintained. Currently there are
pedestrian-only paths along the parkway but they are rarely used because they are less direct, the
pavement is in poorer condition, and they are sometimes more isolated which feels less safe.

I believe that the safety concept is already in place. The bike path which was recently widened and improved
provides a safe environment for cyclists and pedestrians

Depends on which proposals is accepted.

The environment is already safe for cyclists and pedestrians

A study of the proposals from the environmental and traffic perspective would assist in determining this
concept. I have not seen studies to this effect.

Assuming the end result is segregated pathways.

I believe the concept will provide a safer environment for cyclists and pedestrians.

Yes, probably any extra pedestrian and/or cycle space is always better. However, the concept was not clear
on the nature of the new proposed river access points (over/under pass, or level crossings? If level
crossings are they at pedestrian lights?) i think this will be key to the ricer access

Please plant a variety of deciduous and coniferous trees that are not as susceptible to blight as the previous
ones.

The more development, change, pavement, etc the more there is a disturbance to the ecosystem,

shoreline, etc. I do not support the idea of the shoreline pathway. Pathway placement currently is fine.

You really can't tell from this map. Less car run off is better.

There are no issues with the shore line. Stop dumping sewer and clean up the nuclear run off up stream to
fix that

No added protection compared to what exists today.

"adequately" is a very relative term. Adequate according to who 's definition of protecting ecosystems?

We need to promote human habitat enhancements by providing them with proper infrastructures.
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This is a question for an expert and is completeIt inappropriate for a survey.

I don't think that an over water boardwalk concept protects the shoreline or ecosystem. It will simply cover it
up. Please don't

Care needs to be taken to limit overuse of Mud Lake.

Would appear to offer the same protection as exists today.

Remember that this is shoreline not past the shoreline

There is no problem with the current configuration and the concept does nothing to improve anything.

Difficult to say without detailed scientific information. Appears to be headed in the right direction.

I grew up in the area (Island Park Drive) and I always appreciated the wonderful recreational resources of the
pathways, parkland and river access. I'm in favour of anything that gets people out enjoying these wonderful
resources.

It already does that. Disturbing will change existing shorelines.

Could be better if parkway is completely relocated

Bad idea

Again, the concept should extend the entire length of the parkway.

It is much better than current conditions, but is not necessarily adequate, especially bardwalk

Keep it at 4 lanes

this is a very dumb idea

Having any urban transport or activity near a watercourse pollutes that watercourse. Please don't green-wash
things by claiming this will increase protection or increase health of the ecosystem.

If you want to protect the ecosystem keep people away from the shoreline.

Not convinced that the boardwalk is a necessary and positive step forward in ecosystem projection. Simply
naturalizing shore line / limiting access to it in areas where there has been damage might be more effective.

Traffic line ups from west end Ottawa heading to Aylmer/Hull will just become a nightmare, with vehicle
engines idling for longer periods producing greater pollution and noise.

doesn't effectively promote aquatic habitat enhancements

Although like the habitat enhancements, a lot seem to be created in the mid to long term. Would like to see
that moved up.
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could be achieved at much less cost.

Introducing more walkways and a boardwalk will not improve or protect the ecosystem.

Letting the natural habitat retake its place has been well-documented as process that lets native plant and
animal species rebound from years of human abuse. Further, they usually protect from flooding and pollution.

Ripping up lanes isn't going to protect anything, but will increase the possibility of waste material ending up
in the river.

Shoreline enhancements? What on earth do you mean? Meddling with the river edge disturbs the flora and
fauna, not enhances it.

Do not support boardwalk in the river due to ice damage and shoreline disruption

We are talking about the shoreline to a water source that is open to the public very rarely during the summer
due to water conditions.

Constructing a boardwalk will adversely affect the habitats since pilings would have to be driven into the
river bed. Existing wildlife would be adversely affected by the disruption of their normal habitat and
disturbance by increased human activity.

Nothing you do will stop the heavy polluting industrial nature from the Quebec side of the river. Deal with that
first, then talk about this linear park.

There is sufficient green space there.

I agree but I think it is a waste of money and time to install a river based board walk below Deschene rapids.
It will be too difficult to get government agencies working together. More can be done to manage the
existing trail network around Mud Lake to manage the high demand.

I agree if focus is on protecting wildlife and ecosystems while ensuring both wildlife safety crossing
pedestrian, cycle and roadways. There is also opportunities to reduce saplings and bushes that obstruct
views of the river.

There is enough green space and bike paths that can only be used 4 months of year - really!

Shorelines are already well protected along this route.

There is only shoreline on the north side of the parkway and there is significant space between the
westbound lanes and the shoreline to adequately protect both shoreline and aquatic habitat.

Although this might be a valid point, you can't abandon an important gateway into the city. Narrowing it down
to two lanes just doesn't make sense. Maybe in the VERY DISTANT future, this might be a viable idea, but not
any time soon.

Thn rhnrAiinn I<~ rw’Nt- sr»
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Greater public access to the river is likely to be incompatible with protection of ecosystems and aquatic
habitat. Witness the Kanata Beaver Pond where housing developments have pretty destroyed what was once
a thriving wildlife habitat. Far too often important wetlands are destroyed in the name of progress and profit
for developers.

Need MAJOR educational experiences.

Too many permanently built structures and large gathering spaces will take away from the natural beauty of
the area, I recommend not building an animation area behind Tunny's Pasture, I think the animation area near
the Champlain bridge is fine because the bridge and nearby roads already cause noise pollution, but that
area behind Tunny's is pretty secluded and close enough for residents to quickly walk to for natural quiet, I

don't mean nothing should ever happen there, but I hope any animation areas behind Tunny 's are temporary
with no permanent structures built. At least downgrade it from a level 3 animation area to a 2,

not sure

- far too vague
- need to consider the 12 or so stormwater outfalls example biofilters like bulrushes also landscape the
areas to be micro learning centres

- it's still unclear how these will be protected
- each phase of the project should emphasize ecosystem rehab as primary objective/requirement

enhancement of shoreline habitat is encouraged.

Significant improvement to the current state.

I don't know

I want to help protection the ecosystems. But, i dont see how this will do anything.

What says the ecosystems are notadquately protected now

Will there be oversight on the project
for the protection of existing habitats Construction always has a huge impact in natural areas

Not enough information on this .
-No presentation on shorelines
-Ensure increase vegetation to discourage geese (geese like open areas to the water)

-Need to balance public access to the river with increasing vegetation.

I need more information about this . I like the enhanced protected areas.

Public interference with ecosystems is still a concern.

le parcours actual protege adequatement. pas besoin de depenses des argents publics pour cela
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NOT CONVINCING

I need more detailed info.

Don't give a damn.

Like the idea of a walkway along the river -

It already does that. Disturbing will change existing shorelines.

sure

It's been fine without this new proposal.

Idling cars backed up for miles twice a day, or more, does nothing to protect any part of the environment.

Does nothing as compared to what is there today

Looking at the concept, I don't see how it protects habitat more.

How is the concept any different than the current situation with a few habitat enhancements ?

There may be too much development around the island park bridge

By enticing more people to come and visit, facilities will be needed, people will further disturb the wildlife
and feed them, and people comes with garbage.

Depends on elements of park

The parkway is already 100' from the river so it poses no direct hazard to the shoreline.

I'm notan expert, but discussions of potential details indicate that the ecosystems and shorelines are being
protected.

I'm not sure because the issue for me is the sewage that is dumped into the river.

The current roadway is far away from the shoreline. Shoreline reconstruction actually permanently destroys
established marine habitats . Etobicoke Creek in Toronto is a prime example where by "fixing" a habitat, it
permanently wiped out the local existing ecosystem. The idea of a floating dock on the Ottawa river, with the
ice and differing water levels seems to be poorly thought out. Unless removed annually, repaired, and
replaced, this would be destroyed by ice/high water levels or fall into disrepair. The rule of thumb for the
annual cost for maintaining the infrastructure will equal the capital cost of the infrastructure in 5 to 10 years.

Cars in bumper to bumper traffic because there aren't enough lanes due to the growth of the city means that
you really aren't doing much to protect. It's a silly idea... Here we are expanding highways to make more
lanes, and you want to reduce lanes here? People who drive, do so for a reason generally. It's not going to
encourage people to take public transit.
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How would we know that it adequately protects ecosystems?

Extremely important.

Time is long overdue to remove de facto highways from our shared waterways and shorelines, I strongly
support the removal of commuter lanes in favour of greater protection of natural habitat and ecosystems

which provide enormous environmental benefits, including water purification and species diversity.

This remains to be seen, as the plans are more fully developed. This is one of the most important criteria to
be judged/

Which concept?

Floating & piled boardwalk could disturb wildlife use of wetlands.

Mud lake is already very busy, with people not respecting the IBA, nor the NCC rules regarding dogs.
Increased activity will certainly drive the birds away. Less is more !

As long as it scenario ONE

have all environmental impact taken in consideration? Is there a new bridge to the west part of gatineau
included?

Allowing people greater access does not protect the ecosystem. It allows people to litter and distroy
habitat.

I'm a little disappointed that there are no level 5 ' uses considered at all, as that kind of animation would
draw people year round, although I do respect the effort made to protect the ecosystems and acknowledge
those uses are often at odds with each other.

With more public access to the river brings more garbage, more cars will be added to the already heavy
use of the Parkway (not everyone is going to use public transit, cycle or walk to get to these animation and
park areas).

No, a commuter highway does not protect the local shoreline and ecosystem.

Can't protect the eco-system with a train buried under the ground next to a river and changing the
underground landscape.

Construction taking place on riverbeds will impact environment

The proposed shoreline restoration work along the western section appears that it woudl significantly
improve the aquatic habitat.

Biodiversity protection is inadequate. In particular, the development at Westboro Beach-Atlantis is entirely
inappropriate. Any "multi-use" beach building needs to be small scale. And why are we redeveloping the old
NCC yard? That site should be reforested, not turned into yet another big building and massive parking lot.
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trails.

They already are protected, just enforce the existing laws.

Fixing the sewage spillage would a much more effective way to protect the ecosystem and aquatic life.
Donate the funds the NCC Intended for this project so that real change, effective change, can happen.

Don't feel like this is important.

Like most people, I am not qualified to give you an opinion on this subject.

that's a load of shit.

I am no expert in ecosystems and aquatic habitats . I do believe they must be protected above all else.

Would like to see more of the riverside rehabilitated for water ecosystems. There 's whole stretches that
aren't being animated but aren't getting rehabilitation,

More contemplative nature space on your map that shows intensity levels.
Any thought of animating space between the parkway and the neighbourhoods? Picnic tables and things like
that? Butterfly garden/space would be better suited away from the really windy shoreline.

see below

Attracting more people and their pets increases the negative impact. Having movie nights at Westboro was
disaster. It was noisy and the garbage left behind attracted seagulls, and other scavenging birds that raised
pollution levels with their poop. Many dog owners do NOT pick up after their pets or respect the existing
signage. The shoreline is beautiful now. Leave it alone ! !

There 's no way to tell from this PDF

Uncertain from presentation.

Whatever,

Cant see how this would improve or protect ecosystems

needs more green space protection

The shoreline is such an important ecosystem, I don't think you can emphasize this enough in any of the
scenarios presented.

This proposal is promoting further infrastructure development, I see no clear argument here that 1) these
protections are needed, and that 2) the major changes and additions will in fact achieve these results.

Yes, however, I would like to see more aquatic habitat rehabilitation and focus on wetlands for storm water
purification (see for example the Evergreen Brickworks wetland in Toronto 's Don Valley),

Rien n'est explique COMMENT ses habitats seront proteges, ou bien ce qu'il se fera de PLUS, La berge avec
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la piste cyclable existante permet deja de profiter de la vue de la riviere.

Environmental studies?

Extremely important to focus on natural shoreline for wildlife. Over 27 years of walking the paths the greatest
enjoyment is watching daily changes in nature

This is a step in the right direction.

No it hasn't. I don't see anything in the "concept" that describes the NCC 's long term management of the
area. How will you manage the influx of people and their resulting trash? Will you be diligent in ensuring that
these people don't further ruin the ecosystem? Also, the concept includes quite a lot of open grass
spaces.... why not cover the river front with trees? It would actually protect the environment by preventing
further erosion (which has been exacerbated in recent years by the NCC 's utter mismanagement of the
emerald ash borer infestation), reduce the impact of the ever present winds , thereby encouraging more
people to use the area AND return the riverfront to its original condition prior to the founding of Ottawa,

namely a forest.

Again, I missed the meetings and am relying on panels here but it looks like this is the case.

its all grass for the most part, not much forest, thus widen the pathway by a meter or so for pedestrian
traffic .

Maybe it will protects ecosystems but the province of Quebec will have to to there part also.

More attention could be given to these objectives.

Plan doesn't explain aquatic environment improvement - nor did presenters at March 23 meeting.

Insufficient information provided. No baseline information or projected targets

Not sure the boardwalk protects habitats .

Would encourage that it does but not qualified to assets

I like the concept, but would strongly recommend considering the use of green infrastructure, renewable
energy, recycling grey waters and use of green roofs.We would need to insure that increase public does
not adverserly impact wildlife. Crossway would have to be built in a way that ensures this.

Not enough detail is provided to make such conclusions about promoting aquatic habitat enhancements

It depends on whether the four- lane or two- lane option is chosen and whether structures such as the
boardwalk are built. You should seek to expand the green space and to better preserve and restore the
existing green space, not build structures.

No dolphin warning beacons to prevent groundings

I feel that i need more information to feel confident that adenuate measures are heinn taken to nrotert
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aquatic ecosystems and shorelines.

There is a boardwalk at the first slide but the no mention of it in the subsequent slides.

I like the way the plan exploits the natural features without damaging them (boardwalk, beach centre, kayak
rental, etc ). Good job.

Very much an improvement.

The Parkway is one of the most beautiful, important and unique features of Ottawa and deserves to be
protected and enhanced.

These improvements can be made with or without the concept.

The existing yard off Atlantis ave should be cleaned up, buildings demolished and forest preserved.

aquatic habitat enhancement and use of the river at the same spot not good

How much shoreline, land, roads will need to be compromised to implement this concept? As mentioned it
would take years to do? If you build more parking lots, buildings, then that promotes more pollution and
garbage.

Buildings adjacent to natural areas will not protect birds from window strikes. Ensure bird friendly buildings
and windows.

Above Scenario 2

Not sure I'm qualified to assess adequacy of protection. Bugs can be a nuisance in 'natural', untended
areas...personal preference for manicured or landscaped areas.

Increased use will not protect the ecosystems.

not clear enough from material provided

I am concerned about preserving mud lake. As a nearby resident I have seen the popularity rise in the past
few years. Don't develop mud lake ! Just leave it.

The Parkway should not serve as a commuter route for cars

Agree in principle, but much depends on the details.

Cannot tell from document.

I was disappointed to find during the discussions on March 23rd that wildlife corridors between the park
shoreline and points to the south had not been part of the ecosystem studies. The concept should identify
and protect wildlife passages as part of the shoreline habitat enhancements.

This however is only the case if the NCC mandates no deforestation occur with the proposals , for example
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tne woods east of westooro Deacn on tne residential side should remain untouched

i might have missed it but i did not see a comprehensive ertv assessment (is there one?)

i do not know enough about ecosystems, shorelines and aquatic habitat to have an opinion.

More construction, more walkways over the water does not protect shoreline.

I bicycle to Mud Lake from my home. Bicycles are not allowed in Mud Lake so we lock our bikes to the fence,

but that seems a little disrespectful to the fence. A place to lock up bikes would be nice.

The boardwalk concept is frankly a stupid idea, keep the riverfront as natural as possible !

Would like more detailed information. Need to ensure we have enough trees and grasslands, wetlands for
birds, butterflies, fireflies, bats etc.

There is no improvement over the present situation.

The ecosystems are already protected.

Not when you're adding more people there !

Mothernature will reclaim what she wants

The Parkway rarely comes close enough to the water to have much of an impact. Ecosystems have been fine
since the inception of the parkway.

how can this be when condos are being built along the parkway

I think that this shoreline is protected enough.

The boardwalks are a great idea and they would also act as a buffer to promote shoreline growth.

Would need to see data and draft plans (not visual images and a few comments) to agree or disagree

As long as that does not mean lane reductions on the parkway.

Agree while maintaining vehicular volume

Wooded areas near Champlain Bridge are not shown as protected. Those currently protected should remain
so. The patch on the west of the more immediate entrance to the bridge seems to contain a lot of dead
trees so I suggest consultation with forestry experts and diversity experts before deciding its future. Other
areas with healthy trees should be preserved, especially the oak trees.

Provided trees planted and sensitive habitat is identified and protected.

The ecosystem is fine. Nothing has come up in the news about there being a problem.

Sure, but it is the Ottawa River after all.
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it does that now

Leave it alone.

Don't know enough about this to comment.

See comments below regarding the boardwalk concept. Who is kidding whom here?

They are reserved currently and more can be done to better protect shorelines and aquatic habitat with
current reserve spaces.

disturbing existing infrastructure

option 3 only

The concept actually imposes upon our ecosystems. What is the merit of building a Conservation Building
with its required fire road access and parking in the forrest? Does anyone really believe the public will
come? Of course not.

maximize water quality of the river throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park

Any changes have a direct impact on these systems, usually detrimental because you are bringing in more
people and dogs, and of course, more garbage, who will be responsible for clean up?

I disagree with the proposal to improve the water quality, in fact i see the reverse of this . Focus
enhancement activities to increase and restore green space and maximize water quality of the river
throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park,

There seems to be more focus on building up infrastructure for people (cars, bikes and pedestrians). With
increased traffic comes increased pollution. The infrastructure does not appear to have been developed
with conservation in mind, but rather around entertainment. The natural state is preferred.

The board walk and building up of Brittania/Mud lake will harm nesting sites and natural habitats .

I'm concerned that the proposed boardwalk will do more harm and good, I'm also concerned that the plan
will lead to increased traffic through Mud Lake,

Increasing human activity on the shoreline is detrimental to ecosystems and the shoreline no matter how
many boardwalks and compost bins you install.

Je ne vois pas pourquoi il fait tout reconfigurer pour atteindre cet objectif

How does thousands of cars promote protection?

Agree here. That is needed.

I think it does exactly the opposite by putting more activates and events (some large) in what was previously
quiet park type areas.
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While I agree with the concept I am opposed to the development pro

Not certain the concept does this. The fact that storm sewers still empty into the river should be a top
priority. Just look at the stats re closure of westboro beach due to pollution after rain falls .

Assume so but nOt sure.

The boardwalk will disrupt natural aquatic habitat and will require significant maintenance.

Maximize natural areas and wildlife habitat.

can always be better; better than some ideas

I am not an ecobiologist so I cannot answer this question.

increasing intensity at beach fronts away from City center is detrimental to protecting shorelines and
riverfront.

Hopefully

Providing natural landscaping not the kind done by ncc. Look at what shore looked like pre-parkway.
Remember meadows and swamps and chokecherry bushes in the 50s.

Cannot tell without details (not enough provided in presentation). I strongly support protecting natural habitat
along shoreline. Disagree with on or over water boardwalk. Aquatic habitat is crucial, and wildlife need
unfettered access to shoreline without. Also the more natural the appearance of the shoreline, the more this
will look like greenspace.

How does more development on the riverfront protect ecosystems ? Some interesting ideas for more
development and activity space.

Not enough green space protection and restoration.

Ideally there should be additional or expanded conservation areas. This section of the Ottawa River is a
major fly-way and breeding area for passerines and waterfowl. Habitat remediation is needed in a number of
areas. Significantly more trees need to be planted along the river and in the areas that will be used as active
parks.

Protecting ecosystems requires leaving as many natural habitats in place. The more we build the more the
habitats are destroyed

Except for the area where development is proposed on Rochester field

In the targeted group 4 and 5 areas the proposals will negatively impact the ecosystem.

the animation intensity proposed for Westboro beach will have a detrimental effect on the river - existing
footprint cannot support a level 4.
why are you cutting down trees next to the NCC yard to put in a parking lot! This is an important green space
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for residents, a buffer from the beach and has a ton of wildlife.

Don't think that the buildings and developments proposed protect the ecosystem. Given the City's own
reports about how increased development and loss of green space has worsened water conditions in
Westboro, I fail to see how more development and parking lots improve the situation.

As long as these plans do not take away the fields and woodlands needed to adapt habitats

I support the idea of increased animation along the waterfront but a thorough study must be completed so
that the proposals do not have a negative impact on the ecological sustainability of the Ottawa River and
greenbelt around it.

i believe the concept does protect ecosystems and shorelines, and promotes aquatic habitat enhancements.
I'm not sure it is adequate when balanced with the other public activity/facilities being contemplated.

please see comment below

yes as mentioned below, needs amenities and attractions to draw people there

Do more to encourage visitors.

A two lane with frequent crossings will improve access, but improving beyond what is already there is
ridiculously easy. This criteria is a give-me. Make it better. Make the crossings as often as possible. Put the
movement of motor vehicles down to last priority.

There is plenty of public access via parking lots . But the river is moving to quickly and unsafe along there
any way

Wish something was done to Mud Lake even though it might not be directly in the park...

Any enhancement to the area would be beneficial

While this concept improves public access to the river, that's a very low bar to achieve, as public access is
so poor right now.

Better access includes no traffic. 2 lanes will increase traffic.

Not enough reason to go to the river - need cafes, exercise equip, boat launches, lighting - more animation.

There is nothing wrong with the current access.

The public already has many/enough accesses to the river.

There is a path and i don't see how having a wider path (one of the car lanes) will do anything to increase
participation/access to the river.

Perhaps, but how are you going to get rid of the Canada Geese? Are you going to have enough parking to
hanHIo all fho \ / ic \tr\ rc 7
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Adding more to the already existent grassland will not make people want to use the land more. There is
plenty of space that could be used now. If the NCC wants to encourage people to make use of the land, they
should return to maintaining then property by cutting the grass. The current long grasses discourage people
from walking on and using the land available.

If you reduce the parkway from a 4 lane divided boulevard to a 2 lane highway nobody will ever be able to
get across safely because there will be a steady stream of cars in both directions. At least now you only
have to get across with cars coming in one direction at a time !

You need real 4 season bathroom facilities if you want to attract more people. Many seniors and others don't
use the existing parkway paths due to lack of bathroom facilities.

To provide better access to the river, we need more spots along the river to park, and cross the SJAM
Parkway from neighbouring neighbourhoods.

There are many access points along the river for the public to utilize. Multiple parking areas, Beach, and dog
park. Also many path accesses under the parkway for walkers and bicyclists .

Along the current path, in most areas, we cannot physically go into the river... so I'm not sure I understand
the whole concept of access.

Terrible idea

Access to the river would be even better if there were more connections (example: south end of Churchill)

Keep it at 4 lanes

By access, do you mean crossing the road(still must), or seeing the shore from the new
walkway/path/bridge.

this is a very dumb idea

Better access to the river is a great idea. However I do not see any docks for canoes or kayaks launching
which would be a nice addition.

Is that a good thing?

I believe there should be more shops and restaurants allowed near the water to encourage people to visit
the area.

More crossings, less parkway, lower speeds are a positve step forward.

still cut off from city y lOOkm/h highway (aka the parkway) , seriously, you need some speeding traps along
there

Going from 4 lanes to 2 does not improve public access to the river in any way, shape or form.
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I recommend a walking bridge from Rochester park from the river. This would provide excellent access to
the river without impacting traffic or increasing risk of people crossing the road.

Currently plenty of parking areas and river access that OFTEN have very little visitors as- is ,

But the same could also be achieved at much less cost.

The proposed changes will improve acces only for the local residents.

At least it should, that's the whole point.

There 's plenty of ways to access the river now, and people don't use them most of the year.

Access at Westboro beach would be enhanced with storage facility for canoes and kayaks

Access to the river is already in place, the plan only serves, in theory only, to provide more reasons to go
and use the space. Currently the area between the parkway and the shoreline have paths that aren't even
allowed to be used by people with dogs. We should look at making what is there actually available to more
people in ways such as removing restrictions.

More accesses and perceived accessibility to the waterfront is a huge plus.

Public already has adequate access to the river. Perhaps expanding light rail along the river would provide
more environmentally- friendly commuting option plus having stations along the way would increase access
for transit users to the waterfront.

Just put more picnic tables along the river! Problem solved. The problem isn't the 4 lane roadway; the
problem is the lack of crossing lanes for cyclists and pedestrians to get to the other side !

More public access to the river is always good. Having a winter based multi-use trail that is groomed
regularly in winter is excellent, I support @SJAMWinterTrail

Improved public access is realized from the LRT station construction. However the Rochester Field public
access doesn't make sense having a grade crossing with traffic lights. If Rochester Field and the envisioned
animated areas are successful, it will attract more people to this location. With more people traffic flowing
directly from Richmond road to the river shoreline there should be a segregated pedestrian pathway leading
to river that allows for unobstructed pedestrian flow from both car and bicycle lanes. The potential to
personal injury at this crossing point is very high.

There is adequate access - take a bike ride you will see.

It's already heavily used by the public.

I like that there will be more pedestrian connections to the river than currently exists.

Public already has access to the river at several points along the parkway (Westboro Beach, Deschenes
lookout, War Museum, etc,) .
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There is much improved access to the river. There could be more,..but it's a huge upgrade.

See above comments.

Very important. We have turned our back on the Ottawa River, the Rideau River, the Rideau Canal and the
Gatineau River.

Reducing the parkway to 2 lanes does not make it easier for the public to access the river duh

The concept improves access to the river for Westboro residents.

Crossing a busy two-way street is much more difficult than crossing two separate roadways.

Really like the boardwalk idea

It is questionable thought as to the measure of access and whether all of the attendant problems would
warrant the relatively few who would take advantage of this park. Of course if one is from a relatively well-
to-do adjacent area such as Westboro or Island Park, it will be great, and I assume from this plan that those
are the only people in Ottawa whose interests matter.

See previous comment.

Increasing the number of access points to the river in conjunction with grade separation of parkway
crossings will bring residents much closer to the river.

This is an excellent idea overall

Whether there are two lanes of traffic or four, there will still be a road adjacent to the river.

Currently There is no access to the water from Westboro beach to New Orchard. I like the increase in
crossovers

-proposed neighborhood connectivity is great
-need details for at grade crossings
-no discussion about public transit connectivity

I think more pull off spots for vehicles would be welcomed. It is still a parkway! ! ! !

Improves it but make it flow to the river. I'd like to see a bunch of great family places.

And increases incentive to visit the River.

Maybe, but presentations did not make this case very strongly. Improve watercraft access and stop making
excuses for not having done it: we heard this so often it seems disingenuous to suggest that the thought had
not occurred.

I like this, as it can be difficult to access the different parks.

j_i. ,s
_
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YOU couia improve access 10 ine rover oy proviaing more parKing IOIS along me river

in theory perhaps

More access by tunnels under the parkway.
Winter access should be a priority NOW

Bravo !

Too much green space. Confuses pedestrians.

acces a la riviere est deja assuree

NOT CONVINCING
As compared to what? What's the baseline?

The biggest barrier is the parkway itself.

How would you be able to access the park if the lanes are reduced? This parkway is already beyond
capacity for communters and other drivers alike (and currently the only way to get to this area is by car or
bike...no buses stop at this area).

i need more detail info.

The boardwalks are a good idea.

It might, but access is already more than adequate.

Not sure that will happen

There are many access points along the river for the public to utilize.

ok

It only improves it for those that live in the area. My family won't be cycling or walking all the way there from
the Gloucester Center area where we live.

I live within easy walk/biking distance of the parkway. There is no additional access provided

Three level crossings will definitely help, but consider more natural crossings that go under the parkway like
the one atWestboro Beach.

There is plenty of access currently

Not only access, with LRT and more focus on pedestrians, but diminishes the vehicular highway which deters
me from using this area.

I feel public access is already there. I have hiked and found the paths filled with people.

Agree but it would still only be limited to those who live nearby,
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Of course it would if you are increasing the access to it.

Unless every access point is going to have a crossing attached to it having a pedestrian only pathway on the
south side is going to cause cyclist pedestrian conflicts as cyclists try to get to a parkway crossing without
having to cycle on richmond.

more access to the river requires changed to the shore line which would effect the areas animals live/mate
and grow changing the area ecologically

There is already an extensive network of paths around this area. With public transit near by.

This is the big thing ! A park along the river with a road in it rather than a parkway with some park beside it.
There are more opportunities for viewing the Ottawa River and the wildlife in and near it.

And public access will enhance the connection to an incredible waterway that needs more protection.

Because of the existing walking and bike paths along the river, there already is full access to the river.

How are you improving public access to the river? There 's still a road there, an extra lane of space doesn't

make much of a difference...

Traffic will be much worse.

Scenario 3 for Rochester Field would impede public access and unnecessarily increase density and should
be avoided.

Pathways and points of access are much improved in the proposal

As the average commuting vehicle has only one occupant, merely drive through and past this parkland, it is
clear that their reduction in favour of greater access for pedestrians and cyclists will demonstrably increase
access for people, residents and visitors to Ottawa, More people, fewer cars. Simple,

And it's about time. While greater access brings many challenges, it is a shame not to let City residents and
visitors enjoy it without cumbersome access, too much of it by car.

Which concept?

pedestrian environment would be improved with lower traffic noise( berms, lower speed limits,narrow
roadway)

NCC should designate locations for kayak and canoe rental facilities and ensure they are accessible on
public transit.

Agree, although I would like to see more details on how the two LRT stations could better integrate into the
parkway, and how sites such as the Remit and Deschenes Rapids could be better accessed by all modes,

not just auto.
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Need better understanding of how public transit will be incorporated

As long as it scenario ONE
As long as there is free parking available for the entire city "including people who may have to drive to enjoy
it," We all cannot live in the core.

does it?

There is already great access to the river.

Virtually anything would improve access. I run and cycle these paths every day: a mile or more between
pedestrian crossings as it is in places today is ridiculous if you want people to ever actually use the park
land without hurtling through it in their cars at 90 km/h. Build some vehicle access, some parking, but the
road shouldn't be the focus.

This isn't accessing the River - this is building things for people to do around the River, Other than the park
space, the animation space is about the activity, not the River. Why do we need a skating rink - Ottawa has
the Canal and the Rink of Dreams,,, There are several large parks across the cities, so family gatherings isn't
unique ... How many people are going to sit along the contemplative spots - not the best way to spend
money, A public beach - how many times will that be closed due to e-coli readings or sewage going into the
River? The City couldn't even afford to keep the beaches we already have open longer in the summer
because of budget - how will they afford another beach?

There is still a commuter highway between where people live, the NCC and its predecessors having
expropriated the people who used to live by the river, and the river itself.

To be seen

I especially like the boardwalk as it extends into the river itself.

Rochester Fields access could be impressive.

Yes, but we need to re-think about how we can scale down the infrastructure ... we don't need all this big
infrastructure to improve access !

There are already plenty of parking spots along the river for people to stop and walk or enjoy the paths, this
is just another government waste of money.

There are already the indicated 11 green areas that provide access to the river. And let us not forget that the
more access people have to the river, the more damage the river will sustain. Not helpful with respect to the
ecosystem and aquatic habitat from the previous question. People destroy more than anything.

I have no problem getting to the river, but I am also not living close to it, so I always design my route by bike
so that I get there without getting out of my way.

So what? Almost anything will do that.
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6 months out of the year, bicycles are useless.

Obviously (who designed this survey?)

More connections across the roads help. The accessibility access at Westboro beach is a good idea but
how does it affect water circulation and sand movement/deposition?

Love the waterfront boardwalk idea, very cool!

see below

Access will always be a challenge with the road

Access to the river is already adequate.

Access to the river has been cut off by the Parkway. What additional access points will there be? Will cyclists
& pedestrians have safe transitions ?

Please keep the SJAM Winter Trail - it is a wonderful winter activity initiative

Current access is sufficient. I do not think large numbers of the public are seeking greater access to the
Ottawa River in this way. What we really need is another bridge across the Ottawa River not some linear park
concept that compromises the river itself.

There 's no way to tell from this PDF

Yup.

Especially appreciate the at-grade pedestrian crosswalks - - particularly north of Rochester Field, where
there is always so much dangerous crossing.

my concern is it may be too much access, what does this tell the public about developing in floodplains?

Since on the public river crossings is a rail track (potentially) perhaps more pedestrian-oriented crossings
and boardwalks could enhance accessibility even further.

Be honest; only a small portion of Ottawa residents use this pathway. This proposal does very little to
increase accessibility. Wayfinding stations and new kiosks will not bring new visitors. The river is in fact
rather hard to access for Ottawans, and this proposal does little to change that. It will be less appealing to
try to get to the River with only two lanes of traffic. And where to park the car?

Yes, more cycle/pedestrian access points appear to have been included. Unclear whether these are at
grade signalled crossings, or underpasses (preferred).

Cela n'est pas un point positif, plus de danger aux personnes voulant acceder la riviere et cause un
potentiel danger et ce pour TOUTES les saisons.

Lack of parking
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Nope. You're proposing to remove the prime method of access by reducing lanes. Also, you're relying on
neighbourhood parking to provide car access to the linear park. Are you going to help the city create the
extra parking in those neighbourhoods for this? I doubt it.

I would prefer to see pathways (at least one or two) that promote accessibility directly from Wellington /
Richmond. For example starting a pathway near Holland / Wellington and taking it straight down through
Tunney 's to the waterside. As is we have no idea how we are meant to walk or cycle from this area past the
transitway, through Tunney's and down to the water. Parkdale, Holland, the Transitway (new rail area) and
Tunney 's all feel explicitly focused on car traffic. It's daunting and frightening navigating these areas so I don't
think it will help to only improve access so close to the river, it needs to start further South. I think this is the
case in Westboro and further west as well.

separate pedestrain/cyclist pathway will give more access to both.

I think it could improves public access. I think it should be presented to the public on a longer period. When
it was presented to the public it was during a snow storm and not easy access. It should be presented in
different malls in the city.

Use tunnels or bridges over roadway not acceptable? It would be very preferable.

Some greater access with some with less or impaired access.

Probably better for local residents but not for others - no presentation of connections via LRT

Yes. Really like the extra crossings and access.

Consider access for those who live adjacent to the park - it is now fenced as NCC won't allow gates !

yes, but ideally would prefer less at grade and more above/below grade.

I like the concept, but would strongly recommend considering the use of green infrastructure, renewable
energy, recycling grey waters and use of green roofs.We would need to insure that increase public does
not adverserly impact wildlife. Crossway would have to be built in a way that ensures this.

No riverfront parking lots to view outdoors from comfort of car seat

I am very much in favour of identifying key areas for intensified use and leaving other areas to be free of
heavy human traffic. These areas should be conservation priority areas.

Really important issue to address

This is important! Discussed when the Westboro CDPwas underway

Not sure about Rochester Park concept

Not sure about Rochester Park concept

More crossinqs of the parkway will not only increase access, but decrease road speeds and mavbe even
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traffic overall once they realize there are a few new traffic lights on the parkway.

This will in part depend on what access is provided which is not entirely clear from the plans. I would support
the use of underpasses.

Again, this would be true if the Parkway is reduced to two lanes but allowing four lanes would negate this
objective.

I did not notice more access points towards the river since it still remains difficult to cross the Mac Donald
road

Yes but any way you slice it, there 's still a road between you and the river.

It does in certain areas where the plans include park and beachfront areas.

It is inaccessible if you use public transit. It the LRT used the drive, it could make stops at the beach and
various cultural centres along the parkway. Use the LRT to make the park relevant.

Above Scenario 2

Yes; the river is a magnificent natural feature we should develop for the enjoyment of residents and tourists.

Not enough pedestrian bridges or tunnels to the waterside .

I don't see details of where there would be more safe crossings.

Access is improved versus existing conditions, but the highway - even if only two lanes of traffic - is a
significant barrier, especially for children, older adults, and persons with disabilities

I don't think this is a real issue. Given that traffic lights bunch up cars there is always gaps to cross the
parkway

What is the current level and what changes are you predicting?

I lived near the Ottawa River for 19 years and never had any trouble accessing the river.

Opening the Prince of Wales Bridge to pedestrians and cyclists would be a major improvement. Of course,

bringing light rail there, too, would be even better.

in some places. In other places is more public access desirable???

one item that was good was the all-access ramp to the water for those who are mobility impaired

More people, less chance of protecting ecosystems.

i love the boardwalk idea at Deschenes. This is closest to my house so this will have the biggest impact on
my family. We tend to have that open water area to ourselves. We kayak on that part of the river, downriver
of the Deschenes rapids. It is lovely and private feeling but it is a shame others are not enjoying this amazing
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of the Old Mill, that would be really fun. I would love to have a visual beacon at the other side of the river to
paddle to. Please consider where kayaks and canoes could launch, when designing the boardwalk.

I don't see how it does. There are currently plenty of paths and access points.

There are so few existing cycling/pedestrian crossings of the roadway. This would be a huge welcomed
change !

Vehicular traffic also provides access to the river, and it does so regardless of the weather conditions while
bicycles may have some issues from December to April.

It's perfect the way it is. Brining more people there will erode the ecosystem

How is removing 2 lanes going to improve access?

Possibly, but the fact that there is still going to be two lanes means it will be marginally safer, at best.
Additionally, Ottawans have great access to the river.

There are plenty ways to get to the river.

the river is accessible

The access today is quite good. It can be improved without reducing lanes.

While access is improved, I think that even more access should be provided. This greenspace is highly
underused.

Having more and easier access points is a must.

on the whole access not bad

While it will be easier to access the river as a pedestrian, those coming from downtown will have less
access, with less access to parking/roadway.

As long as that does not mean lane reductions on the parkway.

Public access will be reduced if there are lane reductions of the parkway as part of this plan.

The speeds and traffic on the parkway impede access

Agree while maintaining vehicular volume

I find access to the river is adequate.

There is sufficent space along the parkway aldreay.

Widen the bike lane, don't take out an entire road way.

the current 4 way traffic is working fine
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Not necessary, it just increase traffic

There is already adequate access to the river through the existing parks.

It appears that public access except by means or driving and parking is actually more restrictive.

There is good appropriate access to the river currently with opportunity for additional use

Public access to the river is important, but there should still be accommodations made for an effective LRT
passage - which will benefit many citizens. Being able to see the river area while taking the LRT past would
be really outstanding.

as long as you keep the mid-rise condos back

Biggest improvement is with 2 lane parkway - otherwise pedestrian crossing of 4 lanes will be worrisome

By creating a Zone 4 area at Westboro Beach more people will be in attendance yet there is no thought to
parking. Is it assumed they will simply park in the residential streets creating another Glebe parking
nightmare on event nights ?

Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.

It will be important to plan how people will access the areas, specifically managing increased traffic and
demand for parking. For example, when there is not enough parking in Gatineau Park people start to park
along the roads. In the case of Westboro Beach, which is next to an urban area, I am concerned that people
will use nearby residential areas for overflow parking.

More access points are very valuable. Do not hesitate to make them signalized crosswalks at grade, rather
than under or overpasses.

I agree that increased public access is key however, I would like to see it focused on locations away from
residential areas.

The new proposals should put public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.
Also no one zone should bear the brunt impact of increased traffic or that would be detrimental to residential
areas. Animated areas three or above should be created away from or close proximity of any residential
zones.

Vehicular traffic is by far the largest impediment.

access to the river for swimming only- no boat launches or parking lots next to the river

only for swimmers- no boat launches and no large car parks

Requires more parking and controlled crossings.

The existing access to the river is quite adequate.
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Are you kidding? What access !

More traffic less safety for the wild life

There needs to be more benches with covered tents, picnic areas and waste receptacles. The two lane
version fills Island Park and Westboro side streets with more traffic . There is no added parking to encourage

Quebec residents to use the LRT

While I agree with concept rather than developing Rochester Park as proposed in scenario 3 keep it greener.

Efforts such be made to limit public access through the existing residential areas. Access should be off the
parkway.

It might increase it but at a cost to nature

Public access to the river through the existing underpass crossings and intersections is satisfactory.

Don't think more access is important.

So long as there are no obstacles which would prevent access

Make sure enough pedestrian underpasses to the river. Make sure wildlife dissuaded from crossing roads.

Yes but possibly at the cost of harming the river ...

Access should only be for cyclists and pedestrians at Rochester. Not cars !

Access to the river is already in place with the bike path, the walking path(in some areas) and the parkway
which has many parking areas for people to stop and enjoy the river

There is access present now with a newly improved bike/recreational path and many parking areas along the
parkway for cars to access

The public already has access to the river via the beaches, bike paths, etc...

Yes, except where the LRT is not under ground.

I believe the concept does improve public access to the river. My concern would be on the amount of
access - it does seem excessive.

See comment #1, would prefer fewer river accesd points from urban side if the few access points were
absolutely safe (ie. Over or under pass).

*Simply calling a barren grassy field a park is not quite enough, it needs to also have attractions and
amenities.

I'm not sure what benefit the animated areas would provide.
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OK WHO S WRITING THESE STUPID QUESTIONS???

The best public space is that with minimal "animation," More "serene park environments " less forced
"animation,"

Better than what is there now.

There is still far too much underused open space. This concept could go further in providing anchor facilities
and attractions that the public actually want, like piers, restaurants, pubs, and small shops, along the
waterfront.

Again, fix what is already there. No need to go to 2 lanes to do it.

Too much of category 1- contemplative areas. Needs more to draw people

A good balance exists now.

hard to tell what "animated areas " are intended to mean or the scope\scale of what it will include, as in the
first question, if you bring more people to the area, are you moving them effectively.

Serene parks are a plenty already, no need for more.

No loud and busy happenings like sporting or 'major ' events in Rochester park! It's right beside a residential
neighborhood.

The current set-up is just as beautiful.

So many cities have destroyed their waterfront - this is an important element that improves the quality of life
here

Leave it alone. This is a waste of money and time and has no benefits.

This a major arterial roadway on a narrow strip of land. Trying to retire it to nature will disrupt people trying
to get home or to work for 12 months a year to benefit those who want serenely for 4 months a year.

A serene park environment is an excellent goal, but may be overstating what can be achieved in a large city,
close to beach, fast moving bicycles and motor vehicles, etc.

There are currently great scenic park environments.

It is already a 13 km park

There are already issues with noise levels at the beach, for example. More animated arenas need to have
clear and enforced restrictions for noise.

Keep it at 4 lanes

this is a very dumb idea
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These objectives are not as important as the primary purpose/use which is east/west transportation. This

should not be sacrificed in the name of "animation" and "serenity". As an aside these are ridiculous words to
use in describing urban planning to the public.

difficult to hear nature and water sounds with buses and four lanes of traffic -

Need to make sure that animated spaces also provide commercial opportunities for cafes, etc, not just
recreational programming.

Same as it is now.

I prefer natural environments, not manufactured nature.

Just having natural/wild areas with paths offers "serenity" and balance.

Serene? There will still be traffic going by, and you want more commuter cyclists (fast) down there. Not my
idea of serener.

The structures shown take away from the natural beauty and parkland.

The concept will hopefully attract more visitors to the shoreline and improve its use.

You could probably go for more animation (restaurants, etc ...)

Although I like what exists already.

The area already has a serene nature to it. Allowing light rail to go through this area would actually lower
polluting car and bus traffic that currently uses. Stop being such a NIMBY organization by blocking light rail.

Greenspace and naturalized areas are paramount. They are a priority and also cost effective compared to
the construction of buildings. Offering 4 season change rooms should be the extent of it.

I like the balance of animated areas close to the river such as Westboro beach and close to Richmond road
as per Rochester Field.

Keep it as natural as possible, that's what is key to Ottawa 's charm, we don't have to have boardwalks just
because all the other cities do.

A serene park environment does not exist in Ottawa. Existing parks are overrun with weeds (dandelions for
most part) and often lack areas void of grass. The existing median and sides of the existing parkway also
demonstrate this lack of upkeep and I'm sure is most pleasant viewing for visiting tourists. This situation is
also the bane of property owners in close proximity to parks who attempt to keep their lawns weed free.

See above comments.

serene?

Would still like to see more picnic tables over benches. Especially ones with simple shelters. More BBQs.
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I would like the emphasis to be on preserving and respecting nature noton Disney entertainment.

Animated areas should include festival spaces and restaurant areas to ensure continual public interaction
with the space.

Prefer more serene park environments vs animated/active environments.

The size of the animation areas are a bit alarming. Consider being a resident near Tunny's or Champlain
bridge: the large animation areas means you have to travel a fair distance to reach natural quiet

Buildings should be situated to leave green space/beach areas to enhance/increase size of those (i.e. :

back) and be coherent with scale of existing built areas (i.e. : residential area beside Rochesterfield). But I
do like the idea of enhanced access to river and some green features (i.e. : boardwalks/hills)

- too much animation area around Champlain-should be a more natural area

I think there is good overall balance of park amenities. Do not be shy about creating destination recreation
activities that will attract national visitors.

Please consider reducing the activities at Westboro in place of developing Remic

Keep Remic area for quieter activity. Some people asked for a building (food, ski rental?) there. But for
winter, the "bookends" for cross-country ski support are better at Westboro and War Museum.

I like the balance now.

Hard to comment w/o a thorough knowledge of animated and train use in future.

But preserving adequate drops for birds and other wildlife is important

Prefer maximum green space at Rochester
Support idea of commuter bikers a parkway if can make it SAFE

Cyclists are not friendly. Pedestrians jaywalk too often. Too much public interference with ecosystems.

L'equilibre existe deja

NOT CONVINCING
Better than nothing, or inanity. Remain to be seen.

Might need a bit more animating features but a good start.

No, no and no ! There is a vital traffic route through this area that you are proposing to effectively eliminate
by reducing capacity to nothing. Do you WANT to have mile- long traffic jams every night? Have you even
measured the number of Eastbound cars waiting to turn from the Parkway onto the Island Park Interprovincial
Bridge, even at 3:00 p.m. on a weekday? This plan to reduce to two lanes is madness. It takes a worthwhile
idea (increasing greenspace) to absurd lengths.
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There are currently great scenic park environments.

ok

It won't be serene, the parkway will become a parking lot. This road is a major artery through the city
whether you like it or not.

When I walk along the current river path I am barely aware of the vehicle traffic.

Why do we need more animated areas? With the redevelopment of Lebreton Flats and the Islands along the
Booth Street bridge area you will have a lot more places for people to do things. I view this Linear Park
concept as being a waste of money until one sees how well the other new facilities are utilized.

Commerical food establishments should also be permitted such as cafes.

Yes, but the drone of cars and/or trains will still be heard. A natural berm on both sides will help minimize
noise.

We have many parks already, take care of those or hey do something interesting with lebreton flats and the
chaudiere falls .

The parkway used to be nice when they cut grass now it is nothing more than an overgrown weedbed

Too much animated areas

I find it hard to believe that disrupting the traffic flow along the parkway will allow for a "serene" environment.

There are still areas in the plan where people can feel calm and atone with nature; and there are a few
places for more intensive use.

There already is a good balance of this. The animated area at Britannia is a partial success. It is successful as
people can drive and park there so many use it. The grandstand is rarely used and the infrastructure is
maintained for no reason.

There 's already enough parks in the city. You're just going to create construction, pollution, and traffic. How
is a park serene if it's next to bumper to bumper traffic?

Interesting proposals.

What the heck is an animated area?

For both Rochester Field and Westboro Beach we would favor a lower density option with respect to
Amenities. Creation of permanent structures for large population events will be difficult to access and
destroy the reidential area through parking anf traffic congestion.

Insufficient information as of yet, though promising
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Cars kill parks. Cyclists and pedestrians embrace parks and natural areas of parkland.

Again this remains to be seen, and very much depends on the options chosen and how those options fit
together

Which concept?

Perhaps more beaches should be provided

Greater animation should be designated for zones near Tunney's Pasture.

All scenarios, with the exception of number 1provide for intense use of the area. Concerts?? Fireworks???
These are not serene, and they bleed over into the serene spaces

As long as it scenario ONE

I enjoy the parkway as it is, enforce speed limits.

Excellent balance between serenity and balance, although again, an institutional level 5' use somewhere
would make a great draw for people.

Seems that there is several more animation areas

No, there is still a commuter highway running through the 'animated areas ' and 'serene park' environment.

To be seen

While I agree, I tend to want more in the way of animated areas - the more there is to draw people to the
park, the better.

Creating a bottleneck on the parkway will ruin overall serenity with the amount of idling vehicles and
secondary pollutants caused by constant traffic snarls

Rochester Field is presently very popular greenspace - the concept involves paving and developing far too
much of it - please move it from a activity Type 4 usage back to a Type 2 usage.

It could offer more serene park environments, especially when the Lebreton Flats get redeveloped and have
so much "event space" or "animated areas "

Way too much "animation" (BUILDINGS and PARKING LOTS). There is a significant lack of protected green
space- big disappointment.

There are already plenty of parking spots along the river for people to stop and walk or enjoy the paths, this
is just another government waste of money.

Again, there are already 11green areas that provide access to the river and, using the Parkway twice a day,
I have NEVER seen even one of those areas at full capacity, and that includes the beach.
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I don't think we need more 'animated areas '.

there is already a lot of parkland there, which you are willing to give up to allow light rail.

Too many "animated" areas

You seem to think we need to "animate" spaces for us to enjoy them. There is plenty of animation in the city,
what we need are serene green spaces where we can walk, stop for a picnic, sunbathe, and just enjoy the
out of doors. Fixing up the westboro beach facilities is one thing, but adding concrete, performance spaces
and concession stands will just take away from the park experience. This seems more like revenue
generation idea. Parks should not be made of concrete and asphalt.

Don't feel that know enough. Would really depend on what those animated areas were (not clear enough in
the PFT slides). Would want to maintain the integrity with the natural space.

see below

Too much animated areas. The city is full of animated areas which should be the reference point. Just
evaluating the ratio of serene park to animated areas in the park completely misses the fact that the park is
in a huge city...

Too many animated areas. These areas are natural and should remain natural. They are so well used now.
Lots of people, families walking.

Please keep the SJAM Winter Trail - it is a wonderful winter activity initiative

Attracting more people and commercializing the shoreline is a bad idea. What is the need for "animated
areas "?

I have no idea what you mean by serene park environments. If serene means empty, then yes, it's serene.

serious lack of green space protection, i don't see any restoration of space into green space, we should be
restoring our public lands to forest to show the public conservation.

Agree but it isn't clear what role the protected areas would play...

These areas are NOT necessary. Why does the NCC feel that nature and the river need to be animated? This
is ALREADY a serene park environment. Kiosks, boardwalks, and wayfinding stations will make the
environment less serene.

Pour avoir des zones animees cela veut dire acces par voiture pour les families done qui dit stationnement
dit enlever un espace vert existant qui est plutot negatif selon moi.

Too crowded already

Very important to keep some wilder areas eg woodlands just west of Island park and meadow areas with
long grass
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There are no animated areas, except maybe Westboro Beach, And it's already pretty animated, most of the
time.

I don't want to see too much development as the area is already beautiful, I just want people to be able to
get there and enjoy it.

just widen the pathway by a meter or so should be sufficient.

Maybe, but it is the Ottawa river with fast water. It is not the cleanest waster also.

Too much development at the expense and less of natural amenities.

The proposed new buildings at Rochester Field and Westboro Beach would certainly degrade the serenity,

and I saw nothing in the presentation to justify them, I asked at the consultation meeting what was the
forecast for additional usage of the waterfront and beach that would justify additional buildings, but
understood from the response that there was no official forecast. As a Westboro resident who uses the
waterfront paths and beach frequently, I see no congestion that would justify additional amenities - quite the
opposite - the paths and beach are deserted most of the year, and the beach crowded maybe a small
handful of days a year [ask yourself - or ask Moe - does the beach cafe ever experience long line-ups ?]

Commentators at the meeting speculated that the Dominion LRT station would bring more users, but anyone
seeking access by public transit already has the (world-class) bus- way to Dominion, and I've never seen
anyone clearly walking to or from that station to the beach. People come to the beach on foot, by bike, or -
predominantly - by car.

Unfortunately, the balance does not appear changed. Save the two- lane proposal west of Island Park,

Montering will be necessary
Changes may be necessary in the future

More playgrounds please ! !

This eniline projects has tremendous potential to become a signature place worthy of a capital city! Do it!
But please integrate innovative and green low- impact design to serve as an example to the whole of Canada

Existing green space should be preserved or restored. There are lots of other places in the city to turn into
built-up attractions. Let the attraction be the natural beauty.

No music speakers embedded in rocks like Disneyland amusement park

I am still concerned about over-development of the river environment and would like to see the majority left
untouched as serene park areas.

Do not see the need for the animated areas. Need more green and serene

I like the development that will happen at Rochester Field, I think it is a suitable amount and type for the
space. The boardwalk at Deschenes is another good idea, allowing appreciation of nature without disturbing
it too much
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Maybe has a bit too much "animated" space - but well see once it's built

As a key asset of the National Capital Region, the Parkway should encourage people of all ages to use it in a
manner which respects its unique, natural character.

Animated, in this context, is not an English word.

Depends on which options are chosen for Rochester Field and Westboro Beach

again depends what scenario you are talking about

It is an urban park, serenity is not possible.

More natural areas would be preferred.

There are enough venues in the city fire concerts etc . Let people enjoy some serenity especially if the intent
is to have an accessible waterfront.

to many animated areas

Above Scenario 2

Take advantage of great views by opening up waterfront for public enjoyment (versus overgrown, wild,

scrubby growth).

Leans a bit too much on the "animated" side.

The accessibility to animated areas would not be good enough to see them used heavily

Regeneration on vegetation may be helpful however how thick will it be and will that result in security
concerns for adjacent neighbourhoods.

At present, Rochester Field is a natural environment, serene and full of plant and animal life. The proposals
turn it into an urban park!

The animated areas will truly increase the draw of the public to the waterfront, encouraging cafes and similar
areas at the beaches will also aid in this

Rochester Field looks like a developer 's wet dream, not a serene park.

I'd prefer less animation and more serenity.

The most Easterly entry path into Mud Lake is a bit hidden right now, A bike rack for lock up and a sign with a
map of the conservation area would be nice. There is a part of the path around Mud Lake that floods every
spring, A boardwalk over that part, to the far East of the Lake, would be nice.

Need to make sure we have enough trees and grasslands, wetlands for birds, butterflies, fireflies, bats etc .
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The parks and parking lots that are there now are good enough and used moderately. We don't need more
people ruining the shoreline. You don't even keep the bathrooms open when needed.

The entire parkway is essentially greenspace.

This is an unnecessary place for a park.

there is a balance now

I think that more animated areas would be desirable, specially restaurants and shops to draw residents and
tourists alike to the shoreline.

As long as that does not mean lane reductions on the parkway.

Agree while maintaining vehicular volume

This is very true, but considering I take the bus which takes the parkway every day, I know the number of
cars that take the parkway and removing lanes will only increase traffic congestion on both the parkway and
the 417 since many vehicles will like choose alternative routes.

It's very serene as it is.

It would be nice to include a contemplative leisure level park somewhere along the pathway

I like the simple approach. Don't build too much at once. Would hate to see the beautiful shoreline cluttered
with structures.

Sure.

Its fine the way it is

It's perfect the way it is.
Put money is somewhere like Britannia park that is a dump.

Animated areas ? You mean public art installations that kids will have fully grafittied with a week?

Animated? What the blazes does that mean? Oh yes, it's an adjective used by planners when they can't really
think of a positive attribute or really wish to not tell the truth.

As is the park way offers good environments.

Great idea with the piled boardwalk! And support the new animation zones, especially near Remic and
Tunney 's.

Not as much green space as developed space

Please do not encourage vendors or amusement parks. Nothing remains serene with those.

The plan focus way too much on public activities and animation. As a resident of the Westoboro beach area,
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please reduce animation intensity near residential zones. Focus animation intensity closer to downtown

where large human footprint already exists.

Again, I agree with the concept but I would like to see the animation areas focused in the highest use areas
and away from residential areas.

Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.
There should be no fours or above if they want that go to lebreton flats. Make more of the proposed one 's
and twos.

The level of animation could be better balanced among all of the proposed options - morel's, 2's and
3's...no 4's for the linear park. If people want "busy" go to Lebreton flats . Keep it mostly natural for
introspective space...

I lean more to the serene. Keep it as green as possible with VERY few buildings- no large restaurants, no
massive shade umbrellas

See abive

I lean more to the serene.

There are beaches and nature areas along the riverfront.

No one asked for animated areas
Leave the nature as is .
More benches and repave buck oath is all that is needed

I think you have focused animated areas in only 1area. This puts alot of disruption in 1area. Why is zone 3
also used for zone 4 activities. It appears to be a better space for such activities.

Scenarios 2& 3 are not a good balance and any animation beyond 3 is too much. Leave ugly development to
developers.

More consultation required with respect to proposed Conservation Center in the former Atlantis Ave
maintenance yard. Need more information on what is being proposed for this site. Main issue here is access
through Atlantis Ave and surrounding residential streets as well as public safety by ensuring any
development seeks to reduce after hour illegal activities that are currently ongoing in this vicinity.

Safer options for faster cyclists would make the biggest impact for the majority of users. With fast riders on
the road, slow cyclists and walkers could better enjoy existing facilities.

Prefer more serene park.

Depends on scenarios.

More park space would be appreciated.
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If you want serene then get rid of awful rock stacks built in the river. Like near remic beach,ugly plus a
hazard to wildlife.

People can find animation anywhere - serene park environments are hard to come by.

Not enough park space is protected, animated areas are too built up and negatively impact the nearby
residents.

I would prefer at least 30% less space dedicated to animated areas and more to parkland and conservation
areas. This is not a very long stretch of river front. The stretch between IPD and Westboro Beach should
maintain linkages for wildlife.

I would be in favour of having a little more commercial activity along the parkway. Things like restaurants,

cafes, or bars would be welcome additions.

Given that we do not yet know the full extent of the impact that the light rail will bring to the area, erring on
the side of caution to keep more of the land serene park would be wiser.

where are the serene park environments in the Westboro area?

No. The two proposals for Westoboro Beach and the ones next to it create a significant and intense level of
animation and does not provide a barrier of "serene space" between the animated areas and residential
areas.
While it is clear that access to the parkway is a desirable result, it is false to state that it is currently
underused. The parkway is already heavily used by Westboro residents, who have frequently been told that
the reason we don't have more parks is because we have the parkway and that is our park, as well as
visitors to our community. The proposals here are focused on bringing in people from outside the
community and is not balanced with addressing the needs of people who already use this space.

Focusing enhancement activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones is preferable.
There has already been increased traffic in the Westboro Beach/Atlantis area with recent changes and our
area is residential. Please keep it that way.

Perhaps so but not self-evidently so.

The concept does identify animated and serene park environments. However, I'm not sure how well it will
work if there is a heavy concentration of use in the linear park.

please see comment below

Good idea, but expensive to maintain.

Love the idea of the boardwalk!

I would have to see more to know.
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Will you maintain it?

A tacky design option.

The boardwalk is an interesting idea.

This is a great idea.

This can be done without taking out lanes.

Needs washroom access/cafe facility/ exercise equip/ more animation. The construction will probably scare
off all the birds anyways.

not likely, in fact it would appear to diminish your attempt at "adequately protecting ecosystems and
shorelines " by encroaching on he area, if the boardwalk is not wide enough, you need to decide if cyclist will
be allowed on it. If the aim is to " add to the experiential quality of the park." why built a boardwalk at all ?
enhance the shoreline, it's not as if you could see a reef or much wildlife from the boardwalk. Further, the
bike path is already alongside the waterfront, there is not much view gained from building a boardwalk

Boardwalk for pedestrians.
Bike path for bikes.
Parkway for vehicles.

No., it will take away from the nature experience. The current paths beside the water work best but the
shoreline needs some renaturalizing, The area just east of Island Park offers a great mix of access and
natural environment.

On land is fine enough.

How are you going to maintain that Boardwalk, keep cyclists and fishermen off of it? Will it survive the
winters and river ice?

This is very appealing.

Don't waste money.

The on water boardwalk will interfere with the shoreline. Leave it natural.

This would interrupt river shoreline habitats and change them.

It's actually a pretty neat concept.

Waste of money

this is a very dumb idea

Good idea but concerned about the impact of ice flows that could damage any permanent structure.

Why not a skywalk like in Jasper (Glacier) or the Grand Canyon?
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cost/benefit seems too expensive and fussy to maintain^
Not convinced.

That will be nice.

This actually degrades a natural habitat.

This is a great addition to the National Capital,

What a waste of money.

Multiple avenues should be integrated. This will keep things interesting.

Waste of money. Who 's going to pay for them to be put in and taken out each year? If you don't, they'll be
destroyed by the ice in spring.

More messing with the environment to put them in, too, and disturbing aquatic life.

expensive to build and maintain, liable to damage from ice in the Spring

Neither feasible or desirable , also a safety risk

There is a real lack of waterfront development in Ottawa, so this sounds like a great idea to me.

Very nice idea.

Like this feature very much

Agree from the human point of view, disagree from the rest of the biosphere 's point if view.

Sure, why not..and while you're at it, why don't you add a light rail station here so more people (and not just
the rich who live on waterfront properties) have access to such a boardwalk. Are you starting to notice a
theme here?

This concept is both impractical and of relative low priority considering the other "asks " that are being
proposed.

I consider this a waste of money and time.

This is currently underutilized area and a boardwalk would allow more access to this wildlife area. Parking
concerns with increased traffic may have to be evaluated.

I understand the idea, however totally impractical given the huge fluctuation in waterlevels.

Waste of tax payers money, Try improving ugly downtown - bank - Queen, Slater, Albert JJGLY

Keep it natural! There 's nothing wrong with it currently, people have access without it being overdeveloped.
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This concept is my favourite part of this whole concept.

With the rising criminal/gang activity in close proximity to this area will only enhance a venue for violence,

sexual assault, drug use and other socially unacceptable endeavours.

This is too long and away from other amenities for most casual walkers and the path is not circular so you
have to back-track on it which is boring for most hikers , I think this would get a lot more usage if there was a
way to allow slower cyclists to use it.

As long as it doesn't affect the current four lanes.

waste of money

We love this idea, especially if it was a pedestrian-only area

Depends. A boardwalk extending out over the rapids will spoil views of the rapids, A boardwalk along the
shoreline that blends into the background would allow a closer experience without spoiling the view from
other points along the river and Lac Deschenes,

It will likely be difficult and expensive to maintain.

It will likely be great for tourists.

We saw a similar one in Brisbane Australia

-It's a big undertaking - make sure it's well advertised and accessible for local residents, other Ottawa
residents, and tourists

I found this idea to be a forced, man made environment that would be extremely expensive with limited
payback. Use this idea and budget in some other area of the capital region that is already an naturalized
area.

It would offer a unique walking experience to Ottawa as a whole.

Looks like an unnecessary use of funds.

Pleased with the natural/tranquil setting proposed here. You've seized on the key qualities of this segment of
the site, and it looks like a really memorable space.

A cool idea, however it really blocks people from hanging out on the side of the shore and watching the
sunset.

-Adding islands
-Bud of pier for sunset viewing
-Fishing spots off boardwalk.

Finally you have hit on an idea that might actually improve something. That Deschenes area is badly lacking in
everything.
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Yes, but shouldn't be priority if costs too much - priority should be revegetation, decreasing geese problem,

pedestrian safety

The boardwalk seems like a gimmick.

On ne devrait pas depenser des argents publics pour une promenade en bois

Innovative concept.

This bridge could connect across the river to the Quebec side (this would be good especially near the
museum of civilisation, and would be safer than biking/walking across the portage/eddy bridges).

I believe that the issues of sedimentation and disruption of flows are understated, even considering an
elevated boardwalk.

I would love to have the on- water boardwalk!

This will provide a great experience for locals and visitors.

This would interrupt river shoreline habitats and change them.

iguess

An expensive project that will only be used for a few of the warm months of the year.

Expand this as much as possible without hurting the habitat.

Perhaps, if people can actually get to it since the ROAD NETWORK IS SO POOR THAT THE TRAFFIC DOES NOT
CIRCULATE.

If people cannot access it by vehicle it will benefit only those who live in the vicinity

Yes ! I love boardwalks in other cities (Halifax, Saint Johns) and love taking advantage of walks along the
water (not just within sight of! )

I like this idea as it could also accommodate the current road situation.

An on-water boardwalk would add to the quality of the park and should not interfere with keeping a 4- lane
road.

Like the concept in general but the boardwalk seems to lavash, run it along the shoreline with a dock or two

this is a great idea. Right now, in this part of the park there are always lots of people walking along. The
boardwalk will separate the slower traffic whether walking of bicycling slowly, or in wheel chairs, from the
speedy bicycle traffic. There 's a big need right now in this part of the park for spaces for walking and going
slow here, as well as a speedier path for speedier bicycle, whether or notthe boardwalk is build !

The on- water boardward is a dumb idea as it has to be removed annually, costing hundreds of thousands of
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dollars, or risk being destroyed by ice. The boardwalk would need constant maintenance. The environmental
disruption to the existing wildlife and water- life will be permanent. The existing wildlife, muskrats and otters,

are shy and will leave. People will throw in garbage in those currently pristine areas and those that don't
leave will probably suffer or die from these pollutants .

Cela ameliore I'experience.

This is an exciting proposal.

Cool idea!

A wonderful feature that preserves shoreline and public access.

The current "parkway" is the donut drive-thru cousin of a park. We are not able to access a park via a car. A
boardwalk sounds fabulous.

This is a brilliant idea, and if done with great respect for the environment, can be a tremendous teaching tool
as well as a great pleasure to experience

But it might disturb wildlife.

Current proposal is unclear on how this space will be used/animated in winter months. I would like to see
more study on how to ensure it's used 12 months of the year.

Love the boardwalk

so I understand it is possible to build an on- water boardwalk but not a bridge to Gatineau Aylmer?

Enhancements of this nature are always good.

I like the intent. A coffee kiosk or ice cream shop or other small vendors would make it that much better.

It depends on the size of it and how many people intend to use it. Will cyclists and runners/walkers have
sufficient space to share it? Seems like that will be a complaint considering that was raised as an issue with
the current pathway off the Parkway.

Properly done this will be expensive

The boardwalk will impact the environment, is located in an area which emits quite an odor and occupies
budgetary spending better suited for cleaning up the river.

A boardwalk in the ice conditions of the Ottawa River is problematic . A scaled down Boardwalk over ponds
and in the very deepest part of the Bay might work

There are ways to enhance what already exists .

People destroy, remember? Why give them greater ability to do so? Let's remain focused on benefiting
ecosystem and aquatic habitat. You cannot give people access AND sustain the ecosystem as these two
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activities are directly opposed to one another on the scale of possibilities. It's really an either / or situation

Not sure if the board walk is necessary to be honest. I am not sure what it adds.

the area is currently untouched by humans.

What do you mean by "experiential quality"?

I don't use that part of the park regularly.

I hope the conservation center planned will also add to the experiential learning of the area.

Yes - love this... as long as enhances the current natural environment and is done tastefully.

see below

Huge infrastructure at what cost? What will it really add?
How winter proof will it be?

This might be okay depending on how it is managed.

Consider all options to maximize year-round use. A boardwalk over the water would be very nice but could it
stay open during the winter? Would high railings or even an enclosure be necessary?

Would the boardwalk not negatively affect the ecosystem?

i worry it's a bit too disney like.

There is no need to add to the experiential quality of the riverfront. People go there and experience it now.
Do you have comparable statistics on whether a boardwalk increases the experience of a similar site?

I would like to see a focus on wetland conservation here. Access by canoe/kayak to the shoreline should be
considered when designing piled vs. floating boardwalks.

II en existe une juste I'autre cote de la riviere. Entretenez ceMe la au lieu de creer d 'autres structures a
entretenir.

Only thing I agree with

I love this idea!

Sure, simply because at the moment there 's absolutely nothing there.

It looks amazing to me. As long as there are many garbage containers etc so the water and shore remain
undisturbed. Seems like a great way to allow humans and nature to intertwine with little disturbance.

something has to be done about the ebeddy bridge, there is no room for cyclists ! ! !

There is fast water around there. How secure it will be for families and at night?
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Compelled visually. Destroys the natural river edge.

Looks quite good

An attraction, but one receiving considerable maintenance (expense) (boardwalk totally unpractical) for
Ottawa river ice conditions.

I agree that the on- water boardwalk would be a valuable new experience, with minimal disruption to
enjoyment of the natural environment.

Sounds great!

But
-Not sure the boardwalk protects habitats.
-Consider access for those who live adjacent to the park - it is now fenced as NCC won't allow gates !

For pedestrians only/ bikes to be walking on walkboard

No doubt popular but not persuaded boardwalk would improve experience now available.

This eniline projects has tremendous potential to become a signature place worthy of a capital city! Do it!
But please integrate innovative and green low- impact design to serve as an example to the whole of Canada

It will add nothing but a maintenance problem. You can get the same experience from walking the shoreline
path.

I can enjoy alligators feeding from comfort of Boardwalk

Wont that be disruptive to the birds and shoreline access to recrea tional small boat users

Excellent idea!

I go to look at the water and the waters edge, not a boardwalk

Seems like a lot of money for something that will only be used half the year at best.

Gimmick.

Nice feature !

Environmental assessment??

A boardwalk is a very expensive non-necessity that will probably not attract that many more pedestrians

It may add 'experiential quality ' for humans, but making Mud Lake more accessible will also harm the natural
environment there. Leave it the way it is so that serious naturalists will continue to go there. Its not the place
for just pleasure walkers.

Excellent feature/idea! Allows people to get up close to the waterway, providing an alternative experience
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to pathways

Really like this idea

OK as a gimmick. And will it withstand our winters?

beautiful idea

Strongly

A floating boardwalk would interfere with active interaction with the water, whether by wading, fishing, or
canoeing.

i may have missed it but i did not see a shoreline nor wildlife assessment regarding impact of on- water
boardwalk.

More people = more stress on park, and less protection/quality of eco systems.

This is such an exciting idea. My only concern is how I will slip my kayak into the water. I usually slip it in just
west of the parking area, but the floating boardwalk looks as though it would block in a kayak launched form
that small beach. I am sure I can carry the kayak to the boardwalk and slip it in from somewhere to access
the open water past the boardwalk. I pull the kayak on small wheels, a stand to lock up bikes etc would be
handy to lock up those wheels if the area is to get more popular.

Absolutely stupid idea! Leave the riverfront natural. If people want to be "on the water" they should use a
canoe or kayak.

Boardwalk! It is an excellent idea allowing people to explore the river and feel more a part of the
ecosystem.

LOVE IT!

It depends how it will be constructed, recent experience with low budget project are promoting a poor
vision for Canadian capital. Please compare and learn from European countries where commuters and cyclist
are treated ferly. Winter in Ottawa lasts 6 months and the commuters must be accommodated regardless of
the student visions.

It needs to be pointed out that there is no need to eliminate lanes of traffic to implement this.

It will ruin the wildlifes relationship with nature

How is putting foreign matter into the water, going to improve anything?

Yes it would. But it would detract from the area overall. I like this area BECAUSE there isn't too much access
to it. Road and bike path, that's it. Not sold on this .

This is a good idea.
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i ne DoarawaiK is nice.

not really

Great idea!

Would need more detail to agree or disagree

nice but not high priority

low priority

As long as that does not mean lane reductions on the parkway.

Agree while maintaining vehicular volume

This could be nice, but would impact the beautiful natural view and would have an impact on the ecosystem.

I disagree ,the on water boardwalk takes away from the park like concept and is a high cost maintenance
item . The money could be better spent on improving the shore line.
The boardwalk of 500 feet in length could be used as a temporary detour route for cyclists and pedestrians
while improvements were made to the shoreline..As a permanent feature it spoils the view.

I personally like the direction it's going but something is off, I'd prefer to see other suggestions to the
architecture/design of it

I don't think that it adds to the image of a linear park the money would be better spent on improving the
shore line,the maintenance costs are too high and it looks artificial.

Beautiful feature !

the Board walk would be a maintenance headache and the moneys would be better spent on the shoreline
improvement. It spoils the view and intrudes on the landscape in a negative way

that would be a nice addition as long as 4 lanes of traffic stays

Unnecessary use of money.

People don't care about "experiential"; they care about getting to work with as little hassle as possible.

God luck with this one. The structures will have to be built in an extremely robust fashion and well anchored
into the river bed or they'll only last a few years; of course to do so will be an immense environmental
disturbance. Hmm. Smart idea? No. Inexpensive? No. Maintenance intensive? Yes. Good idea? No, really
stupid, stick to the shoreline.

Love this !

If the boardwalk has limited space for separated cycling and walking, then an on-ground path might be
better.
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If it's wide enough for both to safely take place (with separated path markings), then, that's fine.

This will be a major draw. It should be timed to coincide with opening of New Orchard LRT station.

Great idea!

I have seen boardwalks work. Maybe, Mud Lake is the best place for a boardwalk.

As it is separated from residential and it's a animation level 2 area i have no issue with this

Paths are sufficient. There is no need to extend pedestrian traffic onto the water. This will also increased
direct pollution from increased trffice.

It will take a very pristine site and add UN-needed infrastructure.

I 'm concerned that building a boardwalk will be very disruptive to the wildlife in this area. I often see herons
and egrets in this area and would prefer to see it not be developed.

Once the boardwalk is installed the 2 westbound lanes could be restored to vehicular traffic.

This idea does have potential.

Explain what experiential is ? How about using normal language. Might be a rather ample idea.

It would visually blight the landscape and would not be practical in the winter. A better option would be to
groom cross country ski and snowshoe trails along the length of the park like what was done in Feb/March
this year which saw significant use.

Completely not in favour of the boardwalk idea. Boardwalk idea bad.

If managed properly and kept litter free

Excellent idea!

Finally! Too bad the old Britannia boardwalk was replaced by the causeway thing. It was so much nicer. Again
back in 50s.

would need to see a lot more details. I think it will just wreck the shore for wildlife - and wildlife is also part

of the reason people like to go there.

Is this a 4 season boardwalk? How mich will it cost to build and maintain this ?

I am worried the boardwalk will over power the beauty of the nature itself ... it will certainly take away from
scenic views unless you're on it.

This is an intriguing idea. It may be important to keep it a pedestrian boardwalk. It will be well-used by
birders and other naturalists, not only from Ottawa, but could even draw them internationally, if habitat
remediation also is undertaken to restore the shorelines to their former bio-diverse state.
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Again the impact to the ecosystem and shoreline has not been adequately defined to ensure that this type of
addition would be positive.

Will cost a fortune to maintain.

No doubt it will appeal to some/many. But there 's a lot to be said for the experience without a boardwalk.

From a purely conservation perspective, the Deschenes shoreline should be left as is . Increasing access to
it will increase its visibility, but will also enhance unwanted activity by those individuals who invariably do not
respect the area. Examples of this include, among other things, garbage deposition in the river, and
increased encroachment in currently hard-to-access areas on the east side of the Mud Lake Conservation
Area, especially when water levels are low. There may be a slight increase in the experiential quality of the
park, but that is greatly outweighed by the overall negative impact on the shoreline conservation wise.

A little concerned with safety and on-going maintenance. Also, worry about the garbage/debris that might get

tossed in the water and along the bank by users.

Will allow some nice birding there, probably pretty $ though.

Keep it scenic ! Don't make a beautiful park, then lower the spec of it every year, until its ugly

Absolutely disagree. The other ideas are nice but this is a major route for Quebec and east-west commuters.
Do not take away a vital transportation artery for the sake of a handful of cyclists a few months a year.

it's serves both purposes, mon-fri rush hour it's it a critical artery for commuters. During the off hours It is
wide and clear on the weekend for the scenic Sunday drivers , having a road dedicated to one or the other is
a waste

It's used as a commuter route more than anything. Make it scenic and transit friendly but not so much
emphasis on vehicular traffic

The Parkway is, and always be, mainly a commuter route. Whether for cyclists or motorists, it is primarily a
means to get somewhere else, not a destination in itself.

The Parkway is a shameful relic of a past era. Get rid of it.

With all the growing communities, the move of more government offices to the Quebec side and all the
disruption as a result of the transit way, it is imperative that the parkway remain a commuter route for
vehicles.

The city has grown too large for it to be only a scenic route. The 2- lane option favours Quebec commuters
over those from Ottawa West.

There are many people who chose their home locations based on their commuting options. Changing the
parkway will have a negative impact on the lives of the 9300 people who take it every day, AND will cause
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traffic to be diverted to streets that aren't really designed for it.

It will be a traffic nightmare ! ! ! Another bridge in aylmer to Ottawa needed before you can reduce parkway
by 2 lanes

Equally important for cycle commuting as car commuting

There is no reason why both uses cannot be accommodated in a plan like this . Removing this commuter
route would negatively impact my quality of life on a daily basis.

It is a vital commuter route now. Any modification must not compromise that, but relocation of the commuter
route is an option worth considering.

The "parkway" is a required and much-used transportation corridor in the City. Diminishing it to just 2 lanes
will severely hamper Ottawa 's commuting options.

We don't have many ways of getting downtown and many prefer the more scenic and tranquil route instead
of queensway.

I think it is important for transportation, but I would not compare to a "scenic route " which to me still implies
driving. The road is, let's face it, and important road for the city and its residents. This said, it could be
narrowed, made more "calm," lower speed, etc.

A scenic route on the parkway will not contribute to the city's economy.

in a perfect world, yes. but there are real life realities of commenting to work and moving people around in
the city.

As the Nation's capital, sadly we have only one major route that goes East to West (Queensway)...luckily the
Federal Government constructed the Parkway to ease the traffic volume on the Queensway. With a proposed
arena coming in to Lebreton Flats, do we really want 20000 people going west in one lane? Commuter route
all the way.

It is very important as a commuter route.

Agree once the LRT goes beyond Tunneys pasture, at which point closing 2 lanes would make sense to
encourage people to use the LRT.

Well, it SHOULD be an interesting important scenic route, but unfortunately it has be over run by commuters
speeding up and down the Parkway. And the RCMP rarely police it, so almost everyone treats it as a
commuter highway.

The only way to slow the traffic is to limit it to 2 lanes.

Important route for citizens who live in the west end (such as Kanata and Stittsville) who will not be benefited
by Ottawa 's light rail projects until such a time that the LRT is planned to reach beyond Bayshore.

the parkway is a maior commuter route on which vehicles are most important, bicvcles are seasonal, a
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secondary concern, should have a bike lane but not at the expense of vehicular commuters. One is in a
vehicle to commute, not gauze out the window, why not look at the cell phone? both cause accidents, want
scenic splendor? park in one of the lots and walk

Both concepts can be done, it is a scenic route currently and there is access to the public for scenery. I

noticed that the NCC has left the parkway between Island park and Wellington untouched. Why does the NCC
feel the need to punish the citizens of Canada living in Ottawa West?

I would agree with this statement regarding motor vehicle traffic . I think we should encourage more
bicycling, walking, skateboarding, etc. by creating space for these non- intrusive transportation modes and at
the same time make it more difficult for people to drive cars so motor vehicle traffic will reduce.

this is a unique feature in Ottawa, and needs to be enhanced and protected

The parkway is the best alternate route to the 417.

Adding a maintained (plowed) cycle route all the way from West end residential would greatly improve
winter cycling rates. Currently the best route is Byron to Wellington. Commuting isn't just cars. That being
said, removing those lanes and degrading bus at the same time will be difficult.

Have you drove on the west side of the parkway in the morning? It's busy. Like...NO ! Check traffic congestion
when it's the Sunday bike days.

You are unrealistic in this notion. I love serene park land as much as anyone. If we had alternative roads to
handle traffic heading to and from quebec I would agree. But we don't. You are creating more problems for a
large number of people to benefit few. Putting up tall hedges along the roadway would be cheaper and
would isolate road noise from pedestrians.

Ideally, this would not be a commuter route. The reality is that Ottawa has almost intolerable rush hour traffic
congestion. Four lanes must be available during week day rush hours. Don't treat folks in the Carling to Island
Park area like second class citizens- - if it is OK for any of the parkway to be four lanes, it should all be four
lanes. Collaborate with the City of Ottawa on this, please!

It is both. It is a great scenic commute to let me cope with the concrete jungle that I spend must of my days
in.

HIGHLY disagree. I can't say enough how much I disagree. Unfortunately, commuting in Ottawa/Gatineau is not
optimal. I take the parkway to get to work every single day, and reducing it to one lane would back up traffic
not only ON the parkway, but also on the Champlain Bridge, and consequently on Lucerne and Aylmer Blvd.
This has a significant trickle effect that may severely impact roadways.
I understand it would be better for the environment to bike/walk to work, but for some, that is just not
feasible. Luckily, I am healthy and can move about. But not everyone can. I also live 13km away from work -

this would be a 40-50 minute bike ride. Once at work, there are no shower facilities... so what gives?
Furthermore, the STO is taking actions to close one of its main park and ride. While I understand and
appreciate that this is not the NCC's problem - it creates a bio one for anyone livinq in Aylmer. The closure
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will lead to, either additional cars on the road, or much longer commutes (since we will have to bus from
home). Then, we will get close to the Champlain Bridge only to be delayed further by the traffic generated
by a one lane parkway. It's madness.
How can someone enjoy the linear park if they're stuck on buses or cars for an EXTRA 60 minutes a day?
You'll be polluting more and moving less... which is the exact opposite of what we want to achieve as a
society.

I agree with this, but I am sure the vast major of people who depend on the parkway for commuting to work
will strongly disagree. Unless there is an alternative (or a solution) to the heavy commuter traffic on the
parkway, any proposal that would reduce the use of parkway to motorists will die a quick political death.

How are people going to get to work?

In an ideal world this might be true if Ottawa had more efficient transit routes running East/West. Please do
not reduce the lanes on the parkway. Please do keep trains out of the parkway.

Strongly agree. Currently, it is insanely busy with cars going well past the speed limit. The river's edge is an
important piece of the Ottawa landscape.

Keep it at 4 lanes

But the reality is that there are very few options on getting to the Champlain bridge from the west end ....

As there are currently no alternative routes it is equally important.

The NCC created this monster - - it is a commuter route, great real

Highly agree with this.

This is a very important commuter route to and from west Ottawa

Strongly disagree. This is an important transportation corridor and that needs to be kept front of mind as the
primary purpose when planning changes to this piece of critical municipal infrastructure. I find the whole
study/investigation an unnecessary waste of money. It's is poorly aimed and focuses on tangential, "fluffy"
urban planning as opposed to quality, useful, and practical development. Any work here should focus on
improving the ability of this part of the city to provide effective transport and should not be manipulated by
impractical/ineffective bike or pedestrian paths. Far more people in this city use this area for timely
bus/passenger vehicle transport across the top of the city than for biking or sight-seeing. Necessity should
not be sacrificed for "animation".

totally agree

Strongly agree

The parkway does serve as a commuter route. A way to allow traffic to proceed briskly has to be developed
otherwise you are only pushing traffic to other crowded roads. On weekends and holidays the lanes can be
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reaucea. reopie are more reiaxea on weeKenas in any event

The parkway is extremely important as a commuter route.

I am very concerned with this proposal to reduce parkway traffic lanes. Most of the traffic on the parkway is
commuters heading to Gatineau. Those cars will still need to use the parkway after the LRT is constructed. I
live in Hintonburgh and am very concerned that this proposal could damage the neighbourhood by pushing
Gatineau commuters to use Scott street in order to connect to Island Park.

Absolutely. It should have never been allowed to become a highway into the core.

I have been disappointed with the way in which the banks of Ottawa waterways are treated as well
landscaped roads rather than parks ever since arriving here in 1966.

Ottawa isn't and shouldn't try to be DC.

It should be both! !

Keep the 4 lanes....

Closing 2 lanes will cause more traffic problems and accidents. Cars are a fact of life in Ottawa and we need
to maintain the 4 lane roadway, especially for those of us in Western Ottawa who do not use the Queensway.
Closing off 2 lanes will cause less of us to go downtown and reduce commerce in the downtown core, which
is not a good thing for the city. We already have a linear park along the water. Why do we need more?

Too many commuters use it. There is plenty of green and park space in the region. Limiting the roads to 2
lanes will create chaos, traffic jams. Cars will sit idle and will waste gas creating more pollution.

Reduced lanes from 4 to 2 will be an excellent way to curb speeding from the neighbourhood.

If you have ever driven this road at 8am, 5pm, weekends you would know that these roads are 95%
commuter routes.

It is both. A commuter route can be scenic . It is a shame that the LRT will be put in a trench so that those
commuters will never see the Ottawa River, which forces them to take the parkway if they want to see it. In
that sense, the parkway will be more of a scenic route since it will be the only way to see the sights (apart
from walking or riding bikes, which is only an option for those rich enough to live nearby).

The parkway is just as importantly a scenic route as it is a commuter route. I think that the four lanes could
be tightened up by removing the large median that currently separates them, in order to create more
green/recreational space. The idea of removing 2 lanes in my opinion is completely absurd and will not
serve anyone else but the residents of westboro.

As all transit ways near natural bodies (water, mountain, forest) should be.

It's a crucial commuter route. Unless you plan to replace it with another route from downtown to the west
end, reducing lanes will merely increase traffic congestion.
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I strongly disagree. I believe that the parkway is an extremely important commuter route that should not be
diminished as such. It can be both a commuter route and a scenic route without reducing the 4 lanes to 2
lanes, as it is now.

It is a picturesque scenic drive that should be viewed by motorists as well as pedestrians ans cyclists.

Go with a narrower 4 lane road with a small divider / boulevard. Keep some curvature to the road to keep
speeding down.

La promenade est une vole importante pour les residents d'Aylmer qui travaillent dans I'ouest de la ville
d'Ottawa. Comme la CCN d'envisage plus d'etablir un pont dans I'ouest de la ville, la ou la croissance est la
plus forte a Gatineau, elle devrait, au minimum, s 'assurer qu'elle n'entrave pas la circulation de ces
residents. Quand la CCN va-t-elle reconnaitre la congestion lourde qui existe sur les voles qu'elle gere
(ponts et routes)?

One of the great things about Ottawa is that it is easy to get around, walking, bike, car or transit. We should
not artificially constrict the use of the car so that it becomes frustrating to use it. That is the problem Toronto
has and the past three elections had alleviating congestion as thier main issue. Let us not plan today to
create the frustration and disfunction for tomorrow.

2 lane option has my full support and offers the best compromise

A lot of people pretty much have to commute from Gatineau via the parkway, and a lot of development has
occurred with that availability in mind. Commuters from the West of Ottawa have the 417 as an alternative,

though. And the beauty of the route is very important to me.

100% Agree.

The parkway, although it is a scenic route (primarily on weekends), is still a vital commuter roadway for
citizens (Mon-Fri) .

Why can't it be both?

absolutely! It is a waste of our waterfront and the parkland to have it used as a commuter highway.

C 'est le seul lien direct entre le pont Champlain et I'Ouest de la ville.
J'habite Aylmer, et je travaille a Kanata depuis pres de 30 ans. Une promenade a 2 voies va augmenter de
fagon dramatique la circulation sur Island Park Drive. Et tous les points d 'acces entre celle-ci et la 417.

It's important for both uses. If this plan had been put into place decades ago it would have been wonderful.
The parkway is now so entwined and important for travel turning it into a two-lane route will be catastrophic.
There is no possibility for Ottawa to provide an alternate, stop-reduced route to make up for the loss.

There 's no reason it can't be both. But you should be open to the City 's plan for light rail. Get more people
out of the cars, on to transit, and that way the NIMBY fat-cat property owners will be eventually more happy
because thev have less cars and huses in their hackvard.
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Reducing it to two lanes between Carling and Island Park is an excellent idea.

It is VERY important to keep the current four lanes on the Parkway all the way to Carling. There is heavy
commuter use of this section of the Parkway, look at the eastbound traffic backup now trying to get across
to Gatineau during after work commute ! ! !
Only two lanes will not make It safer by reducing speed. Two lanes will only increase driver frustration due to
slow traffic, tailgating and attempts to pass.
The current claim of speeding at 80km/hr is specious at best - this is not unique to this Parkway and
enforcement currently is spotty.
We are frequent users of the parkway and converting some of it to two lanes would be a disaster !

What is wrong with having a scenic commuter route? The priority should be an improved and affordable
commuter route that doesn't further diminish the shoreline or environment.

I fully agree that the SJAM Linear Park should be reduced to two lanes. This is a park not the Trans Canada
highway. I really support the NCC for having to guts to suggest it. You are demonstrating leadership.

Currently the parkway is a significant commuter route. Also, the current view is to retain a commuter route
east of Island Park to the downtown core. Having a bifurcated parkway could cause traffic flow issues in the
Island Park - Westboro area that need to be assessed.

This is an important commuter route with no readily available alternative.

4 [four] lanes on parkway is CRITICALLY important to OTTAWA commuters ! ! !

It's a great route for getting downtown, and it works very well without getting in the way of cyclists,

pedestrians and park users. It's also a good way for folks who live outside the area to actually be able to
access the current parklands. If you reduce that, you make it less useful, not more so.

The parkway as it exists now should provide for both elements. It is a much needed secondary west/east
commuter route and as noted above it could also be a much better scenic route at the same time if upkeep
and weed control was more of a priority.

This has been a regular commuter route for all of the 30 years that I have lived in Ottawa. The scenic aspect
has been a wonderful add=on to the drive.

I agree, and more needs to be done to protect against speeding. Perhaps, the use of tolls during commuting
hours or photo radar to control speeding. (NB: I commute using this route)

It's a major access to downtown for goodness sake. What do you propose to replace it and don't say public
transit.

It would be a major loss to local residents to see the number of lanes reduced- for what I feel is not a
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significant enough gain in having the extra park land

Why can't it be both. Keep the 4 lanes. But just move them inwards more to be able to obtain the space
required for the new development plans.

I love green space and parks but we do still drive cars. Anyone who has travelled this stretch of road during
rush hour would NEVER think less lanes are a good idea.

The loss of all four lanes would have significant impact on local residents. I do not feel they outweigh the
benefits of the added parkland

The parkway should properly blend both. It is a commuter route that has a scenic aspect to it. It would be
very shortsighted to reduce the parkway it should in fact be expanded, but set back further from the river
to allow for pathways to be added/expanded along the river.

Parkway keeps traffic moving where will cars go already congested alternate routes. Stupid

No doubt there will be cries of outrage from commuters who are affected but this is exactly the group who
need to shift to rapid transit if that initiative is to succeed.

This road is essential to weekday commuting and in doing so allows suburbanites to see an Ottawa attribute
that they may wish to explore on their time off.

This is a key route for Inter-provincial travel. The City of Ottawa is not in a position to offer an alternative
route. Does anyone use this parkway to go for a "scenic drive"?

Neither is "more important"; it should be a blend. Commuting is not pleasant - a scenic route brightens an
otherwise mundane task.

this is an artery of the city, don't kid yourself, LRT won't fix the number of cars

it is a major east-west arterial road. The current compromise (with limited access vis-a-vis no left turn from
Island Park, and only one major interchange at Parkdale, no commercial vehicles, etc .) is a good one. The
suggestion to build more curves into the road to reduce speed is a good one.
There is also the issue of Aylmer residents who may wish to access the Ottawa side of the river, and there
is inadequate public transit.

Fascinating, so the fact that many thousands of commuters use this on a daily basis is totally subserviant to
the interests of those who wish not another park but rather a wider park. Or, in other words, the planners of
the 2- lane options have apparently found themselves magic wands with which to create magic new avenues
from the west-end to the downtown and back. At a time when it is clear that the far west will be seeing no
benefit from light-rail for at least a decade, the NCC is planning to make it even more inconvenient to get to
the downtown during the rush-hour period. This has to be one of the most ill-concieved notions I have ever
viewed, and demonstrates not just a lack of interest in people living in western Ottawa, but rather a clear
dislike for residents of the west.

if- i <~ rsn s nr* r% r% nf rr% mmi ifnr rr* i ii*n ^nrl Mf'i’T ii irf frs r re [Ulnu/n\ ir\r
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Retain the existing four lanes.

We 've built a city upon people living outside the core, trying to get in. If you take away the parkway, more
traffic will spill into the residential neighbourhoods nearby on streets like Wellington, Byron, and Scott. It will
be a long time before light rail reaches west of Tunney's Pasture, easing the traffic burden.

The parkway is seldom used as a scenic route for motorists . It is currently almost exclusively a commuter
route. This is unacceptable. Lane reductions on the parkway combined with stage 2 LRT could (and should)

be done to reduce car dependence and increase transit use.

by removing the commuter route, the other intake roads to downtown will get more crowded, especially at
the bridges to Quebec, which currently backup very far along the parkway and island park at the end of the
day.

Strongly agree. This is a precious natural area. Commuters will always find another way; natural beauty
cannot.

Are you out of your mind? This is the only effective commuter route during the work week. As a
recommendation, make the the south side a 2- way vehicle lane during weekends and holidays, allowing
pedestrians and cyclists to use the north side lane, as they do during the summer Sundays.

Much more important, shameful to have allowed the shoreline to become an express way to make up for the
City's lack of foresight for their own property.

-both functions are important
-you can't remove the commuter function given significance of Champlain bridge connection
-need to rethink vehicle roadway, requirements and consider alternative designs

I think the parkway works well as both a parkway and commuter route.
l.Shrs at AM and PM peaks(3 hrs/day) to help commuters. 21 hours per day as a parkway...reasonable.
Enforce speed limits however! ! ! !

Commuters use the road a few hours each week day. The rest of the time the huge area devoted to roads
blights an otherwise beautiful spot.

It will be used as a commuter route regardless. Put more emphasis on the the trails and non powered modes
of transportation.

Unless there is an acceptable route for commuters, reducing flow (only 2 traffic lanes instead of current 4
lanes) is unacceptable.

consider 3 lanes east of Island Park with reversible lane

A scenic route for commuters is an important concept as it contributes to the quality of life and well being of
many! Commuters travelling along the parkway are happier than those commuting on the Queensway/ Hwy
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417, Ottawa's major commuter route.
Given that Canada has a northern climate and pedestrians use the area moderately 7 months of the year, and
intensely 3-4 month of the year, should be an important factor in considering the real use of this area.

It is along a River - should be taken advantage of.

PLEASE consider realigning parkway to hug Tunney's pasture thereby linking Remic with the Parkdale loop
area and creating one big park with more animation. This would also help the transition in between LeBreton
(urban) and the rest of the park.

STRONGLY agree.

Important and safe for bike community

Absolutely! This is huge. The days of Sunday drives are gone. Turn the parkway back into the park it was
intended to be.

It is important for both a scenic route & commuter route.

Absolutely. It will draw visitors and tourism.

-Two- lanes
-Separate cars/bikes

I do not understand why you cannot have a scenic route beside a commuter route. There is enough space.

As you add animation including train & stops = more commuters & visitors.
The road needs to remain 4 lanes. Its a perfect combination of scenic that handles traffic . We seldom use
417 enjoying the beauty of the parkway drive.

Changing part or all of the parkway to two lanes would be best and lowering speed limit to 40 km/h.

Absolutely.

"I would emphasize ACTIVE and INTERACTIVE route rather than <<scenic>>". I agree with this statement if
you proceed with two lane option.

The parkway needs to be upgraded, importantly, the intersection of Woodroffe Avenue and Island Park drive
need to be completely grade separated. Too much stopping and starting is bad for emissions and the lack
of alternative routes means that a two lane parkway will be detrimental to citizens.

Totalement en disaccord. Cette route est essentielle aux automobilistes, d 'autant plus que la piste eyelab le
actuelle est securitaire

Tell it to the drivers.

Drivers shouldn't be gazing at the wates. Commuting isn't part of the NCC 's mandate, enviro protection. More
lanes = more traffic
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As inhabitants of the national capital region, the main artery going East to West AND connecting
Aylmerites/Pontiac/North-West regions in Gatineau to the Ottawa side, via the Champlain bridge (the western
most bridge, which itself under serves commuters needs and is essentially 2 lanes as is ). There is already
too much traffic on this parkway, and if the lanes were reduced, I can't even imagine the traffic that would
result (seems like no one would be able to move). And this wouldn't be a "short term" inconvenience, this
would be a long term consequence.

Absolutely, with Scenario 2, this plan will be great for all users.

Need to offer an alternative route- not just eliminate a route.

Says who? For the thousands of Ontario residents who work in federal buildings in Gatineau and live
anywhere West of Island Park, this is a vital traffic artery that you are proposing to reduce to nothing.

This is a main commuter artery for West End residents working downtown. The current capacity is insufficient
and leads to traffic slowdowns. The expansion of the roadway to three or four lanes in either direction must
be given high priority.

It is both - I like to just drive along and look at the water - cna't wait unit they get the buses off. it's a lovely
way to travel down town Ottawa

It is both. It is a great scenic commute to let me cope with the concrete jungle that I spend most of my week.
It provide a commute route both ways other than the 417.

keep the 4 lanes for traffic, some can not take public transportation and traffic is bad enough as it is.

I drive to work on the parkway, I work in Gatinesu and it is extremely inconvenient to take the Queensway or
public transit

The parkway offers a much needed alternative for west end commuters to get to the downtown core for
work and back to the west end. It offers easy access to Tunneys Pasture. Reducing lanes on the parkway is
not going to get more ppl using public transit. Stop punishing drivers ! ! ! Enough already!

Again, this road is a major artery through the city. You can't keep taking roads away from cars as the
population keeps increasing and hope it works itself out.

Unless there is a new west end bridge and a vast increase in availability and easy of transit,
between Quebec and Kanata, the scenic aspect MUST take a back seat to the commuter aspect.

With the first phase of the LRT terminating at Lincoln Fields with respect to the parkway, assuming more
commuters will use the LRT a -Park and Ride- would need to be constructed there, and that is counter-
productive to the greening environmental project as a whole.

The parkway connects Ottawa to Quebec and is one of a very limited number of ways tjhat people can cross
over. It is critical that it is kept 2 lane otherwise it will become a parking lot as there is NO OTHER option for
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those who live or work in Gatineau to cross over. This is a critical route for commuters. And until new bridges
are built it must be left as is.

Do not restrict the parkway lanes. I vehemently disagree with this Idea. We don't all live where we can walk
or bike over to the area. You planners need to realize this ! ! I enjoy the drive on the parkway!

The parkway redirects traffic from Richmond Road, Carling AV and the 417

Keep 4 lane traffic; do not decrease car lanes; we need them. If you think people with cars will take transit,
you are dreaming in technicolour. There is an old expression: If it ain't broke, don't fix it.

A large majority of the traffic on weekday commutes is Quebec residents using it to/from access to Alymer
and Gatineau.

There aren't enough roads in Ottawa and they keep cutting them to add bike lanes. We need more roads.

Absolutely disagree. However, Barcelona Spain could offer you a lesson in traffic planning, with lanes
separated by physical barriers and mature shade trees for pedestrian traffic, separate lanes for cyclists,

another for scooter and motorcycle traffic, yet another set of lanes for buses and still another for cars.
Traffic moved there. And we have far more land to work with in Canada.

This plan will not increase public transit. It will make traffic worse

It is an important commuter route. Penalizing the West enders and having four lanes for Quebecers at bridge
is is WRONG. Rebuild the railway bridge near War museum and have a rail system from QC.

Without question. A parkway should be a park first, as a scenic route for vehicles is acceptable, as a
commuter route is inappropriate and should not be encouraged.

Taking away lanes will just increase traffic lineups and irritate drivers causing more accidents.

Given that I live at the end of the parkway, it is equally important that it be scenic and commute-able.

The parkway is currently the best alternative route from the 417 to get downtown. It feels less busy and
overall safer for drivers who are not wanting to use the main highway to commute to work.

Note that I'm assuming commuters = car commuters. Cycling commuters are important for our city and are
able to enjoy the scenery as they commute. This concept could go further towards reducing the pandering
to car commuters - it seems clear that only the less commuted section is being converted to 2- lane.

This parkway serves as an important back-up to motorists in the event of an incident on the 417, and should
not be reduced in size.

The public transit to the west end of Ottawa is terrible. This is a major route commuters take from the west
end into downtown and to hull. Transit options are few especially considering light rail is years away from
going to kanata.

It is an imDortant commuter route. Public transit servina the west end is terrible and with liaht rail not
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expanding to kanata for many years, the Parkway is drastically needed.

it takes me three buses simply to cross the bridge from Centre Point to Hull! Given the amount of
construction in the west-end, the infrastructure cannot afford a reduction in commute routes. Also, this
commute route is relaxing compared to the other alternatives.

Although not mutually exclusive. Only need to look at rush hour to see how important a traffic artery this road
is .

This question alone shows that the people who suggested this idea has no idea what goes on Monday-Friday
7-9 and 15-18, The traffic now to cross the bridge or to get to down tow via the parkway is just bareable now
with 4 lanes.

For anyone who lives in Quebec and commutes to Ottawa, the parkway is essential to thier commute. If they
reduce this section to 2 lanes then island park Joe be unable to handle the extra traffic. The only thing that
this would achieve is a stop and go line up at the bridge that extends for kilometres, both on the parkway
and on island park.

As I said before, the park needs to be thought of as a park with a road through it for scenic viewing rather
than a parkway with a bit of park beside it. Is the PARK most important OR the PARKWAY? Those on the
PARKWAY spend about 10 minutes going through; those using the PARK spend hours here. Who is more
important? The object needs to be to get people to slow down and appreciate the space and the river,
rather than just go through it all as quickly as possible.

Put the park back into the parkway. I drive it once a week and the vast majority of the traffic is using it for a
high speed commuter road and not for a pleasant drive. The bike path is far to close to the raod in several
areas making it an unpleasant cycle, Westboro beach suffers from the roar of traffic at rush hours.

This is a major east / west arterial road.

I do not agree with the plans that reduce the parkway from 4 lanes to 2 lanes.

It is both. You can have balance between them without destroying one of them. The initial premise that to
have a natural setting, you have to remove one lane of traffic is deeply flawed. You can have both.

It's both!

The parkway is obviously used by motorist commuters (esp, getting to Quebec bridges).
Pathways for cyclists should therefore also be acknowledged as the important commuter routes that they
are.

Absolument pas. Ce n'est pas le temps de reduire les routes est-ouest, Ce plan est realisable sans reduire
le nombre de voles, Etablir un equilibre ne veut pas dire chasser toutes les voitures sur Richmond ou sur
I'autoroute.

Both are important.
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The parkway will remain a major and essential route linking the west of Ottawa to the downtown, as well as
Gatineau.

Scenic route for cyclists and pedestrians: yes. Highways can have billboards that emulate nature.

couldn't agree more

Given that there is a distinct shortage of scenic routes in Ottawa, this could be a major attraction, and could
encourage healthy outdoor activity instead of passive use in cars

The NCC has reduced the landscaping maintenance on the SJMP over the last few years presumably to save
money. It now looks a disgrace.

The scenic route would be improved with lower enforced speed limits. It is hard to enjoy the scenery when
you are being tailgated by a communter

The LRT could be above ground to allow commuters to enjoy the scenery - safer, and more appealing than
having the parkway at all!

Both functions are of equal importance.

Completely disagree with this statement. People will be taking more transit, but the city is constantly
growing. You need to keep the Parkway at 4 lanes.

both needed did anyone consider our diabled people who enjoy a wheelchair stroll along the river parkway
pathway or a disabled person seeing the beauty from thei para transpo bus or other vehicle, for so many
reasons do not reduce the lanes on this parkway as we need it as is for vehicles. You know roads are year
round in this congested city and very few cyclists use the lanes year round. Why don't we pave dedicated
bicycle Inaeways on either side of the roadway as well as designated pedestrian and wheelchair pathways.
Let us all share the beauty of our lovely City.

Reducing 4 lanes of car traffic to 2 as proposed is an excellent idea, that will significantly enhance our city 's
natural beauty, and foster cycling.

If you want to jam West-East routes un the morning and East-West ones late afternoon your plan will do just
that. Please keep 4 lines the parkway is wide enough to make you other proposed changes.

Please keep 4 lines otherwise you will cause major traffic jams and resentment from the population.

up and properly implements transportation, or alternate transportation,
deciding to just close lanes that taxpayers have already paid for in an effort to force us (taxpayers) to
somehow invent a new mode of transportation isn't the solution. Maybe we could invent something better,
but it starts first by dismembering the NCC and city planning.

Until this city wakes the

You and I don't need to rip up perfectly good infrastructure at our taxpayers expense

J_ I _ s i
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absolutely INSANE to contemplate removing traffic lanes ! !
mis

A large percentage of Quebecers work in the west end of Ottawa and use this a a commuter way also.
Everyone does not work downtown.

This thing never should have been a commuter route. It is frustrating for me to see the NCC manicure it's
parkways for Ottawans to generally treat them as slightly more green freeways. As it is right now, the
hostility of the area to pedestrians and vehicle noise makes it useless as parkland unless you're running or
biking through it to get somewhere else. I'm not in love with what the Greber plan has done to shape the
city, but I also can't imagine that this is really what he had in mind. Perhaps a two lane route would do more
to bring Ottawa closer to what that plan intended.

As the city continues to grow and develop, the need for commuter access becomes more and more
important. There will likely be very little increase to those who will cycle to and from work, which I estimate
represents a miniscule percentage of Ottawa 's populatio... with the intention to build up Lebreton Flats with
both proposals having an NHL arena, access will become even more important. Not everyone wants to cycle
or take public transit - especially for the thousands of people who have to cross over or from Quebec each
day. There are so many other scenic spots in Ottawa, but very few options for commuters. To think that
cyclists will rise on the Parkway is not a good idea - they already have a path along the Parkway ... and if the
purpose is to give them a scenic route they already have one right on the water - the City should spend the
money on maintaining and clearing it.

Love the reduction down to two lanes. Shouldn't need 4 lanes with the complete Western LRT,

Disagree with both.

Everywhere in the city, traffic congestion is growing and traffic corridors are getting reduced. It would be
comical if it wasn't so tragic. A 2- lane parkway would strangle commuters who are already in a stranglehold
during rush-hour.

It can do both. It's small-minded and bureaucratic to think it can't.

I know the NCC *wants* this to be true, but the reality is that it isn't true. The parkway is an important
commuter route, and has been for decades. Given this reality, the parkway should not be reduced from four
lanes to two anywhere along its length. Moreover, given that we should be moving to a less car-centric and
less carbon- intensive vision for urban design, why does the NCC want a scenic automotive route in the first
place? It's an idea from the 1950s that has little relevance to a modern capital.

Traffic patterns city wide will be negatively effected. The parkway is a commuter route because it is a road.
Revitalizing the bicycle path system will go much further in improving traffic and promoting cycling. Instead
the plan bottlenecks traffic. The natural beauty of the Ottawa River Pathway should not be ruined by idling
vehicles and car accidents.
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birongiy agree

1 don't think lanes should be reduced on the parkway..

At a time when DND is moving to Campus at Carling, we will require more east and west commuter routes
and with all the people from the Gatineau side already using this as a major commuter route, this will only
clog the routes and make more traffic for the local people.

Until better commuter options are introduced, fully functional and improve east to west throughput, the only
major modifications that should be undertaken should benefit the commuter population. This would entail
adding lanes and improving the flow of traffic from Quebec.

It has become a commuter route. Who is going for a Sunday afternoon drive nowadays ? We shouldn't

encourage this. The Queensway is supposed to handle commuter traffic, it was not the vision of Greber I
suspect to have the parkways clogged with commuter traffic .

while you would like to pretend that it is a scenic route, for 50 years it has been a commuter route, you
aren't proposing any way to mitigate traffic .

The quebec residents working on Ontario have a great difficulty getting to and from. You cannot ignore this
need or their numbers.

La vocation des promenades dans la capitate sont et doivent raster des routes panoramiques et non des
boulevards polluants (polluants de bruits et de I'aire) ! ! II est grand temps que la CCN developpe les rives et
le corridor SJAM de fagon a revitaliser sont environnement natureI et promouvoir adequatement son acces.

people need to get around.

Actually, I don't even think it should be a scenic route - unless you mean "to pull off in a parking lot and get

out and enjoy the view". Right now it encourages car commuters with nice views and few stoplights. Yet we
make the transit riders go underground and expect communter cyclists to share trails with pedestrians.

Absolutely, we often take the Parkway when we want to enjoy the scenery.

Yes. Would agree all the way down to the War Museum. If less lanes good west of island park, should be the
case east.

see below

These are equally as important. I grew up on the section of woodroffe between Richmond and the parkway
and witnessed how much of a commuter route it is.

It is an important alternative route for cyclists, and could be for skiers.

The parkway is an essential route for commuters. It is already scenic as it is. The alternative routes for eg
Carling Ave, are already very congested. Reducing the parkway by 2 lanes would create congestion there,

as well as add to the congestion elsewhere.
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It Important as neither.

Ottawa needs to be a more urban, less car centric city.
If we 're spending all this money on LRT, then let's use it!

I would love to say I agree but right now it is as important as a commuter route.

The NCR's absence of a modern commuting infrastructure has compromised the scenic function of the
Ottawa River parkway and Island Park Drive, Nevertheless, this is no time to close part of the parkway using
the excuse that a park is being built to improve things. The NCC would do better to build another bridge
across the river and to contribute in a major way to improving commuting in the NCR, The park idea is likely
to be an unsuccessful antidote to the commuting problems we are saddled with. Just look at the
unmanageable volume of suburban and Quebec traffic entering and leaving Ottawa every day. It is more
important to do something about that problem than to waste time and money messing with what is a good
thing now: the Ottawa River shoreline on the Ottawa side.

This statement should apply to ALL of NCC 's parkways and driveways

Very much so !

Parkway is an important route personally used as an alternative to the Queensway (for easier access, not
speed).

If the LRT runs under the park, then all the more reason to reduce the number of lanes.

It must continue to serve both, and if/when the buses are off it, then it can go back to being both a commuter
route (that won't end) but also have more focus as a scenic drive. There is a lot of space between the
roadway on the south side and water side for separate bicycle commuting and slower (walking) traffic ways
(double laned)

Holy crap... you actually have to ask this? Does anyone actually have a brain there?

There is no adequate public transit or available optional routes to serve Ottawa/Kanata residents who work in
Aylmer or Chelsea, nor is there a solution for residents of Aylmer and Chelsea who work in Ottawa/Kanata,

Ottawa has a horrible commuter system linking the west end.

This becomes more true after LRT and (even moreso) later, after automated cars.

While I agree, the reality is that it is still an important commuter route, it would just be better if it was
enhanced as a scenic route rather than simply a commuter. That doesn't mean it will cease being a
commuter route; therefore it brings along with it the challenges associated with such an avenue.

The parkway is an integral commuter route in Ottawa-Gatineau. This is incontrovertible, and some basic
observation would reveal that reducing the capacity from four lanes to two, even west of Champlain bridge,

would have a negative impact. It is important to note that when the parkway was built, it was to provide an
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The commuter route is already there and is obviously necessary. It is already scenic - - just look!

The parkway is very important as a route for active commuters (on bikes, skis, rollerblades, running shoes),

and should remain so. It Will also become important as a public transit route with installation of the train. Its
use as an automobile commuter route should be discouraged.

II existe plein de routes panoramiques et que tres peu de routes pour la navette done cette derniere devrait
I 'emporter en priorite. Si cela cause PLUSIEURS maux de tetes a ceux qui empruntaient cette route pour la
navette, et ils sont BEAUCOUP plus nombreux, je ne croient pas qu'ils aient envie de s 'y promener.

Cette route est une artere principale pour alter au travail, Reduire de 50% la capacite de cette route dans
une ville grandissante a I'embouchure du seul pont dans I'ouest esttotalement absurde !

Are you kidding. Have you done a traffic flow study?

I think it is equally important as a scenic route and as a commuter route. Having a perpetually traffic-clogged
road where cars never move will not be good for the environment or for the pleasantness of the overall
experience. One should not come at the expense of the other.

Because of the proximity to Quebec, this is a very important route for commuters.

4 season bike commuting should be the priority here.

Agreed, Though I do absolutely love driving I believe it is a wonderful spot that should prioritize enjoyment
and appreciation of the River and nature by foot / bike / path or water use.

We live in Lincoln Heights and use the parkway extensively and will be impacted by it going to 2 lanes but it
will be worth it! Healthy living, safety, and the environment are more important than convenience for cars.

We need to keep the parkway as a commuter route - DO NOT, I repeat DO NOT reduce the lanes to 2 from
4!

many commute via the route, thus it needs to accommodate both. Widen it by a meter or so should do the
trick,.

It is very important as a commuter route. You should see the traffic during working hours morning and after
work. The four lanes has to stay.

Yes, but a reduced speed commuter route is also an amenity to be enjoyed.

I strongly agree, and would support closing a lane, building in curvature, and reducing the speed limit, [But I
don't think there 's a snowball's chance that any of that will be done over the objections of the City and
Region! ]

Parkway should serve as a recreational route and for commuters - but should not be purely serving
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commuters as it does today.

It actually plays an important commuter role too. Concerned that two lanes to Island Park will just create huge
backlogs at that Intersection.

2 lanes for a short part of the parkway is stupid. Make it 2 lanes or 4 lanes not both.

Easier to say given that I do not drive, but cycle instead.

There are many, many seniors that live nearby.

Strongly agree but would like to see impact analysis before eliminating two lanes.

This eniline projects has tremendous potential to become a signature place worthy of a capital city! Do it!
But please integrate innovative and green low- impact design to serve as an example to the whole of Canada

It makes no sense for the NCC to want to encourage commuting on this route when the city is building the
LRT right beside it and obviously wants to get people off the roads.

I enjoy waiting on congested highways - I prefer to have pristine parkways with biogas and urine powered
Tesla electric cars

The only problem is that it is currently used quite a bit as a commuter route with not really any other viable
alternative.

Careful that LRT doesn't block river

Careful that LRT doesn't block the river.

It is both. It is impractical to push commuter traffic off the parkway.

I couldn't agree more ! I live directly adjacent to the parkway, and the people who use it do not respect the
speed limits in the very least. I very much support the reduction of the parkway to two lanes instead of four,
and I also support the plan to make it more curvy. I also think that the current plan to straighten the parkway
between Fraser and Cleary (which is in the plan for the first phase of of the WLRT extension) should be
rethought. The roadways will have to be relocated during construction anyways, so there 's nothing saying
that the road has to follow on top of the LRT box tunnel (which would remain straight, but underground).
Instead the parkway should be compressed to have a much smaller median, and the lanes should follow a
more curvilinear path with tighter radii between Dominion and Carling.

This is, however, a very important route for cycle commuting, which should be facilitated, since cycling has
minimal environmental impact and is a good way to experience the linear park. As for car commuting, this
should be discouraged, and there 's not need to ruin this beautiful waterfront with a divided highway.

I do not see why it can't be both. If you remove it as a primary commuter route, all the additional traffic will
worsen the congestion on the 417. Public transit is my primary means of commuting but reducing the Parkway
to 2 lanes will lessen my options on the rare occasions I need to drive my car from Kanata.
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In order to make this possible the Parkway should be reduced to two lanes.

Strongly agree! ! It if is to be a scenic route, then it needs to encourage slower speeds, and not high speed
commuters who would rather use it, than the 417.

Already shared with buses and becoming congested, it needs to be left alone, or improved for commuting.

Have traffic studies been done? Are there other speed-reducing measures that can be employed?

It is more important as a scenic route and a commuter route for non-automobile transportation than as a
commuter route for automobile transport.

It has been built as both currently, removing either would have major consequence

Reducing speed on the Parkway is a good idea. Limiting its use for commuters will only transfer traffic onto
Richmond Road and Scott Street, which are already overloaded.

Many people livelyhood depends on their jobs. And living in Ottawa/Gatineau basically implies just that. We
travel 300 days a year to work and to get home in all 4 seasons. Rush hour traffic is terrible at Island Park
Drive. Traffic for those going back into Gatineau have long line ups in all 3 directions, east, west and north
from Island Park Drive. I wouldn't want to live on Island Park Drive.

But it is used heavily as an expressway for commuters during the week.

Many of us like to take the scenic way to our destination. I bird to work almost every day.

Absolutely. Change the paradigm of the city's car-centric model. This is a unique space that should be easily
accessible by walking or biking

A two lane scenic route would be a big improvement and would go a long way to reduce high speed
commuter traffic that uses the current parkway as if it were the northern extension of the 417. It might also
reduce the amount of construction debris blowing out of the contractor vehicles that make the daily trip from
Aylmer and Gatineau to job sites in the west end of Ottawa.

Commuters should use the LRT and other roads such as the Queensway

Absolutely!

I think it can provide both scenic and transportation functions.

Close down lanes of traffic

Once the LRT is built people have to be encouraged to use it. If roads are good they won't see a reason to
get off them.

It would be difficult to reduce traffic lanes without a mitigation. I can confirm that bike traffic is heavy!

The narkwav should not he commuter route at all
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Agree but must realize that it is a heavily-used commuter route right now. Need a carrot & stick approach to
move people from cars to public transit.

The commuter's have the train, making it a scenic route creates what it should be.

It is now a commuter route and has been for decades, with no other viable alternative-can't use Richmond
Road-already clogged at rush hours, same for Carling Ave-so where would this daily traffic entering the
parkway at Woodroffe, Island Park, Parkdale go ?

This has been a commuter route for decades. You have feed ins from Carling, Island park and Parkview,

There is no viable alternate route to go downtown that can handle that volume of traffic

Traffic around Tunney 's Pasture is already ridiculously slow. Reducing lanes, even further down the line, will
significantly impact commuters in a negative way.

Actually I firmly believe that if the city and NCC are serious about reducing carbon foot print then it should be
the commuters and visitors travelling on the LRT who should get to view the lovely river scenery and the
solo drivers of car should be confined to a tunnel.

Not any more. Too late to turn the clock back. Where are you expecting the overflow of traffic to go? Shoving
it onto streets like Richmond and Scott street. Do you expect these vehicles to disappear?

not a fan of "Queensway North"

As it is, the 4- lane Parkway west of Island Park provide a convenient, alternative link between western
Gatineau (Aylmer) and western Ottawa, including Nepean, Kanata, and Barrhaven, Reducing it to 2 lanes would
risk diverting even more traffic along Island Park Drive,

Have you done any traffic impact simulations of the 2- lane option?

completely disagree, we need to find a balance between scenic and pragmatic.

Hello ! ? You green lit the LRT and hundreds of buses run on the parkway every day. Plus the only western
bridge to Quebec dumps the entire city of Aylmer onto the bridge every day.

I'd prefer it as a scenic but recognize its importance for commuters.

I strongly agree that this parkway was not meant to be a commuter route. People get very angry if others do
not drive 20 or 30 km over the speed limit. Speeders treat it like a highway.

Scenario 1with 4- lanes

They are equally important.

Traffic coming off the bridge from Quebec doesn't have a lot of places to go. Sure, two lanes will still go
towards downtown but unless Island Park Drive is expanded (which isn't likely to happen), taking away one of
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the Westbound lanes on the parkway is just going to add congestion to an already congested artery. In the
eastbound direction coming towards the bridge if you've ever gone that way near afternoon rush hour the
line-up to turn onto the bridge is extremely long. Limiting the parkway to one lane on that side will force
people who want to go straight towards downtown into the same lane as the people waiting to do a left-hand
turn against traffic.

People going to/from the Quebec side will not be served by the LRT in a way that will make them opt to take
it in place of their current driving arrangement. Presuming that the LRT would allow the reduction of lanes is
just ludicrous.

The parkway is a vital commuter route and is already quite scenic . I think it's more important to retain its
commuter capability than to increase its scenic nature.

The parkway is critical as a commuter route and is already quite scenic . Reduction in lanes or speed would
be extremely detrimental to traffic coming from / going to the Champlain bridge. Maybe if Island Park Drive
was expanded and another direct route to Woodruff / Carling-Britannia was added then it wouldn't be as
important, but as it is the parkway is absolutely more important as a commuter route.

On this one I totally agree. The parkway has turned into a commuter route and with speeds steadily climbing
it has become a highway. The use by buses and cars needs to be brought into check.

It is and can be both. Does not have to be absolute in one direction.

lOx yes.
Especially once the buses are moved off the parkway (post-LRT expansion). It should be for leisure driving
(like Gatineau park), not commuting !

Why it cannot be combined. Tax payers should be involved in the design. Is there any other option than
creation the traffic jams 7'

Commuter parkway can also be a scenic route while providing much needed access to downtown.

This is the only alternate route from the west end to downtown. Reducing the lanes will render it useless and
add to the congestion on the 417 at rush hour

This is completely erroneous as anyone who lives west of Ottawa and who has to deal with rush hour every
day knows.

It's perfect the way it is. If you reduce it to 2 lanes. You'll have more people trying to pass slowpokes and it
will cause more accidents.

It can be both.

It is a scenic route AND a commuter route. Trying to force a change will only cause more congestion along
the parkway AND cause increased congestion on nearby roads and increased volume through
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1 live in Stittsvilie.

The parkway plays an important daily role for many Ottawans. The folks from Quebec will have to tack on an
extra hour to their commute to deal with the construction while the two lanes are being ripped up, not to
mention the increased backlog that will result from the project. This question is a misnomer. The Parkway
already serves as both a scenic route (the nicest in the city), and a commuter route? Why must is be one or
the other? Is there not a way we can improve aspects of both so that ALL residents of the city can enjoy this
beautiful space?

If you reduce the lanes on this parkway it's going to be a big mistake.

The parkway is a major commuter route in the city and will continue to be so, even with the development of
the LRT, Even more so, with the development of Le Breton Flats .
Proposals for the development of this park should be done with close consultation with the City of Ottawa, as
it is the residents of Ottawa who use this parkway and the surrounding lands, the most. The parkway should
not be reduced to 2 lanes. The four lane option moves to providing a balance between commuters and
pedestrians/ park users and the concept should be developed further.

it is a secondary route to downtown especially from quebec

For people in Kanata who will not have LRT, this road is critical. Cannot think what will happen if lines will be
reduced.

The parkway is an important and established commuting route in Ottawa. This must be maintained at its
current capacity.

The parkway's traffic volume has increased steadily as western suburbs of Ottawa have grown. This trend
will unfortunately continue.

The parkway is important for both, but narrowing to two lanes of traffic is a terrible idea. This is a major
commuter passage east/west which already suffers major traffic delays during peak times.

I depend on this route every day to get to my workplace in Gatineau. Reducing the parkway to 2 lanes would
make an already long commute unbearable, especially in bad weather.

until better infrastructure is set up any proposal to reduce the available infrastructure is premature.

The parkway is important both as a scenic route and a commuter route

The Parkway's original and continuing purpose is to provide a green, clean, quiet "space" and was NEVER

intended to be a high-speed four- lane highway (as per Pierre Poilievre (April 4, 2016 Citizen)

You can not ignore the commuter needs. An alternative must be offered before proceeding.

Tho P^rU\ A/ av/ ic imnnrbnf fnr hnfh
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both an important route and as a
scenic route and a commutter route

STRONGLY DISAGREE - the parkway, though 'pretty' is a major commuter route ! ! ! ! HUH Please do NOT reduce
the lanes.

it should be a cycling commuter 's route

strongly support two lane option west of Island Park Drive

Commuters may like to take a scenic route so a scenic route may also be a commuter route. The parkway
provides a scenic commuter route that many commuters may value.

And far more important for active transportation.

Most folks taking it today are probably commuting to and rom downtown.

It's a beautiful route no doubt, but if traffic becomes congested many drivers will no longer be able to enjoy
it as they do now since they will become frustrated with the traffic congestion.

The LRT will not replace the traffice on the parkway as it will not reach the far west end. Additionally, with the
development of the land in front of the War museum for cars will be on the parkway than less.

The best ones are designed to both their potential! But for an answer, scenic route for me.

it is both. And it is beautiful now. By putting in more curves and turns to slow traffic will in my opinion cause
accidents. The beauty of the parkway now is that you can drive on it AND enjoy the beauty - without having to
focus on the upcoming curves. Problem with speeding? Put in photo radar - that will slow people down and
collect money for the city, I say this and I use the parkway everyday.

It can be both, it does not have to be both.

Yes, finally !

Strongly Disagree. The commuter component of the parkway is essential to the function of the City,

people need to get to work, not everyone can take a bus. The Queensway is a parking lot. The parkway is a
nice alternative and it moves traffic so people can get to work in a timely manner

The parkway is a scenic commuter route.

Commuter for use.
Clearly non of you have traveled it at 5 pm.
Especially because now Scott street is messed up ! !

This is a ridiculous comment. You must know that thousands of commuters (ten thousand cars ) use the
Parkway daily instead of the Queensway, which is itself inadequate for the number of commuters. Reducing
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the lanes on the Parkway will make the drive- in from the west-end of the city even slower. Both the Parkway
and the Queensway need to be expanded, NOT reduced in capacity. That way lies madness, folks.

WLRT or not, just look at the automotive traffic even if you remove the buses by having the LRT traffic on the
rails . Don't believe it? Try using it between 7 and 9 AM and 3:30 to 8:30 PM,

Yes this offers more access and serves badly needed commuter route for workers.

Reducing lanes will reduce noise pollution and make the park safer for children.

It's a major commuter route

Keep the speed limit at 60 km/h and enforce it. Reducing the parkway to 2 lines only is completely unhelpful,
won't enhance the concept and will severely increase traffic congestion problems that are already serious at
times.

It provides both as equally important outcomes.

The commuter aspect should focus on bike & rail, car commuter should be discouraged.

Protection and enjoyment of the river is more important than commute times !

There is lots of land in Ottawa that can be sacrificed to commuting, if that's what people want. But there is
only a small amount of land in Ottawa that is riverfront, and we need to make it useful, enjoyable, and
accessible to people to use as park/river/pleasure. Commuting is none of those. The NCC does not have
"commuting" in its mandate.

Currently it is an important commuter route. Remains to be seen what will happen after LTR & queens way
expansion are done ...

Four lanes of traffic encourages speeding, which increases noise pollution and decreases overall safety for
those trying to enjoy the park.

I agree; however, if the parkway is reduced to two lanes it will be important to plan where the current traffic
will be re-routed. For example, will it mean even more traffic on Richmond Rd ., Scott St, and Island Park
Drive?

I strongly oppose reducing the parkway to single lanes in either direction because of the number of people
who use this route to and from downtown and Gatineau, I m not opposed to the use of the existing median
for a realignment of the route (perhaps to make better use of the median as it is not really useful for anything
else. Reducing traffic to two lanes from Island Park to Woodroffe would create quite a bottle-neck on a route
that is the best, easiest and quickest means of getting downtown or to Gatineau by means of any of the
bridges.

The single most compelling part of of the vision is the prospect of rebalancing uses of this space for
pedestrians and cyclists. However, the opposition of "scenic " vs " commuter" is false. There are many kinds

i M ii, *» l l
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Strongly agree. The NCC should not be providing/maintaining commuter highways for cars.

It should be for both, commuter traffic is 9- 5 the rest is for scenic.
What is the next thing you are going to do ban all cars from down town? This is Gov't town a lot of the Gov't

workers work downtown. There is enough congestion now in the morning and afternoon all this is going to
do is make it worst.
Get you heads out of dream land

Agree 100%...the quieter the better.

No, the parkway is, and has been for decades, an established commuter route, an East-West route, and an
important link between the Provinces, which must be retained.

Widening roads ultimately leads to more traffic, but the converse is true. Repurposing the parkway for scenic
and recreational amenity purposes will complement the efforts to shift more commuters to the future LRT
line.

While green space is always a wonderful idea I don't think it trumps the importance of accessibility for those
who rely on the Parkway.

There 's no reason for commuters to be on the waterfront!

It is important as both. In fact any changes must improve car commuter traffic and access to and from
Quebec.

Until there is a viable alternative, the parkway is the main area for Quebec commuters to get to any part of
Ottawa west. The alternative is Island Park, which is already overloaded with traffic as it is . If one of the goals
is to "reduce traffic ", cutting the available lanes in half will have the opposite effect. While the it would
increase the amount of available space for other purposes, it would significantly increase the amount of
traffic in the area as well as cause driver/commuter frustration and more than likely increase the amount of
accidents caused by angry drivers. In addition to this, it would make it less viable for others to use the
space for its intended purpose since they will want to avoid the traffic to get to any of the sights in the first
place. A balance needs to be reached and reducing the lanes for an already incredibly busy rush-hour main-
route will not reach that balance.

As a federal government employee that is part of the percentage of the workforce that MUST be employed
in Gatineau, the NCC does not ensure that the public transit system is seamless between Ottawa and
Gatineau ie. I have to ride 2 separate bus systems to get to work. Therefore I drive from belltown to work.
The 417 is not sufficient to handle volume so the parkway is used. By removing the westbound lanes of the
parkway you are reducing speed but creating severe congestion on a two lane system and adding volume
to already congested Richmond, carling, and 417, simply displacing the problem.

It is both a 1) a scenic route and
2) a commuter route.
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Cest un lien routier essential pour les habitants de I'ouest de la ville

This is the main route used by buses going West, Unless there is a alternative route proposed that is equally
as efficient, this will be a hard sell to the thousands of commuters using this route twice daily.

Need to get people into down town.
Do not reduce the lanes.
Leave as is
Lebreton red lights are a disaster so stop !

Yes but by pushing traffic to other locales is not a smart idea. The Westboro and Hintonburg areas are
already congested and dangerous. Have you seen Island Park Drive at all now ?

It can be both. When the LRT is buried bury the road too. And build a underground parkaid for Quebec
residents to encourage them to use the park and to use the LRT,

Again I agree with scenic but animation and other activites will disrupt the area as much as commuting if not
make it worse by bringing large numbers of people into the area. It makes it more like a landsdowne park.

Very strongly agree but this will be hard to change but keep trying ! !

Unfortunately I don't think the commuter nature of the parkway can be changed now. The linear park idea can
include/ combine commuter traffic as well as recreational activty.

I think it needs to be both but while respecting the supposed dedication to nature.

As long as existing traffic has other options including the Iit

If there were alternate commuter routes that included good access between the West end and Quebec and
sufficient alternate East/West capacity on other city routes, the vision would be desirable. As it exists today
the parkway is an important commuter/travel route between the West end and Quebec , This will not change
with the planned portions of the LRT, which even after phase 2 will not extend past Bayshore and will not
serve access to/from the West adequately.

This is also a heritage route, and natural history route. Both those combined with an urban setting is a
challenge but could be a landmark president!

Eliminating 2 commutter lanes in one of he most congested cities in Canada is wrong. There will be long lines
of idling cars, bumper to bumper traffic, each and every day spewing out exhaust to be inhaled by the users
of the park (doesn't seem environmentally friendly).

The commuter lanes to one of the most contested cities in Canada is ill

The parkway has become an integral part of Ottawa 's commuting routes. This is borne out by the traffic
reports that regularly report traffic backups on the Parkway, By narrowing the parkway to 2 lanes, the
r !+! r* \m i 11 K r\ rvi 'sHr* \iu rs re- a -sr^ rl m A r o \AI i 11 K cs m ichnrl r% r%^r% ts\m% rSr* ta H es <rl (~\ t tc\ rxr \M TS\ f c* + r* r\ I
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who use the Parkway as a scenic route, use it on the weekend. Narrowing the Parkway to 2 lanes will not
change this. While the trend is to try to hinder vehicular traffic and promote cycling, vehicular traffic
continues to grow. Cycling and the LRT may limit this growth, but a significant amount of the population will
continue to drive regardless of measures taken by governments. The Parkway is scenic because of the river
views. Narrowing the Parkway to 2 lanes is not going to improve river views. It may allow people longer to
look at the river because weekday traffic will be backed up for much longer than it already is.

Should encourage bicycle commuting over car commuting.

big problem is converting parkway from a pseudo-expressway to an access route to the park and river

I do think that there has to be a balance between recreational use and commuter use. One idea could be that
during certain times only High Occupancy Vehicles, ie >2 occupants, be able to use the Parkway.

It needs to balance both

shouldn't be narrowed though, keep the same amount of lanes as now

The parkway is an important scenic route, but it is also a major transportation corridor.

less focus on traffic and more access to cycling and pedestrian traffic will benefit all.

Absolutely and definitely

Strongly!

Sunday drive? Come on, any way to cross this city east west is a commuter route. Could be made shorter
too. Then less pavement more green.

Slow down traffic, have cross walks or lights for pedetrians, limit traffic .

FULLY AGREE,

Cars will always congest every surface offered. People in the city actually need local green space - not more
roads. Reduce the car capacity on the parkway so that the train will actually get used (rather than be a
bajillion dollar white elephant).

How will you support the turn from the parkway onto the bridge into Gatineau at Island Park? Already this area
is highly congested at rush hour, getting rid of a lane will only make this worse.

The Parkway between IPD and downtown is probably a lost cause, but please, please, please reduce the
four lanes to one 2- lane roadway from IPD westward. The Niagara Parkway is a wonderful example to
emulate. It is a low-speed 2- lane winding road. There are small picnic areas and walks along and down into
the Niagara gorge. The area is delightful. It is a naturalists ' paradise.

Currently the Parkway is completely dominated by the roadway and its median. Removing buses from the
Parkway provides a fantastic opportunity to remove two lanes and restore the western portion of the
P a r l/'\ A/ a\/ tn a mnro nofi trol coffinn I coo nonnb crnm/inn arrncc fho marl ac if r \ irronfK/ ovicfc fn onin\ / fho
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The options are all fantastic and significant improvement, I am especially excited for new landmark buildings,

pavilions and follies along the park. It would be nice to see new iconic buildings in the spirit of Strutt's
westboro beach pavilions

Absolutely disagree with making the parkway 2 lanes. The other ideas are nice but this is a major route for
Quebec and east-west commuters. Do not take away a vital transportation artery for the sake of a handful of
cyclists a few months a year.

Let businesses operate with English staff. Sparks St is a major failure because of NCC bureaucracy. Let the
market dictate which businesses prosper along this pathway. Quit trying to artificially create exhibits,

restaurants, etc, that the public and people who live in Ottawa do not support. Get out of the way and let us
run our city.

dont screw this up

For the love of god who wrote these questions, really?

And NO Quebec can not take over our roads and make it basically private for Quebec only commuters,its
already bad enough.

I think the existing pathway system needs to be widened to accommodate the increased pedestrian,

cyclists, roller-blade, dog walker, child, etc traffic along the river. With all of the development occurring
around Westboro/Hintonburg/Centretown, resulting in high density, the pathway network needs to be
widened to allow for additional traffic flow.

Get rid of the parkway completely.

Status quo !

Another project that will make our commute even more difficult than what it is already. Are you taking into
consideration the amount of buses that use the parkway regularly? Are we going to sit there for hours
clogged up all the way down to the Quebec bridges ? Enhance the paths on the sides for both pedestrians
and cyclist and leave the four lanes alone please.

This is the most ridiculous concept ever. Reduce the moron's creating these ridiculous concepts. That will
solve more problems

There is a fully functional pedestrian and cyclist path just meters away from the parkway. The traffic that
occurs on the parkway during high traffic times is bad enough without reducing the lanes. As someone who
commutes via the Sir John A McDonald parkway daily with no other road option to get to the west end,

reducing the lanes for vehicles would significantly add time onto my hour drive to get to work and school.
The parkway should stay the way that it is. There are many people who travel via the parkway because it is
the simplest and fastest and sometimes only route to get to where they're going and the road should stay as
a 4 lane parkway. For the entire length.
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Please do not get rid of the 4- lane parkway.

Questionnaire is biased toward favouring the environmental issues vs the logistical.

There are a significant number of parks along the river and waterfront is accessible now. Bike and walking
paths are accessible.

Commuter traffic is a critical element to the functioning of the city. Decreasing the lanes will create traffic
chaos, more congestion (and emissions).

get rid of it! ! ! !

I prefer the 2 lane parkway over the 4 lane parkway. The more green space the better ! I also prefer the land
based path over the boardwalk. More efficient for cycling !

I cycle the the parkway frequently using both the path and roadway, mostly depending on the time of year.
Riding on the path is dangerous as pedestrians at times just wonder and those jogging or walking listening to
music do not hear my bell.
Riding on the parkway at times feels like you are rsiking your life vehicles travel far to fast and close to
cyclists

You will get more support for the plan if you try to accommodate all uses of the parkway i.e., both scenic and
commuter.

The linear park is a worthy idea and would be an enhancement to the city (ie. Central Park is to NYC). I am
very concerned about reducing the parkway to two lanes. With the volume of Quebec bound traffic, and the
prospect of a downtown stadium, and the volume of commuters who need to get to work downtown..the
parkway is vital. The McDonald-Cartier parkway cannot be compared to the Rockcliffe parkway...and a single
lane would be detrimental to the city core. Consolidating the parkway to 4- lanes inland, and adjusting the
road in certain locations (by expropriation?) would enlarge the park space without affecting traffic flow. Note
that Quebec bound traffic will grid- lock the parkway during rush hour if it is reduced to one lane, and no one
will be able to access downtown during that time.

Why is it that they keep the four lanes at the eastern part so as to not inconvenience those living in Quebec
but it is okay to inconvenience those living in the west of Ottawa.

The reason there is so much traffic on the Parkway is because there is a need for this east/west access
between downtown and Ottawa west.

the existing road is fine, the problem is the shared path is terrible ashpalt, you cannot skate on it and it is not
wide enough, just improve the quality, i.e. the smoothness, the size

this road is needed as is for rommufinn . don't fix what isn't broken
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Zf 1

Don't shy away from commercial activity - people need destinations for their walks.

Keep the 4 lanes as is but figure out a way to implement change without affecting drivers.

Don't cause more traffic . Ottawa has enough traffic and taking away roads will only make it worse. There is a
bike path that runs alongside the parkway which I feel is sufficient.

Limit commuter traffic too and from Quebec as Ottawa is the National Capital not Gatineau.

The parkway works well for all users. The thought of reducing the lanes of traffic can only be attributed to
those who do not use the parkway on a daily basis. There is no clear rationale between the proposed
concept and the NCC 's madate.

Let's think broadly at the project " not just the linear stretch of the parkway but the access (in and out) of the
area. While funding can be an issue, the creation of a pedestrian \ cycling bridge across Deschenes rapids
would certainly enhance the project and be more impressive than the boardwalk. It would effectively link
Ottawa\Aylmer for cyclist and tourist and would open up commuter cycling traffic. It would allow those in
Aylmer to cross and also enjoy the linear park without the extra detour to the Champlain bridge. Skip the
proposed boardwalk (protect the shoreline), establish a link across the Mud lake area (or in Britania) and
create a loop linking both sides of the river. I would make an amazing cycling\hiking loop from the war
museum, up the Parkway, across the river and down the bike path on the Quebec side down to the future
Zibi area and back to the Museum. Now that would be an amazing project.

Thank you

Michel

They should be adding car lanes not taking them away...absolutely horrible idea.
How can kids from Queen's University, who have little driving experience, who do not live here, know what
is needed in our city. I pray this plan doesn't fall through.

Bad concept

I like the ideas around Rochester field, especially the option with the large green space in the middle. I dont
know what kind of development makes sense along Richmond though as it is a transition zone between the
commercial part that ends around Golden and the mostly residential areas further west.

Good idea in theory, but you have to deal with the serious problems of speeders, geese, inconsiderate
cyclists, etc. Reducing the parkway to two lanes is a guaranteed disaster. People will still try to speed and
there will now be head-on collisions and lots more bad accidents. In the winter on snowy days, the Parkway
already gets reduced to two lanes sometimes. Do you think a two lane Parkway is going to force the
commuters to use a different route? Where? The problems will just move somewhere else or the Parkway
will just be more jammed up than it is now.
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just get rid of the entire parkway. It's a shitty highway in the middle of what could be a beautiful waterfront
park.

Keep the current parkway design of four lanes. If need be, move the lanes closer together so there is less
of a gap between the two directions of traffic . To encourage more use of the land, the parkway should
include crosswalks/crossover signals. This will calm traffic as well as offer a safe crossing for people to use
the land along the river.

NCC get over yourselves.
Build a wider parkway for those leaving Canada and improve the ride for those staying in Canada.
Construct a better roadbed to prevent buckling and potholes.
Add bikelines outside multiple commuter lanes so faster bikers stay off the jogging paths.
Have summer students cut the grass so the "glorious scenic route " does not appear a run down disaster
with grass growing a meter long and onto the parkway

I am against this . Why did the NCC say no to putting a transit line there but now wants some grass?
Ridiculous.

Without an additional interprovincial bridge in the west end, the plan only shifts traffic problems from one
road to others. If eastbound between Carling and IPD is reduced to two lanes, where does all the afternoon
Quebec bound traffic go?

Totally disagree. Leave it alone ! ! ! !

Bad Idea, waste of Money, does not do what it is thought to do. Leave the current 4 lane configuration and
work on improving the green space and shore line. Stick with simpler ideas not grandiose schemes.

Really like the separated bicycling paths and the motor vehicle lane reductions. You should reduce the entire
parkway down to two lanes for motor vehicles and run the dedicated bicycle paths the entire distance of the
waterfront.

You are OK with protecting the Que. drivers going downtown, but, the hell with the Ottawa drivers. Why not
put a overpass at Island Park Drive, this would improve the flow along the Sir John A Macdonald parkway
from Carling to the downtown Ottawa.
Reducing to two lanes would create a major backlog of cars.

Never give in to developers who would line this area with condos ! They are a plague in this, as in many
cities

I don't believe that I have seen a more bias and one-sided group of questions than these. They are not even
worthy of a reply. It is just another case of, this is the way we want it, slant all views our way, check box -
we 've consulted the public '. Great way to get a Trump elected !

Bottom line: If you want to get people downtown you need to provide an adequate route BEFORE closing
down alternatives. People wonder how can Ottawa cost so much. Instead of Graduate Students doing the
planning, try people who have actually lived and earned a living. I bet you'll get different pie in the sky
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results.

I'm 40 years old and I have been driving and cycling the parkway since I was 16 years old and there is no
safety issue for pedestrians or cyclists. 4 lane divided is safer to cross than 2 lane both directions. It's also
safer to let faster traffic pass slower vehicles and allows traffic to get around a disabled vehicle. Back off
NCC and stop tearing up infrastructure that was well thought out and well designed. Why don't you do
something useful and extend the parkway to the 417?

Plow the path during Irt construction

With a growing commuter problem with a city that has 6 months of winter,

this is a pathetic idea.

I support the 2- lane proposal. Though it will cause necessary adjustments to some commuters, the overall
goal will enhance the health, safety and quality of life for untold numbers. This, I believe could be a
transformative moment for both the NCC and Ottawans. Additionally, suburbanites must begin to share the
"true " cost of suburban living.

I travel the parkway both ways everyday. Congestion during peak hours is bad enough as it is. Does the NCC
want to bring things to a stand still then charge for parking as a way to raise funds? As far as the speeding
issue goes { I am no angel, I do follow the speed of traffic.), where are the RCMP? You might see a cruiser of
RADAR trap occasionally.

Agree with expanding the experience but disagree with limiting traffic on this important arterial. Biggest
improvement to use of the walkways would be to add 4 season bathrooms every 1km. You have no idea
how many seniors and other people with weak bladders avoid the parkway because there are no 4 season
bathrooms. I use the parkway everyday for walking and cycling and talk to many people along the way.
EVERYONE points this out.

It looks beautiful and the objectives are laudable. But please be pragmatic and take into account the reality
of people 's lives, such as rush hour traffic conditions in Ottawa, how our extreme weather will impact the
park (extreme heat, snow buildup, snow removal), etc. If families are to use these parks, clean washroom
facilities will be a must. And proper collection/recycling facilities for trash and compostables. Too often
Ottawa projects seem to be planned without taking such realities into account.

Agree that if close 2 lanes, then it should be the lanes closer to the river that are closed.

Need the City to widen Carling and/or Richmond at the same time to avoid congestion.

Forget about it. Stop the war on cars.

leave the roadway the way it is and increase the speed limit to 80K the road can take it.

You'll need to greatly increase police presence and visibility to stop dangerous speeders; in addition, you'll
need to create multiple lay-by areas for traffic stops by police, otherwise you'll be creating massive traffic
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using the Parkway as a high-speed commuter route. How can people appreciate the scenic beauty of the
area if they're doing 80 to 90 km/h instead of 50?

Furthermore, you'll need to increase police presence/visibility, and add bright lights and security cameras, to
discourage the bustling homosexual sex trade that routinely takes over the scenic outlooks during the
evening hours. 1 know many area residents who used to enjoy a quiet evening stroll along the river, but who
have been forced to give them up due to being repeatedly accosted by aggressive male prostitutes and
their would-be customers. This is simply unacceptable.

I don't think removing the four Lane access from Brittania to Island Park would benefit the City of Ottawa as a
whole. Harder access for visitors to enjoy this beautiful scenery along the parkway.

Perhaps the NCC could consider a 3 lane option? This would allow more room for the linear park and also
mitigate any traffic concerns. The middle lane can be used in the same fashion as the one on the Champlain
Bridge. It has proven effective and really meets everyone's needs.

Add a safe enclosed Dog park somewhere in there.

Whoever thought this was a good idea should be fired

I'd like to see a memorial garden. There is one along the river's edge in Peterborough, which is lovely where
individuals have status and plaques commemorating loved ones and it's a lovely place to walk.

You have actually found a way to make the harper goverment look good

Rather than alter the 4 lanes of traffic and make the parkway more accessible to cyclists why don't you
spend money on actually repairing the bike paths which are in great need. Add a stop light for pedestrians to
cross over to the river. Do not alter the 4 lanes as commuters will be affected and not very happy. Also
increase the speed limit to 70 or 80 which would reduce speeders.

Segregating cycling and pedestrian traffic is an excellent idea. I have visited Vancouver and it makes a lot of
sense to have these two uses separate, given how much pedestrians wander and don't pay attention, and
like to step out in front of cyclists . In terms of Scenario 2» where you have bicycle traffic next to car traffic, it
would be better if the bicycle traffic could be physically separated from car traffic. Increasing access to the
river is an excellent idea, generally. I prefer the Option 3 for Rochester Square, because it would allow more
people to move to the area and would be ideal for disabled and the elderly.

Leave it the way it is... Enforce speed if that is the problem... It is hard enough to get around this city as it is
now...

Keep it at 4 lanes - if speeding is the main argument, then it is easier to police and keep the convenience of
4 lanes then modify it to 2 lanes.

The concept needs to propose a realistic alternative for the traffic that currently uses the parkway. Growth
models show an increasing need to support the western part of the town with routes to prevent gridlock not
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remove them.

Has anyone at the NCC or for the NCC actually done a traffic analysis at the rush hours on traffic volumes
going west bound from Carling to downtown?? I really don't think so

There already is a park along the parkway - let's learn how to use it better instead of just making it harder to
enjoy for many.

this is a very dumb idea

I believe this concept is long overdue. That portion of the Ottawa River is too important to be wasted as a
transportation route for traffic. It should be a park that all can enjoy.

If the parkway is going to considered as a scenic route NEXT to a park and walking/bicycle paths the car
noise needs to be reduced so that people can enjoy the pathway. Three simple methods will reduce the
noise:

1) add more greenery: trees, bushes, etc
2) reduce car speed. A 10 km/hr speed reduction drops noise by half (from Wikipedia). Even though the
speed limit is 80 km/hr there the actual speed of cars is closer to 30 km/hr
3) make the road out of concrete rather than asphalt. From Wikipedia this has the effect of reducing noise by
half again.

Looks like you want to suck up to the Quebecers who use the 4 lane parkway between Champlain bridge
and downtown, while putting the screws to residents of west end Ottawa by reducing the parkway to two
lanes west of the bridge. Nice "planning"!

the best part is having the LRT tunnel beneath the 2 lane road.

I STRONGLY disagree with the attempt to limit parkway lanes. Most of the traffic on the parkway is commuters
heading to Gatineau. Those cars will still need to use the parkway after the LRT is constructed. I live in
Hintonburgh and am very concerned that this proposal could damage the neighbourhood by pushing
Gatineau commuters to use Scott street in order to connect to Island Park.

This is not a genuine consultation. Where is the opportunity to speak to the importance of the parkway as a
commuter route. Clearly, none of the designers has had to wait in traffic to get home. Let's see a study on
how the proposal impacts commuting times. Only then will this be a serious consultation. This is offensive.

- park concept is e citing to see
- 1 think substantial effort should include fitness oriented devlopement
- this should include route and distance planning for running and walking
- planners should consider this in conjunction how this can be included into and accommodate other major
events such as the OTTAWA marathon and bike races
- winter activities should be included in planning including groomed cross-country trails along the corridor
- bike rental and sharing programs should be accommodated in the plan
- accessibility features must be included in all aspects of the park and route planning
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there was a local improvement charge to the local property owners to pay for this local improvement I
would be more supportive. But, since that will not happen, the cost/benefit to greater Ottawa/Canada is not
there. Removing part of the road will be expensive. That money should be spent naturalizing the shoreline,

and improving stormwater management. This seems to be a solution looking for a problem. The real problem
is that the NCC has outlived it's usefulness and is looking for a raison d 'eter. Everything the NCC touches
becomes costly (LRT) and ugly (LRT, Sparks Street Le Bretton), and yet they are not held to account. Now we
have another NCC pet project. Why doesn't the NCC focus on fixing their real problems (e.g. Sparks Street
and dilapidated houses in the greenbelt) instead of inventing new problems to solve.
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I think that an idea worth investigating would be a pedestrian/bike bridge connecting Deschesnes (Aylmer) to
Britania, near mud lakes, over the Deschesnes rapids. This would connect more pathways/bikways between
Ottawa and Gatineau which would be good for recreation and commuting. It could also be used in the winter
for cross-country skiing and/or snowshoeing.

Ditch it.

Repair and upgrade the existing pathways. Make them wider so there 's room for the commuter cyclists, too.
Add more benches and gazebos so that the area becomes family friendly at places other than the parking
areas.

I am strongly opposed to any proposal that would reduce the parkway to just two lanes for part of its length,
especially the area west of Island Park Drive.

As a frequent user of the Western Parkway may I ask you to think very carefully before making any changes
to the existing route.

Firstly, I don't think there is going to be a significant change in the volume of cars on the parkway because of
the LRT. Many of the commuters from Quebec and for that part those from Ontario, are not going to cross the
bridges, park cars and then access the LRT. They will continue onto work places in vehicles. Just look at the
long line-ups trying to turn left onto Champlain Bridge, now! Reduction to one lane is going to tie-up traffic
from Carling and Woodroffe.

Secondly, many of us use the parkway to access the Gatineau Park, tourist areas and cottage country on the
Quebec side. If the lanes are reduced there will likely be a much busier use of other roadways to access the
bridges. Can you imagine Island Park Drive then? Look at it now !

Thirdly, we take visitors along the Western Parkway to see the scenic view, a pleasant outing and way to
access Parliament Hill. When we slow down a little to point something out other traffic can easily continue by
using the second lane.

All vey good except for the idea of going to a two lane road - see my comment above

Keep four lanes on the parkway! Ottawa is easy to get around in, and we should strive to keep it that way,
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getting to work to provide for their families. Light rail along part of the parkway would be a crucial step of
providing such a service, with having the added benefits you are seeking of encouraging more people to
visit the waterfront. Add eco-friendly stations along the route so that visitors and commuters and local
property owners all win. Do something right for the city you claim to have so much power over, even though
you don't even live here. Do the right thing.

I challenge you to tell me of another linear park like this without some commercial development.
The Plan needs to include restaurant and commercial uses such as boat rentals . This is essential so that
people can get out into the water and enjoy this great natural resource as well as provide some income
from the property.
Thank you

The quality of the concept and the comments highlighted in the report are underwhelming to say the least.
Given the shabby state of road surfaces and the existing pathways, especially north of the parkway, it
appears the city and the NCC are incapable of maintaining the existing infrastructure. Has an implementation
and sustainable costing estimate been produced? If so, make it public . Is there a notional budget within
which improvements/changes associated with this vaguely defined concept are to be entertained? As a start,

it would be helpful to understand what the NCC has in mind in this regard. Let's no defer yet again to every
whim that crosses the minds of the vocal lobbyists representing the cycling, autobahn, dog-walking crowds,

The current 4 lane should be maintained, and off-ramp roads and exits off the parkway should be expanded !
That's where the problem is ! If you want to reduce speeds, then increase police presence or have road
cameras.

Reducing it to two lanes will NOT solve any problem but create more problems and spend unnecessary
infrastructure money! ! ! !

My 2 cents.

As a general principle. Keep things simple. This is a park and parks have greenspace. They are not
supposed to be amusement parks. Not only increasing the amount of greenspace is what people want, it is
also the cheapest and most feasible in the quickest amount of time.

I personally am very well aligned with taking advantage of the proposed LRT investment and enhancing the
existing river parkway. However given the limited funds that the NCC have, I would recommend to focus on
fewer areas and get focussed spending on areas that can have a dramatic impact. While there is a need to
have a grand plan, my concern is spending too little across too much will result in a very unsatisfactory plan.
Look at what is the best solution for all areas, rather than planning within a proposed budget. Select the best
plan for a few areas within the existing budget that allow the NCC to realize the best for the public input

. .. e.c‘ i.i.
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Segregated east / west bicycle lanes should be considered in short term utilizing old railway bed that would
not attract pedestrian traffic since it is away from the river.

Are you frigin insane ! The parkway is an important commuter route and is beautiful as is. I often go biking in
summer along parkway and it more than adequate + its winter in Ottawa most of the year thus no biking and
we have Gatineau park for cross country skiing. Ottawa is a bunch of snarled up one way streets - so not
sexy.

do not play politics. Ottawa suburbanites need to get to work downtown on time ! street cars named desire
putting along with frequent changes will only slow us down, express buses are Satisfactory transportation
particularily.on dedicated or semi-dedicated routes such as the Parkway.the parkway is part of a succesful
solution ,do not destroy a 4 lane success ! ! !

Add play structure and/or specific activities such as volleyball courts back from the water, similar to
Mooney's Bay. Allows for the area to attract more people with different interests.

Leave it alone ! The parkway, bike path, and beaches work fine as they are. If you want to do something
useful, add some bathrooms along the way that are always accessible. If you want to do a few
improvements here and there, like at Westboro beach, that would be OK too, but please leave most of it
alone, it's one of those rare corridors that serves recreational users and drivers very well.

What a bad idea. I take this route every day, and it's already heavily congested during rush hours. Not to
mention how aggressive everyone already drives on it, this would surely be a disaster.

> It would prevent the speeding that is now endemic on the parkway, where traffic regularly zips along at 80
kilometres an hour despite a posted limit of 80 kilometres an hour.

I hate when people blame speeding, people not paying attention is what causes accidents, not speeding
(unless excessive i.e. 40+ km/h)

> It would also provide more opportunities to fully segregate cyclists and pedestrians on separate paths
and provide space on the parkway for commuter cycling.

I rarely see people walking along the bikepath during the summer. For every 8+ bikers, there 's one person
walking. I really don't see how this is necessary.

> Finally, the two-lane option would create more riverside open space. For example, NCC officials said the
two-lane option would increase available open space by 38 per cent along a 1.2-kilometre section of the
parkway that will run over the city's future light rail transit line.

Yes, more riverside space would be nice, but I think that function is far more important, in an already
congested area.
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Overall, I disagree with the idea.

The present concept is perfectly suitable as it exists and meets the majority of requirements that the NCC
and city are trying to achieve. As a retired senior citizen and Ottawa home owner, it is getting more and
more difficult to live comfortably in my own home with all the various taxes and other charges that increase
year after year. Savings interest rates are at .5% and every year the city of Ottawa can only start property

tax negotiations at a 2% increase which is highly misleading based on other extraneous charges. What do
we get for this - weed infested neighbourhoods, increased crime rates and less and less services. It is time
that the NCC and the city stop pandering to all the demands of fringe groups and do what they were elected
to do and that is to look after the citizens that pay the freight. But I guess without these fringe groups, no
forward thinking or the guts to hold the line, they would never get re-elected year after year after year with
very little new blood into the equation. Even with trying to put new blood and modern ideas into the political
system, it is the old guard that rules the asylum through sheer numbers.

Access to the river for pedestrians should continue to be the primary factor in development. Increasing
cycle traffic will help to reduce car traffic and the resulting dangerous speeds that are common on the
parkway currently.

Maybe in 50 years you could revisit the idea. For now leave things as they are. Those making decisions
obviously don't rely on this road as their access to downtown.

taking away 2 lanes from the parkway is RIDICULOUS

The parkway should properly blend both. It is a commuter route that has a scenic aspect to it. It would be
very shortsighted to reduce the parkway it should in fact be expanded, but set back further from the river
to allow for pathways to be added/expanded along the river.

Concept needs more planning if anything widen to six lanes not decrease number of lanes.

in the mean time have more policing on the parkway - put cameras

More parking more riverside destinations like restaurants, shops or boat rentals more thought put towards
families seniors and handicap access to this beautiful asset that we have. This current vision is not user
friendly if you are not young single and healthy. Is this an organization that understands that our city is aging
and very much a family city. It seems an elitist vision

I disagree with the lane reductions from 4 to 2

Leave the parkway as is. There is nothing wrong with it. Changing it to 2 lanes will only divert traffic to other
arteries. Think long term people at NCC. There are more important issues to address in this city ... gangs and
drugs duh...

You want parkland then burrow the parkway underground

The parkwav is currently acting as a commuter route and doesn't serve the intentions of the NCC very well.
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Aerial shots of the shoreline look sad and outdated, having a giant highway through the middle of it. Roads
aren't sexy, parks are. Car ridership in Ottawa is high, but they way of the future isn't with a car. Having a
"scenic drive" only encourages this dated behaviour.

A linear park concept is wonderful. Certainly increased access to the shore and to water by adding
pedestrian and cycling access points is a great idea. The boardwalk concept is especially neat.

Provide access to winter trail grooming for cross-country skiing, or even a skating rink the length of the
bikeway to have a unique option for leisure and commuting from the West,

I strongly disagree with the concept of eliminating two lanes from island park to carling, if you were going to
propose this because LRT will solve things why not do it in the dense, urban area that will have LRT first? you
know, the one with all the condos, fewer cars, etc as opposed to the commuters that cross the bridge at
island park that are now what? expected to use the LRT and then transfer a thousand times? you couldn't be
more out of touch

Looks good, I will leave the details to the experts

Have the planners of the 2- lane option ever used this road? I ask since the area they have decided to make
the choke-point (Parkway and Island Park) already experiences a noticable problem and to effectively double
this issue for only limited benefits, benefits which will largely go to those who live near to the existing park
lands, and which will not benefit the rest of the city, but will actively cause problems for commuters - well I
have to shake my head in wonder at how the planners minds work.

Like it or not, the parkway is a de facto major arterial road used by many residents of Ottawa west (Kanata,
Bells Corners, Richmond, Stittsville, Carp,,,,) and beyond to get to and from Downtown Ottawa and Gatineau) ,

Are these people second class citizens to Quebec residents using the Champlain bridge who would still
have four lanes? Certainly appears so ! Retain the existing four lanes for the entire length of the parkway as it
will continue to be a necessary commuter route for many years after the LRT is constructed. The LRT must be
extended into Gatineau to help reduce traffic to and from Gatineau, In addition, any redevelopment of
LeBreton Flats as an entertainment venue will create additional traffic load on the parkway as well as on
Scott, Wellington, Bronson, Rochester, and Preston, Currently, a major choke point exists at Lincoln Fields
where west bound parkway traffic joins Carling, Alleviate this by extending the parkway to join the Queens
Way between Woodroffe and Pinecrest, Actually, this would also alleviate eastbound (to Gatineau)

congestion on the Q-Way. The NCC, Ottawa, Gatineau, and the provinces of Ontario and Quebec MUST work
together on a region- wide traffic and transit plan. Which brings to mind the continuing debacle regarding
building a new bridge and/or tunnel to get interprovincial truck traffic off Rideau/King Edward,

I like the two lane concept the best- yes there is a lot of commuter car traffic on the parkway but isn't that
the whole idea behind the LRT-wean people off of their cars? I was also pleased to see that the idea of
keeping the pedestrian path near the river bikefree. People on bikes are not really enjoying nature as they
speed by it and are not prepared for the random actions of children.

Thn r rs r»r- rs r% + nn rynr -a 11\ / r t r s r s A rz Ifho i i n h if- \* tr\i ilrl K r\ nnnrj i-r\ Sva \ fo r\ I rar» H n rs h/r* t A / ra \ / c n a r o c I v a•3 rs r% c% rsrr
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increase natural interaction with the river lands. I feel that this would be especially wise around Dominion
station, which could easily become the key to facilitating access to the river. Especially if animation areas
around Westboro Beach focus on providing major attractions such as festival spaces and restaurants.

The parkway IS a major commuter route to and from west Quebec and North Kanata and Lanark County. I
submit that NO reduction in the carrying capacity of this commuter route be undertaken until an additional
bridge is built over the Ottawa River to connect the dormitory communities of the western part of greater

Gatineau and the urban core of north Kanata and the former Nortel campus on Moodie Drive. The present
extended periods of morning and evening congestion on the Island Park Drive to Carling Avenue portion of
the parkway need to be remedied before a reduction in the carrying capacity of the parkway is considered

Before you reduce the number of lanes between Island Park and Carling, take a look at the traffic during
evening rush hour. There are few enough ways for people to get between Ottawa and Gatineau - having LRT
is not going to help people get across the Ottawa River, and those commuters who are currently using the
Parkway are going to end up clogging up Island Park Drive, Scott St, Richmond and Carling even further than
they already are during rush hour.

Incorporate kid- friendly areas.
Incorporate historical/interpretation info (i.e. : environment, society, culture)

As it stands right now the Parkway is nothing more than a highway with well manicured greenery. The left
over space from the road ways is given to park users, almost as an after thought.

Such a fantastic stretch of land should not be hampered by car-centric infrastructure that is at capacity for
two hours Monday to Friday.

Removing the north side of the roadway for the entire length would be ideal, but this is a good start.

Need to design the park for better winter use by planting strategically placed coniferous trees to deal with
strong cold winds. Grade favourable slopes and appropriate landscaping for an all- winter trail that removes It
further from road slush and plowing. A warming facility at Museum, Westboro Beach and at Britannia.

-Integrate connectivity (pedestrian, green space) with LeBreton development
-define overall user objectives e.g. aimed at local residents or capital city tourists?

The Parkway is a regional and national amenity ! The people living along its southern boarder should not
dictate its use or hijack the (national)planning process.
The NCC should "relax" a little and allow some fun to happen along this corridor, as you do with the canal
during winterlude. I think the NCC has to facilitate and encourage private enterprise through a not for profit
lease arrangement with concessionaires. Create places for food trucks to park and sell food, rent paddle
boats and kayaks, etc at no or little cost to the concessionaire. The NCC 's lease arrangements stifle or
discourage commercial enterprises.

Commuters use the road a few hours each week dav. The rest of the time the huae area devoted to roads
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blights an otherwise beautiful spot, I'd like the NCC to remove the water side roadway for the entire length of
the parkway.

Integrate area east of Parkdale with developments at LeBreton, Zibi, City centre...

The sooner the better.

PLEASE consider realigning parkway to hug Tunney's pasture thereby linking Remic with the Parkdale loop
area and creating one big park with more animation. This would also help the transition in between LeBreton
(urban) and the rest of the park.

I strongly agree that the parkway is more important as a scenic route than as a commuter route, and that
decreasing the lanes on the parkway will be beneficial to providing a safer environment for pedestrians and
cyclists, while also increasing access to the riverfront and improving the experience of the area.

If the two lane route is adopted I would hope the walking/bicycle/skateboard/roHerb lade pathway would be
wide enough so that walkers have one side and all others use the other side, divided by a painted solid
yellow line. Please look at what is done in Singapore along their East Coast Parkway to see what a
wonderfully successful area has been built.

I love the idea of making the parkway 2 lanes only. Please adopt it!

More roads = more traffic . Fewer roads = more use of public transportation = less traffic = better city =
better nation!

Everyone talks about the carbon footprint of cars, industry etc . No one seems to care about buildings. The
construction, maintenance and lifespan of buildings account for about 40% of the entire carbon footprint.
Stop tearing down trees & building things to make our city 'better ', you're not helping anyone. Yes, plant
some more trees, maybe add a hiking trail or two, and maybe a boardwalk, but not a HUGE boardwalk all the
way down the parkway. That ruins peoples views of the water UNLESS THEY ARE ON THE BOARDWALK.
Horrible idea.

Just install several more parking lots and manicure more land. It can supportaway more visitors than are
currently using it. Nothing has been upgraded in fifty years. But there is no need to even consider closing
two lanes of traffic . That is just ludicrous.

I'm from just west of Britannia and I feel our needs are being neglected if goes down to 2 lanes.
At Island Pk (left turn) heading east there is always a long line,far past the left turn lane, taking over the left
traffic lane taking east travel to a single lane. Nice you can accommodate Quebec.
We use the parkway to walk , bike, bird watch and for all driving to the city. With talk of major development
for lebreton flat and the train (instead of Carling where it belongs) it will be difficult to keep the serenity the
area can offer w/o careful management

Make sure that all of the linear park is four season oriented and is accessible year round from all access
Doints .
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Good work so far. Please keep consulting.

Need to have water fountains at key places along the park, and public washrooms and emergency phones.

The parkway needs to be upgraded, particularly the intersections of Woodroffe Avenue and Island Park
Drive, Not doing so is socially and environmentally irresponsible. The Ottawa River shoreline is still not
interesting enough to attract visitors. Development may need to occur to increase foot traffic. However, if
ecosystems need to be protected, then cycling and pedestrian infrastructure need to be scaled back and
maybe decommissioned, I have personally witnessed visitors and local residents damaging the ecosystems

by attacking wildlife, damaging plant life and polluting the shoreline. As well, the shoreline has been the
scene of some socially irresponsible behavior, such as public intoxication and assaults . The NCC needs to
be more realistic of the use of the land and it's priorities involving the wildlife, especially the human
interaction with it.

Je trouve que la promenade esttres bien comme elie est, Je ne trouve pas que cette depense est
necessaire. L'argent des contribuables devrait servir a d 'autres projets beaucoup plus necessaires. Qui plus
est, le traffic en periode de pointe est deja I 'enfer, Enlever des voies va empirer la situation, Cela n'est
vraiment pas I ' idee du siecle.

Thoughtful initiative. Add to it means and strategies; Foster increased public participation.

The idea of a park is great, but there are other things happening that the NCC could do to promote green
areas in the National capital region. I cannot emphasize enough how bad of an idea it would be to reduce any
lanes that link East/West AND Quebec to Ottawa, PLEASE THROUGHLY STUDY THE TRAFFIC FLOW BEFORE
MAKING ANY PLANS. I guarantee there is no way a lane reduction benefits anyone living and working in this
region.
Furthermore, across the river on the Quebec side, there is rampant development occuring, directly adjacent
to NCC park areas. It is a shame that the NCC does not recognize that doing nothing to stop these projects
will damage the esthetics, charm and ecosystems that the NCC is claiming to try and protect. There needs to
be comprehensive understanding of the impacts of city decisions/development and NCC plans in order for
any beneficial progress to be made for those who live and work in this region. We cannot have these
disjointed plans popping up and hoping they'll all fit together once they're done. It's madness, and it
sometimes feels like we live in a social experiment to see just how much the inhabitants of this region can
take before they snap. Thank you for reading these comments and taking them into consideration.

I love the look of the on- water boardwalk. This will be a well-used and important leisure destination for both
locals and visitors to the city.

Sounds amazing ! As a cyclist I am looking forward to having a dedicated bike lane !

MAINTAIN FOUR LANES ! Prove that the National Capital Commission can occasionally treat the opinions of the
citizens of the Ottawa-Gatineau Region with something better than the usual contempt.

TOD orioritv is to reduce traffic slowdowns and promote the smooth, auick flow of automobile traffic.
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Excessive idling wastes fuel, causes excessive air polution and costly delays -- time is money.
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cafes would assist this.

GREAT start and vision. Reducing vehicle traffic will be a challenge but well worth the effort, showcasing what
is a currently a scarred jewel of the Outaouais. Please consider a natural, grassy berm on the south side of
the parkway to reduce traffic noise in the neighbourhood, and one on the north side, perhaps, to quiet the
riverfront from the drone of vehicular traffic. Controlled crossways will help, but instead consider natural
access points that go under or over the roadway instead of unsightly streetlights, which don't belong in a
park.

Don't reduce lanes. The parkway is already closed for biking Sundays and that's a hassle for us living close.

Please consider communities on both sides of the river when coming up with ideas that destroy the quality of
life for thousands of inhabitants. And try to understand traffic flows. Not everyone commutes to the Rideau
centre. We work in Kanata, Bells Corners, Nepean, Vanier, there is Carleton university, Ottawa civic hospital,
heart institute, etc .

Bad idea and I am an environmental scientist. This will increase traffic and air pollution.

Absolutely wrong. There are not enough roads for commuters, and this is very evident by the amount of
daily traffic during peak rush hour times. The NCC also closed part of the Gatineau parkway leading to the
hospital in Hull/Nouvelies-Frontieres to "protect the remaining environment." This is completely counter-
productive. If the NCC cared about the environment, they would do something about all the development that
is occurring in Ottawa/Gatineau, instead of proposing these out-of-touch and irrelevant projects.

Leave it alone. It works. If the NCC wants to open green space then cut the grass. When I was growing up
driving with my family or biking was a pleasure in the summer in a parklike environment. Now it looks like hell
in the summer overgrown field of weeds. This is no longer green space. The idea of having four lanes from
the Champlain bridge eastbound benefits Quebec residents and punishes West end residents. The public
land is supposed to be beneficial to ALL RESIDENTS !

This area is absolutely gorgeous and the fact that it is wasted on individuals that need to speed by the
waterfront on their commute to work is appalling. These spaces should be embraced by everyone for what
they have to offer and not just a shortcut to where they need to be. I am a pedestrian, runner, and cyclist,
public outdoor space needs to be used in a way that can benefit everyone, not just people in their vehicles
trying to get to work (in a way that is dangerous for others and worse for the environment). Embrace the LRT,

lose the freeway through our parks. Pedestrian friendly, more highways mean more cars - but this shouldn't

be a highway to start.

Do it! We need lass cars driving anyways, traffic congestion will hopefully encourage people to use alternate
transit.

Please do not reduce to 1lane. A lot of OC Transpo buses use this road and limiting the lanes would have
the buses stuck in even more traffic. It is already ridiculous that there is no actual transitway for people
coming from the west of the city (we have to use the 417 and the parkway); please don't penalize people
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Uie pdTKWdy.

I grew up in McKellar Park and frequented the banks of the Ottawa river daily as a kid during the summer
during the first years of the parkway. It's great that the riverside will once again be made more accessible to
the public. However, I disagree with the traffic shaping that is proposed, as I am apposed to using the
parkway for bus lanes or LRT as well. Reduce the median between the roadways and retain two lanes in each
direction. Use barriers to keep pedestrians from crossing the lanes of traffic, with underpasses to access
the park. Look at Chicago 's waterfront for a classic example.

Can you please rename the park to reflect local Algonquin history, rather than the name of a Prime Minister
with a very troubling history in the treatment of First Nations? Or, at least choose a different Prime Minister to
memorialize in the name.

La promenade me sert de trajet pour me rendre au travail. Je perd deja 25 minutes de ma journee dans les
bouchons de circulation. Si vous reduisez les voles, ce temps augmentera surement a Ih. Je suis
enseignante et les eleves dependent de ma presence pour le futur.

DO NOT reduce the parkway to two lanes. You are creating additional congestion for no reason. There are
ways to SAFELY plan cycling and pedestrian crossings without. The claims that it will help minimize the
number of cars on the roads and increase bus ridership is pure biased propaganda.
If you wish to improve the area, then IMPROVE the area for ALL citizens who use the space. That includes
commuters and persons going for a drive to enjoy the view.

It would reduce substantially the ability of people from Nepean, North Kanata, and other areas of Ottawa to
either get downtown by car or to connect to other roads to get to work/recreation. There are already 2 bike
lanes - one on each side of this road, so a third lane is redundant. One of the lanes already goes beside the
river. The premise that the new trains will somehow make cars disappear from the roads is ludicrous. To
take away roads and assume the traffic will disappear is absurd. Take the analogy of a pipe full of water
which flows into 5 pipes, and then we decide to close the valve on one of those pipes. The pressure in the
other pipes goes up as more water has to flow through those other pipes. The same for traffic. The city is
expecting to grown by 265,000 people between now and 2035. To close 1lane of a main road with a
significant population increase being anticipated is beyond stupid. The traffic to and from Quebec to work in
Ottawa in the high tech alone would occupy this road.

Improve the parks we have. Don't reduce commuting traffic. This road is a main link to get to Quebec. And to
get into and out of the city. There are many ways to improve the parks we have without removing lanes

Cars entering parking lots/on low volume or low speed roads should have to stop at intersections with the
pathway, (e.g. cyclists and pedestrians should have the right of way at these crossings, and should not be
required to stop)

The area needs a comprehensive revegetation plan.

When did the NCC become Parks Canada? The NCC 's mandate should focus on delivering motivational
projects that showcases Canada's best for the world to see and bring Canadian pride in what can be
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accomplished. This is an opportunity to showcase Canada's vision on city urbanization where we should
showcase more animation along the waterway, how to tackle urbanization with conservation, more innovative
features use oftechnology, our architectural talent and so much more. This concept and effort is lacking
inspiration, innovation and a vision.

Bad idea to cut the parkway down to 2 lanes. Try moving parts of the road South away from the river if you
want more continuity of green space.

An influx if commuters that use this route will eventually have to take alternate routes. This might increase
highway congestion.

I am very supportive.

Yes. Please build a new Science and Tecnology Museum near Rochester Park, with vehicle access only via
Richmond Road. Bike and pedestrian facilities, cafe and access facing bike paths along the Ottawa River
shoreline.

Once enhanced with the new features there will be higher volumes of people. The new structures should
support this growth and consider the region a "go-to " place for tourists and residents alike. It should be a
space that can be utilized year-round. I like the compliment of structures that will support active living
(universal water access, boardwalk, ski trails, bike and pedestrian trails), I support a multi-purpose "meeting
place" structure that is open year-round for activities including dining, viewing area, possible art exhibit,
recreation space etc.

Take care how the various elements that might ultimately be chosen will fit together. It would be easy to fall
inadvertently to have elements of the project working against one another.

This concept is largely deteimental to commuters from Kanata and the rest kf the west end. This will only
serve to clog things uo further which will, in essence, prohibit access to all these new areas. Making traffic
heavier is never a good idea. Of course, the cars sitting at idle in gridlocked traffic will also serve to
negatively impact the ecosystems you are seeking to preserve. I find it difficult to believe that anyone
woukd support this initiative after having thought through all aspects thoroughly.

The LRT need not be above ground.

I strongly support converting the parkway to a 2- lane roadway. The linear park concept will be greatly
enhanced with more greenspace, more possibilities for separated pathways for different users, and
increased potential for animation. I believe this will reflect to all Canadians our nation's shift towards a
greener and more sustainable future

I vote for the 4 lane parkway. I think the 2 lane will be a huge disadvantages for people who need and rely
on the parkway to get to work during the morning and afternoon rush hours. I think the 2 lanes are going to
cause more anxiety and frustration on the drivers who rely on the parkway to get to work and to get home at
night. The parkway is fine how it is already. Also in the evening turning left off the parkway to go on the
Champlain bridge is already huge. Imagine the back up one lane would create to all the people who need to
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s.19(1)

turn left to get on the bridge. I personally think the idea of a two lane parkway is an absolute horrible idea.

Keep the four lanes. It is not wise to limit to two lanes. We are a cold-weather city and many will still take
their cars to work.

Please see my comments above
Thank-you

A proud loyal citizen of Ottawa

Public transit needs to play a more obvious role.

Where will people park? Not everyone will take the LRT or buses. The area is already pressured by the lack
of parking. Earlier Westfest experiences regarding popular concerts made for dangerous situations on
residential streets, eg first responders would not have been able to make it down the street. Luckily we
didn't have to experience that. I know parking is the City 's problem, but the NCC has to consider the
environs before pushing fora high use option. The NCC needs to make on site parking available if a high use
option is desired

Keep 4 lines for cars otherwise you will ruin people 's commute in the morning, especially reidents of Aylmer
working downtown Ottawa.

Keep 4 lines for cars the parkway area is large enough for all your other projects even with 4 lines.

I disagree with narrowing any commuter route in the city.
Not everybody is able to use transit because of the nature of their work.
A lot of commuters do not have easy access to rapid or regular transit which is often unreliable or TOO
expensive even though it's a bit cheaper than parking which is also outrageous.
Transit does not always get you to your destination at the time you need to be .
Off peak transit hours are not very convenient.
Taking away a lane of traffic on ANY major road serves no purpose but to satisfy the insane
environmentalists who are but a minority.

Again removing roads is a bad plan especially when your going to be drawing people to the area. " I hope
and no just the locals "

Its nice to see the boardwalk so pedestrians can walk separated from cyclists.
On that note making the paths wider would be a great help to both.

Once again, money is being spent with a total disregard of the commuting population from Gatineau. Why
don't you remove the bridge to Gatineau altogether and put a big park with ZERO cars between Carling to
Wellington street!...! would respectfully ask you (really you not student counting cars) to go along the
parkway at rush hour and it will take you about 2 seconds to realize how insane the idea of removing traffic
lanes is .

make sure to link up the cycle path that extends to the war museum and beyond with Wellington street in a
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safe way ie designated bike lanes on Wellington so cyclists can move safely from the bike path either
across the booth street bridge or up Wellington to parliament hill.

I live in this area and I support the plan. Please - - more access for bicycles, walkers. It is so difficult to
access the waterfront.

It would be nice to include opportunities for vendors serving food - carts or kiosks or food trucks even.

I'm encouraged that the NCC is tackling this with sensitivity to the park, with some sense of vision, and with
some impressive forethought. It's lovely that we can talk about respect for nature and greening this or that,
but even suggesting something as bold as removing traffic lanes in a city that is decidedly vehicle-oriented
truly is courageous. Kudos for that.

I'd still like to see ever so slightly more opportunity for things like restaurants or food stands or markets, but
I'm encouraged by this plan nonetheless.

The only viable option of those that are presented is to leave the Parkway as four lanes for cars only. Having
read that It was such a small number of people who formed the discussion groups is actually frightening to
think that the NCC sees this as sufficient to come up with ideas that represent the population... over 9000
people use the Parkway... were any of them asked? The biggest point is the build up of Lebreton Flats with
both proposals having a new NHL arena in that spot - the traffic will be insane even with the Parkway as it is
(considering there is already little road access to it), can you imagine if the Parkway was reduced to 2 lanes?
Plus all the commuters that cross to and from Quebec every day?

The choice is between an easy drive for 9,000 lucky commuters or a lovely linear parkway for 800,000
citizens and visitors to the city. Being grudgingly provided access to the broad verge of a commuter
highway does not really count as a linear park anywhere other than Canada.

I love the improvements. However, I live in Westboro and there is a significant amount of cut-through traffic
as cars drive through the McKellar and Highland Park neighbourhoods as there are no designated routes
between the 417 to Richmond Road. As the new entrance way to the river parkway is at the Rochester Field I
can see that these improvements and the new entrance way will increase the cut-through traffic in the
neighbourhood. Cut through traffic is dangerous because these cars drive at higher speeds as they are
trying to get to their destination as quickly as possible. It is ironic that one of the goals of the plan is to make
the parkway safer for pedestrians and cyclist, but will result in making the local neighbourhood streets less
safe as cars cut through the neighbourhood to reach the improved parkway. A clear, marked travel route for
cars to reach the parkway (and the Westboro shopping area) from the 417 is needed.

Make the parkway a lot of residents can enjoy at the same time

Don't cause more traffic problems in this city. It's bad enough this fiasco of a light-rail will not improve
commuting east-west when it's finished.

Work with what we have. This city has winter 5 months of the year. Bicycles are not the priority
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Stupid idea.

There will need to be alternate routes. The drive is already very busy and less lanes will increase driving
frustration which in turn may cause more accidents.

Ensure excellent access to public transit so people can easily come here from downtown that way.

I disagree with reducing a lane of the parkway as well as the boardwalk. The paths are located next to the
river, and do not need to be suspended over it. I am concerned about the environmental impacts as well as
the experience of boardwalk users in times where the river has a foul odor. River clean up is a much more
pressing issue. Idling more vehicles due to lane reductions will hurt ongoing efforts to maintain and better
the quality of our river.

I do however applaud the plan to increase points of access to the river parkway.

Two lane parkway west of Island Park Drive, not four lane which takes up too much room.

New at-grade signalized parkway crossings will reduce roadway capacity. This provides an additional
argument against a two- lane parkway. Please consider and study an additional option: making all new
crossings grade-separated, so that traffic can flow unobstructed from Lincoln Fields to Island Park, similar to
today. Obviously grade-separated crossings would be more expensive, but potentially worthwhile if it would
allow implementing a two- lane parkway west of Island Park Drive.

Where is the biodiversity protection that is party of your Environmental Strategy?
I see major room for improvement here. The public expects more federal leadership on this issue.

I like the idea of a separate lane for fast cyclists. We cycle a lot along the parkway and it is getting worse
and worse with the congestion of fast cyclists and families. Children are at peril.

Make more lanes for pedestrian and cyclist only on each side of the parkway so that each side has two
lanes. This will enhance the pedestrian traffic as they will not have to compete for space on a lane with
cyclists, make 2 lane cyclists lanes for faster and slower traffic , enhance the existing stop areas along the
river so that more people may enjoy the area.

The city really needs to concentrate on improving access to major transit routes, including the 417,

Gladstone, Carling, such that the city roads are not forced to accept the unnecessary volume of traffic it was
never designed to accept.

I like the idea of the 8JAM winter ski trail. The NCC along with the community associations should all get

involved to support it.

I don't see why one has to cancel the other. I use the Parkway as a commuter route because of its beauty. It

is a less stressful drive than taking the 417.

I strongly suggest to keep cyclists and peds separated where possible. This is a busy bike route for many
people and I understand that there are conflicts. It is hard to stick to the 20 km speed limit. At the same time,
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bike lanes on the Parkway will not encourage many people to cycle there, it is less safe and it is much less
attractive.

Keep 4 lanes

Change the name of the parkway. It should reflect the aboriginal history and or the local geography, rather
than a former PM.

Do not reduce driving lanes west of IPD. You will only intensify pressure for another bridge between ON-QC
that will never be built because no one can agree on it. You will also create more traffic on IPD.

Don't come up with stupid ideas.

Change the name of the parkway to something that makes sense. Suggest aboriginal heritage or
geographical relevance not a dead prime minister.

The reconfigured parkway should have only two lanes, not four, for the maximim benefit of Canadians. It will
enhance the the government image and serve as an additional go to destination for tourists within Canada
and abroad.

Excellent concept et tres equilibre, bravo ! ! Je suis 100% en accord avec la reduction a deux voies sur la
promenade SJAM.

Please remember that sound (or rather, lack of human noise) is an important part of serenity for most park
users. Right now, many parts of this park are anything but serene with the constant noise from traffic . So yes,

it is encouraging that you want to drop down to 2 lanes past Westboro but you also need to look at the
effect of new buildings/concession stands on sound as well. I would also encourage you to add more
bushes/screening to help quiet the noice from the road (near the road, not near the river). I'm not sure why
you think the park needs "animation" - it is already well used on most days, the pathway is busy and on
summer weekends, it can be tough to find a spot to sit quietly and read. We don't need anything to draw us
there. Usage will only grow with the city.
You could experiment with the reduced lane option as Vancouver did on some of its bridges. For the
summer (June/July/Aug), take one lane In each direction out of service for cars and make it a bike lane. You
could better judge the effect on traffic and cyclist use to help with the ultimate decision.

The idea of narrowing the parkway is beyond stupid. You are willing to inconvenience all those that use
parkway twice a day for the wealthy who want to walk down to the river during the 4- 5 months of the year.
Put some facilities on the river so that people can have another reason to go especially if you don't live next
to it.

This will make it safer for commuters - both bike commuters and car commuters and connecting to the light
rail will likely decrease car commuters even further. Great idea! Ottawa needs the infrastructure for safe
complete streets.
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Signage - pointing out historic sites, giving direction, identifying the places and providing cohesiveness to
the Linear Park,

Complete before 2020.

X-country ski trails in the winter. Make sure there are some small loops with picnic tables on the south side
of the parkway, out of the really strong winds, around soil berms or trees.

More consultation when the ideas around additional animation evolve.

I just filled out the form but didn't realize that there would be no more room to make other comments so
refilling for one more idea.

I noticed that you don't have anything planned for the land between the parkway and the communities to the
south. I'd like to see the NCC engage the local communities about animating those spaces. In particular, I see
opportunities for community garden land which is GREATLY needed in this part of the city. I know the NCC is
working on an urban community garden policy and would I would really like to see some action in this area.
I'd note that various community associations may have other great ideas for enhancing those pieces of land.
For example, I remember hearing someone talk about the Champlain oak trees. I don't know much but that
sounded as though it would be worth pursuing.

It would be nice for the Woodroffe exit to be closed and to extend access to baseline road. This would
eliminate barehaven commuter traffic on Woodroffe at peak hours. These commuters add no value to the
area. Adding a connection at westboro or clearly would be a good replacement.

Improve whatever is possible without reducing the parkway

A very interesting plan. More people, less asphalt. Be sure to expand winter access as with this year 's
cross-country ski pilot project. A great project that will reap benefits for generations to come. Sooner the
better. Thanks.

widen the pathway, so cyclists and pedestrians, can share ???? leave well enough alone, go and find
something else to screw up ????

It's important to consider winter use of the linear park as well as summer use. The SJAM winter trail that
existed this year from the end of February was a fabulous initiative that should be continued and extended in
both time (from whenever the snow can first be groomed) and distance (at least to Lincoln Fields area and
perhaps to Britannia Park) to be a key component of the new linear park in winter. I live in the area and noted
a big increase in use of the area (all those smiling faces ! ) even when the conditions for skiing deteriorated.
What a great winter tourist attraction this park could be with prepared ski and snowshoe routes, especially if
washroom facilities could be made available further west; a kiosk or two for renting snowshoes would be
perfect for tourists, as would facilities for a warm beverage and snack (other than the War Museum).
Extending to Lincoln Fields Transit Station could make ski commuting reasonable for those working in
downtown Ottawa and Gatineau. Carry your skis onto the bus and then ski from Lincoln Fields, a worthwhile
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distance. Imagine those happy workers, energized from a beautiful, healthful ski along the new linear park!
Enjoying your natural environment shouldn't have to be just a weekend activity.

I disagree with the concept of spending large amounts of money to change the parkway, when it is already
suitable to bikes, pedestrians and cars alike. We are already so lucky to have such a beautiful area along the
river - let's leave it alone !

Pis, add and maintain a groomed ski trail.
Slightly wider cycling/walking lanes for busy days.
Pis, have 1or 2 canoe launches.
Increased NCC advocacy and financial partnership for multi-use path way across Prince of Whales bridge.
Pis remove west bound lanes, and keep cars as far away from the river as possible.

More protect geen space.

Loading time for the panels- web-optimized.pdf is extraordinarily long. I am not sure that level grade
crossings is the ideal solution for the parkway,,, the walkway under the roadway at Kitchesippi beach seems
like a preferable option. The uninterrupted roadway is nice as it is; especially for Sunday bikedays.

Please keep the SJAM Winter Trail - it is a wonderful winter activity initiative

DO NOT REDUCE THE NUMBER OF LANES ON THE PARKWAY! (written in 'ALL CAPS ' cause I would be yelling it in
person). People depend on these types of parkways to quickly traverse regions of the city and the
parkways are great due to the limited number of stop lights/signs. This results in very efficient driving
conditions instead of stop and go traffic . Instead of reducing lanes, I would advocate to increase them.

Long over due. Building the parkway was a big mistake - fewer cars can only be good

Above the LRT tunnel, the Parkway can and should accommodate 4 non-segregated car lanes. Non-
segregated will encourage people to watch their driving more, including slowing down to meet the speed
limit & stopping for people crossing between intersections. This is also a road diet vs the existing condition,

and an option that also prevents additional congestion. In the existing condition, the green segregation is
useless as useable green space because it's jammed between 2 highway-like pairs of lanes, and feels like
part of a wide speedway.

LEAVE THE OTTAWA RIVER ALONE ON THE OTTAWA SIDE! DO NOT CREATE A LINEAR PARK! !
DO NOT COMMERCIALIZE THE OTTAWA RIVER ALONG THIS BEAUTIFUL NATURAL STRETCH, ADDRESS THE REAL
PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMUTING WHICH WILL ONLY BE MADE WORSE IF THE LINEAR PARK NARROWS
THE PARKWAY,

Please ensure the park is designed for humans, not for the movement of cars as quickly as possible.

I was very pleasantly surprised when I saw the graphics for this project. If the reality turns out to be half as
nice as what's pictured, it will be a really beautiful addition to Ottawa, a great legacy for the National Capital,

As usual, all of the example images are of summer scenes. What will this park look like in the winter? What
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types of programming will take place during colder months ? There should be some types of provisions.
Given the pressures on Gatineau Park, perhaps this park could have maintained skiing and snowshoeing
trails.

Provide ACTUAL segregated bike pathways, pedestrian pathways and roads. There 's PLENTY of space to do
that. And dumping bike lanes onto a road does not accomplish that.
Further, the entire concept is at odds with itself. First it proposes ways to encourage people to use the
green space (which is good) and then cuts the main method of getting to those greenspaces in half. Is the
intention to replace a parkway with a linear parking lot?

Try again, and this time, ACTUALLY TRY.

II y a deja beaucoup de trafic et ce concept augmentera le niveau du trafic . Le paysage est deja beau et
I 'acces a la riviere deja presente et facile.

Je crois que nous devons conserver les acces routier pour optimiser I'acces de tous.

I'd encourage planners to also remember that the park is ^processional* : by car, bicycle, or foot, following
the park to or from downtown, it reveals the city, and can tell a story of heritage, or a story of nature
conservation, or even whimsy (perhaps a crypto-history of local hauntings or whatever), and other
"readings " of the linear progression along the river and towards a destination.

more green space protection, i would like the federal govt to show that they can restore some of our lands
to green space! ! we need more trees and natural environment.

Great idea and concept overall - very well drawn out and ambitious. Reduction from 4 lanes of traffic to 2 in
at least one direction provides a better balance for multiple types of commuter traffic as opposed to heavily
favouring car traffic, and enhancing our green spaces and shorelines along these lines should be a top
developmental priority for the NCC.

A tous les jours je traverse le pont Champlain de la rive quebecoise a la rive ontarienne etj'emprunte la
promenade pour me rendre au travail. Je perd deja plus d 'une heure par jour dans les embouteillages. Si
vous reduisez les voles de la promenade a une seule, ce temps doublera. Je suis enseignante et les enfants
compte sur moi afin d 'apprendre et de grandir.

This proposal fails to address two basic questions:

1) What problem or issue is this project designed to address?
2) Is there a clear and identifiable need for the project as it has been scoped?

In my view there is no clear or pressing problem or issue that needs to be addressed by a project of this
scope.

Furthermore, I see no need for kiosks or wayfinding stations or boardwalks along the Ottawa River. These
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would introduce further infrastructure and interruptions. None of these offer clear benefits, or solve any
outstanding issue. There is great value in being "in nature ", as much as it is so, in an uninterpreted and
peaceful way.

Lastly, relative to the distribution of population in Ottawa, the Ottawa River Parkway is not heavily used. Is
your objective to increase use? You will need more parking, and you will need to have the Cities of Ottawa
and Gatineau provide better public transit to the River. The LRT riders are moving east-west as commuters -
have you investigated with OC Transpo to see if Transitway riders have used this service to get to the river?

It is not necessary to "enhance" every last bit of the National Capital Region.

And I would certainly be focusing my efforts on Lebreton Flats before setting sights on an area that requires
no help to become more beautiful, relaxing, and pleasant.

Overall the plan is refreshing. Revegetation and shoreline rehabilitation are important parts of the plan for
me. Stormwater management should also be an integral part of the plan. Four-season animation of the
shoreline is a laudable goal.

Reduire les 4 voles existantes a 2 est IMPENSABLE. Deja lorsqu'il y a un accident ou un arret par les autorites,

cela est tres dangereux. Soit qu'une solution est repensee pour garder les 4 voles et faire un certain
amenagement des berges, II me semble que cela n'est aucunement une priorite d 'argent a depenser, il n'y a
aucun probleme a cet endroit. Je ne veux meme pas imaginer le cauchemar que causerait la reduction de
vole, pour I'acces au pont et toute cette intersection qui est deja problematique et engorgee aux heures de
pointe.

L'idee est bonne mais il ne faut absolument pas reduire le nombre de voie.

More benches would be great

I believe the only way this concept can work without overloading Richmond Rd and Carling Ave, is if LRT has
connections with OC Transpo and/or STO at several crucial points along the route, such as at bridges and
major bus depots. If less people use the parkway and instead use LRT/Bus services, then the impact to other
east/west roads can be minimized. This is because much of the traffic using the parkway during rush hour is
doing so to access Quebec/Ontario bridges and the downtown core. I think the City of Ottawa may have
higher expectations than what is achievable for LRT. Therefore, any changes to the parkway should be
delayed until LRT is completed and a proper needs assessment can be done with all factors under
consideration being available.

I think there are many areas along the parkway that could do with some iconic public art or public facilities
(cafe 's, visitors centres, maintenance facilities for cyclists, for example). I do hope that the design of any
facilities follows the design excellence of the skating huts on the Canal.

All in all, it's nice that the parkway is being re-designed; but it must include items that not only look nice, but
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encourage people 10 come ana visic. n aiso snouiam JUSI appeal 10 locals, n snouia appeal 10 rourisis as
well...

Lastly, I think Bate island has some really interesting opportunities being located between two provinces. I'm
old enough to remember the old restaurant there that burned down in the 80s/90s . I think an interesting
opportunity would be to parter with a company like MEC or Bushtukah to offer seasonal rental opportunities
like Stand-Up Paddle-boarding rentals, or kayaking rentals along with instructional classes. I also envision a
couple climbing towers so people could practice rock-climbing in the summers, and in the winters the
towers could be flooded and used as ice-climbing towers. Perhaps a small aerial park could be included as
well?

Have you also considered using shipping containers to allow businesses to open seasonal shops/food
stations along the Ottawa River (either on pathways or designated areas) ? (For example, Las Vegas :

http ://downtowncontainerpark.com/ ; London England: http://www.boxpark.co.uk/)

Yes... I ' ll just repeat what I wrote for the "The concept provides a safer environment for cyclists and
pedestrians." comment:

If you really want to provide a safer environment for cyclists, pedestrians and motorists (who, despite your
best efforts, are still going to use the parkway as you're intent on keeping a road way in it), here 's what you
do:

1.) Drop the concept of a MUP from all plans... they 're dangerous and a half solution.
2.) Create a pedestrian only pathway, on both sides of the parkway. Provide these paths with the best sight
lines, benches and easy access to the various "venues " along the linear parkway.
3.) Create a 4 lane cycling only pathway. Two lanes in either direction, to facilitate passing without impeding
oncoming cyclists. Place this cycling path away from the road AND the pedestrian paths as well as provide
ample and obvious signage indicating the bike only nature of the path way.
In addition, this pathway doesn't need the sight lines of the river that the pedestrian pathway has, since
cyclists should really be focused on where they're cycling, similar to motorists. If the NCC is hell bent on
reducing the lanes, then do so for the ENTIRE length of the parkway, and replace the one set of lanes with
this new bike only path. That would allow the total segregation I've mentioned AND allow the use of traffic
lights already in place at Island park and by the museum, while at the same time dramatically indicating the
segregated nature to pedestrians.

I would absolutely love to see some way for people to actually get wet by the river 's edge. Whether it be a
large swimming pool (ideally the infinity style actually semi- immersed into the river) or at minimum a large
spray fountain or water spout. In my experience, the most successful ones allow children and all people to
engage with the flow of water as it returns back into the cycle. In practice, this might look like a large water
spout where people could get wet, and then a semi-naturally formed path at ground level where the run-off
water from the water spout can flow and be played in, diverted, dammed etc before the water drains back
into the system. In Ottawa I've seen this at the splash park between the St Patrick bridge and the river and in
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seen this in Chaplin playground beside Davisville Subway station. Amazing !Toronto I've

Maintaining or reducing the current four- lane Parkway is a horrible idea. The Parkway is a vital route to enter
downtown from the west end and from Quebec. The Parkway needs to see its lanes at least doubled and the
speed increased to at least 80 km/h, not decreased.

I think it will be difficult to convince people who don't walk or cycle to give up the car convenience of a 4

lane parkway. I am hoping, however, that we have all become more modern, more active and more
environmentally aware as a population so that the 2 lane option becomes a reality.
You might want to consider track-setting the pedestrian lanes so the people could cross-country commute
from the west end to downtown and back in the winter.

Do not fix what is not broken. People like the parkway the way it is. Do not change anything !

add a cycling lane to the EB Eddy bridge ! much needed ! And, make the old rail bridge a cycling/pedestrian
bridge ! No need for it to be a huge project... just something simple !

There needs to be small heated amenities for winter use (bow, maple, wood cabins ?) The needs and the
more all-season!

Excessive penchant for development and inclusion of unnatural features -as much of the existing natural
areas should be retained- the city is already losing too much of its natural amenities.

Naturalization - I hope that there will be sections that aren't groomed and mowed/areas where trees, shrubs,

flowers\ grow naturally and together

I have to say that I wonder why there is this determination to add amenities and "animation", to a waterfront
that has thankfully been preserved from development, and in my opinion works wonderfully. I understand
from the main presentation on March 23 that earlier consultations suggested more washroom facilities, which
seems sensible enough (though not essential), but I didn't hear any clamour for more restaurants, as now
proposed for the beach, nor park amenity buildings as now proposed for Rochester Field. And the
presentation said there were suggestions for "animation" as "there 's not much to do" on the waterfront. For
those of us that appreciate the natural environment of river and waterfront, a large part of the attraction is
that there 's "not much to do." There are plenty of local parks with park amenities and lots of commercial
attractions in and around the City. Any plan for additional buildings and commercial services on the
waterfront and beach run the risk of damaging a priceless natural amenity.

Parkway speeds average 80-100 km/h. Having bicycle alongside a highway is not a safe option.

I am interested, particularly Mud Lake.

Consider incorporating green infrastrucutre and more sustainable construction.

A zip line running over a pit of polar bears to illustrate diversity of Canadian experience

More trees, less traffic.
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Alternative strategy would be to keep the 4 lanes of parkway during the week but transform to a 2 lane
every weekend all day Saturday and Sunday, that way everyone can be happy and the park and roads are
used efficiently. I use the parkway bikepath every day and notice the road congestion attrafic hours on
weekdays, and the bike and pedestrian congestion on weekends. But there is enought bike path for the
weekday usage, but insufficient for weekends.

The linear park should extend all the way to Labretons park.

There are no soccer pitches for the children, home pitches are in Orleans, Kanata, Barrhaven. There is an
opportunity here to do something good for the community.

Public art/sculpture

Le pare lineaire devraitse rendre a la plage Britannia.

NCC cannot push commuter traffic onto Richmond Road or Carling Ave. or Queensway - no capacity to
absorb this.

If the parkway is reduced to 2 lanes, what will happen at rush hour with all the traffic backing up turning onto
the Champlain bridge. There is already a 10 min wait with a 1- 2 km line of cars. This would block the flow of
traffic completely unless there is a 1-2 km turning lane.

There are ways to enhance the "river experience" without reducing the number of lanes of traffic .

Right now, the strip of land under study is mostly dominated by a roadway, with a little bit of parkland
interspersed here and there. Instead, it should be an area dominated by parkland, with a small road running
through it. I live directly on the NCC fenceline facing the parkway, and the current design allows for (even
encourages) traffic to travel at high speeds, usually around 90- lOOkm/h, Its difficult to appreciate the scenery
at that speed, so its obvious the road isn't being put to its intended use as a scenic driveway. Redesigning
the roadway should happen as part of the WLRT construction so that it doesn't have to be ripped up again 5
years later for the linear park work, and to introduce measures to calm traffic. The speeding in this area is a
real problem. When you consider the safety barriers that are in place to separate the public from 400-series
highways, and people are doing almost the same speeds on the SJAM parkway, its obvious that something
needs to be done sooner rather than later. We and our neighbours have children and pets who play in the
"parkland" between our property and the parkway, and I fear that it is only a matter of time until someone
suffers a tragedy.

In addition to ensuring that the Parkway is reduced to two lanes to maintain its unique scenic value, I also
strongly support scenario one which would maintain Rochester Field as a natural parkland while allowing
shops and perhaps other facilities closer to the Parkway.

Removing 2 lanes makes considerable sense. The 4 lane configuration uses an incredibly large amount of
public space for driving cars and all the negative things associated with them (noise, pollution, physical
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inactivity)

I think more effort should be made to ensure that the vehicle lanes don't represent a barrier in terms of
access. I think that there should be many more safe and reasonable places for pedestrians and cyclists to
cross the parkway.

The new SJAM winter trail project is a fantastic development for the city. It promotes access to the river,
recreation, physical activity, relaxation, and even sustainable commuting on a facility that otherwise got very
little use in the winter. I think that ultimately, the responsibility for funding its maintenance should be assumed
by governmental authorities on a permanent basis .

Our households preference is for a 1road parkway (1 lane each direction)

Things are pretty much fine as they are. As a cyclist I see no reason to change things and believe 4 lanes of
car traffic are what is needed.

The focus should be on the water side of the parkway and preserve the forest

I do not support reducing the parkway to 2 lanes at any point.

As a resident of Britannia, who uses the Parkway extensively to commute I would strongly favour removing
most commuting car traffic from the parkway. It's such a shame that such a beautiful stretch of river is less
enjoyable due to the impact (noise, safety, stress, etc .) of the constant flow of traffic. The linear park should
include year round activities including dining out and entertainment.

Excellent concept. I would like to see the addition of the Deschenes Rapids Pedestrian and Cycling Bridge
over the Ottawa River, connecting to Aylmer.

tunnel for traffic passing through from down town to the far west aka rush hour

Please keep the geese away. At times there are so many geese it is a hazard to cyclists and roller blades
because they block the route and their droppings are filthy.

If I had to choose amongst the different scenarios I would choose the following:

Pre Rochester field: scenario 2 Rochester axis because it is a nice compromise between the 2 others,

allowing for a more green feel without leaving the space totally "natural" { the city never maintains it anyway
so only weeds would grow! !)

The Rochester square (scenario 3) is too much "concrete " but if really chosen should only allow little cafes,

bakeries, maybe the farmers market but no fast food and big chains
Deschenes:

Westboro beach: scenario 2 (my preference) is much cozier with less industrial looking buildings whereas
scenario 1probably would then only attract fast food distributors instead of small cafe/bistrot restaurant
operations. Then between scenario 2A and 2B, I like to keep the curved roads so 2B ( 2 lane road) is
esthetically more pleasing even from a birds eye. It may also force more commuters to simply use the LRT
instead of the road and the Mac Donald would really just remain a "promenade" as it is called. So I vote for
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scenario 2B! It also reduces the amount of road to cross when I go running over to the river when coming
from Fraser avenue as there is no under or overpass. Only downside of less lanes means more dense traffic
and more difficulty to cross as a pedestrian over the Mac Donald ! ! ! I would love to see another light at that
level

Lots of berms and shrubs on the sides of the parkway to reduce the noise from the cars. You can't hear
yourself think on a busy day!

I am responding to this survey because I read the article in the Ottawa Citizen in the story where it says NCC
could slice two lanes of the SJAM Parkway.
I live in Barrhaven and I work in Hull (Gatineau) 5 minutes from the Hull Casino.
Ideally I would love to work in the Ottawa side but unfortunately that is where the job is .
I take the 416 to Pinecrest exit, travel down Pinecrestto Carling then to the entrance of the Parkway near
Lincoln Fields. I then head to Island Park Drive and turn on to Champlain Bridge to get into Hull. This takes
from 40 to 50 minutes a day each way.
The article says that other Parkways have 2 lanes and it works well, but it also did not say that in most of
those cases that there are many exits to access streets. From Lincoln Fields, you have Woodroffe, Island
Park Drive, Parkdale, and Preston. What would happened if there was an accident or an emergency? How
quickly do you think first responders would get to the scene as both lanes will be in a deadlock? And how
about much longer would it take in winter. Now the city is putting the people at risk. I hope the research was
done on that issue.
I think the city should be spending their time planning and building another bridge from Ottawa to Quebec
side. The Champlain Bridge is almost 90 years old, how much longer before they need some major
restructuring of that bridge. From Champlain Bridge the next crossover westward is Quyon (ferry) or Haley
Station past Renfrew by car.
Some of the concepts are nice but where is the money coming from, are the venues open all year round,

most people who will benefit the most will be the ones that are in walking or biking distance. In my case, I

need to get to work to pay the bills, which includes paying city taxes.

If there are roadways, incorporate amphibian barriers and passages. Incorporate nesting structures for
migratory birds like swifts and barn swallows and robins. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. A
butterfly garden and structure for native pollinators to breed would be awesome too.

Limit cars at all costs

Two lane road would reduce traffic and be on top of the LRT tunnel, but it is closer to the existing parkway 4
lanes and thus noise may increase for residents along the present parkway.

Perhaps some restrictions on the two lane road use could be added to reduce traffic especially commuters
trying to use it instead of say Richmond Rd.

Please do not allow too many major developments at access points . It separates the river from the urban
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landscape and makes it less psychologically part of the total environment. Think Toronto 's lakeshore

Currently, the Parkway is simply another 417, with speeding being the norm. Perhaps using overhead
sensors - as on the 407 - would allow for speeders to be automatically identified/billed. That system seems
to work fine on the Autostrade in Italy. Commercial vehicles would also be more easily identified and
ticketed.

2 lanes

A single road will turn into a parking lot as cars from Quebec try to access the 417 and Kanata.
Another bridge at Brittania would solve many of the traffic problems

keep mud lake wilderness and allow dog access.

putting cars and bikes onthe same road is a bad idea, in order to be safe a bike lane or path needs a
physical barrier separating cars from bikes, any collision between a car and a bike likely lead to a dead
biker.

As I mention above, the ski trail this winter was incredible. I saw young families and seniors flock to the trail.
It was much more accessible for skiers with limited ability. The good skiers will still go to the Gatineaus.

don't ban dogs from the park, in fact create a beautiful fenced dog park.

also, why not commission an artist from each province and territory to create some form of art that
represents their province/territory, create three installations (call them "Art Parks "), one in the west, one in
the middle and one to the east.

this is a very large area of land you're about to modify, so make sure the wow factor is present, Ottawa can
longer afford dull and boring developments....

Prioritize people over car traffic; give the parkway back to the people who want to use it, not those who
simply want to travel through it on their way to/from work. Make it safe for children and families.

Plans look good, caveat remember Ottawa is a winter city winter uses & maintenance is important to
consider. Grooming for x-country skiing, fat biking & snowshoeing is important. Also board walk (great idea!)

needs to be constructed to survive winter freeze & spring flooding.

Make it safe for cyclists, pedestrians and cars to use the parkway. The road should be far away from the
bike routes and pedestrian pathways.

Just leave it as it is . the people that use it for biking, walking, swimming, birdwatching, etc. are quite content
with it as it is. The bike trail from Andy Haydon to Moodie is in bad shape-repave it.

The south side bike trail from Carling all the way to the near island Park needs to be repaved.

There are stretches of the bike path between Moodie Drive andy Hayden Park, and from Carling Ave to
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Island Park (south side) that are badly in need of repaving and are heavily used by walkers as well as bikers

Keep the parkway at 4 lanes. There is no need for another wasted greenspace. If we all have a longer
commute due to reduced lanes, we 'll have less time to even enjoy this park.

Put the LRT at ground level and put the cars underground.

Please have the resolve to see this through.

We already have an airport named after Sir John A, I suggest you simply call the linear park the Ottawa
Riverfront Park.

I do not support a conversion to a 2- lane Parkway for cars (from the existing 4- lane). This will back traffic up
significantly, including with cars trying to cross QC/ON bridges and then accessing the parkway. Increased
stand-still traffic during morning and evening commutes, will cause increased air pollution along pathways
which are travelled by cyclists, pedestrians, seniors and children. In the winter, visibility is poorer and ice
and potholes are an ongoing issue. A 2- lane highway in the winter would lead to even longer commutes for
people who are notable to use public transit to get to work, and who use their cars to cross the bridges to
reach their workplaces.

I do support increased pedestrian access to the north side of the shoreline, from the other side of the
parkway.

Please do not ruin the existing nature for the sake of money.

The overall concept, with its 2- lane Parkway proposal, betrays once again how disjointed overall traffic
planning is between Ottawa and Gatineau, the two main parts of the National Capital.

On the Quebec side, the population of Aylmer has increased, yet traffic towards the Champlain Bridge is still
throttled onto the park- like bridge head that is uphill from the bridge. Although the bridge may now have
three lanes, which are barely adequate during rush hour, traffic planning on the Ottawa side would seem to
have failed to have keep up with the fact that much of the traffic does not come through downtown, but
connects with the 417, Merivale, and points southwest. NIMBY Island Park residents may have been
successful in their opposition to a third lane, but they must still deal with heavy local traffic along 2 lanes.
Although the Champlain Bridge may not have been problematic when first built, the fact is that the Ottawa
end feeds directly into a residential area. And the return trip from western Ottawa onto the Champlain Bridge
is throttled, too, as evidenced by traffic along Island Park Drive, and the long queues of vehicles at the left
turning lane from the Parkway onto the Champlain Bridge.

As it is, the 4- lane Parkway west of Island Park provide a convenient, alternative link between western
Gatineau (Aylmer) and western Ottawa, including Nepean, Kanata, and Barrhaven. Reducing it to 2 lanes would
risk diverting even more traffic along Island Park Drive. I do not know what origin-destination assumptions
are made for your traffic simulations. However, and for example, the expanding Chinese-Canadian
Community maintains social, educational, commercial, and athletic ties to Kanata, Barrhaven, and other areas
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in Ottawa. Thus, one can no longer assume that Quebec residents cross the bridge mainly for employment.
Indeed, have you done any traffic impact simulations of the 2- lane option?

Meanwhile, the opportunity to build a bridge across Deschenes has been deferred and the potential for light
rail across the Prince of Wales Bridge neglected.

I would like to see more environmental assessments, in order to be even able to reply to the above
"survey".

A survey which, by the way, proposes questions in a very leading way. did the NCC really do this survey
and/or approve it? it's a bit poorly done to be honest, if a consultant did this, then NCC staff likely could have
done a better job using a free online service like surveymonkey.

Is this it for a public consultation on the use of Rochester Field? When and where did residents get a chance
to comment on the 25 story Minto monstrosity? Why would I trust the NCC to deliver 'low and middle density
right beside the biggest eyesore on the street. If residents are not supposed to use the parkway to
commute, does the NCC just expect single lane Richmond Road to absorb all of the hundreds of new
residents? You want low density and eco conservation? Don't build ugly cheap condos. Duh.

The Rochester Park area in particular, should be kept as green as possible with a little incursion as possible
from "animation" and/or development.

I love the boardwalk idea. Please think of where kayaks and canoes could slip into the water and how we
could lock up the little wheels we use to pull our kayaks from home.
Please think of bike racks at access points to Mud Lake, since we are not allowed bikes in the conservation
area.
I love the sledding on Westboro Beach. Please do not bar us from doing that. I adore sledding there in winter
with my family.
Could there be one area where dogs could access the riverfront? One area out of the whole stretch seems
like a balance between birds and dog-lovers. Perhaps there is an area where you would like less goose poo
and we could have the dual benefit of a dog access area of the park plus a reduction in goose poo in that
park area.
I bike along the dirt paths on the far south side of the linear path (near the NCC fence line). Those are a lot of
fun to walk dogs on and bike with kids. Please allow those dirt paths to stay.
There is a wooded area between pooler avenue and Orchard Park I love. Please to not cut those trees down.
That little bit of wilderness is a great source of pleasure to many dog walkers and families.
It would be lovely to have a destination spot to paddle from Deschenes parking area to the Quebec side of
the river. I paddle out near the ruins but do not get too close to the rapids. A destination point on the other
side would be fun. Water maps are very difficult to obtain. I bought two from Natural Resources Canada a few
years ago and they skip the part of the river I like best. One covers the waters upriver of Deschenes Rapids
(which makes sense for the many boaters, especially sailboats) in that area. Then one shows the many
rapids downstream of Deschenes rapids but starts East of Westboro Beach. A water map would help
I 4. , , , i .j.1 £ ~. ~ £ .U I i
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I believe that the overall concept is a great idea, as long as the 4- lanes stay the same. This is one of the
major thoroughfare to get people from the west end into the Hull/downtown area. The Queensway is always
a gridlock during rush hour and crossing the bridges through the downtown core is always very busy. We
use the parkway, from Island Park to Carling, every morning and evening, as do many people, as we are
Federal Government employees that work on the Quebec side. Reducing the parkway to 2 lanes will increase
traffic flows in other areas of the city that are already overflowing, overcrowded and a nightmare, especially
when there is an accident or bad weather. As much as it is suggested to use public transportation, we are a
family that cannot, since we live in the country, away from any bus or train, and we travel to the Hull region
everyday, with 2 people in the car at all times.

Reducing the lanes of the parkway is a terrible idea. If this project go ahead in a few years from now we will
want to add the missing lanes because the city will keep growing.

The current parkway is beautiful the way it is.

Want to spend money in green spaces ? What about adding more parks in downtown where old unused
buildings are.

Traffic coming off the bridge from Quebec doesn't have a lot of places to go. Sure, two lanes will still go
towards downtown but unless Island Park Drive is expanded (which isn't likely to happen), taking away one of
the Westbound lanes on the parkway is just going to add congestion to an already congested artery. In the
eastbound direction coming towards the bridge if you've ever gone that way near afternoon rush hour the
line-up to turn onto the bridge is extremely long. Limiting the parkway to one lane on that side will force
people who want to go straight towards downtown into the same lane as the people waiting to do a left-hand
turn against traffic.

People going to/from the Quebec side will not be served by the LRT in a way that will make them opt to take
it in place of their current driving arrangement. Presuming that the LRT would allow the reduction of lanes is
just ludicrous.

The parkway is a vital commuter route and is already quite scenic . I think it's more important to retain its
commuter capability than to increase its scenic nature.

Traffic coming off the bridge from Quebec doesn't have a lot of places to go. Sure, two lanes will still go
towards downtown but unless Island Park Drive is expanded (which isn't likely to happen), taking away one of
the Westbound lanes on the parkway is just going to add congestion to an already congested artery. In the
eastbound direction coming towards the bridge if you've ever gone that way near afternoon rush hour the
line-up to turn onto the bridge is extremely long. Limiting the parkway to one lane on that side will force
people who want to go straight towards downtown into the same lane as the people waiting to do a left-hand
turn against traffic.
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People going to/from the Quebec side will not be served by the LRT in a way that will make them opt to take
it in place of their current driving arrangement. Presuming that the LRT would allow the reduction of lanes is
just ludicrous.

The parkway is a vital commuter route and is already quite scenic , 1 think it's more important to retain its
commuter capability than to increase its scenic nature.

I support the idea of reducing the parkway to 2 lanes to deter it's use as a commuter route but please don't
straighten it to enable higher speeds. It should remain a scenic route and not a highway. The speed and the
number of lanes should be lowered to deter commuter use and their should be enforcement to accompany
this.

Don't disturb the quality if life for those who live in houses and condos west of Rochester field.

Factor in noise, people encroachment, and views of the river for those who have invested in their existing
houses/condos. We don't want to see hordes of people from our windows !

The concept can be implemented without affecting the existing parkway, there is already enough green
space next to the river that can be used for this . Reducing the capacity of one of the nicer ways to get

downtown from the suburbs in favor of creating a bike highway is an idea questionable at best. A lot more
bike lines should be built but they need to be planned as a separate traffic infrastructure instead of creating
new problems by reducing present capacity. One also needs to look at the examples from cities with
climates closer to ours - - Stockholm rather than Amsterdam,

With more and more people being forced to live further and further from the city's centre due to ridiculous
housing costs, this would cripple even further rush hour traffic . As it is, there are only two direct routes west
of the city that are usable during rush hour: the parkway and the 417, And as it stands now, they are both
heavily congested during rush hour. To propose to close any lanes on either of these roads is not only
stupid but also completely lacks foresight. Car usage is more and more widespread and seems to be
constantly increasing. Keep in mind that even those that commute by bus would end up crippled by this
proposal as there is no bus lane along there, I have lived in many large cities in my life and I have never
seen any that would rather cripple the existing infrastructure than look to enhance it to help relieve traffic
issues. This proposal is preposterous.

I don't agree with your input on our city's shore. I've lived here all my life and it's perfect the way it is, minus
the quebec traffic. You should find a way to have them work on the Quebec side and not have to commute
from Quebec to Ottawa, The traffic is intense and each person in their car contributes to pollution everyday.

Leave it the way it is.

If the parkway is reduced to two lanes, it would become worse than the 417, LRT isn't coming to the West
end apparently until 2031, but extended to go past Orleans, Those people are in a different municipality and
my taxes are going towards a project being extended to benefit them, I would expect a tax break if this is
the case. If that's the truth how are the people from Kanata and Stittsville able to commute easier into the
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ensuite blamer les automobilistes. Donnez done des pistes aux cyclistes dans les aires isolees des pares et
dans les rues d 'affluence secondaire . N'allez surtoutpas imaginerque les automobiles sont appelees a
disparaTtre . La ville grandit et la quantite d 'automobiles augmente proportionnellement. Foutez-nous done la
paix avec les bicyclettes .

as much green space and park space as possible is best. Travelling on parkway is important, Richmond and
Byron can't take more

I agree with Pierre Poilievre 's point of view in his article in the Ottawa Citizen today
(http ://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/poilievre-asks-minister- to-derail- idea-of-reducing- lanes-on-

parkway). We must keep 4 lanes of the parkway, but maybe they can be shifted away from the river to
maximize the "park" available along the shoreline.

Reducing the parkway to two lanes from Island Park to Carling is a horrible idea. Putting bike lanes directly
attached to this new two parkway is the worst idea the NCC has ever come up with. As cyclist why would I

choose to ride alongside a vehicle parkway that will be congested with traffic as opposed to riding on a
segregated multi use pathway or segregated bike lane?

bridge between aylmer and nepean/kanata would strongly reduce the traffic on the parkway, at that point the
lanes could be reduced and the area re-zoned.

I firmly disagree with the removal of one side of the roadway. I 'm a homeowner who commutes along the
parkway, but also walks and bikes along the path regularly. If the city is so concerned about saving
greenspace, then I expect that you'll re-examine the proposed LRT path that will cut right through the lovely
green space as it exits the transit way to go to Queensview,

good certainly from both the ped of view and
the cyclists point of view, although I am an avid cylist and live near by
(near Carlingwood shopping Centre) sure do not want the two lane option
I am also a motorists, as far as straightening it out in places,as a cyclist, there would be less headlight
glare issues, for the cyclist a night, and of course the motorist,
for the motorist, 4 lane option much better at night, less headlight glare
remember the Parkway is not lit

Yes but definitely want the 4 lane option

Please do not reduce the traffic lanes to less than the four we currently have. Reducing the lanes will
significantly impede rush hour commute and in fact prevent access to the new attractions of the concept.
Additionally, reducing the lanes will only serve to increase traffic on the 417 which is already heavy at best.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.

No lane reductions on the parkway!

I think the presentation of the new linear park is misleading as it doesn't explain what is meant by "parkway
r- r% nfirs i sr rs / / * orlir»m icl 'arn-l rs rsr \s\ 11 "at* tr mi* fr% nn ,n tv* hr* a cnn,3l/\ / utiou r% f sHrl Ir^ jn in
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(or potential plan) to reduce the parkway lanes from 4 to 2, The parkway is a major commuter route and
without it, the 417 will be even more jammed than it already is. And any sort of accident on a 2- lane parkway
means traffic in both directions is snarled without any room to 'pass ' the accident in the next lane. While I like
some of the concepts for making the greenspace more touristy and earthy, it CANNOT be at the expense of
lane reductions. In an era of traffic jams, why on earth would anyone suggest REMOVING lanes - if anything I
would propose the parkway lanes are INCREASED to THREE lanes each direction! One lane can be for slow
moving tourists and Sunday drivers - the other lanes can be, as they are now, to get a whole lot of people in
cars or buses from point A to point B as efficiently as possible.

The cycling paths and volume of flow should be maintained as should the volume of vehicular traffic since the
Queens way is consistently heavy every single day. Reducing traffic flow to the Ottawa R. Parkway would
simply increase congestion on the Queens way so it is not an adequate solution.
conceptually, increasing public pedestrian access to the Ottawa R is a favourable initiative, but it should not
sacrifice traffic flow or commuter cycling flow.

Severe control or restriction on businesses and parking. Should be for use of parkland not commercial use
particularly Rochester park.

Yes to more pedestrian and cyclist separation but do not put the cyclists on bike lanes (or even raised cycle
tracks) next to busy car traffic. There is space so move the cyclists away from the car traffic do not put them
there - that will only discourage cycling!

Possible small tours by boat around the section west of the Champlain Bridge, if possible non motorized
(gondolas?). Possible restrictions of boating in that section to non-motorized boats or less than 10 hp
motorized.

Ensure the 4 lanes on the parkway are maintained. There have been 4 lanes since the 1960's, the city has
grown since then, and significantly more commuters are using it today than when it was built. If part of it was
reduced to two lanes, this would only cause more traffic congestion and increase the pollution emitted from
vehicles using the parkway.

Devise a plan that can incorporate some of the key ideas without losing 2 lanes of the roadway. I strongly
feel that four lanes of traffic on the parkways are beneficial for commuters and keeping the flow of traffic.
Especially if you are expecting more tourists or visitors to the river area.

I actually find it quite disturbing that my tax dollars might be spent on making traffic congestion worse. When
the city is in a deficit and traffic is getting heavier, we should be looking at ways of alleviating congestion,

not making it worse. I understand that we need to try and minimize the number of cars on the road, but
several years ago Ottawa was noted as having one of the highest transit fares in Canada. A 2012 article in
the Sun notes 'A proposed fare hike will likely make Ottawa the most expensive city in Canada to pay cash
for a bus ride '. Perhaps we should be looking at making public transit more affordable, rather than spending
tax payers money on removing much needed infrastructure from our city. You must also consider the long
term impact. I live in Kanata North and we are scheduled to have another huge subdivision with thousands of
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more houses being built. Many of the outlying areas are growing significantly and the 2 main arteries to get

into the city for these areas are the parkway and the Queensway. So considering traffic will only increase we
should be considering ways to improve infrastructure, not remove it.

Just leave the area alone. I don't think that enough practical thought has gone into this development concept.
I use the route daily and closing 2 lanes will cause major delays in traffic. Additionally, when cars breakdown,

get stuck in the snow or are pulled over the second lane is the only way around the stopped cars.

The proposed two lane road way seems to be too close to the water and would take away from the walking
and riding enjoyment. Just reduce the four lane road to two lanes and leave it where it is. Would like to see
walking trails (natural, not paved) in the park area to the west. Mud Park I think it is called. No riding in this
area.

I think it is a big mistake to provide access to the parkway at Rochester Fields , the access for this
development should be onto the Richmond Road , It opens the door to other requests for access and before
you know whats happened you will have the parkway a city street.
A bridge across the river to Aylmer would remove a lot of the commuter traffic from the parkway and help
considerably in maintaining the parkway as a scenic route for all visitors to enjoy. I think this should be the
first item of the improvement programme to be tackled

I love the idea of creating these parkways/parks ! It's great to see !

I prefer the 4 lane parkway it is a more relaxed driving experience.
The bridge to Aylmer would remove a lot of commuter traffic from the parkway and I think should be the top
priority in developing this programme.

I don't like the idea of having bikes share the road with cars. This would be dangerous given there will be
more to see along the parkway. Plus the roads would be curvier so would require more of a drivers
attention.

I would like to see a totally segregated bike - pedestrian path - 2 separate paths for everyone 's safety and
enjoyment. Even though it is indicated as segregated, tell that to the 5 year old that crosses the line. And in
the winter, one could be a groomed x-country ski trail and the other a groomed walking trail - or all
combined on one wide path.

Also didn't like all the "curves' in one of the road designs. Yes, this will slow down traffic, but will also cause
accidents. What's the point of driving along a beautiful river if you can't glance at it while you are driving. 4
lanes for sure.

There is more than enough room to expand the bike path, fix up old bike path, on either side of east and
west roadways, while also adding in many of the park ideas. Closing one side of the road would be more
than a nightmare for anyone driving, especially in the winter. I enjoy biking into work in the summer months,

but the bike paths could simply be expanded a couple of metres on each side and the flow of biking would
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be much easier. The incompetence of cyclists and walking pedestrians to avoid each other is mind boggling.

Love the idea of improved access and three new pedestrian crossings, but it's only realistic with the 2 lane
parkway option - 4 lanes would be too much of a barrier.

The Bridge to Aylmer should be considered early in the program as it will vastly decrease the commuter
traffic on the parkway. There is no way you could consider a 2 lane parkway unless it was built first. A review
of the traffic count should tell you that.
A floating boardwalk of about 500 feet in lenghth would probably be useful if you wanted to maintain bicycle
and pedestrian traffic temporarily while you improved the shoreline , but it will always look what it is ,

Increase commuter traffic lanes to three in each direction to help the City of Ottawa grow as the traffic needs
increase. With talk of increasing volume of community venues at LeBreton Flats (possible stadium) it would
be ludicrous to restrict traffic on the most natural access route from the west. Beautify as much as possible
and make accessible but NEVER reduce the access to traffic flow anywhere along the route.

The commute shouldn't be limited without creating an alternative first. There is currently enough green space
and bike path. If the bike path needs improvement there is currently enough space to do so. Limiting the
commute to only one lane is making the parkway chaotic which very well affect the extended park around it.
One lane doesn't necessarily distract cars when they have to take the parkway. On the contrary it will create
slower traffic and more exhaust and carbon to the air and the park.

I can tell you that I own a property on Scott Street. When that was moved from 4 lanes to two to allow for
bike lanes the street is now a parking lot at rush hour when it wasn't before,

its just plain wrong ! !

Please don't restrict the lanes on the parkway. With a stadium being built in the near future the traffic
problems will be a mess if traffic is reduced to 2 lanes from 4.

Please leave it at 4 lanes ! !

Why are you touching Rochester field.
You are destroying our neighbourhood.
The last thing we need is more traffic with ALL the condos going up.
Leave the green space alone.
As a residence of 50 years and 1 live on Denbury I'm furious.
You are just pushing long time residence out.
More people mean more crime, more rats, more traffic .
Just let us be.

1. Most people in Ottawa have never used the parks around the Parkway. It's nice, but it mostly serves the
neighbourhoods in the area. Informal office poll of 15 people - only 3 have ever used those parks.
2. Is this the same proposal that was made by the students at Queen's ? Kids who do not even live here and
have no conception of what a daily commute is like? They are more concerned with the environment, and
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that's great. But what about all the emissions that will be spilled into the air by idling cars during the
inevitable daily traffic jam?
3. What Ottawa actually needs is a faster commute. Ten thousand cars use the Parkway to commute into the
city every day. A (new) pretty park does not impress me if I am late for work.
4.1 don't understand why you would reduce capacity on a major link into the city from the west, when Ottawa
already has an extreme traffic problem.
5. And what about the new stadium? If it is built on LeBreton Flats (at the end of the Parkway), it will be chaos
for people trying to get the Sens game.
6. There are already beautiful parks along the Parkway. Why spend millions and piss off thousands of
commuters when there are already parks there? I know linear parks are the newest trend in landscape
design, but please do it somewhere else (the parkway in the east end maybe? It's not as heavily used). This
is a waste of your money, and the small minority of Ottawans who use the park area will hardly notice.
7. Alternative ways to spend millions of dollars in Ottawa: Le Breton Flats development, Fix the Prime
Minister 's Residence, a Holocaust memorial, maintain the Greenbelt, park security, a dog park...

8. The only support for this project in Ottawa is in the well-heeled Island Park area. Ah, I get it now.

Perhaps scanning the material that was presented on the website link at greater resolution might help. As it
is, at maximum magnification, one can NOT read the legends of the diagrams. Simple exercise really for
someone to have done right - the first time.

This is not urgent and the parkway should wait some time to see if the LRT will ease on the commuter
parkway use.

leave as is

Surely there must be a way to segregate cycling lanes from pedestrian trails AND maintain 4 lanes of traffic.
The existing trails are narrow and co-existence between speeding cyclists and pedestrians leads to
dangerous situations, so it would be good to have separate cycling lanes. There is, however, plenty of
green space along the road - - with some creativity, there 's surely enough to provide for safe
walking/running paths separate from cycling paths without removing two lanes of vehicular traffic.

De-emphasizing driving (eg. by switching the 4- lane parkways to 2- lane parkways) will be a definite
improvement, and allow more room for safety-segregated bicycling/walking paths.

As a public transit enthusiast, I'm also really excited about being able to take the LRT and watch the river go
by. I strongly encourage the NCC to work generously with the City of Ottawa to make that happen.

In the future, an LRT that goes across the bridge at Lemieux Island would be absolutely fantastic - great for
the many Ottawa/Gatineau commuters and also for tourists who would get an amazing view of the river area
and both cities.

more forest & natural landscapes.
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Prefer the larger facility at Westboro Beach, Sunset yoga would be a hit!

Give the car lanes a diet. Create segregated (from both cars & pedestrians) facilities for cyclists. The rest
will follow, Make sure there are many safe places to cross the car lanes. Today it is incredibly dangerous to
try and cross the lanes, so not many do.

• Focus enhancement activities to increase and restore green space and maximize water quality of the river
throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park
• Reduce animation intensity near residential zones and green space. Focus animation intensity closer to
downtown where more people are located and where relatively large human footprint already exists

I think the existing 2- lane road is better than the 4- lane version. The focus should be on cyclists and
pedestrians and not cars.

Try to incorporate pedestrian bridges or underpasses to provide better safety for those trying to gain
access to the water from south of the parkway.

The concept looks excellent! I am happy to see that the NCC is taking on the important and transformative
project! My main concerns are around planning for parking and traffic to ensure that it will not negatively
impact nearby neighbourhoods (i.e. not increase traffic and turn residential street into overflow parking). It is
also important to take into account the impact of lane reductions on commuters using the Parkway, I like the
idea of reducing traffic along the Parkway, but the NCC will need to work with the City of Ottawa to carefully
consider how this will be mitigated.

The parkway is already one of the most scenic routes in the city and the plan you have developed truly
seems to clutter it! The paths, beach, walkway/cycling lane, benches, Sunday cycling on the roadway are all
good concepts already in use. There is adequate means of getting to Britannia Park and Beach area, Mud
Lake, as well as all the way to Andrew Haydon Park, as it is . There has been inadequate cutting of the
lawns/grassy areas along the Parkway in recent years and I see an extension of park areas as just other
areas for neglect in this era of cutbacks.

Please increase density of trees and vegetation to improve air quality, erosion and reduce noise attenuation
from traffic and activities resulting from increased animation intensity on the waterfront. As a resident living
closed to the Westboro beach, I would like to encourage the NCC any development seeks to reduce after
hours illegal activities that are currently epidemic in the area, particularly in the vicinity of the Atlantis Yard,

Larnark Parking area and the beach Pavilion,

1100% support your plan for the 2 traffic lanes reduction (the SJAM should NOT be use as a commuter route,

that's why we build the Queensway! ! ) and the four season use of the area (X-cross country skiing trails, etc ).

Focus on river side of parkway and serene and meditative activities NOT buildings/infrastructure.

I want to again very strongly recognize and encourage the change in thinking about the parkway from the
reality of it being used by a (relatively very small) number of single passenger car commuters to the space
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place for recreation. Note that both pedestrians and cyclists may be going places, whether for their daily
work commute or for getting around Ottawa as part of their daily lives. Pedestrian and cyclist activities are
not exclusively recreational enjoyment of the scenery, although this may be one of the activities. It is very
important to maintain the idea of narrowing and slowing the parkway {and all Ottawa parkways) throughout its
extent. This applies particularly in Lebreton Flats, where a successful, vibrant and pleasant development will
depend on easy pedestrian access across the parkway and Booth. This will be incredibly unsafe access
unless both the parkway and Booth are made dramatically narrower and slower through Lebreton, including
signalized intersections and ideally raised crosswalks. Of note, both pedestrian and cyclists use space much
more efficiently than cars; this rebalancing of use is therefore not only safer, it's much more efficient in
moving people.

I was pleased to see the thought that has gone into this proposal. It contains some fantastic ideas. I agree
with reducing from 4 lanes to two lanes. Focusing on green space and increasing vegetation is also very
important to me - particularly on the non-river side of the parkway. However, the portions of the proposal
where there are additional parking/buildings/public spaces added to residential areas concern me a great

deal. I live in Westboro Beach and I do not want additional public parking,traffic and people tunneling through
residential areas. Development and public areas should be focused in areas away from the residential
neighbourhoods.

Avoid high animation level (3 and above) close to residential areas.
Keep all proposals to the river side and away or close proximity to residential zones.
Return more space to green or forested areas
Focus on water quality in designs.

Greater consideration should be given to the development and placement of infrastructure with residential
areas. Low impact and placement are critical to keeping the overall impact as low as possible.

The NCC desire for vegetation regeneration is very much welcomed. The more natural greenspace the
better.

We should keep the Westboro beach exactly that- a beach where families can swim, sit on a beach towel,
have a picnic, etc - NO commercialism. A small bar area as we have now is completely civilized and lovely
but don't make a Coney Island out of it! !

Keep Mud Lake the way it's as natural as possible, adding access and infra structure will ruin it.

Keep it as a beach- no buildings other than a small change house and a small beachside bar/restaurant. Don't
make it into Coney Island ! !

pdf does not download so don't know what concept is.

There is plenty of room for a dedicated bike path and a walking path along the present route.

Reducing from 4- lane to 2- lane traffic would be detrimental to commuters.
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Leave 2 lanes per side, avoid causing more traffic and commuter disruption to make the area more
accessible, not less.

Do not reduce from 4 weeks to 2. This would be a disaster.

Improve pathways and controlled access to shoreline without reducing traffic lanes.

There is no need to reduce the parkway to one lane in each direction. There are those who wish to enjoy the
scenery and travel somewhat slower; there are those who use it as a commuter route at any time of the day.
Now, buses use part of the parkway as as commuter route, by reducing it to one lane, this will restrict bus
traffic to the detriment
of everything else. In other words, reducing this artery to one lane in each direction is a very poor idea.

More information is needed about the impact to the bus system. I have no issue with the design and
increasing access to the ecosystems we have, speed control, and reducing cars. However since this is the

MAJOR transit route for buses going to and from the West end, I think more information is needed on the
impact to these services as a result of the proposed concept.

Back off the concepts.
Do not add light rail as it is a disaster
Leave as is just refresh
You are affecting the geese population which is significant along the parkway

Early morning and late afternoon traffic is backed up way
past Kitchissippi Beach, I can see the headlights in winter when the trees are bare. If they narrow this section
to one lane it will block all through traffic from there to the bridge, ridiculous. I can send a photo I took if you
need evidence.
Thank you.

I live in Island Park Towers,

It is not reasonable to reduce the roadway to 2 lanes west of Island Park in the absence of a second bridge
to Quebec. The traffic is blocked solid today on Island Park from one end to the other. Quebec residents
have only one alternative. Pushing additional westbound traffic onto Island Park is not acceptable.

When the LRT is buried bury the road too. And build an underground parkade for Quebec residents to
encourage them to use the park and to use the LRT.

Boardwalk displays shared pedestrian and cycling. Pedestrian and cycling must be separate. The two lane
versus stating cycling and pedestrian must be side by side is not true. I live there. There is plenty of room.

The Rochester Field proposals can be better. I would suggest it be designed more as an event centre
e. .. C' ...
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versus wouia seems nice more resiaennai ana commercial, some rooo services is nne

reduce parkway traffic to one lane given that the proposal indicates potential movement of the roadway to
the south adjacent to existing residential family residences.

Lots of benches (for the more senior users) and opportunities for paratranspo stops and wheelchair/walker
usage and picnicing

One of the best initiatives carried out to date was the establishment of the multi-use winter trail along the
parkway in 2018. Walking, skiing and running are low budget ways to increase exercise and keep us healthy.
Efforts should be made to keep the path open all year round. Exercise shouldn't stop in the winter.

Shortterm: remove the curbs allowing a smooth transition to the grass so cyclists can ride safely onto the
grass in a near collision situation, (like in Gatineau park) If reducing speed is a key objective, decreasing the
speed limit to 40 km/h at non-rush hour and to 50 km/h at rush hour would be much more effective
Longer term: Dedicate an entire lane to cycling at non-peak hours.
Other: Water oriented activities (e.g kayak,canoe, SUP, rowboat rentals ) at Bate Island and at Woodroofe or
Westboro beach would be meaningful scenic options.

Maximize protection of natural areas and wildlife.

Parks are a good idea, but not at the expense of commuters or the environment.

I think we have to increase / enhance the touchpoints for people who want to stroll along the river and enjoy
the river's edge. The constant whizzing by of bikes has made it a commuter route, and pushed recreational
walkers and runners off to the side.

Before the NCC can consider reducing the SJAM parkway from 4 lanes to 2 it must consider the impact on the
neighbouring transportation corridors (Richmond Road, Carling Avenue, the Queensway). It is likely that these
corridors will not be able to absorb the shift in vehicles from the parkway as a result of the narrowing. The

SJAM parkway not only serves residents in Ottawa's near west-end (Carlingwood, Britannia), but also
residents in deeper Nepean (accessing through Woodroffe Ave.) and in Kanata (the SJAM parkway is the
alternative route to downtown from a plugged Queensway).

The plan focuses on increasing infrastructure and activities, while failing to prioritize the environment and
enhance our valued green space and river.
Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.
Reduce animation intensity near residential zones and green space. Focus animation intensity closer to
downtown where more people are located and where relatively large human footprint already exists.
Focus enhancement activities to increase and restore green space and maximize water quality of the river
throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park.

A local park on the ncc space next to the keg would be greatly appreciated !

Stick 4 lane parkway over the tunnel and shorten the route. Give bike commuters a short route near the
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parkway/ builtup areas and leave riverside to recreational users.

2 lanes of road rather than 4 - YES HI !
green restoration - YES ! ! !
minimal development (emphasis on minimal) . Just let people enjoy the green space - self-powered. With a
couple options for refreshments, pit stops, scenic rest areas.
Do not develop Rochester Field extensively (options 2 and 3 are too much). We don't need more buildings.
GREEN5PACE and trees are invaluable.

Segregated bike lanes need to have pilons or curbs to keep different types of traffic separate. Plow the bike
lanes in the winter !

Rochester Field will shrink dramatically if you allow for adding residential section. Protect Rochester field and
do not plan to put there anything but basic facilities.

The animated areas are too animated. Let's keep our green space green. Let's do more restoration of green
space. Let's not build up infrastructure around our beautiful river - it's beautiful as it is.

Concept should also be to maximize local use by neighbourhoods, as well as, place of destination for
visitors.

I am supportive of the improvements to the infrastructure atWestboro beach. The ski trail was amazing this
year. I support reclamation of the NCC yard but absolutely not as a parking space at the expense of what
little green space is there.

While, in general, I support the idea of enhancing facilities along the parkway to improve user access and
experience, the level of development proposed here is significant. The impact on the local environment will
be intense, for example affecting the birds that live in the area, including many protected species. In
addition, I see nothing in these proposals to address the already existing issue of poor water quality at
Westboro beach, which is due in large part to development in the neighbourhood and loss of green and
drainage space to filter rain and street waste water. I suggest that more focus be made on providing access
and animation in natural spaces. There is little here to encourage imaginative play for children. It is mostly
development for adults.

In winter, ensure a snow trail is maintained along the parkway for activities like skiing and snowshoeing so
that people can enjoy the park and riverfront all year around.

Dear Dr. Kristmanson,

As a resident in the Westboro Beach and Atlantis Woods areas I would like to comment on the National
Capital Commission's (NCC) proposal for the Sir John A Macdonald Riverfront Linear Park Plan (SJMRLPP). I
commend the NCC for taking a proactive approach to enrich the Ottawa River corridor along the current Sir

John A Macdonald Parkway with a focus on enhancing the natural areas and increasing public access to one
of the key natural heritage features of the region, The Ottawa River. I have reviewed the NCCs concept

J..I!^ u s m
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proposals preseniea in bjiviKur ana wouia iiKe 10 oumne my priorities

Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.
Reduce animation intensity near residential zones and green space. Focus animation intensity closer to

downtown where more people are located and where relatively large human footprint already exists.
Focus enhancement activities to increase and restore green space and maximize water quality of the river

throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park.

Specifically I would highlight the following key points related to the enhancement of natural heritage features,

public engagement with the river and community health and safety in the Westboro Beach and Atlantis
Woods areas associated with Westboro Beach and Atlantis Woods Scenarios 1A/B and 2A/B detailed in the

SJMRLPP.

I do not support the proposal presented in all four concepts for the development of a Conservation Center
and additional parking in the former Atlantis Maintenance Yard which increases animation intensity in close
proximity to residential zones. My position Is that the NCC implement the recommendations in the
"Demolition of two buildings at 234 Atlantis Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario" (CEA Registry 09- 01-49914, NCC CP220-

1124) which include the removal of the existing infrastructure, site remediation, revegetation and
enhancement of the area to reinstate green space, natural habitat and ecosystem services.

I am supportive of the improvements to infrastructure on the river side of the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway
at Westboro Beach and encourage a continued focus on animation intensity with low impact on the river
through a remodeled beach area, improved sustainable water access and enhanced river water quality in a
way the allows the public to enjoy the beach area with minimal impact on the residential area.

I prioritize the stabilization and augmentation of existing natural features which compliments the existing
tree cover along the non river side of the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway to form part of the recognized
Important Bird Area (IBA) along the river. Increasing the density of trees and other vegetation ecosystems

services provided by the green space would improve air quality, storm water and erosion abatement and
visual and noise attenuation from traffic and activities resulting from increased animation intensity on the
waterfront.
I am supportive of four season use of the area, particularly the expansion of the SJMPW groomed ski trail

program and provision of appropriately sized and sighted storage areas for the seasonal equipment used
for the ski trails and community association activities.

I encourage designs that prioritize public safely by ensuring that any development seeks to reduce after-
hours illegal activities that are currently epidemic in the area, particularly in the vicinities of the Atlantis Yard,

Lanark Parking Area and the Beach Pavilion.

As a Key Stakeholder to the Westboro Beach and Atlantis Woods Scenarios of the SJMRLPP I thank the NCC
for taking my input into account. I am keen to see the revised proposal that incorporates these important
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factors and look forward to working closely with the NCC as this exciting project moves forward

Sincerely

I support the idea to reduce the 4 lanes, in this case west of Island Park, to 2 lanes for traffic , I would further
support when reducing to 2 lanes that there is shoulder area along the traffic lanes to handle emergency and
vehicle break-down situation.

Does the NCC think it can rent restaurants, retail outlets along the shoreline and through Rochester Field, I

doubt it. Not doing a great job of it where they own property now. Statistics say that Governments should not
get into property management.

This area is truly a wonderful attribute/feature and should be protected and preserved for the benefit of
current and future generations.

One of the Westboro Beach Community Association objectives is to preserve and enhance the quality of the
river water to allow the public to continue to enjoy the beach (and the other beaches along the Ottawa River)

during the swimming season. We support the proposals of increased animation along the waterfront but that
a thorough study must be done so that the proposals individually and collectively will not have a negative
impact on the ecological sustainability of the Ottawa River,

From a personal point of view, I cannot support any infrastructure close to the waterfront that increases our
footprint over what is currently in place, or speeds up the erosion of the fragile shoreline.

I can support an increase in the level of animation intensity closer to the downtown core where we already
have a large footprint by the riverfront.

1, Ski trails on SJAM
I did not specifically see anything in the concept for the winter ski trail adjacent SJAM parkway. The
experiment this winter was a complete success, i loved it, and truely hope NCC incorporates winter grooned
ski trails as part of the concept. Given the pathways are snw covered for 4 months of the year, this would
extend use of the riverfront in winter months, could have the proposed westboro beach building open in
winter on weekends for bathrooms and warm up for skiiers accessing the trails

2, Interpretive sites fir Local geology-paleozoic fossils
- the Ottawa river front has much facinating Ordovician fossil evidence that could be displayed with creative
interpretive signs at given points along the pedestrian/cycle trail, I am
Thinking the vast stromatolite beds (some of the best in Canada) and exposures showing crinoids,

gastropods, nautiloids, trillobites, corals . This is interesting local geology that should be celebrated, I
imagine construction on the SJAM and LRT will uncover varios nicecexposures, I suggest archiving any nice
representative rock slabs uncovered for display in local parks on SJAM or creatively display in situ if the
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location us condusive.

we dont need more animated areas - we need more prioritization of clean water, protection of environment
and green spaces.

I 'm very interested, excited and supportive !

The limited retail and building destination may not be enough to support that park space.

no traffic lights at roadways, build a bridge or tunnel for access

The access trail to the river isn't significant enough, being subordinated by a field. We really don't need
more open fields here, the riverside open spaces being only a few hundred meters away. I also find the
retail area too small.

Please no sporting or 'major ' event

I don't understand what "development" refers to, so it is hard to comment.

cannot comment as your pdf takes forever to load

Nothing needs to be done at Rochester Field

Like have the Richmond Rd. entrance point open.

Blends existing with increased access to riverfront park, LRT, and other amenities

get out of the way let the market decide.

Development in the midst of the public area not appealing.

Too isolated, unless an LRT station is built at Rochester field for accessibility.

I like that there 's a wide corridor for wildlife to travel between the river and Byron.

The low rise can be mid-high rise instead, and should be on the bottom left corner instead, to be closer to
the existing buildings just outside Rochester field.

Instead of traffic lights, install a bridge

Don't have at grade crossing with traffic lights . Add a bridge or under pass

Need more park

against low rise development on NCC land

Just the right mix with minimal development.

not keen on any buildings close to Maplelawn historic property- low rise is the only option I find minimally
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distasteful

more picnicing areas by the river

Questionable viable commerical space.

Too much development too close to the water

Not exciting enough.

Waste of money.

Can't open them on my phone

There should be no private development at all.

Large field directly on Richmond is a bad idea, doesn't draw people in towards the river

Accommodation for a groomed winter path for cross country skiing is excellent.

Keeping the open space along Richmond road makes sense. Need to have above or below grade pedestrian
crossing at parkway and bike paths. Too much pedestrian traffic could be a result of Rochester Field across
all 3 scenarios.

I can't see obvious differences between the 3 scenarios, there 's no text to point out what is different.

What is the point of having low/medium density structures - is that code for fancy/exclusive housing? Why is
there a need to sell off land? I think the community would be best served by using this space for playing
fields.

Notable to comment. Download way too slow.

Should not have housing.

I feel as if this space would likely become incredibly underutilized. There is not enough to really draw people
out of the street and into the space. The low density retail is nice, but this form of development should
connect the parkland to the street in some way and should not be disconnected from the street by a
parkette.

Favourite

Not sure about the snack bar. Might result in littering with snack wrappers, cups, etc .

creating a way to access river through stoplight is good.
like idea of creating a green field area and more seating/usable space
like the water idea if safe for kids.
be careful of a wall - if it blocks access

Mr\ r /n rs r\ A r sr f-r i -s rs tv* M "ar\ ir* I r s s k i r s
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-All scenarios : commercial and park amenities is redundant given proximity to Westboro with street and
beach /Atlantis developments
-Amenities won't be used with setback from Richmond

I liked the fact that Rochester Field remained as a park setting leading one to the river 's edge. However, I
think there should be a unique architectural element such as a shade structure at the end of a pier. You need
a focal point and destination at the end of the promenade. Create a place where people want to linger,
watch the sun set, enjoy the breeze, eat an ice cream. Use the adjacent garden as inspiration, but do not
copy it.

-This would act only as a passthrough
-Little draw to enjoy the area

For all-permit cycling in the corridor and include crossrides at the at-grade crossing of SJAMP

Putting low-rise here is a waste. If it's a good location for development, then develop it as much as possible
while retaining good urban design.

Great ideas are: bird watching, boardwalk, lookouts, walking, safer access to parks.
Bad ideas: everything else. We don't need more parks & ice cream trucks, we need more nature.

Like the play/natural structures, the meandering pathway near the river is nice.

After fifty years, you are now thinking of doing something there. May I suggest that you at least mow the
grass. That would be a start. Recognize that leaving property "in its natural state" actually means "ignore it -
its cheaper".

Difficult to see on computer, liked the ideas, of more public use opportunity
and art throughout project

Confusion persists as to the use of Rochester field. May need more intense redevelopment.

Since overall they are.

Development should be within 400 m of LRT station

Glad walled Maple Lawn garden is being included/incorporated alongside wall from Richmond to water

I like that the amenities are closer to the shoreline.

Do not like.

Can't tell what is being proposed. What do the numbers mean.

Residential area breaks up park area. Not enough animation

Save the park at all costs. This natural oasis is a prize for all residents being surrounded by a sea of
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conaomimums.

If I was to rank them this would be the best but I think the low rise development should wrap around the
corner similar to how the park related amenities do in scenario 3. Wrapping it around the corner maximizes
the continues green space while protecting the view from the street and maximizes the access to the
parking area already there

I favor this plan: (1) allows for residence and passage of many of the small animals which are currently here,

or use this route to get to the Ottawa River (2) leastdeveloped - more buildings can always be built later (3)

there needs to be some reason to draw crowds to a park, for example, being near parliament buildings, but
this appears to be just another park in a city with many parks. It's good that it's being developed, but I
expect just a few people coming here, mostly neighbours, those who want a quiet space in the city. Maybe
more of the appreciation of nature can be a theme in this park besides that already put forth in the plan.

I'm not sure there is enough info in the drawings to evaluate the different scenarios.

The description was not clear and it is not understood what the changes from the current to the proposed
version would be. It was too flowery in presentation with inadequate details . No description of the pros and
cons. No descriptions of the "why"s of what was being proposed. No description of the costs.

This appears the most likely to have the least deleterious environmental effects, will allow greater public
access. Its buildings appear to fit rather than overwhelm the site, and the uses appear most suitable for a
water environment, rather than some kind of urban and highly commercialized site.

The way this is presented I can't see the difference in the senario 's.

I support preserving some greenspace on Richmond Road.

A dog park area perhaps?

More open picnic space

whichever one that doesn't reduce the parkway to 2 lanes

While nice, I feel it's just a park rather than a place that would draw people year-round.

The usage should not be for an activity level 4 - please design based on level 2. The community worked
extensively with the City around its LRT work - one of the key outcomes was preserving the greenspace - all
three scenarios diminish it greatly.

Sorry, I do not have the scenarios in front of me, but the one leading out to the Ottawa River is impressive.

N/A

Internal error on your web prevent my reviewing the proposal in detail.

No comment
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I can't see the plans clearly enough onscreen to judge. Where can I view them in detail?

Why does there have to be development?
How much green space can the Hintonburg to Westboro area lose (Soeurs de la visitation...)

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

Easy to miss. Does not seem like a destination for tourists or those living outside Westboro.

The "lawn" front is nice, but not crucial- - a plaza as in # 2 could be okay, but what's essential about this
proposal is that it keeps a broad and deep open space facing Richmond. That's the only way this park will be
noticed and get any use at all.

too much infrastructure

The low rise development is rather more intrusive In this scenario.

Je ne vois pas la motivation d 'investir toute cette argent sans que cela cree plus de probleme d 'acces et de
bouchon de circulation.

L'ajout de lumiere de circulation va affecter de fagon significative le trafic. Pourquoi ne pas construire un pont
pieton/bicyclette ?

I don’t actually see the word "demonstration" appears on the 17 slides I reviewed so I'm not really sure what
is meant here.

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population.

Not impressed by any of them - better to leave the area natural as it is
No urban zoning of this area should be allowed
Keep it natural!

Enhances its neighbor, Maple Lawn { I like the open space fro play -Frisbee, etc )

Inviting - from Richmond road side
Amenities mid-way: seems like a good idea/accessible to those using field and not far from those going to
river

I like the crossing access to the waterfront, and use of green space for games. But I dislike the additional
buildings, and saw nothing in the Plan, and heard nothing at the March 23 meeting, to explain what they are
and why they are needed (beyond the need for washrooms). If park amenities must be provided (which I

would dispute), why would they require more buildings than say the new field house in McKellar Park? I would
rather the green space was retained as much as possible, and would prefer a much more modest creation
of a recreational space, with maybe just a few benches, kids ' playground equipment.

Dislike broken pedestrian route from Richmond to Wareo.

Not a big fan of <<whimsical>> structures.
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I like the open view to the river.

Don't like level crossings

Don't think park space along Richmond road doesn't work well too much traffic
Make sure to maintain cut through park on east end to OC Transpo

preferred option not here: no buildings even long term

While park related amenities might be acceptable, I cannot agree with ANY low rise development it is
essentially an excuse for allowing commercial development on this valuable green space.

The lesser evil of all three proposals the only one with usable greenspace to run and play

Would prefer the amenities/buildings situated closer to the river.

Low rise behind urban sector a big concern. Medium along Richmond Road,

Re-development i.e Condo Towers (Minto, 24 stories) :

they will wait for long-term plans,

-Don't make it a Disneyworld!
- Two lanes a must.

**The City will jump at the development - no way**

I don't like that the buildings are in the middle of the park, I think this causes a barrier between green spaces
and would cause the greatest disturbance to any animals that live in the area, it would also be most likely to
cause noise at the waterfront, thus lessening the enjoyment of the natural beauty there.

It is important that the natural character of Rochester Field be maintained as developing it would definitely
detract from the neighbourhood and would likely also exacerbate traffic volume on Richmond Road which is
already a growing problem. The Westboro area is already experiencing some of the negative effects of
excessive densification. What makes Ottawa unique among national capitals is its respect for the natural
environment and this needs to be maintained and even enhanced if we are to avoid becoming just another
characterless city.

Are we proposing to turn parkland over to private developers ? Houses?

This land was set aside as green space for all. This is the only scenario that has an open feel to it from
Richmond Road, (Although picture for 4 depicts paving not grass.) The community you are trying to open the
river to lives the other side of Richmond Road,

Maintains park green space.

Large greenspace fronting Richmond is inappropriate. Low-rise development would have awkward access
and be a relatively inefficient use of valuable real estate. Overall an awkward scenario.
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can't access tne plans on my phone, so can't comment, bame for an options peiow

Does it really need to be used for housing?

Have not seen the demonstration plans

I don't know kinda Meh

I applaud the reforestation in all three scenarios.

Strongly disagree with ANY development of Rochester Park other than natural habitat.Let's return it to natural
treed parkland

I think all 3 options really enhance this underused area of NCC land. My only concern with #3 is that the low
rise housing could block the view from Richmond and thus be less inviting/encouraging for people to transit
from richmond towards the water. If the design of 3 maintained the vision and movement of pedestrians from
Richmond to the water, it could be acceptable too

Ugly,

why do we have to have any low or mid rise development on this site other than bathrooms

A walking path should never disrupt commuter traffic . A bridge is ok to get people to the water but only for
walking and biking to the shoreline. Your snackbar will be overpriced and washrooms will likely be closed as
usual public w/c are in this city.

What is the point of this ?

Faites un nettoyage et une approche a la riviere - c 'est spectaculaire a cette hauteur de la riviere des
Outaouais. Faites le comme vous voudrez - vous ne pouvez pas manquer votre coup.

Why the grassy area? A plaza is more useful for animation and performances.

This option provides a good view of the park from the street.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

All three are tortured and over designed.

No strong opinion one way or another for the Rochester Field options - I won't be using the area so would
rather let the people who will be using it have their say.

No need for green space fronting Richmond - keep it as a main street with shops and condos

A signalized intersection with the parkway is not ideal it should be grade separated , The access for the
development should be on Richmond Road

plans are so hard to read and see
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Leave uie green space aiurre

please combine aspects of scenario 1&2- no more buildings, but skating in winter is a great idea & the
splash
path is a great idea- if there has to be a kiosk or 2 okay.

walking bridges or tunnels similar to Westboro beach would also improve safety for children.

Prefer to extend Westboro Village further west, with shops and condos along Richmond than have open
green space. There 's already passive space across the street in the Byron Linear Park.

I like the idea of keeping the buildings away from existing residential areas and having more green space
along the entire length of the park.

In any plan, I would want places for soccer games to take place. Already sports teams have to vie for useful
space. Do NOT take any spaces away from such teams (for other sports as well) .

Like the fact that green space is prioritized.
Why can't this design have a skating rink like every other Ottawa park is used in winter?

I prefer keeping as much natural area as possible, fewer structures, to maintain a visual link from
Richmond/Byron/Maplelawn as possible.

Unclear details in pdf

The Rochester Field proposals can be better. I would suggest it be designed more as an event or
informational centre versus would seems like more residential and commercial. Some food services is fine.

It would be better without any development in this area. Why is it necessary to bring any development into a
park type space.

Best of the three but could be greener. I have an NCC map that shows it as a park not a field.

This is the best option providing a "green" open welcome to the linear park from Richmond Road. Nice affect
along the river and hooray for a crosswalk. Why is the greenspace behind the keg showing in option 3
missing here? We could use a fenced dogpark in the area as there are lots of dog owners without yards
(condo dwellers) and people who do not want or have cars to drive to other locations.

Prefer not to see land sold for development. This would be a good area to have the higher concentration
activities as opposed to spoiling the waterfront.

Minimal development, leave the park space available for more community events and activities (city wide)

with the LRTaccess ! !

Preferred Option.

There should be minimal development of Rochester Fields except as an active Park. While there may be
plenty of parkland along the river, there is very little in Westboro where people actually live. As well, the
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parkland along the river is linear in nature and as such can never become active parkland beyond
walking/cycling/skiing, Rochester Fields is a large open field which can become active parkland to a
neighbourhood which could use more.

Keeps a natural environment while bringing some animations and a better connection with the river.

any form of development is contrary to the overarching goals , this should be eliminated.

Breaks up the park.

Street view to river. Dont waste money on awful sculptures.

This scenario seems to have the most green space.

The best of the three. I would like as much green space as possible.

No more condos !

No residential and no commercial!

Has the most amount of greenspace

! feel like people looking for an open field in the area either go to McKellar Park for manicured lawns or to
the river for walking, biking.

I like the maximum use of space for public use (i.e soccer fields, skating rink, festivals, etc.) . There should
be little private use (i.e. residents). It would be great if this was a place of destination for visitors as they
explore this area. The area that is purposed in scenario 3 as green space on the North East area should be
incorporated into this scenario.

This option is the least objectionable. It maintains green space which must be protected in the residential
side. There needs to be a balance of green space and residential WITHIN Westboro. Not all of the green
space, for birds, fresh air and movement, can be concentrated down on the parkway.

Consultation process deeply flawed.
4th option missing: "Improve green space without building"

Please consider making crossing of SJAM parkway to river an over or underpass at location 7, even if need
to take $ from development of other amenities at Rochester field. In fact i would prefer to spend effort on
the north part of Rochester concept and include over/underpass crossing of parkway at thecexpense of any
of the proposed more $ park amenities proposed in any of the 3 scenarios. Also difficult to visualize without
the low-rise housing in scenarios #1and #2. Overall, i wonder if we really neef more low-rise or high-rise
devp 't at all here? What about buying up the Hideous Rogers building and surrounding parking as the location
to put mixed high-rise, low-rise and semis, single detached. That whole area is s big paced over parking lot
so more sense for NCC to develop there snd keep Rochester field as green dpace with enhancements {safe
over/under crossing of parkway). Really, this is my opinion of all 3 scenarios: move the development to
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substantial development on this space

More public art.
need more washrooms along the waterfront

Best balance of landscape and building/retail destination. Also think the rink is the best idea of all 3, if
refrigerated.

no traffic lights at roadways, build a bridge or tunnel for access.

This option provides the most obvious and best animated access route, as well as a nice public "square ".
There is also a good massing of small shops and businesses that will hopefully cater to the people going to
and from the river, but also act as a vital retail area in its own right.

Please no sporting or 'major ' event

cannot comment as your pdf takes forever to load

Nothing needs to be done at Rochester Field

Like have the Richmond Rd. entrance point open.

Minimizes park amenities tremendously, with a priority on flow through to the riverfront and LRT

Development in the midst of the public area not appealing.

Too isolated, unless an LRT station is built at Rochester field for accessibility.

I like that there 's a wide corridor for wildlife to travel between the river and Byron.

The low rise can be mid-high rise instead, and should be on the bottom left corner instead, to be closer to
the existing buildings just outside Rochester field.

Don't have at grade crossing with traffic lights . Add a bridge or under pass

Need more park

against low rise development on NCC land

this option really makes sense - good balance

Better establishes a link between Richmond and the waterfront, more viable commercial that has access to
both the waterfront and Richmond.

Love the look. Skating would be a fun activity in the winter months.

Too much development too close to the water
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I like that park access will start at Richmond Rd, rather than having buildings blocking the view & inhibiting the
desire to walk towards the park space. If housing is required, at least keep it's footprint to a delicate
minimum.

There should be no private development at all.

I like this one, but am unsure is the businesses off of Richmond will see enough business, hope so though.

Accommodation for a groomed winter path for cross country skiing is excellent.

Not in favour of having building close to Richmond Road. Could create parking issues on Richmond and Byron
Ave. Scenario 1 is better to encourage people to park in designated parking.

Notable to comment. Download way too slow.

Should not have housing.

A major improvement over the first plan. The low level development has a connection to the street, and a
plaza space for adaptive year-round use is an excellent idea. This development does the best job of
directing activity towards the parkland along the river.

second favourite

creating a way to access river through stoplight is good.
like idea of creating a green field area and more seating/usable space
like the water idea if safe for kids.
be careful of a wall - if it blocks access

-Linear water feature is great! But make it more natural and winding !
-Play theme is fun given this is a family residential area, but keep it natural
-Winter sliding and skating area would be good
-Flea market/Chirstmas market is a good idea, will draw people in

The public plaza seems like a potentially barren place, as there will not be enough people to occupy it. Not
enough critical mass in terms of humanity to make the plaza work.

-Good sight lines from Richmond
-Could Incorporate markets

Great layout of activities - although not sure what the giant close pin signifies. Reduction to 2 lanes is key.

And build parking expansion UNDERGROUND

I like water feature in the spine
For all-permit cycling in the corridor and include crossrides at the at-grade crossing of SJAMP

The linear aspect is good. An axial design really punctuates the connection to the river.
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ditto

need a second access path separate from the one with activated water features ?

Confusion persists as to the use of Rochester field. May need more intense redevelopment.

Essentially equivalent up to whom and bond on which set of criteria should be one prevail over another.

I'd prefer mid-rise over low-rise development.

Development should be within 400 m of LRT station

I like the idea of an integrated <public art walk>
Want to know more about water features

The water feature is nice.

Nicest balance and open to visitors

Like this scenario.

Can't tell what is being proposed. What do the numbers mean.

Like the parking area near the low-rise development.

I vision this as more of a green space with fewer buildings and am still searching for any reasons that
crowds will visit this park. This vision is more built for crowds that I don't expect!

The description was not clear and it is not understood what the changes from the current to the proposed
version would be. It was too flowery in presentation with inadequate details . No description of the pros and
cons. No descriptions of the "why"s of what was being proposed. No description of the costs.

Too much development in the area behind Maplelawn. Not sure what this is intended to be.

Too built up; too many uses; structures appear too large and will dominate the site, rather than allowing the
natural environment to be the focal point.

The way this is presented I can't see the difference in the senario 's.

I would like to see park facilities that serve users in all 4 seasons. Water features in the spring, summer and
fall could become a skating rink in the winter, A rental shop offering bicycles in the summer could offer
skates and X-C skis in the winter.

Over built

whichever one that doesn't reduce the parkway to 2 lanes

I like the plaza that could draw people.
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N/A

Internal error on your website....

No comment

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

This *might* be saved, but it's crucial that building mass be recessed from the street by at least 50m. Do not
squander this soon-to-be unique break in the built "wall" along Richmond. If the building can be pushed far
enough back and to the side, the features themselves are interesting.

still too much infrastructure

I prefer scenario 2 because it provides connectivity for the neighbouring built environment, while still
providing a prominent entrance to the park from Richmond Road.

Preferred option. It links the "activities " portion with Richmond rd and foot traffic but doesn't obscure
completely the view the field affords of the river.

My preference is to keep the space open while encouraging its use, minimizing the development.

Si cela n'entrame pas la reduction a 2 voles.

L'ajout de lumiere de circulation va affecter de fagon significative le trafic. Pourquoi ne pas construire un pont
pieton/bicyclette ?

Like the visual access to the parkland

Scenario 1and 3 don't seem to facilitate access to the riverfront as well as Scenario 2. Otherwise, it's hard
to judge since the presentation has a series of numbers and images on them, but no explanation as to what
they mean.

See above

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population.

Not impressed by any of them - better to leave the area natural as it is
No urban zoning of this area should be allowed
Keep it natural!

Interesting features - pergola, water system: these are appealing. Again, think 4 seasons; activities differ
according to season

Even more buildings, so I disagree more strongly than to Scenario 1.

Has potential, but this type of planning needs to connect with Maple Lawn to the estate.

Not convinced water park will be used.
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Should be a pedestrian bridge over parkway.

Don't like level crossings

don't really like the water feature.
Make sure to maintain cut through park on east end to OC Transpo

I support #2

For safety, would prefer underpass/bridge for parkway crossing.

If most buld prefer variation of option and if done buld on east side near Maple Lawn garden. Or option 2
with its children focus, like option 1the least.

same comments as above

Really like the idea of a skating rink in winter. But why all the concrete and fancy fountains taking up too much
space.

NOT GOOD

This is better than option 1, but it still brings the buildings too close to the waterfront area.

See comments above.

The development of possible pubs? in scenario 2 (at location #1) will detract from the overall goal of
keeping a natural environment with welcoming access to the river shoreline.

As above.

Don't see a skate rink and water park inviting people to the river. The current open field is more inviting -
even when the grass is not trimmed.

Too paved.

Better than Scenario 1, like the water feature and plaza.

scenario 2 Rochester axis because it is a nice compromise between the 2 others, allowing for a more green
feel without leaving the space totally "natural" ( the city never maintains it anyway so only weeds would
grow ! ! )

The Rochester square (scenario 3) is too much "concrete " but if really chosen should only allow little cafes,

bakeries, maybe the farmers market but no fast food and big chains. BUT PLEASE ADD ANOTHER LIGHT to help
pedestrians cross the mac donald in the prolongation of Fraser avenue ! ! ! !

Better connection with Richmond Tho ' maybe mid-rise density could be accommodated on site

As in Scenario 1, the low-rise development intrudes too much in the park space.
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Strongly disagree with ANY development of Rochester Park other than natural habitat. Let's return it to natural
treed parkland

I think all 3 options really enhance this underused area of NCC land. My only concern with #3 is that the low
rise housing could block the view from Richmond and thus be less inviting/encouraging for people to transit
from richmond towards the water. If the design of 3 maintained the vision and movement of pedestrians from
Richmond to the water, it could be acceptable too

Ugly,

#3 - a fountain is a waste of tax payer money and will damaged by thugs and the winter weather conditions
and likely won't be turned on much.

Most open and visible. Most animation via shops and restaurants.

This makes the most sense in terms of layout and usage.

This option really limits the size of the park and open greenspace.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

Better than Scenario 1

Local community access retained.

Leave the green space alone

please combine aspects of scenario 1& 2- no more buildings, but skating in winter is a great idea & the
splash
path is a great idea, if there has to be a kiosk or 2 okay,.

Removes to much green space.

walking bridges or tunnels similar to Westboro beach would also improve safety for children.

I don't like how close the buildings are placed to the existing residential area. Also, I don't like the idea of all
of the buildings in a long line.

Would be nice to have a small fenced in dog area near the LRT portal since many residents walk dogs off
leash in the field now.

I oppose this proposal. However I Like the rink in this proposal but but this doesn't bring any nature to the
design.

Unclear details in pdf

The Rochester Field proposals can be better. I would suggest it be designed more as an event or
informational centre versus would seems like more residential and commercial. Some food services is fine,
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same as above

Not acceptable

too hard- scaped and structured

Like the inclusion of active community oriented recreational space including water and art features. Do not
like the row of housing that breaks up community space. Do like access to and all features regarding the
waterfront.

Crap ! Too much development.

Compromise Option.

any form of development is contrary to the overarching goals , this should be eliminated.

No more condos !

No need to crowd the field...

This proposal seems to offer amenities that are not available nearby.

i do not like any private use (i.e. residents) of this area. I like the public use. The green space on the North
East part in scenario 3 should be incorporated into this scenario

This proposal with its 4 seasons use of the square seems the most practical. Its approach from Richmond
Road is inviting .

Ditto as above.

See comment for #1

Also, do not think we need a skating rink here...so many loca rinks to maintain in winter, really there are a lot,
do not need here too

I like this proposal the best, in particular the water feature, good idea that it could be used during winter and
summer

Buildings out of scale with this stretch of Richmond, but the courtyard is nice

no traffic lights at roadways, build a bridge or tunnel for access.

This plan completely blocks the visual sight lines from the street to the river, and will hide this new river-
access trail from the people you're trying to attract. I don't like this idea at all.

obviously from the design, the mid-size development is housing, while inviting, you are visually blocking
access to the park from Richmond by placing mid-size buidlings. I would argue, as many will, that there are
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enough condos along Richmond that one less won't be noticed

Please no sporting or 'major ' event

Still too much surface parking though.

cannot comment as your pdf takes forever to load

Nothing needs to be done at Rochester Field

Dislike the buildings blocking the entrance point on Richmond Rd.

Benefit of open green space further away from the busy car traffic of Richmond Road

Development at the outside of the public area is a better scenario.

Too isolated, unless an LRT station is built at Rochester field for accessibility.

There needs to be a wide corridor for wildlife to travel between the river and Byron.

The mid rise should be on the bottom left corner instead, to be closer to the existing buildings just outside
Rochester field.

Leave open access to the river

Too much development

Strong urban prescence and gateway to the linear park. Probably best option in terms of balancing urban and
recreation.

I believe all three options are good mechanisms to increase access to the water. In order of preference 2,
1, and 3, Items 1and 2 do better keep the area a positive green space, whereas 3 will increase urban traffic.
Option 3 is by no means a poor option.

At least this proposal has the mid rise in the back, and allows more people to enjoy the possibility of living
there ! I would remove the lower development at the L of the project. Just above the reference for 6,

Keep housing from creeping past the existing "divide".

There should be no private development at all.

If there are a significant number of residents on-site it will improve the whole area and make it a more
attractive place to visit.

I like this concept, but he alleyway towards the river needs to be bigger, not so enclosed (not inviting as
shown)

Not a suitable place for housing- -too tempting for people to feel this is private, not public space and public
arrocc
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Given proximity to light rail station, some development is appropriate on this site.

Accommodation for a groomed winter path for cross country skiing is excellent.

Not in favour of having building close to Richmond Road. Could create parking issues on Richmond and Byron
Ave. Scenario 1 is better to encourage people to park in designated parking.

The additional green space around option 6 provide opportunity for other options.

The Mid-rise development will animate this portion of Richmond and allow the site to be more active with
people.

Notable to comment. Download way too slow.

Should not have housing.

I like the use of retail frontage along Richmond Rd . The emphasis on patio and restaurant space is also quite
nice, although it would be better if these patios better used potential views of the river. The open space
provided in this plan could be used for skating in the winter.

least favourite, too much construction and buildings

Good mixed use area at the bottom

does not match with neighborhood. Too tall/too intense level.

-Access is blocked by building along Richmond
-Playing field is good
-Provide connectivity to Byron linear park

I do not think the Westboro business area or high density housing area should extend down to this area.
Keep development focus around the LRT station.

-Need to maintain sight lines to river and green space
-I like the idea of a market throughout the year
-Skating rink in the winter

Could you concentrate the midrise at the south side along Richmond Road?

Best plan, however it access needs to be maintained and visible between the two mid-rise towers.

For all-permit cycling in the corridor and include crossrides at the at-grade crossing of SJAMP

Fits better at street level for Richmond road.

IF we 're proposing to add private land uses, it should serve as much of the public as possible. A variety of
active use and mid-rise is ideal. The problem with this concept is that the buildings block the axis/views to
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the river.

Great opportunity to include more parking and making the area a destination. Love the viewing deck, really
makes this a great step in the parkway. Like the addition of green space.

Raised land bridge (landscaped greens over the roadway)

Ditto

Confusion persists as to the use of Rochester field. May need more intense redevelopment.

Clustering development at Richmond road is less inviting.

Mid-rise is a barrier to river access

TOO MUCH proposed development with this scenario

Mid-rise development will have more people around at all hours and improve the lively feel of the area.

Not welcoming enough at the entry

I like scenario 2 better.

I like the open concept (more direct access to green space), but don't think it needs any mid-rise
development.

Can't tell what is being proposed. What do the numbers mean.

I see no need for new amenities. Nor do I want to see either the low rise or mid rise development. Leave the
land alone. That area is getting way too busy as it is . Save the land for the future.

Commercial and activities localized

Worst idea as it blocks the views and creates a psychological impediment to the river by building on the
current access demand line worn in the grass.

If the purpose is to reconnect with the river, the development should remain low-rise development.

I believe this design will help keep the beauty of the parkways. I have had friends from all over the word
(Australia, Dublin, England) who marvel at what a beautiful drive the parkway is. Any high rise buildings or
housing close to the road ruins the beauty

This does allow for more storefronts along Richmond road, yet another storefront? I see an opportunity to
have a natural area as an alternative to storefronts; a place to find peace. Unfortunately this alternative fails
to reach what I'm looking for.

The description was not clear and it is not understood what the changes from the current to the proposed
version would be. It was too flowery in presentation with inadequate details . No description of the pros and
cons. No descriptions of the "why"s of what was being proposed. No description of the costs.
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II faut augmenter la densification pres du transport en commun.

Restrict residential and other non-park development to Richmond Rd frontage only

I like Scenario 3 best at it creates an anchor/multipurpose living/retail/dining space at the entrance to the
parkland - a gateway to a little oasis. It also improves the overall appearance of that stretch of Richmond
Road best. It potentially benefits road safety as cars won't view that area of Richmond Road as a sort of
highway (it is so open at present and cars speed in this location). The design of the field space allows for
greater flexibility in its use. I like the idea of beautifying the land and adding art, gardens and waterfalls.
There is still space to enjoy nature and promote various outdoor activities (skating rink, summer sports,

concert venue etc.) Maintaining the privacy of the homes that are adjoined to this space is personally
important to me. So adding garden walls such as bushes and trees and changing the current chain link fence
is essential. This way, the adjoining neighbourhood will be integrated into the overall field design and the
residents will ultimately benefit from this .

The way this is presented I can't see the difference in the senario 's.

I do not support this intensity of development on NCC lands. I strongly discourage NCC from pursuing this
scenario.

Too busy

Allow a taller-rise development but keep it further away from the waterfront.

Over Built

whichever one that doesn't reduce the parkway to 2 lanes

I like the square, especially if it could be used year-round. I also like the open field, which could be used for
sporting events. But the mid-rise development may be too dense.

This is completely inappropriate - it is the most destructive to the greenspace that is actively enjoyed by a
large number of citizens daily.

A scenario that concentrates development at the south edge along Richmond Road could keeping more
green space at the north of the site.

N/A

Internal error....

If you have to build, then best to do it next to the existing road. But please scrap the fountains in concrete
and other "amenities " - i ' ll bet that in time, the building residents would complain about the public using
"their" space.

No comment
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The mid rise development might allow it to proceed financially more quickly.

I like this the least. The infill has risen to mid-rise and will block all views (& access?) through the park to the
river.

Medium, mixed use density facing Richmond rd.

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

Offers good density between two rapid transit stations. Highly visible gateway to the Riverfront Linear park.

Some density is reasonable.

DISASTROUS ! This COMPLETELY squanders the site by pushing the built surface high and close to the street.
Couldn't be any worse if you paved the whole damned park and built a 50ft wall in front, HORRID - - is the
intent to make something else seem palatable? Nobody could take this proposal seriously who appreciates
the ongoing hyper- intensification of Richmond Road, and the huge value of this site linking two linear parks,

leveraging the value of both.

the most greenspace, so this is the best

Already Richmond rd is becoming a towered corridor. It would be unfortunate to see yet another set of
buildings, no matter the height, line this street.

In general the Rochester Field proposals are positive and reflect a need - stemming from the redevelopment
of Lebreton Flats and the City of Ottawa transit infrastructure. Keep "animation" and programmed areas to a
minimum, or excluded. Nature and open spaces do not need interpretation.

Mid-rise development closes off river view and limits access from Richmond Road,

Si cela n'entraine pas la reduction a 2 voies.

L'ajout de lumiere de circulation va affecter de fagon significative le trafic. Pourquoi ne pas construire un pont
pieton/bicyclette ?

I think the best way to animate this space and to extend the "entrance" of Westboro is to add some low-
height condos. This also adds more clientele for the neighbouring shops on the property. The larger park at
the north end of the property is much more ideal, I think, for multiple uses.

See above

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population.

Not impressed by any of them - better to leave the area natural as it is
No urban zoning of this area should be allowed
Keep it natural!

The front of the Richmond road is unannealinn. Reminds me how the condos on Richmond Road hide the
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Soeurs de la Visitation bridge.

Disagree yet more strongly, as there are even more buildings, more expensive additional structures
supposed to provide greater amenity, and in this case even including the commercial square along
Richmond.

Car park and buildings should be on west side of land, not east side, as shown.

Like the boardwalk/cantilever view in all 3 scenarios.
Like the idea of rentals/coffee shops - would love to be able to bike somewhere and have a coffee by the
water.

Don't like level crossings
More interesting place to ride on my bike and stop for a coffee.

I think development along this section would be great addition much better use of the space as is the space
on Richmond is totally under used.
Make sure to maintain cut through park on east end to OC Transpo

Too many built areas

While park related amenities might be acceptable, I cannot agree with ANY medium rise development- it is
essentially an excuse for allowing commercial development on this valuable green space -shame on the
NCC.

Not enough concrete

The tall buildings at the front completely hide the pare setting and would reduce usage by passersby or
tourists. Development is poor use of greenspace

WORST -TOO MUCH COMMERCIAL

Parkland needs to be preserved.

I think this is the best option since it keeps most of the development along already-developed areas, and
allows a single contiguous green space. I also allows for the largest amount of "field" to remain, which will
encourage ad-hoc family sport games, like frisbee, catch, badminton, etc .

I like this one more than the others.

See comments above.

The field should be kept open for general use and not encroached upon by additional buildings. The
buildings block the overall green park view, that is observed in scenario 1and to a lesser extent, scenario 2.

As above, except apartment or office buildings?
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We already have too many condo/apt buildings along Richmond Road, Low rise development inside the field
allows for more greenspace to be seen

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

More trees might be a good idea

Most appropriate, like the condos and water feature. Hope there would be retail fronting Richmond with
south- facing patio.

Leave the green space alone.

no more buildings please

Removes too much green space.

Mid rise development would take away from the natural elements of the park.

Best design option, and best for animation and safety (eyes on park space). Sell the portion along Richmond
(with strict design guidelines ! ) to a developer to fund it. Please keep the water feature,,, very symbolic,

brings the river into the community.

Mid rise development would slightly deter from the natural elements of the river. Small development (cafes,

restaurants) do not have the same impact.

I like the idea of building along Richmond Rd . and keeping the rest of the part as mostly open space.

I think mid-rise development is likely to bring more of the density and activity that will help to sustain this
redevelopment.

I oppose this proposal.

Unclear details in pdf

Keep residential area on Richmond

The Rochester Field proposals can be better. I would suggest it be designed more as an event or
informational centre versus would seems like more residential and commercial. Some food services is fine.

same as above

Really - trying to have an image similar to some of the developers in the area?

far too dense - there will be enough condo development all along Richmond, Needs a break from the canyon
affect

Would not want this level of development on Richmond, adding to the condo wall. Would prefer no or minimal
housing and maximum amount of park and active recreational space
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Double crap ! ! Way too much development.

Completely not in favour.

Front buildings on Richmond break the connection with the river.

Over development at head of access creates a privatized feeling for the park entrance. This will deter other
residents of the community from using this access.

any form of development is contrary to the overarching goals , this should be eliminated.

This keeps the park area uninterrupted by even low level development and will allow some building to
mollify the developers.

Don't like buildings at RR

I don't like the buildings at Rich one road, I would like the green space to go to RR,

No more condos !

Too urban, no need.

This is the best of the three options because it keeps most green space.

My only concern with this scenario is that access to the parkway be maintained between the buildings along
Richmond Road and that the access be very obvious rather than a "secret" passage that makes people feel
like they could be trespassing.

I do not like this area to be used for private use (i.e. residents). It should be open public space. Have a few
vendors relevant for the use of the area would be fine.

This proposal is the worst. It cuts the community off from the parkway linear park instead of welcoming them
to it. It also, again, builds over the much needed green space which is required to manage drainage and
natural water filtration to protect the cleanliness of this portion of the Ottawa river. In addition, given all the
empty store fronts and unsold condos in Westboro at the moment, this level of development is unnecessary.

built up but not too high

Ditto as above

It protects the most green space and I support saving as much green space as is possible

See comment for #1

Also, do not like the existing corridor to river broken here with buildings blocking the view. Everytime i walk,
bike or drive down richmond road and pass rochester field, the break in concrete showing direct river view
is such a welcome site, putting mid-rise buildings adjacent richmond road would ruin this feeling,
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As a cyclist I often see all 4 lanes empty even at rush hour. This much capacity creates unnecessary extra
costs, financial and environmental.

The beach is large enough as is; it is rarely busy and is often closed due to bacterial contamination.

This option provides the best mix of cycling/pedestrian paths and vehicular parkway use, without diminishing
the capacity of the parkway, I also like the major multi-use building, a much-needed attraction along the river.
Being enclosed, this could be used in winter, providing an year-round attraction.

4 lanes of traffic make westboro beach too noisy to enjoy

I am in favour of 2 lanes, and prefer the more active uses in the Scenario 1options.

Has any thought been given on long term maintenance and security of the buildings proposed. The proposed
buildings seem prone to requiring a lot of maintenance.

Everything should be done to reduce the parkway down to two lanes for motor vehicle traffic.

get out of the way let the market decide.

Large building at Westboro Beach is not necessary. It is the beach that is important!

This will be nowhere near the glory of Atlantis, so don't call it that!

Like the multi-use building and the 4 lanes for the parkway.

Less lanes of traffic best accommodate this area.

Less green space. This is a parkway not a transit route !

Pros : beach activities, multi-use building (2 food options: family & adult).

best of the worst.

Best balance between continued daily use on 4 lane road for Ottawa commuters and still nice, functional park
space.

1 lane each way for cars, the other for light rail.

Make more green space and remove the 4 lanes and reduce to 2,

Need to provide better buffer between beach, bicycle path and roadway.

I think there should be an option for a 4 lane parkway that doesn't waste green space with a large grass
median similar to what already exists. There should likely be 4 lanes to accommodate the traffic, but with
better use of the space

I don't think you need to mess too much with Westboro beach, but I think keeping the parkway at 4 lanes,
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since it already works well and doesn't interfere with the beach
that's working.

is the best idea. Don't mess with something/

The parkway should be limited to 2 lanes of traffic.

Notable to comment. Download way too slow.

I support a reduction of laneways along the parkway, A larger pavilion space and more restaurants and
patios could really serve to further liven up the space.

Prefer this to Scenario 2k due to the availability of the Major Multiuse building, which would hopefully
incorporate a good restaurant with patio to keep the area useable at night.

Please don't build a larger building that what's already there

-more trees
- it is already well used and packed on weekends so moving building back would be great

-conservation centre with public access is great
- larger pavilion building is ok as long as its public character is preserved (minimal commercial)
-A canoe club and boat launch area would be great (for private storage and public rental)

Develop more parking south of the parkway, on the existing NCC site. Perhaps only have a drop off layby
north of parkway. Correct pollution sources that close down beach during summer months.

Keep the 4 lanes...

2 Lanes is best

A four-season building would be a great anchor. Especially for SJAM white trail.

Path too constricted above underpass, in any 4 lane concept

OK- a little dull.

Do not like the two lanes.

liked the addition public use of waterfront and art throughout

Needs 6 Lanes,

-Not ideal for families crossing four lanes on traffic
-I like the suggestion to move the parkway roads south freeing up more area for park amenities leading to
beach

I believe this area should be limited to 2 lanes. Four lanes function as a highway.

I don't care, as long as four lanes are maintained.
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This is a great to include restaurant because there is nothing really nearby.

This would be my favourite option.

What do the numbers mean.

Actually I oppose all 4 options. I see no need for a conservation centre. Nor do I see any need to change
what is currently happening there.

4 lanes is important for commuters going west to east and vice versa.

Really like the use of the underpass structure. Facilities seem to be more useful. Like the terrace and viewing
platform.

I like this idea and am surprised that no one thought about moving the bike path north a few feet which would
cost significantly less then remove two lanes.

I rate "4 lanes " as not acceptable as they are part of the expressway to the suburbs. 2 lanes gets people to
slow down and appreciate the PARK

The roar of the traffic and the close proximity to the beach and the path are unpleasant to say the least.

The description was not clear and it is not understood what the changes from the current to the proposed
version would be. It was too flowery in presentation with inadequate details . No description of the pros and
cons. No descriptions of the "why"s of what was being proposed. No description of the costs.

If this is supposed to be a scenic area, having essentially a 4- lane highway beside it seems counter to the
point.

If we are to do this, then be bold. Reduce the lanes.

A 4 lane option should be narrower and have lower speed limits and the full 4 lanes only be used during rush
hour with 2 lanes the rest of the time

I strongly oppose keeping 4 lanes.

Perfectly good infrastructure

small space

Surely instead of reducing the number of lanes on the parkway, the median could be eliminated, thus
reducing the overall width of the roadway and providing more space for pathways and vegetation. I like the
events building and the terrace. I'm not a fan of the sandy beach.

No to four- lane parkway. Let's use more park space for park uses, less for highways.

Too much infrastructure ! That multi-use building is obscene and would ruin the landscape. GET RID OF THE
CONSERVATION CENTRE AND PKG LOT AND ACTUALLY DO SOME CONSERVATION AT THIS SITE! !
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How about a telescope? dancing
Add as much green to the site as possible. Create new naturalized spots - for birds, bats and other critters.

Disagree with the necessity for a major new building with restaurant. Described at the March 23 meeting as
"maybe about the scale of Dows ' Lake Pavilion". I'd suggest anyone who wants a large waterfront restaurant
can indeed find one at Dow 's Lake. I'd suggest any amenity at Westboro Beach be on the scale and at the
season and times needed for beach visitors. I'd particularly dislike the additional parking necessary to serve
a larger facility.

Boat access and sport rental facilities would be a good addition to the site, prefer option IB

Prefer year round, larger facility with extension of winter ski trail.

No changes made to incrase bike lanes or have them seperated from walking lanes

I am in disagreement with any proposal that continues to allow four lanes of traffic along the parkway

Allowing four lanes of traffic would strongly detract from the value of the Parkway and undermine the
objective of enhancing its enjoyment by the general public as a unique recreational space.

Too much stuff in too small a space.

Find a way to include an event lawn without the paved stepping on the grass hill south of the beach - kee the
whole grass hillside and beach natural. Why is the conservation centre on the south side of the parkway?

Prefer 2 lanes

as I said before scenario 1feels to industrial/fast food like

Not 4 lanes !

Not bad but meh.

You need the 4 lanes here to handle to traffic going to and from the Quebec Bridge and Downtown-no
alternatives.

By all means, reduce to 2 lanes.

This building is overdone and realistically won't get enough use in the 3-4 months that it's available unless it's
winterized for skiing and snowshoeing

Any plan should encourage a reduction to 2 lanes, and maximize efficiency for both cyclists and pedestrians.
Beyond that I think both plans are acceptable. The stepped/stairs to the beach are probably superior. It is
hard to tell from the picture if both beach building types include a restaurant. I think an area to have food and
drink by the beach would be a real asset to allowing people to spend more time in the area, so if option 2
doesn't allow this I would favour option 1. otherwise both are great.
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Prefer a 2 lane option

This comment appliers to all scenarios. All designs need to keep public safety as a top priority.

Option still requires the bike path to cross vehicular traffic to the parking lot, which is currently dangerous.

Reduce lanes to reduce traffic

removing trees for a conservation area is silly,

too many auto lanes, not enough bike lanes.

Building overwhelms the site. Prefer the lower wood one. Need 4 lanes.

If four lanes, they should be curvey to slow down traffic .

I would lime two lanes. Of four lanes would like it cirvy

The multi-use centre is way too big for this site and needs to be scaled much smaller. And the old yard site
should be restored to green space not re-developed. Get rid of that "conservation centre " and massive
parking lot! !

Except for the conservation centre usage plan this is my preferred plan for the riverside applications.

This is proposal is the best as it maintains a certain level of natural beach and green space. The conservation
centre, however, is misguided as it does not improve support for the local Eco system and water quality.
How does paving over green space and adding a building support the local Eco system?

I disagree with the Parkway being a 4- lane highway. The entire road should be reduced to 2 lanes. A highway
should be extended away from the riverfront and away from residential areas.

The multiple recreational uses of the beach
will draw more users and might feel safer than Scenario 2.

This scensrio is really status quo with new beach building (presume bathrooms, food), which vould be good
but what "major event's will be held here? (Westfest?) i think newish building with clean proper bathrooms
and a couple of nice healthy food options would not be bad at all. Maybe if major events, could be weddings
and GoC conferences held there, even in winter so could make it economical.

I suggest scrap the conservation center though, possibly just some organized parking for people taking
underpass to geach or new events center.

kayak rental is good idea..will get more people coming to the beach. Need an upgraded cafe with permanent
umbrellas such as the Sugar Beach concept. They are up all year round.

2- lane parkway is not an option
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j “
after all not a downtowners only asset and should be designed for all not just those who currently are being
catered to ie cyclists and the urban elite.

Nonsense

I actually like the idea of a large multi activity building here - it makes it a destination (for walkers & bikers,

not just a change house) , I hope it would be open on some scale year round.

Notable to comment. Download way too slow.

An improvement over the 4- lane proposal. Due to its proximity to a future LRT station, however, I feel that
more should be done with the space in terms of activities rather than with added vegetation. This is by far
the most accessible portion of the river for transit users, and should be the focal point for activities.

Bars and restaurants should be actively encouraged in this space, and there should be variety. If the beach
space is further emphasized, and there is a reduced emphasis on expanding vegetation, then I believe there
could also be room for a performance or event space.

Don't like the on-road bicycle lanes

Separate the bike lane from traffic please

-more trees
- it is already well used and packed on weekends so moving building back would be great

-conservation centre with public access is great

- larger pavilion building is ok as long as its public character is preserved (minimal commercial)
-A canoe club and boat launch area would be great (for private storage and public rental)

I think the reduction of the parkway to just two lanes is a mistake. It will create congestion and make the
space feel unsafe, I think the parkway experience will also be compromised.

Keep the 4 lanes...

-Need to be 4 seasons with day and night access

Not in favour of four lanes

Make the building large enough to support winter sports (e.g. ski rental) and warmup area

better with two lanes, but outdoor space is more interesting than a "Dows Lake" pavilion- like building.

Would love to see this option with the stepped beach access. This provides a large amount of seating for a
larger building.

Do need space for cultural activities, such as outdoor storage.
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BOTH 2 lane options look good.

we need to keep 4 lanes

I think that the event and classroom space would be valuable. Modifying the parkway to 2 lanes would make
this area into more of a destination instead of a highway.

Reducing to two lanes is idiotic .

I would like to see Westboro beach kept quiet - the large buildings would be overkill.

What do the numbers mean.

This is preferred but 2B's parking configuration is preferred over this ones.

Don't see how there will be more vegetation (the drawings show the same amount). Also, on-road cycling
will decrease safety of cyclists (also, some cyclists do not move to the side and share the road). Decreasing
the amount of lanes does not make any sense for a city that is continuously expanding.

I like both IB and 2B as they are 2 lanes road. My vision: move all parking to south side of road, buildings on
bluff, and free up beach of all structures - as someone said "an urban park" rather than "a suburban park,"
My big suggestions for both: (1) remove all parking from the river side of the roadway (unless going to
move roadway to southern edge of property? Then could have parking lot where road is right now). The only
parking allowed on beach side of roadway is for handicapped. This frees up lots of space for buildings,

activities, etc. Somehow there can be a southern entrance to this parking lot, too, and clear up current
problems of people parking on the local streets, [perhaps a drop-off zone could also be on beach side of
road for people to drop off their canoes and boats, etc, and buses to drop off their passengers ] (2) have all
buildings up on the bluff above the beach, and remove current bar from the beach (perhaps leave the
washroom). This frees up more beach area. This is a small beach but has nice sand so need to preserve it;
as get more people here will get more people want to go swimming, do exercise on beach, etc . Get the bar
off the beach; put it on the bluff in a way that people can see out on the beach and Ottawa River; build lots of
structures up on the bluff - a nature centre, a multi-use centre (3) 4 season use: somehow need to build this
park so gets 4 season use; perhaps there 's room for a 4-season bar for alcohol patrons to use every day of
the year on a prestige site overlooking the Ottawa River, or a coffee shop, or a restaurant! 4 season use
could also be promoted by multi-use centres or nature appreciation demonstrations, in heated buildings.

I prefer this one - improves the existng setup greatly.

I do not agree with the plans that reduce the parkway from 4 lanes to 2 lanes.

The description was not clear and it is not understood what the changes from the current to the proposed
version would be. It was too flowery in presentation with inadequate details . No description of the pros and
cons. No descriptions of the "whv"s of what was beina oroDosed, No description of the costs,
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1 like Scenario IB - 2 lanes the best. As in my overall comments, I like having a modern, major multi-use
building at Westboro Beach that can be used in all four seasons and act as a meeting point, restaurant area,

relaxing spot etc, I would also like to see a revitalization and expansion of the beach area in summer.
Another thing I would like to see is a canoe / kayak / SUP centre to allow residents and tourists paddling
access to the river (e .g ., Deep Cove, BC) , This could also be done in conjunction with a river learning /
training centre that provides teaching, guided river tours etc.

Okay because two lanes, but design suggests overbuilding and overcommercializing. We don't really want
Coney Island, do we?

A 4 lane option should be narrower and have lower speed limits and the full 4 lanes only be used during rush
hour with 2 lanes the rest of the time

I strongly support converting the parkway to 2 lanes. I think Westboro Beach should have a multi-use building
as proposed in this scenario. The pathway coming in from the west should be divided into two paths ; one for
pedestrians and the other for cyclists, I like the stepped beach idea.

waste of money

This idea of removing 2 lanes of commuting traffic is absolutely insane and show a total disrespect to
taxpayers from a bunch of unelected public servants who need to be removed !

I do not think the parkway should be reduced from four lanes to two, I like the events building and the
terrace. I'm not a fan of the sandy beach.

Prefer a scenario that facilitates more four-season use. The larger building would appear to enable that.

GET RID OF THE CONSERVATION CENTRE AND PKG LOT AND ACTUALLY DO SOME CONSERVATION AT THIS SITE! !

forget the stupidity of 2 lanes

Two lanes won't work in my opinion

I'll leave it to local residents to decide on the amenities part, but reducing lanes is a good idea.

stupid idea

IT was hard to tell the difference between IB and 2B from the PPT. I'd suggest if the beach stays (which is
nice) that there be more shade provided including many more trees planted close by.

One lane does not make sense. There are already lines ups downtown and at island park during rush hour
that take 20 minutes to get through, one lane would make this significantly worse.

Love the universal access. Not sure about benefit of stepped beach access? What does this do to winter
sports.

I om nnnncorl n\ /nrall fn tho linear norl/' rnnront Pioaco coo m\/ rommonfc ahm/e
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Removing 2 lanes does not seem to add much more than grass.

AWFUL AWFUL idea.

buildings are too big, too disney- like
more green space

Both 2- lane options are acceptable. There should be an emphasis on the terrace with view of the water.
Having a conservation centre on the south side of the parkway is a good idea, but it should be visible from
the north side in order to attract visitors.

Prefer to see a building as opposed to just an event lawn here.
Appreciate that the hill remains as is. There are winter, not just summer, activities that are done here as well.

See above

I strongly prefer the 2- lane scenario, which permits greater reforestation and pedestrian/cycle access. I think
the beach could benefit from a 4-season building that could support the new ski trail.

Voir mes commentaires au sujet d 'une reduction de voie. C 'EST IMPENSABLE! ! !

Care must be taken to safe access to all under parkway. It is mixed use families with picnic baskets,

toboggans strollers etc, walkers, runners, cyclists and very busy at times. The cyclists race under the tunnel
to gain speed to go round the corner and up the hill to the path. It is a bad accident waiting to happen.

I like the extension of the beach area, and its use as an activity area for Yoga, beach volleyball. Maybe in the
winter you could do what is being done in Toronto and get artists to design & build warming huts ?

The multi-use building offers 4 season options. Options 2A and 2B would still be a wasteland out of summer.
There 's also more trees in these options.

I'd like the parkway reduced here since this natural area is of paramount importance.

The Parkway needs to be at least doubled to eight lanes and have the speed limit increased to 80 km/h.

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population. The four
lanes has to stay.

But with a stepped slope f beach with toboggan use

No need for such development. The area's natural areas are unique to the site and should be left
undisturbed.

I'd like a reduction of lanes where possible/there will soon be access from the LRT. A major building that is
multi-use and four-seasonal would be ideal -> accessible to community members who would use it a lot

:u t .j A.;,rvr
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possibilities - kayaking, skidoo, croos-country skiing, skateboards, cycling, swimming, etc. make it child-
friendly: playground make sports accessible by rentals, e.g. kayaks
Think creatively - an outside wall that's a movie screen at night. Think music - design interior to
accommodate a stage, e.g. restaurant with performance area, how about a bandshell outside for an evening
concert/ a floor for.
How about a telescope? dancing
Add as much green to the site as possible. Create new naturalized spots - for birds, bats and other critters.

I'd certainly prefer 2 lanes. But dislike the additional building and parking.

Keep the sledge options. People like the hill for toboganning.

Not sure whether a 2 lane parkway is even an option.

Cafes + other services would be a positive addition

No lane for circus car clowns

Year-round use? Community use of maintenance

2 lanes not practical - no place for displaced traffic to go.

This is my favourite scenario by far. I love the idea of the large terrace and viewing platform. I think this will
really take advantage of the natural beauty in the area, and let tourists and residents alike really appreciate
the area. It will also allow for a lovely small music venue !

I don't like the reduction to 2 lanes.

If the unique natural character of the Parkway is to be maintained and enhanced it is essential to keep the
traffic to two lanes.

Too much stuff in too small a space. While I am in favour of reducing commuter traffic overall, how will that
be accomplished? Or what will the effect be on neighbouring roads?

See comment re 2 lanes below.

2 lanes is best option, but on-street bike lanes need special treatment to feel safe enough to use (e.g.
double solid painted lines with extra wide bike lane). I really like the idea of a major multi-use building with
beach-appropriate architecture. Let's keep a restaurant there ! Also really like the terrace. This could become
a great special event venue and community space. No need for an event lawn in Scenario 2 - will be empty

most of the time.

same comment as above

Not crazy about the stepped beach access. Will be a lot of time and work to maintain.

Better but too much parking and buildings on the river's edge
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I have a hard time deciding between Scenario 1& 2 both seem acceptable on the face 2 lane best option for
both

The amenities in scenario 2 are more suitable (fewer buildings).

Realistically this is not going to work. There will be too much congestion. Too much congestion and idling
cars will affect people recreating in the area. During rush hour the traffic can be backed up as far as
Westboro beach to turn left on Champlain Bridge for access to Gatineau

Refer to comments above.

Any plan should encourage a reduction to 2 lanes, and maximize efficiency for both cyclists and pedestrians.
Beyond that I think both plans are acceptable. The stepped/stairs to the beach are probably superior. It is
hard to tell from the picture if both beach building types include a restaurant. I think an area to have food and
drink by the beach would be a real asset to allowing people to spend more time in the area, so if option 2
doesn't allow this I would favour option 1. otherwise both are great.

Very cool designs. Both designs have a lot of merit. Reducing the parkway to two lanes with great bicycling
is a very exciting proposition.

Too big a footprint at the beach and near Atlantis Woods. Talk to neighbours about the ncc yard usage. Take
down the existing bldg.and clean up the site. Build a small one story storage bldg, at the beach for watercraft
and snow grooming equipment. Maybe at the yard if that doesn't work. Access from existing parking lot. No
new parking lot at Atlantis NCC site. Eliminate any new bldg, at Atlantis Yard. Return the site to it's natural state
with trees and vegetation. You have this area as a Level 4 when it should be a level 2 or 3. You are too close
to the residential area and you should be sensitive to noise and traffic issues.The gov't has money for
infrastructure projects. Use some of it to take down that eyesore of a bldg, behind my house. I have been
looking at it for 40 years and it's time has come.

Will cause more impatient drivers and more accidents. The lanes are good as is ... I 've lived here all my life
and don't agree what you are doing.

A 2- lane parkway is a non-starter.

I quite like the idea of the terrace area by the beach.

Strongly disagree with the reduction to 2 lanes

Against two lanes for parkway.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

Any reduction of traffic lanes is a really, really bad idea.

Depends on success of LRT
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drivers win De distracted at tins location - looking attne people on
the beach and it will be dangerous for cyclists. Prefer 4 lanes to get traffic through. The Parkway will always
be a route downtown for many people, regardless of transit.

don't NKe to nave to cycle on the road

Best option. Like the larger building and terrace at Westboro Beach.

Two lanes would be an ideal solution for the parkway as it will provide attractive public space for activities
and space for facilities.

NEVER REDUCE TRAFFIC LANES !

two lanes will be a parking lot

this seems to be a larger intervention & more intrusive

The LRT will NOT remove sufficient automobile traffic; 4 lanes will be needed.

2 lanes is much improved. Driving is not the future.

This is the best option for access to river, safety (vehicle speeds and ped/cycle separation), and enjoyment
of river (reduced vehicle noise). Prefer the larger multi-purpose building at Westboro Beach - this will be a
major community asset - do it right the first time! And please make sure architecture is beach-appropriate,

unlike the bunker silo that exists now.

The Conservation Centre exploits the local environment.

I prefer the two-lane option; however, most people will likely be parking for Westboro Beach, not the
conservation area. Parking should therefore be concentrated closer to the beach.

As above

again, get rid of infrastructure/buildings - it's about the river and vegetation

I strongly support the reduction of the parkway to two lanes. I like the major multi-use building in scenario IB.

This proposal keeps the hill in it's natural or current state. Which can be used all year around. Beach use and
toboggan use for winter. I oppose the creation of a conservation area and especially against the parking lot.
This goes against NCC revegetation strategy and usage of transit and non motorized access. Also the
animation area should be reduced from a 4 to a 3 do to it's proximety to residential area 's.

It is not reasonable to reduce the roadway to 2 lanes west of Island Park in the absence of a second bridge
to Quebec. The traffic is blocked solid today on Island Park from one end to the other. Quebec residents
have only one alternative. Pushing additional westbound traffic onto Island Park is not acceptable.

When the LRT is buried bury the road too. And build an underground parkade for Quebec residents to
encourage them to use the park and to use the LRT.

Looks attractive and less structured for large crowds than 2B
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An expanding Ottawa will continue to need the 4 lanes. Additionally, in event of LRJ failure, buses can use
parkway as part of emergency service.

Reducing lanes will shift traffic onto Richmond Road and Carling Avenue. These roads cannot absorb this shift.

all infrastructure should happen on river side, no increase to existing footprint, more bike lanes needed.

or Scenario 2B - 2 lanes

My first choice. Obviously the lower traffic density is attractive to a nearby resident but also the multi-use
building will get more use and therefore a better return on investment.

I

I think two lanes will make it slower. Curves needed.

The multi-use centre is way too big for this site and needs to be scaled much smaller. And the old yard site
should be restored to green space not re-developed. Get rid of that "conservation centre " and massive
parking lot! !

I like the idea of a restaurant but not sure about having such a large building here.

I feel that the reduction to 2 lanes is shortsighted even if the plan is to discourage route usage for
commuters.

See comments for scenario IB. In addition, the reduction to two lanes does not seem to take into
consideration that a large portion of the people using the parkway in this area are going to and from
Gatineau and so won't use the LRT. Reducing the road to two lanes, especially given the level of animated
intensity being proposed, is a recipe for significant car congestion.

decreasing lanes to two will intensify traffic causing a decrease in pedestrian safety

I agree with reducing the Parkway to two- lanes.

I would encourage traffic and environmental studies to be conducted on the Westboro Beach area to
determine if the changes would bring increased traffic through the neighbourhood. There are many young
children and there is already an increase in traffic volume going at high speeds presenting dangers to young
children in the neighbourhood.

Please provide more details on Scenario IB - 2 lanes. What exactly is being thought of - and bring this to the
attention of Westboro Beach residents.

Seems to be more compatible with the desired objectives

Same comments as for scenario#lA
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Do not put bikelanes on the road, make the pathway wider

the conservation centre is unnecessary

This option provides also the best mix of cycling/pedestrian paths and vehicular parkway use, without
diminishing the capacity of the parkway. However, there is no multi-use building and no facility that could be
used in winter.

4 lanes of traffic make westboro beach too noisy to enjoy

Has any thought been given on long term maintenance and security of the buildings proposed. The proposed
buildings seem prone to requiring a lot of maintenance.

Everything should be done to reduce the parkway down to two lanes for motor vehicle traffic.

This is the best option. Focus on the beach experience. Provide shade, but limit buildings to the must-haves:

washrooms, small conveniences (beverages, snacks), etc.

This will be nowhere near the glory of Atlantis, so don't call it that!

Like the idea of the event lawn

Like the 4 lanes for the parkway.

Less lanes of traffic best accommodate this area.

Less green space. This is a parkway not a transit route !

Pros : shade sail terrace, event lawn, better viewing angles

I like the additional green space

Nice but not as well planned as 1A

1lane each way for cars, the other for light rail.

We should avoid major costs when the benefits of the other option for pedestrians and cyclists are equal or
better in almost all respects.

Clean up the forests of Atlantis woods and Selby plains by removing all weed trees like European Buckthorn
and replanting a wide variety of native species.

Need to provide better buffer between beach, bicycle path and roadway.

The parkway should be limited to 2 lanes of traffic.

Westboro is one of the few beach areas left in Ottawa and should be upgraded with extended lifeguard
duration for the summer.
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Notable to comment. Download way too slow

4 lanes, and rather poor use of land.

not a bad option, but less likely to draw people at night on a regular basis to enjoy the sunset.

-more trees
- it is already well used and packed on weekends so moving building back would be great

-Keep winter sliding hill function, enhance cross-country ski
-Events on Lawn area Is good (outdoor movies !)

I did not see a significant difference in the demonstration plans in terms of the character of each scheme.
Strongly recommend that you visit Sugar Beach in Toronto in the way of inspiration. |Westboro Beach should
be a national point of interest and model for other towns and cities to follow.

Keep the 4 lanes...

2 Lanes is best

not in favour of four lanes

Stepped beach access is a very cool design. Landscaped outdoor space is a plus. Better flexibility
re:program than an indoor space.

Do not like the two lanes.

art and public space

Needs 6 Lanes.

BOTH 2 lane options look good.

Like idea brought up of looking at Toronto 's Sugar Beach, and agree that kayak rental and storage for those
who own.

I believe this area should be limited to 2 lanes. Four lanes function as a highway.

I don't care, as long as four lanes are maintained.

What do the numbers mean.

4 lanes help commuters travelling east and west for everyday work and during events at the CTC. Reducing
lanes will only add more time to long commuting on both the parkway and the 417!

Having two divided lanes in each direction is an eye sore and an impediment to the use and enjoyment of
the area.

I rate "4 lanes " as not acceptable as they are part of the expressway to the suburbs. 2 lanes gets people to
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slow down ana appreciate me PARK

The roar of the traffic and the close proximity to the beach and the path are unpleasant to say the least.

The description was not clear and it is not understood what the changes from the current to the proposed
version would be. It was too flowery in presentation with inadequate details . No description of the pros and
cons. No descriptions of the "why"s of what was being proposed. No description of the costs.

If this is supposed to be a scenic area, having essentially a 4- lane highway beside it seems counter to the
point.

Four lanes are no go for me, if we are to undertake any true improvements

I strongly oppose keeping 4 lanes.

Perfectly good infrastructure

small space

The only option that should be considered is one that doesn't reduce the parkway lanes.

Surely instead of reducing the number of lanes on the parkway, the median could be eliminated, thus
reducing the overall width of the roadway and providing more space for pathways and vegetation, I don't like
the small events building, but I do very much like the stepped beach access.

No to four- lane parkway. Let's use more park space for park uses, less for highways.

GET RID OF THE CONSERVATION CENTRE AND PKG LOT AND ACTUALLY DO SOME CONSERVATION AT THIS SITE! !

Four lanes needed for traffic away from designated pathways.

Two lanes

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

I liked the idea of terracing until learning the hillside is used for sledding, so better to leave it sloped, I
guess.

buildings are too big, too disney- like
more green space

See above

Cela creera certainement des problemes avec la circulation deja precaire a cet endroit.

I like the "stepped" terraces but I would rather have licensed patio facing the beach

The Parkway needs to be at least doubled to eight lanes and have the speed limit increased to 80 km/h.

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population.
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Large cafe building close to beach

No need for such development. The area's natural areas are unique to the site and should be left
undisturbed.

I'd like a reduction of lanes where possible/there will soon be access from the LRT. A major building that is
multi-use and four-seasonal would be ideal ~> accessible to community members who would use it a lot
/new access via LRT makes it possible for car- free people to come spend time. Lots of recreational
possibilities - kayaking, skidoo, croos-country skiing, skateboards, cycling, swimming, etc, make it child-
friendly: playground make sports accessible by rentals, e.g. kayaks
Think creatively - an outside wall that's a movie screen at night. Think music - design interior to
accommodate a stage, e.g, restaurant with performance area, how about a bandshell outside for an evening
concert/ a floor for.
How about a telescope? dancing
Add as much green to the site as possible. Create new naturalized spots - for birds, bats and other critters.

Preferable to Scenario 1A, with more green-space, but I still haven't seen evidence to convince me of the
need for more or larger buildings.

Make a place where people can bring their boats.

Stepped beach access is an excellent idea.

Could be used for winter ski trails also - warming hut.

No concrete steps on the beach, very unnatural.

I am in disagreement with any proposal that continues to allow four lanes of traffic along the parkway

I like the stepped beach access and event lawn.

See comments above.

Not too much change from what we have and that seems to be working well.

Find a way to include an event lawn without the paved stepping on the grass hill south of the beach - keep
the whole grass hillside and beach natural. Why is the conservation centre on the south side of the parkway?

Prefer 2 lanes

Not 4 lanes !

meh

See 1A

Only safe option considering the lack of other east-west routes. Considering how the city has grown in terms
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of sprawl and population thus is the best option

i like the outdoor theatre space

Refer to comments above.

Any plan should encourage a reduction to 2 lanes, and maximize efficiency for both cyclists and pedestrians.
Beyond that I think both plans are acceptable. The stepped/stairs to the beach are probably superior. It is
hard to tell from the picture if both beach building types include a restaurant. I think an area to have food and
drink by the beach would be a real asset to allowing people to spend more time in the area, so if option 2
doesn't allow this I would favour option 1. otherwise both are great.

We must keep 4 lanes to ensure a successful commuting experience. The building in this plan isn't as useful.

This is a great design. More parking available. Loved the stepped approach to beach, especially for things
like movie night.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

If i understand the ridiculous complexity of what is being asked, and having to go back and forth from
proposal presentation to this surgery then yes, I agree, keep 4 lanes.

same comment as Scenario 1A

No to 4 lanes !

4 lanes..Jots of property to do

No to 4 lanes

The Conservation Centre exploits the local environment.

I do not like the idea of having an event lawn. This will increase the demand for parking and be loud. Also, it
be be better to keep the activities an entertainment focussed on the beach.

As above

somewhat better plan, keep it about river-vegetation, not buildings

The parkway should be reduced to two lanes.

I oppose this proposal

Stating cycling and pedestrian must be side by side is not true. I live there. There is plenty of room.

Prefer a 2 lane option

Option still requires the bike path to cross vehicular traffic to the parking lot, which is currently dangerous

RpHnrp IPHPQ fn rpHnrp trpffir
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remove infrastructure and toxic waste on non river side, reforest, no new footprints on river side,

no increase in intensity

Hate the terracing of the beach grassy area. In the 50s teens had their towels there. Backed by hedges of
chokecherries at top. Leave it natural. Keep concrete away.

I would like two lanes and if four lanes it should be curvy.

The old yard site should be restored to green space not re-developed. Get rid of that "conservation centre"
and massive parking lot! !

Do not feel that this scenario offers as much flexibility as plan 1A, Also still do not understand why a second
building is necessary away from the river. Creates a divided focus for group activities. Either make the area
all about conservation or all about group activities.

Do not understand how more parking, the paved stepped beach access and the conservation centre
improve support for the local Eco system and water quality. This is an area currently filled with birds and
other wildlife. The proposed development is not in harmony with the objective of sustaining the local
ecosystem.

I disagree with the Parkway being a 4- lane highway. The entire road should be reduced to 2 lanes. A highway
should be extended away from the riverfront and away from residential areas.

Prefer scenario la or lb, with major multiuse building cs bandshell since bsndshrll could nit br used in winter
and greater variety of uses of the building in la and lb. Again scrap the conservation center, good idea in
principal but not sure the bolume of traffic to support it, who funds it over longterm, worry would fall into
disrepair ovet time if not having major traffic in all seasons. Also so close to othet building st eestboro
beach. Worry would end up just being a bathroom stop for local families out for walks with young kids (which
i am one so should know !)

building is too small

Don't need the larger building in #1, smaller building looks nicer on the beech.

I think either of the 2- lane scenarios are major improvements on the status quo.

2- lane parkway is not an option

I don't support a 2- lane Parkway plan.

4 lanes of traffic make westboro beach too noisy to enjoy

I can imagine outdoor concerts and summer theatre being successful.

Everything should be done to reduce the parkway down to two lanes for motor vehicle traffic.
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Seriously seriously ridiculous idea....will never go downtown if this hapoens

2k is better, because it retains 4 lanes of parkway, which is required during rush hour.

This will be nowhere near the glory of Atlantis, so don't call it that!

Best use of space to focus on outdoors

Could the bicycle traffic be separate from car traffic?

Of course this looks like the best...BUT...come on....do a real traffic analysis on this

Two lanes are unacceptable

The food area further away will keep the beach more pristine.

Hate the idea of reducing existing parkway lanes. Reducing lanes would be harmful for Hintonburgh and
Westboro residental communities.

Stupid and short-sighted.

Concerned that the parking lot would not be sufficient to support the planned event lawn!

Need good car access.

We must keep a four lane parkway.

Parkway should remain 4 lanes

Bikes and pedestrians already have a pathway. They don't need another.

Clean up the forest and plant more trees. Selby Plains should all be reforested.

A single purpose beach house seems limited to one season operation.

Going to 2 lanes is the most important thing

poorly conceived planning

Notable to comment. Download way too slow.

Better in terms of lane reductions, but the land is incredibly underutilised and will likely be empty for most of
the year. This proposal should at least retain the pavilion from the first scenario.

Don't like the on-road bicycle lanes

I like the extra vegetation on riverside. Separate bike lanes from traffic please

-more trees
- it is already well used and packed on weekends so moving building back would be great
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-Keep winter sliding hill function, enhance cross-country ski
-Events on Lawn area is good (outdoor movies !)

The demonstration plan shows dead end parking north of the parkway which would be a disaster. Comments
for scheme IB apply here as well.

Keep the 4 lanes...

Not enough draw for evening activities and to support large crowds during the day

The stepped beach should reduce erosion and increase useful area on the beach. Much improved cycling
access well departed from pedestrians.

Terraced beach area looks great. 2 lanes make more space for skiing and cycling and walking.

DO NOT terrace the hill. Do allow tobogganing to continue there.

Horrible idea.

we need to keep 4 lanes

-Like photos showing accessibility ramp from boardwalk down to beach.

i like the possibility of outdoor concerts and events on the event lawn. Modifying the parkway to 2 lanes
would make this area into more of a destination instead of a highway.

Foolishness.

Do not like the 2 Lane way for traffic configuration between Carling to Island Park. I like the separation
between pedestrians and cyclists because alotthatgo along the parkway paths speed and don't follow
traffic signs or lights. Sometimes they even ride on on the roadway slowing cars, how would that work with
one lane in each direction.

Love this option.

What do the numbers mean.

Don't see how there will be more vegetation (the drawings show the same amount). Also, on-road cycling
will decrease safety of cyclists (also, some cyclists do not move to the side and share the road). Decreasing
the amount of lanes does not make any sense for a city that is continuously expanding.

I like both IB and 2B as they are 2 lanes road. My vision: move all parking to south side of road, buildings on
bluff, and free up beach of all structures - as someone said "an urban park" rather than "a suburban park."
My big suggestions for both: (1) remove all parking from the river side of the roadway (unless going to
move roadway to southern edge of property?). The only parking allowed on beach side of roadway is for
handicapped. This frees up lots of space for buildings, activities, etc. Somehow there can be a southern
entrance to this parking lot, too, and clear up current problems of people parking on the local streets.
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nice) that there be more shade provided including many more trees planted close by.

A shade sail terrace area up at the top of the hill? What about families with children trying to be in the shade
and at the beach? What's wrong with trees for shade? Love the universal access

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

Removing 2 lanes could cause major traffic disruption for those heading to the Champlain Bridge.

AWFUL AWFUL idea.

Or a "hybrid" with IB: some intermediate-sized structure. Prefer the more green / less deck of 2 at this site, I
think.

building is too big, too disney- like
more green space

Don't really care for the stepped access to the beach. Not really helpful when you go to the beach with your
small children (babies, toddlers etc .) One of the nice parts about that hill is that it is easy to access. As well,
it is fabulous for tobogganing in the winter!

See above

Voir mes commentaires au sujet d 'une reduction de voie. C 'EST IMPENSABLE! ! !

Dislike tiered beach
Like concept of conservation centre.. How about a Fluvarium?

I like the benches in feature #3, but, I wonder if the bottom section could still remain as a beach area.

As explained I'd like the parkway reduced to 2 lanes in this area. It's too important of a natural space and
cars should not be the priority.

The Parkway needs to be at least doubled to eight lanes and have the speed limit increased to 80 km/h.

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population. The four
lanes has to stay.

But with a stepped slope f beach with toboggan use

I'd like a reduction of lanes where possible/there will soon be access from the LRT. A major building that is
multi-use and four-seasonal would be ideal ~> accessible to community members who would use it a lot
/new access via LRT makes it possible for car- free people to come spend time. Lots of recreational
possibilities - kayaking, skidoo, croos-country skiing, skateboards, cycling, swimming, etc. make it child-
friendly: playground make sports accessible by rentals, e.g. kayaks
Think creatively - an outside wall that's a movie screen at night. Think music - design interior to
accommodate a stage, e.g. restaurant with performance area, how about a bandshell outside for an evening
concert/ a floor for.
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How about a telescope? dancing
Add as much green to the site as possible. Create new naturalized spots - for birds, bats and other critters.

I'd certainly prefer 2 lanes. But dislike the additional building and parking.

People would use for kayaking etc .

2B has good features

Universal access should incorporate a boat launch.

Still too crowded for circus clown cars.

Please, please, please no concrete steps on the beach!

Year-round use? Community use of maintenance

2 lanes not practical - no place for displaced traffic to go.

I really liked the idea of the beach facility building, but I'm not a fan of the stepped beach. I think having a
stepped beach will take away from the natural look of the area, and make it look more artificial somehow. I

also think it will be less enjoyable to sit on grass and concrete steps than sand.

I don't like the reduction to 2 lanes but the additional parking is good.

The difference between Scenario IB and 2B is not very clear to me but the key thing is to minimize the
volume of traffic on the Parkway.

While I am in favour of reducing commuter traffic overall, how will that be accomplished? Or what will the
effect be on neighbouring roads ?

See comment re 2 lanes below.

Don't like the event lawn.

This is the nicest scenario see my comment from previous page: nicer look from birds eye (curviligne road)

remains a promenade forces more people on usingLRT the buildings proposed are more pleasing, as long
as good cafe/bistrot/restaurants /wine bar are allowed isntead of junk/fast food.

Once again, I think you're wasting resources on a what is a seasonal venue. People just want to swim and
hang out in the sunshine. If they want to go to an "event", they can hop on the train and go further into the
city.

Best option provided. Lanes are down to 2, and the river 's edge isn't taken up with a large parking lot and all
those larger building footprints. If people want to use the Beach, they should be prepared to walk to it!

I have a hard time deciding between Scenario 1& 2 both seem acceptable on the face 2 lane best option for
both
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Moves parking away from river.

This one looks to me to be the most attractive option - - excellent amenities.

Terrible idea which will result in collisions and flood neighboring communities with traffic on streets that are
already clogged at rush hour. Please don't expect the eventual rail route to stop that many people from
driving. How many hours will traffic be jammed on the parkway and flood neighbourhoods along it in the
event of even a minor fender bender.

Realistically this is not going to work. There will be too much congestion. Too much congestion and idling
cars will affect people recreating in the area. During rush hour the traffic can be backed up as far as
Westboro beach to turn left on Champlain Bridge for access to Gatineau

Any plan should encourage a reduction to 2 lanes, and maximize efficiency for both cyclists and pedestrians.
Beyond that I think both plans are acceptable. The stepped/stairs to the beach are probably superior. It is
hard to tell from the picture if both beach building types include a restaurant, I think an area to have food and
drink by the beach would be a real asset to allowing people to spend more time in the area, so if option 2
doesn't allow this I would favour option 1, otherwise both are great.

How transformative it would be to have a parkway that is only two lanes, with speedy bicycles able to have
their own path and us slow /family bicyclists and pedestrians separate.

Existing footprint with no added parking lots and no new bldg 's in ncc yard.See my notes above.

Will cause more impatient drivers and more accidents. The lanes are good as is ... I 've lived here all my life
and don't agree what you are doing.

A 2- lane parkway is a non-starter.

Strongly disagree with the reduction to 2 lanes

Against two lanes for parkway.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

Any reduction of traffic lanes is a really, really bad idea.

Like larger green space.

same comment as Scenario IB

Like the 2 lanes but prefer the larger building and terrace at Westboro Beach, No need for event lawn.

NEVER REDUCE TRAFFIC LANES !

two lanes will be a parking lor

fhk QPPmQ fn hp p Qmpllpr infpn/pnfinn & mnrp npinhhmirhnnH fnniQpd
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I like the stepped beach access idea, and would like Scenario IB if stepped access were included !

The LRT will NOT remove sufficient automobile traffic; 4 lanes will be needed.

Like the two lanes but don't like the event lawn - can use the hill and beach for that (already works well for
outdoor movie nights).

The Conservation Centre exploits the local environment.

I am not in favour of developing a conservation area and parking lot in the Atlantis Woods Area

I do not like the idea of having an event lawn. This will increase the demand for parking and be loud. Also, it
be be better to keep the activities an entertainment focussed on the beach.

As above

somewhat better plan, keep it about river-vegetation, not buildings

I strongly support the reduction of the parkway to two lanes.

I like this proposal with the exception of the parking and structures being added to the Westboro Beach
neighbourhood area.

I oppose this proposal

It is not reasonable to reduce the roadway to 2 lanes west of Island Park in the absence of a second bridge
to Quebec , The traffic is blocked solid today on Island Park from one end to the other, Quebec residents
have only one alternative. Pushing additional westbound traffic onto Island Park is not acceptable.

When the LRT is buried bury the road too. And build an underground parkade for Quebec residents to
encourage them to use the park and to use the LRT,

I 'm OK with this for large crowd occasions

Like all the aspects of this model but Not the stepped access to the beach - too much concrete and don't
see the advantage. Would much prefer to keep the existing natural hill
Again, prefer the two lane option only if traffic can be sensibly redirected, Make sure there are public
washrooms ! !

This is the best option hands down - more green space !

An expanding Ottawa will continue to need the 4 lanes. Additionally, in event of LRT failure, buses can use
parkway as part of emergency service.

Reducing lanes will shift traffic onto Richmond Road and Carling Avenue. These roads cannot absorb this shift.

remove infrastructure and toxic waste on non river side, reforest, no new footprints on river side,
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no increase in intensity

or Scenario IB - 2 lanes

Second choice. Canopies can tend to get run down or abused.

Need 4 lanes

it should slow down traffic. The city is in the process of making RRa complete street and Byron more bike
friendly. Their argument a that the parkway is needed to be a commuter road is just typical. It's always easier
when you don' t own the property. The buses will be gone so why shouldn't the road be made smaller?

The old yard site should be restored to green space not re-developed. Get rid of that "conservation centre"
and massive parking lot! !

Seems fine but nothing very interesting.

i feel that the reduction to 2 lanes is shortsighted even if the plan is to discourage route usage for
commuters.

See comments for scenrio 2B.

see above

I agree with reducing the Parkway to two- lanes.

I would encourage traffic and environmental studies to be conducted on the Westboro Beach area to
determine if the changes would bring increased traffic through the neighbourhood. There are many young
children and there is already an increase in traffic volume going at high speeds presenting dangers to young
children in the neighbourhood.

Please provide more details on Scenario 2B - 2 lanes. What exactly is being thought of - and bring this to the
attention of Westboro Beach residents.

Seems to be more compatible with the desired objectives

Same comments sd for 2a

consolidate the 4- lanes more inland...costs more, but better for long term.

You can still have curve linear roads to reduce speeds

I support a plan that enhances cycling and pedestrian paths without diminishing the capacity of the parkway.
This should be a space shared by all.

Seriously, you're still considering 4 lanes? What kind of nonsense is that for a park.
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The 4 lanes currently induces demand and make the route a commuter one first and foremost

The separation between bicycles and pedestrians is not enough and there should be a physical separation.

Everything should be done to reduce the parkway down to two lanes for motor vehicle traffic.

Great things can be done while retaining the 4 lanes, which are needed during rush hour.

i like that the pedestrian & MUP are next to each other.

I like that there are 4 car lanes, but they should become 4 car lanes above the LRT tunnel (non-segregated)

instead, to consolidate the greenspace, and encourage drivers to slow down for crossing
pedestrians/bikers.

Have to decide whether it is a park for commuters or for outdoor activities.

Unless alternate routes are built- parkway must carry both commuter and scenic traffic

With the buses disappearing from the parkway will there really be a need for four lanes? Need more space
to encourage alternative use such as bicycling in the summer and skiing in the winter.

Strongly agree.

No.

Four lanes encourage speeding, increase pollution (noise and other), endanger the habitat, and discourages
use of public transit.

Less green space. This is a parkway not a transit route !

Expand existing bike path to make more friendly for commuter cyclists vs pedestrians/inline skaters.

Leave it as is would be better

See above.

We must keep commuting flexibilty and efficiency in the city. That is a major quality of life factor too.

Best balance between continued daily use on 4 lane road for Ottawa commuters and still nice, functional park
space.

2- lane all the way

1lane each way for cars, the other for light rail.

Less cars. This is a park not the 401

Segregating bicycle and pedestrian paths and increasing buffer zone to roadway makes sense. Providing
that below or above grade pedestrian crossings are built across parkway, then 4 lanes with increased
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speea is fine

I can't really tell from your drawing what the plan is, but basically I think the current bike route is great, very
useable, and the cars do not interfere with it, (I'm both a cyclist and a driver on this route.)

Get people off the roads to enhance the environment and inspire innovative city and commute life.

See earlier comments.

This stretch of road is already over-used as a commuter space. Especially with stage 2 LRT, more should be
done to discourage this. I am OK with straighter road alignments as many users already drive well above the
speed limit, and I don't believe that a straighter alignment would have a drastic effect on the number of cars
that already speed on the parkway.

Higher traffic speeds aren't much of a concern as long as the road is far enough away from everything else.

Increasing pathway width/two paths would be ideal if fixing path on North side of road please.

Straight four lanes section is bad

Where and when possible, pedestrian underpasses should be used. I love the parkway driving
Develop plans that allow all uses.experience

Keep the 4 lanes...

See what a traffic study says

To make a park a park and a destination, radical ideas are needed. This is a fantastic idea.

Losing traffic lanes is never a good idea the pop. grows and people aren't giving up driving

Needs 6 Lanes.

VAGUE

I believe this area should be limited to 2 lanes. Four lanes function as a highway.

Capacity is inadequate as it is now -- top priority must be given to expansion to 6 or preferably 8 lanes.

keep all lanes but reconfigure

Allow traffic to be separated from pedestrians and cyclists and less chance of accident. I like the separation
of pedestrians and cyclists .

Hard to tell what is being proposed.

Keep the 4 lanes. Drivers will not opt for taking buses and light rail if they own a car. It's reality. If it ain't
broke, don't fix it.

Parkway is always busy. I've not been on it when it's not.
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Too many proposed connections. The proposed segregation of the pedestrians and cyclists is adequate in
my view.

Why can you not just widen the four lanes to include the bike lanes? Less reconstruction and money. The
paths are still big enough for people to roller blade or walk on together

4 lanes makes this an expressway to the suburbs, a parkway along the river rather than an access road to
the Ottawa River through a linear park.

Right now the parkway is mainly used as a high speed commuter highway not as a park no a pleasant
parkway drive.

With the increase in traffic being predicted due to the population increase predicted for Ottawa, 4 lanes is
the minimum number of lanes which are feasible. 6 lanes should be considered.

C 'est un bon compromis entre un reamenagement respectueux de la mission de la CCN et les besoins
pratiques de la population entiere (Pas seulement les residents qui habitant pres de la promenade)

As above

A 4 lane option should be narrower and have lower speed limits and the full 4 lanes only be used during rush
hour

I strongly oppose keeping 4 lanes.

Please get rid of two lanes. The extra green space, the improved cycling and pedestrian environment, the
reduced noise, the commitment to responsible urban redevelopment, the respect for the NCC 's role not as
a transportation agency but as a capital builder: all are really good reasons to seriously considering
slimming this road.

more soace to work with

Again, no matter what the NCC would like, the parkway is not a scenic route. It's a commuter route. It has
been for decades. Making decisions as if it is a scenic route ignores reality, and will result in bad choices
being made. Also, reducing the parkway to two lanes is not the only option to increase available space - the
median between the east ans westbound lanes can be eliminated, reducing the overall width of the
roadway.

No to four- lane parkway. Let's use more park space for park uses, less for highways.

If it's not broken, why "fix" it.

You cannot ignore commuter traffic especially those who live in quebec and need access to routes that
work!

As much as we wish car traffic is not going away. A significant percentage of the population rely on the
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parkway for transportation. So for now 4 lanes are required

Cycling needs to be segregated from the cars

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

Straighter 2 lane alignment safer.

Don't need 4 lanes - - but this at least preserves the "road over the train" concept, which is important to have
any reasonable width to landscape here.

Leave as- is. No clear issue or problem has been addressed that a 2 lane road would solve.

Keep 4 lanes

My preference is to reduce car traffic in favour of active, human-powered modes of transport and
recreation.

Cela creera certainement des problemes avec la circulation deja precaire a cet endroit.

You guys are OBVIOUSLY structuring the scenarios to make the 4 lane option very unappealing. This option
looks EXACTLY like what's currently in place already, but with a minor resurfacing for the pedestrian paths.
This option STILL doesn't address the separation of cyclists, motorists and pedestrians.

Not clear on the question. Sorry. I do not want 4 lanes west of island park.

The Parkway needs to be at least doubled to eight lanes and have the speed limit increased to 80 km/h.

need more lanes - for separate pedestrian and cycling in congestion areas...

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population.

Stay with the four in the future

I'd prefer 2 lanes, but it seems unrealistic.

Be sure it considers the Tunneys Development. Going to 2 lanes likely not feasible, even though it's pretty.

More laybys would be good

Want to see impact analysis before deciding on this

No solution to increased pathway usage.

Additional pedestrian and cyclist access is a good idea.

Right now, the strip of land under study is mostly dominated by a roadway, with a little bit of parkland
interspersed here and there. Instead, it should be an area dominated by parkland, with a small road running
through it. I live directly on the NCC fenceline facing the parkway, and the current design allows for (even
encourages) traffic to travel at high speeds, usually around 90-100km/h. Its difficult to appreciate the scenery
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at that speed, so its obvious the road isn't being put to its intended use as a scenic driveway. Redesigning
the roadway should happen as part of the WLRJ construction so that it doesn't have to be ripped up again 5
years later for the linear park work, and to introduce measures to calm traffic. The speeding in this area is a
real problem. When you consider the safety barriers that are in place to separate the public from 400-series
highways, and people are doing almost the same speeds on the SJAM parkway, its obvious that something
needs to be done sooner rather than later. We and our neighbours have children and pets who play in the
"parkland" between our property and the parkway, and I fear that it is only a matter of time until someone
suffers a tragedy.

This seems the best solution. Traffic lights to allow pedestrian access would slow traffic and discourage use
if that's what the city desires

See comments above.

see comments re 2 lane proposal re traffic on other streets and preference for cycling path along the river.

4 lanes and straight stretch will bring too many cars moving too fast!

I stay neutral just because you have not provided objective estimations of traffic on the promenade to
determine if a 2 lane is OK or will result in extreme high congestion increasing pollution, difficulty moving
from island park drive to the Champlain bridge etc..and therefore reaching the Gatineau park for cross
country skiing ! !

One four lane takes up less space. Put in amphibian barriers and passageways. Sound barriers would be
great because traffic is noisy. Keep sped slow.

Reduce number of cars on parkway.
Eliminate buses on parkway

If you go from 4 lanes to 2 you create a huge backup bottleneck that just really irritates all drivers-can you
imagine it in a bad winter day ?

Keep it curvy and narrow but keep it 4 lanes otherwise just too much congestion and idling cars are not
good for anyone.

No great park has a 4 lane highway through it, and the linear park should be no exception, drop the cars to 2
lanes, allow wide bike lanes for proper cycling enjoyment, and wide pedestrian lanes for the many
joggers/walkers/ dog walkers etc. Physical activity along the waterfront should be the priority.

the straight road to increase speed is very unappealing, drivers are already very aggressive about speed
and passing along this section during commuter times.

It's already turned into a highway. Reduce it to two lanes.

increase the lanes to 6 lanes for future development in lebreton and tunneys

A i
_
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we iiiubi Keep <+ lanes LU ensure a suceessiui turnmuuny experlence

Traffic on the parkway will only continue to increase. If you remove 2 lanes you're only moving the traffic flow
onto the Queensway or other major traffic arteries.

The Parkway is a major commuter route in the City of Ottawa. We simply cannot afford to limit it to two lanes
west of Island Park Drive.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

If i understand the ridiculous complexity of what is being asked, and having to go back and forth from
proposal presentation to this surgery then yes, I agree, keep 4 lanes.

same comments as above

Seems like there 's room to make more curved lanes in middle of graphic.

Too much of a barrier to the river, disincentive to cycle, would lead to too much road rage with the 3
stopping locations for the pedestrian crossings.

Improve the existing bike lanes to share the space between higher speed commuter bikes and pedestrians.

we need 4 lanes and we can still make it nice

See above comments (i.e. noise pollution, speeding, safety of children, disruption of natural habitat) .

See comments above - this doesn't meet the stated objectives.

See above comments, re: safety and noise pollution.

I don't think that four lanes of traffic on the Parkway will be detrimental to the plans. Two lanes would be
preferable, but only if commuter traffic issues can be mitigated in partnership with the City of Ottawa.

I strongly oppose the 4 lane parkway scenario. It will maintain the parkway as a noisy, inefficient, dangerous,

single passenger car commuter highway for a relatively small number of peak hour commuters.

As above, keep what we have, it is not broken.

Stating cycling and pedestrian must be side by side is not true. I live there. There is plenty of room.

Want to see traffic reduced and slowed in a two lane option. Also this road is too straight - begs for
commuter traffic.

If traffic levels and speed are an issue, finding ways to reduce the Quebec traffic to/from the Champlain
bridge and a reduced speed limit are better options.

Reduce lanes to reduce traffic

more cycling lanes needed, its dangerous out there today, only worse tomorrow with action.
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1 put neutral as that is the status quo which is working. If the four lanes are kept and the other improvements
done, then it will still be a great betterment of the area and community.

Like straiggtening roadway. Cyclists should be on south side of road since straighter faster. Leave paths
near river for pedestrians and recreational cyclists .

I would like road to be curvy and

traffic

I strongly disagree with having a 4- lane highway (the Parkway) running along Ottawa's beautiful riverfront.

I am supportive of improvements to the infrastructure on the river side of the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway.

Providing inviting and safe crossings to the linear park are essential to attract users.

This looks like the status quo with some updates to the existing paths. Would be better than current in that
case

Keep four lanes near the bridge or it will be traffic chaos.

Two lanes will promote LRT and reduce ambient traffic noise that disrupts the park experience.

The two lane route would be a major improvement in environmental performance and quality of
life/accessibility.

downtown would not cope well with this 2 lane road.

I don't support a 2- lane Parkway plan.

A single, wider multi use pathway would be more flexible - and allow for better winter activities such as 2
directions of classic skiing with skate skiing down the middle.

nice idea, but not realistic in today's society, by making the parkway two lanes you move the commuting
problem elsewhere - what have you achieved for the city overall ? tweak the alignment to maximize the
space for the linear park, narrow the lanes to reduce speeds even more if you can (90km is very common
even on the current design - just ask the RCMP) . possibly created an intersection with Woodroffe (with lights)

to slow traffic . The saving from a major reengineering of the parkway could be used to better achieve the
aim of the concept (better design, higher quality products) and build across the river at Deschenes.

Everything should be done to reduce the parkway down to two lanes for motor vehicle traffic.

It is not necessary to remove 2 lanes for one section of the parkway, which would disadvantage long time
residents in that area. Rush hour is a reality.

Unless the pedestrian pathway is fingers- length from touching the river waters, it should be joined next to
the MUP. This way, they can better accommodate people changing speeds, and more likely to accommodate
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the occasional maintenance vehicle (snowmobile, golf cart) due to the larger overall width.

No need for the bike paths alongside the SJAM. Bikes right next to cars should be avoided. The MUR can be
made wider with a slow & fast bike lane instead.

Above the LRT tunnel, it should be 4 car lanes, non-segregated.

This idea is crazy

Keeping bike lanes and car lanes separate is key. Have bikes and cars share one road will eventually lead to
disaster.

This will make a much better park.

This should reduce the speed of the road which is a good thing.

Need more space to encourage alternative use such as bicycling in the summer. Gives more space to add
trees to reduce noise so that people can enjoy the park.

Two lanes are unacceptable

Strongly disagree. This is an important transportation corridor and that needs to be kept front of mind as the
primary purpose when planning changes to this piece of critical municipal infrastructure, I find the whole
study/investigation an unnecessary waste of money. It's is poorly aimed and focuses on tangential, "fluffy"
urban planning as opposed to quality, useful, and practical development. Any work here should focus on
improving the ability of this part of the city to provide effective transport and should not be manipulated by
an impractical/ineffective bike or pedestrian paths. Far more people in this city use this area for timely
bus/passenger vehicle transport across the top of the city than for biking or sightseeing. Necessity should
not be sacrificed for "animation".

totally agree - this offers more opportunities to have a capital park

Hate the idea of reducing existing parkway lanes. Reducing lanes would be harmful for Hintonburgh and
Westboro residental communities.

Absolutely, Without actually changing the configuration of the parkway, most of the rest of the efforts will
probably be compromised.

The Ottawa River can be so beautifully displayed as a calmer space in a world so terribly hectic and angry.
Let's capture the serenity it can give.

Stupid and short-sighted.

Best compromise to allow some traffic flow from west to east without major impact on health of individuals.

Need good car access.
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Too costly. is restored and at what cost? Figure out the cost per square meter.

See above

i frequently use the existing trails and they are sufficient. Feel free to improve them but not at the expense of
commuting efficienty.

More natural shoreline is key

Space is needed for the new LRT, anyway.

Obviously the plans for the 2 lanes are much more beautiful and allow for a greater use of the riverfront.

Parkway should remain 4 lanes

Strongly disagree with lane reductions

One thing I disagree with here is how necessary it is to include the bike lanes in addition to the separated
bike pathway / ped pathway, I would argue for full, high quality separated pathways that are wide enough for
commuter cyclists to pass slower cyclists . The addition of the bike lanes on your 2- lane roadway would
widen the perceived width of the road lanes and increase speed. High speeds on the parkway would be
dangerous to the cyclists using the bike lanes. In short, focus on the separated bike path, not two different
facilities that duplicate each other.

2 lanes encourages people to use this as a scenic drive, not a commuter highway. It will also encourage
people to take transit or active transportation (feet, cycles, boards etc)

as stated previously.

Bikes and pedestrians already have a pathway. They don't need another.

See previous comments on the disastrous option of reducing Parkway to two lanes

This would be amazing for cyclists (both fast and leisurely) and for pedestrians. I think more people would
use the pathway and feel safe there.

I support 2 lanes.

The 2 lane scenario still requires segregated pedestrian crossings across the parkway. Plus, having a curves
in the road would make bicycling on the road with cars dangerous. Would require segregated bicycle path
away from roadway.

The traffic volumes are too high to entertain this. One fender bender and the whole thing is shut down
because of the single lane.

it would be safer for pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers if the parkway were limited to 2 lanes. This should be
a scenic parkway not a commuter one.
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see below

A remarkably poor concept, ill-conceived in all of its elements

The on-road bike lanes would I hope be separate from the car lanes In this scenario.

See earlier comments.

Keep pedestrian and bike pathways separate.

The heavily preferred option. Allows for expanded bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, and makes crossing
the parkway easier. I would even support a straighter road alignment to limit the footprint of the roadway.

I don't like the cyclists sharing the road and the potential increase in volume to Scott, Richmond, Byron for
commuters. Island park is currently backed up from the bridge to beyond Richmond at the end of most days,

shrinking the lanes on Sir John A would push more traffic to those roads.

A line of paint does not segregate a bike lane from traffic. Paint-only bike lanes are dangerous and unusable
in winter

Increasing pathway width/two paths would be ideal if fixing path on North side of road please.

This is crazy and would cause massive commuter congestion.

-Need separated grade commuter cycling lanes
-Consider 3- lane with reversible lane for commuter traffic

A two lane parkway may or may not enhance the pedestrian experience, as the traffic volume will be similar
only more congested and the rush hour extended to cope with volume.

I love to use the parkway as a parkway. I go out of my way to travel on it so that I can enjoy the river. 4 lanes
allows me to get into the slow lane and enjoy the parkway experience. I think cyclists pose a great problem
for pedestrians than vehicles.

Keep the 4 lanes...

Consider making road east of Island park 3 lanes with one reversible
-Segregate bike along road with a barrier

Best compromise to still allow commuters from Quebec a quick route downtown and improve quality of life
on both sides of the River.

More room for separation of cycling and walking, ski in winter

Much improved plan that decreases speeds (more time to enjoy the scenic drive), allows more riverside
open space, and more segregation of pedestrians and cyclists which will increase safety for all.

Copy the Eastern parkway from The Rockeries to Orleans as single lane. Afterall it is a scenic parkway not a
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speedway.

Yes, this !

I have some confidence that a two-lane solution can work.

To make a park a park and a destination, radical ideas are needed. This is a fantastic idea.

Watercraft, kayak, canoes, etc could access river east at the lower rimsidecarpark.

Plus need excellent design of transit stations and linkages to encourage people to use trains to access the
river. I support the idea of eliminating the shoreline lane and creating more tree buffers between traffic and
park.

Horrible idea.

VAGUE

This is how urban areas are getting rejuvenated.

It is imperative to keep 4 lanes.

This is a great design. It balances all different types of users.

Multi-use pathways for bicycles AND having cyclists share a road with vehicles on a two lane road? Idiocy!
Despite the fondest dreams of the bicycle crowd, we don't live in Holland, where you can use bikes in
temperate conditions for 300-325 days per year. The safety, convenience and well-being of motorists is
being completely disregarded in favour of a transportation option that is only available 180- 220 days per
year in our climate.

Much more human scaled. The paths already have heavy use and this increases access, provides more
naturalized area, allows safe bike commuting and safer, better walking.

Do not like the 2 Lane way for traffic configuration between Carling to Island Park. I like the separation
between pedestrians and cyclists because alotthatgo along the parkway paths speed and don't follow
traffic signs or lights. Sometimes they even ride on on the roadway slowing cars, how would that work with
one lane in each direction. Do not like the cyclists being next to cars. Accident waiting to happen.

The current bike path is very busy - the segregated cyclist pedestrian pathways would be fantastic !

THIS WOULD CREATE A PARKING LOT AND MAKE THE ROAD UNUSABLE, MANY PEOPLE DO NOT HAVE A CHOICE
THIS PARKWAY IS THE ONLY WAY TO ACCESS BRIDGES OVER TO QUEBEC.

Horrible idea.

This will cause traffic congestion, and accidents. Keep 4 lanes for cars.

Could consider three lanes with controlled traffic direction for morning and evening rush, but less is
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definitely Detter

One lane provides better access as well as enjoyment of the area. The LRT tunnel should start closer to
dominion station though in order to protect the green ecological corridor on the south side of the parkway.
This would also maximize access to westboro beach as walking along the south side to a tunnel is
preferable to crossing at grade.

On-road cycling will decrease safety of cyclists (also, some cyclists do not move to the side and share the
road). Decreasing the amount of lanes does not make any sense for a city that is continuously expanding.

There 's better accommodation for bicycle riders of all kinds in this proposal. Right now they all mingle on the
bicycle path. There are harsh words spoken at times. The 2 lanes proposal has paved shoulders for
speedier bicycle riders ! this allows them to pass the cars that are backed up in traffic jams during rush hour
- they will be until the cars figure out a better route or decide to take transit. I like paved shoulders that are
level with the road. This allows for cars to use them, too, when they have car problems. I discussed the new
segregated bicycle lanes where there is a barrier between the cars and bicycle like on Churchill Road, with
some of Ottawa's politicians. My big complaint: it takes me forever to bicycle along this road now; it used to
be a speedier way to Westboro when it had paved shoulders. One of Ottawa's politicians indicated to me
that about 80% of bicycle riders like these EXPENSIVE ways of building roads. The other bicycle riders do not.
The other cyclists are speedier and like roads with paved shoulders at the same level as the cars with no
barriers. It's easy to pass slower cyclists on roads like these. Now, on the other hand, physical activity of all
needs to be promoted. The bicycle paths are for the slower and beginning cyclists, eh?

forcing a lot of traffic elsewhere in the city is not helpful to anyone.

If people are commuting they should use the highway not parkland.

I do not agree with the plans that reduce the parkway from 4 lanes to 2 lanes.

This would cause a "throttling" of traffic in the West end. As people couldn't get through using this route due
to the increased traffic, higher congestion with its inherent greater risk of accidents, people will find other
ways to go, increasing congestion on other roadways. It makes it nearly impossible for emergency services
to reach the scene of an accident if there is only 1lane.

Encourage cycling and rec activity in this park. Do not put a 4- lane highway beside it if you actually want this
to be a pleasant recreational space.

II ne faut pas reduire le nombre de voles sur la promenade. Les automobiles ont besoin de pouvoir circuler
aussi. De plus, je suis un cycliste qui emprunte la piste cyclable qui longe la riviere quotidiennement et je ne
voudrais pas devoir rouler dans une vole reservee sur la promenade. Je serais alors beaucoup moins en
securite que je le suis maintenant.

I like having a 2 lane road to help slow traffic as a lot of cars tend to speed on that stretch. Also, having
separate commuter lanes for cyclists is an innovative idea that will encourage more cycling commuting and
be safer for pedestrians, roHerbladers etc.
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As above. Preferred.

I strongly support converting the parkway to 2 lanes. This symbolizes our nation's journey towards a more
sustainable, greener future.
On-road cycling facilities should be raised bike lanes, without bollards to allow for easier snow removal in
the winter.

This idea of removing 2 lanes of commuting traffic is absolutely insane and show a total disrespect to
taxpayers from a bunch of unelected public servants who need to be removed

There is not enough benefit to ever justify reducing the parkway to four lanes.

I bet someone who doesn't live in this city came up with this idea to shrink the number of lanes.

To achieve a 2 lane parkway, it will be necessary to take all possible measures to assure that the roadway
capacity is maximized.

New at-grade signalized parkway crossings (e .g ., Rochester Field) would reduce roadway capacity. This
provides an additional argument against a two- lane parkway. Please consider and study an additional option:

making all new crossings grade-separated, so that traffic can flow unobstructed from Lincoln Fields to Island
Park, similar to today. Obviously grade-separated crossings would be more expensive, but potentially
worthwhile if it would allow implementing a two- lane parkway west of Island Park Drive.

As I stated elsewhere, this shows no knowledge of the comuter needs esp in relation to the Champlain
bridge.

Forget the stupidity of 2 lanes

Vehemently disagree with any 2 lane traffic scenario.

Is this an all season bike lane? It would help winter bike commuters.

Reducing this road to two lanes must have been suggested by someone who has never driven on this road.
Completely ridiculous idea.

Hooray. I am fully in support of reducing the Parkway to 2 lanes. I am a local resident and applaud your
decision to take this step.

Again... agree with scenic route (PARKWAY! ! !) rather than commuter route. This is why we 're building LRT. Yes
to on road cycle sections + then the walking path + multi use path it will be a VERY vibrant and much used
space if all these options exist.

One lane does not make sense. There are already lines ups downtown and at island park during rush hour
that take 20 minutes to get through, one lane would make this significantly worse.

Especially if you also get bike commuters off the shared paths.
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Presently there are a lot of mass transit buses using the parkway; I like the promotion of alternate
transportation modes for commuter travel (i.e., cycling), however, with winter weather there may not be
much use of those segregated bike lanes in snowy cold weather.

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments above.

Although segregated pedestrian path and cycling path is preferred, this could be achieved by bringing 4
lanes of the Parkway closer together or shifting Parkway south.

AWFUL AWFUL idea.

The 2- lane thing is *good*, but the curvilinear path- -you're just not fully accounting for the width of the tree-
less swath cut by the train box - - no trees for many meters on each side of the box. Please reconsider 2
lanes on a straight line over the box. In a very few years, speed will not be a problem with autonomous cars,

and especially in this stretch the park is really a very narrow strip -- don't waste so much of it making it
prettier to drive, (It *would* be pretty, except, again, so very little of it will be able to support real
landscaping.)

More greenspace, more safe cyclist and pedestrian space etc . the better !

See above

I strongly prefer to 2- lane scenario. I agree with on-road lanes for commuting cyclists, but foresee greater

use of these with a physical barrier between cyclists and cars, I would hope to see these plowed in winter
for year-round cycle commuting, leaving the other pathways snow-covered for the new ski trail.

Voir mes commentaires au sujet d 'une reduction de voie, C 'EST IMPENSABLE! ! !

I think I like the 2 lane parkway better, but I worry that the bike lanes on the road might do more harm than
good, I think I would prefer a segregated bike lane on the walking path instead. My other worry is what
happens when an accident occurs on the 2- lane road? Where do cars pull over, and how do other cars get

around the accident?

I think what I like of the 2-Lane highway is that it is much cleaner looking.

Again, no separation of cyclists, motorists and pedestrians. There 's AMPLE room, why do you insist on having
the two sets of pathways overlap? Are you really that simple minded?

I'd like to see 2 lanes west of island park.

The Parkway needs to be at least doubled to eight lanes and have the speed limit increased to 80 km/h.

Hard to see online. Again the proposals should be presented in different malls to the population. The four
lanes has to stay.

Like the idea of cycling + road not along the view 's edge
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While I expect that most cyclists will avoid the adjacent/on road cycling lanes for the more pleasant pathway
they will be useful for four season commuters

Two lanes makes a lot of sense.

However, the commuter cycling lane on the "shoulder" of the parkway is not a good idea - - the difference in
speed between car and bicycle is too great, even if the car goes only 60 km/h.

See comments above. Ever see what happens on Richmond road, Woodroffe, Scott Street now when there
is an accident on the parkway now or even a special event down town or at the hockey arena?

Realistically this is not going to work. There will be too much congestion. Too much congestion and idling
cars will affect people recreating in the area. During rush hour the traffic can be backed up as far as
Westboro beach to turn left on Champlain Bridge for access to Gatineau

Refer to comments above.

No great park has a 4 lane highway through it, and the linear park should be no exception, drop the cars to 2
lanes, allow wide bike lanes for proper cycling enjoyment, and wide pedestrian lanes for the many
joggers/walkers/ dog walkers etc. Physical activity along the waterfront should be the priority.

This would be amazing.

2 lanes is good but don't straighten it to enable higher speeds or to accommodate a train tunnel. Keep it as a
scenic route and follows the curves of the river.

Bike infrastructure should be built within current layout of the parkway.

Will cause more impatient drivers and more accidents. The lanes are good as is ... I 've lived here all my life
and don't agree what you are doing.

crazy idea, what are you smoking

A 2- lane parkway is a non-starter.

Strongly disagree with the reduction to 2 lanes

Traffic heading eastbound towards Island Park Drive and attempting to access the bridge to Quebec,

produces a very long backed up line during p.m. peak. Complete grid lock would occur if there were only
two lanes.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

Any reduction of traffic lanes is a really, really bad idea.

as a cycling commuter, I would like separation for pedestrians, but I do not want to ride on the road with
cars. Also, snow removal please !
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Strongly agree with this proposal of two lanes only

same comments as above

This is the courageous option. It may reduce traffic volumes but it's best for everyone else and speaks to
the kind of waterfront we want in the Capital!

NEVER REDUCE TRAFFIC LANES !
This scenario does not help the City grow and is narrow minded to the realities of life and traffic in a city as
large as Ottawa.

two lanes will be a parking lot

much more multi-vehicle oriented

I prefer this option as I think it provides safer and more comfortable cycling options, as well as improved
opportunities for segregated ski trails in the winter months !

The LRT will NOT remove sufficient automobile traffic; 4 lanes will be needed.

Two lanes would resolve a number of the above issues.

Bravo for putting this forward. Please have the courage to see past the commuters road rage responses and
keep the big picture in mind.

The bike lanes atop the LRT tunnel should be fully segregated to reflect the 80km/h operating speed of the
parkway itself. Otherwise nobody will use them. Perhaps the O 'Connor bidirectional design is best here.

Two lanes would be preferable, but only if commuter traffic issues can be mitigated in partnership with the
City of Ottawa.

See comments on Page 1.

I strongly support the two lane parkway scenario. It will be much safer for pedestrians and cyclists and
represents a much better land use.

City is simply displacing traffic problem instead of addressing it in a wholistic approach to commuting to and
from work.

Cycling and pedestrian paths must be kept separate. Today only cyclists use to parkway because it is far to
uncomfortable and unsafe for pedestrians. I would not take my 3 year old child there or my grandmother.

moving existing roadway further south is very close to adjacent residential family residences

What happens if the LRT doesn't work and traffic gets worse?

Much better option - 2 lanes and more curved "natural" look
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Like all aspects of this configuration

This option penalises anyone who lives in Quebec and works in Kanata or similar locations.

Prefer the 2 lane option, but without the cycling lanes.

See previous comments on Parkway width.

An expanding Ottawa will continue to need the 4 lanes. Additionally, in event of LRT failure, buses can use
parkway as part of emergency service.

The NCC needs to assess the capacity of Richmond Road and Carling Avenue to absorb the shift in traffic that
would occur if the SJAM parkway was narrowed to 2 lanes. It is likely that these roads cannot absorb this
shift.

more cycling lanes needed, its dangerous out there today, only worse tomorrow with action.

I can't find the difference between scenario 1and 2. But two lanes will slow down traffic and make it easier to
cross the road.

In my experience this stretch of the road has more capacity than needed. There are usually lineups of cars at
rush hour but these lineups occur at Woodroffe and Lincoln Fields . The problem is not that the parkway lacks
capacity, it's that the road is feeding more cars than can be handled on these other roads. Conversely, when
I bike along the parkway at rush hour there are numerous times each trip that I need to wait behind
pedestrians because of oncoming traffic. As more people choose to commute by bike this problem
becomes worse.

Decreasing the number of lanes to two is a bad decision. With the level of increased activity being proposed
for this area, reducing the system to two lanes will result in increased congestion as the number of visitors
to the area increases. Also, families and people who do not live close to the LRT will use their cars to get to
the parkway so the LRT will not address all the increased traffic . In addition a significant portion of the cars on
this section of the parkway are going to and from Quebec, so they will not be reduced by the introduction of
the LRT.

Ideally with segregated bike and pedestrian pathways

traffic

Reducing traffic is important to the residential area and to enhancing the riverfront area. Other cities have a
nice waterfront area without a highway running in front of the river. They also don't extend the infrastructure
improvements into the residential neighbourhoods.

Any 2- lane solution requires a much longer turning lane in the approach to the Champlain Bridge. At least a
kilometre, maybe more.

Also careful traffic light sequencing at both ends of the Champlain Bridge.
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Otherwise, the peak time queues risk becoming a major congestion problem.

Provides for greater opportunity to have segregated lanes of multiple uses.

Agree with caveats. Always better to slow traffic and get more green space so points for thst. Then the
NIMBY position- i really dontvwant to see much of the commuter traffic reroute via richmond road instead
since already getting quite busy

Big traffic problem early evening coming from the west end getting on the island park bridge so that will
have to be taken into considertion

The 2- lane proposal is terrific; especially letting cyclists use it to communte. Very important to let cyclists
commute via the Parkway. It has become too crowded and unsafe with pedestrians to use the old path for
cyclists.

I hope new pavilion designs can do justice to Strutt's designs. Otherwise the stepped beaches are a nice
idea.

The amount of disruption, change, infrastructure modification, etc should be kept to a minimum. The pathway
network simply needs to accommodate additional traffic and different uses. A wider two lane pathway
network can accommodate the traffic without massive infrastructure change.

Add boardwalks, walking paths, etc. but keep the driving surface as 4 lanes.

Really like the idea to reduce lanes on the parkway and looking forward to it.

While the NCC might like to pretend the parkway is not used for commuting, this is erroneous. Tourists will
seldom venture to this part of the city, and this will have a detrimental effect on the quality of life of the
thousands of residents who depend on the parkway to get between home and work. I am also a cyclist who
does bike between the Parkdale area and Kanata, and I think the cycling situation is already really good.
Please don't wreck this !

My input is fundamentally in line with providing segregated bike lanes the park additions along the waterfront
are both attractive and inviting especially like the Rochester plaza

It is proposals like this that makes people think NCC must be abolished as uncaring for the people who live
and work in Ottawa. We live in a cold climate and we need to travel with cars. Our population is aging and
ambulances and cars need to travel. It is unacceptable to reduce the parkway from 4 lanes to 2 lanes. The
effort must be to make it easier to drive to downtown not harder. Shame !

This project would benefit if another bridge to the Quebec side was built, to relieve the congestion on the
parkway by Quebec-bound traffic.

Ottawa has abundant parks but a shortage of quality transit east/west roads. Please don't make things worse.
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vision. Congrats on moving forward. Don't lose the momentum.

Great idea! Would also be great to infuse more restaurants/cafes along the river ! People love a waterfront
dinner and a place to go and congregate. Also requesting great designs and architecture please. If it looks
high quality, people will want to come and enjoy it (you did a great job with the newer rideau canal on- ice
chalets !)

Bring in photo radar - the parkway will continue being too fast - signage is irrelevant, an signage is generally
not a good way to control traffic speed. Stop signs/speed bumps/squirrel crossings would be better

in all the scenarios where the intent is to "build " up to animation intensity 3 (or 4 for Westboro beach) - I start
to question your aim to protect the shoreline and natural habitat. You already want to increase access to the
shoreline. It looks good in design and concept, but the built up area (with resulting garbage, wear and tear
on the land) always ends up bigger and less natural.

The scenario 02 2- lane parkway view of slide 16 compared to slide 15, and the overall presentation, implies
that the remaining 2 lanes would be pushed toward the river, i.e. generally following the current westbound
lane. However, the section view of slide 17 seems to place the remaining 2 lanes opposite the river, i.e.
generally following the current eastbound lane. Something doesn't seem to be consistent.

Get rid of the entire parkway

stop being stupid, the parkway is a major commuter route. It needs to be wide the entire length. Extra lanes
need to be added near Island Park for those leaving Canada

Need physical separation between bicycles and pedestrians, and the building designs need to consider low
maintenance exteriors. Remember there is not 365 day a year ready access to these sights. Still think the
scale of changes should be toned down. Also wonder why the area between Island park and Wellington is
ignored for scenic improvements/development? Seems like there are some serious biases in the planning
group of the NCC.

Four lanes on the parkway turns the entire stretch into a highway. Reduce it down to two lanes and drop the
speed limit down to 30-40km/h. Adding separated bicycle paths the entire length of the riverfront is a great

idea too !

Until a alternate route is available 4 or 6 lane is the only option. How much productivity is lost sitting in traffic
backlogs. Also, if pedestrians and bikers want in on the design, have them pay. Licence for walk or bike the
parkway.
BTW: I rarely use it, with the congestion I try not to ever go downtown. Fix it and I would, but, not now.

Most people use the parkway in summer. Once the weather turns cold, it is abandoned. Warm up shelters
with bathrooms would likely encourage more people to walk, cross country ski and snowshoe along the
parkway between Oct and March, when it is currently abandoned.

Thank you for these beautiful plans ! Ottawa 's riverside areas are very beautiful and it is very important to
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La promenade est une voie importante pour les residents d'Aylmer qui travailient dans I'ouest de la ville
d'Ottawa. Comme la CCN d'envisage plus d'etablir un pont dans I'ouest de la ville, la ou la croissance est la
plus forte a Gatineau, elle devrait, au minimum, s 'assurer qu'elle n'entrave pas la circulation de ces
residents. Quand la CCN va-t-elle reconnaTtre la congestion lourde qui existe sur les voies qu'elle gere
(ponts et routes)?

rental of canoes and kayaks will pose a significant danger for novices given the proximity of the rapids,

bathrooms should be constructed and maintained.

Four lanes must be maintained on the parkway. The city is increasing in size and we must maintain the quality
of life for all citizens - that incudes efficient mobility and travel times.

Overall it is more desirable to treat the linear park as a Park so the suggested development should be
buffered as much as possible.

Make changes at the same time as LRT part 2, combine the projects to save costs and minimize disruptions.

I just wanted to add that I live in this area and have 2 lanes here would be a major improvement for the
waterfront experience.

I also drive on this road and I don't see any problems with 2 lanes. There could be a bottleneck at the
Champlain bridge, but other than that there are not traffic problems. In fact the problem is the speed of the
vehicles on this road. Most people are driving 70-90 KMs. Which is fine for safety (it's not dangerous) but I
don't think that that is the purpose of this road.

There are several spots where pedestrians take chances and scurry across. Some sort of crosswalk would
help. Unless someone wants to put in 3 or 4 more pedestrian underpasses.

Forestry management needs more attention. Too many scrub and dead trees. Invest in the future by
improving the forest throughout the SJAM Linear Park.

The river shoreline should be a 4 season opportunity for the NCC to develop. Any of the proposed animated
areas and public buildings should incorporate a 4 season perspective to allow for summer water activities,

winter skating, snowshoeing and x-country skiing. Open public facilities across 4 seasons (public restrooms,

change rooms, cafe 's) would promote 4 season use. Increased traffic flow into the animated areas needs to
be thought through on both traffic ingress and egress points and increased parking on NCC and on City land.
Use of traffic circles on parkway at key animated or parking areas would slow traffic while maintaining traffic
flow. Segregating pedestrian crossing points with parkway is essential. Lastly, looking at existing railway
right of way for bike path could be a good alternative to segregate bicycles and pedestrians.

I agree with the overall direction. Need to consider winter use as well. Addition of grooming of cross country

trail is a good idea. Consider clearing path in winter to facilitate access.

I think any option should place the roadway as far back from the river as possible to minimize the impact of
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traffic on those enjoying the park

Please don't destroy the western parkway, either the road or the bike path. It works so well and is so
beautiful as it is . The money would be way better spent improving biking and walking conditions on some of
Ottawa's more horrific roads, even if that takes it out of the control of the NCC.

I indicated neutral on the Rochester development as there is no point to additional green space as the
scenario seems to depict if it is not maintained any better than existing parks or the parkway median.

I am a big supporter of reducing the speed on the parkway in any way possible. I travel on this roadway all
the time and I am tail-gated and passed all the time by cars doing 70-90kph. It does not make it easy to
enjoy the park and the natural setting.

Do or rude the parkway to two lanes.

I think whatever scenario that is to be developed needs to include all four lanes. I do not think less lanes
would help with speeding- and would surely have an immense impact on the traffic flow. There is nothing
scenic in seeing stop and go traffic stuck on 2 lanes of road.

Two lanes will in my opinion result in the sure being reserved and enjoyed only by the downtown elite, not
what I consider the job of the national capital commission,it's very 2016.

In the afternoon and evening rush hour, there is a long lineup of cars eastbound, wishing to turn left onto the
Champlain Bridge. Without an extra lane, I suspect you'll have cars backed to at least Woodbine, and
possible Carling. A predictable, reoccurring traffic jam would undermine the very scenic beauty you are
trying to promote. Westbound, there would be similar lineups for the left onto Woodbine. The only way to
avoid the obviously predictable traffic jams would be to widen the two lane road to four, which defeats the
purpose. Other than that, you'd have to prevent cars from using the road at certain times - which simply
would force them to create havoc elsewhere, and deprive commuters of a very pleasant scenic break.

Transit users are being kicked off the roadway with the LRT extension (and burial) . It is really too bad that we
can't showcase transit along the shore, having transit users enjoying the view, making Ottawa more of a
world-class city, rather giving the view to only those that own personal cars. You can tell the NCC vision is
that of a different generation and isn't representational of visions of the future.

blatant NCC focused restructuring of a traffic artery, the end of the parkway alleviates the need to use the
congested highway for a nice scenic route; just make a nicer bike path, that can't be all too hard...

You need to be sure there are lots of public toilet facilities, open year round. They don't need to be fancy,
just functional.

Westboro Beach is underutilised in both proposals. The conservation centre does not seem like it would be
a major attraction, unless combined with a museum or other activities (which could be nice - - much like the
agriculture and food museum). The space should have a number of bar/restaurant/snack bar uses that could
draw people from surrounding neighbourhoods and provide a lively atmosphere. Instead of emphasizing
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Cart anything be done to make it easier to reach Westboro beach from Dominion Station? Please consider
how these plans can help with the SJAM winter trail (2- lane options help separate from roadway! ) .

Boardwalk looks fantastic ! Please build this first.

Thanks for such well thought out plans. I would also hope that a few commercial food courts and recreational
ideas might be incorporated along the Parkway, How about thoughts on a pedal type vehicle that takes four
people (combination of bike and quasi carriage, great for a family outing).

I love the idea of making the parkway 2 lanes only. Please adopt it!

More roads = more traffic . Fewer roads = more use of public transportation = less traffic = better city =
better nation!

-Serious consideration of traffic impact for Gatineau commuters turning left on to Champlain bridge in
evening,

-Deschenes boardwalk = option number one. In my opinion, this is the best addition to the linear park! ! (but
needs to be LINKED,,,)

-Westboro beach redevelopment is long overdue,

-Rochesterfield would best serve mixed-use (commercial, residential, natural)

Prince of Whales bridge was mentioned as a possible, eventual pedestrian connection to Quebec side,

BETTER IDEA; get Gatineau on board, build a new rail bridge, and connect Ottawa's rail transit to Gatineau,

The right-of-way is there; develop some political will (therefore more $$) and give us an integrated rapid
transit network in the National Capital Region, Yes, this is a long-term, multi- jurisdictional challenge but that's
exactly what the NCC should be about. Get the cities and provinces to talk.

keep the four lanes , don't change too much.

Lovely plan so far. This will make a fantastic amenity in Ottawa and become an international waterfront. The
two lanes shows the real dedication towards the concept of a parkway. The boardwalk is an absolutely
fantastic idea, such an interesting amenity and a great passive activity. Great, great plan.

I am 78 years old ! I hope I live long enough to enjoy this marvelous vision come to reality.

Keep public notified and involved painful but result is more engaged public. Lots of negatives on the park &
playground at Lansdowne could have been avoided with some common sense. As with the idea of a
monument to survivors of communism the public didn't want it and didn't want it funded.

If commuter cyclists are moved to the parkway, then lighting needs to be added, (wherever the cyclists
might go).

There is a huge opportunity to highlight the historical/heritage aspects of the river, especially aboriginal
heritage. And I look forward to seeing that as a priority,
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Animation needs to make it a key tourism option as well, with bike and water-craft rentals, excellent signage
and a certain amount of programming.

Parkway needs to be entirely grade separated, including intersections and pedestrian connections.

Please do not give the BIAs any more influence over our city.

The low and mid-density development should be moved to the east end of the site, where it has access to
the LRT station. This takes dev. pressure off the corridor to the river and Richmond Road. Sylvie Lalonde

Waterfront boardwalk
like pier with Deschenes rapids viewing
like concrete pile boardwalk for canoes and kayaks to go under
More washroom facilities along the way in all proposals ! (woman beside me in Rochester scenario group
suggested public art competition to design washroom facilities ! )

-Although NCC doesn't do lighting, suggestions were brought up: solar (low) lighting along paths/boardwalk,
since that walk in shall water and pier area will be popular in day and evening.
- Mud Lake has viewing platforms and boardwalks (floating)

These are great initiatives. The 2 lane options will redefine the parkway as an area for all. I look forward to
seeing the revitalization of the riverfront.

Fire the incompetents who are attempting to impose their ideological agenda (two wheels good, four wheels
bad) on the populace of the National Capital Region.

The Parkway is overloaded as it is and public transit is not a viable replacement for the automobile - - many
of us have physical disabilities, special needs and unpredictable schedules. The climate here is too extreme
to make public transit a realistic option for us -- it is absolutely necessary to expand the Parkway to six or
eight lanes. Any reduction is out of the question.

don't just disagree, so unbelievably disappointed and angry if you reduce from 4 to 2, i cannot state how
strongly i oppose this, love all the plan options .... turned plans i was looking forward to into a source of
negativity ! ! !

Improving any city park is a good thing but don't steal real estate from the parkway (a major road artery for
the city of Ottawa) in order to get it done.

DO NOT REDUCE THE PARKWAY TO 2 LANES IT WILL BE A DISASTER AND CREATE A TRAFFIC NIGHTMARE EVERY
DAY AS COMMUTERS ATTEMPT TO CROSS OVER TO QUEBEC AND BACK,

Don't be elitist with other peoples commute times.

Stop cutting lanes

Build at least one more bridge to connect the west end of Ottawa and Gatineau. Make it a pedestrian bridge.
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ur a cycling Driage, or something that accommodates an types of traffic , AQQ a sea Dus nice Vancouver has.
Maybe a ferry like Dartmouth Halifax has. Something useful please. Aylmer enjoyed an exceptional quality of
life, including nature and bicycle but the NCC has been silent on destruction of this once livable town.

Leave it at 4 lanes

The NCC needs to be realistic . We live in Canada, where winter keeps people indoors for 4-6 months per
year. This is not a biking country and we need to do something that benefits ALL people 12 months per year,
and not the few who are able to bike to their jobs. Please do something meaningful if anything.

Leave it as is or reconfigure to four lanes with curves to reduce speed if that is your end state preference.
The parkway is a vital commuter in a city that lacks proper infrastructure. The Queensway and all other
roadways to downtown are parking lots at the best of times. The pace of light rail will not benefit all citizens
until it is completed. Having light rail that stops at Lincoln fields is to no benefit to residents of the West end.
Kanata, Stittsville and Richmond are growing. These residents need equal efficient access to down town and
what you are proposing is plain WRONG at this time.

Less lanes = less cars, more pedestrians, more cyclists
More lanes = more cars, more congestion (even if you keep adding lanes !), less pedestrians, less cyclists,

less enjoyment!

Need 4 lanes, even with rapid transit Ottawa roadways would not accommodate adequately the volume of
traffic, people traveling to centre of town.

I believe the commute on a 4 lane parkway as an alternative from the main highway is more important than
adding more pedestrian walkways which have already been established along the parkway. As a commuter
who is not always comfortable driving on the 417 in heavy traffic, the 4 lane parkway allows for both a bus
lane and a lane for other drivers to pass if needed. It would be better to increase vigilance on speeders
rather than reduce the number of lanes. Reducing the lanes will only create more traffic on other routes
going east and west. If there was an alternate subway option available stretching from Kanata to down town
that would improve on commuter traffic as well I 'm not sure the current plan for the underground is to
reach as far west as many commuters are coming from.

4 lane commuter path would offer the best of both worlds assuming the path is maintained in the winter
months.

I think that an even wider bike path than what is proposed is needed.

Whenever the multi-use path encounters a road, the path should have priority (i.e., the stop sign should be
on the road not the multi-use path)

Traveling from the west-end to down town is already long enough, reducing lanes and adding too many
connections-access to the river will add time and lessen the enjoyment of the route (I love taking the
Parkway to and from work, it's my zen moment). Forcing people to use a poorly designed public
transportation is a poor argument to want to decrease a city's infrastructure, a city that Is continuously
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expanding. On top of that, there is a proposal to add on-road cycling; this will decrease safety.

I

It doesn't need to be changed

Why spend more money to reduce what is already there? Please maintain the 4 lanes already present and
add wider dedicated bike commuter lanes.

I see this whole approach as somewhat lopsided with much more weight west of Island Park Drive. It

appears that east of Island Park Drive is to remain an expressway for exiting downtown Ottawa and getting
to Aylmer - a place with a huge park, eh? Heh, WE have OUR park HERE, too ! This is OUR park. We need to
get all Canadians to slow down and appreciate it, find calm and peace after their hockey team loses yet
again in their new Lebreton Flats Arena. A park for people to stroll through to find perspective after visiting
the museums in Lebreton Flats or Parliament Buildings. A Park to get people to appreciate one of Canada's
historic canoe routes to the west and north and beyond. The power of the River ! Perhaps, some monuments
or statues can be added at various points in the park as points to draw people to the park, reasons for them
to slow down. Once they're in the park some will appreciate it's other attributes like the Ottawa River, both
it's fast moving rapids and calm bays.

See previous comments.

Again, a name change for the entire park is needed.

The greater congestion, slower/stopped traffic, and the subsequent over- loading of other means of getting
into the city by car will add to cars stopped or idling, causing much greater greenhouse gas emissions. Cars
won't magically disappear by removing roads - it will cause greater congestion in others. The NCC has been
putting more and more stop lights on the highway causing thousands of cars to idle for long periods of time.
To enhance the environment, one area to look at would be to do similar to what was done in Halifax, and
look not at bridges, but at the infrastructure on each side of the bridges to enhance traffic flow on each side.
Halifax managed to reduce wait times, for bridges even with tolls, by 90% through this planning. The Quebec
traffic to an from Ottawa to work in Ottawa will only increase, and a lot of those jobs are in the West End of
Ottawa. This idea will cause gridlock, increase carbon emissions, and reduce the ability of emergency
services to assist people in accidents - a daily occurrence. People will die due to these delays if the lanes
are reduced to 2 lanes.

Encourage cycling and rec activity in this park. Do not put a 4- lane highway beside it if you actually want this
to be a pleasant recreational space.

Revisit the opportunity and look around the world for more inspiration. How can we build a much more user
friendly waterfront with more parks, restaurants, piers, ways to interact with the water features during all
four seasons, etc ...

The pdf is too difficult to navigate and read in detail on screen. I will try to find a paper or display copy.
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i trunk tnat one of tne goals of me bir John A Macdonald Riverfront linear Park should De to provide an
attractive park that is accessible and used all year long. From Spring to Fall, it's already used a lot by
runners, walkers, cyclists, stroller-cisers, roHerbladers etc. However, I think opening up the accessibility of
the river at places like Westboro Beach can get more people paddling on the river and allow them to
explore the river / shoreline in an environmentally friendly way. Finally, I think the success of the Sir John A
Macdonald Winter Trail pilot project shows that having groomed cross-country ski, snowshoe and winter
bike trails presents a tremendous opportunity to increase accessibility and promote healthy and active living
all year long.

In summary, two lanes and a boardwalk are terrific ideas.

There needs to be an improved pedestrian crossing to Dechenes at Woodroffe both East West and North
South
Traffic noise levels need to be reduced to below 40 dBa near Dechenes in order to enjoy the wildlife and a
quiet park environment

*** I submitted comments to the NCC on noise level issue previously but the NCC did not address this issue
in its design

The LRT could be above ground to allow All Canadians to view the parkway when they take a trip to see it.

Absolute horrible idea to have 2 lanes on any part of the parkway. Too many commuters rely and need the
parkway to get to work and at home in the evening. This is a plan that should never have come up. Major
headaches, anxiety and frustration is all that is going to happen if the parkway is going to be 2 lanes.
Parkway needs to be 4 lanes. It's too busy to be 2 lanes, ALso with Quebecers who rely on the parkway,
because it's too long to commute by transit. Absolute horrible idea. Keep the parkway as is. Not touched.

Would like to see on road cycling lanes segregated like Churchill Avenue in Ottawa,

Who 's idea is it to remove perfectly good roads. Fire them.
Oh let me guess locals who pay a fraction of the taxes generated in the area, have the most say.
Of course if your going to remove the roads from where I live and maintain the green space sure, hey put
some ponds in so only I can enjoy, or at least few of us. Oh and make sure the entire city pays for it too !

Once again, the firm which produced the rendering was probably asked to come up with a scheme where 2
lanes of traffic would be removed,,,. Whoever was behind that idea should be FIRED as showing absolute
ZERO understanding of movement of workers in the NCC,

Great Work!

These are good ideas, but only those with leaving the Parkway at 4 lanes are going to be feasible and
realistic.

The proposal shows a willingness to start but very little is being done especially only three locations at least
six or seven required for a good start. Comfort stations are essential!

Better seqreqated bike lanes are necessary.
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Suggest space for community

Improve whatever is possible without reducing the parkway

Not much talk about winter activities/access.
Commuter bikes have to be removed from pedestrian paths. I am a cyclist & a walker (I bike to

to meet friends,

) I KNOW that the trails are heavily used during commute times by cyclists who don't obey
These women have walked this

path
the rules of the road or the laws.
The passages under the parkway are being made extremely dangerous by commuting cyclists
The area around the Westboro beach underpass is a system of pathways : cycle, shared use, pedestrian
AND access to the beach from the parking lot, all merging together. Have you been there when a mother
with a stroller, a toddler & beach gear meets a dog walker meets a trio of walkers meet a cyclist coming
through the underpass at high speed to turn a blind corner and get up the hill?

Please keep the SJAM Winter Trail - it is a wonderful winter activity initiative

Rochester Field proposals are difficult to assess when just seeing the PDF presentation.

I have a 22 inch screen and I have magnified the plans as large as I can and I still cannot read the plans

I would support a 2 lane parkway East of Island Park Drive. It would substantially improve the usability of the
linear park, and the natural environment. To offset commuters ' concerns, more OC Transpo and STO buses
could be allowed to run on the parkway at peak hours.

I am opposed overall to the linear park concept. Please see my comments in the first half of this survey.

Instead, the NCC should focus its resources on solving the commuting problems that are ruining the National
Capital Region and Ottawa in particular.

See above comments. The segregated bike paths are a great idea. I'm on the paths from Aylmer to Kanata 4
or 5 times a week. Segregated paths will make it safer and more enjoyable for everybody. I would not use
bike lanes that are adjacent to live car lanes. Washrooms and water fountains are very important. Don't

forget the older folks (like me). You know when you gotta go, you gotta go. The overall plan looks very
ambitious. I like it a lot. I was born in Ottawa and I've lived here all my life. If the plan comes to fruition, it will
be a wonderful addition to the National Capital, a real showpiece. Thanks.

Your PDF document should be flattened. Get rid of the layers and it'll load much faster.

Overall, far too much time spent on pretties and nonsense, and not enough time spent on content and
information, but I've come to expect that sort of crap from the NCC.

If there 's any possibility of land-swap or other negotiated agreement with the city, it would be incredibly
valuable to keep as open space the grounds over the newly planned LRT station site at 747 Richmond Road.
It's a once- in-a- lifetime opportunity to leverage this unique location that unites the Byron and SJAM Waterfront
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rther apart
- - which is good, too, as a kind of processional between the two parks, but not the immediate unification of
the conjoined parks possible at 747 Richmond.) It would be a dreadful shame if this opportunity were
squandered to shoe-horn in another tower development on this shallow site, but I fear the short-sighted,

cash-strapped city will do so unless they can get a different development site instead.

linear parks, mu a

Overall I am disappointed with the "animation" and lack of green space and reforestation.
Why are we building up infrastructure just to show off our river? We should be reforesting sites to show that
we care about our green space.

Pourquoi ne pas garder la promenade telle quelle, avec 4 voies et des courbes pour empecher la haute
vitesse?

It's hard to tell when it reverts back to 4 lanes, but I can say that at peak commuter times in the evening (3-
5:30pm) traffic is backed up all the way to Kitchissippi with cars trying to turn left across the bridge. This
would be further hampered if it were one lane too far east towards Island Park.

and perhaps do what is done on the Island Park bridge itselfNot sure if 3 lanes can fit in the same space
and have time-of-day passage on the middle lane?
Though I love the idea of 2 lanes {and for most of the parkway between Carling and Island Park traffic isn't
really an issue, especially once buses are done), I worry about it becoming too congested as commuters
head back across the bridge in the evening. I suspect Carling ave has a similar challenge at its end in the
morning, though we don't go any farther than Woodroffe so I couldn't say with any certainty whether that is
the case. We can't lose sight of the fact that although LRT may change some Ontario commuter habits, there
are many from the Quebec side who won't be affected by LRT and will continue to commute. There are also
those who come from Ontario to Quebec (such as Aylmer, Hull) that won't change their driving habits either.
This portion of the parkway is heavily used by them and thus should be kept in mind when reducing lanes
etc .

Do you have any projections of how many people would attend a conservation centre? I see no need for this
kind of major intervention, and certainly not for a multi-use government programmed facility.

Where is the public parking? Along City of Ottawa neighbourhood streets ? If you build big facilities and
expect to draw people, where will they park? How will they get there? Do you really think more people will
go to all these attractions along river if there is nowhere to park?

Overall: most of our lives are filed with information and interpretation. I go to the Ottawa River in order to
block this out. Consider the value of blocking out the constant barrage of analysis we now receive. And
consider the real need to interpret anything along the River. There is great value in peace, nature, and
leaving things as they are. We are losing places where we can experience this.

Psychologists have warned us of nature deficit disorder. Kiosks, interpretation centres, wayfinding stations,

boardwalks, etc . will simply further remove us from the opportunity to experience nature as it is.
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Please do not proceed with this concept. Leave the riverfront as it is.

The number of lanes should NOT be reduced. Less lanes will create huge tie-ups and frustration for those
who wish to pass by dawdlers. The traffic needs to keep flowing. Don't go backwards by reducing lanes.

Let the taxpayers vote on the design for the park. However, whatever design is chosen, do not reduce the 4
lanes to 2 lanes, Ottawa needs all the roadways it can get or keep. We may need these lanes for commuting.

it would be great to open the railway bridge at Bayview as a pedestrian/cycle/ winter ski bridge joining multi-
use pathways on the two sides of the river.

il faudra vraiment etre ingenieux afin de ne pas empirer la situation deja lourde concernant la circulation a
cet endroit.

Pedestrian bridges to the waterway would work better than cross walks.

Natural areas, wild flowers, trees

FULL SEPARATION OF PEDESTRIAN, CYCLING PATHS AND ROADWAYS,

i wish this presentation was set up somewhere that I could go visit it, I missed the meeting but the slides are
not easy to follow or interpret without audio.
Thanks for taking feedback regardless !

Maintaining or reducing the current four- lane Parkway is a horrible idea. The Parkway is a vital route to enter
downtown from the west end and from Quebec, The Parkway needs to see its lanes at least doubled and the
speed increased to at least 80 km/h, not decreased.

widen bike path by a meter ! that should do it,,, in congestion areas, widen it a bit more.

Again, these submissions should be presented in different malls in the city (not only in one place that is hard
to go). It is very hard to see online what it looks like. For the very short time that the area will be used in
summer time, the cost could be too much. The Parkway is a major route to
go to work, people are using cars to go to work. They are coming from the west end of Ottawa and Quebec
to go to work morning and after work.

Unless the Kanata/Gatineau traffic can be rerouted, making the SJAM parkway 2-3 lanes will still be disastrous
causing traffic jams 8-10 am and 3-6 pm. Traffic lights on this road will make matter worse. However the
additional green space is needed, NO BOARDWALK OF ANY KIND,

Concept Mud Lake/ Station Cleary/Pre Rochester: cyclists versus cars, four seasons park
Station Dominion: presdive issue

I would support any improvements to allow people to enjoy the natural beauty of the river and shore while
preserving them - I believe the waterfront is a priceless gem, thanks to the foresight and determination of
the planners in creating the Parkway and paths. The proposal to eliminate one carriageway of the Parkway
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would clearly enhance that natural amenity, as might boardwalks in addition to that proposed for the
Deschenes sector. But I believe the larger buildings proposed for Westboro Beach and Rochester Field
would detract from the natural amenity, and 1 believe those areas can accommodate many more visitors
without such additions. Thanks for the opportunity to comment.

Car parking should be on the sides of the parkway - as in normal streets - the parkway should not be
managed as a highway.

Consultation - Please do not have large numbers of people in small, poorly ventilated rooms - with the door
shut. Thanks i)

No presentation about how the LRT stations connect with the parkway - disappointing.

Need more cafes /pubs/ food trucks !

-Like the idea of more crossings,

-Like the idea of separate paths for walkers and bikers
-Like the ideas of layways for cars to stop for a little lookout, or a picnic .
-Like the idea of more cafes and pubs,

-Would bring out of town guests here if there was place to get a drink or snack or enjoy a meal, including
breakfast.

The animated (built) areas hinge on how the lease operators are handled. The Dow 's Lake Pavillion is a prime
example of a public building (NCC) on public land (Parks ) which which was once a public facility, but over the
years has morphed into private business - customer access instead of public access, a terrible example to
avoid.

Would like to see landscape plans to include additions of native wildflowers, trees are great but wild flowers
moving in is very important for supporting our pollenators (bees and birds)

Current width of bikepaths is too narrow given the increase in use.
Reforestation is a great idea!

Re Rochester Field, wud like to see option (Dl) that combines water feature /playground with option (3)

focussing building nearer to Richmond road.

For water feature/play area: take a look at what Sydney Australia did at Darling Harboror. = state of the ARG

An amazing example of urban waterscape preserving geese poop and flotsam for future generations of
greenhouse flooded urbanites.

if ocean levels rise these plans need revisions.

My priority is to see as much segregation between cycling and pedestrian pathways to encourage family use
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of pathways. Currently, bike traffic makes the pathways feel unsafe for families with young children and/or
pets.

Rochester field has had reduced maintenance in the last 5 years making it a very difficultly usable space. A
cheap solution would be to cut the grass in a wider section to make a playable surface for children, dogs
and adults wishing to fly a kite or school students to partake in sports. Considering the resistance by the Ncc
to make this space enjoyable rather than a field of weeds in the past, makes it hard to believe the costly
elaborate unnatural proposals { fountains, hardscapes, buildings) with heavy manmade structures , if cutting
the field 10 times per year instead of 2 or 3 is not feasible than don't cut at all to let nature truly take its
course and let trees grow.
2. Did not see a path to let all the residents who cross rochesterfield to get to the dominion bus station or
future light rail

Sledding and cross-country skiing are great activities that sould be encouraged.

I do worry about the residential development on Rochester Field - High rise condos, towers on the east end
will ruin anything you put on the east. The traffic alone will create chaos - i.e. Minto 24 Stories, Arnica already
an example.

Putting bike lanes on the shoulders of car lanes is not family- friendly - will discourage this use.

Proposal to reduce parkway from 4 to 2 lanes will be controversial as this will overburden the remaining road
infrastructure (i.e. Richmond Road, Carling Ave., and Queensway)

Make all of these changes at the same time as the WLRT construction.

Provide winter maintenance of some parking lots to really make it 4 season use.

I appreciate having the opportunity to provide input at this early stage and hope that other opportunities will
be presented as the plans are developed in a more detailed manner. I feel very strongly that whatever is
done needs to ensure that Ottawa's unique natural beauty is protected and enhanced. Allowing higher traffic
volumes and inappropriate densification would be a tragic mistake which so many other cities have
discovered the hard way. This is a unique opportunity to
do the right thing and thereby to strengthen Ottawa's uniqueness and comparative advantage.

Wide open access from Richmond Road.

Maintain/improve access to the river from neighbourhoods south of the parkway. Improve cycling paths
along the river, rather than create cycling lanes on the parkway. Do not reduce the parkway to 2 lanes west
of Island Park Drive, which will push traffic onto Richmond Road/Wellington/Scott Street and then Island Park
Drive to get onto the Champlain Bridge and the parkway leading downtown. Westboro is already congested
with traffic, and we cannot get out of our neighbourhood when traffic is backed up along Island Park Drive for
the Champlain Bridge.
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So glad to see new proposed beach structures at Westboro Beach to replace the horribly inappropriate
concrete silos. The existing patio is a gem - hope the proposed terrace makes it into the plans.

Really appreciate the separation of peds/cyclists because it's such a busy cycling corridor.

Love the boardwalk idea - preferably on pilons, not floating.

Note - currently need lighting improvements for underpass under parkway at Westboro Beach.

Be bold, let's celebrate the River ! Thank you!

As I said, another traffic light to allow pedestrians to cross Mac Donald in the prolongation of Fraser avenue

As a cyclist, I wouldn't use bike lanes on a road if there was another option. The further away I am from cars,

the safer I am. I really like the multi-use pathways.

You guys have done a lot of good work, thanks.

But keep Rochester Field for everyone. Once you give it away it's gone forever.

I agree with anything that is 4 lanes, 2 lanes is not an option.
As I indicated early my priority is to get to work so that I can pay the bills .
Most people do drive 10k to 20k over the limit, but this is on every street in the city.
To signal out the Parkway shows desperation.
Is there statistics indicating that there are many accidents on the Parkway?

see previous comments re traffic calming on the proposed 2 lane roadway above the LRT

Transit, pedestrian and cyclist usage are far more important than automobiles. Let's minimize the impact of
vehicles upon what is left of one of Ottawa's more natural environments. TY,

Wider bike lanes would be beneficial to allow faster and slower riders in the same direction to safely co-
exist. The bike lanes can get busy during commute times.

leave it the way it is now

I'm strongly supportive of a two- lane Parkway. I'm a resident who lives at the western end of the Parkway and
uses it for commuting, cycling, running and walking. However, I believe conservation and recreational use of
parkway lands should take precidence over commuting, and the train will further contribute to this .
These plans are visionary and I look forward to seeing them come to fruition.

A 2- lane highway along the parkway is my minimum expectation (i.e. I expect a maximum of 2 car lanes).
Consider making the highway discontinuous to deter through car traffic.
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Hard to tell what's best here as presentation is hard to read

i think there is quite the sales job ahead for the two lane option, a worthwhile job none the less. Nudges to
active/public transport are necessary and this project seems very well positioned to help bring Ottawa &
Canada into a more active/sustainable future. Small nudges add up to big change.

I like the idea for Rochester Field and the walkway out over the water.
Andy Hayden Park, Britannia Park, Mud Lake, Westboro Beach, and Remic Rapids areas
are fine just as they are as they've been improved over the years.

Please do the repaving suggested earlier.

Keep the parkway at 4 lanes to ease traffic congestion in the city.

I see nothing to accommodate wildlife movement from the river and its shore. Using the principles of road
ecology, these passages have to be baked into the design from the start.

I see nothing about storm sewer outlets. They are not identified. There is an opportunity to build in some
citizen science around them -- monitoring quality, etc . Getting to know what we release into the River is part

of becoming more familiar with the River too !

I was unable to attend your workshop and commend you for the design of this survey in conjunction with the
slides. A job well done.

I was unable to access Scenarios 2A & 2B but I favour 4 lanes from downtown to Island Park and 2 lanes
westward. I would also like to see the parkway moved as far south as possible to enlarge the riverfront
area. At the same time, noise barriers should be erected to reduce the noise to the adjacent communities.

We need more green spaces.

As an element of much-need progress in integrating traffic planning across the Ottawa River, ensure that the
approaches to the Champlain Bridge are such that traffic can flow smoothly onto and off of the bridge and
beyond. There is currently much congestion at both ends. Some of it may be symptomatic of the asymmetry
in traffic planning between Ottawa and Gatineau with respect to cross-bridge traffic. Although Quebec has
built substantial approaches to at least the Macdonald-Cartier Bridge, if not yet the others, Ottawa
consistently funnels off-bridge traffic into relatively narrow and congested traffic networks.

Encouraging at least pedestrian and bicycle traffic across the Prince of Wales Bridge would help.
Nevertheless, it would also seem to be an ideal means of connecting Ottawa's light rail with Gatineau's
Rapibus.

Segregated cycling and walking lanes should continue beyond the areas discussed in this program. I think
the costs would be minimal in the big picture to continue separated paths as far as Andrew Haydon park.
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further west closer to the areas surrounding britania beach

Consider what has been built, who uses it and how they use it.
Consider what the population growth will be, where people will live and what their needs will be.
Will the LRT be using the parkway as a corridor to commute to downtown?
Do buses use the parkway? How many, how frequently?
Will Quebec residents continue to use the Champlain Bridge and parkway to commute to work?
How many people drive vs bike on the parkway? Will this go away? Is there a viable alternative?
Instead of pie in the sky pathways that can only be accessed for five months of the year, why not consider
real life applications that work in a metro area. Is it really in the river's best interest to draw more people
there? Come on people, THINK,

As a commuter from the west end of Ottawa who uses the parkway, I am very concerned about lane
reduction. The parkway is a vital corridor for commuters and diverts many cars off the over congested
Queensway, Cyclists and pedestrians already have dedicated pathways alongside the parkway. Reducing
lanes for vehicles will cause traffic havoc- -particularly at bridge intersections, and is completely
unnecessary. The area is scenic and lovely as is . Do NOT reduce the lanes for motorists ! ! !

2 lanes is the way to go ! This linear parkway could be a great space for people to relax, if only there was
less vehicle noise.

Respect existing landowners

Reducing the parkway to two lanes is a bad idea that will only add to the city's commuter problems. There is
no escaping the simple fact that we live in a city that is under snow for up to 40% of the year, and we need
to adjust our solutions to the climate instead of hoping that the climate will adjust to the solution.

If you want this linear park idea to work you need to reduce the traffic by going to 2 lanes. It will slow down
the traffic, reduce noise, and make the park more appealing. Please don't overbuild at Westboro Beach ,

Thank you.

The thought of reducing traffic lanes is a terrible idea.
Bringing more people to the shore lines means we need more public washrooms which are expensive and
over priced and the city seems to keep these doors locked and unaccessible whenever I'm at a city park,,

those bathroom huts have terrible hours. It's just a waste of everyones money but your own interest,
#makeWorkprojects. Bringing more people to the shore will affect animal habitats , I would rather you
maintain the paths that are there and plant more trees across the city as a whole. And look into reducing
traffic coming over from Quebec, Their cars are an eyesore at rush hour. Imagine what the traffic will
become when you take away a lane. Who thinks of these things?? I wonder if you live in Ottawa?

Leave the Parkway 4 lanes, the city is growing, new roads are not being built and we need the 4 lanes,

Wideninn the nark will not result in more use/visits and furninn the other 2 lanes into a hikenath is
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nonsensical as we live in a city where the weather makes cycling an impractical form of transportation for 6
months of the year.

I like the idea of segregating pedestrian and cycling pathways. This should placate both cyclists and
pedestrians. This will give people better access to the river while moving at their own pace. But this only
requires the NCC to add another pathway. Why even float the idea of eliminating one of the top three busiest
east-west commuter routes (next to the Queensway and Carling) in the city?

The west end parkway is used by daily commuters and reducing it to 2 lanes would cause unbelievable
traffic congestion.

we have lots of green space and parks in this city. What we don't have is roads - we are one of the most
congested cities in Canada, Reducing to 2 lanes, will make things worse. Realistically, given that most of the
year it's winter here, it will make more sense to accommodate year round commuters, than 3 months a year,
cyclists. Most of these cyclists, go to work every day, and cycle on weekend only. No point to reduce lanes
for that.
Whichever plan is chosen, it has to be one that includes 4 lanes.

Ne reduisez surtout pas I'acces aux automobiles a I'Ouest du Pont Champlain, C 'est de la folie furieuse avec
la densite de la circulation actuelle, voire celle a venir dans les 10 prochaines annees.

We must keep 4 lanes to ensure a successful commuting experience.

Observation: A light would be required at revamped Woodroffe Exit to allow west-bound traffic to exit the
Parkway, Currently, there is a break in the median and turning lane for vehicles proceeding south on
Woodroffe from the Parkway,

I live in the area near Deschenes and Woodroffe is the ONLY exit between Island Park and Lincoln Fields,

Both options separate the cyclists from the peds,

Sure do not want the two lane option, although I am an avid cyclists,am a motorist
also, as far as straightening parts of the parkway, with the 4 lane option
that is plus for cyclist, less glare at night from the headlights of cars.

Please do not reduce the traffic lanes to less than the four we currently have. Reducing the lanes will
significantly impede rush hour commute and in fact prevent access to the new attractions of the concept.
Additionally, reducing the lanes will only serve to increase traffic on the 417 which is already heavy at best.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.

There should be NO lane reductions on the parkway.

KEEP 4 Lanes like we have now! ! Please ! ! ! If anything, create an additional third lane both directions to
facilitate merging on and off the parkway to visit the beautiful greenspace.
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Control development. No commercial use this is our parkland. We need more park with useable space not
shops in the neighbourhood.

Have courage and support the two lane option despite car-centric opposition. Do not be afraid to make the
right decision.

i really don't have an opinion other than keeping the current parkway 4 lanes for vehicles for the entire
length of the road.

it just seems that there 's a lot of 'subtle ' suggestions for eliminating a two way parkway that works just fine.
In my daily commute I never feel like it's overly congested, nor do I think I'd feel that if all of these parkway
features would be added. The wording like easily accommodates for 2 lane scenarios and major
infrastructure changes for the 4 lane seem a bit contrived - it will be major either way, with a possible case
for the 2 lane being even more "major". All of this is due to walking, runners, and cyclists not being able to
co-exist with simple widening of what's already there? Not to mention the slow trickle east to west in cars
and even slower trickle of the 417 with cars heading that way due to bumper to bumper slower speeds on
parkway road. I could also see a number of cars going into the other lane trying to pass cars creating a
much more dangerous parkway, especially at night time with all these added safety curves.

Please continue with the courage to do the right thing to improve access to the river and the quality of the
experience at the river. Thank you.

A 2 lane parkway will not carry sufficient traffic and result in backups and frustration the very thing you wish
to avoid on a parkway, whose initial purpose is to provide visual serenity, not just at lookout points
I liked your presentation nice job !

We do live in Ottawa. The weather here restricts the use of bikes 4-6 months of the year. Let's not be
ridiculous and restrict the flow of traffic that allows families to move around safely and in a somewhat timely
fashion in favour of an individual mode of transportation that few in comparison use as a main mode of
conveyance.

make it nice spending as little as possible as you will be spending borrowed money,

the country is 620 billion in debt.
4 lanes are needed

Complete waste of tax payers money and destroying a neighbourhood that it fine the way it is.
Your money would be better spent on other neighbourhoods like hintonburg that is a dump, or closer to
Parkdae ave and the parkway. Or Brittannia Parkthat is packed in the summer..

how can it be used in winter- ski trails ? or kick sled trails ?

Please please ensure that four-season uses are incorporated into the planning of this park. The ski trail pilot
this winter was a stroke of genius, and I enjoyed it tremendously. It was a fantastic addition to Ottawa 's
existing culture of celebrating outdoor winter activity, and opens up a new area of the City to those who wish
to explore on skis or snowshoes.
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Thanks for your consideration!

you could add a bike pumping station somewhere along the path

Please work with the City to time these projects with LRI construction and the opening of the LRT stations ! It's
about time we see positive cooperation between the City and NCC. I'm impressed with these proposals -
please show us that the NCC can deliver ! Thank you.

Underpasses/ pedestrian bridges in Rochester Field and other key access ways to the river would increase
safety and reduce interruptions to the flow of commuter traffic.

For Westboro Beach, please consider the impacts of increased demand for parking on the adjacent
residential areas. For example, a lot of parking for the beach currently happens on Kirchoffer Ave., which can
be turned into a parking lot on busy beach days. My concern is that demand for parking will increase in this
area, especially if an event lawn is built. Please consider additional parking close to the beach and look into
promoting cycling. There is definitely inadequate parking for an event lawn.

this should really be about improving the wilderness/the river and park lands, not about increasing building
infrastructure; am supportive of 4-season use but discrete storage, not about bug building; keep it "wild " {I
mean as a wilderness, do not make it easier/more comfortable for the illegal activities

fix pdf so people can answer survey

Patrol, educate and ticket. Speed and aggressive driving is an Ottawa citywide problem not a scenic parkway
problem. There should be a focused campaign "Take your foot off the gas " to help Ottawa drivers cope with
the crappy road system and poor public transit alternative.

The Westboro beach front and facility changes are acceptable and are needed now.

Who developed this questionnaire? It coaches everything into the roadway.

Have one lane of traffic & do not move it so far south as it will cause noise, pollution, unsightly & impair value
& enjoyment for existing residents.

Congratulations. Lots of good ideas. Basically I would like to see all options that maximize the natural green
spaces, discourage commuter traffic and invite an inclusive use of the area - i.e., children, seniors, bicycles,

organized sports, concerts, relaxation and appreciation of the natural beauty. We have plenty of other spots
in the city for condo and retail development so, aside from some amenities like eating, avoid a lot of
structures , (see Rochester Field comments). Lots of benches, picnic spots, garbage containers, washrooms,

drinking fountains along the way. What about something for dog owners?

Look forward to see any revised proposals.

I commend the NCC for taking a proactive approach to enrich the Ottawa River corridor along the current Sir

John A Macdonald Parkway with a focus on enhancing the natural areas and increasing public access to one
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of the key natural heritage features of the region, The Ottawa River. 1 have reviewed the NCCs concept
proposals presented in SJMRLPP and would like to outline my priorities.

• Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.
• Reduce animation intensity near residential zones and green space. Focus animation intensity closer to
downtown where more people are located and where relatively large human footprint already exists.
• Focus enhancement activities to increase and restore green space and maximize water quality of the river
throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park.

Specifically 1 would highlight the following key points related to the enhancement of natural heritage features,

public engagement with the river and community health and safety in the Westboro Beach and Atlantis
Woods areas associated with Westboro Beach and Atlantis Woods Scenarios 1A/B and 2A/B detailed in the

SJMRLPP,

• I do not support the proposal presented in all four concepts for the development of a Conservation Center
and additional parking in the former Atlantis Maintenance Yard which increases animation intensity in close
proximity to residential zones. My position is that the NCC implement the recommendations in the
"Demolition of two buildings at 234 Atlantis Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario" (CEA Registry 09- 01-49914, NCC CP220-

1124) which include the removal of the existing infrastructure, site remediation, revegetation and
enhancement of the area to reinstate green space, natural habitat and ecosystem services.

• I am supportive of the improvements to infrastructure on the riverside of the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway
at Westboro Beach and encourage a continued focus on animation intensity with low impact on the river
through a remodeled beach area, improved sustainable water access and enhanced river water quality in a
way the allows the public to enjoy the beach area with minimal impact on the residential area.

• I prioritize the stabilization and augmentation of existing natural features which compliments the existing
tree cover along the non river side of the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway to form part of the recognized
Important Bird Area (IBA) along the river. Increasing the density of trees and other vegetation ecosystems

services provided by the green space would improve air quality, storm water and erosion abatement and
visual and noise attenuation from traffic and activities resulting from increased animation intensity on the
waterfront.
• I am supportive of four season use of the area, particularly the expansion of the SJMPW groomed ski trail
program and provision of appropriately sized and sighted storage areas for the seasonal equipment used
for the ski trails and community association activities.

• 1 encourage designs that prioritize public safely by ensuring that any development seeks to reduce after-
hours illegal activities that are currently epidemic in the area, particularly in the vicinities of the Atlantis Yard,

Lanark Parking Area and the Beach Pavilion.

As a Key Stakeholder to the Westboro Beach and Atlantis Woods Scenarios of the SJMRLPP I thank the NCC
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for taking my input into account. I am keen to see the revised proposal that incorporates these important
factors and look forward to working closely with the NCC as this exciting project moves forward.

Thank you,

The only way a 2 lane option is reasonable would be if the entire length of the parkway were made 2 lanes.
That would require there to be a real alternative route/or transit in place. Obviously that has not been
considered due to Quebec traffic going downtown. If scenic only use of the parkway is the desired end
state, this option should also be considered.

This is my second time doing this questionnaire: another idea beyond all these plans is to have a theme for
the park at Rochester Fields above and beyond just being another park and pleasant place ... perhaps have a
particular monument or memorial. Make the parkways like the Washington Mall where there are various sites
on route and this is one site to see. I believe there needs to be some reason to have a new park, some
ideas for a theme: (a) a location for a monument to some important event or person - there are lots of
groups that want particular monuments such as the one last year for in front of Supreme Court, eh? (b)

displays of art, flowers, landscaping, etc. celebrating wellness and wellbeing - modern themes underlying
positive psychology and optimism (c) a park celebrating the first explorers of the Ottawa valley and the
voyageurs of old - with monuments and landscaping showing how it was, what vegetation was growing then
(d) a park celebrating fitness and appreciation of the outdoors with monuments to important athletes from
Ottawa and Canada's past. The basic idea: there needs to be something to draw people to this park,

something that makes it unique

Moving cycling lanes to the shoulders of traffic lanes carrying cars is a retrograde step. Families that use the
current bike path will not shift to these proposed bike lanes.

Focus public activities on the river side of the parkway, away from residential zones.

Reduce animation intensity near residential zones and green space. Focus animation intensity closer to
downtown where more people are located and where relatively large human footprint already exists.

Focus enhancement activities to increase and restore green space and maximize water quality of the river
throughout the Sir John A Macdonald Linear Park.

I do not support the proposal presented in all four concepts for the development of a Conservation Center
and additional parking in the former Atlantis Maintenance Yard which increases animation intensity in close
proximity to residential zones. My position is that the NCC implement the recommendations in the
"Demolition of two buildings at 234 Atlantis Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario" (CEA Registry 09-01-49914, NCC CP220-
1124) which include the removal of the existing infrastructure, site remediation, revegetation and
enhancement of the area to reinstate green space, natural habitat and ecosystem services.
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I am supportive of the improvements to infrastructure on the river side of the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway
at Westboro Beach and encourage a continued focus on animation intensity with low impact on the river
through a remodeled beach area, improved sustainable water access and enhanced river water quality in a
way the allows the public to enjoy the beach area with minimal impact on the residential area.

I prioritize the stabilization and augmentation of existing natural features which compliments the existing
tree cover along the non river side of the Sir John A Macdonald Parkway to form part of the recognized
Important Bird Area (IBA) along the river. Increasing the density of trees and other vegetation ecosystems

services provided by the green space would improve air quality, storm water and erosion abatement and
visual and noise attenuation from traffic and activities resulting from increased animation intensity on the
waterfront.

I am supportive of four season use of the area, particularly the expansion of the SJMPW groomed ski trail
program and provision of appropriately sized and sighted storage areas for the seasonal equipment used
for the ski trails and community association activities.

I encourage designs that prioritize public safely by ensuring that any development seeks to reduce after-
hours illegal activities that are currently epidemic in the area, particularly in the vicinities of the Atlantis Yard,

Lanark Parking Area and the Beach Pavilion,

Respect the natural flora. Keep edge of water accessible not banked up with riprap. Keep sand beach as
large as possible. Especially if attracting more people. Provide shade but not big structures. Keep the
willows ! ! ! Also dont detroy remnants of old mill/logging days stuff to the east of the beach beliw the current
parking lot.

Traffic needs to be slowed down.

I think you have gone too far with details of the options. It is too early for this. I wonder why you spent time
and money on such details. Public relations ?

First decide re, number of lanes and the residential presence on Rochester Field, These are the critical
issues. Once you win with the city, then there will be time for the details.

I think the reduction of lanes is a good idea.
But beyond that, these proposals are seriously lacking in the environmental arena, NCC should show federal
leadership and RESTORE more green space. We need green space protection not infrastructure
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development.

Would it be possible to plow the main pathway along the parkway in the spring? The paths remain covered in
snow and ice long after spring weather has arrived. A single plowing would provide a few extra weeks every
year that people could walk or bike here.

Please see earlier comments.

The level of intensity proposed with the introduction of the new animated spaces is too high for the
neighbourhood. This is not Lebreton Flats where the residential spaces are being developed in harmony and
in parallel with the other uses in mind. An event lawn a city block from peoples ' homes does not provide an
adequate balance of "serene spaces". In addition, the conservation centre is a poor substitute for actual
wild, green spaces in an urban setting where people can see wildlife, walk through a local mini-forest and
the local ecosystem can be protected. We already have a Museum of Nature in Ottawa. Why not work with
the existing organization to develop animation programs that help protect and build the urban wild green
space on the river. An additional conservation centre is a poor use of public funds and builds over the
ecosystem it is supposed to protect.

Would like to avoid additional car traffic from Westboro Beach residential area to the Conservation Centre.
Parking should only be accessed from Parkway.

Consider reducing the 4- lane highway to 2 lanes though the whole Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway. It is a
beautiful riverfront and should not be used as a highway. Develop a long term plan to re-route the traffic into
downtown.

I am supportive of improvements to infrastructure on the river side of the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway at
Westboro Beach. (I am not supportive of improvements to infrastructure in the residential neighbourhood as
it will bring increased traffic.) The four season use of the area has also been a positive step.

The NCC failure to include a 4th option re Rochester Field is unacceptable. It may not be an option the NCC
likes but if so, it is up to the NCC to say why and to ask stakeholders whether they agree or not. The sale of
scarce urban public green space in the inner core to private developers merits a genuine discussion. The
NCC should be leading this discussion, not hiding from it.

What the NCC has done fails to respect the Liberal Govt's commitment to open, transparent, evidence-based
decision-making.

The whole idea of their developement of Rochester Fields smells . Grandiose ideas they won't be able to
fulfill.

I prefer a plan that encourages multiple uses of the linear park in the safest configuration.
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I reaaly would like to see the pedestrian /cycle access points to the river be safe over- passes vs level
crossings with lights since better for the pedestrisn/cyclist and the motorist both - better to spend extra $
on safe efficient crossings.

Woulf love to see some way to highlight the paleozoic fossils of the area which are prevalent in the geologic
exposures along Ottawa river eithet interprstive signposts if expisures are kept in situ (e.g. Exposure of
stromatolite beds) or displayed ad representative rock slabs showing characteristic ordovician fossils of the
area (will find when digging tunnel for LRJ) in the various parks veing developed

Perhaps a traffic circle would reduce the congestion at peak times to cross the Island park bridge
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HISTORICAL THREADS
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Landscape reinstatement south of the parkway
Infrastructure, services, preliminary grading north of
the parkway and at Rochester Field

JCrossing at Rochester Field

•Final landscaping (Rochester Field)
Revegetation and pathway improvements north of the
parkway

•Shoreline restoration/stabilization m
23/151Wl&l&m
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What is the Narrative, the Themes?
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NEXT STEPS

Overall Park Theme and Sub-Themes
Potential Consultation Public

Approval by Board of Directors

Mardi S- i

May-June 2017
Summer 2017
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Draft SJAM Riverfront Park Plan
Informal Meeting with PCH (Janik Cazabon, Melissa Adams, Kerrie Rodier, Richard Palmer)

Note to File
19 Oct 2017, lOh-12h, NCC

Observations by PC Staff -

The story of expropriations of communities in the 1950s and 1960s is important part of
the area history for communication and interpretation purposes.
Plan should identify a proportion (percentage) of total park budget for interpretation
and public art.
The plan should identify commemoration sites.
Does the plan identify cultural assets?
Mud Lake history?
The plan should endeavor to identify messages for each sector.
PCH will identify and define interpretative plan for the park including key themes in
cooperation with NCC.
Thematic Framework - national and local.
Plan should identify areas suitable for programming.
Re there resources that are more suitable for interpretation?
Public Art is part of interpretation.
Plan should not be prescriptive on interpretation - should read "explore opportunities
for interpretation of .... ".
Interpretative plan for complete 9 km park and by sector.
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•Architecture•Mandate
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•Partners

DesignVisioh* vision and Concept
* Program & Uses
* Design Guidelines
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The SJAM riverfront park plan is a mostly a strategic plan with guidelines for
actions.

The purpose of the plan is to provide a Framework that will provide strategies and
guidelines to develop as we move forward detailed plans for each sector.

L'objectif du plan est done de fournir un cadre qui permettra de developper par la
suite des plans detailles pour chacun des secteurs.

Although in the past year or so, we have been showing you detailed plans like the last
picture of Rochester Field that you see on this slide, the 9km park is at a higher level.

This slide is to show where and what this plan is all about - the 2.4km stretch was
exceptionally advanced due to the WLRT agreement and the requirements that the
City needs in their timeline.

Many ways to write a plan- the Planning team got good guidance from Mike, as
well as with Hughes's plan, ACPDR,and the CEO 's preferences. So this plan is very
similar to the Anacostia model.
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We have 3 copies so you can have a quick peek in it - before circulating the draft
plan, the team wanted to explain how the plan is structured

by the end of the day, you will be getting a link to access the document for our
review.

The first 4 chapters we have discussed in the past 2 years so I will glance very quickly
on these today and we will give you an overview of the remaining chapters (5

3
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The vision hasn't changed -

5
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The concept that you saw in the past 2 years will be replaced with a diagram or
sketch that will be representative of the roles
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You will recall that we had 4 pillars supporting the Vision.
These pillars have now evolved to a Role - to be consistent with Hughes shoreline
plan

7
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• Highlights the identity and preservation of the cultural heritage.
• Showcase and convey the story of the historic importance of the River and

the people who occupied this region from 8000 years ago to this day
• Integrate public art and commemorations to communicate a sense of

place and legacy,

4.1Cultural and Heritage Elements: Reflect the past, present and
future cultural significance of the Capital Riverfront
4.2 Events and Programs: Create spaces to host social events and
programmed activities.
4.3 Interactive Thematic Elements: Provide opportunities to learn,
interact, and participate in the richness of the riverfront.

10
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Events andiProgramming (5
1

• Programmable Event Spaces
• Un-Programmed Riverfront Green

Space
• Passive Butter Zones

Spontaneous Public Uses
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This Plan is a product of a great team effort -many thanks to
Arto and Pat as well as Patrick and Stephanie. But I also want to
that your staff for their valuable input in their busy schedule.

With their comments, with those of the stakeholders, this draft
plan is now 80% complete-and is a work in progress

Arto and I will be presenting a quick overview of the background,
the type of plan, its structure and the next steps.

The draft plan will be presented for information and for
comments to the Board of Directors in January.

The draft Plan will also be posted online for public review in
January for their input.
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e\Offer public access and
new connections for
Canadians to discover the
shore!ines and C/ffdi
waterways”

She e Initiatives

It is now one of the milestone project in the PFCC.

The study area shown here in pink covers all the Sir John A.
Macdonald Linear Park which is NILM lands. The park is
approximately 9km from Lebreton to Mud Lake and comprises
220 hectares.

This project is also one of the PFCC milestone project.

The Berge du nord shown in yellow is a similar shoreline project
on the Quebec side (this project was presented to the Committee
earlier this morning). Both SJAM and Berge du nord are
consistent with the NCC Corporate priorities.
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This Plan builds on the PFCC and the Urban Lands Master Plan.
The purpose of the plan is to provide a Framework that will
provide strategies and guidelines to develop as we move forward
detailed plans for each sector.

50 year vision Plan (some actions will be implemented in 5 years
others may be in 30 years)

Although in the past year or so, we have been showing you
detailed plans like the last picture of Rochester Field that you see
on this slide, the 9km park is at a higher level.

the 2.4km stretch was exceptionally advanced due to the WLRT
agreement and the requirements that the City needs in their
timeline.
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% 1

Improve areas of public access to the River
Make the riverfront a key Capital attraction and destination
Recreational and cultural facilities for the Capital
Communicate the heritage aspect of the river and the people
Enhance natural areas and restore terrestrial and aquatic
habitats
Support year round recreation for all users
Encourage active and healthy mobility

ifiUmii:
W0W0m.mmmm

111mi*ill
SI

•4

We had 3 public and stakeholder consultation

Strong key points:
• Concern about the parkway is barrier
• suggestions of more crossing to access the park safely
• NCC pathway are becoming more and more popular and

they requested segregation of pathways
• More public facilities-water fountain, washroom
• Heritage aspect is important

• We also met with the Chief and Council of the Algonquin's of
Quebec and Ontario

• they are very interested and will continue dialogue on this
Plan, on how to tell their stories in this park.

5
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This slide shows how we progressed with the Plan

The planning process started with research done by Queens
students. The NCC also reviewed exisiting NCC reports and
studies done over the years.

Input received from this research as well as the consultation input
helped us SHAPE every steps of this Plan- it is an inclusive
planning process and we are now in the final stretch.

These steps also illustrate how the plan is structured- Table of
Content

6
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This is the vision that was established during this planning
process.
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The vision is supported by 4 Roles

You will notice in the Plan that each role has an ICON with a
specific color to help reading of the Plan.

To make it easy to read and follow

8
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At high level, those 4 roles are illustrated on a concept

Environment shown in Green (which includes the ecological
areas, the wetlands, woodland habitat, prairie habitat, etc.)

Waterfront experience shown in Blue: represents the 7 activity
nodes of different intensities as placemaking,water interactions,
waterfront diversity (boardwalk, boat launches, lookouts)

Culture shown Red: represents the cultural elements such as
interpretation & commemoration, heritage sites, education, etc.

Connecting shown Yellow: is all about access, connections from
the community to the park and riverfront, as well as the
pathways and winter trails,

9
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The Waterfront Role: focuses on the People, Recreation and the
River
focuses on people, and role and importance of the Ottawa River -

its potential for range of passive and active recreation for all ages
- river is essential resource that contributes to the quality of life of

the residents
- A sense of place, First Nations thousands of years before the

settlement of its banks
- Prioritize place making and corridor experience for users for year-

round

10
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- Protections and enhancement of the natural features,
ecological assets (Mud Lake) and water quality

- Improve the access and animation to waterways and shorelines
- Support the green space network
- Opportunities of recreation and interpretation that are context

sensitive
- Existing views identified but there are new views and vistas

suggested that we could consider - belvedere, lookouts,
birdwatching platforms.
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* Pillar highlights national identity, the preservations of the
cultural heritage.

* Showcase and convey the story of the historic importance of the
River and the people who occupied this region from 8000 years
ago to this day

* Integrate public art and commemorations to communicate a
sense of place and legacy, Place for learning, celebrating, and
entertainement.
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More "park" and less "way"

Support healthy, active mobility options

Provide strategic links with shoreline for pedestrian and cycling paths

Put emphasis on the scenic quality and lively experience

-All Season Access -- (Winter Trails, Heated Rest Areas, Winter Activity
Nodes

Connect with Capital parkway network where transport is secondary to
primary leisure and scenic qualities and functions

13
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Waterfront Improvements Map:
• Capitalize on Place Making
• Waterfront Diversity
• Encourage Use of Waterfront Trail
• Water Interaction
• Riverfront Water-Trail

Public Amenities
• Activity Nodes
• Services
• Institutions
• Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Site Management

Public Open Space
• Place Making
• Quality of Design
• Climatic Design
• Health and Safety
• Goose Management

15
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Natural Environment
• Valued Natural Habitats
• Woodland Habitat
• Prairie Habitat
• Riparian Habitat and Aquatic Habitat
• Important Bird Area, Species at Risk, Invasive Species

Views and Vistas
• Views and Key Sightlines
• Foreground Vegetation
• Visual Buffers
• Viewshed Maintenance
• Natural Aesthetic

Hydrology and Stormwater Management
Floodplain and Flood Mitigation
Groundwater Recharge
Stormwater Management
Shoreline Erosion Control, Riparian Buffer Zone
Construction Projects

16
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Events and Programming
• Programmable Event Spaces
• Un-Programmed Riverfront Green Space
• Passive Buffer Zones
• Spontaneous Public Uses

Cultural Elements
• Algonquin-Anishinabeg Participation
• Heritage Sites
• Archeological Resources
• Cultural Landscapes
• Commemorations
• Public Art
• Thematic Framework
• Interpretation
• Education
• Community Participation

17
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Sustainable Mobility
• Parkway
• Pathways
• Parking
• Wayfindings

Access and Connectivity
• Access
• Connectivity
• Gateways
• Wayfindings

Winter Recreation
• Winter Amenities
• Winter Trails

18
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4 sectors with 2 nodes (demonstration plan)

20
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As an example, this slide shows the Sector A wich covers the
Mud Lake node as well as the Deschenes Node.

21
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Mud Lake Demonstration Plan
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Example of a demonstration plan for Node 1:

Each node will offer recommendations with a number and will
inform which role it contributes
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This is the second node - again with its own specific recommendations

23
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• Strong heritage/cultural character
• Preservation of natural heritage
• Recreational and dining options
• Connected
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• Low-scale built form
• Public and accessible waterfront

Tranquil places
Active mobility infrastructure
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Strong heritage/cultural character

Preservation of natural heritage

Recreational and dining options

Connected

High quality green spaces

Low-scale built form

Public and accessible waterfront

Tranquil places

Active mobility infrastructure
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ardI JE 1

• This Plan creates opportunities to generate revenue
from park related amenities and development.

• Actions/Priority Plan
Staged over time

• Westboro and Rochester Field to be
implemented in the next 5 years

ill

is2? /2?

Next step: moving forward there will be an action plan that
will inform the corporate plan and the Branch's MOUs.

•Plan provides framework for a financially self-sustaining
park that does not drain resources for annual maintenance
or eventual capital improvements and replacements.

•Operating and maintenance expenses could be paid from
lease revenues generated from park related amenities and
development as small portions of the park lands.

•Realization of the Park plan should be phased to ensure
that revenues cover operating and maintenance expenses.

•Need to employ range of potential revenue generating
strategies.

25
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• Final Draft Plan
• Stakeholder Consultations
• NCC Board - Information
• Online Consultation
• ACPDR

• Final Plan - NCC Board Approval

January 2018
January 2018
March 2018
April 2018

§i
mill

HIM
% 5'Mmk SSSfll
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Blank Page/Page blanche
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Introduction

SJAM RIVERFRONT PARK PLAN Online Public Consultation SurveySurvey

webtech@ ncc-ccn.caUsername

Options

Include Raw Data true

Include Open-Ended Text false

Include Geo Code & Addition false

Report Timestamp 2018-02-20 13:33

Data Filter Default Grouping
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Survey Statistics Report

Count Completed / Started Completed / Viewed Started / Viewed

50.34%Completed

Started

40.86% 20.57%704

1723

Viewed 3423
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How satisfied are you with these proposals?

Very satisfied /Tres satisfait

Satisfied / Satisfait

Neutral / Ni satisfait ni insatisfait

Dissatisfied / Pas satisfait

Very dissatisfied / Pas du tout satisfait

33.77%

44.54%
414

546
11.75%144

80 6.53%

42 3.43%

Total 1226

2.01Mean

Standard Dev. 1.01

Variance 1.03

M Very satisfied /Tres satisfait

M Satisfied / Satisfait

& Neutral / Ni satisfait ni insatisfait

m Dissatisfied / Pas satisfait

^ Very dissatisfied / Pas du tout satisfait

Average Sector Satifaction: 84.43%
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1

Please select from the following list the sectors you wish to comment on.

Sector A: Mud Lake / Britannia Conservation Area to Deschenes Rapids

Sector B: Woodroffe Avenue to Westboro Beach / Atlantis Avenue

Sector C:Champlain Bridge to Remic Rapids

535 24.65%

597 27.51%
557 25.67%

Sector D: Parkdale Avenue to Nepean Bay 481 22.17%

Total 2170

2.45Mean

Standard Dev. 1.09

Variance 1.18

How satisfied are you with the proposal for the Mud Lake / Britannia Conservation Area to Deschenes Rapids sector?

Very satisfied /Tres satisfait

Satisfied / Satisfait

Neutral / Ni satisfait ni insatisfait

84.83%108 27.76%

176 45.24%
46 11.83%

Dissatisfied / Pas satisfait

Very dissatisfied / Pas du tout satisfait

35 9.00%

24 6.17%

Total 389

Mean 2.21

Standard Dev. 1.13

Variance 1.27
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How satisfied are you with the proposal for the Woodroffe Avenue to Westboro Beach / Atlantis Avenue sector?

Very satisfied /Tres satisfait

Satisfied / Satisfait

Neutral / Ni satisfait ni insatisfait

Dissatisfied / Pas satisfait

81.88%88 20.71%

183 43.06%
77 18.12%

46 10.82%

Very dissatisfied / Pas du tout satisfait 31 7.29%

Total 425

Mean 2.41

Standard Dev. 1.15

Variance 1.31

iiil
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How satisfied are you with the proposal for the Champlain Bridge to Remic Rapids sector?

Very satisfied /Tres satisfait

Satisfied / Satisfait

Neutral / Ni satisfait ni insatisfait

Dissatisfied / Pas satisfait

87.11%106 27.89%

40.79%155
70 18.42%

32 8.42%

Very dissatisfied / Pas du tout satisfait 4.47%17

Total 380

Mean 2.21

Standard Dev. 1.08

Variance 1.16
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How satisfied are you with the proposal for the Parkdale Avenue to Nepean Bay sector?

Very satisfied /Tres satisfait

Satisfied / Satisfait

Neutral / Ni satisfait ni insatisfait

Dissatisfied / Pas satisfait

83.90%66 20.43%

128 39.63%
77 23.84%

31 9.60%

Very dissatisfied / Pas du tout satisfait 6.50%21

Total 323

Mean 2.42

Standard Dev. 1.11

Variance 1.24
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Time Taken to
Complete
(Seconds)

External
Reference

Timestamp
(MM/dd/yyyy)

Respondent
Email

Custom
Variable1

Custom
Variable 2

Custom
Variable 3

Custom
Variable 4

Custom
Variable 5

IP Address Duplicate Seq.Number Email List Country CodeResponse ID Region

2018-01-257:40 FALSE 1 CA ON5

2018-01-257:50 FALSE 1378 1 CA ON

2018-01-257:51 FALSE 58 1 CA ON
A-2021-00072-005742018-01-257:52 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
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2018-01-257:52 FALSE 524 1 CA ON
2018-01-257:56 FALSE 37 1 CA ON
2018-01-257:56 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-257:56 FALSE 27 1 CA ON
2018-01-257:57 FALSE 61 1 CA QC

2018-01-257:58 FALSE 1 CA ON775

2018-01-257:59 FALSE 107 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:00 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:00 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:00 FALSE 52 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:01 FALSE 2914 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:01 FALSE 42 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:01 FALSE 122 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:02 FALSE 318 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:02 FALSE 573 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:02 FALSE 40 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:03 FALSE 73 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:03 FALSE 15 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:03 FALSE 208 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:04 FALSE 22 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:04 FALSE 6 1 CA QC
2018-01-258:04 FALSE 8 1 CA QC
2018-01-258:05 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:05 FALSE 155 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:05 FALSE 35 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:05 FALSE 44 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:06 FALSE 60 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:08 FALSE 13 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:08 FALSE 32 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:09 FALSE 59 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:12 FALSE 98 1 CA QC
2018-01-258:12 FALSE 287 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:13 FALSE 15 1 CA ON
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2018-01-258:15 FALSE 856 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:17 FALSE 279 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:21 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:22 FALSE 123 1 CA QC
2018-01-258:23 FALSE 838 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:27 FALSE 34 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:28 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:30 FALSE 25 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:39 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:40 FALSE 1304 1 CA ON
2018-01-258:44 FALSE 137 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:47 FALSE 252 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:48 FALSE 13 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:56 FALSE 270 1 CA ON

2018-01-258:56 FALSE 46 1 US FL
2018-01-258:59 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:06 FALSE 86 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:12 FALSE 17011 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:25 FALSE 24 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:26 FALSE 425 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:26 FALSE 102 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:26 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:28 FALSE 133 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:29 FALSE 507 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:32 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:39 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:39 FALSE 50 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:40 FALSE 6 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00576
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2018-01-259:43 FALSE 117 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:45 FALSE 463 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:47 FALSE 3 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:48 FALSE 1436 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:53 FALSE 69 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:54 FALSE 152 1 CA ON

2018-01-259:54 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:55 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-259:55 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:00 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:01 FALSE 301 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:03 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:04 FALSE 32 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:04 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:04 FALSE 1 CA ON7

2018-01-25 10:06 FALSE 1377 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 10:06 FALSE 1493 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:14 FALSE 3517 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:15 FALSE 791 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:16 FALSE 103 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:26 FALSE 2589 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:29 FALSE 15 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 10:39 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:40 FALSE 43 1 US
2018-01-25 10:41 FALSE 81 1 US FL
2018-01-25 10:50 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:50 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:50 FALSE 0 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 10:51 FALSE 2093 1 CA ON
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2018-01-25 10:54 FALSE 3206 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 10:56 FALSE 103 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 10:59 FALSE 88 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 11:00 FALSE 103 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 11:00 FALSE 38 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 11:07 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 11:09 FALSE 7046 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 11:11 43FALSE 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 11:14 FALSE 68 1 US NJ
2018-01-25 11:25 FALSE 94 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 11:27 FALSE 106 1 CH
2018-01-25 11:39 FALSE 83 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 11:43 FALSE 67 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 11:48 FALSE 295 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 11:55 FALSE 189 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:00 FALSE 632 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:06 FALSE 319 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:15 FALSE 60 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:15 FALSE 16 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:17 FALSE 37 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:17 FALSE 159 1 US NJ
2018-01-25 12:18 FALSE 1 CA ON77
2018-01-25 12:19 FALSE 250 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:20 FALSE 75 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:21 FALSE 388 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:21 FALSE 535 1 US NJ

A-2021-00072-005782018-01-25 12:21 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
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2018-01-25 12:22 FALSE 559 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:22 FALSE 422 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:22 FALSE 284 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:25 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:27 FALSE 30 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:28 FALSE 64 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 12:30 FALSE 3 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:33 FALSE 3 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:34 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:35 FALSE 177 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:35 FALSE 202 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:41 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:42 FALSE 442 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:43 FALSE 16 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 12:43 FALSE 34 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:45 FALSE 634 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:46 FALSE 19 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:47 FALSE 33 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:47 FALSE 904 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:48 FALSE 559 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:50 FALSE 6 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 12:52 FALSE 114 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 12:52 FALSE 17 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:53 FALSE 132 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 12:53 FALSE 653 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 12:55 FALSE 12 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00579
2018-01-25 13:06 FALSE 466 1 CA NU
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2018-01-25 13:07 FALSE 124 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 13:09 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-01-25 13:10 FALSE 178 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 13:15 FALSE 501 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 13:15 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 13:17 FALSE 12 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:19 FALSE 1176 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:22 FALSE 88 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:23 FALSE 943 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:35 FALSE 2082 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:36 FALSE 11 1 AU
2018-01-25 13:41 FALSE 4 1 US

2018-01-25 13:41 FALSE 1221 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:43 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:44 FALSE 1527 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:47 FALSE 833 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 13:49 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 13:52 FALSE 20 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 13:54 FALSE 57 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 14:04 FALSE 46 1 CA ON
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2018-01-25 14:10 FALSE 1361 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:11 FALSE 12 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 14:11 FALSE 966 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:14 FALSE 1231 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:15 FALSE 168 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:16 FALSE 684 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:20 FALSE 801 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:20 FALSE 50 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 14:27 FALSE 100 1 CA ON
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2018-01-25 14:28 FALSE 361 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 14:34 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 14:36 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 14:39 FALSE 395 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 14:40 FALSE 4 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 14:50 FALSE 79 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 15:01 FALSE 309 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 15:11 FALSE 38 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 15:15 FALSE 88 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 15:36 FALSE 73 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 15:47 FALSE 524 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 15:48 FALSE 423 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 15:56 FALSE 56 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 15:58 FALSE 1784 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 16:01 FALSE 2763 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 16:11 FALSE 176 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:14 FALSE 20 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:17 FALSE 51 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:17 FALSE 514 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:25 FALSE 127 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:31 FALSE 291 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00582
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2018-01-25 16:34 FALSE 15349 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 16:36 FALSE 340 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 16:42 FALSE 4539 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:47 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-01-25 16:53 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:56 FALSE 104 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 16:56 FALSE 46 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 17:11 FALSE 316 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 17:49 FALSE 367 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 18:17 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 18:21 FALSE 147 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 18:32 FALSE 8 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 18:34 FALSE 229 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 18:54 FALSE 235 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 18:56 FALSE 2476 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00583
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2018-01-25 19:01 FALSE 661 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 19:21 FALSE 91 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 19:22 FALSE 46 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 19:22 FALSE 274 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 19:22 FALSE 6 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 19:26 FALSE 2398 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 19:29 FALSE 5 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 19:49 FALSE 891 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 19:58 FALSE 70 1 CA QC

2018-01-25 20:10 FALSE 1426 1 CA ON

2018-01-2520:17 FALSE 685 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 20:21 FALSE 160 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 20:34 FALSE 100 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 20:35 FALSE 625 1 CA ON

2018-01-25 21:01 FALSE 33 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 21:03 FALSE 269 1 CA QC
2018-01-25 21:31 FALSE 393 1 CA ON
2018-01-25 21:38 FALSE 88 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00584
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2018-01-25 23:07 FALSE 1052 1 CA ON

2018-01-262:01 FALSE 179 1 CA ON
2018-01-262:39 FALSE 8 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 2:47 FALSE 448 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 2:55 FALSE 119 1 CA ON

2018-01-263:06 FALSE 909 1 CA ON

2018-01-264:09 FALSE 109 1 CA ON
2018-01-264:38 FALSE 9 1 CA QC

2018-01-265:05 FALSE 825 1 CA QC

2018-01-265:34 FALSE 56 1 CA ON

2018-01-266:26 FALSE 1014 1 CA ON

2018-01-266:35 FALSE 598 1 CA ON

2018-01-266:37 FALSE 331 1 CA ON

2018-01-266:51 FALSE 3353 1 CA ON

2018-01-266:53 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-01-266:59 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

2018-01-267:03 FALSE 223 1 CA ON

2018-01-267:25 FALSE 1 CA ON5

A-2021-00072-00585
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2018-01-267:38 FALSE 1991 1 CA ON

2018-01-267:52 FALSE 83 1 CA ON
2018-01-268:05 FALSE 265 1 CA ON
2018-01-268:12 FALSE 9625 1 CA QC
2018-01-268:18 FALSE 25 1 CA ON

2018-01-268:20 FALSE 1072 1 CA ON

2018-01-268:36 1338FALSE 1 CA ON

2018-01-268:36 FALSE 287 1 CA ON

2018-01-268:41 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-01-268:43 FALSE 3 1 CA ON
2018-01-268:58 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-268:59 FALSE 136 1 CA ON

2018-01-268:59 FALSE 1451 1 CA ON

2018-01-269:05 FALSE 3 1 CA ON

2018-01-269:51 FALSE 154 1 CA SK

2018-01-26 10:36 FALSE 74 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 10:39 FALSE 201 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00586
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2018-01-26 10:45 FALSE 1123 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 11:23 FALSE 129 1 CA QC
2018-01-26 11:35 FALSE 271 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 11:43 FALSE 1125 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 11:44 FALSE 300 1

2018-01-26 12:13 FALSE 34 1 CA QC
2018-01-26 12:14 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 12:36 FALSE 101 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 12:53 FALSE 247 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 13:24 FALSE 561 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 14:23 FALSE 204 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 14:33 304FALSE 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 14:57 FALSE 612 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 15:38 FALSE 171 1 US FL

2018-01-26 15:52 FALSE 602 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 15:56 FALSE 454 1 CA QC

2018-01-26 15:57 FALSE 152 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 16:06 FALSE 572 1 CA ON
2018-01-2616:08 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 16:36 FALSE 58 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 16:42 FALSE 1 CA ON5

A-2021-00072-00587



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-26 16:50 FALSE 1762 1 CA ON

2018-01-2616:51 FALSE 147 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 17:01 FALSE 232 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 17:13 FALSE 421 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 17:17 FALSE 158 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 17:33 FALSE 4465 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 17:35 FALSE 607 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 17:58 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 18:02 FALSE 120 1 CA ON
2018-01-26 18:15 FALSE 81 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 18:15 FALSE 579 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 18:30 FALSE 580 1 CA ON

2018-01-26 18:37 FALSE 254 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00588



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-26 18:57 FALSE 1174 1 CA QC

2018-01-26 19:11 FALSE 378 1 CA QC

2018-01-26 19:20 FALSE 91 1 CA QC

2018-01-26 21:02 FALSE 11 1 US
2018-01-26 22:57 FALSE 25 1 LV

2018-01-273:58 FALSE 1266 1 CA ON

2018-01-274:36 FALSE 3821 1 CA ON

2018-01-275:34 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-275:56 FALSE 393 1 CA ON

2018-01-276:04 FALSE 233 1 CA ON

2018-01-276:12 FALSE 776 1 CA ON

2018-01-276:13 FALSE 1343 1 CA ON

2018-01-276:14 FALSE 203 1 CA ON
2018-01-276:27 FALSE 180 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00589



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-276:48 FALSE 362 1 CA NB

2018-01-276:57 FALSE 474 1 CA ON

2018-01-277:06 FALSE 441 1 CA BC

2018-01-277:07 FALSE 1903 1 US AZ

2018-01-277:49 FALSE 547 1 CA ON

2018-01-277:59 FALSE 31 1 US NJ
2018-01-277:59 FALSE 498 1 CA ON
2018-01-278:08 FALSE 28 1 CA ON
2018-01-278:27 FALSE 370 1 CA ON

2018-01-278:32 FALSE 547 1 CA ON

2018-01-279:03 FALSE 54 1 CA ON

2018-01-279:52 FALSE 1440 1 CA ON

2018-01-2710:20 FALSE 357 1 CA YT

2018-01-2711:29 FALSE 3717 1 CA ON

2018-01-2712:02 FALSE 351 1 CA ON
2018-01-2715:00 FALSE 599 1 CA ON
2018-01-2715:10 FALSE 85 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-005902018-01-2715:10 FALSE 82 1 CA QC



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-2715:18 FALSE 5773 1 CA ON

2018-01-2715:19 FALSE 570 1 CA ON

2018-01-2715:32 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-2716:21 FALSE 5808 1 CA ON

2018-01-2717:07 FALSE 915 1 CA ON

2018-01-2717:29 FALSE 172 1 CA ON

2018-01-2718:29 FALSE 29359 1 CA ON

2018-01-2719:05 FALSE 16 1 CA ON

2018-01-2719:08 FALSE 395 1 CA ON

2018-01-27 22:13 FALSE 83 1 CA ON

2018-01-284:28 FALSE 116 1 CA ON

2018-01-284:30 FALSE 147 1 CA ON
2018-01-284:38 FALSE 592 1 CA ON

2018-01-287:05 FALSE 2092 1 US

2018-01-287:17 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-01-287:25 FALSE 19 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00591



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-287:34 FALSE 689 1 CA ON

2018-01-287:41 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-01-288:41 FALSE 1251 1 CA ON

2018-01-288:59 FALSE 68 1 CA ON
2018-01-289:08 FALSE 134 1 CA QC

2018-01-289:42 FALSE 1533 1 CA ON

2018-01-2810:06 FALSE 37 1 CA ON

2018-01-2810:46 FALSE 975 1 CA ON

2018-01-2811:17 FALSE 953 1 CA ON

2018-01-2813:24 FALSE 22712 1 CA ON

2018-01-28 13:46 FALSE 1152 1 CA ON
2018-01-28 13:48 FALSE 434 1 CA ON
2018-01-2814:05 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-01-2814:23 FALSE 879 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00592



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-2814:30 FALSE 580 1 CA ON

2018-01-2814:37 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-2815:04 FALSE 9799 1 CA QC
2018-01-2815:20 FALSE 28 1 CA ON
2018-01-2815:20 FALSE 14202 1 CA ON
2018-01-2815:28 FALSE 48 1 CA QC

2018-01-28 15:32 FALSE 358 1 CA ON

2018-01-2815:37 FALSE 284 1 US FL

2018-01-2815:38 FALSE 300 1 CA QC

2018-01-2815:43 FALSE 69 1 CA ON
2018-01-2815:55 FALSE 115 1 CA QC

2018-01-2815:55 FALSE 175 1 CA ON

2018-01-28 16:00 FALSE 497 1 CA ON

2018-01-28 16:08 FALSE 28 1 CA ON
2018-01-2817:19 FALSE 183 1 CA ON
2018-01-2817:22 FALSE 13 1 CA ON

2018-01-2817:49 FALSE 3142 1 CA ON

2018-01-2817:53 FALSE 184 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-005932018-01-2818:28 FALSE 19 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-2818:31 FALSE 1449 1 CA ON

2018-01-2818:37 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-01-28 19:28 FALSE 285 1 CA ON
2018-01-293:42 FALSE 235 1 CA ON

2018-01-296:09 FALSE 2083 1 CA ON

2018-01-296:21 FALSE 31 1 CA ON
2018-01-296:22 FALSE 355 1 CA ON

2018-01-296:38 FALSE 294 1 CA ON

2018-01-296:40 FALSE 308 1 CA ON

2018-01-297:20 FALSE 319 1 CA ON

2018-01-298:35 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-01-298:49 FALSE 4398 1 CA ON

2018-01-299:59 FALSE 583 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 10:22 FALSE 64 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 10:26 FALSE 70 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 10:53 FALSE 135 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 11:06 FALSE 79 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 11:10 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 11:54 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

2018-01-29 12:49 FALSE 302 1 CA ON

2018-01-29 13:10 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-01-29 16:23 FALSE 477 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00594



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-29 16:25 FALSE 268 1 CA ON

2018-01-29 16:37 FALSE 138 1 CA ON
2018-01-29 17:03 FALSE 53 1 CA ON
2018-01-303:54 FALSE 42 1 CA ON
2018-01-304:56 FALSE 183 1 CA ON
2018-01-305:08 FALSE 226 1 US FL

2018-01-305:16 FALSE 1194 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:12 FALSE 642 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:16 FALSE 1 CA ON55

2018-01-306:27 FALSE 461 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:43 FALSE 53 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:44 FALSE 599 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:45 FALSE 83 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:45 FALSE 853 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:46 FALSE 65 1 CA ON
2018-01-306:49 FALSE 5 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00595



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-306:49 FALSE 2758 1 CA ON

2018-01-306:54 FALSE 147 1 CA ON
2018-01-306:55 FALSE 18 1 CA ON
2018-01-306:58 FALSE 137 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:00 FALSE 309 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:00 FALSE 122 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:00 FALSE 805 1 US

2018-01-307:04 FALSE 1619 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:06 FALSE 331 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:07 FALSE 5 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:15 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:30 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:31 FALSE 127 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:31 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:31 FALSE 479 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:31 FALSE 699 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:31 FALSE 457 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:31 FALSE 209 1 CA ON
A-2021-00072-00596



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-307:33 FALSE 861 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:33 FALSE 393 1 CA QC

2018-01-307:33 FALSE 167 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:33 FALSE 283 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:33 FALSE 94 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:34 FALSE 947 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:34 FALSE 725 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:34 FALSE 195 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:34 FALSE 782 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:34 FALSE 50 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:34 FALSE 872 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:35 FALSE 68 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:35 FALSE 445 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:35 FALSE 174 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:35 FALSE 888 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:35 FALSE 10 1 CA SK

2018-01-307:35 FALSE 189 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:36 FALSE 29 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00597



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-307:36 FALSE 194 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:36 FALSE 91 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:36 FALSE 366 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:37 FALSE 831 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:37 FALSE 399 1 CA QC

2018-01-307:37 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:38 FALSE 9 1 CA QC
2018-01-307:38 FALSE 34 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:39 FALSE 346 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:39 FALSE 446 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:39 FALSE 3 1 CA QC
2018-01-307:40 FALSE 71 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:40 FALSE 987 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:40 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:41 FALSE 67 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:41 FALSE 47 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:41 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:41 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-01-307:41 FALSE 42 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:41 FALSE 39 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:42 FALSE 475 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00598



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-307:42 FALSE 455 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:42 FALSE 1791 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:42 FALSE 27 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:42 FALSE 558 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:42 FALSE 515 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:43 FALSE 190 1 CA QC

2018-01-307:43 FALSE 572 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:44 FALSE 70 1 ZA
2018-01-307:44 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:45 FALSE 94 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:45 FALSE 278 1 CA QC
2018-01-307:45 FALSE 15 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:46 FALSE 5854 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:46 FALSE 336 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:46 FALSE 477 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:47 FALSE 318 1 CA QC
2018-01-307:47 FALSE 27 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:47 FALSE 1302 1 US

A-2021-00072-00599



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-307:47 FALSE 4063 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:48 FALSE 52 1 CA QC
2018-01-307:48 FALSE 223 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:48 FALSE 46 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:48 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:48 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:48 FALSE 1197 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:48 FALSE 97 1 US FL
2018-01-307:48 FALSE 13 1 CA QC
2018-01-307:48 FALSE 26 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:49 FALSE 96 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:50 FALSE 463 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:50 FALSE 3 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:51 FALSE 28 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:51 FALSE 141 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:52 FALSE 414 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:52 FALSE 76 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:52 FALSE 1 CA QC7

2018-01-307:52 FALSE 1480 1 ONCA

2018-01-307:52 FALSE 12 1 CA QC

2018-01-307:53 FALSE 1163 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-006002018-01-307:53 FALSE 9 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-307:53 FALSE 178 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:54 FALSE 65 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:54 FALSE 1188 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:55 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:55 FALSE 25 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:55 FALSE 18 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:55 FALSE 435 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:55 FALSE 26 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:56 FALSE 170 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:56 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:57 FALSE 1708 1 CA ON
2018-01-307:57 FALSE 96 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:57 FALSE 173 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:57 FALSE 651 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:58 FALSE 1020 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:58 FALSE 247 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:58 FALSE 527 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:58 FALSE 154 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00601



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-307:58 FALSE 288 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:59 FALSE 474 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:59 FALSE 467 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:59 FALSE 435 1 CA ON

2018-01-307:59 FALSE 795 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:00 FALSE 133 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:00 FALSE 2160 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:00 FALSE 359 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:00 FALSE 8 1 CA QC

2018-01-308:00 FALSE 492 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:00 FALSE 26 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:01 FALSE 22 1 MX

A-2021-00072-00602



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-308:01 FALSE 1457 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:01 FALSE 186 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:02 FALSE 281 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:02 FALSE 15 1 US
2018-01-308:03 FALSE 18 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:03 FALSE 696 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:03 FALSE 244 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:03 FALSE 163 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:04 FALSE 301 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:04 FALSE 488 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:05 FALSE 2446 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:05 FALSE 92 1 US FL
2018-01-308:06 FALSE 94 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:06 FALSE 1 CA ON7

2018-01-308:07 FALSE 1643 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:07 FALSE 149 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:08 FALSE 36 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:08 FALSE 1177 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:08 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:09 FALSE 90 1 CA QCA-2021-00072-00603
2018-01-308:10 FALSE 27 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-308:10 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:10 FALSE 404 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:11 FALSE 4 1 CA QC
2018-01-308:11 FALSE 22 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:12 FALSE 1 CA ON7

2018-01-308:12 FALSE 189 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:13 FALSE 247 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:13 FALSE 465 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:16 FALSE 16 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:17 FALSE 21 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:17 FALSE 1263 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:18 FALSE 93 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:18 FALSE 51 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:18 FALSE 277 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:19 FALSE 195 1 VN

2018-01-308:19 FALSE 14544 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:22 FALSE 70 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:22 FALSE 33 1 CA QC

2018-01-308:23 FALSE 264 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:24 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:24 FALSE 190 1 CA QC
2018-01-308:24 FALSE 0 1 US FL
2018-01-308:24 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:25 FALSE 779 1 CA QC
2018-01-308:25 FALSE 0 1 US FL
2018-01-308:26 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:27 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:27 FALSE 654 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:28 FALSE 650 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:29 FALSE 42 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:30 FALSE 251 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00604



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-308:31 FALSE 499 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:31 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:32 FALSE 495 1 CA QC

2018-01-308:32 823FALSE 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:33 FALSE 4142 1 CA QC

2018-01-308:33 FALSE 1866 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:33 FALSE 348 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:34 FALSE 4 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:34 FALSE 193 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:36 FALSE 1090 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:37 FALSE 405 1 CA QC

2018-01-308:38 FALSE 163 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:41 FALSE 4 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00605



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-308:42 FALSE 974 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:43 FALSE 53 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:43 FALSE 1077 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:45 FALSE 2688 1 ONCA

2018-01-308:45 FALSE 276 1 US FL
2018-01-308:45 FALSE 178 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:46 FALSE 333 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:46 FALSE 3885 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:47 FALSE 364 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:47 FALSE 186 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:47 FALSE 196 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:48 FALSE 93 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:48 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:52 FALSE 45 1 CA ON
2018-01-308:53 FALSE 9 1 CA QC

2018-01-308:53 FALSE 364 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:56 FALSE 27 1 CA QC
2018-01-308:59 FALSE 27 1 CA ON

2018-01-308:59 FALSE 151 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:06 FALSE 95 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:07 FALSE 241 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:07 FALSE 647 1 US FL
A-2021-00072-006062018-01-309:08 FALSE 63 1 CA QC



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-309:13 FALSE 5328 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:13 FALSE 202 1 US NJ
2018-01-309:14 FALSE 151 1 CA QC
2018-01-309:14 FALSE 3333 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:14 FALSE 4082 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:16 FALSE 1919 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:16 FALSE 49 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:17 FALSE 211 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:17 FALSE 116 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:22 FALSE 909 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:23 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:28 FALSE 26 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:29 FALSE 297 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:31 FALSE 1189 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:32 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:33 FALSE 202 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:34 FALSE 1817 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00607



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-309:34 FALSE 737 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:35 FALSE 25 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:36 FALSE 16 1 US FL

2018-01-309:36 FALSE 353 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:37 FALSE 319 1 ONCA

2018-01-309:38 FALSE 226 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:39 FALSE 412 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:39 FALSE 179 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:39 FALSE 939 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:39 FALSE 87 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:41 FALSE 827 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:47 FALSE 31 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:47 FALSE 1684 1 GB

2018-01-309:47 FALSE 80 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:48 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:48 FALSE 485 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:49 FALSE 148 1 CA ON
2018-01-309:51 FALSE 16 1 US

2018-01-309:57 FALSE 549 1 CA ON

2018-01-309:57 FALSE 87 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00608



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-309:58 FALSE 1401 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:01 FALSE 424 1 KE

2018-01-3010:02 FALSE 244 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:03 FALSE 248 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:06 FALSE 23 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:09 FALSE 364 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:09 FALSE 36 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:09 FALSE 15 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:10 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:11 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:12 FALSE 27 1 US NJ

2018-01-3010:13 FALSE 278 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:14 FALSE 165 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:18 FALSE 100 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:21 FALSE 697 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:25 FALSE 124 1 EC
2018-01-3010:27 FALSE 41 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:28 FALSE 732 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:29 FALSE 4511 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:32 FALSE 480 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:32 FALSE 461 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:33 FALSE 83 1 US
2018-01-3010:34 FALSE 257 1 CA QC
2018-01-3010:34 FALSE 117 1 CA QCA-2021-00072-00609
2018-01-3010:37 FALSE 195 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3010:37 FALSE 337 1 CA QC
2018-01-3010:38 FALSE 2553 1 CA ON
2018-01-3010:40 FALSE 137 1 CA QC

2018-01-3010:41 FALSE 289 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:42 FALSE 770 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:44 FALSE 169 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:45 FALSE 20273 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:47 FALSE 380 1 CA QC

2018-01-3010:49 FALSE 1054 1 US AZ

2018-01-3010:49 FALSE 1673 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:55 FALSE 428 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:56 FALSE 1083 1 CA ON

2018-01-3010:57 FALSE 613 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00610
2018-01-3011:00 FALSE 168 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3011:03 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:05 FALSE 32 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:06 FALSE 74 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:16 FALSE 113 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:18 FALSE 402 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:19 FALSE 121 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:19 FALSE 14 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:21 FALSE 744 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:22 FALSE 4 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:22 FALSE 1913 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:25 FALSE 756 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:26 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:31 FALSE 679 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:33 FALSE 6882 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:34 FALSE 445 1 CA QC
2018-01-3011:37 FALSE 39 1 CA QC
2018-01-3011:38 FALSE 35 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:38 FALSE 171 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00611



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3011:41 FALSE 1129 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:41 FALSE 27 1 CA QC
2018-01-3011:42 FALSE 14 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:44 FALSE 4051 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:45 FALSE 233 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:49 FALSE 879 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:50 FALSE 405 1 CA ON
2018-01-3011:51 FALSE 24 1 CA QC
2018-01-3011:52 FALSE 194 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:53 FALSE 3455 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:54 FALSE 77 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:55 FALSE 204 1 CA ON

2018-01-3011:55 FALSE 87 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:00 FALSE 141 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:01 FALSE 3559 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00612



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3012:03 FALSE 1291 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:05 FALSE 245 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:06 FALSE 291 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:08 FALSE 58 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:08 FALSE 1877 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:09 FALSE 21 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:10 FALSE 556 1 CA QC

2018-01-3012:13 FALSE 160 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:14 FALSE 34 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:14 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:15 FALSE 802 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:16 FALSE 52 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:17 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:18 FALSE 41 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:18 FALSE 68 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:20 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:22 FALSE 121 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:23 FALSE 1121 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:26 FALSE 302 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:29 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:31 FALSE 87 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:32 FALSE 33 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00613



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3012:32 FALSE 1096 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:34 FALSE 21 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:36 FALSE 259 1 CA QC

2018-01-3012:39 FALSE 905 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:41 FALSE 278 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:42 FALSE 301 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:43 FALSE 282 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:46 FALSE 76 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:46 FALSE 465 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:47 FALSE 198 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:48 FALSE 7 1 CA QC
2018-01-3012:48 FALSE 12 1 CA QC
2018-01-3012:51 FALSE 221 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:52 FALSE 199 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:54 FALSE 3649 1 CA ON

2018-01-3012:57 FALSE 189 1 CA ON
2018-01-3012:59 FALSE 99 1 VC 06
2018-01-3013:00 FALSE 187 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:06 FALSE 1529 1 AU

A-2021-00072-00614
2018-01-3013:07 FALSE 49 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3013:09 FALSE 15 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:11 FALSE 2591 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:12 128FALSE 1 CA ON
2018-01-3013:12 FALSE 709 1 CA ON
2018-01-3013:13 FALSE 13 1 CA ON
2018-01-3013:13 FALSE 95 1 CA QC

2018-01-3013:14 FALSE 829 1 NZ

2018-01-3013:15 FALSE 3112 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:17 FALSE 188 1 VC

2018-01-3013:18 FALSE 1209 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:22 FALSE 100 1 CA ON
2018-01-3013:24 FALSE 20 1 CA ON
2018-01-3013:28 FALSE 133 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:30 FALSE 1281 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:31 FALSE 2307 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:31 FALSE 222 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:31 FALSE 1669 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00615



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3013:33 FALSE 1231 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:34 FALSE 715 1 US AZ
2018-01-3013:35 QCFALSE 159 1 CA

2018-01-3013:37 FALSE 859 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:40 FALSE 120 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:46 FALSE 863 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:47 FALSE 816 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:52 FALSE 481 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:53 FALSE 253 1 CA ON

2018-01-3013:56 FALSE 1765 1 CA QC

2018-01-3013:58 FALSE 275 1 CA ON
2018-01-3014:03 FALSE 383 1 CA ON

2018-01-3014:04 FALSE 2231 1 CA ON

2018-01-3014:11 FALSE 13 1 CA ON
2018-01-3014:13 FALSE 102 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00616



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3014:16 FALSE 766 1 CA ON

2018-01-3014:23 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-01-3014:26 FALSE 22 1 CA ON
2018-01-3014:28 FALSE 6 1 US

2018-01-3014:30 FALSE 528 1 CA ON

2018-01-3014:47 FALSE 95 1 CA QC
2018-01-3014:50 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-01-3014:52 FALSE 30 1 CA ON
2018-01-3014:59 FALSE 91 1 CA ON

2018-01-3014:59 FALSE 1680 1 MX

2018-01-3015:01 FALSE 210 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:06 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:09 FALSE 485 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00617



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3015:23 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-01-3015:31 FALSE 178 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:34 FALSE 815 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:36 FALSE 18 1 CA ON
2018-01-3015:37 FALSE 139 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:51 FALSE 492 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:55 FALSE 677 1 CA ON

2018-01-3015:56 FALSE 626 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:00 FALSE 323 1 CA QC
2018-01-3016:12 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-01-3016:19 FALSE 24 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:20 FALSE 506 1 US FL

2018-01-3016:28 FALSE 92 1 CA ON
2018-01-3016:30 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:34 FALSE 1109 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:35 FALSE 1153 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00618



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3016:36 FALSE 1351 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:38 FALSE 566 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:40 FALSE 180 1 CA QC
2018-01-3016:44 FALSE 20 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:54 FALSE 798 1 CA ON

2018-01-3016:54 FALSE 3576 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:06 FALSE 815 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:10 FALSE 54 1 CA ON
2018-01-3017:19 FALSE 115 1 CA QC
2018-01-3017:24 FALSE 116 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:27 FALSE 652 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:30 FALSE 1544 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:31 FALSE 44 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00619



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3017:33 FALSE 260 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:34 FALSE 763 1 US FL

2018-01-3017:34 FALSE 83 1 CA ON
2018-01-3017:38 FALSE 247 1 CA ON
2018-01-3017:45 FALSE 133 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:48 FALSE 512 1 CA ON

2018-01-3017:49 FALSE 87 1 CA ON
2018-01-3018:01 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3018:04 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-01-3018:06 FALSE 128 1 CA ON

2018-01-3018:08 FALSE 402 1 CA AB

2018-01-3018:09 FALSE 440 1 CA ON

2018-01-3018:14 FALSE 19 1 CA ON

2018-01-3018:18 FALSE 232 1 CA ON

2018-01-3018:34 FALSE 1920 1 MX

2018-01-3018:38 FALSE 355 1 CA ON

2018-01-3018:44 FALSE 29953 1 CA QC
2018-01-3018:50 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-3019:06 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-3019:07 FALSE 34 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:12 FALSE 601 1 US FL

2018-01-3019:16 FALSE 7 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00620



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3019:19 FALSE 129 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:21 FALSE 584 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:28 FALSE 831 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:29 FALSE 186 1 CA ON
2018-01-3019:34 FALSE 39 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:50 FALSE 680 1 CA QC

2018-01-3019:53 FALSE 541 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:56 FALSE 355 1 CA ON

2018-01-3019:58 FALSE 1258 1 CA ON

2018-01-3020:06 FALSE 166 1 CA QC
2018-01-3020:15 FALSE 168 1 CA ON

2018-01-3020:37 FALSE 4327 1 CA ON

2018-01-3020:51 FALSE 4 1 CA BC
2018-01-3021:02 FALSE 91 1 CA ON

2018-01-3021:34 FALSE 806 1 US AZ

2018-01-3022:30 FALSE 292 1 CA AB

2018-01-31 2:24 FALSE 248 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00621



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-31 2:53 FALSE 1153 1 CA ON

2018-01-313:35 FALSE 384 1 CA ON

2018-01-313:53 FALSE 112 1 CA ON

2018-01-314:24 FALSE 596 1 CA ON

2018-01-314:34 FALSE 1183 1 CA ON

2018-01-314:36 FALSE 1695 1 CA ON

2018-01-314:46 FALSE 27 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:07 FALSE 56 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:11 FALSE 13 1 CA QC

2018-01-315:12 FALSE 717 1 IN

2018-01-315:15 FALSE 289 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:20 FALSE 199 1 CA ON

2018-01-315:25 FALSE 2572 1 CA ON

2018-01-315:27 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:33 FALSE 126 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:34 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:36 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-01-315:49 FALSE 250 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-006222018-01-315:53 FALSE 71 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-315:54 FALSE 249 1 CA ON

2018-01-316:03 FALSE 331 1 CA ON

2018-01-316:19 FALSE 520 1 CA ON

2018-01-316:30 FALSE 1700 1 CA ON

2018-01-316:37 FALSE 664 1 CA ON

2018-01-316:44 FALSE 533 1 CA ON

2018-01-316:46 FALSE 145 1 CA ON
2018-01-317:18 FALSE 2346 1 CA ON
2018-01-317:23 FALSE 177 1 CA ON
2018-01-317:30 FALSE 3771 1 CA ON
2018-01-317:33 FALSE 1219 1 US FL
2018-01-317:36 FALSE 316 1 CA ON

2018-01-317:48 FALSE 945 1 CA ON

2018-01-318:22 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-01-318:25 FALSE 119 1 CA ON
2018-01-318:28 FALSE 76 1 CA ON

2018-01-318:43 FALSE 4307 1 CA ON

2018-01-318:48 FALSE 16 1 CA ON
2018-01-318:54 FALSE 9266 1 CA ON
2018-01-318:57 FALSE 6 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-00623



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-318:58 FALSE 4993 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:01 FALSE 226 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:10 FALSE 329 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:19 FALSE 343 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:20 FALSE 658 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:20 FALSE 13835 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:21 FALSE 27 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:26 FALSE 6352 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:27 FALSE 131 1 CA ON
2018-01-319:30 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-01-319:34 FALSE 7639 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:47 FALSE 599 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00624



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-319:51 FALSE 387 1 CA ON

2018-01-319:52 FALSE 2652 1 US FL

2018-01-319:59 FALSE 390 1 CA ON

2018-01-3110:07 FALSE 236 1 CA ON

2018-01-3110:13 FALSE 932 1 CA ON

2018-01-3110:18 FALSE 16 1 CA ON
2018-01-3110:39 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-01-3110:50 FALSE 103 1 CA ON
2018-01-3110:54 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-01-3110:58 FALSE 840 1 CA QC

2018-01-3110:59 FALSE 88 1 CA ON

2018-01-3111:01 FALSE 405 1 CA ON

2018-01-3111:08 FALSE 113 1 CA ON
2018-01-3111:13 FALSE 13 1 CA ON
2018-01-3111:19 FALSE 39 1 CA ON

2018-01-3111:29 FALSE 232 1 CA ON

2018-01-3111:30 FALSE 76 1 CA ON
2018-01-3111:32 FALSE 5 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00625



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3111:36 FALSE 645 1 CA ON

2018-01-3111:39 FALSE 71 1 CA ON
2018-01-3111:51 FALSE 178 1 CA ON
2018-01-3112:00 FALSE 5 1 CA ON

2018-01-3112:20 FALSE 747 1 CA ON

2018-01-3112:20 FALSE 300 1 CA ON

2018-01-3112:24 FALSE 23 1 CA ON
2018-01-31 12:24 FALSE 89 1 CA ON

2018-01-3112:34 FALSE 483 1 IL

2018-01-3112:42 FALSE 8 1 CA ON

2018-01-3112:51 FALSE 907 1 BR

2018-01-3113:07 FALSE 24 1 BR
2018-01-3113:13 FALSE 10181 1 CA ON
2018-01-3113:21 FALSE 217 1 CA ON
2018-01-3113:21 FALSE 595 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00626



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3113:22 FALSE 523 1 CA ON

2018-01-3113:23 FALSE 217 1 CA ON

2018-01-3113:29 FALSE 16 1 CA QC

2018-01-3113:40 FALSE 1437 1 CA ON

2018-01-3113:48 FALSE 44 1 CA QC

2018-01-3113:50 FALSE 481 1 CA ON

2018-01-3113:54 FALSE 579 1 CA ON

2018-01-3114:08 FALSE 2763 1 CA ON

2018-01-3114:27 FALSE 1334 1 CA ON

2018-01-3114:32 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-3115:23 FALSE 23 1 CA ON

2018-01-3115:31 FALSE 889 1 CA ON

2018-01-3115:33 FALSE 192 1 CA ON

2018-01-3115:47 FALSE 305 1 CA ON
2018-01-3115:49 FALSE 56 1 CA ON

2018-01-3115:49 FALSE 285 1 CA ON

2018-01-3115:52 FALSE 28 1 CA ON

2018-01-3115:56 FALSE 1507 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00627



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3115:56 FALSE 112 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:01 FALSE 933 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:03 FALSE 61 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:03 FALSE 3735 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:05 FALSE 6641 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:10 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-01-3116:12 FALSE 0 1 CA BC

2018-01-3116:14 FALSE 1939 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:22 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-01-3116:23 FALSE 0 1 CA BC
2018-01-3116:23 FALSE 236 1 CA ON
2018-01-3116:24 FALSE 0 1 CA BC
2018-01-3116:26 FALSE 18 1 CA ON
2018-01-3116:27 FALSE 363 1 CA ON
2018-01-3116:35 FALSE 333 1 CA ON
2018-01-3116:47 FALSE 72 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:51 FALSE 694 1 CA ON

2018-01-3116:55 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:02 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:03 FALSE 1242 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:03 FALSE 1 CA ON0
2018-01-3117:03 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:04 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:05 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:06 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:06 FALSE 0 1 CA ON

2018-01-3117:09 FALSE 495 1 CA ON

2018-01-3117:15 FALSE 393 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:17 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:20 FALSE 150 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:30 FALSE 27 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:31 FALSE 249 1 A-2021-00072-00628 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-01-3117:32 FALSE 647 1 CA ON
2018-01-3117:34 FALSE 29 1 CA QC
2018-01-3117:52 FALSE 546 1 CA ON

2018-01-3117:57 FALSE 649 1 CA ON

2018-01-3117:58 FALSE 22 1 CA ON
2018-01-3118:05 FALSE 5 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:16 FALSE 431 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:22 FALSE 350 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:23 FALSE 49 1 CA ON
2018-01-3118:34 FALSE 383 1 CA ON
2018-01-3118:35 FALSE 5 1 CA ON
2018-01-3118:36 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-01-3118:37 FALSE 18 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:43 FALSE 3521 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:49 FALSE 375 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:52 FALSE 73 1 CA ON

2018-01-3118:54 FALSE 147 1 CA ON

2018-01-3119:15 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-01-3119:28 FALSE 47 1 CA ON

2018-01-3119:42 FALSE 1263 1 CA ON

2018-01-3120:01 FALSE 95 1 CA ON

2018-01-31 20:12 FALSE 494 1 CA ON

2018-01-31 20:22 FALSE 81 1 CA ON
2018-02-010:39 FALSE 2 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-006292018-02-010:43 FALSE 1 CA ON75



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-012:02 FALSE 427 1 KH

2018-02-012:41 FALSE 11604 1 CA QC

2018-02-012:53 FALSE 766 1 CA ON

2018-02-013:20 FALSE 314 1 CA ON
2018-02-013:23 FALSE 0 1 CA ON

2018-02-013:24 FALSE 958 1 CA ON

2018-02-013:38 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-02-013:39 FALSE 59 1 CA ON

2018-02-013:44 FALSE 1042 1 CA ON

2018-02-013:56 FALSE 202 1 CA QC

2018-02-013:56 FALSE 205 1 CA QC

2018-02-014:27 FALSE 516 1 CA ON

2018-02-014:30 FALSE 825 1 CA ON

2018-02-015:42 FALSE 473 1 CA ON

2018-02-015:46 FALSE 2349 1 CA ON
2018-02-015:48 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-02-015:54 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-02-016:00 FALSE 56 1 CA QC
2018-02-016:08 FALSE 444 1 CA QCA-2021-00072-00630
2018-02-016:14 FALSE 237 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-016:40 FALSE 106 1 CA ON
2018-02-017:06 FALSE 4 1 CA ON
2018-02-017:14 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-02-017:14 FALSE 15 1 CA QC

2018-02-018:14 FALSE 1262 1 CA ON

2018-02-018:23 FALSE 1747 1 CA ON

2018-02-018:34 FALSE 212 1 CA ON

2018-02-018:38 FALSE 1704 1 CA ON

2018-02-018:59 FALSE 17 1 CA ON
2018-02-019:21 FALSE 124 1 CA ON
2018-02-019:36 FALSE 891 1 CA ON
2018-02-019:37 FALSE 34 1 CA QC
2018-02-019:48 FALSE 106 1 CA ON

2018-02-019:50 FALSE 357 1 CA ON

2018-02-0110:16 FALSE 250 1 CA ON

2018-02-0110:27 FALSE 2192 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-00631



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0110:30 FALSE 916 1 CA ON

2018-02-0111:28 FALSE 247 1 CA ON
2018-02-0111:33 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-02-0111:34 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-02-0111:56 FALSE 13 1 CA ON
2018-02-0111:57 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-02-0112:16 FALSE 159 1 CA ON
2018-02-0112:20 FALSE 423 1 CA ON
2018-02-0112:25 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-0112:27 FALSE 3 1 CA ON

2018-02-0112:47 FALSE 439 1 CA ON

2018-02-0112:57 FALSE 196 1 CA ON

2018-02-0113:01 FALSE 327 1 CA ON

2018-02-0113:23 FALSE 3992 1 CA ON

2018-02-0114:16 FALSE 949 1 CA ON

2018-02-0114:21 FALSE 0 1 CA ON

2018-02-0114:38 FALSE 359 1 CA ON

2018-02-0115:47 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-02-0115:49 FALSE 96 1 CA ON
2018-02-0115:54 FALSE 59 1 CA ON
2018-02-0115:57 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-02-0115:59 FALSE 33 1 CA QC

2018-02-0116:01 FALSE 2693 1 CA ON
A-2021-00072-00632



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0116:02 FALSE 473 1 CA ON

2018-02-0116:04 FALSE 173 1 CA ON
2018-02-0116:05 FALSE 16 1 CA ON
2018-02-0116:18 FALSE 31 1 CA ON
2018-02-0116:19 FALSE 33 1 CA ON
2018-02-0116:50 FALSE 290 1 CA ON

2018-02-0116:58 FALSE 34 1 CA ON

2018-02-0117:03 FALSE 266 1 CA ON

2018-02-0117:13 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-0117:16 FALSE 13 1 CA ON

2018-02-0117:25 FALSE 192 1 CA ON

2018-02-0117:31 FALSE 257 1 CA ON
2018-02-0118:21 FALSE 236 1 CA ON

2018-02-0118:26 FALSE 1518 1 CA ON

2018-02-0118:36 FALSE 1167 1 CA ON

2018-02-0118:52 FALSE 194 1 CA ON
2018-02-0119:22 FALSE 97 1 CA ON

2018-02-0119:45 FALSE 324 1 CA ON

2018-02-0119:51 FALSE 924 1 CA ON

2018-02-0119:53 FALSE 202 1 CA ON

2018-02-025:06 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-02-025:40 FALSE 98 1 CA ON

2018-02-025:45 FALSE 158 1 CA ON

2018-02-025:50 FALSE 23 1 CA ON
2018-02-026:45 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-02-027:04 FALSE 698 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00633



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-027:06 FALSE 702 1 CA ON

2018-02-027:41 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-02-028:05 FALSE 187 1 CA ON
2018-02-028:21 FALSE 302 1 CA QC

2018-02-028:39 FALSE 137 1 CA ON

2018-02-028:39 FALSE 6 1 US FL
2018-02-029:07 FALSE 213 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:12 FALSE 60 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:14 FALSE 63 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:20 FALSE 37 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:24 FALSE 199 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:32 FALSE 154 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:37 FALSE 106 1 CA ON

2018-02-029:42 FALSE 2050 1 CA ON

2018-02-029:47 FALSE 412 1 CA ON
2018-02-029:47 FALSE 107 1 GD
2018-02-0210:09 FALSE 741 1 CA ON
2018-02-0210:09 FALSE 291 1 CA ON

2018-02-0210:29 FALSE 792 1 PT

2018-02-0210:36 FALSE 284 1 CA BC

2018-02-0210:54 FALSE 250 1 CA ON

2018-02-0211:22 FALSE 125 1 CA QC

2018-02-0211:32 FALSE 932 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00634



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0211:48 FALSE 988 1 CA ON

2018-02-0211:56 FALSE 672 1 CA ON
2018-02-0212:00 FALSE 311 1 CA ON
2018-02-0212:50 FALSE 728 1 CA QC
2018-02-0212:52 FALSE 112 1 CA ON
2018-02-0213:05 FALSE 25 1 CA ON
2018-02-0213:45 FALSE 16 1 CA ON
2018-02-0214:06 FALSE 3 1 CA ON
2018-02-0214:07 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-02-0214:09 FALSE 150 1 CA ON
2018-02-0215:00 FALSE 214 1 CA ON
2018-02-0215:14 FALSE 954 1 CA ON

2018-02-0215:37 FALSE 3788 1 CA ON

2018-02-0216:15 FALSE 37 1 CA ON

2018-02-0217:06 FALSE 2005 1 CA ON

2018-02-0218:01 FALSE 569 1 CA ON

2018-02-0218:22 FALSE 89 1 CA ON

2018-02-0218:59 FALSE 1043 1 CA ON

2018-02-0219:22 FALSE 1022 1 CA ON
2018-02-0219:32 FALSE 443 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-006352018-02-0219:27 FALSE 768 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-034:02 FALSE 2740 1 CA ON

2018-02-035:08 FALSE 1266 1 CA ON

2018-02-035:08 FALSE 399 1 CA QC

2018-02-035:41 FALSE 546 1 CA ON
2018-02-036:13 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-036:17 FALSE 230 1 CA ON

2018-02-036:53 FALSE 661 1 CA ON

2018-02-037:28 FALSE 286 1 CA QC

2018-02-037:37 FALSE 86 1 CA ON

2018-02-037:54 FALSE 2187 1 CA ON

2018-02-038:24 FALSE 20 1 CA ON

2018-02-038:33 FALSE 3983 1 CA ON

2018-02-038:42 FALSE 24 1 CA ON
2018-02-038:44 FALSE 157 1 CA ON
2018-02-039:07 FALSE 8 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-006362018-02-039:09 FALSE 7 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-039:14 FALSE 11 1 CA ON

2018-02-039:15 FALSE 431 1 CA QC

2018-02-039:17 FALSE 187 1 CA ON

2018-02-039:21 FALSE 840 1 CA ON

2018-02-039:21 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-039:36 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-02-039:44 FALSE 31 1 CA ON
2018-02-0310:04 FALSE 4107 1 CA ON
2018-02-0310:32 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-02-0310:34 FALSE 12 1 CA NB

2018-02-03 10:38 FALSE 1237 1 CA ON

2018-02-0310:57 FALSE 650 1 CA ON

2018-02-0310:58 FALSE 263 1 CA QC

2018-02-0311:03 FALSE 30 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 11:32 FALSE 775 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 12:33 FALSE 127 1 CA ON

2018-02-0312:47 FALSE 1764 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00637



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-03 12:52 FALSE 1483 1 CA ON

2018-02-0312:59 FALSE 263 1 CA ON
2018-02-03 13:15 231FALSE 1 CA ON
2018-02-03 13:59 FALSE 18 1 CA ON

2018-02-0314:07 FALSE 598 1 CA ON

2018-02-0314:10 FALSE 260 1 CA ON

2018-02-0314:22 FALSE 101 1 CA ON

2018-02-0314:23 FALSE 217 1 CA ON
2018-02-0314:29 FALSE 5 1 CA ON
2018-02-0314:33 FALSE 123 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 15:23 FALSE 2294 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 16:16 FALSE 1152 1 CA ON

2018-02-0317:27 FALSE 1731 1 CA ON

2018-02-0317:31 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-02-0317:33 FALSE 34 1 CA ON
2018-02-0317:47 FALSE 109 1 CA ON
2018-02-0317:47 FALSE 152 1 NL

A-2021-00072-006382018-02-0317:53 FALSE 117 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0318:18 FALSE 82 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 19:11 FALSE 207 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 19:14 FALSE 178 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 19:26 FALSE 729 1 CA ON

2018-02-03 19:57 FALSE 195 1 CA ON
2018-02-03 20:23 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-02-041:48 FALSE 85 1 AU

2018-02-044:00 FALSE 469 1 CA ON

2018-02-044:02 FALSE 178 1 CA ON

2018-02-044:10 FALSE 132 1 CA ON

2018-02-044:15 FALSE 264 1 CA ON

2018-02-045:15 FALSE 394 1 CA ON

2018-02-045:41 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-02-046:25 FALSE 19 1 CA ON

2018-02-046:28 FALSE 369 1 CA ON

2018-02-047:26 FALSE 23036 1 CA ON

2018-02-047:44 FALSE 73 1 CA ON
2018-02-047:49 FALSE 20 1 CA ON

2018-02-047:52 FALSE 438 1 CA ON

2018-02-047:59 FALSE 554 1 CA ON

2018-02-048:51 FALSE 29 1 CA NTA-2021-00072-00639



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-049:39 FALSE 1166 1 US

2018-02-049:39 FALSE 370 1 CA ON

2018-02-049:50 FALSE 289 1 CA ON
2018-02-0410:07 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-02-0410:23 FALSE 470 1 CA ON
2018-02-0410:37 FALSE 440 1 CA ON
2018-02-0410:38 FALSE 1832 1 CA ON

2018-02-0410:49 FALSE 521 1 CA ON

2018-02-0410:57 FALSE 633 1 CA ON

2018-02-0411:41 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-02-0412:26 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-02-0414:11 FALSE 35 1 CA ON
2018-02-0414:17 FALSE 143 1 CA QC
2018-02-0414:57 FALSE 279 1 CA ON
2018-02-0414:59 FALSE 12 1 CA QC

2018-02-0416:16 FALSE 4210 1 CA ON

2018-02-0416:33 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-02-0416:46 FALSE 1527 1 CA ON

2018-02-0416:49 FALSE 114 1 CA ON

2018-02-0416:52 FALSE 534 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00640



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0419:14 FALSE 689 1 CA ON

2018-02-0419:26 FALSE 1476 1 CA ON

2018-02-0419:59 FALSE 8 1 CA ON

2018-02-056:34 FALSE 408 1 CA ON

2018-02-057:12 FALSE 639 1 CA ON

2018-02-057:33 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-058:05 FALSE 674 1 CA ON
2018-02-059:01 FALSE 64 1 CA ON
2018-02-059:59 FALSE 43 1 CA QC
2018-02-0510:07 103FALSE 1 CA ON
2018-02-0510:15 FALSE 3368 1 CA ON

2018-02-0511:10 FALSE 721 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 11:29 FALSE 22 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00641



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-05 13:56 FALSE 938 1 CA ON

2018-02-0514:02 FALSE 468 1 CA ON

2018-02-0514:27 FALSE 12 1 US
2018-02-0514:27 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-0514:40 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-02-0514:40 FALSE 12 1 CA QC
2018-02-05 15:07 FALSE 1153 1 CA ON
2018-02-05 15:17 FALSE 72 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 15:19 FALSE 534 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 16:02 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-02-05 16:07 FALSE 170 1 CA
2018-02-05 16:17 FALSE 227 1 CA ON
2018-02-05 16:56 FALSE 29 1 CA ON
2018-02-05 16:59 FALSE 288 1 CA ON

2018-02-0517:16 FALSE 7254 1 CA ON

2018-02-0517:18 FALSE 2751 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00642



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0517:20 FALSE 30 1 CA ON
2018-02-0518:04 FALSE 333 1 CA ON

2018-02-0518:08 FALSE 9466 1 CA ON

2018-02-0518:10 FALSE 930 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 18:19 FALSE 700 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 18:31 FALSE 1409 1 CA ON

2018-02-0518:44 FALSE 2502 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 19:22 FALSE 82 1 CA ON
2018-02-05 19:32 FALSE 44 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00643



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-05 19:35 FALSE 2443 1 CA ON

2018-02-05 20:46 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-05 20:50 FALSE 1 CA ON5

2018-02-05 21:01 FALSE 816 1 CA ON

2018-02-061:59 FALSE 393 1 CA QC

2018-02-063:33 FALSE 1031 1 CA QC

2018-02-064:57 FALSE 272 1 CA ON

2018-02-065:09 FALSE 862 1 CA ON

2018-02-066:08 FALSE 498 1 CA ON

2018-02-066:46 FALSE 1667 1 CA ON

2018-02-066:52 FALSE 1112 1 CA ON

2018-02-066:52 FALSE 515 1 CA ON

2018-02-067:26 FALSE 188 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00644



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-067:34 FALSE 116 1 CA ON

2018-02-067:40 FALSE 859 1 CA ON

2018-02-067:41 FALSE 15 1 CA ON

2018-02-067:49 FALSE 779 1 CA ON

2018-02-067:57 FALSE 1003 1 CA ON

2018-02-068:18 FALSE 38 1 CA ON
2018-02-069:00 FALSE 185 1 CA ON
2018-02-069:17 FALSE 4340 1 CA ON
2018-02-069:51 FALSE 41 1 CA ON
2018-02-06 11:01 FALSE 12 1 CA QC
2018-02-06 11:19 FALSE 0 1 CA QC
2018-02-06 12:12 FALSE 12 1 CA ON

2018-02-06 12:27 FALSE 2972 1 CA ON

2018-02-06 12:49 FALSE 63 1 CA ON
2018-02-06 14:03 FALSE 178 1 CA ON

2018-02-06 14:26 FALSE 1231 1 CA ON

2018-02-06 14:45 FALSE 3744 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00645



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-06 16:12 FALSE 832 1 CA ON

2018-02-06 19:21 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-02-074:53 FALSE 1394 1 CA ON

2018-02-075:39 FALSE 440 1 CA ON

2018-02-076:13 FALSE 247 1 CA ON

2018-02-076:32 FALSE 163 1 CA ON
2018-02-076:51 FALSE 139 1 CA ON
2018-02-077:12 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-02-077:17 FALSE 1327 1 CA ON

2018-02-077:59 FALSE 34 1 CA ON
2018-02-078:52 FALSE 254 1 CA ON
2018-02-0710:55 FALSE 130 1 CA ON
2018-02-0711:40 FALSE 100 1 CA ON
2018-02-0712:28 FALSE 4 1 CA ON

2018-02-0712:44 FALSE 1029 1 CA QC

2018-02-0713:05 FALSE 230 1 CA ON

2018-02-0713:27 FALSE 455 1 CA ON
A-2021-00072-00646



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0713:51 FALSE 1066 1 CA ON

2018-02-0714:51 FALSE 537 1 CA ON

2018-02-0715:22 FALSE 41 1 CA ON
2018-02-0716:05 FALSE 20 1 CA ON
2018-02-0716:27 FALSE 71 1 CA ON
2018-02-0716:32 FALSE 0 1 CA ON

2018-02-0717:43 FALSE 8336 1 CA ON

2018-02-0717:43 FALSE 200 1 CA ON
2018-02-0718:00 FALSE 19002 1 CA ON

2018-02-0719:25 FALSE 1760 1 CA ON

2018-02-082:45 FALSE 1 CA ON775

2018-02-084:31 FALSE 169 1 CA ON
2018-02-085:35 FALSE 6 1 CA QC
2018-02-086:03 FALSE 51 1 CA ON
2018-02-086:04 FALSE 71 1 CA ON
2018-02-086:09 FALSE 108 1 CA ON
2018-02-086:42 FALSE 43 1 CA ON

2018-02-086:50 FALSE 138 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-006472018-02-087:24 FALSE 578 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-087:31 FALSE 4940 1 CA ON

2018-02-087:35 FALSE 118 1 CA ON

2018-02-088:30 FALSE 795 1 CA ON

2018-02-089:03 FALSE 576 1 CA ON

2018-02-089:20 FALSE 71 1 CA ON

2018-02-0810:13 FALSE 512 1 CA ON

2018-02-0810:17 FALSE 431 1 CA ON

2018-02-0811:04 FALSE 50 1
2018-02-0811:23 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-02-0811:46 FALSE 3 1 US
2018-02-0811:51 FALSE 24 1 CA ON
2018-02-0812:41 FALSE 7 1 CA ON
2018-02-0812:41 FALSE 26 1 CA QC
2018-02-0812:44 FALSE 31 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-006482018-02-0812:51 FALSE 6 1 CA QC



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0812:52 FALSE 91 1 CA QC
2018-02-0812:52 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-02-0812:53 FALSE 56 1 CA ON

2018-02-0812:53 FALSE 273 1 CA ON

2018-02-0812:55 FALSE 1847 1 CA ON

2018-02-0813:24 FALSE 184 1 CA ON

2018-02-0813:25 FALSE 495 1 CA QC

2018-02-0813:25 FALSE 172 1 CA ON

2018-02-0813:28 FALSE 2831 1 CA ON
2018-02-0813:29 FALSE 9 1 CA QC
2018-02-0813:34 FALSE 146 1 CA ON

2018-02-0813:38 FALSE 208 1 CA ON

2018-02-0813:46 FALSE 343 1 CA ON

2018-02-0813:46 FALSE 426 1 US AZ

2018-02-0813:53 FALSE 180 1 CA QC

2018-02-0814:21 FALSE 247 1 CA ON

2018-02-0814:37 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-02-0814:49 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-02-0815:01 FALSE 26 1 CA ON
2018-02-0815:17 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-02-0815:48 FALSE 142 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00649



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-0815:55 FALSE 810 1 CA ON

2018-02-0816:39 FALSE 1214 1 CA ON

2018-02-0816:40 FALSE 94 1 CA ON
2018-02-0816:56 FALSE 110 1 CA ON
2018-02-0817:05 FALSE 28 1 CA QC

2018-02-0817:15 FALSE 237 1 CA ON

2018-02-0817:27 FALSE 93 1 CA ON

2018-02-0817:46 FALSE 123 1 CA ON

2018-02-0817:54 FALSE 433 1 CA ON

2018-02-0818:01 FALSE 64 1 CA ON
2018-02-0818:11 FALSE 9 1 CA QC
2018-02-0818:30 FALSE 52 1 CA ON
2018-02-0818:39 FALSE 183 1 CA ON
2018-02-0819:19 FALSE 260 1 CA ON

2018-02-0819:37 FALSE 823 1 CA ON

2018-02-0819:48 FALSE 146 1 CA QC
2018-02-0820:07 FALSE 44 1 CA QC
2018-02-08 20:25 FALSE 13 1 CA ON
2018-02-08 20:36 FALSE 164 1 CA ON

2018-02-0820:39 FALSE 197 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 2:01 FALSE 125 1 CA ON

2018-02-093:42 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-02-093:45 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-02-094:14 FALSE 230 1 CA ON
2018-02-095:30 FALSE 5 1 CA ON
2018-02-095:39 FALSE 247 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00650



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-095:51 FALSE 2454 1 CA ON

2018-02-096:34 FALSE 94 1 DE
2018-02-096:35 FALSE 3 1 CA ON
2018-02-096:36 FALSE 51 1 CA ON

2018-02-096:39 FALSE 808 1 CA ON

2018-02-096:44 FALSE 25 1 CA ON
2018-02-096:56 FALSE 39 1 CA ON
2018-02-097:08 FALSE 20 1 CA QC
2018-02-097:11 FALSE 6 1 CA QC
2018-02-097:22 FALSE 20 1 CA ON

2018-02-097:48 FALSE 228 1 CA ON

2018-02-097:58 FALSE 987 1 CA ON

2018-02-098:34 FALSE 15 1 CA ON

2018-02-098:38 FALSE 781 1 CA ON

2018-02-098:45 FALSE 32 1 CA ON
2018-02-098:48 FALSE 6891 1 CA ON
2018-02-098:51 FALSE 205 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00651



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-099:13 FALSE 589 1 CA ON

2018-02-099:15 FALSE 18 1 CA ON
2018-02-099:26 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-02-099:37 FALSE 432 1 CA ON

2018-02-099:57 FALSE 3 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 10:00 FALSE 267 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 10:27 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 10:36 FALSE 280 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 10:48 FALSE 32 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 11:28 FALSE 645 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 11:34 FALSE 0 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 11:50 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 12:42 FALSE 20 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 12:48 FALSE 293 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 12:53 FALSE 126 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 13:30 FALSE 28 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-00652



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-09 13:35 FALSE 294 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 13:41 FALSE 379 1 US FL

2018-02-09 13:49 FALSE 54 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 13:53 FALSE 6313 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 13:59 FALSE 45 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 14:06 FALSE 52 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 14:11 FALSE 291 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 14:25 FALSE 27 1 CA QC
2018-02-09 14:25 FALSE 46 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 14:30 FALSE 21 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 14:43 FALSE 26 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 15:07 FALSE 1573 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 15:16 FALSE 1505 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 15:20 FALSE 69 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 15:41 FALSE 1462 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 15:42 FALSE 291 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 15:51 FALSE 224 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 16:05 FALSE 280 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 16:06 FALSE 74 1 CA ON
A-2021-00072-006532018-02-09 16:09 FALSE 356 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-09 16:10 FALSE 1 CA ON5

2018-02-09 16:11 FALSE 702 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 16:28 FALSE 3 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 16:29 FALSE 612 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 17:54 FALSE 758 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 17:59 FALSE 21 1 CA QC
2018-02-09 18:07 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-02-09 18:46 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-02-09 18:46 FALSE 2 1 CA NS
2018-02-09 18:50 FALSE 13 1 CA BC
2018-02-09 18:56 FALSE 27 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 18:58 FALSE 45 1 CA AB
2018-02-09 19:08 FALSE 117 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 19:09 FALSE 105 1 MX

2018-02-09 19:10 FALSE 478 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 19:12 FALSE 12 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 19:49 FALSE 205 1 CA ON

2018-02-09 19:57 FALSE 177 1 CA QC

2018-02-09 20:22 FALSE 190 1 CA QC
2018-02-09 22:13 FALSE 122 1 CA ON
2018-02-09 23:05 FALSE 252 1 CA ON

2018-02-100:26 FALSE 147 1 US AZ

2018-02-101:50 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-02-102:18 FALSE 28 1 CA ON
2018-02-102:36 FALSE 80 1 CA ON
2018-02-103:37 FALSE 206 1 CA BC
2018-02-104:47 FALSE 166 1 CA ONA-2021-00072-00654



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-104:54 FALSE 119 1 CA ON

2018-02-105:29 FALSE 160 1 CA ON
2018-02-105:42 FALSE 345 1 CA ON
2018-02-105:44 FALSE 13 1 CA QC
2018-02-105:45 FALSE 84 1 CA BC

2018-02-106:02 FALSE 4793 1 CA ON

2018-02-106:18 FALSE 136 1 CA ON

2018-02-106:46 FALSE 1036 1 CA ON

2018-02-106:58 FALSE 2207 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:04 FALSE 277 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:09 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:11 FALSE 147 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:12 FALSE 431 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:17 FALSE 1 CA ON755

2018-02-107:18 FALSE 285 1 CA ON
A-2021-00072-00655



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-107:24 FALSE 72 1 CA ON
2018-02-107:38 FALSE 79 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:42 FALSE 153 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:43 FALSE 196 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:46 FALSE 690 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:58 FALSE 899 1 CA ON

2018-02-107:59 FALSE 249 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:10 FALSE 27 1 CA ON

2018-02-108:12 FALSE 188 1 CA ON

2018-02-108:13 FALSE 379 1 CA ON

2018-02-108:15 FALSE 174 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:17 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:25 FALSE 67 1 CA ON

2018-02-108:40 FALSE 110 1 CA ON

2018-02-108:40 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:42 FALSE 52 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:48 FALSE 11 1 CA QC
2018-02-108:51 FALSE 15 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:53 FALSE 150 1 CA ON
2018-02-108:54 FALSE 10 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00656



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-109:11 FALSE 794 1 CA ON

2018-02-109:13 FALSE 862 1 CA ON

2018-02-109:17 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-02-109:21 FALSE 8 1 CA QC
2018-02-109:21 FALSE 1256 1 CA ON
2018-02-109:22 FALSE 1 CA ON5

2018-02-109:26 328FALSE 1 CA ON

2018-02-109:32 FALSE 178 1 CA ON
2018-02-109:37 FALSE 22 1 CA ON
2018-02-109:39 FALSE 31 1 CA ON
2018-02-109:47 FALSE 15 1 CA BC
2018-02-109:49 FALSE 41 1 CA ON
2018-02-1010:00 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

2018-02-1010:08 FALSE 356 1 CA ON

2018-02-1010:22 FALSE 44 1 CA ON
2018-02-1010:28 FALSE 234 1 CA ON

2018-02-1010:29 FALSE 310 1 CA QC

2018-02-1010:38 FALSE 491 1 CA ON

2018-02-1010:42 FALSE 159 1 CA ON

2018-02-1010:44 FALSE 253 1 CA AB

A-2021-00072-00657



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1010:48 FALSE 1179 1 CA ON

2018-02-1010:50 FALSE 8 1 CA ON
2018-02-1010:59 FALSE 8 1 CA ON

2018-02-1011:20 FALSE 6824 1 CA ON

2018-02-1011:21 FALSE 10 1 CA ON
2018-02-1011:32 FALSE 155 1 CA ON

2018-02-1011:35 FALSE 307 1 CA ON

2018-02-1011:37 FALSE 690 1 CA ON

2018-02-1011:46 FALSE 270 1 CA ON

2018-02-1011:52 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-02-1011:59 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-02-1012:00 FALSE 40 1 CA ON

2018-02-1012:04 FALSE 1489 1 CA ON

2018-02-1012:30 FALSE 385 1 CA ON

2018-02-1012:34 FALSE 9 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00658



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1012:54 FALSE 462 1 CA ON

2018-02-1012:55 FALSE 27 1 CA ON

2018-02-1012:58 FALSE 288 1 CA QC

2018-02-1013:10 FALSE 147 1 CA ON

2018-02-1013:16 FALSE 65 1 CA QC

2018-02-1013:25 FALSE 1091 1 CA ON

2018-02-1013:35 FALSE 317 1 CA QC

2018-02-1013:40 FALSE 571 1 CA ON

2018-02-1013:53 FALSE 1229 1 CA

2018-02-1013:54 FALSE 257 1 CA ON
2018-02-1014:02 FALSE 68 1 CA ON
2018-02-1014:27 FALSE 14 1 CA
2018-02-1014:46 FALSE 36 1 CA ON

2018-02-1014:46 FALSE 358 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00659



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1014:50 FALSE 14 1 CA QC
2018-02-1014:57 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-02-1014:58 FALSE 130 1 CA ON
2018-02-1015:00 FALSE 105 1 US FL
2018-02-1015:02 FALSE 738 1 CA ON

2018-02-1015:05 FALSE 528 1 US FL

2018-02-1015:08 FALSE 1581 1 CA ON

2018-02-1015:18 FALSE 968 1 CA ON

2018-02-1015:35 FALSE 163 1 CA ON
2018-02-1016:24 FALSE 100 1 CA ON
2018-02-1016:26 23FALSE 1 CA ON
2018-02-1016:48 FALSE 154 1 CA ON
2018-02-1016:56 FALSE 1 CA ON7
2018-02-1017:09 FALSE 12 1 CA ON

2018-02-1017:19 FALSE 1786 1 CA ON

2018-02-1017:23 FALSE 6 1 CA ON
2018-02-1017:24 FALSE 212 1 CA ON

2018-02-1017:30 FALSE 3570 1 CA ON

2018-02-1017:37 FALSE 152 1 CA AB

2018-02-1017:46 FALSE 178 1 CA ON

2018-02-1017:55 FALSE 3 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-00660



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1017:57 FALSE 627 1 CA ON

2018-02-1018:00 FALSE 133 1 CA ON
2018-02-1018:02 FALSE 84 1 CA ON

2018-02-1018:05 FALSE 639 1 CA BC

2018-02-1018:05 FALSE 41 1 CA AB
2018-02-1018:09 FALSE 46 1 US
2018-02-1018:23 FALSE 19 1 CA ON

2018-02-1018:29 FALSE 471 1 CA ON

2018-02-1018:30 FALSE 27 1 CA ON

2018-02-1018:36 273 ONFALSE 1 CA

2018-02-1018:49 FALSE 925 1 CA ON

2018-02-1018:56 FALSE 56 1 CA ON

2018-02-1019:00 FALSE 1256 1 AU

2018-02-1019:06 FALSE 507 1 CA ON

2018-02-1019:17 FALSE 365 1 CA ON
2018-02-1019:28 FALSE 9 1 CA ON
2018-02-1020:21 FALSE 7 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00661
2018-02-1020:26 FALSE 78 1 CA ON



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1021:41 FALSE 446 1 CA ON

2018-02-1023:25 FALSE 143 1 CA AB

2018-02-110:27 FALSE 914 1 CA ON
2018-02-112:33 FALSE 159 1 CA ON

2018-02-113:39 FALSE 1000 1 CA ON

2018-02-113:44 FALSE 36 1 CA ON

2018-02-114:00 FALSE 402 1 CA ON

2018-02-114:09 FALSE 370 1 CA ON

2018-02-114:24 FALSE 618 1 CA ON

2018-02-114:28 FALSE 188 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00662



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-114:33 FALSE 146 1 CA ON

2018-02-115:28 FALSE 375 1 CA QC
2018-02-115:45 FALSE 11 1 CA QC

2018-02-115:50 FALSE 721 1 CA ON

2018-02-116:12 FALSE 348 1 CA ON

2018-02-116:49 FALSE 453 1 CA QC

2018-02-117:04 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-02-117:15 FALSE 509 1 CA ON

2018-02-117:17 FALSE 1081 1 CA ON

2018-02-117:17 FALSE 1 CA QC5

2018-02-117:21 FALSE 2236 1 CA ON

2018-02-117:21 FALSE 2914 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-00663



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-117:22 FALSE 1 CA ON75
2018-02-117:23 FALSE 93 1 CA ON
2018-02-117:34 FALSE 78 1 CA QC

2018-02-117:37 FALSE 1695 1 CA QC

2018-02-118:20 FALSE 14 1 CA ON
2018-02-118:20 FALSE 5 1 CA ON
2018-02-118:23 FALSE 455 1 CA ON

2018-02-118:46 FALSE 187 1 CA ON

2018-02-119:24 FALSE 507 1 ES

2018-02-119:24 FALSE 734 1 ES

2018-02-119:31 FALSE 984 1 CA ON

2018-02-1110:55 FALSE 148 1 CA ON

2018-02-1110:56 FALSE 1564 1 CA ON

2018-02-1111:08 FALSE 72 1 CA ON
2018-02-1111:20 FALSE 52 1 CA ON

2018-02-1111:22 FALSE 1491 1 CA ON

2018-02-1111:25 FALSE 567 1 CA ON

2018-02-1111:39 FALSE 3023 1 CA ON
2018-02-1111:45 FALSE 687 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00664



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1112:21 FALSE 629 1 CA ON

2018-02-1112:22 FALSE 291 1 CA ON

2018-02-1112:24 FALSE 599 1 CA QC

2018-02-1112:26 FALSE 1 CA ON5

2018-02-1112:53 FALSE 384 1 CA ON

2018-02-11 13:00 FALSE 99 1 CA ON

2018-02-1113:47 FALSE 6 1 CA ON

2018-02-1114:05 FALSE 359 1 CA QC

2018-02-1114:22 FALSE 3594 1 CA ON

2018-02-1114:41 FALSE 72 1 CA ON

2018-02-1114:54 FALSE 411 1 CA ON

2018-02-11 15:13 FALSE 92 1 CA QCA-2021-00072-00665



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1115:33 FALSE 1588 1 CA ON
2018-02-11 16:05 FALSE 1542 1 CA ON
2018-02-11 16:17 FALSE 230 1 CA ON

2018-02-11 16:47 FALSE 3415 1 CA ON

2018-02-1117:03 FALSE 65 1 CA ON

2018-02-1117:23 FALSE 1091 1 CA ON

2018-02-1117:32 FALSE 2631 1 CA ON

2018-02-1117:50 FALSE 1012 1 CA ON

2018-02-1117:52 FALSE 222 1 CA ON

2018-02-1118:18 FALSE 15 1 CA QC

A-2021-00072-00666



s.19(1) RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

2018-02-1118:30 FALSE 1519 1 CA ON

2018-02-1118:35 FALSE 1280 1 CA ON

2018-02-1118:58 FALSE 898 1 CA ON

2018-02-11 19:59 FALSE 11 1 CA ON
2018-02-1120:01 FALSE 31 1 CA ON

2018-02-1120:03 FALSE 176 1 CA ON

2018-02-1121:22 FALSE 1 CA ON5
2018-02-123:45 FALSE 83 1 CA ON
2018-02-125:28 FALSE 4 1 CA ON

2018-02-125:33 FALSE 66 1 CA ON

2018-02-125:50 FALSE 16 1 CA ON

2018-02-126:21 FALSE 238 1 CA ON

2018-02-126:28 FALSE 183 1 CA ON

A-2021-00072-00667



RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Strategies and GuidelinesThis draft plan was developed thanks to input received
from the public and stakeholders throughout the development of the
plan. Through a number of strategies and guidelines, it proposes the following
new ideas:Waterfront ExperienceOffer more access to the river; have seven
active and tranquil areas for public enjoyment; provide more public washrooms,
food services, rest areas, and repair and rental shops, as well as various year-
round recreational opportunities.Natural EnvironmentProtect ecological health
and diversity; remove and prevent invasive vegetation (e.g.buckthorn); replace
damaged trees;create new views of the river; protect against flooding; manage
shoreline erosion.Culture and HeritageProtect and interpret heritage and
archaeological resources; communicate the cultural heritage and history of the
river and parklands; provide information and opportunities for education;
create new events spaces; improve wayfinding and signage; ensure more public
greenspace for spontaneous gatherings.ConnectivityOffer safer cycling and
walking paths; ensure sufficient vehicle/bike parking at park activity areas;
relocate parking away from the shoreline;offer additional, safe, at-grade
crossings on the parkway; lower parkway traffic speeds; ensure universal
accessibility; and provide wayfinding and signage.

We Want Your InputThe NCC has developed a draft plan for the Sir John A. Macdonald
Riverfront Park which will cover nine kilometres of parkland along the Ottawa River,
between LeBreton Flats and Mud Lake. This is the last in a series of four public
consultations on this project. Consultation reports for the previous public engagement
activities are available here. This plan will guide future land use decisions and
investments for the park over the next 50 years.We want to hear your thoughts and
ideas on the final draft of the plan, including the proposed strategies and guidelines, and
the sector plans.Your comments will be confidential, and the survey should take you
about five minutes to complete.

How satisfied
are you with
these
proposals?

Do you have any comments on the proposed strategies and guidelines?

Segregated bike and ped paths is key. Make sure parking is really far back from waterfront, or just get rid
of it altogether! Public washrooms are amazing. Please make sure it does not get too commercial with
addition of places to buy food and drink. Minimal, low-profile signage, please.

1

1
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i love it!1

2

I do not believe that that more food service, repair and rental shops are needed - part of the best
feature of the parkway/pathway is that it isn't commercialized. Consider perhaps bike/ski rental at a few
points along the pathway,but nothing more.

2

3

2

Regarding connectivity: Need separate bike lanes from pedestrian. Or need two types of bike lanes.
Separate lanes for cyclists who are comuting rather than enjoying the park. I would reduce the number
of lanes of car traffic on the parkway and replace one with a grade separated bike lane. As that is likely a
non-starter I would move the car lanes closer together by removing the wasted space between the east
and west bound lanes and adding a bike lane on the road, can be plowed in winter also.

1

2
2
1
1
1

1

1

2

3
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I'm very excited by the proposal and the emphasis on encouraging more use of the riverfront year-
round. The 'waterfront experience 1 and 'connectivity ' are of particular importance to me (making the
space more inviting and easier to get to, with more to do when you're there)! Thank you!

1

1

5
1

1

I would like to see a commitment to ensuring that recreational activities are a part of the plan for both
the summer and the winter seasons (the latter is often neglected).

1

Connectivity that includes parking and other compromises with motor vehicles, will automatically
decrease safety in the park.2

2

1

1

1

2
Offer more access to the river!1
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1

2

I just hope consideration is made to separate biking and walking paths.
2

I hope playground equipment is also considered.

2

1

1

Provide space useful for festivals (former parking lots maybe). Allow for development of park to happen
organically. Plan infrastructure for flood protection. Add LOTS of signage for locals and tourists. Create
'nodes' areas where entertainment and services are clustered so people will be forced to gather thus
creating a sense of place.

2

2
2
1
2
1
2

1
1

One aspect of universal accessibility I would like to see would be the inclusion of gender-neutral
washrooms at all areas where public washrooms are present!

1
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No mention of tie in with LRT , access from stations etc.?1

2
3

n/a3
1

1

2

1

Connectivity is important, for all and not just those that are able to drive through it/to it.1

1

1

Very happy to hear about more public bathrooms. This is a huge missing point. Would love those on the
SJAM parkway winter route to also be available year round!

1

2
1

2
1
1
1
2
1

I saw a reference to separated bike and walking paths. Don't forget about rollerbiaders. They require
smooth surfaces and limited inclines on hills.

2
Regarding lower parkway traffic speeds specifically cited, 60km/h is more than slow enough.
Adjustments during events (similar to the regular parkway closures) is a sufficient option.
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3

I think it is important to recognize the highly important transportation link the parkway provides for
west end residents. It is important that this corridor continue to serve this function efficiently.3

keep it simple and try not to rule it to death.2

2

1

Would not want to see a significant expansion of vehicle parking. There seems to be adequate currently
at the various activity areas.

2

2

2
2

1

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Regarding culture and heritage, begin by changing the name of
the park from that of notorious racist Macdonald to, for instance, an Anishinabe (Algonquin) or
francophone name.

3

2

1

1

3
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2

1
1

As the proposal for Rochester Park is not based on residents' input but solely from the NCC we can have
no other response than very dissatisfied. Until we see something on paper.5

1

rest areas quite important for both younger participants and seniors, sadly lacking at present. Also fully
support lower parkway traffic speeds.1

It all sounds good but will all these good things actually get done,without and caveats?2

2

I find the proposed commercial components of 'Waterfront Experience' to be in conflict withe retention
of the 'Natural Environment' and 'Culture and Heritage'. Conflict would be lessened or eliminated if
'Waterfront Experience' included only public, non-commercial facilities and services.

4

above or below grade crossings preferred.4

2
1
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Tranquil Waterfront experience requires that traffic speed and noise be low enough to allow a Tranquil
experience

1

Parking should stay close to the path.2

Why reduce traffic speed? Like it or not, the SJAM serves as a major east-west transportation corridor.
Instead,build above or below-grade crossings for pedestrians. Realign the SJAM away from the river.3

2

These are far too vague to comment upon - merely section titles. What will be the waterfront
experiences. The river is beautiful to watch,but dangerous to adventure into. What bounds are being
put on active participation?

3
I worry also that development at the eastern end will mean that local residents may take over the space,
cramming out visitors and up-river residents.

The parkway has been a grassy field with few natural vistas. Put in a forest to bike/walk thru.

Priority should be preserving or increasing natural environment. No structures close to shoreline
separate bike and footpaths.

2

1
1
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2

I like them it all, EXCEPT FOR the idea of repair and rental shops.4

2

Need lots of underground parking2
1

I like the additional crossings and natural restoration policies. I oppose reducing the number of car lanes
from 4 to 2 on the Parkway west of Island Park Drive. This option should only be considered when LRT3
is built to Kanata.

4

I feel that it is important to prioritize pedestrian and cycling access to the green space.1

3

I think any changes should preserve the natural, wild aspects of the land and shoreline. I like that parking
areas will be moved away from the shoreline.2

3

1
1
2

Will there be extended/additional beach area?2
2
2
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I do not want to see more commercial activity along the parkway. It is enjoyable to see its entire beauty
without more building or parking area. All rental and commerce should take place off the parkway.

Some additional crossings may be ok. We should make sure that vehicles do not stop too many times as
it is increases pollution as well as noise pollution.

2

Increase usage of winter activities by increasing the length of the cross country skiing.

(1) I do not support adding commercial facilities such as food services, repair and rental shops.
4

(2) I don't see how you can protect heritage & archaeological resources by opening the area more.

1

2

Need strategy and guideslines to encourage public pride and ownership of uses and responsibilities of
parts of this riparian parkland including stewardship, standing activity (ie SJam); connectivity structure
and com'tions network.

2

2

1

Access to Mud Lake should be kept as is. Increased parking/access could negatively impact the area2

I find the speed of the parkway is fine.1

Waterfront experience: are you suggesting that the amenities you listed will be at all seven public areas?
Washrooms yes, but I am not sure that the others need to be at all seven. I am concern about food
services, that it will attract gulls and scavengers, and increase food wrapping garbage. Can we 'order '
food services to use recyclables? Can the main recreational activity be walking?2

Natural Environment: how much 'manicuring' are you proposing to do? Is it going to go so far that it will
no I
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I don't think the parkway speed needs to be lowered. There are a number of crossing points that provide
safe access to cross.

2

5
2

The roads are fine as is...these are routes out of downtown. Raise the limit to 80k, since everyone is
driving that speed anyway. Add a separate bike route from the walking paths - bike commuters want to
go 30kph

5

2

1

2

The park cannot simply be green space. It needs to have facilities and amenities that draw people to the
park, year-round.1

1
2
2

I don't support having a greater commercial focus to the waterfront - outdoor event spaces end in
Ottawa seem to be predominantly utilized by large scale events that disrupt the neighbourhood and use
of the areas.

4
Additionally, there are segments of the area where near by neighbourhoods have many apartment
dwellers and rooming houses that provide no outdoor gardening space and there are no community
gardens in the vicinity. I recommend allocating land to having community gardens.

2
The environmental aspect should always come first1

2
2
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1

4

toilettes publiques, aires de repos ne pourraient qu'attirer les voyous2

1

2

Shouldn't be named after John A. MacDonald.1

Replace the grass with indigenous plants, in order to improve the quality of the land and the water.
1

Create a natural sound barrier between the Parkway and the river by planting trees.

Connectivity: No mention is made of the SJAM parkway itself. What is the plan for the parkway? Will
the NCC simply ignore the fact that the road bed and median take up about as much space as the rest of
the park combined? Why is the parkway not being made more land-efficient? Remove the median,
connect the east and westbound lanes at the eastbound side, moving the parkway away from the river,
but not closer to the NIMBY's. Maximize the river-side area.

2

I am not sure I want to have food services along the shore line. There are many easy access to food in
the area. Usually food means littering,attracting pigeons etc. There are not many places left where it is
more mature than business. Have food services will take away the feeling of Tranqulity .

3

2

I am happy to see that additional parkway crossings for pedestrians/bikes are proposed.2

1

I had trouble getting the pdf to load properly3
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This survey methodology is problematic because there doesn't seem to be a way of indicating that the
repair and rental shops (Waterfront Experience) are too commercial an element for the space, while I
agree with the items in the Natural Environment.

4

2
2
1
2

- Where does the park begin and end on the waterfront. From the War Museum to the Portage Bridge?
To Rockcliffe PKWY? Connections to park and paths, parking etc. and major arteries such as Bronson
and Booth St and OC Transit way? Better to get the layout right and worry about the signage later.

3

- strongly recommend that NCC look at the Malecon in Havana Cuba as an example of a waterfront
parkway that also encourages pedestrians, bikeways and parks. Similarly Capetown's Greenpoint.

It is unclear that this development plan is necessary. What key issues have made these initiatives
necessary? The Waterfront can already be experienced, and in fact adding rental shops and washrooms
will detract from the unique experience that exists already; by adding wayfinding and culture
interpretation stations the NCC will be reducing any sense of experience with a natural riverfront. One of
the pleasures of the Ottawa River now is the long peaceful uninterrupted stretches.

2

When compromises are necessary, please consider protecting the natural environment and the
waterfront experience first, vs. developing cultural experiences and connecting pathways.1

3

1

1

1
2
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Have the Algonquins been consulted meaningfully about this proposal and given their consent? After all,
the proposed park, like all NCC property, is on unceded and unsurrendered Albonquin territory.

2

1
2
2

an urban beach would be appreciated.2

1
try and find a way to deal with Canada geese.2

2

Not sure that speed on Parkway needs to be lowered.2

Please do not remove two lanes of traffic. The existing pathways are sufficient. Continue to replant
trees.3

more washrooms will be great - safe at-grade crossings on the Parkway will be appreciated1

1

Leaving the existing four lanes of traffic, plus buses, plus commercial vehicles is a mistake. The side of a
busy expressway is not a tranquil space.2

Causing traffic jams that produce pollution and frustration. The speed limit and number of lanes works
well as it is. Local residents may like your plans but what about everyone else.5

Emphasize year-round recreation2

3
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1. I'm not clear what you mean about creating 'new views of the river' - 1 think the views are fine and do
not want anything cut, or built, for views.

2. I think it might be good to allow the park to flood so we don't have to build anything. Also, limiting
flooding in the park could increase flooding downstream. Use the park as a flood plain and build
washrooms, etc. on the higher spots.

2

3. Easier access and twinned pathways would be great.

The natural environment proposal should outweigh any of the others. Without a robust natural
environment, none of the other proposals will make sense.2

3

We don't need businesses such as 'food services' and 'repair and rental shops' proliferating along the
riverfront. We need focus on keeping it's natural beauty.4

4

these make the park more of a people place, more a place parents will feel safe with their children
(slower road speeds, for one), more in line with the sustainable city that Ottawa wants to be with self-
propelled recreation walking and bicycling and downgrading of dominance of vehicles by having parking
set back from the shore, encouraging people to get out of their cars and experience the natural
environment

1

Keep commercial aspects to a minimum. Stick to nature and functional requirements...don't need urban
art and artistic fountains. Simple drinking fountains work well.3

1
1

It seems a bit hard to reconcile protection of the natural environment with the waterfront experience
strategies, if literally everything listed under that point is to be introduced...2

I am glad to see that preserving the waterfront corridor as a driving commuting route is not a priority.1

I'm happy to read that the pathways will be segregated and the the winter trails will continue.1
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Of note, the 'more access to the river' comments don't make any mention of facilitation of watersports
(kayaking for ex) - will such activities also be taken into consideration? (suitable launch ramps, resting
places etc)

2

I especially like the ideas on connectivity.1

I especially like the ideas on connectivity.1

3

2

"Waterfront experience" feells in conflict with "Natural environment"

- if we tart up as much as "Waterfront experience" aims, ending up like the boardwalk in Stanley Park in
Vancouver, where the wild has been alll but eliminated in that very urban, urbane experience, we lose
exactly what is special about our au-naturel parkway. Food services? Come on.

4

1

No mention of floodplain and associated issues. No tie-in with LRT. No mention of sewage impact. No
mention of waste disposal plan. No mention of traffic impact. No mention of impact on local residents.5

3

I would hope that there could be input from the community on some of the use of the land. In
particular, there is virtually no green space in these neighbourhoods for community gardens and it
would be wonderful to be able to use some of the land right abutting the neighbourhoods for large
community garden plots.

2

1
Keep it as natural as possible2
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2

I hope the NCC stands by not allowing any tall buildings exceeding six stories in Rochester Field2

Lower speed limits to all traffic in or near park access points. Increase access by public transit and make
sure of safe pedestrian access to the park from transit stop.1

1

The connection between the city and river should be underground as it is now.1

1
1
1
2

2

1

While I like some of the proposals, I am concerned that too much is being planned. Totally agree with
the Natural environment plans.Also agree with most of the Culture and Heritage ideas.Like some of the
Waterfront experience ideas but do NOT like the idea of recreational opportunities, rental shops, food
services (which will inevitably contribute to garbage) or the clutter of various rest areas. The addition of
seating and washrooms welcome, waterfront already tranquil. Keep paths as now.

3

Definitely need more washrooms and more safe access to the parkland1

Be more clear on which category cafes and restaurants fall under.2

2
1
2
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Calling this Sir John A shows that the NCC is still captured by the Conservative Party and has no sincere
concern for reconciliation with indigenous people. There is no reference to indigenous heritage and
returning names to their indigenous origins.

5

General strategy for vegetation should include wind protection (N & W wind) for winter ski trail to
ensure trail setting is not compromised & use maximized. Low coniferous ?

2
Providing more shade for bike/walking trails very important in summer.(compare to Champlain to
Aylmer path)

2

I don't agree the parkway speed limit should be lowered. I think at-grade crossings or traffic lights are
needed for river access at specific areas.3

This is a re-hash of existing infrastructure and park space with a lack of substance. A massive, under-
utilized green space with few amenities but massive over regulation. How about a destination
experience? Dinner, coffee shop, someplace to enjoy the scenery.

5

2

Strong concern about the reduction in lanes on the SJAM and traffic flow to the downtown core and
over the Island Park bridge to Gatineau. Also concerned about moving the parking lots south of the
SJAM and impact on surrounding communities.

2

1

The parkway is sufficiently separate from the used greenspace that lowering the speed doesn't matter
much.2

2
1

Mud lake area is my concern. I have been going there for several years now and have seen a significant
increase in its use by people. At the same time the animal diversity and population has decreased
significantly. I am VERY worried that any additional programming and human intervention into altering
the natural landscape will result in an experience that is limited to a walk in the woods. My opinion is to
put the welfare of plants and animals first people's experience a distant second.

3

1
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Natural environment protection needs to take priority over commercial development and man-made
entertainment. Children and new Canadians especially, need space to simply be in a natural setting.

2

I like the idea of separating walking and cycling paths. Lowering the speed limits for traffic is good,but
would have to be policed. The original idea of reducing lanes of traffic was good too. What would be
done to ensure at-grade crossing was safe? Bridges would be safer.

2

1
1

Sounds good so far.1

1

NYC's Hudson River Path, is a similar concept. It follows the Hudson River, from the Bronx to Staten
Island ferry terminal, with an uninterrupted cycle path all the way. It has tennis courts and other public
facilities along the way. I feel safer cycling in NYC than Ottawa because of continuous routes like this. I
hope The NCC can do this right, and make commuting by bike a safer option in Ottawa.

2

2

The proposed strategies and guidelines prioritize human needs over the environment, which should be
the priority. For example, many elements associated with creating waterfront experience and
connectivity will have negative environmental impacts. It's disappointing to see that 'creation of new
views' (for humans!) is considered to be 'protection of the natural environment' - creating views for
humans is not environmental protection!

4

1

Wow! Comprehensive. I particularly liked the water trail, natural environment, and connectivity.1
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Protection of a natural ecology along the river is a critical factor to me, including undergrowth which
seems to be an anathema to the NCC. However, trying to get rid of buckthorn seems a waste of
resources. It has been here for decades, can be found everywhere & obviously has a marvellous
reproductive capacity; it's here to stay & at least provides habitat for small mammals & birds.

3

2

I don't think the parkway speed is too high and I don't think the parkway lane reductions are feasible
until the 417 and downtown commuting connections are improved.

I like the other ideas.
2

I would like the NCC or the city to groom cross country skii trails from downtown to Andrew Hayden
park.

Can you imagine how beautiful that would be?

Scenic dining and entertainment in a multi use complex was discussed3

5

2
2

Would like to see the path on the southside repaired and maintained as well. Very bumpy and rough on
a bike.1

Would like to see the path on the south side repaired and maintained as well. Very bumpy and rough on
a bike. Also, south side is close enough to enjoy views, etc. without being too close to what may become
a busy area.

1

1
1
1

Glad to see the improvement of access to the river including ways to get across the barrier of the
roadway.

1
I'd like to see the 'commercial' additions such as food services, rental/repair shops run by non-profits.

Not crazy about added event spaces, etc since I'd like the area to be as close to nature as possible.

1
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1

1
1

Protection of natural environment is most important. Introduction of food services, washroom buildings,
signage, etc. along with increased vehicular parking seems at odds with that particular goal.3

1
2

2

2

Why , this stupid and a waste of money. It's just going to clog calling and Richmond. Why are only
cyclists allowed this scenery. Nobody will get to relax to that view again while driving home. Like
wheelchair bound people will get to the middle of that park to feed ducks

5
grrrr

1

2
2

2

In my opinion, the biggest barrier to making the linear park actually function like a park is the 4 lanes of
highway traffic. The linear park will never function as a park as long as this is the case. This is specially
tru in the westboro beach corridor, where there are areas that are almost entirely road. No one wants
recreation next to what is functionally a highway

3
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Please do ensure that speed limits are reduced on the Parkways, and that this is enforced.

Please also consider giving MUP-users (cyclists and pedestrians) the right of way when the MUP crosses
parking lots: cars, not people, should have to stop for pedestrians and cyclists, not the other way
around.

2

1
2

1
3

My concern is with replacing shared multi-use pathways and replacing them with a separated pedestrian
pathway and no provision for cyclists. You might suggest that there's an alternate route on that cyclists
can use but the likelihood is that pedestrians and cyclists will end up sharing the narrower 'pedestrian-

only' facility and conflicts will increase. For example, for those living off Skead Ave, to access Dominion
Station biking along the pedestrian route seems the only real option.

3

In Pickering this kind of development made the bike paths unusable due to pedestrians wandering all
over them. I hope you can prevent this happening here by proper planning, segregating uses etc

2

1

1

2

The parkway is an essential traffic route and must be kept as it is...lowering the speed limit will cause
massive congestion especially for quebecers using it to access the few bridges we have to Quebec.3

1

Sounds good but I'm concerned that it not become too overdeveloped. What is nice about this area now
is that it feels very simple and natural without all sorts of infrastructure. I am particularly concerned with
private businesses operating along the river taking away the feel of not being in a commercial area

2

1
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We use the river paths often. We walk, run, cycle and ski along the river. We're looking forward to safer
access from the neighbourhoods (we too often have to jay walk across traffic). We're looking forward to
the western extension of the ski trails, and the separation of pedestrian and cycling paths, there is an
aspect of the plan that is worrying. We wish the riverfront to be as natural as possible, and the idea of
animated or commercial uses may change that. On the other hand - a boardwalk -

2

2

2
1
2

The Parkway was added to give cars a way to travel more efficiently than on the main roads, we should
look at alternate ways of getting people to the river than reducing speeds on the parkway. Perhaps
utilize or install underpasses and/or bridges that will make it fully safe for pedestrians and not hinder the
cars on the parkway.

2

2

Autant que possible separer les pietons et cyclistes et avoir une signalisation claire. Garder en tete que
plusieurs utilisateurs seront occasionnels et peu familier avec cet environnement comme les touristes.1

2

I support maintaining and conserving the area in its natural state, with minimal commercial facilities, to
provide waterfront where nature takes priority over human encroachment and to alleviate urban
pressure on wildlife.

2

It is very encouraging to see the movement towards providing more access to the river (for non-
motorized activity), including cultural/food/drink services that are situated near the river in order to
allow people to enjoy and appreciate the river (and build an understanding of importance of a healthy
river).

1

What you are going to do,do it quickly and well!1

2
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1

Moins d'animation, de stationnement et de culture, patrimoine, plus de nature, de sentiers et de
promenades avec des chiens

3

1
La seule qui est bien est I'environnement naturel4

2

There should be specific emphasis on highlighting the contributions and experiences of first nations and
others who've been stewards of this land.2

Looks good - about time!1

It tries to be all things to all people. The natural environment cannot be adequately protected within the
contest of all the human uses planned.5

1

Please make 'do no damage to the shoreline ecosystem and preserve or improve its current state' your
top priority in establishing all of the other strategies and guidelines.

1

1

Protecting shoreline very important, for ecological reasons as well as safety for cyclists and runners1

Get rid of the parkway.

2

Rename the place. Macdonald was an architect of genocide.

High level ideas are sound in principle. Devil is in the details2

Need to change the name from Sir John A...an Algonquin name would be appropriate.1
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these will serve the public well and protect the landscape.

2

I would like to see a wildlife management plan as well, to protect and promote wildlife in our
greenspaces. I dont mind a little goose poop!

Anything to reduce the now overwhelming presence of the parkway is an advance.1

1

I would add, provide wind breaks from the river - planting of trees, bushes in places much windswept in
winter.2

J'aimerais plus d'integration entre le pare et les quartiers adjacents, ainsi qu'une incrementation de la
vegetation qui me semble insuffisante.

3

The NCC doesn't take the community 's suggestions into their decisions. It's decision has been made far
before the public has been consulted. Public meetings just give false hope to those of us who really want
to contribute to the plan.... our suggestions fall on deaf ears....

4

So not over-determine, over programme. The proposals are motherhood... except raise alarms about
amount of intervention to make more programmed and programmable.2

1

As with other waterfront public areas, conservation and restoration must be kept in mind. A model
similar to Lac Pink could be useful and may be of benefit.2

1

Wind barriers to protect exposed areas especially in winter. Upgrade the risk associated with swift water
especially in winter. Increase Canada Goose control measures and consult public health experts on
Canada Goose feces disease hazard.

1
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The riverfront needs to be more animated. It lacks attractions to draw more people there. Although the
biking/walking facilities are very important, there also need to be destinations. Restaurants, concert
venues,more beaches, etc., would be great. Look at, e.g., Charles River in Boston,Schuykill River in
Philadelphia,both of which are similar urban rivers with parkways. These are much more successful than
Ottawa River.

2

One omission: mention of Canada Geese and how to manage their waste which makes walking on the
grass quite unpleasant.

1

One other comment: if you can do all this, you're miracle workers. Good luck!

1

Where possible, separate walking paths from cyclists...safety issue. I don't believe parkway speed
should be changed...it does not interfere with pedestrian/cyclist safety. Perhaps provide additional
pedestrian crossings mid-block (as opposed to intersections).

1

1

1
1

1
Changez le nom!2

2

Reducing the SJAM Parkway from 4 lanes to 2 is not sensible as there is no capacity on Richmond Rd &
Carling Ave. to absorb the displaced traffic. This proposal should wait until LRT3 reaches Kanata, as there
are Kanata/Stittsville commuters now using the SJAM Parkway.

4

1

1
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It is desirable to develop a walking a trail from Westboro Beach to Pinecrest Creek along the shore of the
Ottawa River. There is little access to the Ottawa river shore from the Parkway. There will be intense
apartment development on Richmond road and a huge increase in population near the Ottawa River.
Also, with the proposed NCC changes to the Ottawa River Parkway road and the future reduction of car
use in our society the development of river access is highly desirable.

1

1
1
2

Some conflict - more natural but more shops and facilities.2

2
1

2

Reduce the shore-line parking but leave some areas where mobility-challenged seniors can sit in their
cars and watch the water. Perhaps replaced signed 'parking' spaces by signed 'vista' spaces - you are
allowed to leave a car there as long as it is occupied.

3

1
1
1
1

These platitudes are mostly as expected,but omit the CRUCIAL need for connectivity with existing
community activity and engagement. DO NOT MAKE THE MISTAKE OF WALLING-OFF THIS PARK FROM
THE CITY or you'll have another Sparks Street failure lining the whole riverfront.

3

I'm interested in how you propose lowering the speed limit at rush hours. At those times of the day I
don't go near the river mostly because of the rush of traffic. It might be helpful to move the roadways
further south but don't count on the traffic patterns changing. I live off Woodroffe north and sometimes
it's difficult to get on the road because of the rush hour traffic.

3
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Connectivity has forgotten a growing % of the population...the elderly and mildly mobility impaired.
These individuals will make up a large portion of the population in the coming decades - yet won't be
able to walk far.

Please allow some access to the River for them...by keeping some roads and parking closer to the
river/destination.

3

Only a smaller number have wheelchair parking permits but can't walk the long distance or uneven
terrain of the able body people. Currently there is access wher

In 2018 any Board allocating GREEN SPACE to

5
WATER FRONT EXPERIENCE as you have outlined does not appreciate the scientific EVIDENCE regarding
CLIMATE CHANGE.

1
2

2

Protect views and viewscapes to and from the park along as many vantage points as possible.1

I think all these ideas are good and have merit. It would be great to have a few nice waterfront patios,
cafes on the waterfront as in other cities. I can only think of the restaurant at Westboro Beach, Baja's
burgers and The Rockcliffe Boathouse as waterfront restaurants on Ottawa' s parkways and all offer
expensive and unhealthy food choices. I think as the Nation's capital we can offer much better and then
it offers good and interesting destinations for cyclists.

2

Cependant je ne crois pas que deplacer les stationnements loin des berges est une bonne solution, par
exemple pour I'acces a la plage Kitchissipi, soit une bonne idee. II faut penser aux families avec de jeunes
enfants et les personnes plus agees et a mobilite reduite. il en serait de meme du stationnement pres
des rapides Remics ou on se rend pour voir les sculptures.

2

1

access to the river should include boat launch facilities2

Flood protection/remediation?2A-2021-00072-00695
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Not really, but I continue to object to the renaming. SJA had NOTHING to do with a modern parkway and
with the protection of the Ottawa River. The parkway needs an Indigenous name, such as Commanda,
or a spelling for Ottawa that is more Indigenous. Something, but not, SJA. The pressure will build. Harper
did it. PM Trudeau should follow his lead and rename it again.

1

I think it would be nice to explore opportunities for elegant houses to face the Parkway, the same way as
along Queen Elizabeth Driveway. It wouldn't really reduce the green aspect of the corridor but it would
bring the corridor more into the neighbourhoods and vice versa.

1

5

2

agree with most of the proposal but keep in mind that new event spaces and any structures should be
made to feel a seamless part of the environment as opposed to plastic/metal structures just plopped
into a space

2

In general very good, but I would like a firm commitment to reduce the road to a single lane each way
without a median — ie. to completely remove one of the road pairs that is in use today.

2

The separated bike paths and the boardwalks will be really nice.

The points listed all sound good in principle. No points cover for playspaces or playgrounds for children
of different ages - a major deficiency in the NCC managed properties. There is no sense of designing and
creating new recreational areas that are built to last. Many improvements often are very nice when first
erected, but many do not stand the test of time or are able to survive the harsh winter climate, or are
properly maintained after erection, eg. interpretation signage.

2

Natural Environment should be a priority1

These ideas conflict with each other. One impinges on the other and rating them is hopeless. For that
reason I have chosen dissatisfied. This question is conceptually unsound!

4
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Two things I'd add:

2
provide information and opportunities for education on nature and wildlife (flora and fauna) and ensure
safety of habitat for local fauna.

2

'Protect against flooding' is a bit worrisome. I don't know how that would be done, but it seems to me
that the best protection is improvement/restoration of marshlands, so that water has somewhere to go.
How about more marsh, and paths on stilts that get us through?

2

A multicultural citizen's committee may be formed as a sounding board1

1
1

You have done a great job of covering details. For myself now a 76 yr old active gramma i need a
bathroom and a quiet place to meditate that is comfortable. Some health snacks in the museum bldg. I
really appreciate your awareness of protecting as much nature as possible while also providing access to
natural surroundings. It is my only way of getting out of the city since i do not have a car.

1

The cycling path currently present could and should be more than adequate. Separating bicycles,
pedestrians and motor vehicles through separate pathways would better achieve the connectivity
desired as opposed to trying to reducing motor vehicle traffic. Ottawa is northern city, the number of
pedestrians and bicyclists drastically decreases outside of the 4 summer months,yet the park is still
routinely used. This should be taken into consideration.

4

2
2

1

2

2
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1

Toogeneral. Not specific enough
3

What type leach enhancement? We don't 2ant clutter

2

1

If you allow parking for vehicles you will detract from the waterfront experience, and the natural
environment, and the ability of people and wildlife to enjoy it. Let's have a few places along the river in
the city without parking for cars.

4

I chose 'dissatisfied' for all of this section because I would have liked to have had the opportunity to
provide a separate answer for all four points in each of the four sectors.

2
3

Some concern about too much commercial additions and their impact on natural environment.2

2

Concerns about the level of commercilization proposed in the section on Waterfront Experience.2

4

The aesthetic experience needs to be given careful consideration, as making food services, for example,
excessively prominent will create a context that is excessively commercial in nature, and will detract
from the natural beauty of the waterfront, and adversely affect the quality of the experience for users.

2

2

Adequate facilities for wheelchairs would be nice2

1

Long overdue1
A-2021-00072-00698
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The NCC needs to work in collaboration with the City of Ottawa Planning Department. For example the
preservation of green space does not fit with the recent announcement of condo developments on
Rochester Field.

2

2

I'm a wary of what appears to be an opening to commercial development in the Waterfront Experience
strategy. Just because some people think it could be done, doesn't mean it should be done. What
makes the riverfront special is its being natural and unspoiled by development.

2

The present parkway provides a pleasant drive while viewing the river. The city needs the traffic
handling capacity in the same way that the transit way is needed along the same corridor. Reducing the
parkway to two lanes and lower speed limit will only increase pollution because the traffic has nowhere
else to go. The present parkway is a good compromise and should be left as is with some maintenance
of the bike paths. Delay any plans until we see how the transit way effects the whole area.

5

I support relocation of parking away from the shoreline, but when doing this, avoid relocating it beside
residential areas, or where existing ski or walking pathways exist, or where existing vegetation exists.
There are many empty fields away from communities, that have no meaningful vegetation, and no
existing ski or multiuse paths. Exploring partnerships with existing parking facilities should be a priorty as
well (e.g. Tunney's pasture), or new candidate city facilities (e.g. LRT or westboro)

2

parkway speed are already 60kph, I don't think thy need to be reduced further.2

all good except for lowering speed limit on Parkway. It is already low and most people ignore it.2

All Public activity areas and associated facilities must be very discreetly designed to be almost invisible.2

2
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connectivity strategy lacks specific public transit component.2

2
2

I think the provision of more parking, greenspace, and river views must be balanced with the need to
maintain the ecology and stability of the shoreline itself. Any additional facilities, shops, vendors, etc
would need to take their production of litter/waste into account to prevent further impacts to the river
from human use of the shoreline.

2

1 no

1

'More access to the river ' should not be provided at the expense of ecological health and diversity of the
natural environment. Shorelines are sensitive ecosystems and need to be managed appropriately.

2

I would like to see some designated fishing areas set up. Currently shore fisherman have to make do
navigating the banks, a couple of purposefully built docks areas would be helpful. They could be lighted
and have trash cans.

2

2
1

1

I don't think lowering parkway traffic speeds is the right move. Traffic speed is OK. Don't add more than
one at-grade crossing;priority should be crossings below or above grade.

2
NCC should work with the city to find a way to have pedestrians use the POW bridge. It would add so
much value.

2

2

2

1
A-2021-00072-00700 1
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Is there still a plan to reduce cars to only one lane in each direction? If so, I am opposed to this. Would
want to see private sector involvement in the Waterfront Experience. Given the NCC's experience in
running/regulating lemonade stands, I am not sure NCC run services will be very inviting.

2

2
No. I fully support the strategy1

1

Concerned about parking relocation & ecological infrastructure environmental related logistics. Parking
determines one of the greatest positive or negative default affecting the whole Riverfront Plan's costs,
visioned outcomes. What alternative & innovations are in the works to minimize car parking space & not
mere relocation. It is a high priority socially ecologically long term to whole 50 year's NOW DRAFT
PLANNED Riverfront success.

2

2
2

Well thought through1

2

2

2

Love rental idea, offer winter equipment too, and maybe kites, binoculars, etc,not just bikes

More water fountains would be great so people can use refillable containers

More recycling and possibly organic waste bins.
2

Widen the paths, or create seperate bike lanes, or a third lane just for pedestrians walking, or fast lanes
(for runners/cyclists)

More washrooms a great idea!

Food services: a variety of local owned, as 'green' as possible to reduce litter (fine dining - food truck)

A-2021-00072-00701
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Not in favour of lowering the speed limit on the parkway, it is a very important commuter route for tax
payers going to work. Like the rest of the ideas.3

There should be a more detailed statement of intent about the provision of interpretive services for
visitors, e.g., topical coverage, who is going to provide, when will they be available, how to join, etc.2

Washrooms, food services and rental shops don't enhance the waterfront experience. They detract from
4

it.

1

1

Do not agree with adding more at grade crossing points. With paths on both sides of the parkway
between Mud lake and transit way would only think there is a need for a crossing at the transit way.2

2

With respect to the parkway, lowering the speed and putting in at-grade crossing will slow the traffic
flow and traffic will spill into the surrounding communities. What strategies do we have to mitigate
that?

3

The one element of the waterfront experience element of the plan that I feel conflicts with the natural
environment and with access to the river (visual and in canoes, kayaks, SUPs) is the proposed boardwalk.
I am strongly opposed to the boardwalk for reasons of ecological integrity and community access to the
river for paddlers. The mouth of Pinecrest creek is a senstive habitat for beavers and egrets that would
surely be negatively impacted by the proposed boardwalk.

3

3

more public washrooms, food services, rest areas, and repair and rental shops' do not enhance the
waterfront experience!

4

The 'waterfront experience1 is sounding very commercial.3

A low berm or dyke along the park side of the parkway would help deaden the noise from the traffic.
Lower speed limits would help too.2

5
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Parkway traffic speed is fine but offer more parking along the parkway for folks to stop and enjoy the
parkland.2

Connectivity should include increases to the distance between park areas and the parkway where
possible

2

2

I would like to see the profile of 'year-round recreational opportunities raised somewhat in the strategy
statement. The additional of grooming of the SJAM trail has added enormously to the winter use of the
riverfront park.

1

1

4
2

Event spaces, repair and rental shops, food services, year round activities, parking - sounds like the
tranquility could be destroyed. TRANQUILITY should be first priority.3

1
5

The maintenance of the parkway as a vital vehicular transportation corridor should be a stated goal.
There should be no reduction in capacity, which means maintaining at least two lanes in each direction
with no reduction in the speed limit. In fact, the speed limit should be increased to 70 kph to reflect
current realities. Allowance for future capacity growth should also be accommodated.

4

Sir John A MacDonald is a key artery to access downtown used by many each day. Equal consideration
should be given to this land use.4

I agree with the idea in substance but want indigenous control of this land and the name of the parkway
as well as the park NOT bearing the name of a colonial occupier and desecrator.

4

proposals are very vague, hard not to agree- the reality is that cars, erosion and tree cutting is what is
happening now- so anything is better

3

3
2
2A-2021-00072-00703
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Reduce or delete cars2
2
2

No - for lower parkway traffic speed as we also need to move traffic2

You should be engaging with Indigenous residents separately on this. We spiritual gathering spaces,
apart from other areas. Access points along the river could be integrated with these gathering places for
ceremonial purposes. After the fiasco of your rue Jacques-Cartier project that undermined local
Indigenous residents' requests for access for non-motorized boating and protection of our
archaeological site destroyed by City of Gatineau/NCC, I have little faith in this process. Repetition?

5

2

Impressive and ambitious. Opportunity for river access e.g. kayak launching depot? Look at the
revitalisation Paris did on the left bank of the Seine (animated but respectful too).

1

1

do not emphasize this area as a museum with too much interpretation - especially indigenous - it is
primarily an area to enjoy the natural environment - without a lot of build features (large public art,
buildings etc)

2

No reference to Indigenous community uses, eh?Poor planning along rue Jacques-Cartier project proves
NCC cannot be trusted. After a decade of consultations, we ended up with poor access for non-
motorized boats, bad path design that results in injuries almost daily, guardrails that hinder pedestrians
who must walk along roadway looking for opening. With bad NCC planned developments like this, who
can trust this will be better? Did you even engage the Indigenous residents separately?

5

Waterfront experience should be incorporated at all public lookout areas. I live close to Deschenes, the
area has some of the nicest NW views but could benefit from some services such as washrooms and
food and beverage.

1

I would note that since the NCC is proposing to put in a concrete path connecting the Byron Linear Park
to the River between two 6 floor buildings that this is opposite to allowing safe connectivity that
respects the natural environment as well as promoting the waterfront (which under the NCC's proposal
will no longer be seen.

3

A-2021-00072-00704
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3
3

The area should be kept natural. Introducing spaces for events and food will take away from the
experience of a natural corridor.

2

1

Will the First Nations issue with Cornwallis Statue and the MacDonald controversy create public doubt
as to the name of the parkway? As for the proposals I'm in!

1

I'm glad to see these improvements! Absent on & around p25 is details of safety/patrols.

How will new public areas near the water be policed? Lifeguards? A way to summon help?
Defibrillators? I'm concerned for areas where auto traffic is present near the trails; for hidden areas
where children could access water without supervision; and areas where illegal activities could take
place that might cause public endangerment. Areas should be well lit but not in a way to cause light
pollution.

2

2

The top priority ought to be separation of walking and biking trails -- with emphasis on the former.
There will always be more walkers than bikers. Current situation with sharing of trails is untenable,not
enjoyable and dangerours.

2

When you say 'lower parkway traffic speeds', that doesn't mean lower the posted (and widely ignored)
speed limit, it should mean changing the design of the roadway so that the preferred speed of drivers is
down at the posted 60km/hr. Right now it can feel safe driving at 90+km/hr along the parkway. Road
designers do this all the time, designing the road so that it is safe to speed, but if you want it to be safe
to do anything else with the place you can't let it be safe to speed.

2

Surtout proteger les berges de la riviere de 1'erosion.1

2

Many new trees need to be added in addition to replacing damaged trees.1
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2

Close the northern westward roadway and replace with grassland which must be cut and trimmed for
users to enjoy. Only one lane of traffic in each direction. A few more turnoffs to parking on south side
of roadway and to exit parkway.

2

The four proposals have potential to become at odds with one another, especially when it comes to
integrating waterfront experiences into natural environment.

2

2
1
2
3

Relocating the parking away from the activity areas has a negative impact on the environment. It does
not mitigate lot run-off (as ground water is connected to river), results in a net loss of green space
(existing parking to be replaced with structures) and fragments existing ecosystems. Also creates safety
issue.

4

2

1

Protect all the green space. Don't cut down trees or remove grassy areas or wildflowers2

2

Very thoughtful and balanced
1
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I am a little concerned about over use. It would be nice to have most areas left in a natural state, ie not
too many buildings, services, etc. Do we really need more restaurants? How about more picnic tables?
Great idea to have tranquil areas.

2

The strategies seem fine. The way the strategies are implemented will be more crucial.1

2

2

Making the roads 1lane will result in a kilometres long parking lot as the left turning lane (eastbound)
will block all traffic. Drivers maddened by the wait will drive dangerously. Currently from 3-630pm the
turning lineup on weekdays is up to 1kilometre long. The same happens westbound.

3

I believe parkway speed limit for cars should be reduced, and the lanes on the north side should be
removed or re-purposed into bike Lanes.1

2
3

I also think any new public access plan must not result in a net loss of existing natural environment.2

3
2

3

Would like to ensure there is still room for some degree of commerical activity, like a boardwalk with
bars, cafes and restaruants. Not just s ingle kiosk like Westboro beach. Look at what they have done in
places like London UK,Halifax, Vancouver, to liven up a water front with parks, water access, and a place
to have a meal or drink and enjoy the view. Ottawa has so very little of the latter.

2

2
2
2
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Object to commercialization of waterfront. NCC has done little to remove dead trees along shore lines.
A few years ago,NCC erected Culture & Heritage signage from Champlain Bridge to Des Chenes Rapids,
took them in for winter for a couple of years, and never continued to exhibit them again. Some track
record!! Keep existing parking sites along shoreline - no need for extra expense moving them. Leave
the shoreline in its natural state as it is. Kill the NCC project!!!

5

1

Any infrastructure developed should be developed with a 4 season perspective.1

2

Assuming this will all be done with accessibility in mind - please ensure that there is ample parking in the
vicinity

2

There is no mention of canoe put-ins. That would be a nice addition2

2

Maybe you could incorporate passing lanes so people who are riding their bikes very fast can pass those
who are enjoying the scenery in a safe manner.1

Strategies and guidelines should allow for and provide maximum enjoyment. Avoid succumbing to niche
view points or special interests.

3

2
1

Not tranquil enough. Delete traffic or limit cars. Good idea to move parking away from shoreline.3

1
3

Do away with retail outlets of all types.3

The Parkway drivig speeds - 60kph - are fine but the road is designed to encourage driving at 90kph.
Keeping the speed the same but redesigning the road makes sense. However, this road carries
significant bridge and West End traffic - any reduction in capacity will create gridlock or safety issues on
other nearby stressed road infrastructure, including residential streets. Bottom line: don't reduce traffic
capacity or ease of use.

5
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WATERFRONT EXPERIENCE: We are very dissatisfied with this element. The true beauty of this stretch
of the river, which I cycle commuted on for seven months very year for almost 10 years, is the natural
environment. Everyone knows 'waterfront experience' is code for development . This element should
be completely excised.3

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT: Somewhat satisfied with this, in particular the idea of preventing flooking,
(Why is there a character limit here in this box ?!

1

Consider semi- permeable paving options for parking areas and other areas where hardscape may
normally be used.

2

public washrooms? YES!
3

more parkway pedestrian and Bike crossings
2

There are two very important guidelines that I would like to see developed further. One, is waterfront
safety to protect users from the waterfront hazards namely drownings and falling through winter ice on
the river (not just beaches). Two, is connecting Indigenous history and knowledge associated with the
waterfront and educating the public who come to use it. I am not satisfied with multy purpose use of
the pathways. Commuters on bikes should have a separate pathway from the pedestrians.

3

2
4
3

2

It would also be nice to find some way to reduce the road noise from traffic on the parkway. Perhaps
even building a berm the height of the wheels can make a big difference on noise propagation yet
without taking away the view from car passengers.

1

1

2
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Are we intending to lower the parkway posted speed limit? I find the current speed limit isn't enforced
enough - so what will reducing the posted limit do? If the proposal is to implement changes to the
design of the road to reduce speeds, then it may have success.

2

Looks excellent1
1

It would be nice to allow more commercial activity along the waterfront, while maintaining these
broader goals. The waterfront offers many opportunities that could draw more people to it.2

2

Overall it sounds great. Separate cycling and walk paths in popular walking areas would be great. Some
nice food & beverage services would make it a better destination. Note that it can be windy along the
river so more trees would help both improve the area environmentally and shelter park users from the
wind.

1

1

would like to preserve nature and do not wish to have bathrooms and food services. It is close enough to
place that provide food.

3

Food will mean litter, pigeons,dirt.

we will have to think more about Winter2

Waterfront ferry service would enhance usage and tourist experience.1

2

Sounds very crowded and would not like to see the natural setting too crammed with 'services'2

2
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Le plan propose constitue une nette amelioration de la zone a I'etude incluant les aspects
environnementaux si importants.

2
Une seule inquietude demeure: I'impact du train leger sur les arbres de la promenade.Quelles garanties
la CCN a obtenu en ce qui concerne la preservation optimale de ces arbres et I'eventuei reboisement
avec des essences natives diversifies?

We will have think more about Winter conditions2

2

3

They are overly ambitious and do not provide a reasonable level of vehicular access to the riverfront. All
quite well to provide pathways BUT vehicular traffic must not be ignored as a pragmatic consideration.5

4

I would like to see restrictions on off-leash dogs. There are plenty of dog parks in the city and it would
be nice to have areas that one doesn't have to worry about running over a dog or getting jumped on. I
like dogs but their owners are sometimes a problem :)

1
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1

It's not so much what is proposed but how it will be implemented that is of concern.2

1

Emphasis should be placed on public transit, pedestrian, and bicycle ease of access. Vehicle traffic and
parking in adjacent neighbourhoods must be properly managed.2

It is critical to separate bikes from pedestrians, dog walkers and others with a two lane system. The bike
lanes can be raised, above grade and along the road but it would avoid many conflicts.1

May be if I see the concept/design/Plan .

Thanks.2

1

3

1

Protection of the natural environment must be paramount, especially if increased humane use of the
riverfront is anticipated. Information panels featuring local flora and fauna would be nice.1

Addition of winter activities such as cross country skiing and snowshoeing.1
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Fully agree with 'waterfront experience'.

Not concerned much about 'natural environment' other than avoiding flooding.

'Culture and heritage' portion is completely useless.5

Under 'connectivity ', I vehemently disagree with crossings at grade and lowering car traffic speeds. Have
crossings above or below the parkway,build extra lanes, and increase traffic flow. Tons of room in the
median.

Current river access is adequate and results in population management of pedestrians, cyclists and auto
traffic.

At-grade crossings will not be a safe option, particularly with OCT busses which have time points and
pressure to reach their stops on time. The competition of time-pressed busses and people: a frightening
mix. Definitely, parkway traffic needs to be reduced: currently it is a "race-track", driver speed must be
enforced!

4

Ensure integration for festivals like bluesfest3

1

Rename Parkway back to 'western parkway'. All ideas seem good.1

try not to please everyone , and overdevelop the Riverfront park2

3
1
1

Retain focus on the natural & waterfront feature avoiding the addition of active municipal-like
recreational elements

2

Je trouve tres difficile de me prononcer a I'aveugle, sans plan, maquette, indication precise d'ou seront
les zones animees et calmes. J'habite sur les Plaines Le Breton et la quantite d'activites bruyantes qui ont
lieu I'ete est arrivee a un tel point que je trouve desagreable, voire tres frustrant. Je vous suggere done
fortement de faire en sorte que les zones animees, soit tres loin des edifices qui se trouvent sur la rue
Lett. Un grand merci a I'avance pour votre comprehension.

2

1
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2

1

2
2
2

2

2

1

Woodroffe Avenue is very busy. Please ensure that it is traffic calmed and does not provide access to the
Parkway in both directions. In fact it would be good to close car access to the Parkway by Woodroffe.2

I am sinical with this proposal in the sense that the Parkway will be reduced to two lanes of traffic (one
each way). I believe there is enough room to maintain the existing traffic flow and incorporate the
features described above.

2

-in general what is required is renewal/improvement of the existing infrastructure
2

-management of invasive species and removal of dead/broken trees will be welcomed

2

1

2
Decrease lanes along with speed on the Parkway. With the LRT people will be expected to commute via
this mode

4
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None of these are concrete. I'm not sure what is going to change. Good ideals, but what does it mean?3

Stress moving parking away from shoreline!!!!!1

food services?
1

Rental shops?

2

Les berges ont ete plutot denaturees par le passe, ce qui cree de I'erosion et la proliferation des
Bernaches. II devrait y avoir moins de gazon et plus de vegetation naturelle.2

Some modernized attractions, GPS bike trails apps with audio guides built in that people can download
as an App onto their phones. LED light features to make some of the historic architectural features come
to life with depth and color. Things of that nature, progressive things.

2

2

Happy that car drivers won't one day be able to park a few feet from the water and block part of the
pathways with the front or back of their cars. Happy that they will learn to use their feet and legs, and
their children too. Happy that car drivers won't be able to go at 100km and more on the parkway. But
where is the lighting of the paths? Provide cafes open late at night like the one at Westboro! With local
orchestras and dance floor for salsa, etc.

2

1

Is at-grade crossing really the best idea? I'm not sure that cars stopping and starting at traffic lights is
compatible with littoral tranquility. More cost, surely, but vehicle traffic flow would be smoother,
pedestrian access less impeded,and road noise/pollution decreased with above grade pedestrian
access.2

I love everything else about the guidelines. The Ottawa River is currently underdeveloped and
underappreciated. Cyclists and skiers and strollers and joggers need watering holes along it!

2

What type of accommodation has been made for Access for those with disabilities?2

I am concerned about the idea of 'experience' and commercial establishments (rentals, food services
and 'events spaces'). More emphasis on the environment and the river ecology - much less on
commerce.

3

1
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Pet inclusive on leash.

Segregated bathrooms: M/F/Wheelchair accessible/Family

lighting at night
2

benches near water

natural (rock) seating areas near water

Water Fountains along pathways

No mention of winter cycling. This needs to form part of the plan. Also, all bike paths should be 3m
wide, ( each lane at least 1.5m).3

1

Year round interest is imperative. Gardens, restaurants, wide bike paths, skiing all add to enrich the
community.2

It is imperative to offer winter and summer enjoyment. Gardens, restaurants,wide paths for bikes and
people,art works,market for local artists. A place to promote local farmers,artists, musicians.

2

Le Breton Flats was the initial proposed area for the 'Rideau Canal.' You may want to tie in the current
Rideau Canal (UNESCO World Heritage Site) into your overall plans (BYTOWN MUSEUM & Parks
Canada). Consulting with them,may be beneficial with regard to the cultural heritage of the River. Ditto
for consulting with CMH (archaeologists and historians; and partnering wiht them for programming the
river front.

1

2

The primary focus of this plan should be protecting the river and water quality. This should include wide
buffer zones and shoreline plantings of endemic edge species

2

2
No simple access for seniors??!!4

Protect and improve water quality that goes beyond just controlling erosion by improving the water
quality runoff ie road salt, biofiltering of outfalls, improved sand management at Westboro beach and
other strategies for reducing E.coli

4

2

1
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1

More safe pathways from the neighbourhoods on the other side of the parkway to the river.2

My concern is that the waterfront experience could become too commercial this disrupting the quiet
enjoyment of the space.2

2

2

we don't need more overall vehicle parking, but better transit connections and more accessible parking
spots

1

1
2
1
1
1
2

2

2
2

Protecting the natural environment must be the key goal - especially ecological health, ecosystems
integrity, natural connectivity and biodiversity. Connectivity must focus on self-propelled transportation;
access of vehicles - both roads and parking - needs to be reduced. Any new built spaces including for
food and events must be very carefully integrated into the natural environment to maintain or enhance
environmental functions and for natural aesthetic values.

2
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2

2

Protect surrounding habitats for current residents could also be emphasized.2

Those 9 km are now pretty calm and serene and very focussed on nature. Although I'm a fan of an
occasional food service or repair shop. I hope it will not become overwhelming.1item per km should
suffice. My favourite amenity along the river path way would be a bike/roller blades/... rental

2

1

„offer additional, safe, at-grade crossings on the parkway1

I commute along the parkway by car as well as bike regularly and as a cyclist find that crossing and
access spots are sorely needed! But I cannot see level crossings being a viable solution given the traffic
volumes.

2

2

2

2

Keep the water front experience such as restaurants and rental shops to a minimum. Keep the beach
front as green as possible with commercial endeavours to a minimum.

2
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1

I would like to see a recreational use boat launch with parking between the Champlain bridge and the
Britannia yacht club. Even if an under lOhp limit was imposed as is on many small bodies of water. It
would be nice to have access for a small fishing boat etc. There is currently no launch on the Ontario side
of the river. There is also no proper launch at this time for emergency services such as Fire/water rescue,
or police marine units. This could be incorporated into the same launch.

2

1

1

Too much space is still dedicated to automobile traffic. Reduce this significantly. Our riverfront shouldn't
be forever tilted towards commuter vehicle traffic, particularly with the introduction of LRT along that
corridor.4

The NCC has a federal mandate. Moving local residents in cars is not an NCC priority.

Would be nice to have some signage for motorists to 'share the road' with cyclists. Bike lanes on the
parkway would be nice but are not necessary. But please at least signal to motorists that cyclists should
be expected. Recreational paths have a 20 km/h limit, and this is very good. But cyclists who want to go
faster (using the roadway) are regularly harassed by motorists,either verbally or by very close passing.

2

2

Thanks for washrooms. Need also picnic tables,more nature and historical interpretive signs,Maybe
some stand pipes to fill water bottles

1

2

1

1

2
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Do not add food services, repair,rental facilities on shoreline. Could add to area around war Museum.

Traffic speed on parkway is not a problem. Keep 2 lanes on roadway each way.

Perhaps widen bike paths or add additional path for walkers.4

Add more outhouses to other parking lots.

Groomed ski trails is a brilliant idea.

2
2

While supportive of your approach, giving me only 500 characters is not enough to record my comments
on your 1000's.2

2

1
2

Work collaboratively with City of Ottawa And local communities through which the Parkway passes to
make improvements that meet the needs of the community must and should be a strategy and part of
the way forward yet seems to be missing. At grade crossings are very impractical given the speed of
traffic which the RCMP rarely monitors and for which City has no authority. Below grade or above would
seem safer. Electronic monitoring and strict enforcement of the current speed limit with heavy fines.

5

Consideration of neighbouring areas. The guidelines must also be mindful of communities adjacent to
the park - both to ensure their connectivity, and to ensure possible negative impacts are mitigated.2

3
2
2
2
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The strategies are sound, and promise a much better experience for users of the riverfront.1

Good to see that parking is a consideration to enable as many people as possible to enjoy the facilities2

Parking should be minimized; encourage access via public transit, foot, bike, skis, etc. in all seasons.2

2

Make sure there is accessible parking close to the water front. Ensure that the walking paths are paved
so that they can be used by people with mobility devices.

2

1

Walking & cycling paths should be separate. Speeding bicycles flying past without warning is just
waiting for an accident.2

Don't forget about geoheritage- the natural geological and geomorphological heritage that existed since
the Ordovician period. The course of the Ottawa River is only the latest natural feature in the area. The
layers (beds) of Ordovician limestone contain a rich history of their own. Informative signage would
raise public awareness. Get in touch with the Ottawa-Gatineau Geoheritage Committee if you wish
input on the natural heritage.

2

Then why are you reducing access to the park from Richmond Rd.1

1

Please consider limiting at-grade crossings.2
2

Be sure to have good access for multi use paths and sufficient restrooms and places to eat with outdoor
options.

2

There 's no mention of the PoW Bridge or opportunities for on-water experiences. I hope that Indigenous
culture and heritage will have more emphasis than colonial subjects like logging, mills or electricity
generation. Please don't tokenize Indigenous culture. This is an a real opportunity to highlight it. As a
starting point, honouring someone other than SJAM may be worth considering.

2
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not sure about lower traffic speed...2

I like the variety of recommendations - something for everyone. Will be great for locals & tourists.
Ambitious but much needed

1

Lower the traffic speeds? No!

1

1

Yes to washrooms.
3

Need access by public transit

Waterfront experience appears too commercial. Perhaps encourage bike rentals to be set up in the
Westboro and Britannia Beach areas. Strong support for x-country trails for winter skiing. Could MUP be
better engineered to accommodate bikes and walkers

4

1

1
2
2

Perhaps you could specifically mention promote winter recreation activities using the new multi-use
SJAM trail.

2

3

If the current speed limit is 60k I would be happy with that,not lower.2

2

1
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4

Please don't overextend your budget don't create a waterfront experience that cannot be maintained.
What are the repair and rental shops for? Where would these be located? If at Britannia because of the
existing infrastructure this is OK. I prefer that money be spent on the natural environment.

3

Regarding lower parkway traffic speeds - is this referencing the pathways or the actual road? If it's the
latter, then I'd suggest all that is needed is more enforcement of the posted speed.2

1

1
1

The shore of the river must be developed in to a walking path from Westboro Beach to Pinecrest Creek.
Currently there is very limited access to the shore line. Access is easily developed with a few stair case
from the current paved pathway to the rive shore.

2

I am concerned that the parkway path will become commercialized with the addition of more food
services.

3

1

Remove one of the roadways, so that there is a single bidirectional road1

1

I would prefer to see above or below road crossing of the parkway for cyclists and pedestrians. At-grade
crossings are asking for trouble.2

2

2

1
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Sounds good, but the devil is in the details.2

Presumably there will be more pedestrian paths that go under the highway to provide safer access from
populated areas south of the parkway? One is really needed at Cleary.

1

Climate change = more widespread flooding. With this reality, don't just consider the cost of new
infrastructure but the repair after the climate event(s). Green infrastructure (porous, floating structures,
restricting brown infrastructure close to river) being less expensive in the short and long term than
brown infrastructure.1

Insurance industry this month acknowledged climate change. So very soon they will resist paying for
flood restoration therefore 'Bling' projects r not wise!

1

In the reality of climate change, think green infrastructure not brown. Insurance will not cover flooding
events (of increasing frquency and severity). Sunsets along the parkway need protection via light-porous
structures.

2

1 no

2

L'idee de boutiques de location et de reparation me font craindre une trop grande commercialisation de
ce secteur riverain.2

A little too much emphasis on activities and not enough on protecting shoreline. Sounds at times like
creating an amusement park.2

I'm most excited about better river access and rental opportunities. I live in Champlain Park and the river
is right there and often used by locals to go kayaking. I'd love for there to be a rental facility near us or
island park

1

I think that Indigenous culture and heritage should be specifically identified in these strategies1

1
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2

These Strategies and Guidelines are too general to be of use. Depending on the reader, they can be
interpreted in many ways from leave natural or engineer for public activities. There are no defined limits
on either of these extremes.

4

The relatively natural beauty of the existing waterfront between Lebreton Flats and Mud Lake is a rare
treasure. I am therefore opposed to any reconfiguration or commercialization (food services and shops)
in the guise of animating this riverfront. Its This should not be destroyed by the ambitions of the NCC
which has already demonstrated, time and time again, its lack of sensitivity to the citizens and city of
Ottawa. Leave the riverfront alone, please!!

5

2

I would like the NCC to commit to keeping public greenspace in Rochester field including access direct to
Dominion station. I would also like to see more paths from the Westboro community to the river
without having to go to Westboro beach.

2

2
3

2

I know the bike paths have a speed limit of 20km/hr which is not fast enough for commuters,but way
too fast for shared use path. On top of your segregated pedestrian and cycling paths I was thinking it
would be great to have dedicated commuting paths, or routes for further safety and efficiency. Note
that these cyclists are there now, i have seen them going over 40km/hr on the river path, and I think
bike commuting should be encouraged, maybe the other side of the parkway?

2

I hope that the emphasis on protecting wildlife along this area is sufficient. Wildlife protection should
come before any other concern.2

mettre plus d'accent sur I'acces autre qu'en voiture (velo,marche a partir du transport en commun).
2

Y a-t-il des mesures prevues pour attenuer la venue du train? Y aura-t-il un arret de train?
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I believe it is implicit in the plan that the pedestrian and bicycle paths be continuous, and it is stated on
page 84, but I would like to see this civen greater clarity. The Rideau Trail follows the route of the linear
park, and is necessarily a continuous path; I see no metion of it in the plan documents, and I think it
should be mentioned (and,of course, maintained).

1

1

2 NA NON APPLICABLE
2

Would like to see community gardens and expansion of the SJAM where possible.1

2

1

eNSURE THAT CREATING NEW VIEWS OF THE RIVER DOES NOT MEAN LOSS OF HEALTHY TREES
2

ENSURE THAT SMALL WETLAND AREAS ARE PROTECTED NOT ELIMINATED.

Waterfront experience - do not make it too busy. Not sure we need more food services - that can lead to
far more litter. The Parkway is so beautiful - keep it as natural as possible but yes more connectivity.

2

Yes Lower parkway speed and make it less of a commuter route - that was not what it was intended for.

I am encouraged to see that the 7 active waterfront sites will be developed as 'tranquil' areas for public
enjoyment. They are close to residential areas. I strongly disagree with any site where loud events
would be permitted.

2

1
2

These categories far too broad. I support some elements but others worry me a great deal. And I'm
worried even more that you've lumped them all together here as part of a survey on public support.3
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Don't focus on cars, focus on maintaining green space4

2

More cafes and restaurants including patio areas etc.1

More restaurants and pubs2

The area has become a commuter right of way both as a road and with light rail and the park and river
has become secondary.

3

Also add restaurants and patios etc.

2

3
1

1

I don't see anywhere that the parkway will be reduced to 2 lanes. This was proposed in exchange for
running the LRT along the parkway, it is an opportunity that won't come along again and there really
isn't much that can be done with 4 lanes.

3

1

Enhance for wildlife.2

1
The NCC seems to have thought of everything that might enhance the enjoyment of our river front.
Great work.1

2

It wasn't clear to me the plan for the connectivity of Mud Lake. Improvements to the existing pathway,
or lack there of, near the treatment plant would be a great addition. A loop around the lake would be a
valued addition.

2

1

perhaps there could be separate paths for bikers and walkers for more safety2
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Who will be responsible for park management? Will there be sufficient time and space for
neighbourhood input and volunteering?

1

I do not support lower parkway traffic speeds2
Control traffic assertively: speed bumps,no more lanes, etc.2

1

1
1
2

2
Protect against flooding is very important. Can it be done?1

2

Don't agree with creating event spaces or having spontaneous gatherings' as those will bring more
people & traffic, instead of protecting the natural plant & animal/fish environment. Need more
protection for shoreline tree damage from beavers (no action was taken when NCC was called re:
progress of beaver). Keep parking where it is, but lower parkway traffic speeds (perhaps traffic bumps) ?

4

I especially like reducing vehicle speeds incl bikes.1
1
1
3

1

Yes, a plan to control the Canada geese; they are aggressive, dirty, and children are fearful of them. No
need to kill them,but limiting numbers should be considered.1

All sounds good but there will need to be some prioritization....not all of these are compatible.2

2

Protecting ecological health and diversity means acknowledging that the river, riparian area and other
natural features constitute a critical corridor for wildlife. Safe passages for wildlife within the project
must be identified and established at the earliest stage of planning, as per the NCC's Greenbelt Master
Plan requirements that pertain to transportation infrastructure projects on its lands.

2
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Very pleased to see improved access to river, segregated pedestrian and cycling pathways, and new
community building and docks at Westboro Beach.

1

1
2

1
2

Do not agree with offering seven more areas for public enjoyment. Would prefer to see some
conservation areas where Ottawans can learn about the river and its needs and participate in
conservation efforts.

2

2

Whether the NCC likes it or not, the parkway is an important commuter route connecting west Ottawa
to Gatineau and downtown. It's capacity should not be reduced and the only way to lower speeds is to
actually have police out there enforcing the speed limit, which is not the case today.

2

Taking all parking away from the waterfront may make accessibility to physically disabled people more
difficult.1

1

I want the active areas very separate from the tranquil areas. This sounds like a lot of activities proposed
for along the river. My fear is that it will spoil the tranquility we now have and enjoy along the river path.
I very much hope that the seven 'active and tranquil areas' are separated into active areas for noisy
groups and families, and at a distance from the noise, tranquil areas for those who want peace and quiet
along the river.

3
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2

I really really would like to see improved access to the park, park pathways and river all the way from the
community. So, for example, we live in Wellington Village and it is not easy to get to the river safely on
foot or by bike. I'm hoping to see improved and inviting paths from the village to the water. Ideally
incorporating transitway stops

1

Please Avoid commercialization. If rentals and food services must discrete. Have passing areas for bikes
to avoid collisions. With the development of Lebreton there'll be a huge pressure to develop the
shoreline. Remember the proposed golf course surrounding casino in Hull. Remember this is a nayural
habitat.

1

1

2

2

Overall positive with some concern about loss of 'natural state' and concern about too much persistent
human intervention such as interpretive plaques, facilities, etc. Seek balance.2

Separate paths for pedestrians and cyclists are essential for the safety and pleasure of both pedestrians
and cyclists.1

1

Please no heritage plaques.
yes to canoe and kayak storage but keep it small and fitting in with the environment,
no to childrens play structures., there are lots of parks in the city with this.,
keep the parkway focused on enjoying nature

3

3 Your 100+ pages is not easy to comment on.
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I love the idea of having more to do along the Parkway, and I love the trails, but the reality of the city is
that this is a major thoroughfare and alternative to the Queensway and also a key river crossing.
Lowering speeds won't make that go away unless there are viable alternative routes (which there
aren't). Please consider the impact on people's quality of life when their commutes become 20-30
minutes longer and the environmental impact that will have.

4

3

I believe that the proposal is weak in terms of connectivity to surrounding areas - in particular to transit
nodes. One should be able to get off at an LRT site and walk, bike or even ski (in winter) to the river
sites. For example, the plan does not contemplate connectivity to the tunney's pasture LRT. This would
be a major mistake. Building in such access, as well as direct access from tunney's pasture to the river,
would greatly enhance connectivity from surrounding communities.

2

No I like what's proposed above.1

Would like to see a restaurant with a view of the river. Given how much waterfront Ottawa has, there
are very few restaurants.2

My only concern is from the list of plants suggested that will deter the Canada Geese from using the
space. Planting Goldenrod will also deter lots of humans from using the space! I would avoid this from
allergies in the late summer and fall.

2

2

1

I believe the natural environment component should be the overarching principle that guides all of the
rest. We have an opportunity to restore habitat values and connectivity that should be the primary
objective, with the other considerations factored in accordingly.

3
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Upfront, I want to express surprise that this is the fourth and final formal consultation on a project which
is at my doorstep affecting greenspace which I have used for many years on a near daily basis for natural
fitness and leisure opportunity (running, cycling, roller skiing, snow skiing, dog walking, walking, running
and running). I would have thought that I would have known about the first three consultations (e.g.
posters on the land itself).

4

More to say but your webpage limits words

make the shoreline look like there where no people around.3
2

I really like the ideas under 'Connectivity ' - especially to relocate parking away from the shoreline and to
increase access and crossings.2

Rochester field must retain green space but also have restricted space for restaurants and
entertainment. Parking and traffic along Richmond is already a nightmare so please help this.3

The 'park' will remain the verge of a busy freeway, not an area of natural beauty.5

1

Bathrooms yes, but adding more retail developments will lose a lot of the parkland unded asphalt &
concrete it sounds like. Otherwise I like the proposal.3

3

2

Will there be parking lots?4
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2

Need more public amenities such a few cafes or restaurants. This will give visitors who are walking,
cycling or skiing an opportunity to stop and have a meal or drink without having to leave the park.3

1

1

2

1

just don't go crazy with saving things just because they're old. 100 years from now i sure hope that
communities don't get as hyper as we do about tearing down buildings just because they're old. some
things were crap when they were built decades ago and remain crap when they get older

1

2

I would not reduce the speed on Parkway from 60km/h except at crossings2

No food service, repair and rental shops4

I would be very satisfied if the priority is to maintain the natural environment. As long as it doesn't
become a commercial zone then looks great.3

1

Hoping that 'food services' includes more restaurants. Right now we only have westboro beach cafe.1

1

2

What groomer Dave says.3

2
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None of this is applicable to Rochester Park. All that it needs is to exist as it is, Rochester Park does not
need food services. It is not big enough. I do wish the NCC would stop interpreting nature. More
attention needs to be paid to the pedestrian traffic. What good are Walk Scores when bicycle traffic
makes it impossible to walk on the pathways

4

The beach is only so big and already packed during peak weather. Parking to date has been adequate
why create additional. Encourage use of public transit would be in keeping with the green space.4

2

Expand SJAM1
1
1

1

To create separate paths for cycling and walking. This will give a stress free enjoyment of the Riverfont
park, from both pedestrians and cyclers from all ages.1

1
2

More vegetation separating pedestrians, cyclists from the blinding effects of headlights at night or with
reduced speed require cars use parking lights.

2
Lots of tall vegetation between beaches, recreation areas, from housing to ameliorate park, wilderness
ambiance.

2

There is still too much emphasis on the roadway, which has no place in a park. While it cannot be
eliminated tomorrow, a long term plan should have a view to phasing it out.

4

There is insufficient planning to eliminate the parkway which had no place in a park. It cannot be
eliminated tomorrow, but should - in a long term strategy - be approached from the perspective of
phasing it out.

4
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2

I am concerned with the food services and repair shops being on the waterfront. I am afraid this is at
odds with protecting the environment and the natural atmosphere

2

Adding food service, event spaces, repair and rental shops: this suggests a lot of development of what
little green space there is. Especially event spaces, which implies a lot of parking. 'Food service '
suggests fast food...chains...poor quality...It would certainly be nice to have some nice restaurants with
river views but they don't need to be right on the river. High quality would be a crucial issue for food
service, whether it's ice cream or a nice supper.

4

For Waterfront Experience, would suggest temporary locations for rentais/repairs in order to minimize
built infrastructure. In particular bike sharing infrastructure can quickly become cluttered/poorly
maintained if multiple companies attempt to provide service.

2

2

3
2

It's fine to add features, amenities convenient to the public but I think prudent stewardship also requires
long term ecological thinking including, for example a determined plan for planting significant increase
in number of trees to establish a mature canopy and stand of suitable native species that will bring
numerous benefits such as birds, shade, river shoreline stability in times of anticipated climate change
and rising water levels, aesthetics, even native reconciliation.

4
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Too much of the improvements are around Westboro beach and to the east of there. Also, the winter
trail grooming should be extended along the entire SJAM, not just loops in the same westboro beach
and east area. We need to see less focus on culture and heritage. Also, another safe crossing across the
parkway needs to be closer to lincoln fields bus stop.

4

The parkway is an important link for vehicle traffic between downtown and the west end. Please ensure
the flow of traffic is not negatively impacted. At-grade crossings are not required, instead provide below-
grade crossings like the one at Kitchissippi Beach. Also do not lower traffic speeds.

4

1

Any cultural and heritage aspects need to fit with the overall vision-can we move the 'memorial to
fallen diplomats ' which has always been out of place there.

1

Ensure white water Kayaking access2
3

Bike paths should be maintaint on a regular basis2

2

BTW, this is a very beautiful presentation of this plan, I am impressed2
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2
1

My suggestions are:
-Include an executive summary
-Anchor the table of contents to appropriate section in the document
-Provide more information on expected timelines. I understand that the implementation plan is not
finalized and will be subject to change, but the reader is not clear on how long it may take to implement
this plan in its entirety. Some info on timelines would be important to manage expectations

1

Without seeing details, it sounds to me like giving all these strategies equal weighting is going to be
impossible. The only way that I can see this being done is by segregating parts of the shore for certain
activities, which I think will end by degradation of the natural environment by recreational overuse.

2

1

1

PLEASE consider the integration of the NCC lands on the Quebec side. It would be such a pity to miss out
on the opportunity to integrate the WHOLE waterfront experience.

4

3
2
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Might be safer to separate cycling and walking paths.

2
May be challenging to protect the ecological health of the natural environment, while also attracting
more people to the area.

The bullets above are great but very general. The actual plan has serious flaws.4

The question of- how satisfied are you?- should be separately for each strategy and guideline noted
above. Otherwise you bulldoze your whole plan through.

2

The 'How satisfied are you...' question should be for each of the above strategies and guidelines.
Otherwise you are bulldozing your propositions forward like the unfair-to-individual-judgements
omnibus bills in parliament.

2

3

Happy to read that more public toilets are included. Would like to see Cycling and walking paths
separated, if possible.2

1

The general spirit of the document is acceptable and takes into consideration contemporary
circumstances.2

2

You have to STICK to them. NOT like you did with LeBreton where you went with the team that defied
your parameters at EVERY turn! They totally ignored your guidelines!

1
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2

I would rate the Culture and Heritage objective well below the other objectives.2

2

I believe river access should be restricted to specific locations in order to give greater protection to the
shoreline ecosystem. The advisable amount of protected shoreline is not presently being observed, with
the paths far too close to the shoreline.

2

1
3
3

I am concerned about implementation of these strategies.4

2
1

Mixed use development along Richmond Road will visually cut off the river from the neighbourhood.
The proposed narrow corridor between the buildings would provide a very limited view of the field and
beyond. Many people walk and ride on Byron Linear Park and stop at the bench facing Rochester Field.
This is the only place the river is visible from Richmond Road and provides a unique opportunity to
connect the community with the river. Please don't spoil this for future generations.

4

2
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I need more information on the type and exact location of the seven active and tranquil areas for public
It's very vague... where do the public washrooms go? where are the food services going?enjoyment

rest areas? etc... there is talk of rerouting bike paths through Mud Lake?... Unacceptable.... also talk of
making a bike path and pedestrian path., but I cannot see any of this in this plan.

3

Existing signs on paths are confusing and incomplete. Many times I see signs telling me to turn right for
parliament hill .. then I realize you mean straight and that is just a distance note. For bridge crossing you
should have signs that indicate how a bicycle can circle under the bridge and swing around to get on the
correct side of the road. A very common road sign in Europe.

1

Food should include one high class restaurant to draw people who otherwise might not see the view1

I would like to see partnerships with local communities be leveraged,particularly with those
communities along the fringes of the Sir John A MacDonald parkway/residential areas. If there was the
ability to allocate space along the SJAM coordinator, that would be that you would a great community
builder.

2

There's no mention of community gardens.3
3

I am particularly happy to see better cycling and walking access, along with better facilities along the
waterfront.

1

1
1
1
2

Overall, I like the proposals, but I think that the amount of space currently occupied by infrastructure for
cars (4 lanes plus medians,entrance/exit ramps is too much). In addition to reducing vehicle speeds
substantially, I would remove 2 lanes of traffic to provide extra space for re-naturalization, recreation,
and active transportation.

2

1

I have been walking the parkway since 1970 even before the first paths were laid. We have needed all
of the above for a very long time.1
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Under Waterfront Experience, I would hope that the active and the tranquil areas are separated from
each other. That way, there can be public enjoyment for people who want tranquil areas as well as for
people who want active areas. If these areas are not separated, the tranquility along the river path now
will be lost. And that would be a real loss to our community now and over the next 50 years.

3

Get on with it; sooner rather than later1

3

I am concerned that all these new amenities, event spaces, food and beverage establishments, repair
and rental shop will have a significant negative impact on the sense of escape that the riverfront
currently provides. It is a refuge from the city, it provides the feeling that one is actually in nature, and
there is a risk of creating too much of a "built" environment to appease those who decry the lack of
commercial dimension to the waterfront.

2

2

I would like recreation to be a larger component of the proposals. We have spent 50 years separating
people from the water, we should work to bring more people to the river. Chicago has a fantastic area
at North Avenue Beach with a summer roller hockey rink and other amenities that would be amazing in
Ottawa.

2

I think education should be better incorporated as it's own idea or plan. Teaching staff and schools could
be better consulted. If education opportunities were made to align with the Ontario curriculum schools
could visit the area for field trips. Collages with horticultural or landscaping courses could be responsible
for some of the areas to practice this trade. These are only 2 examples...through partnering with
educational institutionsinstitutions this would be an innovative park.

2

2

2

2
1

The space needs some programming to make it come alive. That means restaurants and coffee shops,
perhaps boat rentals and water taxis.

1
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3

1

Make pedestrian crossings of the parkway as under or overpasses.2

You need to include paying Dave the SJAM groomer! the usage of these trails has at multiplied the
numbers of people out on the SJAM by 150% in my neighbourhood...westboro beach area

2

2

I find the speed limit on the parkway to be adequate. Lowering it further will only result in
commuters/drivers frustration.

4

Preserve and protect the greenspace, the natural areas and the waterfront. Allow for trails and passive
use. AVOID more 'event spaces', built up recreations facilities, etc. Ottawa has lots of that. Keep it as
natural as possible.

4

2

1
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1

3

1

A key strategy needs to be recreation! The SJAM is an important site for physical fitness and this should
be a key feature for all seasons.4

Happy to see Canada Goose problem addressed.2

1

There is already sufficient vehicle parking. In fact, the NCC should endeavour to continue to remove
surface parking, and instead provide good active mobility connections, access to transit, and
connectivity to neighbourhoods. Parking lots and parkways are 1960s thinking.

2

3

3
Emphasis on natural environment. That means planting native plants not just removing invasive ones.
Is SLOW involved?

2

Emphasize naturalization. That means planting native species, not just eradicating invasive ones. I
assume Sustainable Living Ottawa West will be involved. This needs local volunteers.3

E-bikes are coming into local market and speed could be an issue. Please consider how they can be
accommodated. They can bring a lot to specific groups needing assistance but can be problem if not
regulated.

1

1

2

I would like to see the NCC open space to residential development. Having waterfront access through
the downtown core exclusively as a park is IMO ridiculous.4
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The main issue is the failure to recognize that the SJAM Parkway is one of the few northern central to
west roadways in this city. The Queensway,Carling, & Richmond are the others & in the case of
Richmond in particular, the volume of traffic at rush hour is unacceptable. I should know, I watch the
lineup of cars on the parkway waiting to turn onto Carling (& the interminable lineup on Richmond) from
my home every evening. If one of those roads gets blocked, we have a nightmare traffic scenario

3

I agree with the first three items but not the connectivity plan with regards to the parking, it's important
to allow parking next to the river for those with mobility issue. People in wheelchairs have a hard time
enjoying the river and the trails if the parking is far away. I've lived by the parkway my whole life and
never had a hard time accessing the paths, however, they have not been repaved in at least over 30
years in some places.

4

1
4
2

Please keep the name of the founder of Canada,John A Macdonald, on the improved park.1

2

consider natural wildlife before human activity; find a way to improve both perhaps?1

Narrow the parkway to one lane in each direction to reduce motor vehicle speed.1

2

1
2

Consider a washroom on Bate Island.

1
I realize that it could be a challenge to prevent vandalism in washrooms...but would like accessibility for
as many hours as possible.

2
3

1

2

I don't think lowering the speed limit on the parkway is necessary. Like it or not, the parkway is a major
route from the west end to the core.2

1

try to insure walking paths are free of bicycles traffic1
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2

1

2

For cycling and walking the river path is a key transportation corridor and interconnection,year 'round
maintenance, priority at road crossing and direct lines is the most important part of this plan.3

2
2

1
I feel segregated bike paths makes it safer. I also hope there are some good kayak/canoe launch sites as
well.1

2

Too bad the green space has to compete with vehicles & transit.2

2
1
3
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Speed on parkway doesn't need to be changed,better signaling for paths and resurfacing of paths is
most definitely required.1

3

More access by foot and bicycle would be amazing! It's hard to cross the parkway. More trees would be
amazing! It can be too sunny / too cold depending on the season, and more trees would shield people
from the sun/wind.

1

As an avid surfer I am VERY concerned about people fishing, leaving dangerous and sharp hooks
throughout the wave areas.

The river is huge and fishing can take place anywhere. Surfable waves only exist in ONE area ... WHY
make increase the risk of injury for kayakers and surfers for people to maim fish>?

4

You cannot eat the fish that come from the river ... can you

2

1

1

2
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1

La vie des Premieres Nations vivant ici pourrait etre interessante a connaitre...et a enseigner2

2

I don't think new 'events spaces' will serve the area well. I also wouldn't mess with traffic and
pedestrian / bike flow around here as it already works better than almost anywhere else in the city, and I
am someone who drives, walks, and bikes in this corridor!! There is virtually NO conflict between the
various corridor users, it WORKS, please do NOT mess with it!!!

3

2
2

Suggest separated paths for cycling/jogging and more leisurely walking.1

1

1

I'm concerned about trash related to the food services, especially on windy days. I think the food should
be vegan, in trying to achieve the lowest climate change impact. I also think fruit trees should be planted
to enable Canadians to enjoy more benefits of the park.

2
The pedestrian path should be separate from the bike paths, and they should be inspected every spring
for frost heaving and properly maintained. Bike paths should enable relatively higher speed commuting,
with passing room.

How can we best enable waterfront experience by preserving natural environment?2

I am concerned about the proposed portage route through the area just north of mud lake toward the
britannia sailing club. This is an area that is important for many birds, including waterfowl who rely on
that area. With bird populations declining, special consideration should made for conserving habitat. I
think that consultation with experts in conservation to ensure that there is a balance between public
enjoyment and conservation is important.

3

2

The park need be fully natural, with no built environment, excepting trails. Choose tranquility over
commerce: be a refuge from urbanity.4

They look good only not too sure what are the invasive species. Like the idea of removing but Poison Ivy
(don't know if it is an invasive species) is a deterrent to enjoying the Parkway Park and Mud Lake

2

1
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Overall like the plan. A definition of and documentation of what are the invasive species. Poison Ivy
(don't know if it is an invasive species) definitely restricts the use of the Park and should be considered
an invasive spacies

2

The park need be named for first nations. No commercial built environment, only trails and comfort
facilities.4

2

2
4
1
1

I am dissatisfied with naming the park after John A. Macdonald, who was very racist even by 19th
century standards and starved the indigenous peoples of the southern plains, referred to Canada as
'Aryan', and supported legalized racism because ’'Chinese' and 'Aryans' were separate species'. Please
re-consider the name of the park. Name it after someone who hasn't committed a genocide.

5

1

Naming unceded Algonquin land after a genocidal leader is completely tone deaf to any Reconciliation,
the TRC Report and UNDRIP.5

1
1

How dare you address 'culture' while naming the area after the architect of Indigenous genocide in
Canada!!

5

3
2

I support them all.1
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as long as the natural environment at Mud Lake is maintained and not changed to accommodate more
people.2

1
1

2

There are very good plans & suggestions for riverside,biking pedestrian paths, nevertheless, for those
that don't live in immediate area, there are too few parking options. I have driven the parkway & not
found parking or very short-term options which don't welcome parking to enjoy an activity to sightsee,
rollerblade, stroll, bike or kayak. Visitors to the area have not found enough parking, therefore don't stay
long to walk or sit and enjoy the views.

4

Protecting the natural environment and wildlife should be the priority3

Mud Lake area is an IBA and should be protected,not developed into another parkland. Buckthorn
should not be removed as this is vital food for overwintering and migrating birds. We do need a
washroom there,but nothing more, no food stands, gazebos or the likes. This place should stay,
peaceful and tranquil. By-law officers should be stationed as many violate the rules of walking their dogs
and biking along the trail. This is very disrupting for the wildlife. Please leave Mud Lake alone.

4

Need to maintain access to nature along the river, so do not overbuild the "waterfront experience".
Also maintain traffic flow along the SJAM parkway to/from the Champlain Bridge to keep traffic off
neighbouring community streets. The NCC built the 3rd lane on the Champlain Bridge, overruling
community opposition, and now is obliged to maintain SJAM parkway access to it.

3

DO NOT NAME THE PARK MACDONALD-CARTIER OR MACDONALD OR CARTIER OR CARTIER-
MACDONALD PARK. TOO MANY THINGS IN OTTAWA ARE CALLED THAT- STOP IT! It sounds like a Soviet-
era propaganda junta was in charge of naming NCC properties.

1

Algonquin College Outhouses like at Jack Pine or Old Quarry Trail.2

The last thing we need is more food services or other development. There's little enough natural space
remaining!

4

Areas all should have Algonquin College style outhouses like at Jack Pine and Old Quarry Trail.2

Just wishing for outdoor meditation spots, sit and be still.1
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3
2

2

1

Don't mess with Mud lake.. Rest looks fine. Except the name. E en Schools are removing his name. He
is the father of indiginous genocidal policies.
Parkway renamed to an Indeginous name. Harper loved MacDonald. Now in a time of reconciliation get
rid if him. Airport has his name and bridge. Enough. The project baring his name mskes me ill.

4

Diversity of native plants and soil biology is of the utmost importance2

1

Leave well enough alone
3

Please no food services. As this leads to garbage. Also washrooms if any need to be well camouflaged
and maintained as to not take away any natural beauty. Shorlines should remain natural.4

2

3

2

1

1
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2

My emphasis is on the natural environment. I see no mention of wildlife management or protection. In
my view, this omission is glaring and extremely unfortunate. The public values wildlife and
compassionate consideration of wildlife issues.

2

2

Please remove all cars from the Ottawa River Parkway.2

3

1

3

DONT TOUCH THE DRIVING LANES ON SJA PARKWY. I SEEN SOMEWHERE YOU WANTED TO REDUCE IT
FROM ISLAMD PARK TO CARLING TO ONE LANE, OTHER THEN THAT FANTASTIC IDEA FOR A REVAMP

1

2
3

5

3

offer spaces for dog owners and dog walkers to access the river.3

Not your land and John A committed genocide.5
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3

Ensure safe bike lanes are a priority. These lanes would not only be used by bicycle commuters, but by
kids of all levels of abilities.2

2

Proposal should include the removal of the SJAM Parkway for cars. It's a shame to have a 4 lane highway
next to this beautiful greenspace.2

How can you say you are concerned with 'heritage and archaeological resources' when you intend to
name it after the founding and drunken racist, John A. Macdonald? Why celebrate this man when he is
responsible for the open murder of most First Nations west of Manitoba?

5

2

Lowering the Parkway speed to 50km/hr and reducing the lane count west of Island Park both ignore
the legitimate use of the Parkway by west-enders to access downtown core cultural areas (National Art
Gallery etc.), concerts, and restaurants. The current proposals will greatly restrict our access to the core.
The Queensway is not an adequate substitute.

5

The proposed river boardwalk won't survive a major Ottawa spring flood.

Cosmetic changes in and near Mud Lake are an expensive waste of money

2
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Why only at-grade crossings on the parkway? Why not above-grade (bridges)?2

2

Please put emphasis on preserving natural environment without too many additional built environments
such as shops, food services. Otherwise present tranquil areas will be lost and folks won't want to
access.

2

Make sure parking stays a LONG distance away from waterfront to preserve the space and environment.2

These shore line areas are victim to constant erosion and changing water levels, therefore any
infrastructure developed there would also require constant maintenance. The public already have access
to these naturally shaped public lands and explore them at their leisure. Increased cross walks would be
a welcome addition for safety but stripping away the natural changing atmosphere of the shoreline
would remove part of the fun of exploring the shoreline.

4

lower parkway traffic speeds ?? They are low enough.

Would be nice to see the entire shortline raised a foot with large boulerds and a small retaining wall
with a railing the lenght of the park.

4

Move the parkway itself closer to the residential more of a boulvard format with large planters like they
have along memorial drive in Calgary also giving more room for pedestrians and cyclists on the north
side to do their thing.

Has there been consultation with First Nations to see what they would like? What is relevant for them in
these areas? If there are ways to create space for recognizing their previous establishment and
uses/connection here?

2

Except for the use of John A. Mcdonald's name, the proposals seem acceptable, with one additional
coondition - that the aboriginal title-holders have granted the project their approval.3

1
4

it all sounds good - my only concern is the suggestion for more food vendors - 1 wouldn't want it to
become too commercial - lots of nature is perfect - but restrooms that are not open only 3 months a
year are needed!!! thanks :)

2
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2
2
1

2

3

Very good general goals.3

2
2
1
2

2

1

Picnic areas not full blown food services. Plant thousands of trees to prevent erosion rather than the
traditional concrete blocks. Event spaces should be limited so large crowds don't damage the natural
areas.

2

2

2
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1

2
1

Don't name this parkway after a genocidal leader who knowingly subjected indigenous peoples to
starvation to reduce their numbers, considered mixed race people less than human, and referred to
Canada as an 'Aryan nation.'

1

2
2

3

It is unconscionable to name this park after someone who promoted residential schools and other
actions to destroy the culture and family ties of Indigenous people.1

Thhere needs to be LESS not more parking. Access for people with mobility needs via vehicle is one
thing, but reducing parking or moving it back away from the river makes more sense.4

There is a lack of details. It's a generality.5

1

Waterfront experience and natural environment are going to be challenging each other. I like the
riverfront the way it is and don't feel a great need to enhance it to attract people to it!

3
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2

2

2
1

As a set of guidelines, this is reasonable.2

This park is on Algonquin territory and should be named by the people of this territory. Mr McDonld
murdered thousands of indigenous peoples and displaced many of the and is the father of residential
schools.

5

A focus on automotive transportation is needed. Any changes that make commuting through the area
more difficult will make life significantly worse for many Ottawa residents.5

does culture and heritage include Indigenous people or in the NCC does history start 151years ago?
2

It is unacceptable to develop a new park on unceded Algonquin territory under the name of a man who
committed genocide against Canada's first nations people.5
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culture..heritage...please ensure equal recognition given to the eras before eminent domain was so
brutally imposed.

2

2

I am really worried that you are going to put too much emphasis on creating a good situation for
commercial operators and that the area will be trashed. We don't need to fill our river with recreational
boaters. The riverfront is already pretty nice as it is. Why not leave it that way? I know why. There aren't
enough business opportunities as it stands now. I'm tired of developers thinking of new ways to chew up
more of what we have.

4

2

lower parkway speeds may impede commuter traffic. It's 60 km/hr now which is difficult to enforce.3

Having some parking close to the shoreline facilitates put-in for canoes, especially heavy canoes. A long
portage from a car with a toddler in tow is very challenging. A compromise is needed in limiting human
impact, while allowing for practical access. The deschenes rapids parking lot is a favourite of mine and
my 3 year old son.

3

Less parking, make people have to take public transportation or other non vehicular methods of
transportation ie walking, biking, roller blading, etc.

2

The Parkway presents a naturally beautiful and calming route for commuters back and forth to the city.
The four lane route is an essential part of this rush hour traffic pattern for the City and must not be
degraded. Speed limits are ideal as is. Any incremental need for pathways, bike lanes, etc must not be
achieved at the expense of the existing 4 lane roadway. The existing four lanes are also critical to
sightseeing where tourists can safely be passed for a stress free driving by all.

4

2
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2
1
1

My interest is the impact on Mud Lake. It has been designated an Important Birding Area. The proposed
changes would effect Mud Lake adversely. What draws birders, photographers and nature lovers is the
fact that it's undeveloped, it’s quiet, with relatively little traffic. The wildlife and flora is undisturbed and
allowed to thrive. What makes Mud Lake such a special place would be lost with the proposed changes.

5

2

Suggest planting native shrubs at the shoreline that deter geese such as Hawthorne. A park in Carleton
Place has been successful with this in the past.2

Je fais beaucoup de velo et de ski de fond a cet endroit. II serait interessant d'inclure des activites avec
les artistes qui font des sculptures avec des roches provenant de la riviere au Remic Rapids. C'est
vraiment unique.

1

2

As long as bicycles will still have a river route that is not alongside car traffic.2

1

I think that there needs to be more emphasis on protecting AND restoring the natural environment. It's
all quite manicured and artificial now - 1 would love to see emphasis on repopulating native plant species
and restoring the waterfront to a more natural state that can still be enjoyed.

2

1
2

Natural Environment: Factor potential climate change impacts into proposed measures.
2

Connectivity: In addition to lower parkway traffic speeds also measures to lower cycling speeds on
existing MUP or separate pedestrian & cycling infrastructure.

Great to keep public access to the shoreline but don't overdo paved pathways, which are not good for
the environment. Mud Lake is wonderfully diverse for a city natural area. Let's keep it that way.

2

2
2
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I'm not sure I agree with the proposal's strategy regarding the 'Environment', eg: We do NOT need new
views of the river. Since buckthorn is a widely used food source for migratory birds, I don't agree that it
needs to be removed, regressive. The last thing a natural environment needs is more access to food
service.

4

Do not build on Richmond Rd, build in northeast corner closer to transit.3

The strategies and guidelines are appropriate but too much focus has been put towards human use and
development of shorelines and adjacent areas. I would like to see more focus on preserving green space
and reducing the human footprint on NCC lands.

3

I dislike the idea of 'events spaces,' food services, shops, etc. Don't commercialize, over- organize it,
'curate' it, etc. We no longer have enough simple, natural spaces. Things seem to have to be done up
now.

4

Maybe name the park after the many natives who does or suffered at the hands of your hero whose
motto was "kill the Indian in the child" - how about you think about how this naming HURTS
Reconciliation

5

1

Parking needs to be accessible for families with old and young, and carrying things distances is not
welcoming. Have good sized drop-off zones?

More frequent access points, yes. Added traffic lights? NO. Pedestrian tunnels work really really well and
are safe. Do not reduce vehicle speed limits or anything else which impedes vehicular traffic. Light rail
won't solve all our traffic woes, & certainly with limited benefit until phase 2 runs. There is no other
east/west option away from the 417.

4

Need more access to river
2

Need service (food and drinks) on riverside

1
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3
1
2

1. Under connectivity add 'access to open air markets:Westboro & Parkdale

2. Under 4.1.3.4 add large pergolas for shelter for Ottawa 's variable weather

3. Under 4.2.2.3 there is no mention of views for those in wheelchairs or recumbent trikes which are
about at a person's thigh level. Allowing grasses/plants etc to grow to 50cm will obstruct all views for
these users.

3

4. Under Culture 4.3 add aquarium local fish species/aquatic life

5. Under 4.4.1.2 multiuse pathway too narrow to share anywhere

Do not call it 'John A. Macdonald'. Do not name Algonquin land after the man who supported
Residential Schools.

5

Could land be devoted to community gardens, specifically agriculture such as the Nanny Goat at Bronson
and Laurier? Volunteers could grow food for food banks.1

Who can argue with better access to the water's edge? The issue is the failure to recognize that the
SJAM Parkway is one of the few northern central to west roadways. The Queensway,Carling, &
Richmond are the others & in the case of Richmond in particular, the volume of traffic at rush hour is
unacceptable. I should know, I watch the westbound lineups every day from my home. Should anything
happen to block one of the other roads, we'll see traffic chaos if the Parkway is reduced to 2 lanes.

4

I don't feel the speed limit of the SJAM parkway needs to be reduced. 60 km/h seems reasonable to me.1

J'aurais aime qu'une strategic aie ete egalement formulee en ce qui a trait aux plages publiques le long
de la riviere des Outaouais.

2
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For safety, the NCC needs to provide better separation between the recreational paths and motor
vehicle traffic (at Westboro Beach, in particular). Lower speed limits and more effective law
enforcement on the Parkway are essential. In the winter, emphasis should be placed on the
development of Nordic ski trails and other recreational resources.

2

1

Ensuring slower, safer motor traffic on the Parkway is very important. Also, it is important to keep
commercial vehicles off the Parkway. I have seen several near-tragedies when pedestrians and cyclists
(including children and seniors) were almost struck by motor vehicles travelling at high speed illegally on
the Parkway.

2

5

Naming it after John A MacDonald condones racism and undermines reconciliation. Change the name!5

1

We should go back to the original name of the Ottawa River Parkway2

3

settle outstanding First Nations land claims before proceeding!5

1
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Sector A:Mud Lake / Britannia Conservation Area to Deschenes
RapidsLegendLegendLegendArea HighlightsLac Deschenes-Ottawa River
Important Bird AreaHigh native biodiversity (61native plant species)Mud Lake
/ Britannia Conservation Area: A provincially significant wetland and an Area of
Natural and Scientific InterestDeschenes Rapids:Shallow water and an open river
shore habitatSector Concept SnapshotThe sector concept connects people to
nature,and provides a sanctuary for park users where they can appreciate the
area's beauty. In respecting the site's sensitive nature,the concept tries to
educate visitors about nature and habitats,and facilitates enjoyment of the area,
while limiting potential impacts on the ecosystem.This concept will seek to
provide safer access to and clear signage in this location.lt also proposes
initiatives to restore,protect and manage the shoreline through stormwater
management and erosion control measures.To read the sector description,and
recommendations,click here.

How satisfied are you with
the proposal for the Mud
Lake / Britannia
Conservation Area to
Deschenes Rapids sector?

Sector PlansThe park has
four sectors that each
contains two or three
animation areas.

Please select from the
following list the sectors you
wish to comment on.

Sector A: Mud Lake /
Britannia Conservation Area
to Deschenes Rapids

Sector B: Woodroffe
Avenue to Westboro Beach
/ Atlantis Avenue

Sector D:Parkdale
Avenue to Nepean
Bay

Sector C:Champlain
Bridge to Remic Rapids

1 1 1 1 2

1
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Sector B: Woodroffe Avenue to Westboro Beach / Atlantis AvenueLegendLegendLegendArea HighlightsWestboro BeachA public beach for over
100 yearsWestboro Beach Pavilion: Constructed 1965-1967, architect James Strutt; submitted to Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO)
for heritage evaluationSkead's Mill ruinsOne of the largest steam sawmill operations west of the Chaudieres Falls; includes stone foundations,
archaeological remains, and log boom anchor fragments 100 metres off shoreAdjacent to Maplelawn and Gardens National Historic site of
CanadaReminder of Ottawa's early agricultural historyOne of the best preserved walled gardens in CanadaThe house is an excellent example of
traditional 18th century British classical-style architecture Sector Concept SnapshotThis 2.4-kilometre stretch is the focus of the initial step in the
realization of the park plan, taking advantage of the light rail transit project. Rochester Field and Westboro Beach are the park's hallmark precincts.
Facilities/amenities in these areas will be realized in conjunction with the completion of the western light rail transit line.As compensation for the
use of NCC lands for the western light rail line, the City of Ottawa has committed $30 million for works that will advance the development of this
section of the riverfront park, including detailed design concepts for Westboro Beach and Rochester Field, realignment of the parkway, realignment
and segregation of pathways, and revegetation.The transformation of Rochester Field into a people-focused space represents a significant
transformation to connect the river with the communities. A key component of the concept is the central axis between Richmond Road and the
river, crossing the parkway at grade, and thereby allowing unimpeded and safe cycling and walking access between the communities and the
river. Along Richmond Road, the proposed mixed-use development must be carefully developed to be sensitive to the historic context of the
adjacent Maplelawn and Gardens National Historic Site of Canada, given that the house, garden and associated grounds represent one of the oldest
and best preserved historic sites in the National Capital Region.A Westboro Beach redesign will provide enhanced pedestrian and bicycle access,
canoe and kayak launching, and a larger multi-purpose building, in addition to the traditional beach uses. Parking will be established south of the
parkway at the former Atlantis depot. Parking for universal accessibility, as well as servicing will be provided adjacent to the proposed multi-
purpose building. The concept retains and respects built and cultural heritage elements, offers park-friendly services and facilities, includes
stormwater eco-management, and enhances physical and visual river access.The detailed design plans are not part of this framework plan.
However, the concept and more detailed designs will be developed, and will include future consultations with communities and stakeholders.To
read the sector description and recommendations, click here.

How satisfied are you with
the proposal for the
Woodroffe Avenue to
Westboro Beach / Atlantis
Avenue sector?

Do you have any comments for this sector?

Forcing bikes to use the boardwalk will be tight for space, and annoying for speedy commuters. A secondary bike
path for those who do not want to venture onto the boardwalk as 'through traffic1 would be good. Are you
willing to maintain the boardwalk in the winter? if not, please provide an alternative on the land.

1
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1

i love the idea of a boardwalk. I'm just wondering what happened to the multi-use pathway in that section? It is
still needed. A boardwalk should be pedestrian oriented, and the multi-use pathway should remain for other
uses (cycling, rollerblading, cross-country skiing)

2

2

1
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1

4
1

In general, there is too much parking on the shore line. The proposal asks for a maximum speed allowed of 50
KM/hr. This is much too fast. Allow 30 km/hr at most.

2

1
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2

2

5

2
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2

1

2

1
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will the proposed highrises impede the plans for Rochester field?

3

Keep the area environmentaly protecred. I took my grandson to the Mud L ske area when he was as his first intro
to nature. That exposure led to a sustained interest.

3
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2

1

5

really delighted & pleased with the attention & detailed suggestions for the new vision. It can become a really
exciting destination for those who appreciate nature, natural habitat etc.

I am concerned about the City of Ottawa property in the middle of the NCC park.

How did this ridiculous situation come about and what will the city do with that land - their history is to give it to
a developer. Another bad situation. 2

Also, I don't think money should be spent on 'over-the-water' fixtures. Let's not get too cute and faddish (and
expensive).

2

i think the addition of the walkway is imaginative and brilliant, allowing new experience of the natural
waterfront. Delighted there appear to be no commercial components!

5
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Ira Honeywell ,one of Ottawas 1st settlers had a farm in 1814. This is a heritage site

This area used to be known as Woodroffe, which had many public beaches from 1900- 1960 before the
Parkway expropriation.

More public beaches should be put here.

I assume the Woodroffe crossing would include a traffic light.

It is not clear how this crossing will connect to the future segregated cycle lanes on Richmond Rd.
(Woodroffe Ave is too narrow and Busy a Street

2

Kind of seems like a boardwalk to nowhere... 5

3

Greater control to prevent cyclists from using paths in Mad Lake area. No boardwalks along Ottawa River. 2
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2

Adding curves to the bike path as it crosses the south edge of Mud Lake is un-necessary. The proposed
boardwalk from Pinecrest Creek to Dechenes Rapids lookout should be for pedestrians only. The pedestrian/bike
crossing north of the Richmond Road overpass should be grade-separated.

2

Does the drawing indicate that the path will be moved offshore in the area after Mud Lake? This doesn't seem
like a good idea to me. The Mud Lake area looks good. 1

The boardwalk is unnecessary. 4

2
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Mud lake - better pathways. Better and more frequent access to water line. 2

2

Cross country skiing in Mud Lake during the winter

Can we develop 'rules on respecting the plant, birds and animal life'. We have seen too many birders trampling
over sensitive areas and scaring the birds in order to take the perfect picture. We have seen joggers whizzing
along the pathway. Joggers can be encouraged to use the recreational pathway or elsewhere to exercise.

2
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We need to be removing birds from the pathways,not encouraging them. The geese are numerous 2

That boardwalk in a flood-prone area does not make much sense when the ways to access it are flooded to the
road. How is this environmentally sound? It seems like a large impact on a site that's valued for its natural
features.

5

I would hope for very good interpretation and signage in the area, to facilitate the educational value of the area,
especially to children. 1

1
2

3
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2

2

2

Why is the parkway taking up so much available land area? Move the east and westbound lanes together at the
eastbound side, freeing up new shoreline space. Bicycle use in this area is 90% commuters. Travelling by bike
across a wooden footbridge is extremely uncomfortable and dangerous. Also please have a biker comment on
the design. Too many sharp angled corners and pedestrian pinch points. Move the parkway to free up bike path
space on the shoreline.
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Special attention should be paid to Mud Lake so that the users don't disturb the nesting birds, or trample the
delicate terrain underfoot. Should not permit any bikes.

3

See my initial comments. 3

Aside from the efforts to restore,protect and manage the shoreline I see no need to further 'connect' the public
to nature at Mud Lake. 5

2

1

2
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The Mud Lake forest and trails should not be overrun by visitors. The area should be left in its present wild state.

How will a boardwalk over the river stand up to the annual freeze and thaw without being so sturdy as to
negatively impact the environment?

2

Adequate resources have to be committed to continually ensuring appropriate protection of important natural
habitats given proposed increase in human activity in these areas, e.g., environmental monitoring, landscaping
and facility maintenance (litter pick up)

4

I like the straight pathway after battling with the long river stretch.

Put an overhead bridge over the parkway (like at Lincoln Fields) if you want to add a grade crossing. Don't
penalize traffic even more than you already have in this city.

if you get too many people into Mud Lake the birds will fly away 1

1

3

2
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3

like boardwalk, removal of cars from water's edge, caution making the pathway too winding or all you'll get are
bicycle riders riding off the pathway between the curves, as you see by the water fountain near the washrooms
in Vincent Massey Park where there is now a definite dirt path across the U formed by the winding paved
pathway at that point

1

2

1
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1

1

2

2

No mention of improving pathways.

2
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4

2

2

1

Glad their is a boardwalk and launch for kayaking

2

4

1

3
2
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Archeological and geological significance unmentioned. Boardwalk looks prone to floodwaters 4

2

2

3

NO discussion on where the parking from Deschenes lookout would be relocated to south of the SJAM. This
could have a dramatic impact on the communities that touch the south side of the SJAM. Local community
consultation is needed and deserved.

3

2

We need to be careful how much the area is opened up to people. Even the present situation is very accessible,
including by seniors with walking aids (which is good). But with more people, more animals are driven away. It
is currently a nesting area for water birds. They are already under stress with all the people getting too close.
Finally a current irritation. People INSIST on walking their on and off leash dogs through the lake trails despite
clear signage. More enforcement please!
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3

5

3

3

2

Happy to see that this area will receive invasive species management. 4
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2

1

1

i am concerned with the potential damage to Mud Lake from opening it up to more visitors. How will numbers
be controlled?

The idea of revamping the Woodroffe/Parkway intersection and making it more pedestrian friendly is an
excellent idea. Would the pedestrian crossing be maintained year-round?

3

By adding a boat launch at the Deschenes Rapids,you will increase the activity there. Some (most?) of those who
would put a boat into the water at that point would arrive by car - where will they park?

A-2021-00072-00875
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I would not like to see parking for Deschenes rapids move south of the parkway as I live in that neighbourhood
and that could really increase traffic and change the intimate, cottage feeling of the area.

2

1

Proposed boardwalk along Ottawa River is excessive and conflicts with preservation of natural ambience. 3

1

In my opinion, the biggest barrier to making the linear park actually function like a park is the 4 lanes of highway
traffic. The linear park will never function as a park as long as this is the case. This is specially true in the
westboro beach corridor, where there are areas that are almost entirely road. No one wants recreation next to
what is functionally a highway

3
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2

2

3

Keep it natural - don't put up signs or fences or posts inside the conservation area. But continue removal of
invasive species and huge trees brought down in recent storms. It's also important to clear dangerous branches
overhanging the paths as quickly as possible as they are a safety hazard and prevent people from using
the.conservation area.

2

2

Primary goal should be conservation and not user experience 1
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The area should be more accessible, but we don't want animation or commercial uses, just natural walking and
observing areas.

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

Please ensure that traffic flow is convenient and efficient with little or no delays and without user impeding
installations!

1

Mud lake area needs more user friendly and safer throughway especially at night for pedestrians & cyclists.
More lighting and access to local streets for quick access, exit...
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4

accueil des chiens

2

1

3

The proposed boardwalks, docks and other infrastructure will displace and disrupt the current uses by wildlife
and nature. It is a very retrograde, human oriented step. The lily does not need gilding!

Please preserve the natural aspect of Mud Lake as much as possible. 2

Connectivities and safety are key points besides the obvious public expectation of transportation use of the
corridor
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save the turtles!

As Mud Lake becomes more well-known, it will be increasingly challenging to protect it as a wild space. Please
consider how this might be prioritized, even over human access.

5

1
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2

Changez le nom. 2

The boardwalk is a must!

It makes no sense to reconstruct the bike path along the southern edge of Mud Lake from its current orientation.
It serves the community well - why add more distance & travel time by introducing curves?

While I like aspects directly around Mud Lake and the improved access to the river at Mud Lake, I am in complete
disagreement with a boardwalk placed out over the river. I fear the long-term harm it would have on the
shoreline, and do not like the visual intrusion it has from the shoreline trail.

2
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As I have indicated the plans for access to this area must be developed that will permit non-car access to these
sites and the development of river walking trails.

2

1

5

I would prefer that it wasn't too gentrified so that the birds and animals are disturbed. I personally like it the way
it is except for all of the recent damage to the trees.

2
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2

4
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1

5

2

2
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The boardwalk seems to be a great idea. Walking on water! Always nice.

Creating a boardwalk through the natural shoreline would disturb the flows of the river. There is no mention of
controlling the goose infestation that is limiting the use of this area. Opening up the Des chenes rapid to boating
via the partially abandoned canal would open up a section of the river to boating traffic previously locked into lac
deschenes

2

5

Not at all sure about the boardwalk. Like the bike path where it is. 2
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2

2

3

i need to see this proposal before the survey 3
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Excessive view to making the whole area an extension of the existing greenbelt. The rapids area is an ideal spot
for a new bridge to Quebec with the new road run over the top of the existing water plant.

4

2

mud lake trails need maintenance in certain areas, high traffic in causing muddy patches which people then go
around causig further damage to the ecosystem

Do not want boardwalk at all. Launch spot for Kayaks O.K.
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4

2

2

I think the plan is great, but could also include plans to revisit to see how the public engage with the area and
adjust as needed.

1

Basically,Mud Lake should be left as an area of importance for birds and wildlife, not highlighted for tourism,
bikes or even walking.

1
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3

3

2

it would be really nice if you continued the plowed winter pathway to this sector. Mud lake is an significant
resource within Ottawa and it would be very nice if access was improved!

2
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The boardwalk proposal is absurd.

1

2

2

3

I am troubled by the proposed boardwalk. The area around Pinecrest Creek is a habitat for beavers and egrets
that would doubtlessly be disrupted by the proposed boardwalk. Also, it cuts off access from the adjacent
neighbourhoods, especially for those using New Orchard Ave to reach the riverbank with canoes, kayaks or stand
up paddle boards. It is impractical from a cost/maintenance perspective and resources could be better employed
adding boardwalks to wet paths at Mud Lake.

3

3

The boardwalk idea is terrible. It destroys the sense of nature and if it blocks my access to the river by kayak and
the view from my home I'll see you in court. 5
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How about linking the wild bird centre with this area? Use it for educational purposes. Schools and Guides and
Scouts would benefit as well as Seniors. Make it accessible. 2

2

5

The maintenance of the parkway as a vital vehicular transportation corridor should be a stated goal. There
should be no reduction in capacity, which means maintaining at least two lanes in each direction with no
reduction in the speed limit. In fact, the speed limit should be increased to 70 kph to reflect current realities.
Allowance for future capacity growth should also be accommodated.

4

4

We need to protect nature by keeping people at a distance, there is plenty to see on islands, but that is because
people cannot get there, we also need to stop letting sewer water in the river and provide garbage containers

1
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2

2

Not a dog park !!! NO DOGS . perception now is that it is a community dog walking park ... 2

No Indigenous design elements is wrong. Based on rue Jacques-Cartier, the NCC has no idea how to integrate
Indigenous residents' needs. It cannot even ensure non-motorized boaters have a safe place to launch from, so
why are we going to trust NCC can put in boat launches that conform to best practices. Probably going to hire
someone who isn't a non-motorized boater to impose a design that fails, as before.

5

The area is quite often infiltrated with geese and not very clean with geese droppings all over the pathways and
parking lot. It would be great if there was a way to separate the public areas from the conservation, natural
habitat areas. This area has the best sunset views with people often bringing law chairs along to sit and enjoy.
Providing better access and sitting areas for the public to enjoy would be great. Offering food and beverage such
as ice cream would do really well in Deschene area

1

5
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3

2

I strongly oppose adding curves to bike trails. As a pedestrian, I am concerned for the safety of my children;
conversely, as a cyclist, I am continually frustrated by inattentive pedestrians wandering aimlessly across the
paths, even though I keep to the speed limit and signal them appropriately. The focus should instead be
separating pedestrians and cyclists; this will keep cars off the road and be safer for all. Current configuration for
cycling is great; pedestrian paths could use the curves

2

1

In order for boardwalk to be able to handle bicycle traffic as well as walkers it would have to be over 5m wide
(like the pedestrian bridges over the canal and Rideau. Essentially it would be a bridge 10 times as long as the
one between 5th and Clegg that cost 20million dollars. And for what, to replace an already existing MUP. It will
never get funding.

2

2
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Connectivity and winter recreation should also be considered priorities in this sector. Congestion with
pedestrians and cyclists along the mud lake straightaway on the river pathway is reaching dangerous levels.

3

Separate walking and bike paths. Mediate effects of goose droppings. Maintain uncluttered visual access to
riverfront and well manicured grassland and activity areas.

2

Clear signs on roadway to direct visitors to activity and lookout areas.

1

5

There should be consultation with Anishinabeg about traditional plant names and uses, traditional usage for the
land, knowledge about the animals of the area and interpretation in Anishinabemowin
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2

1

Love the boardwalk!

3
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Leave the Mud Lake area alone - it is perfectly fine in its natural state now, and people continue to return to
enjoy it as it is. The NCC spent a lot of money in 'restoration' of Pink Lake, only to destroy its natural foot paths
with expensive wooden walks that will require periodic replacement.

Mud Lake is a treasure that should not be lost as it would likely never be regained. Keep the trails open by doing
just enough to trim fallen trees and the like, and also continue to ban pets, bicycles, etc.

2

2

What happened to the idea of removing one of the two roads of the Parkway? Also, I guess we have to keep the
name MacDonald?. 3

The recreational use doesn't seem to square with the conservation of a natural space. The focus seems to be on
visitor experience and not shoreline/wetland preservation. 5
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5

For any development in the NW corner of Node1, there 9is a need to co-operate with Britannia Yacht Club.

The idea of an in-river boardwalk or pathway is refreshing and interesting 2
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4

1

Take advantage of the future New Orchard LRT station as an opportunity to place commercial activity closer to
the waterfront. The Deschenes Lookout could be more than just a place for a picnic. 1

2

1

Not at this time. 1

This is already a busy area and this plan encourages too many people to come into a very small environment
with very limited parking. It should not be turned into a zoo. Public toilets?! And new pathways and gates etc.
This encroaches on Britannia village as well. And where would a trail be for a portage for canoeists? Right along
through the protected area? Some conservation area. Boardwalk idea - of course it would affect the water flow
same way as the man-made 'pier' in Britannia has done.
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We must think more about Winter

The boardwalk is an unnecessary eyesore but of grave concern is the possible relocation of the parking lot to the
south side of the parkway. I live in the area and that parking lot is a hub for illegal drug and prostitution related
activity both day and night. To move it to the south side would place it within the Woodroffe North
neighbourhood creating a further hazard to residents and putting both their property and personal safety at risk.
The community will fight this.
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3

2

3

2

2
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4

1

Do not create the Portage to get around the Deschenes rapids. People can launch from Britannia or Nepean
Sailing Club. No one will want to canoe both sides in the same day (that is a 7 hr min. outing).

3

It is important to have the city at the table and a partner in completing the pathway connectivity with an
emphasis on the protection and enhancement of the Mud Lake shoreline as well as the Ottawa River fronting the
city facility
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2

2

I love the Boardwalk idea!

3

2
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2

1

Do I see car parking a few feet from the water? 2

4

2
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I don't see bike paths. 2

3

Looks like no changes here 5

2

3

2
2

2
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2

2

1

not sure about impact or location of outdoor classroom

2
2
2

5

Respecting the site's sensitive nature is paramount! 2
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Making the current multi-use pathway curved (for the reasons stated) seems like a significant waste of funds and
effort. The space available to modify the course is minimal, and it would be a shame to impinge on the Mud Lake
Nature reserve for this flimsy purpose. I believe the straight path is both interesting and shaded already. If
pedestrians wish to enhance their interest, they can always detour on the Mud Lake dirt path, which already has
entrances at different ends of this path.

3

Getting the balance between protecting nature and letting people enjoy the sapce will be very tricky. 2

3

3
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1

2

4

too many car lanes. 4

1
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4

2

3

4
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The boardwalk is a fascinating idea, that would greatly enhance the experience in that part of the park. 1

2

5

2

1

2

3
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1

I don't see a need to make curves in the one unshaded area of the path that borders this area: most of the path
is well-shaded. We can tolerate a short unshaded section!

2

can't find the recommendations

There is no need for a boardwalk in this area. Too many people already drive to the rapids area and feed the
birds bread which is harmful

Better signage around the Mud Lake trail.

2

1

1
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3

3

1

I like the access points. They are limited now. 4

1
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2

1

2

Plans should also include information about possible Indigenous connections to this sector. 2
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It is not clear what user 'experience' means and to what is meant by 'access'. When these terms have been used
in the past it has resulting in paved pathways and lighting. I could also entail boardwalks that are raised to allow
wildlife to pass below unimpeded,and painted edges on paths instead of lighting.

4

2

2
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2

3

2
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4

3

2

2

Incorporate structure for enhanced wildlife l.e. chimney swift structures.

It wasn't clear to me the plan for the connectivity of Mud Lake. Improvements to the existing pathway,or lack
there of, near the treatment plant would be a great addition. A loop around the lake would be a valued addition.
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It is so difficult to give feedback on this. It is not clear what is changing. There is a ton of information but it is way
too much and hard to sift through. How am I supposed to know what to comment on? It needs to be so much
simpler for public consultation.

1
love it! theyre all great

Disagree with boardwalk as it will only bring more people which will disrupt nature - a popular spot for herons,
turtles and birds. Leave the parking lot as its current location. Protect shoreline trees with fencing from beavers.
Need huge replanting as many trees have been cut down, but few replanted here in years (I can count only 3
new trees planted around Woodroffe.

4

It is encouraging that the sensitive nature of Mud Lake is recognized and that all species, including beaver, that
contribute to its rich biodiversity will be protected. Beaver, as a keystone species, also presents an excellent
educational opportunity to engage and involve the public. 2

All proposed underpasses for pedestrians and cyclists should include consideration for wildlife.
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2

3

3

Toilets are needed at mud lake. Also, the trail in the south east corner of mud lake is prone to flooding and
becoming muddy for much of the year, so additional boardwalks should be considered to reduce damage to
surrounding vegetation from people walking around the mud.

3

I tried to read the recommendations but the pages would not download. So I am unable to comment, and am
very dissatisfied about that. 3
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2

1

4

High concern about the impact of making changes on birds, turtles, insects, snakes, etc.

2

remove the poison ivy!
1

make the path just before the mud lake bridge better so that there is not the large area of mud
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2

2

2

1

2

2

I appreciate the environment first orientation for this sector. 3
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5

2

3

Please don't cut down all the mature trees - many were removed this year including a perfectly healthy blue
spruce, it changes the character of the park & areas of shade are important given increasing heat & UV. Too
much open grass is not great if you have health challenges, I love sitting on the rocks & in the trees, the areas of
natural shoreline where many native species have been replanted are lovely, as is the wildlife

2

It looks like a boardwalk is part of the proposal, but this isn't very clear in the description.
2

This would be a good way to keep cyclists and pedestrians apart.
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love the dock idea - we need places where we can get canoes and kayaks in the water more easily

without additional information/details, can't really comment, this seems more like a vague concept than a plan.

What about taking advantage of the bike path towards Nepean Sailing Club. Is it too narrow between BYC and
NSC? People could take advantage of the parkings along the way. Andrew Haydon park would be perfect from
many respects.

What groomer Dave says 3
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3

3

2

1

2

2

Over the past year we have lost a lot of trees at Mud Lake. It is not clear from the draft plan what are the
strategies to improve the park's ecological health (save some discussion of invasive species). 2

4
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4

1

Great idea to provide docks for non-motorized watersports. Opportunities for greater community involvement in
invasive plant control/restoration efforts? Creek restoration on Spanish Banks in Vancouver is a great example!

2

More trees! 4
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4

Are there any known archeological features in this sector? If so, they should be set out in the plan, including any
intentions for preservation, interpretation etc.

2

2
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For an organization that blathers on about the importance of the environment, this plan shows the hypocrisy of
the NCC in anything over and above lip-service. Leave the river and the significant wetlands alone!

3

2

4
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It looks like there are plans for a boardwalk over the river.

If so, this would need to accommodate the flooding that can happen in the spring eg/ the cycle/footpath on
SJAM parkway, just north of Champlain Park, has been flooded and in places, sections further east have been
eroded by the high water levels in spring.

5

Highway speed is fine for me. Add some lights at key locations for pedestrians to cross the highway for further
park access. 2

3

I think the walking path in the out in the water is not practical. Considering the cost of the environmental
assessment alone,you are better to spend your money elsewhere. 4

3
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No

2

i don't want to see a boardwalk constructed. This will have a negative impact on the shoreline by interfering with
species at the shore. Plus it will cost a lot of money to maintain because it will be damaged by ice and flooding
each spring. Better to put that money into reestablishing and protecting the trees and plants along the park.

2

5

4

4
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Mud Lake is a Conservation area. We do not want another Arboretum where hundreds of people flock. It needs
to be protected. Our birds need to be protected. We do not need,or want large paths that attract large
amounts of people. It's a peaceful place for peaceful people to enjoy. It is not a park. We need better and
more consultation before anything is changed in Mud Lake. We currently watch trees being bulldozed down
with no clear explanation why.

Must be protected politically and through an education program 1

2

1
3

I think that too much of the space available in Node 2 is occupied by car-oriented infrastructure. Removing two
lanes of traffic would create new possibilities for a variety of activities and would make the area more pleasant. 3

2
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1

1

Do not like the over-water boardwalk. It will completely ruin the views of the river from the shore. The only thing
people will see is a long four food high railing.

3

2

This seems the appropriate section of the parkway to focus on nature. Love, love, love the boardwalk. Risser's
Beach Provincial Park in Nova Scotia has a beautiful one that could be emulated here. 3

1
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3

Love the river's edge boardwalk 2

2

4
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2

More enforcement and signage to discourage feeding wildlife at mud lake would improve the overall experience.

1

2
Make stronger connections and ties to the Regina Street community and Public School. So much educational
potential at Mud Lake.
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4

1

3

1

1

2
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2

First image (Sector A - 3) The shore hugging MUP is wiggly. This increases costs,maintenance and increases the
distance for walking and cycling. A straight path should be used.

2

4

2
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2

2

Dogs prohibited to protect bird and animal habitat please. Better accessible path to the North of mud lake, but
not on the south to protect the environment.
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Can't overemphasize how important this natural area is for humans and other species alike. 1

ESt-ce que les Outaouais y arretaient...

2

1

There should be multiple partners offering educational classes, for a modest fee. Birding groups, wildlife
conservation groups, etc. should be encouraged to offer courses on-site. I strongly like the idea of improving
Woodroof for the benefit of cyclists and pedestrians, but I think traffic calming measures will be needed.
Changing a number on a sign is unlikely to change enough behavior to create safety for children and other users.

2
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A great are I use it often for photography and general leisurely walks. Again Poison Ivy is and issue (particularly to
young children) to that enjoyment

1

The park need be named for first nations. No commercial built environments, only trails and comfort facilities. A
refuge from urbanity. 4

Naming unceded Algonquin land after a genocidal leader is completely tone deaf to any Reconciliation, the TRC
Report and UNDRIP.

2

1
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Again to ensure, those coming from outside areas, ie: East-Ottawa,Orleans,Rockland, have a place to park and
stay to enjoy the scenic beauty, pathways, encourage those to strap on a bike or two and stay awhile. Must make
accessible to people living far away. We want to come but not if we cannot park our car somewhere safe.
Walkways from parking need to be lit, safe & not harassed by neighborhood residents.

Although it seems you want to keep the area protected, building curves which would make it difficult for wildlife
(like turtles) to move around and lead more bicyclists to the area are not a good idea. Bikers do NOT recpect the
NO biking signs now, bet they won't later either. Also, leave the shoreline alone. Lots of nesting

birds that should not be disturbed by paddlers or the likes.

4

4

Lots of boardwalks, benches, lookouts. 2
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Would like a continuous path around Mud Lake with more boardwalks. Also Johnny Huts or a
washroom especially useful for females who can't or don't want to "pee" in the woods.

Please ensure that the student at Regina Street Alternative School with have continued access to Mud Lake as it
serves as an extension of school. Valuable learning takes place through outdoor experiential education!

2

What is ckear cutting happening now have to do with this plan?

4

5
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Education, Visibility, Accessibility are all great ideas for this section of the trail! 1

Given the impact of increasing and destructive natural events (annual spring flooding, microbursts/derecho
storms ie Sept 2017), especially the impact in 2017 on Mud Lake, what plan is there to respond in a coordinated,
timely manner to these unpredictable and violent events; to repair damage and initiate recovery?

2

Don't touch the driving lanes on SJA PRKWY

1

remember that people live here and that they have community needs too. Like spaces for dogwalking.
Not your land to develop. 5
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Proposal should include the removal of the SJAM Parkway for cars. It's a shame to have a 4 lane highway next to
this beautiful greenspace. 3

The park's name. I'm dead set against that, and here it is, published as if it was already a fact. 5

1

An observation tower within Mud Lake is an expensive waste of money. Changing the existing bike path so it
'weaves' on the south side of Mud Lake is expensive, unnecessary, and inefficient for bike commuters. The
proposed board walk won't survive a major Ottawa spring flood.

5

NO mention of Indigenous peoples and their relationship to this land/
4
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4

3

2

2
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1

We would love to see an area dedicated to an enclosed dog park - possibly behind the Filtration Plant on in the
field in front of Regina Public School. We would also like to see additional spots to launch a canoe or kayak.

2

I Like the plans but there is nothing for dogs in the area. Many of the people in this area have dogs and we have
to drive to Manotick allow them to have a swim in the summer, this is not environmentally friendly. 3

3

I have concerns about the boardwalk plan. It will create a less natural walking path than currently exists, and
there will be no natural shade from trees. It could also disrupt birds and animals that currently inhabit the
shoreline. Also wondering if there wil be cycling access to the boardwalk. If not, this would be a major disruption
to those who use this area for both commuting cycling and leisure cycling. I personally prefer the pathway along
this section as it currently is.

2

It is a favorite birding area that I really want maintained

2

2
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1

4

3

get that parking out of there! 3

Please leave the remaining trees alone. Too many trees have been cut down at mud lake. I realize that nature
did some of it but I also think there was some overzealous culling earlier in 2017
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3

I'm concerned with the proposal to make the Mud Lake area more accessible for general use. I currently visit this
site regularly and enjoy having a natural space within the city. Protection,management - yes but not this level of
development. This level of development will ruin this natural space in an area where there are already large
publicly accessible spaces.

2

Did you consult with the Aboriginal people of this territory,? 5

4

great idea on portage for lac deschenes..also consider a series of public campsites both sides of river along the 44
kn lac deschenes route
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good idea on deschene portage.consider a series of campsites, boths sides of Lac deschenes along 44 km
navigable portion

1

Please leave the Britannia Conservation Area alone. Any further development activities, or so-called conservation
activities disguised as these, will lead to further degradation of the place. 3

1

The board walk is a bad idea. It will bring too many people to an already fragile ecosystem. There will be more
plastic garbage thrown in the river. It will also limit easy canoe access at the deschenes rapids parking lot beach.

public tours or walking guides, educators to show/tell people about the beauty of mud lake. 1

Artificial shoreline erosion control should be by placement of natural rock features that are already native to the
shoreline in this area. Artificial is just that and degrades from the natural vistas. 2

3
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2

Further to my comments re Mud Lake on the preceding page, the nature of the park would be changed
dramatically were it developed further. Turning it into an attraction of sorts would discourage the wildlife that
draws people there in the first place and would likely threaten the delicate ecosystem.

2

3

If possible, reduce surface parking to maximize greenspace/make it feel and be more natural as an ecosystem.
Underground parking?

3

1

1

2

2
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5

Like the focus on improving ecological integrity. How will the boardwalk work? Floating will be subject to ice
scour and anchored seems risky too. Probably not a good idea and might scare off water birds!

Already this space is overstressed. As an occasional nature photographer who also just likes to quietly marvel at
the wildlife here, its the invasive human wildlife that is a threat. Please do what you can to ensure aggressive,
disrespectful photo-shooting types are not encouraged, and that 'clear signage' does not mean this precious
space becomes more accessible. Its too stressed already.

2

Add facilities between the two nodes - toilets (permanent) and food (seasonal).
4

Don't add traffic lights.
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4

2

1.Shared pathway from Britannia Road to Parkway is not acceptable - it is too narrow, cyclists too inconsiderate -
it should be widened as 2 way bike path segregated by solid line for pedestrians as there is ample room to
engineer.

2. Protect mud lake pathways from mountain bikes/fat-bikes/motorized bikes
3

3. Like the boardwalk idea as long as it is not a narrow multi-use path. If intended to be multi-use, segregate
wheels/non-wheels;make sure trikes and wheelchairs can enter at pinch points

4.

5

3

I am dissatisfied because I was unable to open the sector description (I clicked on 'click here ' and nothing
happened) so I can't see the plan. My main request is: please provide washroom facilities at Mud Lake! !!
Families with young children LOVE this area,but lack of toilets is a huge problem.

I'd love to see your plans for Westboro beach. This area has so much potential.
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2

2

2
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Sector C: Champlain Bridge to Remic RapidsLegendLegendLegendLegend Area
Highlights Champlain Woods and Champlain LookoutBate Island: Fishing,
experienced kayakersRemic sculpturesExceptional views of the Capital core
area and Gatineau shorelineMonument to Fallen DiplomatsSector Concept
Snapshot In this sector, the purpose of the recommendations is to take
advantage of the area's natural assets and to improve landscape design by
increasing programmable space and opening shoreline access to park users.
This would be achieved by relocating the parking away from the water.The
concept for this sector also recognizes the importance of building on the
success of the winter trails that are a perfect addition to the nation's winter
capital and are accessible for both residents and visitors. With the participation
of the local community volunteers, the trails bring this part of the riverfront to
life and promote Ottawa as a destination for winter tourist activity.To read the
sector description and recommendations, click here.

How satisfied are you with
the proposal for the
Champlain Bridge to Remic
Rapids sector?

Do you have any comments for this sector? Do you have any comments for this sector?

Remove the parking to the north/west of the parkway (Sector B,Node 2, feature 2).
Sitting at the beach and seeing cars is not a view people will enjoy.

Move and reduce the parking to the bouldvard between the 2 directions of parkway traffic, to
further remove it from the park itself (sector C, node 3 feature1).2
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1

The renderings still leave a lot of space between the east and westbound lanes of
the Parkway. Consider making them closer together to maximize usable greenspace
as the median is pretty much a dead zone.

The diagram shows a lot of parking on Bates Island. I'm not sure it's needed as I have never
seen the parking space even close to capacity. Similar numbers of stalls as currently exist should
be adequate. I love the idea of boardwalks and docks extending onto the water.

2

Needs cafe and washrooms4

Where the bike path crosses over the bridge at the beach I always find it a bit
uncomfortable. When riding east you are a brief stumble from cars heading west.
And It gets crowded a rush hour. And there are bikes merging on from below.
Never seen anything happen maybe because the risk is obvious but improved
separation would be nice.

Think both node 1& 2 could be developed as some sort of restaurant, pub, coffee shop where
city could be better connected to the river in a different way than a park allows. In both cases
noise concerns are minimized by lake of nearby residents. Node 2 also has advantage of transit
connect and large number of day-time users from tunnel's pasture

2

2
1
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Appreciate the proposals for Westboro Beach to encourage more use for the space
(including kayak and canoe access,more pedestrian and bicycle access, as well as
more parking but on the south side of the parkway away from the water)!

3

2

It should have a food truck or mini restaurant at the rapids parking lot.

More restaurants with longer hours. Ottawa is in sore need for more restaurants
and patios along water.

Really happy to see food being offered on Bate Island.
3

Ensure visibility is improved at 10 under the champlain bridge. This is currently a dangerous
spot where there have been lots of near misses. Having a larger area as proposed (cantilevered
bridge) is a good start. Hopefully the pedestrians and cyclists will be separated further than is
currently the case.

Ability to host larger events at Westboro beach such as family fun days.

1
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more needs to done with bate island - patio with downtown views/improved facilitieswestboro beach expanded parking is long overdue 3

2

I am very concerned with the sell-off and development to private sector interests
the lands noted within Node 1which look to be designated as future urban
properties. This will effective act as a wall, or barrier, breaking this park into two
pieces.

2
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I would like a sense of what is priority 1etc. How will it be decided which proposals
will come to fruition? No way, all of this will be done

Key is moving the parkway away from water, if this is done its good, otherwise the plan is weak.
Slow down car traffic, ensure safe access to river for users.

2

Would be great if natural grasslands @ Remic Rapids were allowed to grow and not be clearcut.
Last year I noticed a sizeable increase in flycatcher bird species, which was great. Then in
August the whole area was mowed down, which was disappointing.

1

1

Happy to see the inclusion of access for winter trails mentioned. The winter access is a
wonderful addition to the uses of this area and must be maintained.

2

1

2
2

2
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2

3

No buildings should be allowed to degrade the priceless resource of Rochester
Field.
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1

Again the proposal for Rochester Park Is solely the NC's and does not reflect the
community input in any way. We had hoped the MOU meant something and it
apparently doesn't. Why?

1

Good idea to move the parking further away and improve pedestrian access to the
area. 2

Trails are only acceptable in Champlain Woods if they do not damage interior woodlot bird
habitat.

2

I strongly dislike the proposed development of Rochester Field, including the
potential 6-story commercial buildings on Richmond Rd, and proposed paved urban
corridor - 1 suggest those are particularly not 'sensitive to the historic context .. etc'.
I also strongly oppose the proposed additional commercial building at Westboro
Beach. By all means expand the public facilities, encourage picnics and self-
generated activities,but why commercial?

I'm generally delighted about encouraging people to enjoy the natural beauty of the
waterfront; and I'm delighted therefore about development of winter trails. But I'm concerned
about expanded parking east of Champlain Bridge. As you certainly are aware,much of the
parking is currently used by Tunney' s Pasture commuters. No need to encourage that further.
Has it been demonstrated that there's demand for bus parking for tourists? Why would tourists
particularly want access at that point?

4

Don't reduce the number of lanes on the parkway.3
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No more monuments please keep it natural!2

I think adding mixed-use developments at Rochester Field a great idea, BUT NOT
fronting onto Richmond Rd! The northeast corner of the property already has high-
rises, why not build there instead? This would allow for greater density, closer to
Dominion Transitway/future LRT Station, and could be a defining piece of
architecture visible from the SJAM Park, while still leaving the majority of Rochester
Field intact for a community soccer field and park.

Have food trucks and vendors here in summer?2

Westboro Beach needs a facelift too!
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I am happy to hear that winter trails will be a priority. My family has very much appreciated the
SJAM trail this winter as well as last winter.1

2

I like the development of Rochester Field and I like that Westboro Beach parking
will be moved further from the water. I'm not sure of the need for a dock for canoe
and kayak launching. Now people launch canoes and kayak's from the unsupervised
areas of the beach and this seems to work fine.

I like very much that you are building on the success of the groomed winter trail. It's a huge
positive addition to the SJAM parkway and is well-used and much appreciated by winter
outdoorspeople.

1

I object to the plan for Rochester Field. The field should be left in a natural state
and the proposed buildings along Richmond Road should be relocated to the north-
east corner of the field.

2
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No new commercial activities. Reduce access by cars. Improve access by bikes skis
and on foot.

2

Eliminate busses from the parkway.

2

I do not want anymore high density development close to the parkway and river.
The waterfront Minto development near Rogers and Arnica should have never been
allowed. I hope Westboro Beach will not be overdeveloped and this sector should
be extended to Churchill or even beyond to Champlain Bridge and should include
Bates Island, other than that I like the proposal.
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3

i cannot support a plan that doesn't show any drawings of the proposed
development. Approving this could mean approving a monstrosity like the
Landsdowne development. Based on these empty words prioritizing 'stakeholders',
whoever those mysterious entities are, and the trends I've seen in new Ottawa
architecture, I doubt this will be sensisitive to site, in any way.

Do we need more monuments? Why not just fix the paths and call it a day? This trend of paving
over every natural resource we have in the city is tiresome. For such a busy area, I don't
understand how you expect people to access the site when it's a highway to and from Quebec,
two times a day, 5 days a week. This plan lacks vision. Sticking monuments and pavement does
not make it an attraction. The Gatineau Park is an attraction, and the best parts are untouched.

5

The inclusion of Bate Island is excellent, and I wonder if it would be possible to also include the
other islands that the bridge crosses. Focusing on the river sculptures and winter trails is also
quite good, as such things would provide a draw to the park.

In-depth interpretation and signage would be very appropriate here, given the
historical nature of the ruins and national historic site. 1

3

2
3
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Please consider winter usage, access to and grooming of XC ski trails. Safety needs
to be enhanced in this high use area through segregated bike and walking trails.
This is where commenter cyclists come zooming through as families converge to
use the beach.

This is a high flooding area, consideration should be given to raising the path in a few of those
zones prone to flooding.

2

restriction des bars car cela attrire les salauds, les bums et les voyous

2

1

I like everything but the loopy bike path at the parking area near the Remic sculptures. This has
always been a pinch point for pedestrians and cyclists. Move the bike path to the south and
straighten it out. Bikers here are commuting and don't want to do more loops and S turns than
are necessary. The rest is magnificent. Keep it up :)

2

public restrooms and cafes should be prevalent in this section3
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We do not need a 'gateway' to enter Rochester Field. The 'water element' already
exists - Ottawa River. The less the wild space is impacted, the better.

Once again, see initial comments See my initial comments.3

This is already a people-focused space. 5

As plans for Rochester Field are still very vague, I have some concerns. I do NOT
want to see yet more of a condominium wall running along Richmond Road - the
'green' corridor to the River should be maximized. Residents backing the field along
Fraser should be protected from undue developmet.

Don't love the parking lot at the Atlantis depot, but should be accessed only from
parkway and avoid impacts to street and Westboro beach neighbourhood.

1
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1

2

I would expect that this is the most 'urban' section of the park so provisions should
be made to accommodate more people. Plan for Rochester field development is
disappointing-buildings along Richmond Rd are like a dividing wall rather than
inviting the community to the River.

2

The beach is precious and will hopefully be preserved for swimming. Better
changing facilities, showers would be appreciated

15 m between the Richmond road buildings is not a green corridor as envisaged. It
is a hard, paved canyon, which does not invite passage.
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1.1 am very happy to see that the plan to connect Maple Lawn Gardens, Rochester
Field and the waterfront.

2.1don't like the idea of building the viewing and play area just west of the beach.
That and the beach are already a natural play area where kids and adults can walk
on the rocks, play with sand and water at the beach, etc. Don't urbanize it.

3. I'm glad you are considering the buildings at the beach from a heritage
perspective. Those are really cool - but could use renovating inside

It will be less safe for women at the rapids near dusk, if we can't see and access our caters
quickly.3

I see Rochester Fields as a hidden jem that most people in Ottawa are unaware of;
the enhancements of Westboro beach look great. Westboro Beach has a limited
size. Maybe there's a way to make it go further west? Maybe a breakwater would
cut down on erosion, that caused the cliffs there; The breakwater pier could be a
place for fishing, an activity that I see as a good addition to a waterfront park?

again, there's the cars are set back from the River; this enhances the opportunity for activities
other than just parking and viewing; looks like parking is closer to the Rapids which some
people might like better? Particularly those with poor motor skills

1

1

The plan does not appear to include any changes to reduce vehicle speeds on the
SJAM Parkway (which is identified as an objective of the project).

Remis is a special place1
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1

1

Providing access/launches for small watercraft (sailing dinghys, paddleboards, etc.) should be
incorporated at every node. It is, after all, a river.2

Adding programming etc to our organic rock sculptures takes away from the Karma that they
naturally embodied. Embrace and respect its recently created value that it has brought us, but
don't over-tart it and help it lose its essence.

Whatever the Ottawa Riverkeeper thinks, I think.

Of your key Stakeholders, their voice should count the most.

Note, the highly produced and thoughtful plan published online is missing many placeholders
for photos/captions, fyi... (looks like homework deadline came before finalization was complete

How can you wrestle Mapielawn away from The Keg (American chain?) and turn
into local or heritage showcase food?

2

See previous comments. Need more re-forestration.4

I like some of the ideas presented. I would like to see more opportunities for the local
community to partner on lands directly adjacent to the residential space.

I also love the SJAM winter trail and one piece I think is missing is connecting the west and east
ends on the SOUTH side of the SJAM right around island park (especially just west of island
park). It would be wonderful to be able to do a full loop...we bushwhacked once but it was very
hard.

3
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I don't agree with the proposal for Rochester Field. The development should allow
for some natural green space to remain from Richmond through to the parkway.

Closing the Parkdale onramp to cars is a great idea.1

I think it's important that the LRT stays under ground along the Sir John A
McDonald Parkway after Dominion Station westward and that Rochester should
feel does not contain any buildings taller than 6 stories.

Do not want to see rental residential buildings built at Rochester Field. Also want
to keep the height at 6 stories or below for these buildings. Atlantis and Westboro
Beach look good.

1

could not connect to describe and rec click here

Vital to have an open, inviting, green corridor between Richmond Rd & the park via
Rochester Field. Outdoor dining and music at Westboro Beach is a real gem in
Ottawa and should be maintained.

1

With the proximity of the LRT I do not want to see added parking but only for
Paratransit and taxi stopping and regular bus from areas not reached by the LRT.
Large multipurpose building invites too much commercial traffic. Keep all
development pedestrian, cycle, wheelchair, - non auto.

Perhaps more chairs for visitors to sit and watch the sunset and the rock sculptures.
1

I like that the parking for Westboro Beach will be moved to the other side of the
Parkway. I also like the expanded multi-purpose building and kayak/canoe landing.
The plan for Rochester Field is perfect. Good amount of develop while preserving
programmable space. Overall I like how the plan integrates with the city's LRT plan.
The only thing I'd like to see that isn't in the plan is making the eastbound and
westbound lanes in the bottom image closer together to increase the amount of
parkland.

I love the plan for Bate Island. I could see it becoming a destination. A permanent restaurant
would be a great addition. I really like the idea of the gateway off the Champlain Bridge onto
Bate Island. I also like the idea of the cantilevered path under the Champlain Bridge.

1

3
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Due north tunnel from Dominion Station would bring it closer to Westboro Beach.
Archeological and geological significance unmentioned,especially indigenous
campfire stones etc. at 7

Need for dedicated bicycle lane not identified. Geological significance of billion year old
stromatolites not mentioned. Former nuclear reactor not mentioned. How to protect from
flooding not clear. May need to move further inland or raise path.

5

Remic Sculptures to Parkdale - not marked as key aquatic habitat. Wintering feeding area for
many Common Goldeneyes - fishing along shoreline rapids. Must ensure this flow & shore is
not jeopardized, or bush cover removed - observed daily from ski trail,Dec to March.

3

Development of Rochester Field should be around the north-east section, closer to
existing urban build-up to allow increased density and bring it closer to Dominion
Station.

2

Welcome the idea of more underpass areas to safely connect to the park from the
area south of the SJAM Parkway. Do not like the treatment of Rochester Field and
the destruction of this park setting. Proposal to build into this space with residential
buildings will reduce openness of the access and virtually privatize the Rochester
Field for residents in the new buildings.
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I don't see how you can make a relevant connection between Maple Lawn Gardens
and the pathway when you only have a narrow corridor from Richmond Road to
Rochester Field?

Westboro is a rapidly advancing community with increased intensification both
residentially and commercially. The beach area draws large crowds but
unfortunately with the persistently polluted Ottawa River it is often closed to
swimmers, when this happens,many visitors stay out of the water on the sandy
beach or sit on the grassy burb. this area should be expanded to include more
variety In terms of food places with improved area also for live music and
entertainment.

3

This would be a good opportunity to address the flooding of the bike path east and west of
Island Park Drive and the erosion of the shoreline too.

1

The level of proposed human activity for the area, particularly Westboro Beach is
disproportionate to the sites and their environmental features. Development at the
beach should be minimized and NCC needs to work with city to ensure stormwater
management is updated.

Happy to see that the focus is on natural features! (I wish all sectors had this focus!)2

Overall, this is awesome. The Pkwy / Island park intersection doesn't move the traffic it needs
to move at the rate it needs to move it. If any improvements are going to be done on that
intersection, it would make sense to coordinate those with this plan.

1
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5

2

1

Rochester Field should be preserved as open space. 1
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2

1
1

Sections of this plan appear to be 'over developed'. Disagree with 'water feature ' at
Rochester Field—the River is the feature. The horrific 'water feature' behind the
WaterRidge development (along the former Rockcliffe Parkway) is a blight on the
natural escarpment land that should NEVER have been permitted.

The proposal for this section appears to tread more lightly on the landscape than previous 2
sections in this survey.2

The ski trail is a great addition! Make sure to keep it.2

2

2

Glad to see you have planned for visual buffers between the park and the adjacent
private properties.

In my opinion, the biggest barrier to making the linear park actually function like a
park is the 4 lanes of highway traffic. The linear park will never function as a park as
long as this is the case. This is specially true in the westboro beach corridor, where
there are areas that are almost entirely road. No one wants recreation next to what
is functionally a highway

In my opinion, the biggest barrier to making the linear park actually function like a park is the 4
lanes of highway traffic. The linear park will never function as a park as long as this is the case.
This is specially tru in the westboro beach corridor, where there are areas that are almost
entirely road. No one wants recreation next to what is functionally a highway

3
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2

See comment about the lack of connectivity for cycling and the downgrade in
facilities through providing pedestrian only paths without accommodating cycling.

I don't want more parking lots,but more active transportation methods to access
these areas. More multi-modal methods encouraged...bike to LRT and then take
the bike with you to use these spaces.

1
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Love the boardwalk and better/safer access from Woodroffe. We hope the access
through Rochester field is good. A field of wild plants is a good thing - not have
every place should be manicured. Little further east: we've never understood why
the rock sculpture area is in an individual's hands. It's a wonderful for-the-people
opportunity to be creative.

2

1

Please see earlier comment. Please see earlier comment.1
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Why is the property to the West of Mapleview Historic site being chewed up with 2
developments?

The Rochester field is being over developed, and will crowd Mapleview. Historic
buildings are always lessened when a tower is plopped next to them.

2

I 'd remove developments 5 & 6 ( especially development 6 ), move parking lot 2
closer to the road, and keep Rochester field.

ne pas oublier I'acces aux animaux domestiques2

1
2

1

The planned increased connectivity is good (pathways as well as links to train) as is
moving parking away - however cultural heritage is not just 18th century history
but that of first nations and other peoples who have been here prior to that,
recognition of that is necessary

This area already has a fair amount of development; I hope you'll keep the
development limited to this area as much as possible to minimize the impact on the
other sectors.

Enhancing the winter use is an important priority.1

1
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2

The intent to build a lOOOOsq ft facility is far beyond the means of the residential
infrastructure.

If you build it, they will come.... and the small narrow streets can't handle that type
of traffic or volume.

To think the masses will access the beach from the western parkway mainly is a
very dillusional concept.

The words are all admirable. Difficult not to agree when told it will be great.2

1
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Creer des sentiers separes pour ies pietons et les cyclistes afin d 'eviter les accidents.2

2

Changez le nom du pare riverain. Changez le nom du pare riverain.1

1

I like most aspects of this plan, including consolidating parking on Bate's Island to create more
forest, and the lookout point. I do not like the idea of the walkway over the water under the
bridge. With the high water levels in spring, this is a very bad idea.

I like many aspects of this sector's plans, including the lookout at Mapleiawn and
relocating the parking at Westboro beach

2
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Remic sculptures are changing from a public area to a private enterprise, probably using 'safety '
as a justification to prevent public access. Leave shoreline public and natural. Change in
location of parking lots is a very good idea.

3

2

You're wailing-off the community by massing Rochester Field development along
Richmond Road. This is NOT the city 's direction for development, that site is
EXPLICITLY EXCLUDED from the Mainstreet context. MOVE THAT DEVELOPMENT
AWAY FROM THE ACCESS CORRIDOR or this part of the park WILL FAIL. (Note well:
NO public consultations were ever conducted for plans consistent with 100-day
MOU land use agreement.)

Rochester field: it still isn't clear what it's going to look like. I have heard there will
be buildings along the Richmond road edge which doesn't sound like a 'field' to me.
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I don't feel it is necessary to develop Rochester Field as people use it now to walk
there dogs and gain access to the parkway. I also don't see the need to relocate the
parking lot for Westboro Beach and I would love to see an outdoor pool built
somewhere along the parkway (maybe on the south side with a view of the river)
like sunnyside or Cherry beach pool in Toronto. I think it would be well used as we
are lacking outdoor pools in the west end.

In addition to canoe and kayak launching, this area is a good fishing area and launch
facilities for fishing boats should be provided.

Bate Island would be an ideal location for waterfront fine dining comparable to other significant
international cities

4
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I have sent a several messages to the NCC and am still waiting for a reply.

3

In principle, all sounds good. In regard to food trucks, its unclear why the trucks
need to sit under a structure, though can understand having a roofed area with
pergola for eating under.

IN principle,most proposals sound good.2

2
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1

1

Bate island has been effectively ignored for a long time. Some sort of commercial venue,
properly advertised would be beneficial, day site use or even short term camping should be
considerd.

Moving the parking of Westboro Beach will limit its use. Consideration should be
given for more efficient ways to bring people to the beach.

4

2

This comment is particulalry directed at Sector Bl. The LRT System shoudl NOT be
allowed into the park beyond a short section which then turns South through the
open field (to take the Richmond corridor) and continue,either on surface or if we
must spend rediculous sums to hide it, then underground, along the old Tramway
tight of way. The unacceptable waste of funds to assist Ottawa in hurrying the LRT
along the park lands is an unacceptable ill-advised solution. Why limit comments to
500 ch

2
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2

why is the legend buried in a pdf? not sure who designed this survey3

do you have satisfactory emergency communications systems in place at each venue ?2

1
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3

Bike paths are well used and should be maintained.
Monument to diplomats - get real!

The idea of converting a major traffic artery into a park is not well thought out with
no regard for the necessary city traffic. The parkway should remain a four lane
medium speed artery providing access to the few existing bridges to Quebec and
the planned Lebreton Flats development.

No consideration to the present traffic handling function of the present parkway, especially in
view of the planned Lebreton Flats development. Single lane with no possibility of passing will
increase traffic congestion and pollution

4

The westboro beach and cafe are unique to the area and a big part of the
community. It's reassuring to see tthe beach and cafe in future plans and hope we
are building on what we have there,not replacing it. finding a way to expand the
cafe/resto for full time use would be a huge win given the success and popularity of
the SJAM ski paths.

Generally, I support these plans but consideration should be given to how current traffic
congestion will be impacted, and if proposed changes would just push the congestion issues
further into neighboring communities. Bringing back a permenant restaurant or bar to Bate
Island would be a huge win, if integrated properly into a full vision (as it appears to be).

2
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Rochester park proposals should be separate from the SJAM park design, this
city/urban linkage will be of particular interest to residents and developers, this
neighbourhood lacks sufficient public sports and/or public gathering facilities,
Rochester park plan should include this concept.

2

I think music events should remain at LeBreton as it is now (which is more removed from the
shoreline). While those events are great, they do lead to excessive littering and cleanup
requirements and are better suited to LeBreton where there are open fields without
rehabilitated tree areas, shorelines, and habitat.

4

1

1
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While restaurants are needed along the river, care must be taken to insure that there are not
too many or none may succeed. There is already significant green along the river at Remic
Rapids. Moving the parking lot, while resulting in more greenspace next to the river may make
it harder for those to accessibility issues to actually reach the river. This will also destroy any
remaining forest on the site. RR is a popular picnic grounds but nothing to enhance BBQ
facilities.

Rochester Field is already a people-focused place. It is used as a park. You are
planning to turn it into another condo project with a narrow green path to the river.
The path to the river should be much wider than what is being proposed. Ideally
there Rochester Field should become a full park with usable play fields which the
Western Parkway does not offer.

3

2

2
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Love the winter trails, this should be expanded2

2

It seems the proposed residential buildings in Rochester field could be planned to
allow a wider search of access through the field toward the river. Maintaining the
green corridor as much as possible should be a top planning priority.

Why don't you put in a Ferris wheel and a roller coaster while you're at it.
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The plan was soooo long but have you thought of building a lookout here. It could be a tourist
attraction. Make the parking lot on the Ottawa side larger and make it a hike the provinces
thing.

Link to the experimental farm?? I am thinking of the walled garden and history of it.
Again, educational opportunities here. 2

2

5

Depends on whether programmable space is detrimental to the natural settings.3

The maintenance of the parkway as a vital vehicular transportation corridor should
be a stated goal. There should be no reduction in capacity, which means
maintaining at least two lanes in each direction with no reduction in the speed
limit. In fact, the speed limit should be increased to 70 kph to reflect current
realities. Allowance for future capacity growth should also be accommodated.

The maintenance of the parkway as a vital vehicular transportation corridor should be a stated
goal. There should be no reduction in capacity, which means maintaining at least two lanes in
each direction with no reduction in the speed limit. In fact, the speed limit should be increased
to 70 kph to reflect current realities. Allowance for future capacity growth should also be
accommodated.

4

The NCC should at least attempt to achieve some balance between the wishes and
hopes of nearby residents and the financial considerations of Canadian tax payers.

It looks like another colonially controlled plan.4
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2

too much emphasis on the importance of the maple lawn green space - not
required to conserve this green space - it is NIMBA concession ..

too much emphasis on 'programming space ' - should be soft programming allowing users
great/easy access and being able to enjoy natural beauty

2

Again, no Indigenous elements. Mixed use bike paths result in collisions, as on rue
Jacques Cartier mixed use path on a daily basis. Non-motorized boat launches must
be designed according to best practices,not a design based on motorboat
launches, as with rue Jacques Cartier. Cannot trust NCC to do it right, as it has a
record of failure on implementing non-motorized boat launches on rue Jacques-
Cartier. It lied to us that we would get a proper launch. Instead, they gave us a
motor boat launch.

No Indigenous designs. How about something to honour Metis and other Indigenous peoples
who canoed along this waterway? How about a gathering place for sacred fires? How about a
proper boat launch, designed by experts, not some lowest bidder contracted designer? Cite: rue
Jacques Cartier in Gatineau as example of NCC fraudulent consultation process, based on
results.

5

Love the beach! Will be great whatever improvements are done.

It seems to me that the plan you have posted here is completely contrary to what is
before City Council. It is my understanding that the trees to the right of the park
backing on to the houses will be maintained all the way to the street. Based on
these pictures you are getting rid of the trees some of which belong in part to the
home owners. A concrete path between two buildings does not connect the
community to the river.
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2

Having lived in the area I never found the beach and walking path a real attraction
circa 1980 since the neighbourhood itself was the reason we moved to McKellar
Park!

In terms of usage and spending priorities this sector deserves attention in the first
instance.

The at grade crossing at rochester field is a good feature. The parkway will be
above the LRT to the west of there and so is likely to be very flat and very straight.
That in turn will encourage drivers to go very fast. Perhaps the roadway could be
designed with a safe place for pedestrians between the lanes of traffic and curve
the lanes around the safe space such that drivers will only feel safe going at the
60km/hr speed limit.

I hope the drinking fountain comes back in any redesign. That was a great place for water right
off the bike path.

2

2
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Universally accessible parking should be prioritized, however general parking
should not be. Westboro beach, the current parking and the number of pedestrians
is already very risky. Cars pulling in and out, with right of way, across a mixed use
pathway as it currently is is a disaster. Better segregation of cyclists and pedestrians
is necessary, as well as discouraging those who are capable of walking/biking from
driving there.

Champlain bridge bike infrastructure needs improvement. Poor/non-existing winter
maintenance and vehicle-cyclist separation distance result in many cyclists using the sidewalks,
increasing risks for all. If additional facilities are to be added here which is likely to increase
traffic, this needs to be improved.

3

Separate walking and bike paths. Mediate effects of goose droppings. Maintain
uncluttered visual access to riverfront and well manicured grassland and activity
areas.

Clear signs on roadway to direct visitors to

2

very poorly and hastily planned - have not thought through impacts to environment
(including river and wildlife) or to neighbouring community (traffic, parking, noise,
light pollution) - have not done important environmental, safety or traffic studies -
very little real consultation with community - cash grab for the $30million? I am
disgusted.

2
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I feel very strongly about recognizing native heritage in the design of Sector B. It
would be wonderful to see a community room in the public building devoted to
native spirituality and quiet contemplation. Actually it would be wonderful to see
the whole building design recognize the first peoples in our area and perhaps the
value of the natural world. So much history, so much of interest!

Increasing access to the shoreline is helpful but getting rid of access to Tunny's
Pasture/Parkdale ave will result in a firestorm of hatred towards the NCC. Do this at your peril.3

2

2
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Current bike path that passes by Westboro beach is dangerously close to the
existing road. This is a critical safety aspect that needs to be addressed in the final
design.

Permanent shoreline walkways around Bate Island would add a dramatic perspective to view
the rapids

2

Please expand the currrent walking/bicycling paths to be more inclusive, ie wider to allow a
broder use of the existing systems

2

2

1

1

Waiting to see the Rochester Field plans. Hoping for low height along Richmond
Road- not 6-8 stories PLEASE!! Not consistent with neighbouring houses. 2

Making these park improvements do not address the access issue given the rush hour no-go
zone of Champlain Bridge because of commuter traffic. An expanded bridge or an additional
bridge at another site should be a higher priority. I am not a bridge commuter but retularly get
stuck in this area just doing neighbourhood errands.

Rohester Field should be left as it is and not transformed into a "people centred
space". The natural and heritage value of the space is already there and should be
respected.

4
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The phrase Para 3, Node 2 of Sector B is an amazing example of double speak. It is
not possible to 'Retain Westboro Beach's character and function while trying to

optimize riverfront asset development and management to generate
First, do no harm.3

long-term, sustainable commercial returns' If you attempt commercial returns, you
will wreck the area. The planners know this,but they are planners, so have to write
silly things like that.

I am concerned about the lack of proposed safety measures to protect users from waterfront
hazards (e.g., drowning and falling through ice on the Ottawa river). I am concerned about the
proposed multi-purpose use of the pathways. Commuter bikes and pedestrians should have
separate pathways. Dogs friendly needs (e.g., areas and paths to walk doges must be be
included Linkages between Indigenous history and their usage of the area is missing.

3

Would like to see more facilities that enhance picnicking capabilities such as tables,BBQ pits,
washrooms at all 3 of the nodes. Especially important so users could bike to their picnic and not
have to bring a car to carry a BBQ etc.

2

Providing a better view of the river at the base of Woodroffe is a great idea - there
is nice relief here that is not currently being used as well as it could be.
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I'm mostly concerned about the proposed work adjacent to the Maplelawn &
Gardens Historic site. Enclosing the area with mixed use development will
encroach upon the heritage value and character defining elements of the current
building. Diminishing its stature overlooking a beautiful field of PRESERVED green
space (not concrete).

The condominiums that have gone up near the heritage building are already an
architectural eyesore. There was no effort to match style of its neighbors

1

The Champlain Bridge offers the opportunity to become a major destination for cyclists. Bicycle
facilities of all kinds should be encouraged and it could become a meeting place offering cycle
tours, special events and activities for cyclists at all levels.

2

2

1

Reopen commercial restaurant in stone building on Bates Island, presumably through
commercial lease but do not put entire burden of upgrade to the building on the potential
leasee. NCC should undertaken some of the basic infrastructure upgrade at public expense
BEFORE offering a lease for commercial use.

Restroom facilities should be clearly highlighted in future detailed draft plans. 2
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1
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3

Vehicle parking and traffic management in the westboro beach neighbourhood
must be properly managed to minimize direct effects on residents and encourage
the use of public transit and pedestrian/cyclist access. Rochester park development
should not occur at the expense of ruined sight lines and increased density for
density's sake.

I wil like to see and then comment.
1

Ajout de pin blanc dans ce secteur1

1

1
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Westboro pavillions are awful. Start fresh. No serious person cares about mill ruins.
DO NOT CROSS THE PARKWAY AT GRADE, unless you intend to build a tunnel or
bridge for motor traffic. No one wants to carry their canoe/kayak a long way - need
car access to the river at some points. Maybe the money would be better spent
reducing the fecal count in the river.

The monument is horribly misplaced, and is an eyesore. Whoever decided to put it there should
be buried under it immediately. Plan seems largely useless. What about a boardwalk? A
restaurant or cafe? Something to bring people other than hippies to the area?

5

Hopefully, minimal changes will be made to this area.

3
However, in spring, flooding on the bikepath prevents access. The Canada Geese excrement is
another problem to be addressed. Thanks.

Concerned that Rochester Field is threatened by high rise buildings along Richmond
Road.

ensure that the area surrounding the light rail transit line is adequately
revegetationed, so that the light rail does not appear as a 'sore thumb' along the
picturesque waterway.

2
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Currently summer use of pavilion is not in keeping with needs of adjacent
community - 5 night of live music creates toxic atmosphere and makes the beach
area unusable by non-patrons of Beach Cafe. Ensure multi-use pavilion takes this
into consideration.

The parkway desperately needs a restaurant with a view,not just concession
stands. The beach area, which will already have parking, would be an ideal area.

2

Continued support for the maintenance of winter ski trails will be essential. Volunteers may not
be able to do it all.2

1

The pathway in this sector often floods and is impassable. The pathway is not
cleared of snow in the spring. I have had several accidents on my bike because of
uncleared ice in April.

1
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1

2

Pole 3: le stationnement devrait etre ouvert a I'annee

2
Favoriser le retour de la vegetation naturelle pour reduire I'erosion et la proliferation des
Bernaches

2

2

cycling a few feet away from the highway is unpleasant, it ruins the experience of
being so close to the water. Remove car drivers from the highway. Otherwise it will
always be a noisy, stressful highway a few feet away from one of the grandest river
in the North America. Lighting for cyclists and pedestrians at night??

Ditch the highway2

What does the North-south access to Rochester Park connect to? Based on
drawings and city plans, it ends/starts at a narrow non-descript Richmond Rd
sidewalk after a squeeze between 6-storey apartments. This is visually unappealing
and doesn't promote connectivity. I suggest wide sidewalks, signage and a funnel-
shape would provide river views and a more welcoming south aperture. I
understand the SJAM Park is east-west focussed,but linking to its southern users is
key to promoting its use.
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Monument to fallen Diplomats - ridiculous, should not be included. Other groups could be
recognized - Indigneous Groups,Metis, Inuit, and sculpture, totems, Inuksuk. Where are our
ancestors in this plan?

4

Can't see any new vision with this proposal.5

Did I miss something? Move a parking lot is going to add vibrance to this area? Where is there
people interacting with people in this plan? Same old stuff.

Very boring. This will not attract a diverse group of new people to the area. 4

2

Public parking except for those with accessibility issues should be situated as far
from the river as the space allows

2
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Please leave the entrance to Rochester field largely open from Richmond Rd. A
small walkway is not enough; we need to preserve the vista of the water from
Richmond Rd.

2

Make sure train and traffic noise and sight lines from community to the river not
disturbed

Very well explained. Well thought out.

2

2

The NCC has a responsibility to protect the parkway for ALL Canadians. Instead you
have collapsed to the pressure of left wing lunatics like Jim Watson and will pollute
the parkway with gravel beds, train tracks, security fences, poles, wires and cables>
Instead of protecting this pristine parkland for all Canadians you are planning to
destroy it so that lazy ass civil servants can ride a train to Tunney's. Imagine a train
running down the Potomac?

Fallen Diplomats Monument not appropriate here. Put it at the Pearson Building or Green
Island. Priorities: woodland play area with natural materials and allowing creative play; natural
habitat for birds/butterflies and concern for night time lighting are awesome. Put
environmental integrity as a priority for any built structures including temporary event spaces
and restaurants - as crowds can really cause environmental degradation. No fishing
infrastructure as it encourages disruption of nature

The $30 million worth of works need to be done in a manner that puts ecological
integrity first! As well as a launch for canoes and kayaks, it would be great if there
were boat lockers so people could leave their boats at the river and not have to
haul them back and forth.

4
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Commercial development of Rochester field will need to managed prudently, and
residents along Fraser should be consulted regularly.

1

I'm concerned the local community hasn't been sufficiently consulted over the
Rochester Fields part of the proposal. Thank you for considering the needs of the winter ski trail.1

Rochester field: the access path/corridor from Richmond is too narrow considering
that cyclists and pedestrians will mix. Also I worry that it will not be very inviting to
walk in between the two buildings with such a narrow corridors.

Westboro Beach: it appears that what is currently a lot of natural space, with trees
and wild shoreline, will be filled with a lot of concrete and a building. I think
something needs to be done about the existing building but keep more green facing
the river.

Dogwalkers, dogs, wildlife, cyclists and pedestrians conflict will increase with increased access.

Dog walkers do not always follow the rules: i) loose dogs chase 84 occasionally kill geese, ii) dogs
on long leash run across paths & are a hazard to cyclists; dog poop is left in unsealed waste
receptacles, contaminating the area.2

Cyclists often speed excessively. Pedestrians often wander across pathway. Commuter cyclists
may need a separate pathway from pedestrians to reduce risk of collisions.

2
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I and am very happy that the NCC has found a way to collaborate with the City of
Ottawa regarding transit and Westboro beach revitalization. A win win for
everyone!

I also like take this time to thank the Gentleman representing the NCC to the
community of Westboro beach in September. (Sorry I don't recall your name). As a
recent builder/resident of an infill home in the area I sympathize with how
challenging this can sometimes be. I am not in favour of keeping the concrete
structures. (Eyesore)

I am concerned about the loss of Rochester Field, a truly green space in the heart of
Westboro. There are too many condos and store fronts going up that are taking
away the feel of the neighbourhood from the residents and accommadating the
visitors instead.

2

too many car lanes. too many car lanes.4

2

2

Kindly ensure that the Monument to Fallen Diplomats is maintained and refurbished regularly.1
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Keep parking lot at Westboro beach. Add parking as proposed.
1

Put parkway crossings under parkway like existing crossings.

Yes but 500 characters is not enough

Very happy that you moved the trail behind the new planned parking lot at
Westboro beach. Don't think that it is the right long-term decision to invest in new
parking lot.

Worried about the capacity of what is already a small and busy beach to handle a
lot of new activity.

For Rochester field, it is great to have better connectivity, however, it is
disappointing that more of this space is not being left natural. There are such few
places with natural fields still, where dogs can run and kids can catch grasshoppers.
There are so many manicured parks already in the city. Where can kids see nature?
It would be great to maintain as much natural space in this area as possible, whil3
enhancing connectivity.

Love the ski trails! And traffic "needs" should be secondary to natural spaces.2

1
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I am concerned about the level of traffic generated by these extra at-level
crossings. This is probably the most challenging part of the plan, due to the heavy
use of the SJAM Parkway as a commuter corridor.

Increasing greenspace and engineering the pathway to be more resilient to flooding is excellent.
Moving the parkway to create more of a 'destination' park is also great.

1

There should be no development along Richmond Rd. at Rochester field. It should
be in the northeast as agreed to by the NCC in the 100-day agreement. Six storeys
next to a historic property and residential neighbourhood is not appropriate. At
Westboro Beach, there should be no parking either north or south of the parkway.
Let them get there on their own steam or take the LRT to nearby Dominion Station.

Would like to see some accessible parking closer to the pathway.3

Again, don't forget about highlighting geoheritage. For example, on the north side of the
Champlain Bridge is an exceptional exposure of stromatolites in the limestone- Ordovician-age
cyanobacteria communities- Ordovician representatives of the oldest life forms on Earth which
are still with us today in other parts of the world.

2

Good to know that facilities @ the beach will be improved. There may also be an
opportunity to install a tent platform for cycle-tourism & hiking. This is done along
bike paths in countries like S. Korea. Finally, if you are going to highlight the mill
ruins and Maplelawn, please work a little harder and find something to
commemorate related to Canada' s Indigenous peoples. Don't just say 'we are on
the traditional land of the Algonquin' at the opening unless it means something.

All sounds nice - particularly with accommodation for kayakers (and surfers!) but again - you're
failing on the Indigenous front. Honouring fallen diplomats is great but this is the Ottawa River -

a real opportunity to recognize it as a site for real recognition of Indigenous people who have
use and continue to use it. Do better. Please!

3
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Very interesting thought to bring Maplelawn into the vision & to have that
connection between Richmond Rd & the Parkway. There is a fair bit of land south
of the parkway that sounds like it will be developed. It will make the PW feel more
congested than with the nice open areas it has now but if designed properly it will
look great! James Strutt designed that pavilion? I didn't know that-he was such an
amazing architect! I hope the new building will be just as interesting and not a
boring box.

The only aspect not specifically discussed for this section is winter use. The focus
is on summer. Could the concept of winter trails be extended from the Champlain
area further west than Westboro Beach? In fact, winter use of Westboro Beach is
not mentioned,and it is a popular toboganning area. Will the plans accommodate
winter access and use?

2

3

1
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Please provide a brief synopsis for the general public's consumption. Personally, I would read
this proposal if it was at most 10 pages long.

So not having read the proposal, I prefer that this area be kept as natural and accessible as
possible. It is a shame that Zibi was allowed to build on prime land allowing access to the rapids
to the few who could buy in this spot. This should have been made public property and be a
tourist destination.

3

is condo 5 in Rochester fields really necessary? It seems to block access more than
invite people to use this new wonderful access point.

2

Boat rental at Westboro Beach is one of the few possible City access for boating on
the Ottawa River. The development of Canoe and Kayak rental service will require a
secure beach located storage arrangement.

There will be a many high rises developed on Richmond Road in the future and a
significant decrease of car usage over the next 30 years so development of walking
access to facilities is important. Development of people use of Rochester Field is
highly desirable.

2

I think crossing should not be at-grade but with an overpass or underpass. The
proposed 'mixed-use development' by the Maplelawn raises alarm bells and reads
to me as high rise condos. Will there be separated cycling paths and walking paths
like Calgary has along the Bow River?

Will the cycling paths and walking paths be separated for safety like in Calgary along the Bow
River?

3

On aime se stationner pres de I'eau. C'est paisible. Je ne suis pas d'accord de changer le
stationnement de place.3
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3

Principles of brown infrastucture (floating docks with small structures, glass walled,
sunset light-porous) , principles of equity and inclusivity (tree stump conversation
spaces amidst wild natural vegetation, places for impromptu music session time-

limited to encourage variety and participation), think antithesis to Landsdowne,
think small boardwalk structures for incubator youth entreprnear space to launch
new foods, new recreation ideas, synergy of eco, heritage and modern)

I like that parking will be relocated and more waterfront available for public recreational use.
While nightlines are being opened I hope that not too much vegetation is destroyed - it's nice to
look at green along the river too.

1

There should also be monuments to Indigenous residents and history in this area.2
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Usage of Westboro Beach is already maxed out in the summer. Bringing more
people to the beach will ruin it. Go there to see how fully it is used now. Careful
development is NOT what we see in Westboro. I doubt this will be any different.

Trails are nice but I do not see any mention here of the increasingly impossible amount of traffic
trying to get to Aylmer over the Champlain Bridge which is already compromising the whole
area.

4

I would like the NCC to commit to a greenspace on Rochester field for public access.
The intensification of Westboro is turning it into a concrete jungle and losing
Rochester field to more development will worsen the environmental impact.

La relocalisation des stationnements et la plantations d'arbres et arbustes vont aider dans le cas
d'inondations et d'erosion.

dans les plans detailles j'espere qu'il y aura des plantations d'arbres et arbustes 1
Un peu confondant ce nom de belvedere Champlain vu la popularity de celui dans le pare de la
Gatineau. Remplacer par le nom d'un chef autochtone du temps? ou Commanda?
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3

Would like to see partnering with community associations/organizations for
community gardens and enhancements to the winter trails

1

Have concerns with the Rochester Field development. There is plenty of
development along Richmond road. Don't see why we need to lose this green space

The wooded areas next to the residential areas are much valued by the residents, There are
some native wildflowers in the spring notably trout lilies and violets ant the native grape vines,
remnants of residential gardens particularly lilacs are also present and while not native are
enjoyed. While not all the dogwalkers pick up many do and small notices might help. Also some
patches of native poison ivy might be signed with small but easy to see discrete educational
signs.

RENTAL OF KAYAKS AND CANOES WOULD BE NICE. ENSURE IF POSSIBLE
ACCESSABILITY FOR WHEELCHAIRS AND WALKERS TO THE BEACH.. 2

4
A-2021-00072-01008
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If it's connected on public transit why do we need parking, any development should
be saved for outside the park, this area should solely be used as green space and to
protect currently existing historical sites. Stop thinking about the money and over
developing

Or remove parking entirely1

The area has become a commuter route first and park second. The area has become a commuter route first and park second.
3

Also add restaurants and patios Also add restaurants and pations

Worried about too much development, e.g. at Westboro Beach which will change
the area.

Worried about too much parking spaces to be added.2

Making this a destination in the winter should be a top priority, especially as it drives people
toward an area that is close to local shops and restaurants.1
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Provision of many benches along footpath to rest and enjoy the view. This goes to all sectors
with river view.2

1

1
2

Don't relocate parking. Will only bring problems to those who live south of the
parkway who enjoy the walkable access. Not a good place for events as this will
bring too many people. Rocherster Field is a popular walkway for pedestrians and
dogs. Residents do not want to see any new buildings there as it will take away
from the unique character of Maplelawn Manor & gadens, & new structures will
create more parking issues and crowding.

Don't relocate parking. It's a lovely area just to sit and enjoy the view n the car or out.
Shoreline needs to be protected from erosion & trees replanted for those that have died. A
popular place for Cdn geese 84 lovely water sculptures.

4

I am concerned that bates island will lose its accessibility for kayaked in the spring. I like the
natural beauty of bates island as it is.3

It is impressive that ecological health has been given significant consideration in this sector. In
this regard it is important to recognize that all species play a key role in maintaining healthy
ecosystems, not only species-at-risk. We support the proposal to respond to Canada Geese
conflicts by adopting humane, proactive and preventive measures to alter habitat attractions
and educational signage re not feeding, acknowledging that such conflicts are as much a human
problem as a wildlife one.

It is encouraging to see that for this higher-use area, that eco-protections are being
implemented.

2
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Westboro Beach Pavilion is an abomination that is insulting to the river and people
who use it. Please do everything you can to avoid heritage designation and tear it
down. Restart from scratch and build something that speaks to the river, its history,
and better serves the community. Washrooms in the current pavilion make you feel
unwelcomed - like you're sneaking into the back of the cantene. It's dark,dirty,
small, and uses materials incompatible with a riverfront location.

2

I would like to see opportunities included for Ottawans to bring their dogs to the
river to swim.

2
Many geese use these areas throughout the summer, what steps will be taken to
ensure that they will be able to continue to do so safely?

Will the indigenous peoples have an opportunity to present their history as past of
this development?

I find the parkway is too close to the multi use path at Westboro beach. Additional
separation options and safety improvements over the bridge should be considered,
or moving the parkway away from the multi use path. It is presently not an
enjoyable experience biking so close to obnoxiously speeding vehicles. The present
pathway over the bridge at Westboro beach is also narrow and downright
dangerous being directly adjacent to the parkway with no bollards or anything to
separate pathway users.

The plans regarding the Champlain woods are great.1

It sounds good, but again I could not download the specific recommendations, so I'm only
guessing.3
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2

I got lost in the 133 page document. Not sure what pages I'm meant to look at. My main
concern is making it easier to get from our homes to the river. Neither tunneys or parkdale are
safe or pleasant.

2

1

we need access to the river. Please no more infill
3

at Rochester Field, we need the green space

I'm a resident of the area. My worry is about street parking being used as an
overflow to the NCC lots at Westboro Beach. We are also close to the new
Dominion Station. I would like parking considerations to be taken into account to
prevent our streets from becoming parking lots, similar to how Scott St. is used
near the Westboro station. There's also no mention about what will happen to the
parking lot at Kirchoffer and Lanark Avenues. Will this be maintained? If so, will
parking be contained?

i believe it is important to keep trees and shrubs between the light rail and the
residential area

A-2021-00072-01012
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2

The addition of skating pads is a great idea. If there was a way to incorporate a winter skating
trail, it would be tremendous.

1

I am ok with what's proposed above as long as the light rail does not use the
western parkway what's so ever.
Don't think the existing pavilion should be a heritage site. It's ugly, and doesn't
complement the beach

1

A portage to get around the Champlain wave is a fantastic idea. I support having a water trail
along the Ottawa river. I am a flatwater paddler, though, so I appreciate the portage options.

I am especially excited to see options for safe canoe and kayak launching in the city. 1

I also like the idea of moving parking away from the riverside and converting these spaces for
recreational use.

Houses to be build on Rochester Field - a dangerous idea given how modest and
reasonable development has become an illusion.

Recent Rochester field development decision (orientation of development) is
patently inconsistent with an appropriate transition from the river to the
community (i.e. It's backwards). Careful on increased parking for Westboro beach
as you'll undue current values and ambience.

I like the promotion of natural values but see 'programmable' space as a competing objective.
Natural spaces have intrinsic value and attractiveness, they don't need programming.

3
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Suggestion of looming overdevelopment, commercialization, pay for use, etc. The
open house showed us that NCC doesn't understand that sanitizing natural land
with concrete pathways, clinical 'places to go' and private buildings is not what
people need or want.

5

Remove the road that is close to the edge of the shore3
2

Rochester field must retain green space but also have restricted space for
restaurants and entertainment. Parking and traffic along Richmond is already a
nightmare so please help this.

I love the boardwalk idea, careful with mixed use development... if you end up with
condos & lots of parking lots it will change the character of the park adversely. Its a
place of respite from busy-ness of town. I like the rock sculptures & chairs, picnic
tables, benches...the public art is fantastic.

1

No tour bus parking, the engines will be left on in the summer
3

Keep the rock sculptures

'As compensation for the use of NCC lands for the western light rail line[...] '?! Just:
wow. It's almost as though the NCC doesn't appreciate that Ottawa and the
National Capital are one in the same. The NCC's refusal to allow surface rail along
the river borders on class prejudice; I don't see why only those who can afford cars
should be allowed to enjoy views of the Ottawa River on their commutes.

It's wonderful that volunteers have organized the grooming of the riverside trails for skiing, but
this should have been done by the NCC decades ago. Hopefully this can be a publicly funded,
professionally maintained asset in the future. For many in Ottawa who don't own cars, this is
the best access they have to ski trails. Gatineau Park isn't accessible for everyone.

2
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2

NCC Maps re:Gatineau Park have wonderful historical backgrounds on who lived there and
when. This history includes a little Indigenous history and first European settlers' information.
As a visitor to the park I find historical information like that fascinating. We didn't learn it in
school!

2

If this type of info exists about SJAM, then pis. display/publish it somewhere.

1

What groomer Dave says What groomer Dave says3
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Stop development of 'programmable space1 let us enjoy the space as a tidy place to enjoy
nature

4

Restore parking on Bate Island, and eating facility2

1

1

1

2

One of the challenges noted is that this section of the park is very narrow. I support
depaving the road on the north side of the parkway in order to widen the park. I'd like to see the NCC provide financial support to the SJAM winter trail project.1

4
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I live in one of the condo complexes whose northern property lines abut the NCC
land, pathways and parkway. Currently the plan is to move the parkway closer to
our property and the others around us. This is the only section of the SJAM parkway
where residential properties (essentially, people's back yards) are directly adjacent
to the roadway. (Cont'd on next page)

The ski trails are great.1

The outside areas of the pavillion are in desparate need of a face-lift. Maybe
replacing the iron railing/concrete patio with wood? For winter use, could use some
fencing at the top of the slope to separate children sledding from the (fast) car
traffic on the parkway. Once again, dock space is a great idea, and would greatly
enhance accessibility of the waterfront!

The proposed portage routes in this sector make the continuity of the water trail almost
meaningless. OK for Champlain Bridge, but further downstream a 1.2km portage is
disproportional to the additional area of water that becomes accessible. Are there
opportunities to provide a destination point on the Quebec shore? e.g. for swimming/docking...

2

More trees! More trees!4
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Allow below-grade crossing.

Remove the old concrete pavillion buildings -- they are not in keeping with the
natural environment of the beach area.

1

I am skeptical of the proposed parking changes, as the existing parking lot at
Westboro Beach is one of my favourite access points. However, the proposal for a
large parking area to the south, along with a smaller one (for mobility impaired
people) close to the beach alleviates this concern somewhat.

Changes to parking should ensure that the same number of parking spaces are provided,
though located further from the water.

2
Recognition of the value of the groomed cross country ski trail is very important to me.

Are there any known archeological features in this sector? If so, plans for their
preservation and interpretation should be set out here so that they may be
commented upon.

Are there any provisions for erosion control included in the plan?

groomed ski trail could extend all the way to britannia and through Andrew Hayden

Westboro beach is kindof a natural amphitheater, should put more emphasis on
that. Would be great for Shakespeare in the park,movies in the park, beach
volleyball tournaments etc.

At some point on the SJAM groomed ski trails should have a cabin for changing,
renting gear, and warming up. Would be great if it had a fireplace and big
windows. Maybe near Westboro beach with the big parking lot.
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I agree with moving the parking away from the water, but landscape design should be to leave
the shoreline alone: there are other areas in the City for recreational programming.3

I think its really important to get cyclists and pedestrians down to the river. Right
now the Parkway really divides people from the river. Not sure at-grade
accomplishes this - ideally it would be a bridge above the parkway. I get that
budget is probably a factor. Also, I would NOT increase parking. People need to
take the train to Dominion or Westboro and walk. Just make sure paths are
accessible and GET PEOPLE OUT OF CARS!!!!

I would rate a portion of the proposal as satisfied (that which relates to Kitchissippi
beach/alternate parking proposal), and the Rochester Field as very dissatisfied. The
development of the Richmond Road corridor as presented is a mistake. It cuts off
the park and river from the community by narrowing access to a thin strip between
high rise towers. It will block sunshine and light from the garden and make it feel
penned in. Develop in behind the CIHI building and adjacent high rise instead.

In this and other sectors, there is a lot of at-grade crossing proposed. I disagree with this.
Continuous traffic flow is one of the positive aspects of the parkway and an important
commuting artery. Crossing will impede this.3

Inclusion of the SJAM trail and facilities would be important.
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Please do not develop Rochester Field. This is a gateway to the river from the Byron
Linear Park and neighbourhoods to the south. Placing six story buildings along
Richmond Road, even with the 15 metre 'path', creates a barrier, not a gateway.

It would be nice to see more of the pians/maps of the light-rail incursion into the
park.

What happens during construction of all the projects in the park? Is highway use stopped? How
will Park access will be affected?

2

3
I cannot comment as the legend is difficult to read and is not clear on how it relates to this area.
I don't have an appreciation on what the numbers indicated here are explained and where in
the legend.

5

1. Problematic for westward expansion of the SJAM Winter Trail.

2. The MUP just east of Kitchissippi Parking lot needs to change dramatically. The
pathway floods in spring, is too close to roadway making it dangerous for walkers,
bikers and skiers.

1. Having MUP close to river is a safety hazard to users of the SJAM Winter Trail. Move parking
lot south.

2.Please return safe pedestrian crossing of ORP at bottom of Churchill Ave.1
3.River ice can destroy built structures that reside in the water, like warfs.

3. Love how the SJAM Winter Trail goes through forest west of Champlain Bridge. A welcome
addition. Now make it a 4 season forest pathway.4. Happy to see green corridor between Atlantis Woods and the adjacent

neighborhood to accommodate the SJAM Winter Trail.

5. Plant more confer trees in Selby plains
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1

I support the idea of providing enhanced recreational opportunities throughout the riverfront
and specifically at Bate Island. However, I would caution that any fishing areas on the island be
located away from the rapids where kayakers and surfers frequent, since this can cause safety
issues and potential conflict.

3

2

Mixed use development along Richmond Road will visually cut off the river from the
neighbourhood. The proposed narrow corridor between the buildings would
provide a very limited view of the field and beyond. Many people walk and ride on
Byron Linear Park and stop at the bench facing Rochester Field. This is the only
place the river is visible from Richmond Road and provides a unique opportunity to
connect the community with the river. Please don't spoil this for future
generations.

Mixed use development along Richmond Road will visually cut off the river from the
neighbourhood. The proposed narrow corridor between the buildings would
provide a very limited view of the field and beyond. Many people walk and ride on
Byron Linear Park and stop at the bench facing Rochester Field. This is the only
place the river is visible from Richmond Road and provides a unique opportunity to
connect the community with the river. Please don't spoil this for future
generations.

I like the idea to beautify the riverfront!

However, with the proposed buildings in Rochester Field, it looks like it will be very
difficult to see the river from the Byron Linear Park. I am against this. There are no
other spots where such a view of the river is possible. Why would we want to block
it? Please reconsider the proposed plan for development to keep the open view. It
could be a more beautiful space, I agree, but MORE buildings along Richmond is
NOT what the neighbourhood needs.
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Is there enough parking at Champlain bridge? Alot of people like to park there and go for a bike
ride. Yes, some are probably commuters too.2

Concern about access to Parkdale and the bridge to Quebec at least for the next decade

Certainly community garden spots could be introduced in this area, to provide beauty and
community.

I like the proposal for year round services and especially the new underpass to
connect to LRT.

1

1
2

Note in Node 2 how much space could be made available if 4 lanes were reduced to
two. The park space is effectively squeezed by the fact that there are 4 lanes of
traffic with wasted green space in between them.

In node 1, note how much space is used up for off-ramps and entrance ramps (in addition to
what is used for four lanes of traffic). Shifting the balance of the available space more in favour
of activities other than car-driving would be highly desirable.

3

Westboro Beach is so underutilised at the present time that any enhancement is a
bonus. The question is how long will this take? A-2021-00072-01022
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I would hope that the programmable space and shoreline access to park users keep tranquil
areas for park users who currently enjoy the tranquility of this area.

3

Am concerned about the Westbrook beach design (recognizing they are not part of
this consultation) they appear to have a significant proportion of paved elements.
There is a timeless dimension to the grassy slope surrounding the beach. I have
seen beaches "modernized" with cement walls and structures. They are not an
improvement. Nor are they welcoming. Not everything has to be a built structure
for the sake of modernization. Sometimes it's ok to leave certain elements alone.

It is difficult to ascertain the impact of proposed changes without a before and after set of
sketches.

3

2

Happy about the relocation of parking at Westboro Beach, and the underpass at
Cleary is needed (Woodroffe has narrow sidewalks next to an arterial road and is
really not suitable for walking). The development of Rochester Field at Richmond
Road cuts the community off from the waterfront. Wasn't changing perception the
primary objective of this entire exercise? What would be nicer than cycling along
the river and stopping in Westboro for lunch? Should we really be limiting this
connection?

3 No comments.

2
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2

- pedestrian crossings of parkway should be underpasses or overpasses. - pedestrian crossing to be underpasses or overpasses across the parkway.
2

- strongly support a year round restaurant at Westboro beach - strongly suggest waterfront year-round restaurant in this sector, possibly on Bate Island

Again,you are failing to see how much of a difference Dave is making with his grooming of the
trails. Not paying him is highway robbery and you know this. I for one, and most of the locals
and those who use these trails will not support you unless you make this contact with Dave
happen. Your refusal to do so is DISGRACEFUL.

You need to contract Dave the groomer for the SJAM ski/fat bike/walking trails. He
is doing your work for you and multiplying the number of users exponentially. By
refusing to do so is giving you a really bad reputation.

3

Keep beach use. But do not overbuild facilities. Keep the park as natural as
possible.

I would not include sculptures,monuments and 'programmable spaces'. Again, keep it as
natural as possible.4
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Water quality always an issue here in Ottawa so a "beach" is nice to have but reality
is it ma not be sustainable.

1

3

Intro says LeBreton to Mud Lake. I don't see LeBreton.3

1

2
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The building on Rochester field is a tragic loss of natural habitat for the birds, plants
and animals that live there. If you have ever walked through it in the summer it is
an oasis of quiet from the road noise and you can hear the birds and see the other
insects and wildlife. It will be a huge loss of this open space in the ever more
crowded sector of our city to build on this land. More buildings are not needed,

look along Richmond Rd almost all of the new buildings with shop are empty

I don't agree with moving the parking so far away from its current location, you can add more
parking or parking closer to the stone sculptures. The current parking by island park allows
those with mobility issues direct access to the paths. Remic rapids parking is close to the river
and offers a good picnic location for people. This is a truly unique spot and it's already. There is
currently space for people use by island park, people don't because it's covered with bird poo
and won't change.

3

4

1

seperare walking and biking path both in the same lane cane be dangerous

Anticipate the plans becoming a reality

1

1
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Good morning, It looks to me like this plan envisions a fishing area (2), in between the wave on
the North side of the Island and a launching spot for kayakers/surfers (4). That doesn't strike
me as a very good/safe idea. No one wants to catch a fish hook while paddling...

5

This covers the interactions between the river pathway and islandpark/champlain bridge.
These are key cycling routes for commuters, recreation and access to Gatineau Park. Clear
signage and high quality connections to the road network are key.

The plan is very similar to what's there now. Currently this stretch is quite exposed
to wind, car noise and glare from headlights. Ideally those would be mitigated. 3

Moving the parking further from the path is appreciated. This area is narrow and windy at the
moment. This would be a good time to twin what was the MUP into a bike path and pedestrian
path.

Like all of this Except the part about development of field west of Maplelawn. Saw
the new plans which are too focused on development (too many buildings,not
enough natural paths and greenspace). We blew it with the Convent project. City
hall/ developers ca not be trusted. Once bitten, twice shy. No second chance on
this one. Do not let the developers bat and switch on this Very Important project.
Too precious.

2

Make sure the city lives up to its commitments. 2
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1

4

2
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You can hear the traffic a lot in this area. Any measures to reduce the sound coming from the
parking lot would be an improvement.

How about permanent beach umbrellas like Sugar Beach in Toronto? 2

3

I forgot to mention for Britannia, an extension of the ski trail. I do think that
Westboro beach (and Britannia Beach) desperately require/s changerooms, which
could be used as a warm-up and waxing zone. Also, x-country courses could be
offered here, much to the benefit of community health and appreciation of the
Ottawa River. I'd like to see better maintenance of the underpass, which
accumulates a lot of sand which can be hazardous to novice cyclists. SUP, kayak,
canoe rental zone, too!

I'm not in favor of the fishing so much, but I think it should be considered an important meeting
area for cyclists as well as a picnic area. I support its use for x-country skiing. I think there
should be a permanent warm-up hut and area for changing, washrooms and waxing of skis.

2

A-2021-00072-01029fewer roads and path way the more green space we can claim back.
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Have to make sure that traffic is not adversely affected while providing easy and
safe access to th efacility

Traffic should not be impacted in a negative way3

The park need be named for first nations. No commercial built environments, only
trails and comfort facilities. A refuge from urbanity. All existing built environment
removed, nature restored.

No commercial built environments, only trails and comfort facilities. A refuge from urbanity. All
existing built environment removed,nature fully restored.4

2
2

1

1

4

1
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The NCC proposal to build condos in Rochester Field along Richmond Road will
block the river from the community. The proposed narrow corridor between the
condos will not be a "gateway", it will be a concrete wind tunnel. A wide, natural
space leading from Richmond Rd to the river would provide welcoming access to
the river from Westboro. Traffic heading to/from the Champlain Bridge backs up
into this sector and must be accommodated along the SJAM Parkway (see other
comments).

Do not overdevelop public access and event spaces; keep the riverfront natural. Separated cycle
paths will support the SJAM corridor for safe cycle commuting to downtown. Maintain smooth
car traffic flow to/from the Champlain Bridge, and maintain Parkdale access ramps, to keep
traffic out of neighbourhoods along Island Park Drive.

3

Rochester field is fine - doesn't require "transformation " 2

Benches, boardwalks. Outhouses like the Algonquin College type. 2
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The pavillion at Westboro beach needs a major update in terms of amenities.

1

NCC does a poor job of managing this area. Moving the parking sounds OK3

3
Why do you insist on cutting Milkweed all along SJAM ParkwayPEspecially
noticeable at Westboro beach,

A-2021-00072-01032
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Additional connections to neighbourhoods and a better multi-use trail that extends
farther west are great additions! (SJAM skiing!!!) Signs would be helpful, I go to
Westboro beach very regularly and had no clue there were ruins nearby.

Definitely keeping parking zones away from the river is a good idea across the SJAM.
Maximizing wilderness areas and trails (Kitchessippi forest!) is also great!

1

Please remove all cars from the Ottawa River Parkway. Having a high speed road
along the river is a waste of such valuable space

Please remove all cars from the Ottawa River Parkway. Having a high speed road along the river
is a waste of such valuable space

2

4

Not you land yor develop and John A committed genocide. Not your land to develop.5
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Looking forward to segregated pedestrian/cycling path here.

Yellow line does not protect me from bikers whipping past me, focused on exercising.
2

Would love to walk there with my dog, and would appreciate place fordoggie bags, or sitting
and chatting with others enjoying the fresh air and the view.

Proposal should include the removal of the SJAM Parkway for cars. It's a shame to
have a 4 lane highway next to this beautiful greenspace.

Proposal should include the removal of the SJAM Parkway for cars. It's a shame to have a 4 lane
highway next to this beautiful greenspace.4

The park's name. I'm dead set against that, and here it is, published as if it was
already a fact.

A friggin' monument to fallen diplomats? What the hell are you thinking? How about a
monument to the people who own the land - the Algonquin First Nations?

5

would be great to have some kind of vehicle noise mitigation since the parkway
runs so close to the beach. 1

New crossings of the Parkway should not be at-grade. Improved access to to the
river bank is good,but should be implemented differently. The proposal to narrow
the Parkway and reduce the speed ignores the value of the Parkway to west-enders
for accessing the downtown core.

No new at-grade Parkway crossings! Increase access but not at-grade. Traffic jams on Parkway
at Island Park (due to turns onto Champlain bridge) will become impossible if the Parkway is
narrowed west of Island Park.

5

Again nothing about the indigenous heritage
You presume history begins with arrival of settlers and diminish First nations who
occupied this land.

4
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2

4

3

3
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2

1

We'd love to see additional places to safely launch kayaks and canoes.

Here again is not dog friendly area for either on leash or off leash
swimming/playing

Great to see winter parking at Westboro Bv but groomed trails to west are not
proposed. This is too bad. Space between parkway and river may not be wide
enough for this, but the trail could run south of the the parkway to Woodroffe, and
even beyond. If the parkway were straightened east of Woodroffe, and if the very
wide boulevard were narrower between lanes, there would be more room for
activities. I can not tell from the map if there will be a tunnel at Woodroffe to cross
parkway.I hope so.

2

My main concern is the apparent proposal for tiered beach access on the hill at
Westboro beach. This lawn area is a popular lounging area of the beach for those
who do not want to be on the sand and is also very popular in the winter for
tobogganing. It should remain as is.

2
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Westboro beach: it's a great swimming and boating spot. But there are old
underwater concrete structures. These should be marked with visible buoys in
order to ensure safety.

Bike path signage: please note that this is (also) a commuter bike path. Signage should point to
major roads (Parkdale,Holland, etc) not just tourist attractions.1

Don't name this parkway after a genocidal leader who knowingly subjected
indigenous peoples to starvation to reduce their numbers, considered mixed race
people less than human,and referred to Canada as an 'Aryan nation.'

Also, there seems to be a total lack of any plans to showcase the indigenous history
of any of these places, archaeology is insufficient, and serves only to imply that
natives have died out or are extinct.

3

These are some of the worst sections to bike along (especially west to east) in the
evenings because you cycling directly into car headlight so you can't see anything
making it dangerous. This is exacerbated because the multi-use pathways are full of
people/dogs (and cyclists) who have no lights themselves, but even if they did you
would see them because the car headlight blind you anyways.

Move the parking south away from the river and green space. Ideally all parking would be south
of parkway roads.5

Plow the cycling paths during the winter. Cycling is the only non-recreational mode of
transportation that is used in the park.

4

Create a segregated cycling path on the Champlain Bridge.
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3

Most of the plan for this section appears reasonable. I disagree with developing
Rochester Field in this manner. Since the Ottawa Rough Riders stopped practicing
here years ago, the community has embraced this natural meadow for local use
throughout the year. I strongly believe that this natural and well-loved space
should not be a target for development and that intervention to draw more people
into this area will detract from the local community's enjoyment of Rochester Field.

I have spent much time in this area over the last 40 years. Agree with concept.2

How did you consult with the Aboriginal people of this territory? Did you consult with the Aboriginal people of this territory?5

2
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The area will be destroyed by the LRT anyway. Try to keep it relatively pleasant for
the people who live near here.

Rochester Field , a large outdoor pool would be excellent here, with a diving board,
for example like the one in Crystal Beach. It would be an alternative for when
people can't/won't swim in the beaches. Charge around 5$ per adult.

2

Any Bate Island upgrades should improve and facilitate safe Kayaking, with designated
launching and landing site. That encouragment of Kayuking must be balanced by appropriate
warning signage to reduce dangers and accidents, while indemnifying the NCC against careless
and stupid use of the white water resource.

n/a 4

*need to show skeads mills ideas better; *Nodes 1&3 are not articulated well yet
3

*need to show harmonious integration of LRT better
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II faudrait prevoir les nouveaux besoins car si Ton augmente I'utilisation de ce site, il faudrait
prevoir un acces securitaire pour les cyclistes au site.1

2

I think parking could be even further away from water - maybe by the monument - to increase
greenspace by the water. Also would be good to reduce surface parking, perhaps with
underground parking which might be possible if lot was further away.There's still more infrastructure than greenery in this area, which has always been a

problem for this stretch. It's not the most pleasant part of the parkway, and doesn't
appear that will be improved much.

3

I also think that the winter ski trails are WONDERFUL and wish that NCC would fund them
rather than relying on community volunteers.

1

2

Provide a range of amenities at reasonable price to make it easier for people to use
public transportation (don't have to transport a lot of things)

2
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Maintain a wide corridor at west side of Rochester field as greenspace. It does not
need development, put the development near transit as agreed to in 100 day plan.

Like the improvement of infrastructure at beach,but infrastructure footprint here
should be minimized (eg no office space please!). Don't like the parking lot, but I
like they the trail and greenspace has been moved to buffer the woods and Atlantis
Ave from parking lot - this is an improvement. Please focus on improving the woods
and Selby Plains- we value this natural space!

More crossing points, preferably underpasses, to access waterfront.

More space adjacent to river.

Adoption of the SJAM winter path as a permanent, funded facility extended at least
to brittania.

Some great ideas, however....
Some good stuff. Boardwalk? Why? Makes more sense at Mud Lake. Kids play
area? At the beach, surely. At grade crossing? Asking for trouble and accidents. Do
not impede traffic flow - you won't eliminate it so don't make things worse.
Facilities? Great. Drop-off zones are needed if parking is moved. Access to wall
garden? Great. Seeing Skead's Mill? Wonderful.

Add activities, enhance space for more activities and for festivals, etc. then you need services!
At least seasonal, but with the SJAM etc you need permanent water and toilets. You will need
more, not less parking. Shuttles. NO at grade pedestrian crossings. Make tunnels or footbridges
the ones at Andy Hayden are not visually intrusive and work.

4

All good,but in particular I like the move of the parking away from the river to make more
pedestrian and activity space, at both Champlain and Remic.

1
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2

1. designate access to seasonal Westboro open market

2. Consider wheelchair parking spots at the Beach pavilion - those with mobility
issues will have problems accessing beach/Kitchissippi from across the 2 lanes of
parkway

3

Traffic turning left on the Champlain bridge often backs up all the way to the beach.
An at-grade crossing will cause even more headaches. The current short tunnels at
New Orchard and here are perfectly adequate to access the water (I use these
tunnels myself quite regularly and I feel perfectly safe). If we reduce access to the
Champlain bridge from the Parkway, well be sending large numbers of vehicles to
Island Park or the downtown bridges.

Overall, increasing access to the river is a laudable goal and I agree with moving the roadway
farther away from the water's edge (as long as the view is preserved!). I also approve of making
better use of the islands. As a cyclist who commutes from the Lincoln Fields area right into the
downtown core, I fervently hope the pathways will not only be preserved but improved. There
is no such thing as sharing the path with some of my fellow (but speeding) cyclists.

2
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The further development of winter trails is very important, especially because this initiative
makes a healthy recreational opportunity accessible for a large urban population.

2

Unfortunately, the description above regarding the transformation of Rochester
field into a people-focused space with increased connection to the river does not
seem to align with the zoning change into traditional main street for the parcel
fronting Richmond Road and the planned development with a narrow path to the
river between two buildings.

2

this is stolen land. There is an active land claim that must be settled first.5
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Sector D: Parkdale Avenue to Nepean Bay LegendLegendLegendArea
HighlightsUnique ecological and water habitatsPrince of Wales
Bridge Sector Concept SnapshotThe Parkdale node offers beautiful views of
the river, the Capital's core area and the Gatineau Hills to the northwest. In
the long term, the concept proposes to reconfigure the intersection of the
parkway at Parkdale Avenue, which would result in increased park space,
creating the potential for park facilities and animation opportunities.This
concept will also emphasize public space at Nepean Bay and will form a
transition to the developed urban space at LeBreton Flats and the
recreational character of the park.To read the sector description and
recommendations, click here.

How satisfied are you with
the proposal for the
Parkdale Avenue to
Nepean Bay sector?

Additional Comments Please provide any additional comments you may have on
the plan. Thank you!Do you have any comments for this sector?

Please remember to prioritize people, cyclists, pedestrians, and their view while in
the park, over the view of drivers along the parkway. Particularly when considering
parking lot placement and size. It would be nice to work with OC Transpo to maybe
get a bus stop somewhere along this park way in one of the parking lots so that
people who do not own cars and live too far away to bike to the park, still have
access.

1
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1

2

needs work but good start Combine the new Parkdale intersection with my comment
on Node 3 sectors C. Develop the Parkway into more of a road in that section with
some side walks bring the lanes together.Could even extend that all the way to the
new Lebretton development if only on the south side of the road.

Need to do more to connect city to river in manner beyond parks. Especially as you
got a park with a highway running through it. Idea to reduce speed on Parkway is
essential. The park ideas are good however. Just need to work harder at reducing
impact of road. Don't let the traffic engineers design public space.

3

1
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5

It would be great if there could be a swimming area created closer to the downtown.2

2

I'm very concerned about the flow of vehicular traffic heading north. Will this be a stop
light? Would it be possible to make room for an elongated oval traffic circle instead?

Perhaps it makes more sense to have the cycling path be below the circle rather than
going directly through it. In this configuration, it would more closely follow the shape
of the road than the pedestrian pathway.

I'm really happy you are taking this planning initiative on. I'm excited for the future
and participating in the process as it moves along!

3

I really like the look out point. Great idea in that spot. Watch out for low water levels.

1
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bike path for prince of wales bridge, crossing nearest bridge to the east is treacherous2

To ensure animation along the park create areas where vendors can sell goods. People
like a mixed atmosphere and parks that are multipurposed NOT parks that are a
monoculture (one type of use). Central Pk in has multiple uses, vendors, services,
restaurants, boat rental, beaches, and lots of access pts to the city. These diff uses
come together to create culture which attracts all types of people (tourists, families)
for that reason NOT just the joggers and fitness buffs

As the population grows around the park allow the park to grow organically with it.
Go easy on management and red tape and allow as many uses as possible and be
open to new things or partnerships. By doing this you will find that the park will
develop its own 'culture ' and 'vibe' only unique to it and thus it will attract every
personality in the city NOT just joggers.

2
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Thorough plan, no sense of priorization .
le move parkway, create space. Eliminate some pavement. Give bike racers their
own track.

n/a3

2

1

Any reclamation of park space from driving space is wonderful.
this looks like a really interesting draft. I would recommend that if the pathways are
designed to work in winter and for families young and old (bathrooms, stopping
places year round), then it will work for everyone.

This is a useful access point for winter activities. If there was a way to more easily
maintain pedestrian access from the south to this entry point, it would be appreciated
(I can't tell from the designs if the new pathway in would be maintained in winter).

2

1

1

I use the current trails for rollerblading regularly. Please don't forget us skaters.
Plans seem fairly vague2

I'm also excited about the developing winter trail maintenance for skiing. That
should be supported.
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I disagree with goals of lower volume and traffic speeds, particularly areas for
35km/h.

I consider this area a transportation corridor and only alternative available for 417. I
enjoy the slower speed of 60km/h and the scenic route, but feel that this study fails
to recognize the areas as the vital transportation corridor that it is (for vehicles). I
would like to see more balance for vehicles. I live in Stittsville! I won't be using this
area as a pedestrian pathway or cycling to downtown here.

2

Will have to review later, when more details are available - including exact location
of light rail right-of-way.3
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2

1

Disappointed and saddened.

Wow, well done,my compliments to all for the comprehensive, sensitive
changes/adjustments

proposed.

I am very concerned that the Lebreton Fiats development will have a detrimental effect
on the nearby parkland strip.

3

Ambulance access to Civic Hospital via the Parkway and Parkdale must remain a
priority.

2

Again, I'm pleased about encouraging access to the natural facilities, as e.g. with the
proposed Parkdale point development. But why add commercial facilities to it? I
believe that's unnecessary, and will detract from the natural beauty.

Thanks for the opportunity.4

Don't reduce lanes on the parkway. Island Park Drive cannot support more traffic
during rush hour.
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I assume the Woodroffe - Westboro portion will be implements with Phase II of
the LRT.

Some provision will have to be made to lower and enforce traffic speed limits,
particularly during rush hour, to create a more 'Tranquil' park like environment

NO tour buses! And no space allocated for programmable events. Keep the river space
as natural as possible.

I would like to see the beauty of the river and it's shoreline preserved in its natural
state not turned into a gaudy tacky tourist attraction.

4

Needs to tie in with LeBreton. It would also be nice to have an architecturally
significant node of next-generation, carbon-neutral mixed-use development along the
shores of the Ottawa River. Think outside the box! ! !

It's nice, but not overly bold. Fits well with Ottawa's title as the city fun forgot...
snooze.3

Reducing traffic lanes to two will have to be conditional on increased provision for
traffic along Richmond or Carling ave
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Why do we only get to comment on one sector? Is this a real consultation (or
showcase).

Prince of Wales bridge should be used for transit to/from Gatineau, but also for
pedestrian access.3

I'm concerned about the deal with sports developers for LeBreton. A repeat of
Lansdowne?

The proposal to reduce car lanes on the SJAM Parkway is not sensible: neither
Richmond Road nor Carling Avenue can take the overflow during morning &
evening rush-hour, as many cars are going west to Kanata/Stittsville. This should be
considered after LRT3 is completed to Kanata.

Thanks for giving us the opportunity to comment.

2
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Less commercial buildings.

Better use of the rail bridge. It can be converted to foot and bike bridge. It will provide
lookout points on the river. More biking skiing and foot activities.

3

Maintain the shore line as much as possible.
There is no need to construct new view points and destroy the shore line by doing so.

Make better use of the rail bridge.
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When will the O-train extend across the river? This needs to happen and should be
factored into these plans.

2

3

Fix the Prince of Wales to make it a pedestrian bridge, like the intention was 15 years
ago. With the O-Train, the paths to it, and all of those ugly barriers, cleaning up the site
would be the best option. If there is too much money and you have to spend it
somewhere, why not build a permanent structure for Bluesfest instead of wasting all
the potable water and manpower to erect and dismantle stages, and try to revive grass
for 2 months of a year.

I am deeply disappointed in this proposal. It's a huge waste of money with no vision
to make this city an ACCESSIBLE tourist attraction. It fails to support tourism well (it
does a fine job at doing it poorly, why not take a page out of Gatineau's book?), and
fails to make this city functional or more appealing for its inhabitants. This is weak
and I'm disappointed that this is what I have come to expect from the NCC. Brutal.

5

i ms sector snouid nave parking tor tnose wno wisn to family cycle tne area, but not
Looking forward to seeing this progress.

rirlp all thp \ A / a\/ frnm hnmp

i-uiure conaoorauon wun me uiy OT uuawa-owneu Krmce oi vvaies oriage wouia oe
excellent. While the city wishes to use the bridge to run LRT trains across to Gatineau,
it would be fantastic to have a wooden boardwalk, similar to the one on the Alexandra
Bridge, hung off the eastern side of the bridge, allowing pedestrian and cyclist

1

3

As noted above, this would be a great opportunity to provide a gardening space to the
local community. I encourage you to consider doing that.

3

3
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I am a high user of the current pathway in summer and winter (4x week average)
for cycling and skiing. Look forward to additional attention and hopefully increased
use of this beautiful space! Please consider adding a couple play areas
withclimbing/other structures for kids to enjoy while parents take in the scenery.
Other than Westboro beach there is not much to attract young (non-cycling)
families as a destination for weekend outings.

Agree that this section has the least potential for increased parks pace due to low
accessibility/parking. Increased population at Everton suggests there may be increased
pedestrian traffic in future years, please consider segregated walking and bicycle paths.

2

amelioration de la securite des lieus

Plans that involve public transit (trains) moving across the POW bridge need to be
included

2

I'm disappointed that there's zero mention of the actual parkway. The road takes
up WAY too much space for what it is. The median is useless to everyone but your
lawn care contractor. Rebuild the westbound lanes, directly adjacent to the existing
eastbound lanes, therefore freeing up a maximum amount of riverside space. Even
in your cover photo, the parkway is 90% of the available space. What a waste. Why
bother re-making fancy bike and cycle tracks in 10 feet of waterfront strip.

2

I really like the idea of reconfiguring the area where Parkdaie joins the SJAM parkway
to allow pedestrians/cyclists to access the shoreline more easily. Separate paths for pedestrians and cyclists would be useful.2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Some of the suggestions sound just too commercialized, or 'hokey', for a plan that
was supposed to preserve this beautiful natural space.

2

Focus is too narrow and short term. Accessing the waterfront is difficult, and
except around Champlain bridge,not very attractive. Look at the big picture.See my initial comments3

Ongoing nature conservancy along the Ottawa River is ok. By building new
structures, introducing rental shops and restaurants, and by mediating individual
experience through 'wayfinding stations' and culture kiosks, the NCC will reduce the
opportunity to experience the Ottawa River in any natural state.

5
There are already serious traffic considerations in this area of the City.

Change the name back to Ottawa River Parkway; the current name was ideological
and is insensitive to Indigenous Cdns.

Cyclists don't spend money so don't worry about them.

You are on the right track. Some good ideas throughout all sectors - primary goal
should be eliminating the Parkway as a commuter route. Keep up the good work.
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#1priority - change the name of the park!!! There are more than enough
monuments, etc. to John A. in and around Ottawa and we don't need another new
one,especially given his attitude and policies towards First Nations. And while you
are at it, rename the parkway too.

4

An urban beachfront along the parkway would have been a great means of connecting
people to the focal point of the Ottawa river - its beautiful water.4

3

Traffic impact study required before seriously contemplating removing the Parkdale
ramps. I suspect there will be lots of backlash to this idea, but it would improve the
waterfront ecology and recreation considerably in this sector. Great idea to enhance
access to Lemieux Island and use the POW bridge.

Plan does not discuss Parkway roads realignment plans-how will that fit in?2

Conservation should be the utmost priority and this plans seems to be doing that
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DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Access and a few washrooms are great, but Don't Urbanize It.

3

why not get rid of the clover-leaf at Parkdale and the parkway; instead have a round-
about or a traffic light; this would free up lots of land for the park to use

A great plan to promote the natural beauty of Canada's capital by enhancing the
river waterfront and making it more accessible to all.1

Use natural materials whereever possible. OUr city it becoming much too full of
concrete and cement; we need mother nature

1

This is an exciting plan that appears to be 'moving in the right direction'.

great plan - hope the implementation will be sooner than later, thanks1
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Cycling and pedestrian access to the Prince of Wales bridge to easily cross from Ottawa
to Gatineau is very important to me.

1

I use the pathways on a regular basis to cycle to work, from Westboro to
downtown. The design of new paths should bear in mind that it is commuting route
for thousands everyday. At the Parkdale/Tunney's node, this is a wonderful space
to build in tennis courts, pickle ball courts, skateboard/bmx bike parks, and other
sporting/recreational facilities. Instead,it seems that it will be given over to
residential buildings. This would be a huge, irreversible mistake.

Can Westboro beach include some recognition of the deaths (drowning) that have
occurred there -even while lifeguard on duty- to emphasize the importance of
safety, vigilance, self-responsibility and so on? Not to detract from a family outing,
but to teach and emphasize, while showing respect and empathy to the families'
loss?

Didn't like hearing mention of sharing parking ambition with federal government
(employee accommodation?)

3

2

How will this be funded?

I feel this part of the parkway was relatively ignored compared to more elaborate plans
elsewhere.

- 1 do like the NAC support to improve connectivity over the PofW bridge
5

-I think there could be more use/connection of little bay just east of Parkdale

-I would very much like to see a large community garden just north of Tunney's pasture
on NAC land.
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DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

I fully support reducing the speed limit on the parkway to 50. Separating the
bike/pedestrian lanes is also a wonderful idea. Public bathrooms should be open 24
hours a day (I've run through Vincent Massey Park before they opened many times,
which is inconvenient; don't repeat the same mistake in the new SJAM park).

2

1

1

2

Please do not commercialize a lovely natural gift we have. We have Mooney's Bay
park and Britannia Park. The route for cars and buses makes a peaceful way to
commute now - a respite from busy lives. But to turn it into a commercial attraction
for crowds of people takes away from the green healthy place we need. Planting
more trees and places for natural flowers would be good.

Let's hope it doesn't take too long to complete.

I didn't select to comment on the Britannia/Mud Lake part of the plan (which I
regret), but I absolutely love the floating boardwalk. It's one of the best features of
the whole plan. Maybe even the single best feature.

I like the realigned intersection of the parkway at Parkdale and the increase in park
space as a result. The lookout near the parkway and Parkdale is a nice touch. Only issue
I have is it would be nice to have a beach closer to downtown,at Nepean Bay.

1
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DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

No further expansion of the diplomatic area in Mechanicsville! Geology of faults and
limestone islands unmentioned. Indigenous beaver stone in Lazy Bay not mentioned.
Eel passage in Nepean Bay unmentioned,even so close to Pimisi Station.

5

Input from SJAM ski trail groomer should be provided to maximize potential trail
routing. Concern would be to ensure we have some woods that are not devoid of
undergrowth.

2

In general, I like the improvements. Keep in mind, though, it is really not a large
area. The population is growing and it is a fine line between accessibility and
overuse. I wouldn't want to see the area damaged by yet more human intrusion.
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I think it would be a great improvement to the plan if a winter ski & snowshoe path
could be created and maintained the whole length of the pathway, so people could
enjoy it in all seasons. There is a ski trail along part of it now,but it is privately
maintained.

3

Thanks for the opportunity to see and comment on the proposals. I look forward to
more details to come.

1

Hoping that NCC will elevate the importance of creating,maintaining, and
improving natural features throughout the riverfront park plan. I also hope that the
NCC will work more closely with local communities who are disproportionately
impacted by this plan.

2
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DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

No more development on,Algonquian territory not now not ever stop the
desecration of Mother Earth

Not sure how this will affect Lemieux Island.3

1

Development of and consultation about this plan has been first-rate. Thank you.
May it be so in all your projects.
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1

Plans to 'animate1 the natural landscape along the Ottawa River are completely at
odds with appreciation of its natural ambience. While there's room for improving
access from certain residential 'hoods to the River, I hope that the NCC will take a
more minimalist approach and exercise a light hand in order to preserve natural
landscape. Less is more. Thank you for removing buckthorn—please also make this
a priority along bike path in Gatineau Park where it’s rapidly overtaking native
trees.

The proposed pavilion at Parkdale is OVERKILL and completely at odds with
appreciation of the natural landscape. Hope this will not be built.4

The plan as it is looks decent. The trick will be paying for and executing the plan to
yield the coherent and attractive spaces as they're presented. Good luck! I
appreciated the improved access and portage routes for paddle sports.

2

In my opinion, the biggest barrier to making the linear park actually function like a park
is the 4 lanes of highway traffic. The linear park will never function as a park as long as
this is the case. This is specially true in the westboro beach corridor, where there are
areas that are almost entirely road. No one wants recreation next to what is
functionally a highway

This plan has the greatest of intentions. I don't think anyone will be drawn to the
river to 'hang out' unless the NCC gets rid of a 4 lane highway. It will be unpopular
amongst commuters, but that shouldn't be the role of the NCC. Go down to 1lane
each way and I believe this park can actually become a reality. If not, I dont' see
much changing

3
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Please focus on active transportation, not moving motor vehicle traffic.2

2

Would like to see a groomed ski trail on the bike path from the War museum to
Britannia Park

Please keep it natural.2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

1

1

Je voudrais que I'amenagement inclue la restauration du pont ferroviaire pour qu'il
devienne un lien entre les deux rives pour les pietons et cyclistes.1

Very pleased to see this change towards responsible development along the
waterways so that citizens can access, enjoy and appreciate our waterways (e.g.,
restaurants, sport equipment rental, ski trail, recreation focused parks) close to the
water. I think the NCC and Ottawa could go even further and be more creative and
dynamic with those spaces (e.g., more accessible public spaces,art installations,
sport, food, music, cultural services and events).

Please see earlier comment. Early undertaking and completion within 18 to 36 months are suggested.1
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

1. What's the plan for Prince of Wales Bridge? It's a crime that City of Ottawa has
wasted money limiting access to it. The NCC should do what it can to open this bridge
to pedestrian/cycling traffic, get it out of the bumbling hands of the City of Ottawa. Despite a few complaints, the overall approach is great.

4
I would really like to see Prince of Wales bridge opened up as part of this Plan - it
desparately needs to be freed from the clutches of the City of Ottawa.

2. NCC has done a great job of mounting historical plaques showing what the region
used to look like in its industrial heyday. There are some great photos of Nepean Bay
before it was backfilled that would surely be of interest to people.

1

Focus on connectivity, ecological safeguards as well as public education on how to
be better environmental custodians as well as how history includes the people who
lived here prior to european settlers is important

Food/drink stands need to be decent - the only ones now, at Brittania and
Westboro are awful.

The River's shore is already much to much devoted to human use. Current
proposals will make an already bad land use pattern worse.

When linking the 'developed urban space ' and the 'recreational character' please don't
forget the NATURAL space.

Please keep preservation and restoration of the river's ecosystem at the absolute
top of the list of priorities in ALL decisions.

3

Too much divided highway remains. The slip lane to eastbound parkway is still
dangerous for all other users to navigate. Just make a simple T intersection. People out
for a drive can handle it. People commuting should take the train.

Rename the place. Seriously. More crossings. Less highway. The parkway is a stupid
idea and is treated as a commuter corridor. Let the trains go on the surface. They're
much more scenic to watch than any number of cars.

3

Key strength of this draft plan are the reconnection for the people of Ottawa and
beyond to the river and its ecological and historical signficance

Again... Delete reference to Sir John A..

It is a problem that is not young away!
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DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Thank you for working towards improvements to one of the national capital's
significant spaces.

Broken record...keep it simple. Do not over programme...over interpret...over
sign...

I would be concerned about the residual traffic coming in to Tunney's Pasture off of the
Parkway;however, the concept does look quite ambitious.1
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Needs to be more all season facilites, with a reason for more people to go there and
things to do. The PoW bridge has to be dealt with. It is a complete disgrace at present.3

One concern: a lot of people access the parkway at Parkdale and this should be
recognized in any redesign of that entry point. Also, what about daytime parking if
that area's attractions are expanded? Tunney's parking couldn't be used then unless
other arrangements are made.

Thank you for asking! And thank you, too, for making your survey short and to the
point!

2

Because of high concentration of workers and residents nearby, provide washrooms.2

Changez le nom du pare riverain. Changez le nom du pare riverain.3

The SJAM Riverfront Park Plan speaks of implementing the 2004 Mud Lake &
Britannia Conservation Plan. What is this? Has the community been consulted on
this? It has been 14 years!

Not sure that the reworking of the Parkdale ramps/intersection works. I believe that a
lot more thought needs to be put into this, as it will likely result in lots of disruption
along the parkway. It is important to remember that the parkway also serves tourists,
not just residents, and this change will be detrimental to their experience.

3
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RELEASED under ATIA
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2

Some more attention to Lemieux Island,now a dog park with free parking. To keep it
natural, eliminate private motor vehicles, perhaps use only north part of Prince of
Wales bridge for pedestrians and bicycles, road bridge serves south side. Ensure all
parking lots are used by visitors only,not work parking. Eliminate direct Tunneys
Pasture vehicle access to parkway.

3

We really want this park to succeed,but you are sabotaging it with your mistake in
siting development on the wrong portion of Rochester Field. You can still rescue the
plan by listening to the community and changing the details to benefit from synergy
with the Byron Linear Park green space, thereby inviting activity to the waterfront.
PLEASE LISTEN before you make an irreversible error that creates a huge dead zone
in the middle of the park.
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Please consider adding a place where a few cars can stop(not even park)...maybe like
lOminutes to allow seniors and the mobility impaired to view the river without getting
out of their cars. What joy this would bring a growing population who couldn'T
otherwise access the site

It is such a beautiful drive to take seniors on...loosing access to the river for this
growing population would undeniably be a GRAVE oversight. Thank you

3

2

I like the plans and think they have been well thought out. I would like to see as
little development as possible to maintain all the beautiful green space we have
that Ottawa prides itself on and is known for.

3
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1

This design for this area does not fully take into account the work being done in
lebreton flats and the impact that area will have on this sector. Additional green space
would be best in this area

5

All looks good in principle. Suggest to implement in stages. Is design all
contemporary? Is design connected to original naturalistic design as undertaken
when Parkways were originally developed. No real mention of the Parkway itself.

The plans do not appear well integrated with Lebreton Flats and the War Museum and
area used for festivals. These relationships should at least be explained.

3

2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

I particularly like the inclusion of portages along the route, and the separation of
cycling from pedestrian paths.

1

I wish you all success!

Looking forward to Ottawa makeover1

2

I appreciate all the wonderful enhancements,Thank You All for your great works.1

Consideration should be given for winter, spring, autumn and summer. It must be
accepted that the changes in weather will affect how people will want to travel and
enjoy the green space.

Maintenance of the aqueduct is a must. The success of the San Antonio Riverwalk and
Rideau Canal skateway are just possibilities for this under utilized assest.

2

To continue my B1comment: We note that the B1plan does not show how the
LRT alignment is resolved, so you seem to agree that the present alignment is
unacceptable with the cost of a rediculous tunnel. Align it along Richmond as soon
as possible.

2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Will the removal of the Parkdale on-ramp further exacerbate traffic congestion in the
area?

To make the whole project a success, the SJAMP needs to be designed to be less of
a commuter route and more and more of a recreational one...2

2

can i do the survey after i've read the proposal?3

2

2
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RELEASED under ATIA
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The NCC and the City need to collaborate to make the linear park accessible from
Parkdale Avenue in winter NOW. It is not possible to access the SJAM winter trail from
Parkdale without climbing over icy snow banks. Similarly it is not possible to access the
trail from Slidell Avenue without walking in the road.

Make the linear park and the SJAM winter trail more accessible for pedestrians in
the winter months. As stated previously it is not possible to access the winter trail
from Parkdale or Slidell street without walking in the road and climbing over icy
snowbanks.

2

Fullest and enthusiastic support for construction of a cycling and pedestrian crossing
on the Prince of Wales bridge. We need to make this happen!

1

As with the other sectors there is no mention of the existing function of providing
traffic access to the Quebec bridges or to the cities west end. The parkway has a real
function that should not be ignored, especially with the increase need that will
accompany the Lebreton FLats and Tunney's Pasture developments. Ignoring the
present parkway traffic function and future needs is narrow and myopic. The NCC
needs to be more realistic in planning with a less dreamy approach.

Introduce overall city traffic flow to your plans.4

Keep consulting the community - the area has so much untapped potential, but
even in it's current state, is an important part of the city and has a big impact
(positive and negative) on the surrounding communities.

Not clear if both roads of Parkway are to be retained. Do not want any further
traffic lights.

Si Respecte la nature avec minimun infracture humaine.
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3

I like the idea of working with the powers that be to reinstate the use of the Prince of
Wales bridge - this is a prime opportunity to dramatically reduce the use of cars
between QC and ON. I would also recommend working with the Federal Government
on allowing the public use of parking space at Tunney's Pasture during non-office
hours, particularly until Stage 2 LRT is complete.

I like the draft. I think significant effort will be needed to dial back many of the
human-use ideas to ensure that the shoreline is properly protected, including
planting trees which may impede views.

2

Please do not reduce the number of drive lanes along the parkway.

Anything to increase distance between traffic and non-vehicle traffic IN ALL SEASONS
would be great

We still have two lanes of traffic in both directions, still a commuter route driven by
a populace whose one concern to get get to work and back.

3

2

Allow pedestrians to use POW bridge. Make it inexpensive. Just put up simple fences
and inexpensive wood planking over the tracks until such a time comes to use the
bridge for transit, then add a side-path for pedestrians and cyclists.

2

Please ensure proper corridors from built-up areas to improved parkway lands.

I am a big fan of public meetings,not so much these electronic surveys.2

1
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Please don't overburden the park with too much stuff. Nature is enough, protect it
and provide safe access for all.

overall, I would like to see more opportunities for commercial venues (food trucks,
food stands, areas where families can sit, relax AND buy a drink or snack)
within/near the park areas.

2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

I would like to see the plan extend into OR lead to a separate plan for Pinecrest
Creek pathway and park.

2

I cannot emphasise enough by distaste for the proposed boardwalk that I see as a
disruption to local fauna and an impediment to river access for local paddlers, as
well as an eyesore on the otherwise natural vistas of the river from Pinecrest to
Deschenes.

You claim that your goals include preserving the natural environment and habit but
you're proposing more infrastructure to accommodate 'people' and you're adding
ridiculous features like a boardwalk. Wha'ts next? A marina? A gas station? Maybe
a waterfront hotel for all the people to stay in. Shame on you.

It is too bad that so much of the parkland is taken over for automobile traffic.2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Can't see exactly what you plan here but I don't like the fact that you plan to over-
urbanize the waterfront here. Prefer the waterfront stay park-like for all.

Plan in core community gathering places. Make this liveable. Don't remove market
feel of this area as you will ruin yet another zone.3

Safety should be considered especially in the evenings - through design features,
lighting etc

2

I hope there is an adequate number of put-ins for small water craft, e.g. kayaks,
canoes, etc.

5

Improve access to beautiful natural settings. Don't junk it up.

The maintenance of the parkway as a vital vehicular transportation corridor should be
a stated goal. There should be no reduction in capacity, which means maintaining at
least two lanes in each direction with no reduction in the speed limit. In fact, the
speed limit should be increased to 70 kph to reflect current realities. Allowance for
future capacity growth should also be accommodated.

4

Change the name-in this era of reconciliation, what are you thinking???
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3

2

Parking concerns (needed but could become a blight); Picnic facilities (garbage
collection req'd); Stanley Park (Vancouver) example.

Please keep it as natural as possible (green lawns, large shade trees. No private
sector restaurants/food trucks.1

2
provide interpretation somewhere to identify significance of the names of all the
sites - each has historical significance., seasonal eating facilities are important,
don't need expensive permanent facilities - maximize the use of the popular food
trucks

again de-emphasis built facilities and programming - strategy should focus on
facilitating access to enjoy natural beauty

2

Need consultation with urban Indigenous residents, not just those from reserves over
100 kms away. Need Indigenous designs and gathering space. Multi-use paths are
dangerous, causing injuries. Don't trust NCC to implement good aspects of this plan,
citing rue Jacques Cartier,Gatineau's failure to provide safe non-motorized boat
launches, integration of Indigenous residents' requests, safe paths where people
injured regularly from collisions, guardrails that trap pedestrians on roads in traffic.

You should call me concerning this. Rue Jacques Cartier is a linear park designed by
the NCC that is an example how NCC designed linear parks can fail. Call:5

I think that you need to consult better with the community. I am sad that the NCC
has shown no interest in sitting down with the community groups and listening to
their ideas. The NCC in my view has lost touch with the community and the
directors should resign.
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RELEASED under ATIA
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The quality of the design must create safe high security environment and be on a
par with the residential area surrounding it.

I would like to emphasize that safety measures such as increased patrols (lifeguard
and/or police), security cameras, appropriate lighting (LED downlights that do not
contribute to light pollution), defibrillators, safety poles with wired 911
connections, and segregated lanes for pedestrian and cycling traffic, will go a long
way towards making these areas usable and safe for all residents. I hope to see
careful implementation of these aspects. This is an exciting project & I look forward
to it!

A good start. Hopefully it will not be derailed by the normal infighting and selfish
objectives that plague big public and private projects in the NCR.

The parkway between Woodroffe and Carling should be reduced to 2 lanes and a
roundabout created at the Woodroffe-parkway intersection. This would provide
shoreline space and reduce the need for an expensive boardwalk. It would also
reduce the natural speed of the parkway.

2

As the key bottleneck in this area is the single lane slipway westbound onto Carling,
reducing the rest of the road to a single lane is likely to have a minor impact on
drivers.

2
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Improvement of the riverfront park way is a fantastic initiative. I think creation of
segregated bike paths (perhaps1lane of the parkway!!!!!) would have a profound
impact on the enjoy ability and safety of the whole park. It's currently the wiild
west with e-bikes, roller bladers, road cyclists, cycle commuters and pedestrians
(including children and elderly). They all need a safe place to access the waterfront.

2

Plan ignores important safety, environmental & community consequences of
increased animation and relocated parking. Failed to provide evidence (e.g.studies)
that impacts were considered and mitigation planned (e.g. traffic, noise, light,
fragmenting ecosystems, ground water effects, contaminated sites, ongoing
maintenance ...) specifically at Westboro beach. 'Consultation1 process a sham.
NCC irrevocably alienated communities. 500 characters of input? ... Lost faith in
this project and NCC.

Look forward to its realization. The increased access from neighbourhoods to the
riverfront will be terrific. Glad to see Maplelawn better integrated into the park as
it is such a hidden gem.

A high priority should be the redevelopment of the Prince of Wales Bridge for foot and
commuter bicycle traffic, including winter proofing it so it is all seasons.2
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RELEASED under ATIA
DIVULGUE en vertu LAI

Lots and lots of trees! Especially but oaks!

The high volume of high speed vehicle traffic remains the parks greatest problem.

Your ideas and focus ignores that the SJAM parkway and intersections have been used
for access to the city core for decades. Push the parkway south to create more space
for shoreline usage but any reduction for the current 4 lanes will turn apathetic citizens
into a political force that will make the programming you lost to Heritage piddling in
comparison.

Reduce the lanes on the parkways east/west bound at your peril.3

This will be a great asset for the city. But as stated before, let's not be afraid of
some commercial acitivity where we can admire the view with a drink and some
food. Like you did at Major's Hill Park. And not just one here and there, but perhaps
an area or two with 5 or 6 places to eat and relax with a glass of wine,getting there
by bike of course.

2
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The proposed plan is not needed and simply a waste of public money. Surely the
NCC can busy itself with something more pressing.

1

I am excited about the redevelopment of this great resource. It is well past time for
upgrades.

3

2

You're welcome.

2

Looking forward to more biking (lovely at night) and XC skiing.3

The road infrastructure, including the Parkdale on/off ramp should be kept as-is. This
will be a parking lot for half of every weekday without it. If space is a premium or a
different design is desired, a roundabout at Parkdale may also work. Also, there is a
need to restore turns on the road that connects with the Bayswater roundabout and
the water works, although a plan will be needed to mitigate traffic in Hintonburg.

This plan will create a traffic nightmare for those of us who live between it and the
Queensway. A rethink is needed. The park improvements are fine except the
people-first visitor experience element where heritage or natural conservation
should be the priority.

5
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We lived in Westboro for a decade and used the riverfront for everything from
family activities like swimming, tobaggoning to cycle commuting 7months a year.
My professional experience in development allows me to see between the lines of
the draft plan and gain some insight into what the planners (and NCC) are trying to
do. The greatest risk of this project seems to be the risk of harm done through
overdevelopment. Most of it can, and should, be left alone.

Not much that needs to be done here. Again, first do no harm.3

Do not spoil that natural attractiveness of the area with to many event spaces or
hardscaping. Consider semi- permeable paving for parking and rain gardens for
runoff.

2

I am concerned about the lack of proposed safety measures to protect users from
waterfront hazards (e.g., drowning and falling through ice on the Ottawa river). I am
concerned about the proposed multi-purpose use of the pathways. Commuter bikes
and pedestrians should have separate pathways. Dogs friendly needs (e.g., areas and
paths to walk doges must be be included Linkages between Indigenous history and
their usage of the area is missing.

I am concerned about the lack of proposed safety measures to protect users from
waterfront hazards (e.g., drowning and falling through ice on the Ottawa river). I
am concerned about the proposed multi-purpose use of the pathways. Commuter
bikes and pedestrians should have separate pathways. Dogs friendly needs (e.g.,
areas and paths to walk doges must be be included Linkages between Indigenous
history and their usage of the area is missing.

3

Not sure about the feasibility but it would be nice if it was possible to create more
swimming opportunities along the riverfront
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Waterfront experiences should be on or near the water (not on the other side of
the parkway and then 200 meters further) - that's not an experience.

I am impressed with the approach. Good luck!1
1

It seems like a great place to walk around in the shallow water. Make it safe and offer
more activities that get people in the river and experiencing it in a unique way.

The Ottawa River and our city has a deep history in the lumber industry. Find ways
to celebrate this and reflect on how the river was used in times past.2

3

1

Plan for congestion in tourist season with peak commuter weekday traffick in both
directions for Ottawa and Gatineau commuters. Thank YOU!2

Hope a lot more thought is given to this plan so it does not ruin what is there now
to enjoy. There is enough for the masses to enjoy along this long waterfront
without encroaching on and expanding the mud lake area to become a public
fairground.
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Impact des nouvelles tours de logement sur I'environnement ( pollution reliee au
transport automobile accru etant donne que les promoteurs immobiliers continuent a
promouvoir la construction de parkings souterrains dans leurs edifices en depit de la
proximite du train leger qui devrait etre un incitatif a ('utilisation de transport actif non
polluant)

Felicitation a I'equipe de planification qui nous a propose un plan bien articule
integrant les commentaires du public.2

Because so many seniors live nearby it is important to plan for wheel_chair access

Attempts to reduce Parkway lanes West of Parkdale is unacceptable.

It might fit with the overall well intentioned but pretentious Plan objectives,but
would

be a disaster for traffic flow,even after the LRT is established.

This impacts thousands of people from many areas; local, east and west.
Do NOT spend a single penny or second considering the reconfiguration or removal

who use the Parkway.
5

of the Parkdale on/off ramps. These are essential to local and regional traffic flow.
I request you acknowledge receipt of this comment and not ignore it

as not fitting in with the Plan objectives.

Thank you
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Recognize the difference between recreational/tourist cycling and commuter
cycling, as this area is used for both

3

These are long term concept master plans, will surely chang further as time goes
I will like to se in details.

on.
2

It is hard to comment on an area that is still in the design phase that it is connecting to.3

Recreational character should include playing fields, public parkland -- the
development of LeBreton Flats threatens the public wide green space. Also, the height
restrictions and keeping buildings back from the water must be enforced so that views
of the downtown hill are still visible. The development of LeBreton Flats does not take
advantage of the green park space available.

4
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More or less what we have come to expect from the NCC - completely out of touch.
Get out of your echo chamber once in a while. Ease traffic congestion. More lanes
on the parkway, and more lanes on Richmond.

Clearly, the more that the natural beauty can be retained is the best option. This is
also the recommendation for flood prevention. Already, too many flags, concrete
etc. Jacques Cartier Park seems to be disappearing...please keep the parkway green
and natural! Thank you

Need to explore connectivity with Zibi and Lebreton4

I hope that this plan will be followed but am sceptical about whether it will be
achieved without further changes.

Rename parkway to 'Western Parkway 1.

ensure that the private development of lebreton flats does not encroach upon the
natural beauty of the shoreline.

3

Je n'ai malheureusement pas le temps de lire les propositions,mais il m'apparait que la
region sera encore plus bruyante qu'elle ne Test deja. Par ailleurs, on m'a toujours dit
que du beton pres de I'eau etait une tres mauvaise idee pour I'ecosysteme. La photo
de I'exemple de Vancouver me donne a penser que Ton utilisera du beton.

Penser svp au silence qui est le bien invisible le plus sou-estime. Nous en avons
besoin pour notre equilibre mental. Merci.

4
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Efforts should be made to make both nodes as attractive as possible to walkers and
visitors who want to use the area in more passive ways.

It is noted that this sector of the SJAM parkway has the best views of the Gatineau Hills
and the Parliament Buildings, but it should be easier to reach the riverfront and find
areas to rest and enjoy the setting. The zone does not need a lot of interactive razzle
dazzle.

2

1

I like the idea of pavilion space at Parkdale intersection, but parking could be an issue
issue even if arrival by car is to be discouraged. Also over-water cantilever will have to
be carefully designed to not be overly intrusive,but could be opportunity for a design
statement

2
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Make sure to provision possibilities for food trucks or other types of vendors in
SOME of these areas to futher enhance tourist appeal

2

3

Do something with the disused bridge? Highway is noisy and pollutes with traffic stuck
there at every rush hour, or car drivers going at 80-100km. Stop saying parkway - IT IS
A HIGHWAY - A WALL OF SPEEDING POLLUTING BULLET CARS CUTTING US OFF FROM
THE OTTAWA RIVER. HIGHWAY,HIGHWAY, HIGHWAY.

Not a parkway, never a parkway. The capital of Canada in 2018 has a 4 lane
highway cutting its citizens who still use their legs from the grand Ottawa river.
Have a second look on your car culture language, on your cult of the car, you're like
a developing country, all about cars, with some grass around it.

4
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Please ensure our First Nations Peoples are found throughout these plans and not
just a 'nod' to check the box of inclusion. Make it meaningful.3

The bike paths are quite dark once the sung goes down. A few low-powered solar
lights might offer a bit more security.2

Save the money from this project until there is added vibrance to this plan.5

2

I hope l;m alive to enjoy it! DO IT NOW!
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I wish I trusted the city or the NCC to listen to the citizens of these neighbrhoods.
But I've wasted lots of time on community plans in the past only to have EVERY
SINGLE CONCERN overridden by developers.

Not sure why I'm bothering again. But just in case. Maybe listen to the community
this one time? We live here after all

This thorough consultation process is to be highly commended

Sector D1at Goldenrod Drive would be a perfect spot for a community garden, which
would increase neighbourhood access to parkland and improve food security.

Lebreton Flats is in danger of remaining a collection of traffic sewers that make it
difficult to get to and enjoy the riverside

Great plan ... glad to see it!2

1
2

thank you for providing details of the project
2

The NCC has clearly forgot its mandate to protect the Nations Capital for ALL
Canadians - Jim Watson demanding a spot on the board allowed him to infect the
NCC with short term municipal planning - When you fly in Toronto Island look at
the disaster they call a waterfront. Shame on you.
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I don't feel I can comment on the Tunney's Pasture section without knowing more
about the long term redevelopment plan for the Tunney's Pasture lands. I expect its
redevelopment will negatively impact the traffic in the area.

4

Make sure the parking lots have safe access to the recreational areas at the water
front.
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2

Thank you for the opportunity. Full steam ahead!

Sincerely

too many car lanes.4

2
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2

You wasted my time! I prepared a detailed response, but 500 character response
boxes are inadequate.

3
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This plan seems to heavily heavily impact the use of the SJAM parkway as a
commuter route. I love all of the increased uses planed along the pathway, and the
boardwalks. This seems like a fantastic way to truly revitalize the pathway and
make it a more casual park experience, rather than the bicycle expressway it
sometimes appears to be.

I am worried about the amount of extra congestion removing the parkdale ramp would
cause. However i love the use of the extra space.1

I don't see any parking.3

I strongly recommend to make use of Prince of Wales bridge. It is such a waste of
resource right now. It has potential to become a major attraction of the city. As a resident, I do want to maintain quiet street in the residential area.1

2

I am now reading the plan PDF and see that there are a few mentions of working with
the Indigenous community. Not sure why this hasn't been covered at all in the actual
survey. It will be interesting to see what happens with the PoW Bridge. We may need a
new Mayor to move forward with that file.

Thanks for this opportunity. It is a huge one for the NCC to be bold and ambitious in
how it tells Ottawa' s story. Please do it right.

2
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I remember as a child when the Westboro beach first opened and how fun it was to
go for an outing there. And I think I'm as excited about your new vision and plans
for the Parkway as I was back when I was a kid :)

Very exciting! I like that winter is mentioned in a few places. It's such a big part of
our year in this capital, and perhaps more people would embrace winter if plans
like this always included planning for winter activities.

We make frequent use of the bike paths along the Ottawa River to Island Park Drive
and beyond. We look forward to this continuing.
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Please re-issue the proposal in a readable length that is no longer than 10 pages.

Our society will change significantly over the next 30 years with the decrease use of
private transportation being but one aspect.

Also, the problem of having storm sewage dumping into the Ottawa River just
above a public beach should be addressed.

Would like to see a unique feature at Nepean Bay like a swimming pool similar to
Kitsilano pool in Vancouver.3
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Supportive of efforts - thank you!

Recovery from climate change events should be central, river flooding is
unavoidable, planning for eco-innovation throughout the park makes the nation's
capital an innovator launching site . Keep the 'logging' history with 'Loo-log' toilets.
Examples in gatineau park for outhouse eco-toilets). Vegetable garden spaces (with
water supply pumped from the river) to garden-educate and animate the river.

I am not too hopeful that developers' interests will accommodate the grand plan. I am
concerned that this section will service the interests of the people living and working in
the neighbourhood rather than the general public of Ottawa and visitors.

2

I strongly suggest the name of this park be changed. Even tho the Parkway may
retain the SJAM name,the park should have a name that reflects the Indigenous
history of this area.

2
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The Plan seems to enable and encourage public access, which I think is
commendable. However by increasing access, the ecology will generally suffer - as
has been found in the front country of some National Parks. Highlighting, and
including 'activity sites' will distract visitors from the natural environment. Since
there is no definition of what is acceptable and what is not - we can only assume
the worse (litter, off-path pedestrian foot traffic, etc.) which will end up 'urbanizing'
the Park.

Opening Churchill Avenue to the Parkway or riverfront will just give the huge
numbers Quebec drivers another way to try to beat the already impossible traffic.
Signage will not deter them from making illegal turns. Turning Churchill is any sort
of thoroughfare to the Parkway is a very bad idea for several reasons including the
fact that the north end of Churchill is vulnerable to flooding and an overpass there
would be unsightly. Leave it alone.

This proposal seems okay.2

2

1

les commentaires de la premieres pages se referent aux grandes lignes; il me
semble qu'il faut dire que I'accent est mis sur le transport durable train marche et
velo. Si les berges sont renaturalisees et qu'il y a moins de gazon le nombre de
bernaches devraient diminuer sauf qu'elles se deplacent et creent des problemes
ailleurs. Offrir la bernache au menu des restos ou enduire les oeufs d'huile pour
diminuer le nombres

Parlant d'especes envahissantes les bernaches residentes (cette plaie pour les cyclistes)
y a-t-il des actions de prevues?

1
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2

2

The quiet beauty of this area should remain not too developped by encouraging
animation on the island. please do not cut any trees to add parking,4

I don't think a pavilion is needed at Parkdale. Bathrooms at some point along the route
would be a good thing. Leave the parkway as natural as possible.

3

Given where the park is, an Algonquin name would be much more appropriate.3
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2

The area has become a commuter route first and park second.
3

Add restaurants and patios

Hope you can keep the character of the current beautiful riverfront with limited
development.

While preserving the ecology of the area is great, it is very inaccessible. So, to
complement it, there should be additions that allow people to either learn about the
area or simply relax in its presence (i.e. more of the chairs in the areas next to the
marsh).2

Also, while it is likely beyond the scope of this proposal, I am fully supportive of using
the Prince of Wales Bridge to extend light rail into Quebec.
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Safe division between footpaths and bicycle paths so as to feel safe when walking

3
3

1
none, give me that park! now!!!

Please keep our parkway as greenspace. This driveway was created by a previous
mayor (Don Reid?) with visions of protecting the natural resources & being able to
access the gorgeous views. The main issue many of us have is to reduce the speed
(perhaps using roadbumps?) and not to develop structures or entertainment events
which will put a strain on parking & wildlife. There are already many high
structures that are encroaching on this natural parkspace.

There are possibilities for park facilities, especially around island which connects to the
mainland.3

1

Please keep the parkway natural. Bigger and with more things isn't always better.
Simply as is already is nice.

We support the recognition that the project represents a transition from the urban
core to the more natural setting of Mud Lake, however, it is important to acknowledge
that natural systems and appreciation of wildlife should be a common theme for the
entire Park. For this reason, an ecological inventory with respect to the project, using
local knowledge, should be undertaken.

The project represents an important opportunity to return a parkway to a park and
reconnect people to the Ottawa River. The road itself should meander so that
people are not inclined to speed and speed limits need to be strictly enforced. In so
doing, it will provide a scenic drive and an urban oasis.

2
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I applaud the momentum towards improved pedestrian and cycling access, better
animation, storytelling and wayfinding. Once complete this will be a jewel of the
National Capital and lead to more Canadians visiting, exploring and celebrating this
heritage river that is such an important part of our shared history. Thank you!

What is the timeframe for these improvements?

2 As per previous comments.

Very good idea to reconfigure the intersection with Parkdale.1
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I am assuming when there is talk of the speed limit, it is for cars, and if so, I am
uncertain why it is necessary to lower the speed limit on the parkway. If there are
new crossings for pedestrians and cyclists, that should already make the use of the
land along this stretch safer. People should not be crossing the parkway where
there is not provision to do so, and it is impossible to provide safety for all possible
illegal crossings.

2

2

2

This is an excellent project! It would be great to know more about the timeframes.
The plan mentions that that Phase 2 will be built first along with the new LRT
expansion,but there aren't a lot of other details. Also, will cycling and skiing
throughout the park be part of this plan? Thank you!

please keep any developments consistent with the natural beauty
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make sure the winter trail can continue but consider that it would be great to have
cleared, walkable paths through the winter. Consider the traffic impact. It's great to
have a park I can use sometimes, but I have to commute to Tunneys Pasture every
day (and consider the expansion plans for Tunney's). I won't have a lot of time to
enjoy a park if I am spending my mornings and evenings stuck in traffic. We don't
have a lot of thoroughfares in this city and this is a major route, like it or not.

3

It is important, in my view, to approach the strategy with a view to improving
access with transit and current and future employment hubs. The clearest example
of this is providing easy, direct access from tunney's pasture and especially the
tunney's pasture transit station. This would not only greatly existing access,but
would also enhance the attractiveness of tunney's pasture as a future employment
hub.

2

I hope the bridge to Gatineau can be completed. This would be an excellent addition to
the city.

1

Realistically speaking - what about the noise that kills the " park" in the Parkway?

I noted you made an important distinction between commuter and recreational
cycling use of the bike pathway. While I'm not sure how to reconcile those
interests, acknowledging them is a good start. Overall comment: the river is
intrinsically attractive to all cultures. Build on that attractiveness but be gentle with
the river and its riparian and adjacent habitats.

Agree there are some fabulous views or river and beyond including a classic
perspective on Parliament Hill that need to be maintained and perhaps augmented.
Transition strategy makes sense. Let's access the Prince of Wales bridge;'what a
wasted resource

2
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Already enough enhancement.5

2

Has there been any thought given to turning the ENTIRE parkway into a park (the
way they are transforming freeways in Korea, or like the High Line in New York
City)? By doing this, the whole plan could be less about trying to get people (on
foot, on bikes, in wheelchairs, etc.) AROUND the car-centric parkway and would
provide a huge swath of uninterrupted park space for the city. That park space, in
turn, could be well-animated: with restaurants, etc.,making it truly a place to be.
Thank you.

The concept snapshot is quite vague. Has there been consideration of re-opening the
Prince of Wales bridge to pedestrian and cycling traffic?

3

I am glad for the public consult, and opportunity to see whats in the works :-)2

The revitalization of the Prince of Wales Bridge should be part of this plan. It could be a
pedestrian bridge. Or the Trillium Line could be extended across the river; the only
obstacles to this idea are financial and political (it can be done!). Either plan would
have widespread support. Right now, the bridge is a wasted asset.

4
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SJAM is the best idea for winter on the Ottawa side!

Thank you!

more funding for cross country ski trail maintenance year round please! ! ! ! !

Winter trails along the parkway are fantastic. Thanks2

We are very fortunate to have such beautiful park space - glad to see we are
protecting it.

Keep on the amazing work. This keeps getting better! Thank you.2

Seriously, bring Dave Adam's from the SJAM winter trail on board, the guys lives 84
breathes the whole area & is in direct touch with the users.

What groomer Dave says3

Cafe space would be wonderful. I have a concern about 'reconfiguring or removing the
Parkdale Avenue on ramp and converting the shoreline lands to public park space'. I
would prefer that the on ramp be reconfigured rather than removed. I don't
understand how residents in the area will gain car access to the neighbourhood
without the ramp. That said, bicycle and pedestrian access to the riverfront is terrible
at the moment and fixing this is a priority.

3
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Fix the paths, clean up the brush and undergrowth so it is a park, cut the grass to
prevent ticks and stop interpreting things. I am not stupid, keep fast fppd outlets to
a minimum

The Prince of Wales bridge should be made accessible for pedestrian and cyclist use.5

To ensure safety of cyclist on Champlain bridge by separate them from traffic in
both directions.

Issues - drivers don't respect speed limmit, ofther are distracted texting of
aswereing phones. In addition in sunrize and sunset drivers have limited visibility
and is quite likely to hit a cyclist. Segregate lines will attract more cyclers uncluding
families and parents with kids. Currently the bridge is not safe enough for cycling.

Would love to see walking/cycling on the Prince of Wales Bridge such as in Fredrickton.2

1

4
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Currently the roadway makes a 'bow' away from these properties between
Westminster and Cleary, a feature which was no doubt intentional when the
parkway was originally built, in order to reduce noise etc for these residents. I
believe this 'bow' should be preserved, or that at the very least, the proposed
relocation of the parkway towards the south in this area should be reduced (for my
complex, the roadway will be getting almost 50m closer, resulting in serious loss of
enjoyment of our property

The waterfront trail as a connected path system is a major asset of the city.
The section of the trail near Nepean Bay ( east of the bridge to the museum ) is very
poorly protected from wind. More trees in this area would be greatly beneficial if
possible

While keeping environmental preservation in mind, keeping the parkway open as a
green highway (effective, healthy multiuse path for commuting around Ottawa)
should be a high priority since it can reduce car traffic and becomes very valuable to
everyone who uses it to get from a to b without a car!

1

Converting the prince of wales bridge to cycling/walking would seem like a missed
opportunity for rapid transit linkage to Gatineau. Nonetheless, maybe cycling/walking
paths could be cantilevered out the side?

3

More trees please. Benefits include stabilized shorelines in times of rising water
levels, eg due to climate change. Shade, aesthetics, bird habitat, carbon
sequestration, reconciliation (the Valley was entirely forested prior to conflict). And
yes, as a retiree I am able, willing and available to help plant trees too.

4 More trees
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Love the decreased emphasis on cars and increased emphasis on people. Better
linkages between the humans living near the park and the park would be excellent!
Slidell area needs to be acknowledged as a major access point for people-it is already
used as such even if it is not official.

Looking forward to enjoying this space!!!1

Generally I think the draft plan does a good job.

A couple of general points: First, any impetus to change the name of the park must
be resisted. Sir John A. Macdonald was a key father of confederation, first prime
minister, and was critical in establishing Canada. While he had certain views which
are not acceptable today, his was a contribution without which Canada would not
exist today.

1

I see you are talking about segregating bikers from recreational use. This is a great
idea. This is a main bike commuting highway during peak hours and 20km/hr is not
realistic. We should have seperate dedicated commuting bike lates for people that
are going fast from a to b.
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If there are unique ecological and water habitats, should the protection measures to be
taken with them not receive at least some mention in your propaganda?

3

This is outside your project area,but the dam at Chaudiere should be phased out.

Not supportive of at-grade crossing. Go over or under (preferably under, like at
Westboro Beach, Nepean Bay).

Leave Rochester Field open to the community. Do not overdevelop Richmond Rd
frontage.

3

Otherwise, good concepts. If implemented,many aspects of the proposal will go a
long way to see improved access of the shoreline and greenspace.

A plan that is less contrived and less manicured, and more natural and
representative of where we came from and what we want a healthy natural
environment to look like - with aquatic life, indigenous plants, Indigenous peoples
connection to and history with the land. Places to picnic! Less concrete, and a lot
more treees

We need a lot more trees and as little asphalt as possible. More natural paths and
indigenous vegetation. Perhaps even 'learning corners' where dirty rainwater is
cleansed naturally, or an upclose look at an ecosystem. Or a shoreline that looks the
way it did 150 yrs ago, 250 yrs, 400 yrs.

3
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A key feature missing from the plan is the light rail location. It would be helpful to
have the train tracks and stations appear on all the maps.

It is positive to see the plans to engage local Indigenous communities to inform the
cultural and historic aspects. The circular diagram might be seen to be a non-
Indigenous appropriation of Medicine Wheel-like quadrants, which may not be
culturally respectful (need to ask).

I'm concerned about 'diplomat' plans (the existing monument is an eyesore.

The presentation has lots in it- bravo.
Please continue public outreach (emails, etc.) on the Management of the area plans.2

The presentation could however be a bit more user-friendly- maybe a Table of
contents and Index with pages references to faster cruise the document.

Disappointed in this survey. Very difficult to scope in on specifics.

I didnt comment on Mud Lake, but I like the ideas you have to improve the walking
paths there. It is a lovely area, which we would definitely want to keep, and only
improve for bird watchers and walkers.

i like the idea of more for cyclists in this area, and making a good divided bike lane
along parkdale would be great to access the neighbourhood.

2

1. Don't waste money on fancy structures at Parkdale and instead use that money for
snow clearing, allowing pedestrians to safely walk to the SJAM Winter Trail from
parkdale.

Overall a good plan. Please ensure sustainability of SJAM Winter Trail. As a
volunteer organization, they cannot carry on forever. Please provide financial
assistance.

2. Refurbish burnt-out stone building at Onigam street and make it part of the SJAM
Winter Trail network. Move MUP down along the river for better views.

3

3. Allow safe passage of SJAM Winter Trail at Vimy avenue and plant conifer trees for
wind blocks. Keep it natural and not too much concrete.
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Overall, I think it is a good plan. However, Bate Island is a well known spot for
kayakers and river surfers because it has quality waves during the spring. Any work
to protect the shoreline should be done in such a way as to ensure that it will not
adversely affect the quality of existing waves.

The Prince of Wales rail bridge needs to be made permanently inaccessible to people
walking and cycling over it.3

2

Please maintain existing and longstanding connections open to the Ottawa River for
future generations.

I look forward to hearing from NCC again about updates on the Woodrooffe to
Westboro Beach. My contact info, is

Thank you,

There is no way that the neighbourhood needs less river view and more tall
buildings! This is a very special spot in our city that many people enjoy, including
myself,my children, my parents, and my friends. Keep the green space and the
wide view of the river. Please don't pave and build over so much of this green
space. It has the potential to be so much more!
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Thanks for giving us a forum to express our concerns. Please keep Mud Lake safe.
Do not upset the area.

I've always thought a small bridge from limeaux island to the bike path on the Quebec
side would be nice .. and I don't mean Prince of Wales bridge. Prince of Wales bridge
should be a rail link for public transit in my opinion.

2

Consultation is key and acts as part of the educational process as well

2

Thank you for such a wonderful plan. I support fully implementing this plan;it will
lead to a significant improvement in the environmental footprint of human
activities as well as providing further cultural and recreational opportunities.

1
I live very close to the Western end of the Parkway and currently use it for daily
commuting. I support the suggested decrease in the number of lanes on the
Parkway, as traffic is generally light except at intersections. This will encourage the
switch to LRT.

1
2

Overall, a much bigger and nicer park could be created by reducing the parkway to
2 lanes. In addition to providing much more room for a wide variety of vocations
more suitable for parks than driving, reducing the number of lanes would help to
encourage healthier and more sustainable forms of transportation.

I would re-iterate my earlier comments regarding the desirability of substantially
reducing the amount of total space provided for car driving. More park - less highway!

3

Please just get this done and no more consultation or debate. We are so far behind
other capital cities, it's time.A-2021-00072-01116
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As part of the recreational character, I would hope the park retains tranquil areas,
which many of us who use this area currently enjoy.

As I've mentioned in the survey, don't forget about riverfront users who currently
enjoy its lovely tranquility! Keep peaceful areas separate from active areas!

3

I am very much in favour of eliminating1lane of the Parkway; this should not be a
major route for commuting to the downtown district.

You are going to ruin Nepean Bay. It is a peaceful oasis of peace for downtown
residents because it is a natural shoreline. Why would you transform it into some built,
cement filled waterfront just because it is a so-called transition area with the
downtown core? People will need a break from the desolate paved-over lebreton flats.
Do not try to turn the beautiful waterfront into that awful cement wall of a Vancouver
waterfront. Add more seating but don't pave paradise to build a parking lot.

Not everything has to be turned into a festival or event space. Not everything has to
be cemented over. People already come to the shoreline even if it doesn't have
amphitheatre cement seats. Plants are always better than built structures. Don't
underestimate the peaceful, therapeutic effect of feeling like one is escaping the
city and entering into an oasis of nature. Just because one is close to the downtown
core doesn't mean it must be paved over.

5

The ideas at Parkdale were fantastic, especially the segregated pathways (a few exist
but are poorly maintained). On the other hand, the pictures in the report of
Vancouver's waterfront were horrifying. A steep embankment with a strip of sidewalk
is supposed to achieve the objectives? I can only hope not.

4

2

Key question is 4 lanes versus two. I vote for two lanes!

A-2021-00072-01117
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What's currently wrong with the park? 1) the public safety issue of inadequate
overhead lighting on both the roadways and pathways; 2) the public health issue
caused by inadequate grass-cutting which provides habitat for deer ticks which
carry Lyme disease (Ottawa has been identified as a Lyme disease 'hot spot'); 3) the
rush hour traffic jams caused by the 'flat' design of the island Park & Woodroffe
interchanges instead of the cloverieaf design used at the Carling and Parkdale
interchanges.

Because of the construction being done on Lebreton flats, pedestrian/cycling links
between the adjacent neighbourhoods and the river have been lost. These should be
reinstated, especially at the north end of Preston. I do not feel this sector will benefit
from animated spaces. There is already the War Museum to the east and Remic Rapids
to the west for this purpose. Also, making the Prince of Wales bridge a functional
connection for pedestrians and cyclists would be monumentous. Make it happen!

I am so pleased the NCC wants to increase usable park land along the SJAM. Please,
less cars more nature.1

- Really like the Parkdale pavilion concept Overall - plan is quite good.2

Contract and pay Dave for doing your work for you. He has created the impetus and
needs to be justly rewarded.

All of these great plans leave only a bad taste in our mouths if you continue to
refuse to pay him for ALL of the work he does - which the NCC has never done to
make this land accessible and usable during the winter.

You really should be ashamed of your refusal to do the right thing.

I find the survey to be extremely complex the long PDFs downloads (to get to the
details) make completing this survey painful. In essence, I don't have specific
opinions to amenities the CCN wants to bring to the parkway, howver I would
strongly object any impedence to the traffic flow. The parkway is an important
commuter link between the west and downtown. Any changes that would alter its
usefulness would have long and lasting impacts on a large segment of the Ottawa
population.

Keep the space natural. Do not create park facilities and spaces for 'animation
opportunities'.

4

An urban beach, in and around lemieux island would be nice.2
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1

Overall, a good vision but given the importance of this link as a core part of the
city's recreational infrastructure, the focus on physical fitness does not seem to be
there. The initiative taken these past winters demonstrate the absolute desire of
people to have access to more winter opportunities and this should be a key
element of the strategy - not an after thought. Give thought to winter activities
such as changing or warm-up huts, ski racks in the winter, etc!

While a number of the suggestions are good, the connectivity to that arm of the
pathway is difficult at best. These paths need to be more easily accessible, particularly
close to the war museum. It also seems like there is a bit of a missed opportunity to
allow better access and viewing sites for the Chaudiere falls.

2

It's not very inspiring.

1

2
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I commented about some of the changes I didn't approve of but one that would be
a good change that was mentioned, are more bathrooms that can be used all year
round, this would be an improvement.

4

1

2

I have been a resident and taxpayer in Ottawa for about 55 years....living a block
from the current SJAM pathway.

I am satisfied with the plans. These improvements will be welcomed by residents
and visitors to Ottawa.

Don't name it after that bastard John A. call it Kitchissippi, or Ottawa River

1
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2

The pathway is so busy that it's time to twin the path wherever possible (almost
everywhere) to allow cycling and pedestrian users to be separate. The quality of
the path depends on reducing exposure to drivers (noise, light) and good
connections and way-finding to the neighbourhood.

This section of path suffers acutely from headlight glare, road noise and lack of priority
at crossings. The winter ski trail suffers here from splashing from the road. Natural
barriers and twinning the path to separate pedestrian and cycling users would be good.

3

1

Bike lanes and pedestrian

friendly. Don't let the CAR lovers forget (oopsies) the pedestrian and bike paths yet
again. Always an after-thought, always unfunded.3

Enough already. We are onto you. It's BS.

More landscaping to separate / isolate road & transit from the pathways &
shoreline to minimize noise, particulate pollution, vehicle lights at night. This park
should be designed for pedestrians and cyclists not for drive-by vehicle views.

Will there be a safety audit for night time users?
2

There need to be places for boaters, etc to dock to accommodate water craft users.

There need to be more places for contemplation & refreshment - seating, picnic
areas, food & drink.

A-2021-00072-01121
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Please ensure that any flood damage gets dealt with swiftly.

As an avid kayaker, I assess and manage personal risk every time I get on the water.
Last year's closure of bate island due to 'flood damage concerns' was a poor
decision and angered many people in the outdoor community. If there were really
concerns for flood damage the bridge itself would be more of an issue than the
island itself. Those who use Bate island manage their own risk every time.

Parkdale is a parking lot at rush hour, so it would be nice to make it a one-way street.
Holland could be a one-way going in the opposite direction. It would make the
connection with the Parkway simpler, and it will address congestion issues going from
the highway to Quebec (I assume that's what the commuters are doing since most
have Quebec plates). I love the rest of the plan.

1

For the pavilion at Westboro Beach, I think it would be better to have one of the
small proposed building to replace the structure that is there at present. I am not
keen on offices at this location but the building should focus on sports and
recreation or perhaps a small museum to celebrate our history. The eating area
should be small and very informal. Washrooms need to be open all year round with
storage space for boats and other equipment for our lifeguards.

A-2021-00072-01122
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I support this wholeheartedly. The more we are connected to our naturalized
spaces and to each other, the better our quality of life.

Y a t-il des endroits securitaires pour se baigner?

Don't screw it up. The area is already a jewel and works very well for pedestrians,
cyclists, drivers and park users. It really doesn't need money poured into it to
'improve' it when you run a huge risk of making it worse, and destroying something
that is already wonderful.

The intersection works well currently, and the plans here are underwhelming, too
uninteresting (what is 'animation', anyway?) to make it worth screwing up the
intersection and the bike path here.

4

1

More focus on local food;most parks, you cannot harvest from, but it would be
nice if the NCC planted trees, shrubs and perennials (some areas even non-native
would be acceptable), with education, Eg. sumac for making zesty drinks. Local
wildcraft experts could help. We need for proper x-country facilities such as a
change area/washrooms/waxing area and even a sauna. Cyclists should have a high-
speed trail to themselves. Food should be climate-low so vegan and local if possible
with no-plastic.
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Prince of Wales Bridge should become part of an important part of the park2

The 'park' need be named for its original peoples, the first nations. No Johnny-come
lately naming. It should be restored to their experiences over their 7000 year
habitation. No commercial built-environments, only trails and comfort facilities. A
refuge from urbanity, instead of an extension. All existing built-environment
removed, nature restored.

No commercial built environments, only trails and comfort facilities. A refuge from
urbanity. All existing built environment removed, nature restored.4

It sounds like a great plan. I hope, however, that by making the river front areas
more accessible to people, they won't be ruined or destroyed by thoughtless,
uncaring, individuals. Also there may be a lot of hype and interest in the project
initially, but overtime, the thrill wears off and the public places become seedy and
unappealing. That would be unfortunate for what is now a beautiful landscape.

I am dissatisfied with naming the park after John A. Macdonald, who was very racist
even by 19th century standards and starved the indigenous peoples of the southern
plains, referred to Canada as 'Aryan', and supported legalized racism because
"Chinese' and 'Aryans' were separate species'. Please re-consider the name of the
park. Name it after someone who hasn't committed a genocide.

Naming unceded Algonquin land after a genocidal leader is completely tone deaf to
any Reconciliation, the TRC Report and UNDRIP.

I think this park is a great idea.1
A-2021-00072-01124
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Appreciate the good planning. Wish this had been involving residents & visitors to
NCC a long time ago. Invite people to help, give feedback, to learn & teach & invite
people to help plant provided tree saplings, sand, gravel, native species, installing
huts for washrooms,viewpoints, bird houses, etc. working under supervised crews
to encourage community spirit, collaboration & enjoyment of anyone interested.

There are hardly any sanctuaries for wildlife in the urban areas anymore. Mud Lake
used to be a place like that, but since 2013 the number of people coming to this
place is overwhelming. Mud Lake needs to be kept protected, and by-laws like no
dogs or bikes allowed should be enforced. The amount of garbage has increased
and this is not good for the sensitive wildlife. Please reconsider and keep this place
peaceul, tranquil and protected!

I also support the comments submitted by the group that maintains the SJAM
winter trail. Much of this proposal is good. But do not restrict vehicle use of the
SJAM Parkway in a way that reduces traffic flow to/from the Champlain or Portage
Bridges. Neighbourhoods abutting Island Park Drive are already gridlocked at rush
hour - don't make it any worse for us. 3rd lane on the Champlain Bridge
encouraged more commuting from Alymer; the NCC has to accommodate that
traffic on SJAM parkway.

Need to retain Parkdale access to the SJAM Parkway to avoid routing more traffic onto
Island Park Drive and neighbouring streets, and to allow access to the eastbound SJAM
Parkway during afternoon rush hour, when Island Park Drive is in gridlock with line ups
for the Champlain Bridge. See other comments about not over developing event and
access spaces to keep the riverfront natural, value of a safe cycle commuting corridor
and NCC obligation to maintain access to 3rd lane on Champlain Bridge.

4

2

Pet walking guidelines. Gazebos with picnic tables. Tree identification signage.

thank for these beautiful nature sites for so many to enjoy1
A-2021-00072-01125
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Again change the name. He was a hateful racist and drunk. Take a page from
Halifax who got rid of Corwallis. Thank you

2
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-Maximizing space utilization between river and parkway (parkings nearer road and
greater naturalization and re-forestation).

-More access points to neighbourhoods and clearer signage.

-eg. Quebec City for their 400th anniversary http://www.capitaie.gouv.qc.ca/parcs-
et-places-publiques/parcs/promenade-samuel-de-champlain (it was/is a continuing
success).

2

-Conservation and Education.

-Multi-use pathways with emphasis on year-round use and connections to other
paths/parks and the canal!

In general, more trees, more natural vegetation areas... and please, don't cut the
grass so extensively along the SJAMRP. A narrower margin along the paved
roadway would suffice. Let the grass grow! It is far better for biodiversity: insects,
butterflies, birds, all wildlife, and as a deterrent (if you want one) to Canada geese.

Please remove all cars from the Ottawa River Parkway. Having a high speed road along
the river is a waste of such valuable space

Please remove all cars from the Ottawa River Parkway. Having a high speed road
along the river is a waste of such valuable space

2

DONT TOUCH DRIVING LANES ON SJA PRKWY

Where are the grassroots Algonquins in this decision making. A few Algonquins
working within and for the NCC do not represent the Algonquins. They appear to be
in it for their own glory. This must stop now. Speak to the people not just the select
few. This is a dirty plan and comes to soil any dialogue around so called
reconciliation.

4

Not your land to develop. John A committed genocide.5
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Proposal should include the removal of the SJAM Parkway for cars. It's a shame to have
a 4 lane highway next to this beautiful greenspace.

Proposal should include the removal of the SJAM Parkway for cars. It's a shame to
have a 4 lane highway next to this beautiful greenspace.4

and now we're also going to have a Prince of Wales bridge... I suppose that is to
honour the 'Crown' who stole the land in the first place. I can't believe it.

I'm sorry, though I am Algonquin I won't visit. I can't believe what myopia and
ignorance you are operating within. This is HORRIBLE.5

Love the idea of reconfiguring the giant vehicle loop at parkdale. Definitely a waste of
prime space currently.

Thanks for the opportunity to comment (from a resident of Hintonburg and regular
park user).1

No new at-grade crossings should be added (cross above/below grade). It's ridiculous
to ignore the pending detailed plans for the Lebreton Flats redevelopment in planning
the Parkway changes now.

This plan spends a lot of money for a.) little added value and b.) zero regard for the
lost business in the downtown core from west-enders due to your goal of making
the Parkway unusable to cars.

5

You want to give a racist white guy's name to an area that has great spiritual
significance to indigenous peoples. Is this your best effort at reconciliation??

Indigenous are ignored4
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Perhaps I missed it, but it would be helpful to have before and after pictures or
drawings to better understand how significant these changes will be. In the end,
Ottawa is still stuck with a major road largely hugging the Ottawa River shoreline, a
mistake that seems unchanged.

2

3

4

I hope you have consulted First Nations about their interests, wishes, needs, for this
area and incorporated the results into this plan.2

5
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2

1

The plan is good for people but not for families that have more then two legged
kids, there has to be a place in the vast space that people and pets can interact
safely.

Many, many great ideas. Great to provide docks for small crafts, and signage at
Mud Lake-it's is easy to get a bit lost there. I am not sure about boardwalk due to
concern about habitat. More info, needed on this. I would like to emphasize need
for water fountains that include possibility to fill bottles. Current building at
Westboro Beach is pretty awful looking, and menu limited. It could be much better
used -- not just for (loud) bands. Separate bike and pedestrian paths as much as
possible

The plan to include local indigenous groups in the planning of the park is very
important in my opinion. Ottawa in general is lacking in recognition of the first
people to inhabit this area and this project is an opportunity to improve on that
with both historical recognition and celebration of current culture. Check out Signs
of Lekwungen in Victoria BC waterfront walking trails.

Protect as much of the natural areas as possible.

Are you kidding me...Macdonald as a name for a park on unceded Indigenous land?
This is not reconciliation.

2

I do not think it is appropriate to name this park after Sir John A MacDonald given
that he committed genocide against Indigenous peoples.

A-2021-00072-01130
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The bike path is such a treasure for commuters. Please recognize this as an
important use: path needs to be wide enough, and pedestrians should be
discouraged from standing around and blocking it.

continuous bike path is important. Please recognize that bike path is used for
commuting. Change right of way rule to 'please allow cyclists to pass'.2

Don't name this parkway after a genocidal leader who knowingly subjected
indigenous peoples to starvation to reduce their numbers, considered mixed race
people less than human,and referred to Canada as an 'Aryan nation,' unless you
wish to bring Canada out of harmony with the intent and purpose of UNDRIP.

This site is located on unceded Algonquin territory. Naming it after John A.
Macdonald, an architect of attempted genocide, is outrageous. Please change the
name.

3

It would be far better to name this in consultation with local Indigenous people.
Where is your spirit of reconciliation?

Step One: Move all the parking south of parkway roads.

Step Two: convert the northern (westbound) road into a multi-use pathway for
pedestrian/cyclists.'removing the Parkdale Avenue onramp

and converting the shoreline lands to public park space' = yes. The old design of having
scenic drive or cars driving through nature is a failure. It is bad for with flora/fauna and
recreational users to always have to be surrounded by vehicles. There is no escape!

3
Step Three: Remove the southern (eastbound) road.

Step Four: Redesign the city around truly walk-able communities and stop ruining
the core neighbourhood and riverfront by turning them into highways for people
who want to live in the suburbs or on acreages outside the city.

Plow the cycling paths during the winter.

A-2021-00072-01131
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You claim:
Culture and Heritage
Protect and interpret heritage and archaeological resources; communicate the
cultural heritage and history of the river and parklands; provide information and
opportunities for education;

Yet I see nothing featured regarding Indigenous history,

AND YOU ARE NAMING IT AFTER WHO???? HONOURING A GENOCIDAL
MANIAC??! ! ! ! !

3

This is extremely disrespectful, this is extremely inappropriate.

Absolutely NO.

Choose a different name. Choose it wisely. Choose it NOW.

Especially given the TRC calls, these changes are the perfect time to revisit this
name,and honour someone who was not an advocate for genocide.2

Please consider reducing the planned development of the most sensitive areas
covered in this plan, especially Mud Lake. I regularly use the areas covered in this
plan and do NOT support increasing public accessibility to Mud Lake.

2

I'm extremely disappointed that you didn't consult with the Aboriginal people of
this territory! And naming this place Sir John McDonald is offensive and goes in the
face of the TRC and reconciliation!

Did you consult with the Aboriginal people of this territory?5

4

the name of the parkl is of concern in an era of 'TRuth and Reconciliation'
https://www.ictinc.ca/.../10-quotes-john-a.-macdonald...
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the name of the parkl is of concern in an era of 'TRuth and Reconciliation'
https://www.ictinc.ca/.../10-quotes-john-a.-macdonald...

I know that behind all this are people trying to figure out how they can make some
money. I imagine you must be under relentless pressure from commercial
developers. Commercial development of any kind -- including things seemingly as
minor as boat rental concessions and coffee bars, will lead to decline and
degradation.

Do not name it after Macdonald. There is plenty already named for him, and his
historical legacy is more complex than 'founding father' or 'nation-builder.' His
attitudes and actions towards Indigenous peoples were racist. We cannot move
forward as a nation, particularly if we take Reconciliation seriously, if we continue
to celebrate figures like Macdonald and name places and institutions for them. It's
divisive.

Keep in mind good access for shoreline fishermen.3

Prince of Wales should be a walking bridge (no cars)2

The addition of a public lookout west to Lac Deschenes and east to Parliament Hill for
viewing Parliament hill attractions such as fireworks. This would also take the pressure
off the unauthorized and unsafe use of the inoperative rail bridge at Lemieux Is. for
sightseeing.

Do not degrade the existing 4 lane capability of the parkway during rush hours for
vehicular rush hour transportation.3

*need to articulate how the Parkdale exit redesign will work better;

*the area at Lebreton Flats is not given due diligence/consideration regarding presence
of huge crowds not only during festivals but also after the redevelopment brings in
many residents

*Overall, a great start to the plan.2
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Mud Lake is a treasure in the heart of Ottawa, I hope it remains untouched.

Thank you.

Un acces securitaire pour les cyclistes serait apprecie. C'est beau d'avoir des pistes
cyclabies mais pour s'y rendre, il faut aussi que ce soit securitaire.

Would like to see parking moved away from the river. More emphasis on ecological restoration needed.

The proposal for this area looks hugely manicured and there isn't mention of ecological
restoration/preservation. I think it is very important in this area to do ecological
restoration.

There was no mention of Indigenous history or acknowledgement of land use. I
think it is CRITICAL that indigenous ecologists be consulted in restoration, and that
the design honours indigenous history.

3

1

Very supportive of reconfiguration of the Parkdale on/off ramps away from the River.1

3
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5

Do not have at grade pedestrian crossings. Anywhere along the park. Ensure sufficient
parking, regardless of transit. If you make the park so appealing, families will come,
and they will not use transit for picnics etc on weekends. Yes! to the old rail bridge - let
us use it. Yes to the water commission parkland. Yes to white water kayaking and
canoeing.

2

Well thought out in extreme detail, I like just about all of it. I just wonder how far it
will get given funding limits.
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4

1. Keep the number of vehicle lanes west of Island Park Dr to 4.

2. For pathways consider 'speed bumps' and 'painted pathway - slow down' signage
to deter high 'wheeled traffic' speeds.

2
3. Define motorized vehicles - e-bikes, hybrid e-wheelchairs/scooters reach speeds
well in excess of the posted speeds and are so quiet they are a hazard on the
pathway -deter those who wish to walk peacefully or in families because of conflict.
Wheels should 'match' the speed of 'feet' if not, segregate for safe

2

I have often heard mention of speeding cars on the parkway and it is very true that
some cars drive well over km/hr on that roadway. Enforce the current speed limit!

3
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I do not consider that we need more parking space at Parkdale Avenue. We should be
moving away from motor vehicle access at the Ottawa River. Use the land for
purposes that are more green and that look to the future, not backwards to a car-
dominated National Capital.

4

Change the name5
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Sir John A. Macdonald
Waterfront Linear Park Draft Concept Plan

atior

Lucie:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our colleagues who continue to provide
valuable input on this project.

- workshop with Core Team earlier this year included Planning and Portfolio staff (Mike
Muir, Jean Charbonneau,Mario Fournier)

The Steering Committee (Marc Corriveau,Daniel Feeny, Sandra P., Ann Menard) has
reviewed and supports what is presented to you today.

1
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Le territoire pour le Plan des berges nord de la riviere des Outaouais est situe dans le
coeur
II s'etend sur 6 km de rive
II est a proximite du Parc lineaire SirJAM

2
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Focus on the
waterfront
From LeBreton
Flats in the east to
Mud Lake to the
west

Main issues:
Parkway traffic
Access to river
Natural habitats
Shoreline erosion
Floodplain
Multi-use paths
Fleritage story

The study area begins at the Lebreton Flats to the east and follows the
river for a distance of 9km up to Mud Lake in the west. This waterfront
corridor represents approximately 220 hectares in area.

The predominant land use located along the southern boundary of the
SJAM is residential...adjacent to 6 neighbourhoods

Existing conditions analysis:
Main issues identified during the existing analysis are mainly:
- Heavy traffic on the parkway
- Access to the river for the adjacent communities, security issues
- Valued natural habitats
- Shoreline erosion and enhancement in some areas
- Floodplain in certain areas of the park
- overused multi-use pathway, commuter cyclist vs recreational users,

pedestrians
- We need to convey the heritage and the cultural stories through this

park

3
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NCC Planning Context
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In the planning context, many NCC projects and initiatives helped
informed this project such as:
- Plan for Canada's Capital draft
- The recently apporved Urban Lands master Plan
- Visual Assessment Study
- Mud Lake and Britannia Area Plan 2004
- Draft Parkway Policy
- Lac Deschenes - Ottawa Rive River Important Bird Area
- The recent agreement with the City of Ottawa for the West LRT
- Commemoration Plan 2004

4
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Consultation of ideas to re-imagine the SJAM parkway began last year in
May 2014 with a workshop with stakeholders who provided very good
input on the strengths and weaknesses of the corridor.

In the fall 2014, the Queen's University Graduate School Students
participated to the overall planning exercise by preparing their own plan of
what the park could be in the short, medium and longterm. They also
organized a consultation with staff at the NCC, City of Ottawa and Public
Works. Some members of the Board also had a chance to participate to
this visioning exercise.

WLRT agreement
NCC Core Team and Steering

5
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various suggestions provided so far -- the ideas provided by the stakeholders last May
as well as the results of the Queen's project.

Based on the existing conditions and constraints, the core team reviewed the potential
projects.

6
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the NCC's ongoing review and assessment of the City of Ottawa WLRT proposal along the SAJM
parkway combined with the update to the Parkways Policy has prompted the NCC to advance the
land use plan as a corporate priority. The plan will transform the SJAM parkway corridor to a
distinctive public linear park along the Ottawa River earlier that originally planned

The riverfront linear park plan will respect and reinforce this legacy and build on the tremendous
assets and features of the corridor. This park plan sets forth a framework to protect the Ottawa River
as a fundamental public resource for all Canadians. This parkway will weave the diverse park
segments

A parkway along the Ottawa River was first proposed byGreber's 1950 Plan for the National Capital
based on the principles of Olmstead and on the preceding plans by Todd (1903) and Holt (1915). The
Ottawa River Parkway was built in 1961 and renamed in 2012 in honour of Canada's first prime
minister.

The early history of the corridor relates to the river's importance to aboriginal communities who lived
along the Ottawa River's shores and travelled its waters. The intangible elements of the Capital layer
are widely understood and valued. They include: the corridor's capacity to inspire an appreciation of
Canada's natural beauty; the importance of the Ottawa River in the history of the nation; and the link
that the corridor provides to Parliament Hill.

7
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Focus on the Ottawa River -
Capitalize on the natural, historic and cultural resources of the river and the corridor

Focus on place making
Create destinations and places, links, gateways, entertainment, commemoration,
education and recreation opportunities.

8
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How to read this plan:
• Strategic table (share copy) summarized the goals and objectives of each pillars
• Core Team suggested to simplify the numerous pillars to 4 pillars.

• 3 are related to the PFCC and the 4th is unique putting more emphasis on
the River, the people and all the recreational opportunities.

9
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This pillar is focusing on the people but also the role and importance of the Ottawa
River, and its potential for a range of passive and active recreation for people of all ages
- Capitalize on the river - various opportunities
- the river is an essential resource that contributes to the quality of life of the

residents
- A sense of place, First Nations thousands of years before the settlement of its banks
- Prioritize place making and corridor experience for users

Planning objectives:
•Develop a continuous and interconnected riverfront park that promotes a sense of
national pride and identity.
•Ensure spaces and uses for people of all ages and accessibility requirements.
•Develop signature context sensitive spaces that draw people to the river and
contribute to health, well-being.
•Ensure natural transition with neighbouring communities and urban development
•Provide activities, facilities, services that respect natural, cultural and scenic character
of the setting.
•Plan for year-round access.

10
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Picturesque and Natural

Protections and enhancement of the natural features, beautiful landscapes
Improve the access and animation to waterways and shorelines
Support the green space network
Opportunities of recreation and interpretation that are context sensitive
Existing views identified but there are new views and vistas suggested that we could
consider - belvedere, lookouts, birdwatching platforms.

Planning objectives:
•Safeguard significant viewpoints and vistas of Parliament, the River, and Gatineau hills.
•Protect, restore and enhance valued natural habitats and ecological assets and water
quality.
•Ensure sound context sensitive practices throughout the linear park including
shoreline protection and storm water management.
•Maintain continuity with the Capital greenspace network.
•Provide public space to encourage and support opportunities for public education,
information and contact with nature.
•Inspire users through high standards for the ecological integrity, cultural resources, and
visual integrity of the setting for memorable experiences.
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Magnify the legacy of Rivei as histoi ic spii itual meeting place.
Front entrance to the Capital.
Compelling heritage, recreational, leisure and environmental
resources to be enjoyed by all Canadians

This pillar highlights the national identity, the preservations of the cultural heritage.

SJAM provides a gateway to Canada's Capital and stirs national pride

Supports a "River Walk" that celebrates the heritage of the Ottawa River, the First
Nations, and the industrialization

Place for learning, celebrating, and entertainement.

Planning objectives:
•Showcase and convey the story of the historic importance of the River, from the
earliest First Nations occupation of the region to its early European settlers, and to its
industrialization.
•Integrate public art and commemorations to communicate a sense of place and legacy,
•Preserve, showcase and incorporate archaeological resources for interpretation and
public education.
•Brand with a distinctive identity as a scenic destination that gives access to the river as
spectacular front door of the Capital.
•Place importance on discovery and learning.
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Thriving and Connected
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More park less way

Mobility .. Not transportation

Stringing together park components.

Experience of journey

Planning objectives:
•Serves as a gateway that connects the symbolic and heritage importance of the River
with a celebration of the recreational and cultural opportunities of the parkway.
•Transform the parkway as a low volume, low speed pleasure drive that serves
primarily the needs of the linear park.
•Provide strategic links with the river shore for pedestrian and cycling paths that
support accessible and interconnected park spaces.
•Highlight the distinctive and memorable experiential qualities of the parkway.
•Support healthy, active mobility options

13
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Sir John A. Macdonald Waterfront Linear Park Concept
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The concept is an exercise that allows us to see how the objectives generated by the 4 pillars
First there are 3 main components for this concept: Protected Area, Animation Areas and the

connections.
The Protected Areas: are mainly the valued natural habitats shown in dark green, as well as

the Shoreline restoration in light green. There is also potential archeology in some areas
of the park but to this date no site has been identified according to our archeologist.

The Animation Areas are shown in 2 colors: orange being the Active Node (High Intensity -
restaurant, plaza) and the purple being the Passive Nodes (Low Intensity - ski, trails, yoga).

Connections consist of:
• Green corridor that ties the animation areas,
• the interprovincial crossings,
• the various existing and proposed community connections,
• trails,
• gateways shown in red circle for the community and red star for the capital gateway
• parkway

14
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Mud Lake/
Deschenes

Mud Lake: To the west, we have the conservation area of Mud Lake which is an amazing
important bird area. It is known at the Lac Deschenes -Ottawa River Important Bird Area
(IBA)
This area is protected because the valued natural habitat is predominant.
The NCC and other partners such as the city of Ottawa did a Plan for Mud Lake / Britannia
Area. Many initiatives have been implemented so far but there are still some projects and
news ones proposed by the consultation and input received by the Queens.
• Complete the pathway to conclude the loop,
• Birdwatching platforms,
• Towers along the river for new potential lookouts
• Education opportunities and interpretation panels especially to the south close to a school

but also at the main entrance ; a way to enhance awareness of the sensitivity of this area
and connect people to nature

• Capital Gateway at the entrance of the park as you pass Richmond and get this amazing
view of the river

• At the second entrance, people indicated that there was a lack of directions; so we are
proposing wayfindings, education and interpretation potentials, washrooms

Deschenes: Area for more passive recreation,
• Potential aquatic habitat opportunities in this area,
• Very narrow area so proposing a boardwalk over the river that extends with a belvedere .
• Canoe access - western portion
• Wayfinding and community gateway opportunity

16
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Kitchissippi Node : passive node
• With the relocation of the parkway and the new tunnel for the WLRT, more land is

available fora lookout, may be with binoculars, picnic table, washrooms. Nice bay -
calm water for kayaks, canoe

• With the agreement, there will be a station at Cleary on the linear park and the 2nd

station at Dominion outside the park but goes down for 300m before being
completely in the tunnel.

Rochester/Maple Lawn =Major activity node (public art, interpretation, restaurant,
music, plaza)
• With a community gateway, this node could be part of a historical river walk with

potential public art and interpretation panels, (loop)
• Season events node in liaison with the beach
• Node with more active recreation and events
• With the parkway relocation, there is a need to add vegetation as buffer and to see

where and how we can provide safe pedestrian crossings

Westboro Beach: active node as well. This site is currently leased to the City of
Ottawa.
• People suggested more all season activities i.e. festivals, market events,July 1st and

Winterlude extension. With the parking relocated to the south, ther could be more
place to add installations and improve the restaurant.
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Champlain node offers several possibilities:
• Overall, valued ecosystem habitats along the edge of the river and on the islands
• Shoreline restauration potential but more study will be required
• Archeology potential (medium- high)
• Perfect for story telling and interpretation west of the bridge
• Provide adaptable shoreline access compatible with natural features
• Outside the protected areas, there is a nice wooded area for passive recreation, seasonal events

since most of the area is in floodplain (rivbox 3, boardwalk i.e. natural message education, bird
watching area, play/education oriented structure)

Bates Island - part is flooded but to the west, we propose passive recreation; there are currently
interpretation panels, picnic tables, shaded areas, fishing, boat access (non-motorized).
• Under the bridge, illumination, improved connectivity
• On the east side, also in the floodplain but also potential for seasonal events,music festivals, pubic

art is proposed as well as washrooms.
• Community gateway as you drive Island Park Drive with additional way findings and trail to connect

to the neighbourhoods.

Remic:
• Possible relocation of the parkway and possibly relocate the parkway at Remic to maximize this

active node with restaurant, lookout, washrooms, plaza, bandshell for music, or artistic event.
• Improve connectivity to Tunney's Pasture to harmonize your concept and enhance the views
• We were suggested to add buffer where the parkway is relocated but we need to ensure it is not

blocking your views.
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Parkdale/
Bayview

Move parking
Buffer area,
Relocation of parkway to make more space
Area with most potential for events, facilities, potential new views - binoculars
Trail and wetland restoration (ecotourism, passive and public art)
• West portion:
• This area has valued ecosystems habitat along the shoreline as well as the Lemieux islands
• Removal of the Parkdale loop and relocation of the parkway to create more space for an active

node for events, restaurant, seasonal activities, more table picnics, toilets
• Along the shoreline, keep more passive recreation so that it is not detrimental to the shoreline

(interpretation, low key events)
• Buffer all along the corridor
• Boat / kayak on the eastern portion with ecotourism,
• Improved connectivity to Tunney's Pasture - parking partnerships,
• Community gateway
• Portion removed for the embassy but kept a green linkage to the community park; new vista and

gateway node at the intersection
• On the islands, potential for passive recreation with amenities and 2 new lookouts

• Old Train bridge: illumination, new pathway,potential commemoration site close to that
bridge, wayfinding, events, boat launch

• Lebreton to the Bridge: transition zone, students suggested red maple tree along parkway but
because of the amazing views of the Parliament, it was not supported at some location

• Capital gateway
• Commemoration potential site as per 2006 plan (close to Bayview Station and Tunneys

19
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Parkway Relo:ation Opportunities

Safer walking and cycling facilities
Safe Pedestrian Crossings

River Edge /'Water Recreation Potential
Shoreline Ecological Study
Shoreline Erosion and Restoration Opportunities

Une panoplie d'etude supplementaires pourrait venirvalider ces projets
lei on vous presente quelques exemples d'etude a produire selon la disponibilite du
budget
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En resume, les grands idees du pare lineaire Sir John A. Macdonald sont:
- Honorer I'histoire de la Riviere
- Transformer la promenade, long term: reduce to one lane once transit is

in place
- Ameliorer la connectivity,
- Access to the water but also to touch it, ear it
- Milieux rassembleurs
- Ameliorer les berges et respecteux de I'environnement
- To resolve conflicts between cyclists and pedestrians
- Restaurants are welcome but not to the detriment of the environment

and the peaceful areas to relax and
- Keep the green aspect- do not impede on the views of the river with

construction of buildings
- The 2 stations should be active nodes
- Parking is also a major issue - neighbours are very concerned
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Next Steps

Board of Directors for Information

Supporting Studies/Analysis

Final Draft Plan

June 25-26, 2015

Summer 2015

September 2015

October1-2, 2015

November 18-19, 2015

ACPDR

Board of Directors Approval of SJAM Linear Park Plan

• CEO report to the Board in June
This summer, supporting studies and writing the plan

For approval by the Board by the end of this year .
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Anderson, Kalen
January 6, 20219:40 AM
Tremblay, Mario
Leonard, Bill; Bureau, Lucie
RE: Media Request - On Future Development of Embassies along Macdonald Parkway

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Good morning Mario,

This is being led by Anne's team via Real Estate. I believe that Bill is the best contact for this. If long range planning
perspective is required to support this request Lucie would be in position to provide content.

Cheers, Kalen

From: Tremblay, Mario
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 20216:55 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: Media Request - On Future Development of Embassies along Macdonald Parkway

Good morning Kalen,

Do you know who's leading this file at the NCC? I was under the impression that it was Real-estate but I just want to check
with your Branch first.

We would need a short briefing with the project lead and access to the documents submitted to the City.

We currently have a media request from the Hill Times. The reporter is working on a piece looking at the NCC's proposal for
six new embassies along the Macdonald Parkway in Mechanicsville. Fie is especially looking into what is the need for the
new embassies and how the location was chosen.

FYI, here's our Latest media lines:

-The NCC submitted a development application in December to the city of Ottawa
-The NCC is proposing to crate a new diplomatic precinct west of downtown

Article from the Ottawa Citizen during the Christmas break. There was also a story on CBC Ottawa.
roval-for-diplomatic-precinct-along-sjam-parkway-inottawacitizen.com/news/local~news/nce-seeking-city-a

mechanicsville

Cheers,

Mario

Mario Tremblay
Strategic Communications Advisor
Conseilieren communications strategiques
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mario.t remblayfimcc-ecuca
1:1613-859-9596

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitalc Rationale
/ 'v
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Anderson, Kalen
January 26, 20211:58 PM
Menard, Anne
RE: Embassy Row update

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Excellent. Cheers, K

From: Menard, Anne
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 202111:35 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Embassy Row update

That's great Kalen, and I can assure you that the CEO still supports this initiative.
Thanks for sharing!

Vtnae
613-219-4257

From: Anderson, Kalen < :c-ccn.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 20211:18 PM
To: Menard, Anne < >
Subject: FW: Embassy Row update

Following up. If you think more information or discussion is needed on this please let me know. Flere to help.

Cheers, K

From: Bureau, Lucie
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 202111:14 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen < c-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Embassy Row update

Hi Kalen,
We had one meeting yesterday with c )rn REM, FADA and planning, I asked REM to ensure thatTobi still
sup| >matic missions in this location. We know the community is advocating for affordable housing.

We held another meeting today with the consultant that REM hired to develop the planning rationale and submit to the
City, We went through the rationale once more-NILM site, capital function - NCC plans support: this function. We also
went the the potential issues and questions and provided answers.

We will have Ted and Sylvie at the open house meeting (councilor open house on Feb 10.) as well as Jason to answer
questions related to our plans and approval process. The consultant will present the proposal. In my view we are working
well on this. Bill seemed ok with this,

1 asked to see the ppt to ensure all are ok with it
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We are in a position to confirm to the CEO that we are ready for this open house and for the planning committee in March *

The consultant will continue to represent NCC, but planning staff will be there to answer questions and provide more
information if required.

1 can provide more details if required*

Merci

Ltjxie/

613-239-56/8 X 5151
Cel. 613-302-9049

De : Anderson, Kalen < \ 'M - - " ^cc-ccn.ca>
Envoye : 26 janvier 202112:27
A : Bureau, Lucie < >
Objet : Embassy Row update

Hi Lucie,

Anne connected with me yesterday to ask about how we are handling the process to go to Committee for Embassy Row and
noted that her team and yours was planning to meet to discuss yesterday. Can you please let me know what decisions came
out of this and if additional action or communication needs to take place between branches?

Thanks so much, K

w Kalen Anderson, RPP/MCIP
Vice-President and Chief Planner, Capital Planning
Vice-presidente et Planificatrice en chef Amenagement de la capitale

.***••

\w l\ V

kalen.a riderson(ci),ncc-ccaca

*613-239-5678, ext / poste 5605
U343-551-4890

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale rationale
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Anderson, Kalen
February 9, 202110:43 AM
Bureau, Lucie
RE: Tree removal as part of Embassy Row?

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks. It sounds like Veronique and Nic would like to see the presentation for information and Tobi would like to know
that we just have good key messages in place that says we will consider trees at the site development stage which is pretty
far out in time. Can we see the presentation to assuage concerns?

From: Bureau, Lucie
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 20218:40 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Tree removal as part of Embassy Row?

Kalen,
we are in a dry-run now with REM consultant
There are a lot of people getting involved in this

Lade/

613-239-56/8 X 5151
Cell 613-302-9049

De : Anderson, Kalen < a>
Envoye : 9 fevrier 202110:21
A : de Passille, Veronique < cn.ca>; Leonard, Bill < :n,ca>; Theoret, Jacqueline
< >; Ruszkowski, Nicolas < cn,ca>; Bureau, Lucie
< >; Sacret, Andrew <Ai cn.ca>
Objet : Fwd: Tree removal as part of Embassy Row?

Looking into it. Tree removal is not imminent without detailed site plans that would co,e at development stage.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sa i.ca>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 20219:06 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen
Subject: RE: Tree removal as part of Embassy Row?

Hi Kalen,
We are reconciling comments received so far. I will see to it that we look at this issue specifically.
Many are very detailed comments suitable for the site plan stage.
Thanks,
Andrew

From: Anderson, Kalen <
Sent: Monday, February 8, 202111:04 AM

ncc-ccn.ca>
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To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: Tree removal as part of Embassy Row?

Good morning Andrew,

At our "head's up" meeting this morning Tobi asked me to check into stories about significant tree removal being required
as part of developing Embassy Row in the future. The thinking was that it's unlikely that we have any immediate or specific
plans to remove trees at this time since we are just going for a land use change at CoO planning committee, but I
understand that this concern is circulating within the community. Do you have any advice or key messages that we could
share on this? It seems a bit fine-grained for a land use change, at this stage, but potentially this has come up through
conversations in the past.

Cheers, K

.V-"'

/" A \ Kalen Anderson, RPP/MCIP
Vice-President and Chief Planner, Capitol Planning
Vice-presidente et Planificatrice en chef, Amenagement de la capitaleI /

kalen.ande rson(d),ncc~ccaca
613-239-5678, ext. / poste 5605

P343-551-4890

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale nationale
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Anderson, Kalen
March 10, 2021 2:53 PM
Sacret, Andrew
FW: Media Release - Embassy Row

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

In case you had not seen this.

Cheers, K

From: de Passille, Veronique
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 202110:41AM
To: Menard, Anne <anne.menard@ncc-ccn.ca>; Ruszkowski, Nicolas <Nicolas.Ruszkowski@ncc-ccn.ca>; Leonard, Bill
<bill.leonard@ncc-ccn.ca>; Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>; Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>;
Theoret, Jacqueline <Jacqueline.Theoret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: FW: Media Release - Embassy Row

From: DANIEL BUCKLES <dbuckles@sas2.net>
Sent: March 10, 2021 8:36 AM
To: Daniel Buckles <dbuckles@sas2.net>
Subject: Media Release - Embassy Row

CVM M > i: A r ' - ! A * vh *
'

:rt , (

Aivrre ro - .rlesespa ^ >; c£,r t f
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MEDIA RELEASE

Foreign Affairs
Minister must do

security analysis for
""Embassy Row"

City of Ottawa needs to pause land rezoning

OTTAWA March 10, 2021 — The Mechanicsville Community Association (MCA) and the Greenspace
Alliance of Canada's Capital are calling on Marc Garneau, Minister of Foreign Affairs, to immediately
undertake a comprehensive risk analysis related to the string of foreign missions/embassies
intended to replace a swath of open forest next to the Ottawa River (near Parkdale Ave. north).

"Based on expert opinion
released publicly a week ago, our
community association believes
there is a risk of significant harm
to our densely populated
community located next to the
proposed site," said Lorrie
Marlow, president of the
Mechanicsville Community
Association.

"Minister of Foreign Affairs Marc
Garneau must undertake and
release a comprehensive and
professional security analysis for
the 5 or 6 foreign embassies that
are planned here," said Marlow.
She notes that this kind of
analysis was missing from the
National Capital Commission's
(NCC) application for rezoning
and Official Plan amendment
submitted to the City of Ottawa
in December 2020.

High-rise housing in the vicinity
of the site includes a 32-storey
rental tower, along with three
condo and rental buildings of 11

to 14 storeys. Construction has begun on a 28-storey building. Two densely-populated Ottawa
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Community Housing complexes owned by the City, rooming houses and several types of supportive
housing are nearby.

"Any foreign embassy can be the target of terrorist or malicious attacks at any time," she added.
"In security circles, it is well-documented that high-rise towers are prone to progressive collapse
from even small, street-level blasts."

In a letter to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the MCA also urges the release of his Department's
long-term plan and business case for construction of future embassies throughout the National
Capital region.

"We know that embassies are an important feature of life in any Capital City," said Marlow. She
cited an alternate example of proper planning: In Australia's capital of Canberra, the national
government is meeting its responsibilities to house new foreign missions by building a precinct on
lands large enough to protect residential communities from security threats.

"We need a security analysis to happen right now, and we want Ottawa's planning committee to do
its own due diligence on behalf of the community by delaying any approval for rezoning until a
threat analysis has concluded."

Security for Embassy Row would "obliterate" public green space

The NCC's application for rezoning and an Official Plan amendment grossly misrepresents the kind
of physical security measures that will be needed to safeguard the proposed embassies.

"The plan shows shrubbery as a buffer between the fenced embassy grounds and homes at street
level," said Daniel Buckles, a Director with the Greenspace Alliance. "In all likelihood, the security
needs of embassy sites will obliterate all green barriers to sight lines, not just the 55 large trees
that the plan says are slated for removal. Every shrub and hedge on the property will inevitably be
removed and not replaced."

Excerpt from security analysis states: Purpose-designed embassies in any kind of enclave
are ... more often than not, hardened, waited, fenced, gated installations with barren highly
monitored perimeter security exclusion zones.

"It may be up to Global Affairs Canada to develop and deliver a sound security analysis," Buckles
said. "But it is incumbent on the NCC to ensure that the land use here is consistent with its own
guidance in the form of the 2018 Ottawa South Shore Riverfront Park Plan and its larger Capital
Plan. It isn't, at present."

The Greenspace Alliance and the Mechanicsville Community Association are calling on the City
of Ottawa to defer a decision on the NCC's rezoning application until Global Affairs has
conducted a full risk assessment, and until the community, the City and the NCC develop a
positive vision for the site as the vital greenspace it is. See previous media

-30-release.

For media inquiries:
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Mechanicsville Community Association, Lorrie Marlow

Phone: 613 240-4649

Email : mechanicsvilleca@amail.com Website: http://www.mechanicsville.ca/

Greenspace Alliance of Canada's Capital, Daniel Buckles

Phone: 613 807 8048

Email : Website:
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Pelletier, Cedric
April 28, 2021 2:33 PM
Tremblay, Mario
RE: Reponse approuvee — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville
embassy row

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Merci pour le suivi Mario! Gardons I'ceil ouvert pour Particle qui suivra...

From: Tremblay, Mario <mario.tremblay@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202112:41PM
To: Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletier@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Reponse approuvee -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

Parfait, c'est aussi approuve par Jacquie et Valerie et envoye au journal.

M.

From: Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletier@n
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202112:14 PM
To: Tremblay, Mario < c
Subject: RE: Reponse approuvee -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

>

Salut Mario,

Merci pour ta patience... voici la reponse proposee par la Direction de famenagement de la capitale, approuvee par Kalen,
Lucie et Andrew.

Si tu as besoin autre chose, tu sais ou me trouver... bon diner.

Cedric

What: The Kitchissippi Times is writing a story on the NCC’s application for future embassies following recent
protest by residents.

Question: what is the NCC’s position?

The National Capital Commission (NCC) identified these lands as the site for a diplomatic precinct in accordance
with its Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Capital Urban Lands Plan (2015).

From 2016 to 2018, the NCC consulted on its Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan, the long-term plan
for the 220 hectares of federal parkland along the south shore of the Ottawa River between Mud Lake and
LeBreton Flats. This plan confirmed the use of a land parcel south of the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway between
Forward Avenue and Slidell Street as a diplomatic precinct, along with the NCC’s intent to improve connectivity
from adjacent neighbourhoods to the riverfront park.
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The NCC has consulted through the development of its plans, and through the submission of the current
applications, including a meeting organized by Councillor Leiper and the local community association.

The feedback from the City and residents has been heard and considered. The feedback will be integrated in future
NCC and City approvals for the embassy proposals. This will include careful and quality design of the diplomatic
sites to integrate into the neighbourhood, the retention of passive greenspace at Slidell and Burnside, and
improvements to pedestrian and cycling connections to the NCC’s riverfront park.

From: Tremblay, Mario < ' ; ' ’ ’ x-ccn.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:15 AM
To: Pelletier, Cedric < >
Subject: Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row
Importance: High

Salut Cedric ,

Peux-tu me faire approuver la reponse ci-dessous des que possible svp?

What: The Kitchissippi Times is writing a story on the NCC’s application for future embassies following recent
protest by residents.

Question: what is the NCC’s position?

Deadline at noon todav at the lates

Suggested answer, ( for approx al )

The NCC has identified the parcels as a diplomatic precinct in accordance with its Plan for Canada’s Capital and
Urban Lands Master Plan.

The NCC recognizes the importance of avoiding potential adverse impacts on nearby communities through a
variety of ways, including landscaped buffering, and measures to avoid through traffic in nearby neighbourhoods.

As always, the NCC welcomes feedback from the public. We’ve participated in a meeting organized with
councillor Leiper and the community association as part of the City’s application process.

The NCC continues to work with City planning staff, elected officials and the community to determine the balance
of land uses and the zoning by-law provisions for the site, in accordance with approved NCC policies which permit
diplomatic missions.

Mario
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Anderson, Kalen
April 28, 202112:09 PM
Pelletier, Cedric
Bureau, Lucie
RE: Approval -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Looks great. I approve

From: Pelletier, Cedric
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:05 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: Approval -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

Hi Kalen,

Here's our proposed answer in response to the Kitchissippi Times request for your comments or approval.

This proposed answer is approved by Lucie and Andrew.

Thanks
Cedric

**

What: The Kitchissippi Times is writing a story on the NCC’s application for future embassies following recent
protest by residents.

Question: what is the NCC’s position?

The National Capital Commission (NCC) identified these lands as the site for a diplomatic precinct in accordance
with its Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Capital Urban Lands Plan (2015).

From 2016 to 2018, the NCC consulted on its Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan, the long-term plan
for the 220 hectares of federal parkland along the south shore of the Ottawa River between Mud Lake and
LeBreton Flats. This plan confirmed the use of a land parcel south of the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway between
Forward Avenue and Slidell Street as a diplomatic precinct, along with the NCC’s intent to improve connectivity
from adjacent neighbourhoods to the riverfront park.

The NCC has consulted through the development of its plans, and through the submission of the current
applications, including a meeting organized by Councillor Leiper and the local community association.

The feedback from the City and residents has been heard and considered. The feedback will be integrated in future
NCC and City approvals for the embassy proposals. This will include careful and quality design of the diplomatic
sites to integrate into the neighbourhood, the retention of passive greenspace at Slidell and Burnside, and
improvements to pedestrian and cycling connections to the NCC’s riverfront park.
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From: Pelletier, Cedric ccedric.pelletier
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:27 AM
To: Sacret, Andrew < !>
Cc: Bureau, Lucie <
Subject: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row
Importance: High

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc-ccn.ca>

Good morning Andrew,

See below the media request we received from the Kitchissippi Times regarding the NCC's application for future embassies
following recent protest by residents.

Can you take a look at the proposed response below and send me your comments within the next hour or so please? After I
have your comments, I'll undertake the approval process with Lucie and Kalen.

Thanks.
Cedric

What: The Kitchissippi Times is writing a story on the NCC’s application for future embassies following recent
protest by residents.

Question: what is the NCC’s position?

Deadline , at noon today at the latest

Suggested answer: ( for approval )

The National Capital Commission (NCC) has identified the parcels as a diplomatic precinct in accordance with its
Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Urban Lands Plan (2015).

The NCC recognizes the importance of avoiding potential adverse impacts on nearby communities through a
variety of ways, including landscaped buffering, and measures to avoid through traffic in nearby neighbourhoods.

As always, the NCC welcomes feedback from the public. We’ve participated in a meeting organized with City of
Ottawa Councillor Leiper and the community association as part of the City’s application process.

The NCC continues to work with City planning staff, elected officials and the community to determine the balance
of land uses and the zoning by-law provisions for the site, in accordance with approved NCC policies which permit
diplomatic missions.
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Pelletier, Cedric
April 28, 202112:02 PM
Sacret, Andrew; Bureau, Lucie
Horton, Ted
RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times:
Mechanicsville embassy row

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Merci beaucoup Andrew, Lucie & Ted!

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202112:01PM
To: Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletier@ncc-ccn.ca>; Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Horton, Ted <Ted.Horton@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

Merci - voila

From: Pelletier, Cedric <c
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202111:55 AM
To: Bureau, Lucie <
Cc: Horton, Ted <
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

>

>

,ca>; Sacret, Andrew < >

Great idea Lucie.

Andrew - Please provide the missing information as soon as possible so I can complete the follow up with Kalen and Mario.

Thanks,
Cedric

From: Bureau, Lucie <
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202111:48 AM
To: Pelletier, Cedric < er@ncc-<
Cc: Horton, Ted <
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

>

>

cnx3>; Sacret, Andrew < >

De : Sacret, Andrew <An
Envoye : 28 avril 202111:39
A : Bureau, Lucie elude.bure

>

>
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Cc : Horton, Ted < >; Pelletier, Cedric <
Objet : RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row
Importance : Haute

ncc-ccn.ca>

Hi Lucie,
Here's what we came up with. Cedric needs your approval

**

The National Capital Commission (NCC) identified these lands as the site for a diplomatic precinct in accordance
with its Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Capital Urban Lands Plan (2015).

From 2016 to 2018, the NCC consulted on its Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan, the long-term plan
for the 220 hectares of federal parkland along the south shore of the Ottawa River between Mud Lake and
LeBreton Flats. This plan confirmed the use of a land parcel south of the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway between
Forward Avenue and Slidell Street as a diplomatic precinct, along with the NCC’s intent to improve connectivity
from adjacent neighbourhoods to the riverfront park.

The NCC has consulted through the development of its plans, and through the submission of the current
applications, including a meeting organized by Councillor Leiper and the local community association.

The feedback from the City and residents has been heard and considered. The feedback will be integrated in future
NCC and City approvals for the embassy proposals. This will include careful and quality design of the diplomatic
sites to integrate into the neighbourhood, the retention of passive greenspace at Slidell and Burnside, and
improvements to pedestrian and cycling connections to the NCC’s riverfront park.

From: Sacret, Andrew </ a>
Sent: April 28, 202110:56 AM
To: Horton, Ted <Ted.Horton(5>ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: FW: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

To review

Andrew Sacret, RPP, MCIP
Chief, Long-Range Planning & Transportation
Chef, Planification a long-terme et des transports

( O;
andrew.sacretrace-ccaca

5 '-
Lc 613-299-1315

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale nationale
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From: Pelletier, Cedric ccedric.pelletier
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:32 AM
To: Sacret, Andrew < !>
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

ncc-ccn.ca>

Thanks Andrew!

Cedric

From: Sacret, Andrew < a>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:31AM
To: Pelletier, Cedric < er
Cc: Bureau, Lucie < >
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row

ncc-ccn.ca>

Ok, will confirm by your deadline.
Andrew

.V-"'

/" A \ Andrew Sacret, RPP, MCIP
Chief, Long-Range Planning & Transportation
Chef, Planification a long-tenne et des transports
andrew.sacret@ncc-ccnca

I /

U 613-299-1315

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitate nationals

From: Pelletier, Cedric ccedric.pelletier
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:27 AM
To: Sacret, Andrew < >
Cc: Bureau, Lucie <
Subject: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row
Importance: High

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc-ccn.ca>

Good morning Andrew,

See below the media request we received from the Kitchissippi Times regarding the NCCs application for future embassies
following recent protest by residents.

Can you take a look at the proposed response below and send me your comments within the next hour or so please? After I
have your comments, HI undertake the approval process with Lucie and Kalen.
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Thanks.

Cedric

What: The Kitchissippi Times is writing a story on the NCC’s application for future embassies following recent
protest by residents.

Question: what is the NCC’s position?

Deadline at noon today at the latest

Suggested answer ( for approval}

The National Capital Commission (NCC) has identified the parcels as a diplomatic precinct in accordance with its
Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Urban Lands Plan (2015).

The NCC recognizes the importance of avoiding potential adverse impacts on nearby communities through a
variety of ways, including landscaped buffering, and measures to avoid through traffic in nearby neighbourhoods.

As always, the NCC welcomes feedback from the public. We’ve participated in a meeting organized with City of
Ottawa Councillor Leiper and the community association as part of the City’s application process.

The NCC continues to work with City planning staff, elected officials and the community to determine the balance
of land uses and the zoning by-law provisions for the site, in accordance with approved NCC policies which permit
diplomatic missions.
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Bedard, Eric

Bureau, Lucie
April 28, 2021 11:48 AM
Pelletier, Cedric
Horton, Ted; Sacret, Andrew
RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) — Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times:
Mechanicsville embassy row

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

DirectionCategories:

Voir en rouge mes suggestions de diangement fAccepte avec les ehangements, Andrew, we need to say were is this
parcel please.

Lucies
613-239-5678 X 5151
Cel. 613-302-9049

De : Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Envoye : 28 avril 202111:39
A : Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc : Horton, Ted <Ted.Horton@ncc-ccn.ca>; Pelletier,Cedric <cedric.pelletier@ncc-ccn.ca>
Objet : RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row
Importance : Haute

Hi Lucie,
Here's what we came up with. Cedric needs your approval

**

The National Capital Commission (NCC) identified these lands as the site for a diplomatic precinct in
accordance with its Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Capital Urban Lands Plan (2015).

From 2016 to 2018, the NCC consulted on its Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan, the long-term
plan for the 220 hectares of federal parkland along the south shore of the Ottawa River between Mud Lake and
LeBreton Flats. This plan confirmed the use of these a parcel of land between X and X . ... as a diplomatic
precinct, along with the NCC’s intent to improve connectivity from adjacent neighbourhoods to the riverfront
park.

The NCC has consulted through the development of its plans, and through the submission of the current
applications, including a meeting organized by Councillor Leiper and the local community association.

The feedback from the City and residents has been heard and considered. The feedback will be integrated in
future NCC and City approvals for the embassy proposals. This will include careful and quality design of the
diplomatic sites to integrate into the neighbourhood, the retention of passive greenspace at Slidell and Burnside,

and improvements to pedestrian and cycling connections to the NCC’s riverfront park.

l
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From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc~ccnxa>
Sent: April 28, 202110:56 AM
To: Horton, Ted <Ted.Horton@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: FW: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy
row

To review

Andrew Sacret, RPP, MCIP
Chief, Long-Range Planning & Transportation
Chef, Planiflcation a long-terme et des transports
andrew,sacret@ncc-cen.ca
U 613-299-1315

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitate nationale

From: Pelletier,Cedric <cedric.pelletier@ncc-ccnxa>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:32 AM
To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.5acret@ncc~ecn.ca>
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy
row

Thanks Andrew!

Cedric

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew,Sacret@ncc~ccnxa>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:31AM
To: Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletier(5> ncc-ccnxa>
Cc: Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureau@nce-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy
row

Ok,will confirm by your deadline.
Andrew

Andrew Sacret, R P P, M C I P
Chief, Long-Range Planning & Transportation
Chef Planificatson a long-terme et des transports
andrew.sacret@ncc-ccn.ca

:

I 613-299-1315w:;&

2
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From: Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletierfflncc-ccn,ca>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 202110:27 AM
To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureauPncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: Deadline (11:30 am this morning) -- Media request: Story for Kitchissippi Times: Mechanicsville embassy row
Importance: High

Good morning Andrew,

See below the media request we received from the Kitchissippi Times regarding the NCC's application for future
embassies following recent protest by residents.

Can you take a look at the proposed response below and send me your comments within the next hour or so please?
After I have your comments, I'll undertake the approval process with Lucie and Kalen.

Thanks.
Cedric

What: The Kitchissippi Times is writing a story on the NCC’s application for future embassies following
recent protest by residents.

Question: what is the NCC’s position?

Deadline: at noon today at the latest

Suggested answer: (for approval)

The National Capital Commission (NCC) has identified the parcels as a diplomatic precinct in accordance with
its Plan for Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Urban Lands Plan (2015).

The NCC recognizes the importance of avoiding potential adverse impacts on nearby communities through a
variety of ways, including landscaped buffering, and measures to avoid through traffic in nearby
neighbourhoods.

As always, the NCC welcomes feedback from the public. We’ve participated in a meeting organized with City
of Ottawa Councillor Leiper and the community association as part of the City’s application process.

The NCC continues to work with City planning staff, elected officials and the community to determine the
balance of land uses and the zoning by-law provisions for the site, in accordance with approved NCC policies
which permit diplomatic missions.

3
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Pelletier, CedricFrom:

April 30, 2021 2:11PMSent:

Anderson, KalenTo:

Subject: FYI: Question: TR: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an
Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just north of Mechanicsville

Attachments: 2021 April 20 MCA letter to NCC Board.pdf

From: Pelletier, Cedric
Sent: Friday, April 30, 20212:09 PM
To: Tremblay, Mario <mario.tremblay@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Girard-Ruel, Emilie <emilie.girard-ruel@ncc-ccn.ca>;Bertrand,Cedric <Cedric.Bertrand@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Question: TR: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the
greenspace just north of Mechanicsville

Bonjour Mario,

J'ai verifie le tout avec notre equipe de la Planification a long terme et du transport et ils ne travaillent pas sur une reponse
a la lettre ci-jointe. Les messages cles que tu as devraient guider ce que nous allons dire dans notre reponse.

Presentement, notre equipe se concentre sur le processus de la Ville. Ceci dit, nous sommes disponibles pour reviser
I'ebauche de la reponse a cette lettre en temps opportun.

Merci,
Cedric

From: Tremblay, Mario <
Sent: Friday, April 30, 202110:10 AM
To: Pelletier, Cedric < er
Cc: Girard-Ruel, Emilie <

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc-ccn.ca>
ncc-ccn.ca>: Bertrand, Cedric < " " ' r — ’

Subject: Question: TR: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the
greenspace just north of Mechanicsville

ncc-ccn.ca>

Bon vendredi Cedric,

Voir svp la chaine de courriel ci-dessous de Cedric Bertrand. II a ete contacte par un de ses contacts a Ressources Naturelies
Canada qui a aussi re$u la lettre ci-jointe. Je peux partager mes messages cles a Cedric.

De votre cote, avez-vous autre chose a ajouter? Sais-tu si une reponse a la lettre ci-jointe est en preparation?
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Mario

De : Bertrand, Cedric
Envoye : 28 avril 202111:01
A : Charette, Yoland < ~ ~ '- ~ cn.ca>
Objet : TR: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just
north of Mechanicsville

Bonjour Yoland,

Christian Couture et Ken Farr sont de bons contacts a moi au Service canadien des forets (RNCan). Nous sommes souvent en
contact sur differents sujets concernant la foresterie urbaine au Canada. Cependant, je crois que cette demande est un peu
trop high level pour moi. Qu'est-ce que tu suggeres?

Merci beaucoup,

Cedric

De : Couture, Christian (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Envoye : 28 avril 202110:13
A : Bertrand, Cedric < >
Cc : Farr, Ken (NRCan/RNCan) <J >
Objet : TR: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just
north of Mechanicsville

Salut Cedric,

J'espere quetu vas bien.

Nous avons, au SCF, regu en copie cette lettre a la CCN de la part de ^Association des citoyens de Mechanicsville au sujet du
projet de construction d'immeubles d'ambassades a proximite de la Promenade J.A. Macdonald.

Nous allons preparer une breve reponse tres prochainement aux points souleves dans celle-ci (notamment le programme
des 2 milliards d'arbres et I'expansion des forets urbaines - extraits de la lettre de mandat de notre ministre de decembre
2019 ).

Je me demandais si tu pourrais jeter un coup d'oeil au projet de reponse d'ici la fin de la semaine, question d'eviter des
surprises pour tout le monde et eviter que Ton se contredise.

Dis-moi si tu es disponible.

N'hesite pas pourtoute question.

Merci!

Chr.

Christian Couture
Ressources naturelles Canada
Natural Resources Canada
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Service canadien des forets
Canadian Forest Service

Mobile; 613-608-9440
chrh ' i tureg • ,

De : Farr, Ken (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Envoye : Friday, April 23, 202110:02 AM
A : Couture, Christian (NRCan/RNCan) < i> Canada,ca>
Objet : FW: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just
north of Mechanicsville

Bonjour Christian,

Could I ask you to look at this request and prepare a first run at a response? The issue involves the building of an embassy
precinct on an urban forest site in Ottawa.

I would suggest a conversation with Liam regarding his assessment (see highlighted text below) that the response should
outline that the mandate commitments of the Minister are being implemented.

Once you've scoped out a possible response I'll be pleased to provide comment and suggestions as necessary. (As far as I
can see, the issue comes down to Ottawa zoning, which is not something on which we are in a position to comment).

Please let me know if you have any questions. A response is requested for May 6.

Cheers,

Ken

From: Roberge, Amelie (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Sent: April 22, 202117:46
To: Farr, Ken (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Cc: Desaulniers-Gauthier, Nicolas (NRCAN/RNCAN) < Canada.ca>
Subject: FW: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace
just north of Mechanicsville

Bonsoir Ken,

Could I ask your team to please draft a response to this incoming docket? Many thanks.
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Amelie

Amelie Roberge, PhM
Directrice - Service canadien des forets
Ressources naturelles Canada / Gouvernement du Canada
amelie.roberge@canada.ca / Tel: (613) 355-9499

Director -Canadian Forest Service
Natural Resources Canada / Government of Canada
amelie.roberge@canada.ca/ Tel: (613) 355-9499

From: Miller, Liam (NRCan/RNCan) < la.ca>
Sent: April 22, 202116:49
To: Roberge, Amelie (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Cc: Bock, Matthew (NRCAN/RNCAN) <matthew.bock(53Canada.ca>; Hatton,Terry (NRCan/RNCan)
< >; Pelletier, Annick (NRCAN/RNCAN) < >; Desaulniers-Gauthier, Nicolas
(NRCAN/RNCAN) < >
Subject: FW: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace
just north of Mechanicsville

Hi Amelie,

For SSPED action- Please develop a MIN response to the incoming by May 6.

The Minister was CCed on this email to NCC Board members as it references commitments in his mandate letter. I've
confirm that a response is rg>ni

Thanks,

Liam
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From: CFS-ADMO Correspondence / SCF BSMA Correspondence (NRCAN/RNCAN) cnrcanxfs-admocor
soft: >
Sent: April 22, 202115:25
To: Hatton, Terry (NRCan/RNCan) < i

"
” c - >

Cc: Miller, Liam (NRCan/RNCan) <liam.miller@canada.ca>; Munim, Ata-UI (NRCAN/RNCAN) <ata ~uLmunitn#canada,ca>
Subject: 191467- MIN REPLY - Writes regarding the NCC's proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just
north of Mechanicsville

Hi Terry,

Please prepare a MIN Reply that will address the incoming letter found in the following GCDOCS folder

Due to ADMO May 10th.

Thank you,

Yannick Tittley
Correspondence Officer
Assistant Deputy Minister's Office
Canadian Forest Service
Yanmck,Tittley(S>Canada,ca
613-447-2883

From: EDU / UDFID (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Sent: April 22, 202114:10
To: CFS-ADMO Correspondence / SCF BSMA Correspondence (NRCAN/RNCAN) <
scfbsmacorrespondence.rncan(5>canada.ca>
Cc: LMS-ADMO_Action / Action_STM-BSMA (NRCan/RNCan) cnrcan.lms-admo action stm-bsma.rncan@canada.ca>
Subject: Re-ROUTE MIN REPLY | REPONSE MINISTERIELLE - DOCKET | DOSSIER 191467- [Writes regarding the NCC's
proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just north of Mechanicsville]

Hi CFS,

This tasking is now rerouted to your sector.

Thank you,

The EDU Team | L'Equipe UDHD
X , 3
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From: LMS-ADMO_Action / Action_STM-BSMA (NRCan/RNCan) < i \

Sent: April 22, 2021 2:02 PM
To: EDU / UDHD (NRCan/RNCan) <nrcan.edu-udhd.rncan@canada.ca>
Cc: LMS-ADMO_Action / Action_STM-BSMA (NRCan/RNCan) <nrcan.lms-admo action stm-bsma.rncan@canadaxa>; CFS-

ADMO Correspondence / SCF BSMA Correspondence (NRCAN/RNCAN) <
scfbsmacorrespondence.rncan@canadaxa>
Subject: RE-ROUTE TO CFS: MIN REPLY | REPONSE MINISTERIELLE - DOCKET | DOSSIER 191467- [Writes regarding the NCCs
proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just north of Mechanicsville]

Hi EDU- as per below, please re-route docket to CFS.

Thanks,

Jody

From: CFS-ADMO Correspondence / SCF BSMA Correspondence (NRCAN/RNCAN) <nrcan.cfs-a
scfbsmacorrespondence.rncan@canadaxa>
Sent: April 22, 202113:59
To: LMS-ADMO_Action / Action_STM-BSMA (NRCan/RNCan) cnrcanJms-admo action stm-bsma.rncan@canadaxa>
Subject: RE: FOLLOW-UP QUESTION ON RE-ROUTE: MIN REPLY | REPONSE MINISTERIELLE - DOCKET | DOSSIER 191467-
[Writes regarding the NCCs proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just north of Mechanicsville]

Hi LMS,

Sorry I forgot to reply yesterday

Thank you,

Yannick Tittley
Correspondence Officer
Assistant Deputy Minister's Office
Canadian Forest Service
YannickTittleyC®Canada,ca
613-447-2883

From: EDU / UDHD (NRCan/RNCan) < >
Sent: April 21, 202110:43
To: LMS-ADMO_Action / Action_STM-BSMA (NRCan/RNCan) cnrcan.lms-admo action stm~bsma.rncan@canadaxa>
Subject: MIN REPLY | REPONSE MINISTERIELLE - DOCKET | DOSSIER 191467- [Writes regarding the NCCs proposal to create
an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just north of Mechanicsville]

( Le frangais suit.)

Lead Sector: LMS
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Action: Please use the Ministerial Correspondence Input Form and save your draft response in the GCDOCS folder

Notes:
The lead sector must advise EDU where a Standard Reply applies.
For rerouting a docket, please use the instructions found here: Reroutes of ministerial correspondence.
Extensions must be requested at least 3 days in advance ofthe due date (send an email to EDU using the Extension
Request Form (https://Rcdocs.gc.ca
If you wish to share additional information with the Minister's Office on this docket, please create a Note to File.

Due Date: To EDU by May 12, 2021

Thankyou.

Secteur responsable : STM

Action : Veuillez utiliser le Formulairede reponse pour la correspondance ministerielle et sauvegarder votre ebauche de
reponse dans le fichier GCDOCS 191467.

Nota :
Le secteur responsable doit informer TUDHD lorsqu'il est necessaire d'utiliser une reponse type.
Pour reacheminer un dossier, veuillez utiliser les instructions qui se trouvent ici : Reacheminement de la
correspondance ministerielle.
Les prolongations de delais doivent etre demandees au moins 3 jours avant la date d'echeance (envoyez un courriel a
LUDHD en utilisant le Formulaire de demande de prolongation ( https:

Si vous souhaitez communiquer des renseignements complementaires au sujet de ce dossier au Cabinet du ministre,
veuillez rediger une Note au dossier.

Date d'echeance : A LUDHD d'ici 12 mai, 2021

Merci.

The EDU Team | L'Equipe UDHD
a
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April 20, 2021

Chair Seaman and NCC Board Members and Mayor Watson,

Re: With draw NCC Embassy Precinct Proposal for 1 & 19 Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway (Ottawa)

I am writing to you about the concerns that many in Mechanicsville, Hintonburg, Kitchissippi and greater
Ottawa have expressed about the NCC’s proposal to create an Embassy Precinct on the greenspace just north of
Mechanicsville.

The Mechanicsville Community Association is seeking your support to protect a green space east of Forward
Avenue and west of Slidell Street and north of Burnside Avenue in Ottawa. It is a 3.7 hectare urban green
space with over 200 trees with mature canopy which the NCC will sacrifice to build an Embassy Precinct. This
NCC request to the City of Ottawa for rezoning makes a mockery of the Government’s commitments to
communities and its environmental priorities. It also seriously fails to meet the due diligence standards required
of a professional planner and of the NCC own policies and legislative requirements.

Starting at the highest level of priority that is specific to the NCC’s conservation mandate it is important for the
NCC to support the federal government’s high and increasing commitment to fight climate change. In the
Prime Minister’s mandate letters to four Cabinet Ministers (Minister of the Environment and Climate Change
Jonathan Wilkinson, Minister of Infrastructure and Communities Catherine McKenna, Minister of Natural
Resources Seamus O’Regan, and Minister of Agriculture and Agri-food Marie-Claude Bibeau) the Prime
Minister assigned them priority responsibilities for:
- expanding urban parks so that everyone has access to green space
- helping cities expand and diversify their urban forests
- planting 2 billion trees
- preventing biodiversity loss within an urban setting
- working with Canadians, civil society and stakeholders

This NCC proposal ignores these Government priorities. The NCC has also failed to perform responsible due
diligence on many fronts including its failures to:
- establish the “need” for an Embassy Precinct or even the need for a single stand-alone embassy. A

competent needs assessment must be sufficiently detailed to provide meaningful direction for the site plan
including height and footprint of the buildings, parking, building perimeter setbacks, and security.
Embassy’ security needs are heightened due to rising terrorism attacks causing countries to abandon
traditional free standing embassies and to resist grouping of embassies since they become higher risk targets
for terrorists and protests.

- provide an security plan for the diplomats and the community
- provide a costed environmental plan for the remediation of this heavily polluted site, these cost will likely

fall on Canadian governments,
- take account of the Gloucester Fault which defines a geologically active zone and runs through the site, and

the NCC’s concept plan proposes to build an Embassy directly over the Fault
- address required setbacks from the SJAM parkway to protect the green ambiance of the parkway. For the

same reason limits must be place on building heights for all Embassy buildings

A-2021-00072-01189
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- lead a meaningful and informed consultation with the community on the best use of this land. The NCC’s
previous consultation, associated with Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan, simply declared the

ffecterfsta kehn I de r s nn a'c han nf I a nd use Is reouired hv Cariada^rai^al and thTcanitelatiectecl stBKcJiolclcrs on ct CIIBIISC ot Idncl use* 3s rcciiiirscl by tlic Tinn tor E&nscls s C/3.pit3.1 Hnd tiic Cy&pit&i
Urban Lands Plan.

- consider the negative impact of the Precinct proposal on the increasingly densely populated working class
neighbourhood where the NCC site is the only available greenspace for an urban forest with essential tree
canopy. Due to City plans this site is destined to become a tree desert.

- recognize the contribution this site could make to the goals set on out the NCC’s Sustainable Development
Plan to plant 100,000 trees. The NCC is claims it cannot meet this commitment due to lack land and
resources. The Precinct proposal will lead to the loss of 225 mature trees and forego the opportunity to plant
many more.

- present a proposal that supports the requirements, polices, plans and priorities of the City of Ottawa’s urban
forest and 40 % tree canopy
secure required amendments to the NCC’s Plan for Canada’s Capital, the Capital Urban Lands Plan, and the
National Interest Land Mass which all provide for this site to be greenspace. The latter establishes the NCC
as a steward for the land to be held in perpetuity as greenspace. Sale of this land to a foreign country for use
as Embassies requires approval by the Government. The NCC should have secured these amendments and
sought Government approval before engaging the City of Ottawa. It is presumptuous in the extreme to
proceed as the NCC has.

For all of these reasons we are asking you and the Board of the NCC to require the NCC to:

- withdraw its zoning application to the City of Ottawa;
- incorporate this greenspace into the adjacent Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park where it will be

connected to the National Pathway thereby enabling all Canadian to enjoy this beautiful site with elevated
views to Lazy Bay;

- work with the local communities on the design of the greenspace and explore the Mechanicsville
Community Association’s offer to work together to secure the resources needed to plant and maintain trees
on this site;

As a minimum the Board should require that an Area Plan be developed that addresses, as a minimum, all of the
above matters and be approved by the federal government before the City is requested to amend it planning
documents and zoning.

The Plan for Canada’s Capital requirements for consultation with stakeholders dictate that the draft Area Plan
must be the subject of informed and meaningful consultation with the community before approval by the
Government and the NCC Board.

For more information regarding our assessment and concerns, please contact us
at:MechanicsvilleCA@gmail.com.

Regards,

Lorrie Marlow, President
Mechanicsville Community Association

Cc : Tobi Nussbaum, NCC exec@ncc-ccn.ca
Catherine McKenna, MP Ottawa Centre Catherine.McKenna@parl.gc.ca
Steven Guilbeault, Minister of Canadian Heritage Steven.Guilbeault@parl.gc.ca
Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister iustin.tmdeau@parl .gc.ca
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Bill Blair, Minister Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Bill.Blair@parl.gc.ca
Marc Garneau, Minister Global Affairs marc.gameau@parl .gc.ca

Jeff Leiper, Ottawa City Councillor Jeff.Leiper@ottawa.ca
Mayor Jim Watson Jim.Watson@ottawa.ca
Joel Harden, MPP Ottawa Centre JHarden-CO@ndp.on.ca
Allison Hamill, Planner, City of Ottawa Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca
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Bedard, Eric

White, Robert
July 21, 2021 12:26 PM
Pelletier, Cedric
FW: Letter for NCC Board meeting April 20th
OUT - Lorrie Marlow - Mechanicsville Community Association .pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

From: EXEC - Tobi Nussbaum <exec@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: May 4, 20211:45 PM
To: Mechanicsville Community Association <mechanicsvilleca@gmail.com>;Catherine.McKenna@parl.gc.ca;
Steven.Guilbeault@parl.gc.ca; Hamlin, Allison <Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca>
Cc: EXEC - Tobi Nussbaum <exec@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Letter for NCC Board meeting April 20th

Dear Lorrie Marlow,

In response to your email and correspondence on April 20, 2021, please find attached a letter from Mr. Tobi Nussbaum,
Chief Executive Officer of the National Capital Commission.

Thank you,

Sarah Skrzeks

* s0 i Executive Assistant to the Chief Executive Officer
Adjointe executive au Premier dirigeant

Sarah.Skrzek@ncc-ccn.ca
613-239 -5678, ext. / poste 5191

I a

>x*x*»x*:*x««*x*x*:*x*x

Commission de la capitaie Rationale
National Capital Commission

Mechanicsville Community Association <mechanicsvilleca@gmail.com>
Sent: April 20, 20219:18 PM
To: EXEC - Tobi Nussbaum <exec@ncc-ccn.ca>; Catherine.McKenna@pari.gc.ca; Steven.Guilbeault@pari.gc.ca; Hamlin,
Allison <Allison.Hamlin(a)ottawa.ca>
Subject: Letter for NCC Board meeting April 20th

Please find attached the letter to each member of the NCC Board for the meeting on April 20th.

Lorrie Marlow
6132404649
Mechanicsville Community Association

MechanicsvilleCA@gmail.com

l
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www.twitter.com/MechanicsvilleC
www.facebook.com/MechanicsvilleCA
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NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION DE LA CAPITALE NATIONALE

Dear Lorrie Marlow,

On behalf of Marc Seaman, Chairperson of the National Capital Commission, thank
you for your correspondence regarding the NCC’s application to the City of Ottawa
for Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendments for the lands at 1and 19 Sir John A.
MacDonald Parkway. This issue was discussed by the Board of Directors at its last
meeting on April 22, 2021.

The Plan for Canada's Capital 2017-2067 states the importance of diplomatic
missions to the functioning of the capital and the promotion of political, trade, and
cultural links with foreign countries. The Plan clarifies the NCC’s role to assist
foreign missions to find appropriate spaces/lands for this capital function and the
mandate to keep an inventory of lands to assist with this purpose.

The intention for diplomatic missions at this location was identified several years
ago in our planning documents, particularly the Capital Urban Lands Plan (approved
by the NCC Board in 2015) as well as the Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park
Plan (approved by the NCC Board in 2018). The NCC's intent for the inclusion of
diplomatic missions was also accounted for in the City's Scott Street Community
Design Plan.

The current applications are submitted to the City of Ottawa in order to have the
lands ready to accommodate potential future missions as needed. Please note that
any project that might subsequently come forward would also be subject to
additional City consultation processes on specific site development plans. The NCC
is participating in this application process and will work closely with the City of
Ottawa to consider comments from the community.

We thank you again for your feedback.

Sincerely,
n\
i x

Tobi Nussbaum
Chief Executive Officer

202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, Canada KIP 1C7
nc "ccn,gc.ca

40, rue Elgin , piece 202, Ottawa, Canada KIP 1C7
eco~o.ee «exa

Canada
A-2021-00072-01194
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Anderson, Kalen
June 1, 20218:53 PM
Menard, Anne;de Passille, Veronique
Fwd: Embassies

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hi Anne and Vero,

Just making sure that you're both in the loop about this. The timing seems to be sliding with the City on the Embassies file.
June and July look unlikely ... notwithstanding our internal staff efforts to advance things more rapidly. Please let me know
if you think we need to press harder for an earlier date. As things stand we are looking at late summer (Aug/Sept) for this
file to go before City Council.

Cheers, K

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 20213:26 PM
To: Anderson, Kalen; Bureau, Lucie
Subject: RE: Embassies

Hello Kalen and Lucie,

A few points:
• Chantal Miner (Chief, Real Estate Transactions) is a close partner on this and is aware of the delays.
• Planning Committee meetings are on the City's agenda for June 10, 24 (too soon), July 8, Aug 26 and Sept 9.
• If July 8 is also challenging (might be), Aug 26 should be our target, as it would put the item on the Sept 8 Council

agenda.
• The New OP deliberations will occur at Joint Planning & Agricultural Affairs committee from Sept. 13-15, after which

there will be recommendations to adopt the new OP.

I will ask Allison Hamlin, City planner (through Chantal or directly) whether this is realistic. Lucie should continue to work
with Don H to confirm the dates.

Will also ask Allison when the materials we submitted on May 5 will be posted online...

Andrew

From: Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 20214:19 PM
To: Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Embassies

Thanks for the update Lucie and Andrew. This is too bad... Is the REM team aware of this development, and would you
recommend any further advocacy with the City to move things ahead sooner than September?

A-2021-00072-01195
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Cheers, K

From: Bureau, Lucie
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 202111:37 AM
To: Anderson, Kalen cKalen.Andersom
Cc: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: TR: Embassies

ncc-ccn.ca>

Kalen,

This is a high level summary of the Embassies site OP and zoning amendments process at the City.
Even with our help to accelerate the review of public comments, the City confirmed that the amendment will not be ready
for June Planning Committee and Council.

See Andrew's e-mail below

Lade/

613-239-5678 X 5151
Cef. 613-302-9049

De : Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Envoye :1juin 202112:50
A : Aldrich, Rachelle <Rachelle.Aldrich@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc : Yang, James <James.Yang@ncc-ccn.ca>; Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>
Objet : RE: Embassies

Hello Rachelle,

Through our consultant (FoTenn Consultants), we submitted revised materials to the City of Ottawa on May 5 to
support the application. This included:

o Planning Rationale Addendum;
o Formal response to the Technical Comments provided by the City;
o Revised Concept Plan;
o R-plan; and
o Draft NCC Design Guidelines for Diplomatic Missions.

City staff are severely backlogged and are unable to process the new materials in normal timelines.
We are waiting to hear when the matter will be heard by Planning Committee and Council. Indications are this could
be early September.
The City is preparing to adopt a new Official Plan in late September. We are working with City staff to determine the
implications of not finalizing our amendment before the adoption of the new Official Plan. We are assured that
there are mechanisms available to continue the amendment process under the new plan.

Thanks,
Andrew

A-2021-00072-01196
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From: Aldrich, Rachelle <Rachelle.Aldrich(cpncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Monday, May 31, 20214:15 PM
To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Yang, James <James.Yang@ncc-ccn.ca>; Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureau
Subject: RE: Embassies

ncc-ccn.ca>

Hi Andrew,

I hope you had a nice weekend.

We are being asked for an update on the status of this application. In the exchange below, you had suggested a loose
timeline. Do you mind sharing any updates you may have?

If you could let me know before noon tomorrow (sorry for the tight turnaround), that would be great.

Thanks so much for your help with this!

Rachelle

From: Yang, James cJames.Yang

Sent: January 16, 20211:24 PM
To: Aldrich, Rachelle <Rachelle.Aldrich
Subject: Fwd: Embassies

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc~ccn.ca>

James Yang
613-769-7916

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021, 12:45
To: Yang, James

A-2021-00072-01197
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Cc: Bureau, Lucie
Subject: RE: Embassies

Hello James,

1. An open house will be held at the request of the Councillor in early February
2. The amendments will be considered by Planning Committee on March 11. Pending a recommendation for approval,

they go to Council within 2 weeks of that meeting for approval.
3. Following the notice of decision and the end of the appeal period, the amendments will be final around mid-April.
4. I am unaware of any discussions with Global Affairs/specific countries for new missions. Ostensibly our Real Estate

division would manage the process of land dispositions for this purpose as the need arises.

Thanks,
Andrew
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Andrew Sacret, RPP, MCIP
Chief, Long-Range Planning & Transportation
Chef, Planification a long-terme et des transports

aid

andrew.sacret(@ncc-ccn.ca
2E 613-299-1315

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitals nationale
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From: Yang, James cJames.Yan
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 202112:10 PM
To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureau
Subject: Re: Embassies

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc-ccn.ca>

Hi Andrew,

Sorry to bother you on the weekend. Are there any "next steps"? What is the process going forward for our
application with the City? Any timelines? What will be the subsequent milestones after the City's approval?

Can I get your feedback by 9am Monday? (We have a dry run with Tobi for this briefing.)

James Yang

A-2021-00072-01198
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Cell: 613-769-7916

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: January 15, 20211:29 PM
To: Yang, James <James.Yang@

Cc: Bureau, Lucie <lucie.bureau
Subject: RE: Embassies

ncc-ccn.ca>
ncc-ccn.ca>

Hello James,
The media lines tell the story succinctly. Do you need any more material than this to craft the slide? I can discuss further
with you this afternoon as necessary.

Thank you,
Andrew

From: Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau
Sent: Friday, January 15, 202112:58 PM
To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Yang, James cJames.Yan
Subject: RE: Embassies

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc~ccn.ca>

Andrew,
Are you taking care of this? i am in meetings all PM with STO and cities*

We should pull the info for the slide from this material *

The NCC is proposing to create a new diplomatic precinct west of downtown.

-The NCC submitted development applications to the City of Ottawa to allow for future embassies (diplomatic missions) on
lands located south of the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway, between Slidell Street and Forward Avenue.

-The Plan for Canada's Capital 2017-2067 states the importance of diplomatic missions to the functioning of the capital and
the promotion of political, trade, and cultural links with foreign countries. The Plan clarifies the NCC's role to assist foreign
missions to find appropriate spaces/lands for this capital function and the mandate to keep an inventory of lands to assist
with this purpose.

-The intention for diplomatic missions at this location was identified several years ago in our planning documents,
particularly the Capital Urban Lands Plan (approved by the NCC Board in 2015) as well as the ensuing Ottawa River South
Shore Riverfront Park Plan (approved by the NCC Board in 2018).

-This intention was identified during various phases of public engagement during the development of both plans.

-It aligns with the 2015 Capital Urban Lands Plan statement that "in the future, certain parkway corridor lands may be
redesignated in support of a future diplomatic precinct" as well as the 2018 Ottawa River Shore Plan which identified that
sector 'Subject lands for International Missions" during various consultation with

A-2021-00072-01199
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613-239-5678 X 5151
Cef. 613-302-9049

De : Yang, James <James.Yang(

Envoye : 15 janvier 202112:01
A : Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc : Bureau, Lucie dude.bureau
Objet : Embassies
Importance : Haute

ncc-ccn.ca>

ncc~ccn.ca>

Hi Andrew,

We've just been informed to meet with the Minister's Office on Monday morning to brief them on a number of files. One
of them being the latest development relating to our embassy proposal. Can you please provide me with a few bullets on
this? I would need to fit it on one powerpoint slide so would appreciate a short and concise update.

Given the meeting is on Monday, can you please provide your bullets to me by COB today. Apologies for the short
turnaround.

Thanks,
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Director, Strategic Planning
Directeur, Planification strategique
james.yang(®nec-ccn.ca
E613-239-5678, ext. / poste 5207
E613-769-7916

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale nationale
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Anderson, Kalen
June 21, 202111:17 AM
Menard, Anne;de Passille, Veronique
Fwd: D01-01-19-0011et D02-02-19- 0072 -1and 19 Sir John A MacDonald Parkway

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Our updated embassies planning application has just been posted to the City's website, which is very positive. I will
loop back with you in terms of when we will get our council meeting. Cheers, K

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Monday,June 21, 20219:01AM
To: Anderson, Kalen
Subject: TR: D01-01-19-0011et D02-02-19- 0072 - 1and 19 Sir John A MacDonald Parkway

Kalen,
Embassy Row request for zoning ameridmerit is on the City site.
Thank you

Lwoue/

613-239-5678 X 5151
Cel 613-302-9049

De : Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Envoye : 21juin 202110:32
A : Bureau, Lucie elude.bureau@ncc-ccn.ca>;Theoret, Jacqueline <Jacqueline.Theoret@ncc-ccn.ca>;Tremblay, Mario
emario.tremblay@ncc-ccn.ca>;White, Robert <Robert.White@ncc-ccn.ca>; Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletier@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc : Horton, Ted <Ted.Horton@ncc-ccn.ca>;Miner, Chantal <chantal.miner@ncc-ccn.ca>
Objet : FW: D01-01-19-0011et D02-02-19- 0072 -1and 19 Sir John A MacDonald Parkway

Bonjour,
The new materials for the embassies rezoning have been posted on the City of Ottawa's website.

Please notify any others who will need to be informed.

Thank you,
Andrew

Andrew Sacret, RPP, MCIP
Chief, Planning & Design
Chef, Planification du territoire et design
andrew.sacret(®ncc-ccaca

11P y*

kt 613-299-1315
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National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitale rationale

From: Miner, Chantal <chantal.miner(5)ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Monday,June 21, 20218:46 AM
To: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>; Horton, Ted <Ted.Horton@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: Fw: D01-01-19-0011et D02-02-19- 0072 -1and 19 Sir John A MacDonald Parkway

FYI

From: Hamlin, Allison <Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca>
Sent: June 18, 20213:03 PM
To: Hamlin, Allison <Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca>
Cc: Ghada Zaki <zaki@fotenn.com>; Miner, Chantal <chantal.miner@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: D01-01-19-0011 et D02-02-19- 0072 - 1and 19 Sir John A MacDonald Parkway

Dear resident,

Fotenn Consultants Inc., on behalf of the National Capital Commission (NCC), has revised the proposal
for proposed embassies at 1 and 19 Sir John A MacDonald Parkway in response to the concerns raised
by the City staff, the Community Association, and members of the public.

This is the formal recirculation of the planning applications noted above. Below is a link to the application
on the City’s Development Application Search Tool where you will find information about the applications
and all of the revised submission material and accompanying documents you will need to review the
application.

https://devapps.ottawa.ca/en/applications/D01-01-19-0011/details

For additional information or to provide your comments, please
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Visit the Development Application Search web page to access plans and studies
submitted with this application
Contact the file lead, Allison Hamlin, at 613-580-2424, extension 25477 or by email

at Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca
Submit written comments to or speak to the Planning Committee (meeting date to be

determined)

City staff will notify individuals on the notification list of all meeting dates and decisions by email.

Please note the deadline date for comments is July 17, 2021.

For all questions, concerns and all other information please contact me directly.

Thank you

Allison Hamlin, MCIP, RPP

Planner II

High Economic Impact Projects

Planning, Infrastructure and Economic Development Department

City of Ottawa

110 Laurier Avenue West. Ottawa, ON

C 613.580.2424 ext. 25477

Ottawa.ca/planning
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Madame, Monsieur,

Fotenn Consultants inc. au nom de la Commission de la capitale nationale (CCN) a done revise la
proposition d’ambassades au 1 et 19, promenade Sir John A. -MacDonald en reponse aux
preoccupations soulevees par le personnel de la Ville, I’association communautaire et les membres du
public.

La presente constitue la diffusion officielle de la demande d’amenagement indiquee ci-dessus. Nous
avons ajoute ci-dessous un lien menant a cette demande dans I’outil de recherche de demande
d’amenagement de la Ville, ou vous trouverez des renseignements sur la demande et sur I’ensemble
des plans, rapports, leves et autres documents qui I’accompagnent, et qui vous permettront de mieux
examiner le projet.

0011&a=all&w=all&i=0&b=01010,0&o=default&ob=asc

Pour obtenir des renseignements supplementaires ou faire part de vos commentaires, veuillez :

visiter la page Web de recherche de demandes d’amenagement pour acceder aux plans et
aux etudes soumis avec cette demande;

communiquer avec la responsable du dossier, Allison Hamlin, au (613) 580-2424,
poste 25477 ou par courriel a I’adresse Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca;

soumettre des commentaires ecrits ou s’exprimer devant le Comite de I’urbanisme (date de
reunion a determiner)

Le personnel de la Ville informera par courriel les personnes figurant sur la liste de notification de
toutes les dates de reunion et des decisions prises. Veuillez m’envoyer un courriel pour etre ajoute a
la liste de notification.

Veuillez noter que la date limite pour soumettre vos commentaires est le 17 juillet 2021.

Si vous avez des questions ou des inquietudes, ou si vous souhaitez obtenir de plus amples
renseignements, veuillez contacter le responsable du dossier.
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Merci

Allison Hamlin, MCIP, RPR

Planner II | Urbaniste II

High Economic Impact Projects | Projets a fortes retombees economiques

Planning, Infrastructure and Economic Development Department | Services de la planlflcatlon, de
I'infrastructure et du developpement economique

City of Ottawa | Vllle d'Ottawa

110 Laurier Avenue West. Ottawa, ON 110, avenue. Laurier Quest. Ottawa (Ontario) K1P 1J1

613.580.2424 ext./ poste 25477

Ottawa.ca/planninq / Ottawa.ca/urbanisme

This e-mail originates from the City of Ottawa e-mail system. Any distribution, use or copying of this e-mail or the
information it contains by other than the intended recipient(s) is unauthorized. Thank you.

Le present courriel a ete expedie par le systeme de courriels de la Ville d'Ottawa. Toute distribution, utilisation ou
reproduction du courriel ou des renseignements qui s'y trouvent par une personne autre que son destinataire prevu est
interdite. Je vous remercie de votre collaboration.
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Pelletier, Cedric
June 24, 20214:52 PM
Anderson, Kalen
Sacret, Andrew
RE: NCC Embassies rezoning submission
June 2021- Key messages -1 19 Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway.docx

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hi Kalen,

Here are the key objectives of tomorrow's meeting that Andrew put together:

1. Determine when the application will be heard at the Planning Committee and Council (August 26, September 9 or
beyond?)

2. Understand the implications of not approving the application before the New Official Plan is adopted (i.e. the
transition provisions for applications in process)

3. Determine what concrete actions we can do to assist the process.

Attached are the key messages for the project. I was going to send them to Rob White as well but I'll wait till after our
meeting with the City in case we receive new information.

Thank you Andrew for sending the materials we sent to the City on June 15.

Cedric

From: Sacret, Andrew <Andrew.Sacret@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 20213:43 PM
To: Anderson, Kalen <Kalen.Anderson@ncc-ccn.ca>
Cc: Pelletier, Cedric <cedric.pelletier@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: FW: NCC Embassies rezoning submission

Hello Kalen,
The materials that we sent to the City on June 15 would give a good sense of where things stand and what we're asking for.
This may help your understanding, in addition to the key messages document that is currently with Cedric.

Highlights:
Planning Addendum- summaries of the amendments sought to Official Plan, Secondary Plan and Zoning By-law
1-19 SJAM 2021-04-28 (the Concept Plan) - our new lot arrangement
2016-02-17- the NCC's draft guidelines for diplomatic missions, which we provided to allay concerns about the
design/built form

Thank you,
Andrew
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A A \ Andrew Sacret, RPP, MCIP
Chief, Planning & Design
Chef, Planification du territoire et design
andrew.sacret@ncc-ccn.ca

I/

y 613-299-1315

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitate nationals

From: Anderson, Kalen <
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 20215:12 PM
To:
Cc: Miguelez, Alain <
<An 1 etgriee- ' >
Subject: NCC Embassies rezoning submission

ncc-ccn.ca>

Ottawa,ca>; Bureau, Lucie < " ! ^ [ ncc-ccn.ca>; Sacret, Andrew

Good afternoon Don,

I had the pleasure of connecting with Steve and Alain last week and raised the issue of the NCC's rezoning application on
the Embassies file in Mechanicsville, which has been slow to proceed. We are eager to bring this to Council for
consideration this summer and would like to be at the August meeting at the latest. Our updated submission that
incorporates all City of Ottawa comments was provided on May 5, 2021and our staff have also been lending a hand to
summarize community feedback to help expedite the process. The feedback we received from planning staff on the design
of the site have been integrated into the attached:

Planning Rationale Addendum;
Formal response to the Technical Comments provided by the City;
Revised Concept Plan;
R-plan; and
Draft NCC Design Guidelines for Diplomatic Missions

I look forward to hearing from you to confirm a Council date.

Cheers, Kalen

> , Kalen Anderson, RPP/MCIP
\ Vice-President and Chief Planner, Capital Planning
/ Vice-piesidente et Plamficatrice en chef, Amenagement de la capitate

#

kalen.anderson@incc-ccn.ca
613-239-5678, ext. / poste 5605
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U 343-551-4890

National Capital Commission
Commission de la capitate nationale

E A A A A > V
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( ****% ) NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
1

/ COMMISSION DE LA CAPITATE NATIONALE

Key Messages - 1 & 19 Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway

• The National Capital Commission (NCC) identified the lands at 1 & 19 Sir John A.
Macdonald Parkway as the site for a diplomatic precinct in accordance with its Plan for
Canada’s Capital (2017 to 2067) and its Capital Urban Lands Plan (2015).

• From 2016 to 2018, the NCC consulted on its Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park
Plan (ORSSRPP), the long-term plan for the 220 hectares of federal parkland along the south
shore of the Ottawa River between Mud Lake and LeBreton Flats.

• This plan confirmed the use of a land parcel south of the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway
between Forward Avenue and Slidell Street as a diplomatic precinct, along with the NCC’s
intent to improve connectivity from adjacent neighborhoods to the riverfront park.

• The NCC has consulted through the development of its plans, and through the submission of
the current applications, including a meeting organized by City of Ottawa Councillor Jeff
Leiper and the local community association (Mechanicsville Community Association).

• The feedback from the City and residents has been heard and considered. The feedback will
be integrated in future NCC and City approvals for the embassy proposals.

• This will include careful and quality design of the diplomatic sites to integrate into the
neighbourhood, the retention of passive greenspace at Slidell Street and Burnside Avenue,
and improvements to pedestrian and cycling connections to the NCC’s riverfront park.

June 2021 Update

• Based on comments received from City Staff, the Mechanicsville Community Association,
and residents, the NCC has revised its Concept Plan. The revised Concept Plan presents a
compact urban form that is compatible with the surrounding residential neighbourhood,
provides a larger park space for all users, proposes a significant landscaped buffer along the
Sir. John A. Macdonald Parkway, and enhances active mode of transportation along the
Ottawa River.

• The principal changes to the Concept Plan are:

A reduction in the total number of embassies from six (6) to five (5).o

The revised plan clarifies the intended built form of the embassies to ensure they will
complement the surrounding neighbourhood, based on the zone provisions of the Minor
Institutional zone. This provides for buildings that are no more than four storeys in

o

1
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height. The buildings will be oriented to face and have a close relationship with the local
streets.

The revised plan shows ‘Buildable Area’ and not building footprints, parking spaces
and/or driveways. The plan is strictly intended to outline the boundaries of the
development envelope as provided by the proposed zoning. At the time of detailed
design, the sites will be designed to limit surface parking, place buildings closer to the
street than parking areas, and screen parking areas from view.

o

The federal park space on the eastern portion of the lands adjacent to Slidell Street has
been increased to be approximately double in size from the initial submission. The
revised park configuration (size and location) reflects what is demonstrated on the
ORSSRPP and is generally consistent with the Scott Street Community Design Plan.
Within the federal park space the NCC will retain existing trees and maintain and
enhance the passive greenspace.

o

The revised Concept Plan no longer depicts a pathway along the south side of the Sir
John A. Macdonald Parkway. The initial Concept Plan was developed in 2019 in advance
of the adoption of the ORSSRPP. Further study and consultation determined that existing
conditions, including topography changes and the presence of rocky outcrops and
bedrock, would not permit the development of a path along the south side of the Sir John
A. Macdonald Parkway. In 2020, the NCC’s Board adopted the ORSSRPP, which placed
emphasis on the riverfront pathways and called for the creation of segregated cycling and
pedestrian paths between the Parkway and the Ottawa River.

o

The Capital Pathway along the north side of the Parkway is consistent with the
ORSSRPP and is anticipated to be delivered in the short term through a separate federal
infrastructure project in partnership with Public Services and Procurement Canada.

o

• The design of each site will follow a rigorous approval process including the NCC’s Federal
Land Use and Design Approval process along with the City’s site plan control process. These
processes will refine the design and assist in responding to community concerns to ensure:

A high quality of design for each site.o

The protection of existing trees, where possible, and the planting of new landscaping.o

o Surface parking is limited, placed behind or under buildings wherever possible, and
screened from view.

An evaluation of environmental impacts under the federal Impact Assessment Act .o

Soil remediation under applicable federal and/or provincial legislation.o

2
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I a n line laic <
1&19 Sir John. A MacDonald Parkway
May 5, 2021

Allison Hamlin
Ottawa City Hall
110, Laurier Avenue West
Ottawa, ON K1P 1J1

Via Email: allison n@ottawa.ca

1 and 19 Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway- Planning Rationale AddendumRE:

Dear Ms. Hamlin

In June 2019, Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment applications for the subject lands located
at 1&19 Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway were submitted by Fotenn Consultants Inc., on behalf of the National
Capital Commission to the City of Ottawa. The applications included an amendment to the Scott Street Secondary
Plan requesting to maintain the Open Space designation on the subject lands, while adding a site-specific
exception which would allow the development of embassies (diplomatic missions with associated office use) as
well as an amendment to the Zoning By-law requesting to lift the holding zone, and create a new exception
exclusively permitting diplomatic missions and office uses within the current 01L zone and R5B zone.

Since submission, the National Capital Commission has received and reviewed technical circulation comments
from City of Ottawa Development Review Staff, participated in meetings and further reviewed the applications
internally. With that, the National Capital Commission has revised the Concept Plan in response to the concerns
raised by the City Staff, the Community Association, and members of the public.

Despite the initial applications, Fotenn and the National Capital Commission would like to revise their requested
amendments to the Official Plan and Zoning By-law as follows:

Amendment to the City of Ottawa Official Plan (2003, as amended) to re-designate the majority of the
subject lands from ‘Major Open Space’ to ‘General Urban Area’;
Amendment to the Scott Street Secondary Plan (2005) to re-designate the majority of the subject lands
from ‘Open Space’ to a new designation ‘Institutional/Embassy’; and
Amendment to the City of Ottawa Zoning By-law to re-zone the majority of the subject lands from
‘Residential Fifth Density, Subzone B, Maximum Building Height 37 metres' and ‘Open Space, Subzone
L, Exception 310’ to ‘Minor Institutional, Subzone A, Exception X’ and ‘Parks and Open Space, Subzone

/

/

/

A’.

It should be highlighted that the revised Concept Plan maintains approximately 1.6 acres of ‘Federal Green
Space’ along the eastern boundary of the site in keeping with the NCC’s Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront
Park Plan (2019). These lands would remain as Major Open Space in the city’s Official Plan, Open Space in the
Scott Street Secondary Plan and Open Space in the City’s comprehensive Zoning By-law.

The following planning rationale addendum provides a discussion outlining the revised Concept Plan as well as
the above-noted requested Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendments and their appropriateness within the
greater planning context.

Sincerely,

Ghada Zaki, MCIP RPP
Planner

Matthew McElligott
Principal, Planning and Policy
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Manning ialc
1 and 19 Sir John. A MacDonald Parkway
1.1 Revised Concept Plan

Based on comments received from City Staff, the Mechanicsville Community Association, and residents, the
revised Concept Plan represents development option for the subject lands, and is comprised of the following
features:

A reduction in the total number of parcels from six (6) to five (5) for the purposes of future diplomatic
missions, based on the scale and layout of other existing diplomatic missions throughout Ottawa.

Each future diplomatic mission parcel identifies a ‘Buildable Area’, which is generally based on the zone
provisions of the Minor Institutional, Subzone A (11A). The proposed zoning responds to feedback from
City Staff and community members. Specifically, the proposed zoning requests a minimum front yard
setback of 3 metres to allow a street presence that is more in keeping with the surrounding residential
context. The proposed zoning also includes requested changes from the standard 11A zone, including a
minimum rear yard setback of 15 metres to provide an adequate setback from the Sir John A. MacDonald
Parkway, and minimum interior side yard setback that is reduced to 6 metres from 7.5 to ensure a more
urban built form.

/

Due to the conceptual nature of the Plan, the ‘Buildable Area’ does not illustrate building footprints,
parking spaces and/or driveways for each parcel. It is strictly intended to outline the boundaries of the
development envelope in accordance with the proposed building setbacks.

While individual driveways are not illustrated, vehicular access and egress would be provided via the local
street network and not from the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway.

An increase in size of the dedicated park space on the eastern portion of the subject lands adjacent to
Slidell Street from 3,602 square meters to 6,592 square meters equating to an area that is approximately
double in size from the initial submission. This represents 17% of the total area of the subject lands to be
retained as open space, which far exceeds the maximum that the City could impose through the Parkland
Dedication By-law. It is important to note the current Parkland Dedication By-law exempts this federal
land use from any parkland requirements. Moreover, as a Federal authority, the NCC is not subject to this
By-law, however, the proposed green space will provide a convivial space for the neighbourhood as well
as an enhanced connection to the NCC owned parklands to the north and the existing Laroche Park to
the south. The revised park configuration (size and location) reflects what is demonstrated on the Ottawa
River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan (ORSSRPP) and is generally consistent with the Scott Street
Community Design Plan (CDP).

/

The increased federal green space size also encompasses the City’s storm sewer outlet as its western
edge, ensuring protection of the asset and ease of access.

As noted in Section 4.4.2 of the Scott Street Community Design Plan and the NCC Ottawa River South
Shore Riverfront Park Plan, the NCC will retain existing trees, and maintain and enhance the passive
greenspace.

/

A 20-metre setback from the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway featuring a significant landscaped buffer
along the northern edge of the subject lands. It is important to note that this space is in addition to the
above-noted park space.

/
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The initial concept plan was developed and submitted in 2019 in advance of the adoption of the
ORSSRPP. This initial concept depicted a pathway along the south side of the Sir John A. MacDonald
Parkway. Further study and consultation determined that existing conditions, including topography
changes and the presence of rocky outcrops and bedrock, would not permit the development of a path
along the south side of the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway. In 2020, the NCC’s Board adopted the
ORSSRPP, which placed emphasis on the riverfront pathways and called for the creation of segregated
cycling and pedestrian paths between the Parkway and the Ottawa River.

/

Given the infeasibility of the pathway along the south side of the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway, the
mid-block connections lack a function and would prove unsafe dead-ends to the parkway if they were
retained. The focus is therefore being placed on the development of segregated cycling and pedestrian
paths along the north side of the parkway as well as an improvement of the main intersection (at Slidell
Street and Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway) as noted above. Although the mid-block pedestrian
connections will be removed, the view corridors will be maintained.

/

It is important to note that the Capital Pathway along the north side of the Parkway is consistent with the
ORSSRPP and is anticipated to be delivered in the short term through a separate federal infrastructure
project in partnership with Public Services and Procurement Canada.

/

The implementation of the Capital Pathway along the north side of Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway and
planned streetscape improvements at the intersection of the Sir. John A. MacDonald Parkway and Slidell
Street will strengthen and enhance the connection between the Mechanicsville neighbourhood and the
Capital Pathway proposed along the Ottawa River. These improvements include sidewalks, a gateway
entrance feature, and a potential pedestrian connection between Forward Avenue and Hinchey Avenue.
The design for the improved pedestrian and cyclist connections, along with the improvements to the
Slidell-Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway intersection, will be determined at the future detailed design
stage.

/

Overall, the revised Concept Plan presents a more compact urban form that is more compatible with the
surrounding residential neighbourhood, provides a larger park space for all users, proposes a significant
landscaped buffer along the Sir. John A. MacDonald parkway and strengthens connections to passive recreation
and active mode of transportation along the Ottawa River.

It is acknowledged that concerns of public safety have been raised regarding whether diplomatic missions are
appropriate to locate in proximity to residential areas. We find no prohibition within Zoning By-law 2008-250, nor
any policy within the City’s Official Plan, or within the plans of the NCC, to justify this concern. Diplomatic
missions have a long-established precedent of being woven into the fabric residential neighbourhoods throughout
central Ottawa. Diplomatic missions are permitted by right within many residential zones, including the R5 zones
that abut this site to the west and south.

City of Ottawa Official Plan (2003, as amended)12

The City of Ottawa Official Plan is composed of eight sections, each addressing a different aspect of the planned
function of the City as a whole. Section 2 of the Official Plan provides Strategic Directions for growth and
development within the City. The majority of the subject lands are designated Major Open Space with the
balance of the lands being designated General Urban Area as shown in Schedule B of the City of Ottawa’s
Official Plan (Figure 1).
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Figure 1; Excerpt from Schedule B: Urban Policy Rian in the City of Ottawa Official Plan,

1.2.1 Section 2.2.2 - Managing Growth within the Urban Area

The policy direction of the City’s Official Plan is to promote an efficient land-use pattern through intensification of
locations that are strategically aligned with the transportation network and in particular the rapid transit network.
This section discusses the opportunities that exist for intensification and generally that the City will support such
intensification, although such opportunities generally occur at a much smaller scale in the General Urban Area.

The scale of intensification in the General Urban Area depends on factors such as existing built context and
proximity to major roads and transit, although much of the major intensification will happen along Mainstreets, and
within Mixed-Use Centres and Town Centres. To achieve compatibility between existing and planned built form,
emphasis will be placed on good urban design and architecture.

1.2.2 Section 3.3 - Major Open Space

The Major Open Space designation includes large regional parks such as Andrew Haydon Park, open space
corridors along the Ottawa and Rideau Rivers and the Rideau Canal, parkway corridors and other corridors
reserved for rapid-transit and major roadways. This designation represents a key component of the Greenspace
Network, which contributes to the quality of life in neighbouring communities as well as to the overall integrity of
the natural environment.

The Major Open Space designation and policies generally protect the larger open spaces for public use and
enjoyment. Provided they do not adversely impact the natural environment, cultural heritage and open
characteristics of the area, small-scale commercial activities and institutional uses are permitted in the Major
Open Space designation provided they contribute to or are ancillary to a use permitted in the Major Open Space
designation or the Zoning By-law. The policies of the Official Plan encourage the City of Ottawa to work with
partners, such as the National Capital Commission, on studies and plans for Major Open Space and the Ottawa
River corridor.
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1.2.3 Section 3.6.1- General Urban Area

The General Urban Area designation permits the development of a range and choice of housing types to meet
the need of all ages, incomes and life circumstances, in combination with conveniently located employment, retail
service, cultural, leisure, entertainment and institutional uses. The purpose of this designation is to facilitate the
development of complete and sustainable communities. A broad scale of uses is found within this designation,
from ground-oriented single-purpose buildings to mid-rise buildings with a mix of uses along Mainstreets or
Transit Priority Corridors; from a dwelling or corner store to a shopping centre or office.

The proposed policies of the General Urban Area seek to support building heights that are compatible with the
existing or planned context. The City supports infill development and other intensification within the General
Urban Area in a manner that enhances and complements the desirable characteristics and ensures the long-term
vitality of the many existing communities that make up the city. Heights and uses within this range will be
evaluated based on compatibility with the existing context and the planned function of the area.

Throughout the General Urban Area, a variety of uses that complement adjacent residential land uses are
encouraged where it will complement the existing pattern and scale of development planned function of the area.
The City will ensure that these uses take advantage of pedestrian and cycling patterns while facilitating interaction
among residents and contributing to a sense of community.

1.2.4 Proposed Amendment to the City of Ottawa Official Plan

Lands designated General Urban Area can accommodate a range of uses and users, including diplomatic
missions and offices; whereas lands designated Major Open Space generally form part of the City’s Greenspace
Network. Although limited uses including City of Ottawa Fire Stations, the Canadian Geographic Offices,
numerous privately-operated restaurant establishments and the Embassy of the United States of America are
found within the Major Open Space designation, the General Urban Area designation accommodates a range of
uses and generally permits the proposed diplomatic missions and office uses. The revised Official Plan
Amendment requests to re-designate the entirety of the subject lands to General Urban Area while the proposed
6,592 square meters of green space would remain Major Open Space.

The proposed re-designation of the subject lands to ‘General Urban Area’ conforms to the policies of City of
Ottawa Official Plan by encouraging development which takes advantage of existing infrastructure and is situated
in an area that promotes a complete community with a good balance of facilities and services. The amendment to
re-designate the lands to General Urban Area ensures that the proposed diplomatic mission and office uses are
accommodated and permitted within the policy framework of the City’s Official Plan.

Building upon desirable established patterns and built form, the subject lands have been identified by the NCC to
serve a ‘Capital Function’ within the established Mechanicsville neighbourhood, due to its location within an urban
context surrounded by other low, mid and high-rise residential, institutional, and mixed-use buildings. It is worth
noting the proposal is compatible in use with the existing Indonesian Embassy located directly to the west of the
subject lands, providing an opportunity to create a diplomatic precinct along a significant federally-owned and
operated parkway. Moreover, to ensure compatibility with the surrounding area, the proposal provides a transition
in built form from the low, mid and high-density residential use buildings to the south, to NCC owned and operated
open space network and Trans Canada Trail located along the Ottawa River to the north.

The existing Major Open Space designation will ensure that the lands across from Laroche Park and adjacent
the Slidell Street roundabout remain part of the wider green space network. As part of future capital expenditures,
the NCC will provide an enhanced connection to the Ottawa River Parkway by establishing a pedestrian sidewalk
along the edge of the federal green space as well as making intersection and gateway improvements at the Slidell
Street and Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway intersection. The overall goal and objective is twofold: to improve the
safety for all users, and; to strengthen pedestrian and cycling connections to the north of the Parkway along the
Ottawa River.
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Overview1.3.1
In 2015, City of Ottawa Council approved the Scott Street Secondary Plan and Community Design Plan to help
guide the development of the Scott Street area. The policies of the Secondary Plan are based on the Community
Design Plan (CDP) for Scott Street, translating many key aspects of the CDP into statutory policy. The purpose of
the Secondary Plan is to direct greater intensification to certain areas while maintaining the low-rise character in
other areas. The Neighbourhood Line provides a clear distinction between the low-rise areas of the communities
and the other areas within the Secondary Plan that are anticipated to undergo significant change.

The Secondary Plan notes there are strategic sites for redevelopment and several opportunities to improve the
neighbourhood for existing and future residents. The Secondary Plan promotes improved mobility and
connectivity to the City’s sidewalks and multi-use pathway system to expand cycling and walking facilities and
connections throughout the wider City. The Secondary Plan further states that the City of Ottawa will work with
the NCC to enhance the north/south greenway between the Ottawa River and the planning area.

LAND US? UTH.8SATSON DU SOI

teat

Figure 2: Snapshot of Schedule A Land Use (Scott Street Secondary Plan)

The Scott Street Secondary Plan designates the entire NCC parcel (including the lands occupied by the
Indonesian Embassy) as Open Space- Existing as shown on Schedule A. The Open Space designation
identifies areas that are existing open space areas and generally allow the range of uses permitted in the Major
Open Space designation of the City’s Official Plan.

1.3.2 Proposed Amendment to the Scott Street Secondary Plan

Permitted uses within the Secondary Plan’s Open Space designation are quite broad. Generally, the range of
uses permitted are similar to those in the Major Open Space designation of the City’s Official Plan. The existing
designation, as defined in the Secondary Plan, does not explicitly permit the proposed uses (diplomatic mission
and office). As such, the revised Secondary Plan Amendment requests the addition of an Institutional land use
designation to accommodate the proposed land uses. It is requested that this additional Institutional land use
designation permit the proposed diplomatic mission and office uses and encompass the boundary of the subject
lands as per the revised Concept Plan. This would allow the development of diplomatic missions, with associated
office use, and ensure that any existing areas outside of the subject lands remain within the Major Open Space
designation. Building setbacks will be addressed through the requested zoning exception as detailed below.

It is also requested that specific policies be included within the proposed Institutional land use. Subject to future
development on the subject lands, the following policy direction is being requested to apply to the Institutional
designation:
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Provide for an improved connection to the planned segregated pathways along the northern edge of Sir
John A. MacDonald Parkway and the Planning Area;
Provide an improved intersection at Slidell Street and the Sir John A. MacDonald parkway for
pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles;
Mark a gateway to the community with a distinctive corner treatment; and
Future development of Institutional lands will require NCC Board of Directors Approval through the
Federal Land Use, Design and Transaction Approvals process.

/

/
/

Although the Open Space designation already permits the Indonesian Embassy and office use as shown on the
Land Use Schedule of the Secondary Plan, Diplomatic Missions and associated office uses are not explicitly listed
as permitted uses within the policies of this designation. The addition of an ‘Institutional’ land use designation on
the subject lands is therefore recommended to be the most appropriate for the proposed development. In
addition, an Institutional land use designation would require future development proposals to be in keeping with
the scale of the existing diplomatic mission use (Indonesian Embassy), maintaining a low-profile and compact
built form.

It is important to note that this scale of development is consistent with policies in the Secondary Plan which limits
intensification to the north and west of the identified Neighbourhood Line. Furthermore, this designation is also
consistent with the National Capital Commission Capital Urban Lands Plan as well as the Ottawa River South
Shore Riverfront Park Plan (ORSSRPP). As referenced in the initial Planning Rationale, the ORSSRPP was
subject to several public engagement events and designates the subject lands as “Future Diplomatic Mission”.
Overall, the amendment seeks to introduce a low intensity land use with a publicly accessible open space that
respects the character of the existing areas all the while facilitating accessibility to the valuable parkland network
along the Ottawa River.

City of Ottawa Comprehensive Zoning By-law (2008-250)1.4

1.4.1 Existing Zoning

As illustrated on Figure 3, the subject lands are currently zoned: Residential Fifth Density, Subzone B, Maximum
Building Height 37 (R5B H(37)) and Parks and Open Space Zone, Subzone L, Exception 310, with a ‘holding’
(01L[310]-h) in the City of Ottawa’s Comprehensive Zoning By-law (2008-250). While the majority of the lands
are zoned 01L, a square shaped 0.45-hectare parcel of is zoned R5, a zoning that permits high-rise residential
uses (approximately 12 storeys). The entire area is covered by the Mature Neighbourhood Overlay.

1BBWM

Figure 3: Snapshot from geoOttawa showing the existing zoning

The purpose of the Parks and Open Space Zone is to permit parks, open space and related compatible uses in
areas designated Major Open Space, among others. The existing zoning is meant to ensure that the range of
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permitted uses and applicable regulations are in keeping with the low scale, low intensity open space nature of
the lands. Interestingly, Exception [310] allows for additional uses that are not characteristic of the Major Open
Space or Open Space designation in the Official Plan and Secondary Plan. Some high-intensity or non-
compatible (to surrounding residential uses) uses are listed. It should be noted a ‘dwelling unit’ is permitted,
however, but ‘diplomatic mission’ and ‘office’ are not listed as permitted uses in Exception 310.

The purpose of the R5 zone is to allow a wide mix of residential building forms ranging from detached to high-rise
apartment buildings in areas designated General Urban Area in the Official Plan. In addition, ancillary uses,
limited commercial uses and diplomatic missions are also permitted in the R5 Zone. Office uses, however, are not
listed as a permitted use within the R5 zone.

1.4.2 Proposed Zoning By-law Amendment

In the City of Ottawa Zoning By-law, a ‘diplomatic mission’ is defined as a ‘residential use building of the
accredited head or member of the diplomatic mission of a recognized foreign or Commonwealth state having
diplomatic or official status in Canada,’ and may include: (By-law 2015-190)

an office accessory to and in conjunction with the diplomatic residence; and
a security hut. (mission diplomatique).

/

Although the R5B zone permits diplomatic mission uses, this does not fully represent the proposed use as the
intention is to provide a diplomatic mission and an office, with residence accessory to and in conjunction with the
diplomatic mission. Consistent with the requested ‘Institutional’ land use designation, the revised amendment
seeks to re-zone the portion of the subject lands with the proposed diplomatic missions to ‘Minor Institutional,
Subzone 1A, Exception [XXX] (MA[XXXj) and the portion of the subject lands with the proposed green space to
Parks and Open Space, Subzone 1A(01A).

The purpose of the Minor Institutional zone is to:

permit a range of community uses, institutional accommodation and emergency service uses to locate in
areas designated as General Urban Area or Central Area in the Official Plan; and
minimize the impact of minor institutional uses located in close proximity to residential uses by ensuring
that such uses are of a scale and intensity that is compatible with neighbourhood character.

/

The purpose of the Parks and Open Space Zone is to:
permit parks, open space and related compatible uses in areas designated Major Open Space, among
others; and
ensure that the range of permitted uses and applicable regulations are in keeping with the low scale, low
intensity open space nature of the lands.

/

The revised Zoning By-law Amendment seeks to:

Propose two distinct zones on the subject lands. The Minor Institutional zone would be strictly applicable
to the proposed diplomatic missions and office uses, while the Parks and Open Space zone would be
strictly applicable to the proposed park space along the eastern portion of the lands.
Create a new exception exclusively permitting diplomatic missions and office uses. The exception
would also address any setbacks and other zoning provisions which may be different from the parent
zone.
Provide the following zoning provisions:
• Minimum Lot Area: 400m2
• Minimum Lot Width: 15m
• Minimum Front Yard Setback: 3m
• Minimum Rear Yard Setback along Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway: 15m
• Minimum Interior Side Yard Setback: 6m
• Minimum Corner Side Yard Setback: 4.5m

/
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The proposed Minor Institutional zone will ensure that the zoning for the subject lands complies to the requested
‘General Urban Area’ designation within the Official Plan as well as the requested ‘Institutional’ designation within
the Scott Street Secondary Plan. Further, as per the above-noted purpose of the Minor Institutional zone, any
institutional uses within the zone are required to demonstrate a scale and intensity that is compatible with
neighbourhood character. The amendment is therefore appropriate as it will ensure a more compact urban form,
scale and intensity that is compatible with the Mechanicsville neighbourhood character. It is important to note that
Subzone A is the most restrictive subzone within the Minor Institutional zone. Although the subzone stipulates the
requirement for a minimum interior side yard setback of 7.5m, the proposal requests a 6m interior side yard
setback. The requested 1.5 metre side yard reduction further ensures that a compact urban form can be
achieved, and that the proposal is compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood.

Lastly, should the municipality approve the Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment applications, each parcel
will be subject to a future Site Plan Control Application. Further, each new development and parcel will be subject
to a rigorous federal approval process. This will include a Federal Impact Assessment evaluating any
environmental assets on the lands and addressing any concerns related to the presence/absence of species at
risk and their habitat on the subject lands. There will be future opportunities for additional public consultation and
engagement for each Site Plan Application.

1.5 Conclusion

The enclosed Planning Rationale Addendum is meant to be reviewed in conjunction with the initial submission
dated November 25, 2019. In consideration of the applicable policy and regulatory framework, it is our
professional opinion that the proposed development represents good planning and is in the public interest for the
following reasons:

/ The proposed development is consistent with the PPS which promotes efficient development of serviced,
underutilized lands located within settlement areas. The redevelopment of the site will add density in a
location that is well-served with by transit as well as active transportation networks.

/ The proposed development conforms to the Official Plan in terms of the use proposed. In accordance
with the Official Plan, the development proposes to intensify an underutilized site that was never intended
to function as a park space.

/ The proposed Concept Plan generally conforms to the Scott Street Secondary Plan and advances key
objectives within the Open Space designation through the extension of a pedestrian network and the
introduction of a park space.

/ The proposed development conforms to the Scott Street CDP and advances objectives for compatible
intensification at a key site with redevelopment potential while maintaining a park space as outlined in the
CDP.

/ The proposed development generally complies with the City of Ottawa Zoning By-law by proposing land
uses in an area characterized by existing diplomatic mission and office uses.

Overall, the proposal advances several key policy objectives at all three levels of government: Federal, Provincial
and Municipal levels. Based on the above analysis, the proposed development represents good planning and is
therefore in the public interest.
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if onse to Comments
1 & 19 Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway

1

May 5, 2021

Ms. Allison Hamlin
Planner II, Development Review -High Economic Impact Projects
Planning, Infrastructure and Economic Development Department
City of Ottawa
110 Laurier Avenue West
Ottawa, ON K1P 1J1

Via Email: allison ipottawa.ca

RE: Response to Comments
1 & 19 Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway

Official Plan Amendment (D01-01-19-0011)
Zoning By-law Amendment (D02-02-19-0072)

Dear Ms. Hamlin

Please find below a coordinated response to the City’s technical circulation comments issued to Fotenn on
January 26, 2021. Please note that the numbering in this response letter corresponds with the original numbering
of the City’s technical circulation comments. The responses to each comment provided represent the direct
responses provided by the consultant responsible for responding to the comment.

In addition to the responses herein, our re-submission package includes the following:
A planning rationale addendum discussing the revised requested amendments; and
Federal Urban Design Guidelines for Diplomatic Missions.

/

The following materials are being resubmitted in response for the City’s review and for final approval:
/ Concept Plan, Fotenn, Rev. 5, April, 28 2021.

General

Overview

1. The requested amendments are unclear and in some cases contradictory. Some studies make
recommendations based on Concept Plan Option 1 rather than Concept Plan Option 2. City staff will work
with the applicant and NCC staff to clarify the proposal and supporting materials.
Response: This application seeks to prepare the lands for diplomatic missions as a permitted use.
Concepts have been prepared at this time as a requirement and remain to be conceptual at this stage.
Based on feedback from City staff we have prepared a revised concept plan that is meant to
demonstrate a more urban form as permitted by the Minor Institutional (I1A) zone. Note that the final
site design including building orientations and parking will be determined at the future Site Plan
Control and Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) stage.

2. Staff question the appropriateness of maintaining the Open Space designation and 01L zoning, except for the
federal park. Please see comments 6 to 11 below.
Response: Acknowledged. As discussed with staff, we agree that the Minor Institutional (I1A) zone
provides the appropriate permissions for use and built form, with some minor changes to the 11A

FOTI INN
398 Cooper Street, Suite 300
Ottawa, ON K2P 2H7
fotenn..com
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zoning standards as discussed in our planning rationale addendum. We request an I1A zone across
the embassy area and 01L to be retained across the federal park lands.

3. Staff request information how the site will be prepared for development, including site remediation / risk
assessment, land division, construction of transportation infrastructure, by whom (the NCC or by foreign
nations?), and when the federal park is to be delivered.
Response: Site preparation, including any required remediation, will be done by the foreign nation. As
a FLUDA will be required for the sites, any development will be subject to the requirements of the
federal Impact Assessment Act. As the developments will each proceed through applications for Site
Plan Control, there may be remediation requirements under O. Reg. 153/04. At the time of Site Plan
Control and FLUDA we will align our approvals with the City to ensure the more stringent controls are
met. Infrastructure for each site (servicing, private approaches, abutting right-of-way works) will be
undertaken by the foreign nation as part of each site plan control application. The federal park is part
of the overall Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan (ORSSRPP) and improvements are
subject to future budget approvals. When developed it is anticipated to be consistent with the
ORSSRPP and Scott Street CDP as a passive green space with existing trees retained.

4. Staff advise that either the NCC or a future landowner will be expected to follow municipal planning
processes, including approvals for subdivision / land division and/or site plan approval with subsequent
agreements and securities or cash payable. Staff will refer to the Parkland Dedication By-law, as amended.
Response: The development of each site will proceed through site plan control and Federal Land Use
and Design Approval (FLUDA). We acknowledge that the Parkland Dedication By-law currently
exempts government uses, and note that the size of the federal park has been increased in size and is
larger than the land area that would be required if this exemption were not in place.

NCC Plans

5. The Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan includes the recommendation to “improve the at-grade
crossing at Slidell Street to encourage safe pedestrian and cycling access to adjacent communities (p.117).”
Is this planned to occur in advance or in coordination with the embassy development?
Response: It is the NCC’s long-term intent to improve the intersection as per the ORSSRPP. These
improvements include sidewalks, a gateway entrance feature, and a potential pedestrian connection
between Forward Avenue and Hinchey Avenue. The design for the improved pedestrian and cyclist
connections, along with the improvements to the Slidell-Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway intersection,
will be determined at the future detailed design stage.

Official Plan, Scott Street Community Design Plan (CDP) and Secondary Plan and new Official Plan

6. According to the Official Plan, the Open Space designation is designed to protect spaces “available for public
use and enjoyment” (3.3(1)). Embassies, by their sensitive nature, are not open to the public. Section 3.3
does allow for other uses (3.3(3)), but none of them apply to embassies. Should the applicant pursue this
amendment, staff suggest it should include a change in the Official Plan designation to one which allows for
both the residential and non-residential uses (diplomatic mission and office) associated with embassies, as
well as parks. Staff suggest “General Urban Area”.
Response: Acknowledged. We agree that General Urban Area is an appropriate designation for the
embassy area and Open Space for the federal park.

7. A consideration for the Secondary Plan is to introduce a new designation called ‘Institutional / Embassy’, or
something similar to accommodate a revised concept plan that is in line with the goals and principles of the
SP, including those relating to well-designed built form also discussed in this letter.
Response: Acknowledged. We agree that an Embassy designation within the Secondary Plan is
appropriate.

1 & 19 Sir John A, MacDonald ParkwayMay 2021
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8. The Planning Rationale makes several references to the Scott Street CDP. The plan calls for the creation of a
park at the eastern edge of the NCC lands across from Laroche Park to ensure a close visual connection with
both the park and the Ottawa River. While the concept plan includes a park, staff note that it is less than half
the size illustrated by the CDP and is hemmed in in such a way as to sever both desired connections.
Response: We have revised the concept plan to increase the size of the federal greenspace to be
consistent with the dimensions as laid out in the Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan.
Please note that as per the revised Concept Plan, the area of the federal greenspace has increased
from 3,602 square meters to 6,592 square meters, an area that is approximately double in size from
the initial submission.

9. The linear north-south connections connecting the Ottawa River greenspace to the neighbourhood are
positive and in line with the Scott Street Community Design Plan (CDP) and satisfy 6.0(3) of the Scott Street
Secondary Plan.
Response: The initial concept plan was developed and submitted in 2019 in advance of the adoption
of the ORSSRPP. This initial concept depicted a pathway along the south side of the Sir John A.
MacDonald Parkway. Further study and consultation determined that existing conditions, including
topography changes and the presence of rocky outcrops and bedrock, would not permit the
development of a path along the south side of the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway. In 2020, the NCC’s
Board adopted the ORSSRPP, which placed emphasis on the riverfront pathways and called for the
creation of segregated cycling and pedestrian paths between the Parkway and the Ottawa River.

Given the infeasibility of the pathway along the south side of the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway, the
mid-block connections lack a function and would prove unsafe dead-ends to the parkway if they were
retained. The focus is therefore being placed on the development of segregated cycling and
pedestrian paths along the north side of the parkway as well as an improvement of the main
intersection (at Slidell Street and Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway) as noted above. The revised
concept plan reflects these changes, and although the mid-block pedestrian connections will be
removed, the view corridors will be maintained.

10. Please be aware of the new Official Plan provisions for both Greenspace and Neighbourhood designations.
Response: Noted.

11. Please confirm that a maximum three-storey built form is proposed.
Response: Confirmed.

Zoning

12. Staff do not support using Open Space (or R1) zoning for the proposed embassies and find the Minor
Institutional Zone (11) more suited.
Response: Acknowledged. We agree that the Minor Institutional (11A) zone provides the appropriate
permissions for use and built form. Our updated planning rationale addendum discusses this in
further detail and section 1.4.2 within the planning rationale addendum provides the minor
modifications to the I1A zone that are proposed as an exception for this site.

13. Adding office uses by exception to the existing permissions for diplomatic missions within the R5 zoned lands
may also be appropriate.
Response: We agree that the Minor Institutional (11A) zone provides the appropriate permissions for
use and built form, with minor modifications as discussed in our planning rationale addendum.

14. Staff will work with you to prepare a chart of general provisions within the 11 and R5 zoning categories.
Response: We agree that the Minor Institutional (11A) zone provides the appropriate permissions for
use and built form. Section 1.4.2 within the planning rationale addendum provides the minor
modifications to the 11A zone that are proposed as an exception for this site.

15. The concept plan shows the buildings having a significant setback from Burnside Avenue and little functional
or visual relationship with it. This is not compatible with the character of the street, which features much
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smaller setbacks. Staff recommend zoning provisions to make Burnside Avenue the defined front yard for
Parcels 3 to 6 and Forward Avenue the defined front yard for Parcel 1. Access from the Hinchey dead end is
questioned. Staff recommend zoning provisions to facilitate alignment with prevailing setbacks from local
roads and to ensure there is no surface parking between the buildings and local streets.
Response: Acknowledged. We agree that the embassies should have a more urban relationship with
the local streets and that the detailed designs will explore ways to sensitively integrate parking into
the design. A minimum front yard setback of 3 metres is now being requested to further facilitate
alignment with prevailing setbacks from local roads. Also see response #18.

16. The concept plan shows significant surface parking. Staff suggest adding provisions to require that parking for
any future embassies be underground or otherwise enclosed within the building envelope.
Response: Please see the revised Concept Plan. Surface parking is no longer illustrated. At the time
of applications for Site Plan Control and FLUDA we will explore ways to sensitively integrate parking
into the design.

17. At this time, based on the materials provided, staff are unable to assess all zoning matters for compliance or
relief. As a result, additional details will be required (potentially accompanying future development
applications) to review for zoning compliance.
Response: We agree that the Minor Institutional (11A) zone provides the appropriate permissions for
use and built form. Please see the planning rationale addendum as well as the revised concept plan.

Urban Design

18. Staff acknowledge that embassies have unique security needs. Their inward-looking nature and security
requirements have the potential for negative impacts to the surrounding public realm. However, many other
well-known and well-loved concentrations of embassies, such as Embassy Row and Sussex Drive, manage
to balance security imperatives with that of ensuring a close visual connection with the public realm. Are there
existing urban design guidelines that the NCC uses to review security matters at other residential or non-
residential federal buildings that could be shared with City staff?
Response: Attached to our resubmission are draft design guidelines prepared by the NCC for
Diplomatic Missions. These are not approved by the NCC board and thus are an unofficial draft.
However, they represent the type of design guidance that would be employed by the NCC at the time
of federal design approval.

We also note that concerns of public safety have been raised regarding whether diplomatic missions
are appropriate to locate in proximity to residential areas. We find no prohibition within Zoning By-law
2008-250, nor any policy within the City’s Official Plan, or within the plans of the NCC, to justify this
concern. Diplomatic missions have a long-established precedent of being woven into the fabric
residential neighbourhoods throughout central Ottawa. Diplomatic missions are permitted by right
within many residential zones, including the R5 zones that abut this site to the west and south.

19. Staff appreciate that directions of the Scott Street CDP with respect to extending the multi-use pathways
through these sites are reflected on the Concept Plan.
Response: Please see response to comment #9.

20. Staff are concerned about the siting of the proposed buildings. It appears that these buildings are proposed to
frame the Parkway rather than the city street. This is contrary to the City’s planning and urban design policies.
Response: Based on feedback from City staff we have prepared a revised concept plan that is meant
to demonstrate a more urban form as permitted by the Minor Institutional (I1A) zone. Note that the
final site design including building orientations and parking will be determined at the future Site Plan
Control and Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) stage.

21. Surface parking lots between the streets and the future buildings preclude meaningful engagement between
the building and the streets. One of the goals of the Scott Street Secondary Plan is to “promote design
excellence by ensuring all new buildings enhance adjacent streetscapes and the pedestrian experience”.
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5
Relocating parking underground would allow for future site development that better frames, thereby
enhancing the adjacent public streets.
Response: See above responses (#1, #15, #18,). The Minor Institutional (11A) zone provides built form
standards that will allow for future site development to better frame the adjacent public streets.

22. This approach would also free up space to enlarge the park area in a manner that reflects the vision
articulated in the CDP (see image) - resulting in a strong visual and physical open space connection between
the Ottawa River parkland and the neighbourhood.
Response: See above response #10.

23. Please be aware of the CDP direction below.
4.11(6) The City will require that all applications for new development:
a. Orient the principal fapade and entrance(s) of main building(s) to the street.
b. Include windows on the building elevations that are adjacent to public spaces;
c. Use architectural elements, massing, and landscaping to accentuate main building entrances.
Response: Noted.

24. It will be useful to establish a set of general design guidelines for the development of these sites, including the
relationship between the buildings and city streets, and the design of the pathways, taking into consideration
potential necessary security measures.
Response: Please see above response #18.

Concept Plan

25. As noted above, if security is a concern, staff question the proposed access from Hinchey Avenue for Parcel
2.
Response: Final lot configuration will be determined upon land division (if necessary) or site plan
control.

26. Please reconsider the location of buildings on sewers.
Response: Noted. The increased size of the federal greenspace will ensure the storm sewer is within
the open space. The other existing underground infrastructure will be retained and protected, with
building siting determined during future Site Plan Control and Federal Land Use and Design Approval
(FLUDA) applications.

27. Please reconsider the driveway locations and offsets to existing roads or lanes, where possible.
Response: Driveway locations are conceptual and will be determined at detailed design.

28. Please provide a specification for the publicly accessible pathways, which could form part of the urban design
guidelines noted above. Please confirm who would construct, own and be responsible for maintenance and
liability for these walkways. Please confirm if public access would be secured through an easement, at the
time of land division.
Response: Please see comment #9. The pathways between the proposed embassy sites have been
removed, and an emphasis placed on improvements to the riverfront pathways and the connection
from Slidell. The NCC is amenable to a potential pedestrian connection between Forward Avenue and
Hinchey Avenue, if it is desirable.

29. Concept Plan Option 2 shows a turning circle at the dead end. Please confirm this meets City standards and
advise on any resulting property matters.
Response: The cul-de-sac is conceptual will be determined at detailed design.

Environmental

Environmental Impact Statement
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6
30. Area residents have reported great horned owls nesting in pine trees on the property. City staff note that there

are about 10 or 11 owl species that live in Ontario, and about half a dozen than that would visit or reside in
the Ottawa area. Only one of the species that is likely to be in Ottawa, the short eared owl (Asio flammeus), is
afforded protection under the federal Species At Risk Act (SARA) and/or the provincial Endangered Species
Act (ESA). City staff have reviewed data for species at risk around the subject property, and advise that there
is potential for threatened or endangered species and/or their habitat on or adjacent to the subject property.
Based on this data and the potential breeding activity reported by local residents, staff recommend
discussions with the NCC on this matter to determine the implications of these findings on federal planning
processes.
Response: A federal Impact Assessment is required to be completed prior to the issuance of a
Federal Design Approval for implementation of the development. The Impact Assessment will
evaluate whether there are impacts to species at risk.

31. Where the lands are subject to municipal planning processes, City staff recommend an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to determine the presence/absence of species at risk species and their habitat on the subject
property. The EIS results could potentially inform the design of the proposed development, including lot
layout, to produce a more environmentally sustainable and vibrant riverfront community.
Response: Please see response to comment #30 above.

Tree srvation Report

32. The report states: “The site is currently zoned as ‘Open Space and Leisure “, and the National Capital
Commission (NCC) would like to rezone as Residential First Density (R1)” - p. 1. Please correct/update.
Response: An updated TCR will be submitted at the time of future Site Plan Control and Federal Land
Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) applications, which will reflect the zoning designations adopted by
the City.

33. The report states: “Included in the development concept includes 1,596 m2 of parkland” - p. 2. Please
correct/update.
Response: The area of the federal park has increased from 3,602 square meters to 6,592 square
meters. An updated TCR will be submitted at the time of future Site Plan Control and Federal Land
Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) applications.

34. The report states: “Trees in the City's ROW and open space are all to remain five trees which are in the
proposed sidewalk (tree C38 - C40) and in poor condition (C9, C15)” - p. 4. Are these conserved or
recommended for removal? Please correct/update.
Response: The final siting of buildings will be determined at the time of future Site Plan Control and
Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) applications, a which time an updated TCR will be
submitted.

35. Please note which City-owned trees are slated for removal and acknowledge compensation will be required.
Response: The final siting of buildings will be determined at the time of future Site Plan Control and
Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) applications, which will allow for the determination
of which- if any- City-owned trees are proposed for removal. If City-owned trees are proposed for
removal, compensation will be provided.

36. The concept plan on page 9/10 shows a new road connection between Forward and Hinchey Avenues.
Please correct/update.
Response: The updated concept plan has removed this road connection.

R-Plan

37. Describe the following easements: INST. No. OC628581, INST. No. OC657375, INST. No. OC1053214,
INST. No. CR610267 and INST. No. CR132720. Please summarize the implications for site development of
each of these easements, including offsets for buildings, other infrastructure or driveways and pathways.
What legal permissions will the landowners seek to build on them or cross them?
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Response: The current applications are to establish the principle of diplomatic missions on the site
and bring the City’s zoning by-law into alignment with the NCC’s ORSSRPP. The underground
infrastructure will be retained and protected, with appropriate offsets and building siting determined
during future Site Plan Control and Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) applications.
Access to underground City-owned infrastructure will be ensured through existing easements. If the
easements are not currently in place these will be addressed at Site Plan Control.

38. Please describe how the limits of the Slidell Street right-of-way could be normalized through future
development applications.
Response: It is the NCC’s long-term intent to improve the Slidell-Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway
intersection as per the ORSSRPP. These improvements include sidewalks and a gateway entrance
feature. At the time of detailed design, we will consult with the City on the design and any necessary
property arrangements.

Site Servicing

39. The study must include correspondence with the City (i.e. water boundary conditions and sanitary capacity
check).
Response: The current applications are to establish the principle of diplomatic missions on the site
and bring the City’s zoning by-law into alignment with the NCC’s ORSSRPP. The detailed design of
each site, including total GFA and servicing requirements, will be clearer at the time of detailed
design. Accordingly, we request that an updated servicing plan be through a site-specific Secondary
Plan policy, to be provided at the time of future Site Plan Control and Federal Land Use and Design
Approval (FLUDA) applications.

40. The study must include a high-level servicing plan showing connection location to municipal infrastructure.
The downstream capacity will be verified when the location has been provided.
Response: Please see response to comment #39.

41. There is a municipal sanitary sewer that crosses the property (shown below in red). The location of the sewer
must be examined as building within Parcel 1 is currently located on top of the sewer. If the sewer is to be
relocated, further detail is needed to assess the feasibility of relocating the sewer.
Response: The underground infrastructure will be retained and protected, with building siting
determined during future Site Plan Control and Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA)
applications.

42. Like the sanitary sewer, the West Transit Trunk storm sewer (shown above in green) crosses the east portion
of the property. The building on Parcel 6 will need to be setback to accommodate future maintenance access
and avoid impact to the sewer during construction.
Response: Noted. The increased size of the federal greenspace will ensure the storm sewer is within
the open space. The underground infrastructure will be retained and protected, with building siting
determined during future Site Plan Control and Federal Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA)
applications.

43. Easements in favor of the City will need to be shown on the plan for the sanitary and storm sewers crossing
the property. If the easements are not currently in place the applicant will be responsible for establishing and
registering the easement on title.
Response: Noted.

44. The report states: “The proposed zoning for all six parcels is R1” - p. 1. Please update / correct.
Response: We will revise accordingly. Please note that at this time, five parcels are now being
proposed.

45. Please include the concept plan.
Response: Provided
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Geotechnic; 3t.iga.tion

46. The geotechnical investigation supports the OPA application.
Response: Noted.

47. A more detailed geotechnical study will need to examine the location of the municipal infrastructure (sanitary
and storm sewer) crossing the site and provide recommendations to support the easement width and building
foundation design to avoid impact to the municipal infrastructure.
Response: Noted.

Phase 1< A

48. According to the ESA reports, the fill material on-site is contaminated by a variety of parameters, mainly PAHs
and metals, above the provincial standards. Thus, completion of remedial activities and/or risk assessment /
risk management (RA/RM) will be required prior to construction. Staff recommend that the applicant provide
either a remedial action plan (RAP) or a RA/RM report.
Response: Noted. As a FLUDA will be required for the sites, any development will be subject to the
requirements of the federal Impact Assessment Act. As the developments will each proceed through
applications for Site Plan Control, there may be remediation requirements under 0. Reg. 153/04. At
the time of Site Plan Control and FLUDA we will align our approvals with the City to ensure the more
stringent controls are met. Infrastructure for each site.

49. Staff also recommend that the applicant submit an updated phase two ESA report with a site remediation
report appended upon completion of the remedial activities. Such report will serve the City as a record for the
completion of the site clean-up.
Response: Noted. See comment #48.

Transportation Impact Assessment

General

50. The concept plan on page 37/181 shows a new road connection between Forward and Hinchey Avenues.
Please correct/update.
Response: The updated concept plan has removed this road connection.

51. The TIA report has security settings which prevent file comparison. The consultant should modify the security
setting to allow City staff to compare the two reports (September 20 vs October 28). Please note that this
Strategy Report has many errors and many previous comments were not addressed. Please ensure that the
next submission is complete and addresses all comments.
Response: The current applications are to establish the principle of diplomatic missions on the site
and bring the City’s zoning by-law into alignment with the NCC’s ORSSRPP. The detailed design of
each site, including total GFA and traffic generation, will be clearer at the time of detailed design.
Accordingly, we request that an updated TIA be required as a pre-condition to development through a
site-specific Secondary Plan policy, to be provided at the time of future Site Plan Control and Federal
Land Use and Design Approval (FLUDA) applications.

Transportation Engineering Services

52. Regarding the previous comment about the eastbound bus lane at the Scott Street / Albert Street and
Bayview Station Road intersection also functioning as a right-turn lane. The response notes that “the
description has been updated to indicate the bus lane is shared with right-turning vehicles”. Description was
indeed updated, but Figure 2 still shows the wrong eastbound lane configuration at intersection. Appendix E
Appendix H, and Appendix I also show the wrong eastbound lane configuration in the Synchro analysis.
Response: Please see comment #51.
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53. Table 2 does not include the following nearby bus stops: (SCOTT / STIRLING - (7333), and SCOTT /
HINCHEY - (7332). Information on these bus stops was requested in comments on the previous circulation.
Response: Please see comment #51.

54. Figure 3 does not illustrate the location of the following nearby bus stops: (SCOTT / STIRLING - (7333), and
SCOTT / HINCHEY - (7332). The location of these bus stops was requested in comments on the previous
circulation.
Response: Please see comment #51.

55. While it is stated in the report that heavy vehicles have been reduced at the Scott Street / Albert Street and
Bayview Station Road intersection to account for the Transitway detour, there is no evidence of this in the
report’s analysis. Cross-referencing Figure 4 against Appendix D shows that the number of total vehicles
used for existing conditions is the total volumes from the 2016 traffic count grown by 2% per year. Detour bus
volumes were not removed from the total. Likewise, the Appendix E Synchro outputs show that the heavy
vehicle percentages used in the existing (2020) Synchro analysis have not been reduced.
Response: Please see comment #51.

56. Critical movement(s) LOS in Table 3 and other similar tables within the report does not seem to correspond to
the appropriate v/c range. Please provide further explanation and/or correct.
Response: Please see comment #51.

57. Thank you for providing collision history for the study area intersections. A review of boundary street segment
collision history should also be provided.
Response: Please see comment #51.

58. Section 2.2.1.8 states that collision diagrams and details are provided in Appendix I. However, Appendix I is
Future Total (2023, 2028) Synchro and SIDRA Outputs. Please append collision diagrams.
Response: Please see comment #51.

59. Two fatal collisions at the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway and Slidell Street / Onigam Street intersection are
significant and should be discussed further within the report. Evaluate if mitigation measures are feasible to
reduce the likelihood of further fatal or non-fatal injuries at this intersection. With the development providing a
sidewalk on the west side of Slidell Street, the NCC should use this development as an opportunity to
implement the recommendation within the Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park Plan to “improve the at-
grade crossing at Slidell Street to encourage safe pedestrian and cycling access to adjacent communities.”
Response: We will review the fatalities and discuss possible mitigation measures. Please see
comment #51.

60. Existing mode shares are still calculated incorrectly. Table 5 includes columns for AM Peak Hour and PM
Peak Hour, yet the volumes in Table 5 are the 24-hour total volumes from the 2011 O-D Survey (not the AM
Peak Period and PM Peak Period volumes). Since this is an office development, existing mode shares should
be calculated by taking the to/within district trips for the AM Peak period and the from/within district trips for
the PM Peak period.
Response: Please see comment #51.

61. Total inbound and outbound site traffic volumes illustrated in Figure 6 are 13-15% greater than the auto driver
volumes in Table 6. Please check why this inconsistency exists and correct.
Response: Please see comment #51.

62. The eastbound left-turn volume assigned from Scott Street to Bayview Station Road (and the reverse
southbound right-turn movement from Bayview Station Road to Scott Street) is more likely to occur at
Parkdale Avenue, Hinchey Avenue, or Carruthers Avenue. Please re-assign.
Response: We will modify our assignment assumptions. Please see comment #51.

63. Multiple prior comments related to development design have been responded with “The development plan is
conceptual in nature. Design comments will be considered during individual site plan approvals.” While this is
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acknowledged, it is assumed that the development plan will be supporting a plan of subdivision to establish
the individual development sites, the pathway blocks, and the new road right of way to extend Hinchey
Avenue to connect with Forward Avenue (if accurate). As such, please provide information on the following:
a. The width of the pathway blocks (i.e. the pathway land parcel width).
b. Evaluation of conceptual alternative methods and locations for pedestrians to cross Burnside Avenue so
that pedestrians from the development can more-easily reach the bus stops on Scott Street and other
destinations to the south.
c. Evaluation, description, and design of the road and active transportation network modifications (including
the extension of Hinchey Avenue) based on the requirements of Element 4.1.3 New Street Networks.
Response: We will specify appropriate width to be used during the development of the individual site
plans. We will provide a discussion of anticipated pedestrian volumes and preferred crossing
locations and infrastructure. XO triggers). We will provide a discussion of the planned road network
as required under 4.1.3.

64. The conceptual Parcel 4 access creates an undesirable offset from Carruthers Avenue (per Section 9.2.2 and
9.7.2 of the TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads). Recommend relocating the access to this
parcel - even conceptually.
Response: We will review feasibility of relocating the conceptual access.

65. The second bullet in Section 4.1 describing the extent of sidewalk construction along the north side of
Burnside Avenue is incomplete.
Response: We revise the sentence. Please see comment #51.

66. Within Section 4.3 it is stated that the proposed development will not change the configuration of boundary
streets. This is not entirely accurate as Section 4.1 notes that sidewalks will be provided on the east side of
Hinchey Avenue, north side of Burnside Avenue, and west side of Slidell Street.
Response: We will provide a more detailed description of the proposed changes to the boundary
streets. Please see comment #51.

67. Boundary Street segment MMLOS analysis should be moved from Section 4.9.2 to Section 4.3. The following
comments are provided on the segment MMLOS analysis:
a. Parkdale Avenue and Scott Street are arterial roads and have truck LOS targets. Scott Street is also
designated as a truck route.
b. The Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway is not a truck route and should therefore have a TkLOS of “E”.
c. Parkdale Avenue (north of Burnside Avenue), Slidell Street, and Bayview Station Road are all designated
as local cycling routes and should have their BLOS targets adjusted accordingly.
d. All boundary streets evaluated are either partially or fully within 600m of a rapid transit station and should
have their MMLOS targets adjusted accordingly.
e. Parkdale Avenue is within a “mixed use centre” policy area, not within a “general urban area”.
f. Per note 3 of Exhibit 22 of the MMLOS Guidelines, transit targets and analysis are only meant to be applied
to streets with a proposed or existing transit route. This applies to Burnside Avenue, Slidell Street, the
adjacent section of the Sir John A MacDonald Parkway, and Bayview Station Road.
g. There are two references to Hazeldean Road within the analysis of the Sir John A. MacDonald Parkway.

Please revise.
h. The adjacent multi-use pathway alongside the Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway should be considered as its
pedestrian facility for the purposes of the boundary street MMLOS analysis.
i. The Sir John A. Macdonald Parkway doesn’t have a traditional road right-of-way width, and if it did it would
generally be wider than 34m.
j. Bayview Station Road does not have, nor is it protected for, a 30m right-of-way allowance.
k. Scott Street existing right-of-way allowance is generally narrower than 24m. However, its right-of-way
should be considered in conjunction with the adjacent LRT right-of-way. Scott Street has 26m right-of-way
protection per Annex 1 of the Official Plan.
L. It is unclear if MMLOS analysis is supposed to represent existing conditions or future conditions. If future
conditions, then Scott Street won’t have bus lanes.
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Response: We will revise the boundary street MMLOS analysis as requested. We will provide an
intersection MMLOS for the study area signalised intersections under section 4.9. Please see
comment #51.

68. Provide intersection MMLOS analysis for study area signalized intersections.
Response: Please see comment #51.

69. Evaluate if intersections and movements with a v/c of greater than 1 can be mitigated with demand
rationalization (refer to Module 3.3 of the TIA Guidelines). If demand rationalization alone cannot reasonably
mitigate capacity and operational issues, evaluate intersection modifications to accommodate the additional
site traffic. This cannot be left to subsequent site plan applications.
Response: We will review demand rationalisation and possible mitigation measures. Please see
comment #51.

70. Sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 are incomplete and cannot be reviewed in their current state. Please review the
requirements of the TIA Guidelines and re-submit.
Response: We will revise sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. Please see comment #51.

71. Provide some sort of conclusion or summary of the TIA’s findings.
Response: We will provide a summary of findings. Please see comment #51.

Traffic Signal Operations

72. As previously noted, please confirm if the proposed development is to be residential or commercial (office
space). The report notes that the rezoning request is for Residential First Density (R1), yet the trip generation
is based on Government Office Building (ITE #730). The forecasting / trip generation should reflect the type
development being proposed.
Response: We will review the permitted uses of the planned land use. We will modify the synchro
simulations and analysis accordingly. Please see comment #51.

73. Parkdale & Burnside: The WBL movement is still shown incorrectly in the updated synchro analysis. The
movement is being simulated as protected-permissive movement, but it should be 'permissive' (there is no
dedicated westbound left turn phase at this location). Please note that when this movement is corrected in
synchro, the LOS for the WB movement is affected in the various scenarios. Please update analysis
accordingly.
Response: We will review the queuing and mitigative measures. Please see comment #51.

74. In the '2023 & 2028 'Total' synchro analysis, the traffic volumes depicted at the intersection Parkdale &
Burnside would see queuing issues for the southbound movement and the westbound movement. Please
confirm if any mitigating measures have been considered for this location.
Response: Noted. Please see comment #51.

Street Lighting

75. No comments with initial TIA for this circulation. Street Lighting reserves the right to make future comments
based on subsequent submissions.
Response: Noted.

76. Future considerations are as follows:
a. If there are any proposed changes to the existing roadway geometry, the City of Ottawa Street Light Asset
Management Group is required to provide a full street light design. Upon completion of proposed roadway
geometry design changes, please submit digital Micro Station drawings with proposed roadway geometry
changes to the Street Lighting Department, so that we may proceed with the detailed street light design and
coordination with the Street Light maintenance provider and all necessary parties. Be advised that the
applicant will be 100% responsible for all costs associated with any Street Light design as a result of the
roadway geometry change.
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b. Alterations and or repairs are required where the existing street light plant is directly, indirectly or adversely
affected by the scope of work under this circulation, due to the proposed road reconstruction process. All
street light plant alterations and/or repairs must be performed by the City of Ottawa’s Street Light
maintenance provider.
c. Be advised that the applicant will be 100% responsible for all costs associated with any
relocations/modifications to the existing street light plant.
Response: Noted.

Transit Services

77. Despite the comment responses, the updated TIA appears identical to the previous submission. It does not
appear that transit comments from the previous circulation were addressed.
Response: Please see comment #51.

78. The owner is advised that there is medium voltage overhead infrastructure at the southeast side of the
property along Burnside Avenue and Slidell Street. An end-of-line overhead structure enters the property from
the south at Burnside Avenue and Carruthers Avenue.
a. The Owner shall ensure that no personnel or equipment encroaches within three meters (3.0m) of the
Hydro Ottawa overhead medium voltage distribution lines, unless approved by Hydro Ottawa. The Owner
shall contact Hydro Ottawa prior to commencing work when proposing to work within 3.0m of Hydro Ottawa
distribution lines. No such work shall commence without approval of Hydro Ottawa.
b. The Owner shall ensure that no permanent structures are located within the "restricted zone" defined by
Hydro Ottawa’s standard OLS0002, which can be found at
http://www.hydroottawa.com/residential/renovating/guide/clearances/. The "restricted zone" surrounds poles
and overhead lines, and extends five metres (5.0m) in all directions of the conductor. The “restricted zone”
extends a further two-metre (2.0m) outward from a vertical line drawn straight down from the conductor to
ground level. The “restricted zone” is defined along the full length of the overhead line. This standard
complies with the requirements of the Ministry of Labour’s Occupational Health & Safety Act, the Ontario
Building Code, and the Ontario Electrical Safety Code.
Response: Noted.

79. The Owner shall ensure that any landscaping or surface finishing does not encroach into existing or proposed
Hydro Ottawa overhead or underground assets or easement. When proposing to plant trees in proximity of
existing power lines, the Owner shall refer to Hydro Ottawa’s free publication "Tree Planting Advice" which
can be found at https://hydroottawa.com/outages/safety/safety-outside/planting-trees. The shrub or tree
location and expected growth must be considered. If any Hydro Ottawa related activity requires the trimming,
cutting or removal of vegetation, or removal of other landscaping or surface finishing, the activity and the re-
instatement shall be at the owner’s expense, a. If the change in grade is more than three tenths of a meter
(0.3m) in the vicinity of proposed or existing electric utility equipment. Hydro Ottawa requests to be consulted
to prevent damages to its equipment.
Response: Noted.

80. The Owner shall be responsible for all costs for feasible relocations, protection or encasement of any existing
Hydro Ottawa plant.
Response: Noted.

81. The Owner may be responsible for a Capital Contribution payment(s) towards a distribution system
expansion, if the proposed development requires electrical servicing greater than can be provided by the
existing distribution system in the vicinity, either in capacity or in extension limit. This amount shall be in
accordance with Hydro Ottawa's Contributed Capital Policy and Conditions of Service.
Response: Noted.
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82. For more information on electrical servicing, the following link outlines Hydro Ottawa’s services for

Commercial, Overhead and Underground, and Residential projects, together with contact information for
Hydro Ottawa representatives.
https://hvdfoottawa.com/aGcounts-sen/ices/acGOunts/contractors-developers/distribution-system-desiqn
Response: Noted.

Rogers

83. Rogers has no comments or concerns in regards to the proposal
Response: Noted.

Public Comments

84. To date, over 85 individuals have provided comments on the applications.
Response: Noted.

85. The public commenting period has been extended at the Ward Councillor’s request until mid-February.
Response: Noted.

86. A public consultation meeting is scheduled for February 10, 2021.
Response: Completed.

We trust that this addresses all outstanding comments and the development can move forward to approval.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any additional comments or questions at nniGelliqott@fotenn.coin
or zaki@fotenn.com.

Regards,

Ghada Zaki, MCIP, RPP
Planner
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6 . 1. D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S F O R D I P L O M A T I C M I S S I O N S

ciple:The National. Capital Commission (the NC s

milted to promoting design excellence as a ciistin e

signature of the Capital, and fostering thoughtful,

sensitive and creative design for Capital building,

When the Government of Canada sells federal land
in the National Capital Region, it does so with a
requirement that the NCC approve the design of any
new facility built on that land.

The guidelines will be used as a basis for the NCC’s
review of design and site development proposals. The
NCC promotes context-sensitive and innovative design
in diplomatic missions, in tandem with the expression
of the cultural uniqueness of the mission's national arts
and architecture.Typically, diplomatic missions must own the lands they

reside on to ensure their privileges under international
law and the practices of diplomacy. The guidelines are meant to be interpreted by design

professionals who may have their own approaches to
achieving the design intent, which ensures inherent
flexibility in their application.

The purpose of this policy document is to outline the
design guidelines for the construction of new buildings,
or substantial additions or alterations to an existing
building, for the purpose of diplomatic missions on
lands transferred from the Government of Canada.
When a diplomatic mission develops a new facility on
other lands, even though an NCC land use and design
approval would not be required, it is nevertheless
encouraged to refer to these guidelines.

L Location

The NCC may, from time to time, designate some of
its land holdings in key locations for the purpose of
future diplomatic missions. As diplomatic missions
represent an important function of a national capital,
the NCC will continually review its inventory of lands
to retain a supply of available sites through its land
use plan review. Currently, there is potential along
Confederation Boulevard-Sussex Drive, and along the
Sir John A.Macdonald Parkway corridor in the NCC
plans.

These guidelines are meant to encourage sensible
creativity in Capital building. They express a series
of design intentions to create a cohesive relationship
with federal lands and compatibility with adjacent
neighbourhoods, as well as to foster a high standard of
exemplary design.

The guidelines are an invitation for dialogue between
the NCC and the proponent. They are a tool to assist
proponents in the federal land use and design approval
process, as they identify the design principles that
are consistent with the plans for the Capital and that
reflect the NCC’s steadfast commitment to design
excellence.

In general:
• Diplomatic missions are encouraged to locate in

these areas as part of the Capital experience.
• Diplomatic missions are also encouraged to locate in

places that are easily accessible through different
means of active transportation and public transit.

sNational Capi ta l Commission • Design Guidel ines
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6X DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS

Diplomatic Missions
Embassies and High Commissions

Regional Overview

i& E- 0.5
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* to be context-sensitive in their design, with respect
to the surrounding neighbourhoods, landscapes
and uses;

• to be architecturally distinctive and dignified, in
accordance with the function, and to incorporate
stylistic elements that are indicative of the country
they represent, through the building design and/or
public art;

• for new developments, to express a commitment to

sustainable design and construction, and energy-
efficiency; and

* to reflect the country’s values and ingenuity and
exemplify the best of their architecture, and
innovation.

2, Design Excellence

Mission sites located on Confederation Boulevard,
parkways and driveways are situated on ceremonial
routes. They are thus highly visible, as well as being
in the neighbourhood of prominent Capital features
and landmarks, other diplomatic missions, or
official residences. This level of significance calls for
developments of the highest quality.

As a contribution to the Capital’s expression and
culture, foreign missions should be of the highest
design quality, sensitive to the characteristics of their
location and offer a positive image of Canada’s Capital,
befitting a first-class facility.

To achieve this, international missions are encouraged

• to retain qualified architects and landscape architects
to prepare plans for the new facility;

• to undertake design competitions, where feasible
(the NCC can provide advice on this process, if
requested);

4 Nat.ionai apita 1 ommIssion * Design Guici e11nes
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6.1. DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS

* Special attention must be paid to the general
ensemble of surrounding buildings, streets, and
public spaces.

3, Site, Context and Cultural Landscapes

Nature and cultural landscapes as places of meaning,
belonging and ritual are important to the experience of
the Capital. They are as sensitive to the effect of one
dominant intervention, as they are vulnerable to the
cumulative effect of several interventions. For these
reasons, projects must be sensitive to the context, and
respect the history and values of the cultural landscape
in which the work is proposed, as well as how the
proposed work will enhance those values.

SPACES3U2.

All projects in the Capital realm should contribute
to the value and public enjoyment of places such
as streets, courtyards, squares and parks that are
significant to the quality of the Capital. Besides
providing access, urban streets and squares act

as a primary source of open public space. They
provide a home for the urban forest, public art and
commemorations, and a place for people to gather,
communicate and enjoy themselves.

3*15

All site plan designs must contribute to the character
of the Capital, be responsive to the conditions of the
existing site and its surroundings, protect heritage
values, conform to NCC plans, and locate elements
so as not to encroach on protected views of national
symbols.

The missions are encouraged to develop a public face,
where feasible, to showcase their respective country’s
culture and history.

In general:

• The projects should respect the design integrity of
existing public places, or improve these spaces.

* Adjacent development should protect existing values
and provide further public benefit by enhancing
the sense of place and address; improving the
microclimate; and providing spatial containment,
aesthetic interest and animation.

Site-specific guidelines will be developed to assist the
development of a proposal.

In general:

• All projects must consider the building’s setting.
• Designs (architecture, landscape and engineering)

must be unique to the location and responsive
to the context (site, surrounding, local culture,
climate).

• The design should be thoughtfully conceived
cohesive, coherent and well balanced with the
surrounding.

• Setbacks established by the city or by the NCC in a
particular location must be respected.

• Front yards should not be used for parking, servicing,
loading or storage.

• Setbacks should be sufficient to provide for the
installation of any ancillary security buildings and
checkpoints within the setback areas, since those
elements are not permitted outside of the fence
perimeter of the site in the public right-of-way.

• New embassies or additions to existing embassies
must contribute to the civic and urban fabric of the
Capital.

OV¥3*3

A mission should have its ceremonial entrance distinct
from its service entrances. If the site is located on
Confederation Boulevard, the ceremonial entrance
should face the street. Entrances from other streets will
be based on municipal standards.

In general:

• The configuration of vehicular access should consider
the urban design qualities, the characteristics of
the neighbourhood and the traffic capacity.

• Vehicle access from the parkways will not be
permitted to service missions.

• Where feasible, parking should be located
underground.

• The site should be designed in such a way that public
sidewalks are maintained on all public rights-
of-way. No temporary or permanent fencing or

sNational Capital Commission • Design Guidelines
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security apparatus may be installed in the public
rights-of-way, except in times of extraordinary
security threats.

• Sidewalks should be a minimum width of 5.0 metres,
if the site fronts onto Confederation Boulevard.

On other sites, the widths should be in accordance
with municipal standards or specific NCC
requirements.

• Efforts should be made to provide pedestrian access
and amenable interaction with the facility.

Presence on the street. Canada Embassy in Washington, DC. Architect, Arthur Erickson.Source : Wikimapia

• The siting of a building should take into account
other views that could be enhanced or created
according to their potential of offering new vistas
on valued landscapes and Capital features.

• The project has the potential to develop itself into
an iconic building, and proper attention to the
perspective on the building should be given.

• Site-specific guidelines will identify views and vistas
to be protected and enhanced.

• New projects should not intrude into or obstruct
protected viewsheds, and they should reinforce
the perceptual experience along an important view
corridor.

• Designers should provide the NCC with a 3-D digital
model of the massing of the proposed diplomatic
mission, including output renderings showing the
impact on protected viewsheds or other valued
panoramas as identified by the NCC.

View protection height limits for the downtown core
were developed through a partnership between the
City of Ottawa, Public Services and Procurement
Canada (PSPC), and the NCC. The height limits have
been established to protect the views and silhouette
of the national symbols, notably the buildings on
Parliament Hill and those of the Judicial Precinct, to
ensure the visual integrity and primacy of the national
symbols.

* All projects must comply with the approved Canada’s
Capital Views Protection Policy (November 2007),
and respect background and foreground views
protection.

• The height of a proposed new building must be
sensitive to adjacent existing conditions, and
careful consideration should also be made in
terms of the contribution that the overall form and
roofscape to make a distinctive skyline.
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Map of the areas subject to background and foreground height controls, from Canada’s Capital Views Protection, figure 84 p.82, November 2007,
DTAH - Centre for Landscape Research, University of Toronto. Source : NCC

the Capital. The design of all new projects must reflect
this Capital role in all aspects.

4« Architecture and Landscaping

In general:TURAL EXPRESSION

• New buildings, renovations and additions to existing
structures are to demonstrate excellence with
respect to their public face, the public spaces that
they create and the contribution that they make to

the public realm.
• Contemporary architectural vocabulary is

encouraged, and must be sensitive to the heritage
surroundings if expressive of the country’s culture
and finest architectural craftsmanship.

• Designs must be contemporary and spatially flexible
to meet changing needs and be enduring over
time.

• Bland office embassy style or international style must

be avoided and bunker-style architecture and high
perimeter fences and walls should be avoided or
kept at a minimum.

• Missions are encouraged to use high quality
materials. The choice of the materials should be in

New buildings, modifications and additions to existing
buildings are to contribute to the identity of Canada’s
Capital. They must demonstrate good integration
with their surroundings, through their purpose, scale,
materiality, accessibility and interaction with the public
realm. They must not encroach on, or diminish views of,
the national symbols. New buildings should express a
commitment to a high quality of sustainable design and
construction.

New interventions on heritage buildings and sites must

respect their character and their setting in the Capital.
Any proposal to alter a heritage building must protect
and conserve the elements that define its character and
embody its heritage value.

Missions located along Confederation Boulevard or
along parkways and driveways fulfill a particular role in

7National Capi ta l Commission • Design Guidel ines
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context to the character of surrounding buildings
and the location of the mission. High quality
materials are more aesthetically pleasing, and they

frequently are more durable in the climate of the
Capital.

• At the street level, street animation is preferred in
lieu of blank facades, especially in urban settings.

In general:
• Building massing and site configuration should take

into account adjacent natural settings, open space
networks, streets and the public realm, urban
patterns of built form and density, public outlooks,
visual accents, fields of view, and the relationship
to any adjacent public art, such as commemorative
monuments, fountains, or gardens of important
edifices.

• Mechanical, communications and other roof
elements are to be located in such a way that they
are not visible from public streets and the spaces
surrounding sites. Whenever possible, these
elements should be incorporated into the roof
forms of the building.

• The massing of the building must reflect and
contribute to the overall composition of the street,
and should take cues from the adjacent sites.

• Buildings must comply with the height restrictions of
views protection and, where no protected views is

Contemporary architectural expression, Canada Embassy in Seoul.
Architects, Zeidler Partnership.Source : http://www.zeidler.com/

Showcase of the country’s culture and openness; House of Sweden, Washington DC. Architects, Gert Wingardh and Thomas Hansen Source : http://
www.houseofsweden.com/
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whenever any facade has a frontage wider than 20

metres.
* Designers should share a site study and massing

options with the NCC during the review process.
This site study should include the following:
0 wind and sun studies;
o analysis of the roofscapes and typical geometry.

o for ornamental and/or formal landscape
applications where native species are not

feasible or appropriate to the context;
o where non-native alternatives offer a

significantly better likelihood of survival, given
conditions specific to the planting location (e.g.
impacted street trees); and

o other similar exceptional circumstances.
• The removal of trees must comply with the

tree policy in effect at the NCC, and provide
compensation measures commensurate with
the value of any loss of vegetation or ecosystem
function resulting from works on federal
properties.

• The replacement ratios and/or tree value
compensation will be determined on a context-

specific basis, by considering the following factors:
0 the number, health, size and age of the specimen

affected;
o the significance to the Capital of the affected

area’s location;
o the affected area’s relative landscape

contribution to the quality of the Capital’s
setting; and

o the relative impact of the anticipated loss of
ecosystem function.

• When trees are removed from the site, they should
be replaced on the site with trees of a minimum
size of 90 to 110 mm caliper. When the replacement
of trees on-site is not possible, the mission may
donate the replacement trees to the NCC for
planting on a nearby federal site.

• All trees designated to be saved must be protected
during the building construction and excluded
from the construction area.

4,3;

Landscapes surrounding buildings must achieve design
excellence, and be commensurate with the location,
architecture and cultural heritage of the area. The
cultural landscapes in which or adjacent to which the
mission is planned to be located must be protected and
enhanced.

In general:

• Landscaping and architecture must be conceived and
integrated as a whole.

• Existing landscape features such as mature trees
should be retained, except where they are an
impediment to security, or if their removal is
unavoidable for site remediation activities.

• Front yards should have landscaped areas typically
a minimum of 1.8 metres in width. Landscaping
could be used to screen site elements that detract
from the architectural composition of the principal
building on the site.

• Planting in rear and side yards should enhance
the visual appeal of the site and reinforce the
definition of parcel boundaries. It should also
screen parking from the street view.

• Where site hardening within the site perimeter
is required, it should be integrated into the
topography of the site, wherever possible. If it is
not, security barriers should be integrated into
the urban landscape in a manner that minimizes
their visual impact and any infringement on public
space.

• The planting of native and non-invasive species is
strongly favoured.

• Where maple trees in particular are proposed, favour
the planting of native maple species.

• Non-native trees or other plantings may be planted
on a limited basis under circumstances such as the
following:

4.*4* Sl:

Security installations must achieve their objectives
without compromising the integrity or environmental
qualities of the Capital’s “green” image, and they
must engender a sense of secure, but open access.
Equipment should be incorporated unobtrusively into
normal urban elements.

In general:

National Capi ta l Commission • Design Guidel ines
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• The colour scheme of the fencing should be in
relation to fencing on adjacent sites. The preferred
colours of fencing are black or silver-coated
metallic colours. The fencing should be designed to

be visually subordinate to the architectural impact
of the principal building.

• Security fencing should be below 2.0 metres in
height unless exceptional security measures are a
requirement of the mission.

• Fencing and ironwork should reflect the wrought
iron vocabulary in use in comparable locations for
significant buildings.

• The missions should integrate risk-reduction
measures with the maintenance or creation of a
great public environment.

• Security elements should be unobtrusive, usually
doubling as normal urban design elements, such
as decorative walls, planters, seating, landscape
features or public art in an urban setting, or
bioswales and ha-has in an open setting.

• The NCC expects a design palette, or family of
elements integrated with the design character of
the building, which will establish a desirable unity
across the site.

• Kiosks, bollards, fences and lighting will be
compatible with the design language of the
main building and of its surroundings, and will
not appear as alien elements. Special care must
be given in cases of missions located along
Confederation Boulevard with respect to the use
of similar elements.

• Fencing of the site for security or other purposes
should be minimized. A combination of low wall
(below 0.5 metres) and fence is preferred.

• The NCC encourages the use of high quality
metalwork and/or stonework in fencing. Chain link
fencing is not permitted.

• Fencing may not be solid or opaque (other than stone
columns if they are part of the design).

ES APIP UTILITIES4-Sh-

in general:

• No utility boxes are permitted in front yards, or along
Confederation Boulevard or parkways, unless
demonstrated that no other location is feasible.

• If, by exception, such a utility box is permitted,
it should be integrated with another ancillary
structure or be properly screened form the public
road and walkway.

• Ancillary buildings such as security guard houses,
garages and so on, should generally be limited to

one storey in height, and they should be faced with

Integration of security with the landscaping and the siting: a reimagined moat, USA Embassy in Beijing. Architects : SOM; landscape architecture :
PWPLA, Source : http://www.pwplo.com/
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a materia! that is of a comparable quality to the
principal building on the site.

* Security devices, signage and other elements must be
designed to fully integrate with the building design,
must not create a discordant appearance to the
street, nor be highly visible from the public edges
of the site.

* Areas or structures for the storage of garbage or
recycling should be integrated within an ancillary
structure that is not in the front yard, or they
should be properly screened.

• If the site is located within the core area, the lighting
plan must be in accordance with the Capital
Illumination Plan developed by the NCC.

5* Requirements for Approvals
To build Canada’s Capital Region, the NCC seeks
projects of quality and excellence. The federal land use,
transaction and design approval process ensures that
projects on federal lands and by federal organizations
(including the NCC) contribute to a capital that
Canadians can be proud of.

4*6.LIGHTIfIS • Applications for the development of a site
should follow the process described at http://
www.ncc-ccn.gc.ca/property-management/
how-to-use-federal- iands/federal-land-use-design-

transaction-approval-process
• The architectural design drawings must be stamped

by an architect registered in the province of
Ontario or Quebec; the landscape plans, by a
landscape architect registered in the province of
Ontario or Quebec and engineering drawings, by
an engineer registered in the province of Ontario
or Quebec, depending on the province where the
project is located.

The design of exterior lighting must provide good
visibility and functional safety, while enhancing
nighttime enjoyment and contributing to an attractive
nightscape. Lighting must contribute to a special sense
of place, a space that functions well, where users and
pedestrians feel welcome and comfortable.

In general:

* Light sources must be selected for long life, energy-
efficiency and excellent colour rendering.

* Exterior lighting fixtures should be architecturally
integrated with the character of the associated
structures, site design and landscape.

* Lighting should provide good visibility, minimum
glare and minimum spillage onto other properties
or into the sky.

* Lighting of and around the site must be compatible
with adjacent uses, and not be directed toward, or
create trespass on, adjacent properties.

* In instances where the site faces Confederation
Boulevard or an NCC parkway or driveway,
lighting should be in accordance with established
NCC standards for type, quality and colour of
lighting (Confederation Boulevard Guidelines
- Management and Stewardship of our Capital
Legacy, March 2011).

* Pole-mounted and wall-mounted lighting fixtures
used for parking lots, area lighting and security
lighting should be full cut-off luminaries
shielded or installed in such a way as to enhance
architectural or landscape features.

£i McMlifical.icM.is

Any subsequent modifications to the design, the
exterior of the building, or the site landscaping or
functional requirements will be subject to approval
by the NCC, if and as established in the transaction
agreement. The changes must be in the spirit of the
original design. Missions are encouraged to consult the
original designers for input during the formulation of
plans for modifications.

11Nat ional Capi ta l Commission • Design Guidel ines
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Bedard, Eric

White, Robert
July 21, 2021 12:26 PM
Pelletier, Cedric
FW: Letter for NCC Board meeting April 20th
OUT - Lorrie Marlow - Mechanicsville Community Association .pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

From: EXEC - Tobi Nussbaum <exec@ncc-ccn.ca>
Sent: May 4, 20211:45 PM
To: Mechanicsville Community Association <mechanicsvilleca@gmail.com>;Catherine.McKenna@parl.gc.ca;
Steven.Guilbeault@parl.gc.ca; Hamlin, Allison <Allison.Hamlin@ottawa.ca>
Cc: EXEC - Tobi Nussbaum <exec@ncc-ccn.ca>
Subject: RE: Letter for NCC Board meeting April 20th

Dear Lorrie Marlow,

In response to your email and correspondence on April 20, 2021, please find attached a letter from Mr. Tobi Nussbaum,
Chief Executive Officer of the National Capital Commission.

Thank you,

Sarah Skrzek
Executive Assistant to the Chief Executive Officer
Adjointe executive au Premier dirigeant

Sarah.Skrzek@ncc-ccn.ca
613-239 -5678, ext. / poste 5191

>x*x*»x*:*x««*x*x*:*x*x

Commission de ia capitaie Rationale
National Capital Commission

Mechanicsville Community Association <mechanicsvilleca(5)gmail.com>
Sent: April 20, 20219:18 PM
To: EXEC - Tobi Nussbaum <exec@ncc-ccn.ca>; Catherine.McKenna@pari.gc.ca; Steven.Guilbeault@pari.gc.ca; Hamlin,
Allison <Allison.Hamlin(a)ottawa.ca>
Subject: Letter for NCC Board meeting April 20th

Please find attached the letter to each member of the NCC Board for the meeting on April 20th.

Lorrie Marlow
6132404649
Mechanicsville Community Association

MechanicsvilleCA@gmail.com

l
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www.twitter.com/MechanicsvilleC
www.facebook.com/MechanicsvilleCA
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NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION DE LA CAPITALE NATIONALE

Dear Lorrie Marlow,

On behalf of Marc Seaman, Chairperson of the National Capital Commission, thank
you for your correspondence regarding the NCC’s application to the City of Ottawa
for Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendments for the lands at 1and 19 Sir John A.
MacDonald Parkway. This issue was discussed by the Board of Directors at its last
meeting on April 22, 2021.

The Plan for Canada's Capital 2017-2067 states the importance of diplomatic
missions to the functioning of the capital and the promotion of political, trade, and
cultural links with foreign countries. The Plan clarifies the NCC’s role to assist
foreign missions to find appropriate spaces/lands for this capital function and the
mandate to keep an inventory of lands to assist with this purpose.

The intention for diplomatic missions at this location was identified several years
ago in our planning documents, particularly the Capital Urban Lands Plan (approved
by the NCC Board in 2015) as well as the Ottawa River South Shore Riverfront Park
Plan (approved by the NCC Board in 2018). The NCC's intent for the inclusion of
diplomatic missions was also accounted for in the City's Scott Street Community
Design Plan.

The current applications are submitted to the City of Ottawa in order to have the
lands ready to accommodate potential future missions as needed. Please note that
any project that might subsequently come forward would also be subject to
additional City consultation processes on specific site development plans. The NCC
is participating in this application process and will work closely with the City of
Ottawa to consider comments from the community.

We thank you again for your feedback.

Sincerely,
n\
i x

Tobi Nussbaum
Chief Executive Officer

202-40 Elgin Street, Ottawa, Canada KIP 1C7
nc "ccn,gc.ca

40, rue Elgin , piece 202, Ottawa, Canada KIP 1C7
eco~o.ee «exa

Canada
A-2021-00072-01248
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